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Minutes of Evidence
BBC CHARTER RENEWAL SELECT COMMITTEE

WEDNESDAY 2 NOVEMBER 2005

Present Fowler, L (Chairman) Kalms, L
Gibson of Market Rasen, B King of Bridgwater, L
Holme of Cheltenham, L Manchester, Bp of
Howe of Idlicote, B Maxton, L

Peston, L

Memorandum by Senior Members of Faith Communities

1. The public nature of the BBC’s funding through a universal licence fee places on it an obligation to serve
the whole of the British public. The Agreement that accompanies the Charter therefore needs to set in place
checks and balances to ensure that the BBC’s view of the world is suYciently widely informed to support and
enable this obligation to be met. The BBC ought not to see the world entirely through the prism of the
metropolitan liberal and secular elite’s values which inevitably inform the editorial process for the majority of
the programme makers.

2. It may have surprised some broadcasters that at the last (2001) census1 71.5 per cent of the UK population
voluntarily and in the privacy of their own home declared positively that they were Christian. Taken together
with those of other faiths (3 per cent Muslim, 1 per cent Hindu, 1.5 per cent others including Sikhs, Jews
and Buddhists) this means that 77 per cent of the population consider themselves to be members of a
faith community.

The fact that this is not reflected in the output of the BBC in general indicates that the Agreement and the
Charter should contain a formal public service commitment to the fair reflection of religion in broadcasting,
across the output not just in religious programmes.We are encouraged that recent comments from senior BBC
figures have acknowledged that there is more the BBC could do to connect with the faith communities.2 A
formal commitment would support and maintain this.

It is worth noting that the number of people who attend church services on any Sunday in Britain3 is
considerably greater than the membership of all the major political parties put together4. Indeed, one in four
adults worships once a month or more in Britain’s Churches.5 According to a recent poll, the number of
Muslims praying five times a day or more6 is likely to exceed the attendance at political rallies even at election
time. But this is in no way reflected in the prominence devoted to religious issues, as opposed to politics.

3. It is a part of the remit of public service broadcasting, and therefore also of the BBC, to open the eyes of
the licence-paying public to the character of the world in which they live, through news, current aVairs,
documentaries, drama and entertainment. An understanding of religion needs to be at the core of this.

Religion has become a much more significant and potent force in world aVairs and politics than it was
30 years ago. There is a mixture of reasons for this, some good and some bad. The collapse of Soviet
Communism, partly the result of religion at its best, removed institutional atheism from Eastern Europe. Few
predicted the destruction of apartheid in South Africa without massive violence, but Christian leadership paid
a significant part in that transition. TheTaliban, al-Quaida, somemanifestations of Christian fundamentalism
provide less happy examples of powerful forces that are religiously motivated.

It is undeniable that the easy assumption of a generation ago that religion and modernity did not go together
is no longer sustainable. The idea that secularisation and material prosperity inevitably link hands to reduce
the power of religion scarcely explains what is happening in theUnited States or Korea, let alone the explosion
of religious activity in China just at the time when personal wealth increases.

1 Census, April 2001, OYce for National Statistics http://www.statistics.gov.uk/STATBASE/Expodata/Spreadsheets/D6590.xls
2 BBC Director-General’s speech to Stationers’ Livery Company, March 2005 http://www.bbc.co.uk/pressoYce/speeches/stories/

thompson–livery.shtml
3 ORB Survey, October 2003
4 ‘What the parties Claim,’ The Guardian, Monday 12 April 2004 http://www.guardian.co.uk/guardianpolitics/story/0,,1190230,00.html
5 ORB Survey, October 2003
6 ICM Muslims Poll for The Guardian, November 2004
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It sometimes seems to be a frequent assumption that what is taken to be the state of religion inWestern Europe
is normative, whereas the picture is more varied than the stereotyped and generalised view that Europe is
secular. Moreover, the faith picture in Europe is exceptional in relation to the world in which we live and,
although the standard of the BBC’s political interpretation of world events in news and current aVairs is very
high indeed, the religious dimension is treated much more patchily and often far more cursorily. For example,
the attacks on Christian churches in Iraq have been interpreted poorly and without much comprehension of
the religious history of that country. Indeed there has been very little on religion in Iraq—for example the
diVerent traditions within Islam.

4. One key role of the BBC is to reflect the cultural life of the nation. Religion is central to the identity of many
people, not just abroad but in the United Kingdom. Any definition of public service needs to recognise this,
but it is often portrayed by the BBC as the badge of the eccentric or extremist.

All faiths have an important contribution to make to this rich mix. Again, it is important that programmes
reflect this. It is worth noting that in 2003, 86 per cent of people questioned said that they had gone into a
place of worship during the previous 12 months.7 More than 60 per cent of the people asked, of any faith or
(significantly) none, said they would not wish the local place of worship to be lost to community.8

5. Our Conclusion:

The Agreement that accompanies the new Charter should guarantee that the religious dimension of national
and international life is fully acknowledged and lay down some criteria to ensure that all faiths are faithfully,
knowledgeably and fairly portrayed across the output, not just religious broadcasting, and that worship is
accorded an appropriate place in the schedules. Religious themes can resonate with audiences as much as
historical, arts, and scientific content.

We would value the opportunity to explore these issues with the Select Committee in greater detail.

Rt Rev Tom Butler, (Church of England) Bishop of Southwark (also Chair of the Churches’ Media Council;9

Co-Chair of the Inter Faith Network.10)

Rt Revd Kieran Conry, (Roman Catholic) Bishop of Arundel and Brighton (signed !Graham Norvic).

Rt Revd Graham James, (Church of England) Bishop of Norwich (also Chair of the Central Religious
Advisory Committee (CRAC).11

Ms Rachel Lampard, Secretary for Parliamentary and Political AVairs, Methodist Church of Great Britain,
member of CRAC.

Rabbi Barry Marcus, Chief Rabbi’s Representative on CRAC.

Dr Chakravarthi Ram-Prasad, University of Lancaster, member of CRAC (signed Mona Siddiqui).

Dr Mona Siddiqui, Head of Department of Theology and Religious Studies, University of Glasgow and
member of CRAC (signed Indarjit Singh).

Mr Indarjit Singh, OBE, JP; Editor, Sikh Messenger; Director, Network of Sikh Organisations.12

29 April 2005

7 ORB Survey, October 2003
8 ORB Survey, October 2003
9 The Churches Media Council includes the following churches: Church of England; Roman Catholic Church; Methodist Church; The

Free Churches’ Group; Baptist Union of Great Britain; Salvation Army; Evangelical Alliance; United Reformed Church; Church of
Wales; Church of Scotland; Scottish Episcopal Church; Church of Ireland.

10 The Inter Faith Network for the UK works to build good relations between the diVerent religious communities in the UK at both
national and local levels.

11 The Central Religious Advisory Committee (CRAC) meets regularly to discuss religious broadcasting issues and advise the BBC and
Ofcom about policies and coverage.

12 The Network of Sikh Organisations is a loose linking of gurdwaras and other Sikh bodies to facilitate the development of common
approaches to spiritual and secular life.
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Appendix 1 is attached, addressing the questions raised by the Select Committee

APPENDIX 1

The Role of Public Service Broadcasters and the BBC

1. What should be the main duties of public service broadcasters?

Public service broadcasting is about a relationship with the viewer/listener that stimulates participation,
interest and community. It is at itsmost eVectivewhen thewide range of the intended audience can fully engage
with the output.

The definition “inform, educate and entertain” remains a valuable indicator of content, but there is little that
reflects the wider aims of public service broadcasting on a statutory level. The risk is that in codification, public
service broadcasting will be reduced to a recipe of so-called less popular genres defined in statute. In this
context, the “soul” of psb is in danger of being lost along with its duty to engage or surprise the listener or
viewer, reflect the world in which we live and broaden horizons.

2. Are the core public purposes of BBC services, as defined in the Green Paper, appropriate?

There is rightly a great emphasis on culture, but little clarity about what this includes. If sport is culture, then
what about religion? The cultural mandate should be to portray the prevailing cultures and other cultures
inclusively. The prevailing cultures should reflect not just present-day understandings of multiculturalism, but
also the nation’s Judaeo-Christian heritage. The balance must be right between showcasing creative talent,
nurturing, training etc and the public purposes of inclusion, creating community, cohesion and education.

The role of religion and the faith communities in fostering social cohesion, their contribution to local and
national community life and the role of religion in fostering diversity in society must not be overlooked. An
understanding of the role that religion plays in society should form an essential component of public service
broadcasting output Indeed, it seems sensible that s260 (6) of the Communications Act, which of course did
not exist when the 1996 Agreement was written, should be reflected quite closely in the Agreement’s wording.
For example, we believe under 3.2 (b) in the 1996 Agreement, in the section “Programme Content,” the words
“and religious” should be inserted in the section after the word “cultural” in the phrase “cultural activity in
the UK,” and, in (e) we would ask that “religion” be retained. We do not think that “education” will meet the
issues raised in our paper.

3. How do you see the BBC’s role as a world, national and regional broadcaster?

The BBC’s role can never be seen in isolation from other broadcasters or the wider broadcasting landscape.
Within theUK, it should strive to be a focus of excellence and a provider of trusted content. It must both reflect
and help to shape culture, but never in a manner that is not earthed in the cultural realities of its audience. It
should not impose its own culture or its own cultural preconceptions on others.

Internationally, the BBC is a trusted source of impartial information and this should continue and develop.
However, it is important that the BBC does not inadvertently export an image of the UK at variance with the
reality as lived in local communities across the country.

We see the BBC continuing to have a substantial in-house programme-making facility.Whilst we welcome the
development of an independent production-making facility in religious programming which will encourage a
lively and creative market place, we believe that without a properly resourced and staVed in-house religious
aVairs department to act as a centre of expertise to infuse and inform all programmes, the greater
understanding of the faith communities outlined in our submission will not be possible.

4. Should one of the conditions of the new licence fee settlement be that the BBC play a leading role in the process of
switching Britain over from analogue to digital television?

The principle of promoting 100% digital coverage is vital to the prevention of digital exclusion. This could be
accomplished by a variety of means, including the involvement of the BBC in leading the process.

Clarity is needed about to what extent the licence fee is expected to cover the costs associated with this
additional purpose, or whether Government funding will be available for (say) providing set top boxes to low
income groups.
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The BBC’s Constitution

5. Is a Royal Charter the best way to establish the BBC? Is 10 years the most appropriate period for the next Royal
Charter to run? Is there a case for establishing the BBC on a statutory footing?

The key requirements of independence from Government and stability without stagnation are met by a
Charter. A statutory basis might make the BBC more vulnerable to political whim. In relation to the changing
landscape of broadcasting, the BBC needs stability, direction and clear purpose. Ten years is the minimum
term for a Charter that oVers these.

The proposed BBC Trust might be better placed than the Governors to have the power to seek an extension
or review of a Charter at an earlier or later time, say up to two years early or four years late. This might provide
additional stability and the possibility of emerging directions or new projects bedding down before future
Charter Renewals or reviews.

Governance and Regulation of the BBC

6. Is the proposal in the Green Paper to replace the BBC Governors with a BBC Trust and Executive Board the best
way to address the issues of governance and regulation of the BBC?

There must be better separation between governance and management. The Trust proposal achieves this. The
BBC plays a unique role in national life. We therefore think there is nothing anomalous in having unique
governance arrangements, which although they should contain the key features of all good governance—
accountability and transparency for instance—do not have exactly to mirror the governance of other
organisations, public or private.

7. Is the role of the proposed BBC Trust sufficiently clear? How should the Trust be constituted? How can it be made
accountable to licence fee payers?

Accountability: The Trust should guarantee the delivery of what is promised in the service licences. The service
licences should therefore comprehensively outline what is expected from each BBC service. A balance should
be struck between holding meetings in public and the discussions that it is only possible to have in private.

8. How should the rights of licence fee payers be defined and protected? How should the BBC handle complaints?

The rights of licence fee payers could be set out in the service licences. Complaints need to be handled
consistently, transparently and rigorously.

9. Are the measures proposed in theGreen Paper sufficient to protect the independence of the BBC from outside pressure
and to ensure that BBC broadcasts are accurate and impartial?

Yes. Faith communities believe that the Charter is the best guarantee against political pressure. The licence
fee is the best guarantee against commercial pressure. There is a risk that making the Trust responsible for
impartiality and accuracy is replicating the present position of the Governors. The Trust’s role ought to be to
consider, impartially, questions referred to it about accuracy and impartiality as a regulator, not a
management group.

10. Are the current arrangements for the scrutiny of the BBC’s spending by the National Audit Office adequate?

Yes, if the Trust has powers to commission investigations into value for money.

The BBC’s Impact on Competition

11. Are the Green Paper’s proposals to regulate the BBC’s impact on competition adequate? Should Ofcom be
responsible for approving the BBC’s internal rules governing their commercial businesses?

Ofcom should be a statutory consultee as should the DTI, but the impact on competition rules should be a
matter for the BBC Trust.
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The Future of Public Service Broadcasting

12. Should there be a further review of alternatives to the licence fee and if so when?

The present review has concluded, against the expectations of many, that the licence fee is viable for the time
being and that the alternatives postulated have significant downsides. Circumstances either need to change
radically or new and viable alternatives found before a consideration of all the options, including retention of
the licence fee, are reconsidered. A further review in 10 years’ time might be appropriate, if there are new
options to consider or other factors post switch-oV.

13. How can the plurality of Public Service Broadcasting be safeguarded in the digital age?

The significant challenge arises from the preponderance of digital output that is not produced as public service
broadcasting and is not aimed at fulfilling a specified remit, although it remains to be seen what the viewing
habits of late adopters of digital technology become.

Although Ofcom has asserted that some output from purely commercial digital channels fulfils public service
purposes, this is entirely ad hoc and could just as easily double as disappear. It cannot be counted towards the
measurement of psb without significantly weakening, not strengthening, psb.

Plurality between the BBC channels alone does not create plurality of provision. This is an area of public policy
that is likely to require further development. Attention should be given to what incentives can be developed
to create enduring public service expectation and delivery from a wide range of channels.

The maintenance of the plurality of public service broadcasting, which is such a rich contributor to our
heritage and plays such a vital part in our national life, is a crucial matter of public policy. If lost, it cannot
be rekindled. Market, consumer and economic forces will not sustain it; indeed, as has been seen in recent
times, they argue strenuously against it. Public policy must safeguard public service broadcasting and find
diverse and plural means of preserving it whilst delivering it in innovative and contemporary ways.

Commissioning of Programming

14. What is the best way to ensure the BBC gives independent and external television and radio producers a fair chance
to get their ideas commissioned? Should there be mandatory quotas for external commissioning?

Independent production is an important tool for maintaining a plurality of approaches to psb programmes
and avoiding an overbearing sameness in “house style.” A system of open competition between in-house and
independent production has the drawback of creating uncertainties about what level of independent
production can be sustained in the marketplace. Too much variation year to year risks far greater uncertainty
than many independents except for the largest could sustain. A mixed system of mandatory quotas and open
competition might oVset this.

Examination of Witnesses

Witnesses: Bishop of Southwark, a Member of the House, Dr Chakravarthi Ram-Prasad,
Dr Mona Siddiqui, Dr Indarjit Singh OBE JP and Reverend Joel Edwards, examined

Q1 Chairman: Good morning, thank you very, very BishopofSouthwark:Certainly;yes. IamTomButler, I
amBishopofSouthwark. I chair theChurches’Mediamuch indeed for coming. Let me just explain what

we are doing. This is the second part of our inquiry. Council and I am Co-Chair of the Inter Faith
Network of Britain and Ireland.We reported yesterday on the first part which was

a report which the Government had asked for by Reverend Edwards: I am Joel Edwards. I work as the
General Director for the Evangelical Alliance whichthe end of the month, which we did. It was greeted

with muZed applause from the Government; very represents a constituency of about a million
evangelicals across the UK; I occasionally appear inmuZed as far as I could see. Now we are looking

into a number of other areas, because we could not one or two broadcasting guises, but that is my main
work.do full justice to all these areas in the first part, and

religious broadcasting is very much part of that. We Dr Siddiqui: I am Mona Siddiqui. I work at the
University of Glasgow, where until last year I was theshould like to thank you first for your evidence

which we have all read and I will not ask you to Head of the Department of Theology and Religious
Studies. I do a lot of religious broadcasting for therepeat that, but it might be useful if you just briefly

introduced yourselves and then we will start the BBC and I have just been appointed Chair of the
ScottishReligiousAdvisory Council for the BBC.questioning. Tom Butler, do you want to start?
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Dr Mona Siddiqui, Dr Indarjit Singh OBE JP and

Reverend Joel Edwards

Bishop of Southwark: I think my own reaction to thatDr Singh: Indarjit Singh. I am the editor of the Sikh
Messenger, Director of the Network of Sikh would be that they have an enormous amount of time

because the kind of standard mindset of the media,Organisations and I do some broadcasting and
writing on religious issues. and particularly the broadcasting services, is the

mindset of metropolitan secular humanism. That isDr Ram-Prasad: I am Ram-Prasad. I teach Hindu
religions and philosophy at the University of the mindset which is reflected in most of the output.

Therefore the question of the alternative religiousLancaster and I sit on the Central ReligisouAdvisory
Committee (CRAC) as a representative of the Hindu perspective on the world perhaps does need careful

attention because it is counter-cultural in our ownreligions.
society.Sobroadcasting is not excluding thehumanist
voice, I would say that that is the standardmindset ofQ2 Chairman: Thank you very much. As I
most of the programming.understand it, this paper that you have produced is a
Dr Ram-Prasad: Colleagues in my departmentjoint paper.
recently brought out a book which has received someBishop of Southwark:Yes.
attention internationally called The Spirit Revolution
in which they go to the heart of the matter, which isQ3 Chairman: May I just start by asking you
that what we mean academically, in a scholarly way,something about the number of people that you
by the study of religion and its place in peoples lives isestimatehave religiousbeliefs in this country?Youare
not always got at by asking questions about god, forbasically saying in the second paragraph “. . . 77 per
example. After all Buddhists do not believe in god,cent of the population consider themselves to be
neitherdoes aShinto so it cannot turnon thenotionofmembers of a faith community”. Somewould say that
god, it cannot even turn on a notion of churchis pretty rose-tinted, given that our next series of
attendance. There are some fairly persuasive studieswitnesses comes from the British Humanist
to show that probably by the 14th or 15th centuryAssociationwhogaveusdiVerent opinionpollswhich
church attendance was roughly the same as it is nowshow that a populist poll on churchgoing says that
after the 19th century spike. Even if we accept that47 per cent of the nation never go to church and as far
something formal like theHumanistAssociationhasaas youngpeople are concerned, a poll inTheGuardian
point of view, I am not quite sure whether that wouldshowed that, in answer to the question “Do you
represent the views of those who answered in thebelieve in God?”, 35 per cent said yes and 45 per cent
negative when asked certain kinds of traditionalsaid no. The Telegraph had a rather diVerent poll
questions about the nature of their religious beliefs.because it was the 18-plus, but they also showed
We need to have a very much more nuanced35 per cent saying no. Do you think that figure of 71
understandingofquitehowpeopleperceive the roleofper cent is pretty rose-tinted?
the sacred in their own lives and that might actuallyBishop of Southwark: Itwas an objective figure coming
give figures which are very diVerent to the cut andfrom the census, so it is not our figure, but it is a figure.
dried questionswhichoften put people oV the track ofI do not think we would want to put our main
talking about themselves.argument on the fact of numbers; we would not want

to get into that argument. Our position is that for very
many people in this country and around the world Q5 Chairman: Take Thought for the Day which
religionmatters immensely and it is the responsibility appears to be the acid test as far as religious
of the public service broadcasting service to reflect the broadcasting is concerned, at least on one level. That
world as it is. In theworld as it is, religion is something is fairly general—as I listen to it, it becomesmore and
very significant and that iswhyweare giving attention more general—and surely someone from the British
to this. So whether it is 71 per cent or 60 per cent or Humanist Association could put a message there just
whatever in a sense is irrelevant: it matters to a lot of as easily as someone from a religious background.
people. Bishop of Southwark: I get slightly puzzled by that

question. Let us put it alongside your earlier question
which in eVect was: is religion that significant in theQ4 Chairman: As you rightfully say, one does not

want toget intoanargumentonstatistics,but I think it world today?Wemay get on to howpopular religious
broadcasting is or is not. One cannot have thatcanbe taken that there is a highnumberof peoplewho

have no beliefs, like the Humanists who have beliefs alongside the fact that Thought for the Day is very
popularand it is thereligious reflectionuponthenews.but of a diVerent kind. Would you, in saying that

religion is important and therefore a public service I would maintain that the rest of the two and three
quarter hours are reflecting the secular humanistbroadcaster has aduty to express that, support people

like the humanists being also given time to express mindset. What makes Thought for the Day very
popular is that it is givinganalternativeviewpoint andtheir views on radio and television?
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Dr Siddiqui: The BBC itself is very aware that a hugea religious viewpoint on the news of the day at its best;
number of people, who express an interest in or beliefa theological or spiritual input. I think all of us here
in, or inclination towards religion, use the termtake part in that. It is an indication that religious
spirituality. That does not exclude religion from that.broadcasting, when it is done well, can be very, very
What we are saying is that it is not that the two termspopular and valued in today’s world.
are antithetical: there is room for spirituality and
debate on spirituality in religion, but also vice-versa.

Q6 Lord Holme of Cheltenham: A problem which
vexesme is that in one sense you ladies and gentlemen

Q8 Lord Maxton: I do not recognise, in the BBC inare a sort of trade union group; you represent
particular, your view that it represents ametropolitan

churches, in other words, organised religion. Of liberal secular society. In fact religion is treated by the
course one of the implications of the research we are BBC with kid gloves. It is never criticised. You very
looking at, referring to people in the privacy of their rarelyhaveaprogrammewhichputsanoppositepoint
own homes and to a general belief in god, is that their of view to a religious point of view. I accept it may
belief is not necessarily the same as, and coterminous, produce programmes which are secular in the sense
with the interests of organised religious groups. The that they are not religious, but it does not ever, or
question Iwould valuegeneral guidanceon ishow far, rarely, criticise.May I comeback tonumbers, because
in looking at the BBC, should we be thinking in your they are important? What percentage of the
terms about its coverage of spiritual issues as opposed population regularly attends church and define what
to its representation of the interests of the religious youmeanbyregular? Idonotmeangoing to thewatch
tradeunionandthechurcheswhohavegot themselves night service on Christmas Eve once a year as being
organised, who want to have their organisation regular attendance of the Church of England.
covered. BishopofSouthwark:Onyourfirstpoint that religion is
DrSiddiqui: Idonot represent anychurchandIwould treated with kid gloves, that has not been my
saythat in fact, insomewayswhatwearearguing for is experienceonverymanynewsprogrammeswhere, for
the opposite, that religious language is not something one reason or another, I have been asked to be
that lives and breaths and dies in textbooks: in our interviewed on some aspect or other of the life of the
globalised age, religious language is something which church and have been treated in exactly the same way
travels and resonates thousands of miles in peoples’ as anybody else.
homes in seconds. So it is important thatwe talkabout
religious language and religion inways that the whole Q9 LordMaxton:The same as a politician?
world can actually identifywith and not that religious BishopofSouthwark:Yes indeed; theprofessionalswill
programming should just be a reaction to global probe and one would expect them to and they do. I
events. A lot of programming is really about reaction hope I will have a bit of an opportunity to say that we
to global events, usually political events. In a way are not a trade union for religious programming.
what that does not do is actually dealwith those issues Whatwe are a trade union for, if we are a trade union,
which are important to the ordinary believer, whether is for religion tobe taken seriously right thewayacross
in theWestorwhether in thedevelopingworld (and let the output of the BBC. I would argue that it is
us bear inmind that the largemajority of people in the probably more significant that the hard news

programmes, where there is a religious dimension todeveloping world with which the West is so
the news, as there often is, are treated with greatpreoccupied now are believers of some religion). We
seriousness. I think that iswhere sometimes themediatalk in language and we make programmes which are
can let themselves down, not deliberately, but becausereally about the way people live and believe, not just
thedepthofknowledge isnot there tohandle thestory.about reaction toglobalpolitical events. Iwould resist
We saw the thing yesterday, for example, over thesaying that this is reallyabout a reflectionoforganised
postage stamp and the Post OYce, where obviouslyreligion: it is really about how religious language sits
the consultationwasnotwide enoughordeepenough,side by side, how religious programming sits side by
not because anybody was being diYcult orside in contemporary civil debates on society right
provocative, but it did not cross people’s minds. Thatacross the spectrum.
can be typical of what can happen in the hard news
programmes. So I am concernedwith religion as hard

Q7 Lord Holme of Cheltenham: So you would be news. Intermsofnumbers, Joel Idonotknowwhether
happy, for instance, I amnot suggesting this seriously youwould like to pursue that.
but to try to clarify the argument, if any obligations of ReverendEdwards: In termsofchurchattendances, it is
the BBCwere expressed in terms of spirituality rather probably somewhere around three and a half to four

million who attend church regularly. This issue ofthan religion.
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the teaching of all other subjects? You imply, forhard numbers is an important one, sowhether you are
extrapolating from 70 per cent, 71 per cent in the example, that the maths department is somehow

metropolitan secular because religion does not enteroYcial Government survey, which you could say is a
nominal number, or the hard factual lower regular into it, as far as Iknow,certainlynotwhen Ididmaths.

It just seems to me that your position is completelychurch attendance numbers, is important. If we are
looking for numbers to legitimise importance, then illogical. Why should religion permeate everything in

that sense? Maybe you would argue that religionpoliticians will have a very, very hard case to prove.
Whatwehave todemonstrate is that there is actually a ought to permeate all the other departments at your

university.residue of hunger for spirituality but sometimes
religious groups in their formal structures may be DrRam-Prasad: I think it is a question of how exactly

you permeate. The point is that there are indeedgood containers of and sometimes we are the best
critics of ourselves for failing to represent, to reflect diVerentmanifestationsof religion indiVerent aspects

of world experience and that is perfectly reflected inandtochallenge thepersistingandexistingspirituality
which is there. It is also very important that in the year studies. We have religion in politics, religion in

ecology, the management school takes us in to teach1999–2000, the BBC conducted what must have been
itsmost exhaustive survey to date: the Soul of Britain. particular aspects, so if we were going to compare the

departments at the university to, say, the stations andThis showed a number of very important facts, for
example, that young people under 40 thought their programmes on the BBC, well, yes actually, a lot of

religiondoespopupindiVerentbitsof theprovisionofparents were not spiritual enough. One of the very
important facts it showed up, which I was intrigued the university. We also have students taking those

diVerent courses attending what is taught in ourby, was that a very high percentage of people they
surveyed, something like between 75 to 85 per cent— departments. So obviously physics might not have it,

although in fact, I do have a grant from the Johnactually wanted to hear what the church had to say
about critical issues such as global poverty, injustice, Templeton Foundation to look at physics and

spiritual arguments of consciousness. Someracism et cetera. There should not be a dualism or
dichotomy between the numbers, there should be no departments might not have it however and some

programmes might not have religion. There is a bigtension between the spirituality and the role and
responsibility, the challenge even, which organised diVerence between thinking that a very small range of

provision exhausts what religion ought to be in thereligion has to respond to. TheBBCmust find itself in
a place where it is actually dealing with those tensions BBC’s coverage and saying that everything ought to

have religion.and a former head of religion and ethics, Ernie Rae,
once spoke about vague spirituality. I think religion
has a responsibility to respond to that as well. Q11 Lord Peston: You say “everything”; you say
Dr Singh: I am concerned about the assumption that “across the output”. That is not a bit, that is the lot.
religion and spirituality are the same thing and that Bishop of Southwark:As I indicated a little earlier, I do
religionshouldbeconfined tothehome. Iamspeaking not believe you can understandmuch ofwhat is going
from a Sikh perspective. In our view our diVerent on around the world in terms of hard news today
religions are guide books on our journey through life, withouthaving someunderstandingof religion.When
tellinguswhatweshoulddoandwhatweshouldavoid youtry tounderstand, for example,what is goingon in
in leading a responsible life.Now if all were peace and Iraq without some understanding of religion and
harmony in the world, perhaps we could argue that some depth of understanding, one can make some
religion is not necessary, but we know that things are grave errors. If it is the responsibility of the BBC, as it
very much the contrary. These guide books have certainly is as a public service broadcaster, to try to
largely been discarded. I think they have a great report thenewsandexplain thefigures, Idonotbelieve
perspective to oVer on life, valuable guidance, and you can do that without a religious perspective.
that this shouldbe reflected throughoutbroadcasting.

Q12 Chairman:Do you think enough has been done
on that?Q10 Lord Peston: I am still trying to get your

philosophy clarified because you referred to this bias Bishop of Southwark: No, I do not and I would not
single out the BBC. I think the media in general havetowards themetropolitan, liberal, secular elite, which

I must tell you I do not recognise at all. Now I am not put the resources into that aspect of human life
andthereforeweare inadequate in theway inwhichweaddressing Dr Ram-Prasad and Dr Siddiqui as they

are both in religious departments; I do not know do respond to the news and why we sometimes make
grave errors. So I think there is that. The other aspectwhether you call them religious studies departments.

Wouldyouapply the sametheorytoyouruniversities? I think we were referring to is that the BBC also has a
responsibility for entertaining and whether you areWould you say that really religion ought to permeate
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evidence that we have had on this matter, nor, aparttalking about soap operas or other programmes, they
are reflecting life as it is, and in reflecting life as it is,we fromcourteously sayinggoodmorning toourvisitors,

have I engaged with this group on the matters beforewant to see religion taking its normal place.
us. I need to say that. I want to shift the focus now to
the BBC itself. We have been talking in helpful andQ13 Lord Peston: That is my question. You do see
general terms about religion and spirituality, but wereligion taking its normal place. But you say that you
are a Committee which is concerned with the BBCcannot see it there. How is it that I see it there
charter renewal and I should like to hear from all thethroughout just as when I look at English literature I
members who are visiting us this morning theirsee religion throughout? Someone does not suddenly
opinion about the kind of strategy that theBBC, fromstand up to read you a John Milton poem and maybe
their perspective, ought to have on matters religious.tell you he is religious or anything like that. I cannot
By that I mean really two areas. The first is whatquite see, forgive the Americanism, what your beef is
traditionally might be termed religious broadcastingon this?
and we know that there is a department within theDrSiddiqui: I think it ispreciselybecause theBBCis so
BBC, the religion and ethics department, which hasrespected globally that I personally, and I am sure the
particular responsibility for that. I should also like toCommittee, feels that it is inauniqueposition andone
hearyouonasubjectwehavebeen touchingona little,of its aims is to be a forum for education globally. The
to which the Chairman has just referred again now,bishop has mentioned Iraq: suddenly Iraq appeared
which is religion inbroadcastingand inwhatsenseyouon our screens and it was assumed that the whole
feel that theBBCstrategicallyneeds to lookat thewaypopulation knew the diVerence between Sunni and
in which it provides informed opinion in the mannerShia; yet nobody knew the diVerence, there should
that you have been describing in terms of newshave been something that actually looked at the
coverage. So there are two major areas there where Itheological implications behind what was happening.
would be helped by your contributions.Suddenly we are assuming that everybody in the
Dr Singh: I think religion in broadcasting generallymedia and everybody who is watching these
should look at the whole religious perspective forprogrammes, even hard core news programmes,
several reasons, one of which is the removal ofknows what the Shia coalition might look like and
ignorance about religion. If religion is important to sowhat their diVerences would be. All we are saying is
many people—we may not have agreed on the exactthat two areas are suddenly realising that there has
percentage, but it is, I am sure, conceded that it isbeen a huge missing link in the way they have taught
extremely important to people—weneed to knowandthings. You referred to the university departments
understand just what those essential beliefs are, whatanddevelopment isnowsaying thatevenafter50years
is important and how those beliefs can contribute tothe reason IMF and the World Bank have not been
society. I think the BBC can do a lot and should do aable to erase the issue of poverty, is precisely because
lot more in that direction. Due to the sort of socialin those areas which are the most poverty stricken
constraints of a largely secular society they are pusheddevelopment is inextricably linked with issues of
into looking at religion from a perspective that oftenspirituality and religion. In medical schools now
looks at the trivial rather than the essence of religiousmedical ethics are all abouthowwe reflect the ethicsof
teachings. We can have a programme on Sikhs whicha universal global population which has diVerent
will tell ushowmanychapattis aremade in theGoldenissues and diVerent viewpoints on some of the basic
Temple, things like that, andnothingabout the ethicalissues, some of the most essential issues that we are
teachings of religion. I think much more should bediscussing now, such as abortion and stem cells. They
done that way, because in the end it is so easy in anare now including people. This is not so that people
atmosphere of ignorance for prejudices to arise. It iswhohave religion can go in and preach to them: this is
very important, especially in this day and age whenso that people who are of a religious bias or have
people are travelling and mixing and previouslyreligious knowledge can actually reflect the wider
distant neighbours are nownext door tous, thatwedoissues around their central teaching.
understand what people are about and whatChairman: I am going to bring in the Bishop of
motivates them, what is important to them.Manchester, if Imay. I know you have amore general

point to raise, but youwere going talk about the news
as well so thismay be a suitable time to come in. Q15 Bishop of Manchester: If I were on the BBC, I

mightcomeback toyouandsaythatwehaveareligion
correspondent and when items come up on the newsQ14 BishopofManchester: I amrequired thoughfirst

ofall todeclarea stipendiary interest in religion. Ineed we refer to him. Without talking about personalities,
are you saying that that provision which the BBC hasalso to emphasise to the members of this Committee

that I have taken no part in the written submission of at themoment is inadequate?
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been done well, so we have some idea of what we areDr Singh: Frankly the BBC’s coverage of religious
issues could certainly be improved. aiming at?

Bishop of Southwark:The coverage of the death of theBishop of Southwark: Typically what will happen,
going back to an earlier question in terms of us being Pope was done extremely well, where the BBC put

resources into it, drew upon expertise and as the storyprobed on the news, is that onemight go on theToday
programme. They will be well briefed and probing developed the dying of the Pope and the death of the

Pope and the handling of his funeral were excellent.questionswill be asked. If that story begins to run and
there are follow-up questions, it will be a second team Dr Ram-Prasad: Some of the serious reports on the

rise of the American right and the role of Christianwho will know very little about the subject at all and
will even ask, and I have had this asked of me, conservative movement have been extremely well

done once experts were brought to bear on it over the“Bishop, what questions should I ask?”. That is no
longer hard probing and it is because there is not the period of the first presidency ofGeorgeWBush.

Dr Singh: Some programmes about Sikhism havedepth of knowledge. That is what I would
recommend. We are not here to lobby, but I would beendoneandbeenwelldoneandthat isgoingback to

1999,whichwas the300thanniversaryofSikhs intheirrecommend that in termsof its hardnews coverage the
BBC would be stronger if it had a greater depth of present form. They were excellently done, but against

that, there is still general ignorance. We constantlyknowledge ofmatters of religion.
hear again and again about the three monotheistic
religions meaning Judaism, Christianity and Islam.Q16 Chairman:Do either of you have any examples?
Sikh scriptures beginwith thewords “There is but oneWe hear about the reservations. Are there any
God”. You cannot get more monotheistic than that.examples of where things have been done badly,
Someone talkedabout theBBCpussy-footing aroundparticularly in explaining the diVerent religions?
religion, treating religionverysensitively. I should likeDr Ram-Prasad: One example which comes to mind
to see it the otherway around:more robust discussionfor me actually goes back to whether or not there is
about beliefs, about practices. It would be doing aadequate coverage strategically, because it is so
service to religion, because so often out-dated andcontingent on who happens to turn up, who is the
sometimes wrong social and cultural practices creepperson invited. An example which comes to my mind
into religion. They need to be stripped away fromall the time is explaining the tensions between India
religious practice so the ethical teachings can come toand Pakistan over Kashmir. It is repeatedly
the fore.represented as a religious issue unless you have some

old hand, a special report by Mark Tully or people
who have lived there, who know the religious Q18 BishopofManchester:MayIcomebackover the
background and immediately knowof course that the otherpartofmyquestionbecauseyouhelpfully talked
argument is not about religion because India has got about the news side of it and those areas of
as many Muslims as Pakistan and in fact there is a broadcastingwhichdonot specifically comeunder the
massive Muslim contingent in the Indian Army heading of religious broadcasting in terms of their
operating inKashmir.So immediately the tendency to production. Again, if I were here from the BBC, I
have kind of West Wing storyline which says this is wouldbeaskingwhatyouguyswant, becausewehave
about the religions clashing over nuclear Islamic a religion and ethics department. What is your view
bomb versus a Hindu bomb simply misrepresents about that?
what anyprofessionalwouldknowabout thefieldand Bishop of Southwark: I think they put out some
most people in India and Pakistan would know. The excellent stuV. The problem is that I never quite know
lackof strategic thinkingcomes fromthinking“Okay, which comes from that department and which does
we have somebody somewhere inAsia, let’s bung him not. For example, the series The Monastery was
in and ask him to give a report” rather than having riveting, it had a high audience, competing with
somebody who would have the kind of training that Celebrity Island on another channel and it was
you would expect over a longer period of time. It is noticeable that week by week the numbers of viewers
entirely left to the brilliance of the individual person to TheMonasterywent up and the others went down.
involvedwhether they know that or not and that does So there are some good programmes. I wouldwant to
not argue for strategy, although it does argue for question the BBC about where the programmes are
individual acts of extremely good reportage. actually placed on the schedule, on what channel and

at what time of day. Again, I do not know where it
came from but the programme on Jonathan MillerQ17 Chairman:Can you give an example of where it

has been donewell?We are getting a lot of complaints two days ago, A Complete History of Unbelief, was
riveting; it was at peak time and one rarely has awhere it has been done inadequately. Are there

programmes or particular programmes where it has religious programme of that intensity scheduled,
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Britain—and complain that the BBC has done aprobably on BBC2 but I am not sure, at peak time
which meant people had a chance of seeing it. That is disservice to them . . . In some ways the BBC has not

because what they were reflecting were people whopartly my complaint: not the quality of the
programmes, but where they appear on the schedule. were in thatorganisationandoutof thatorganisation,

reflectingwhere theMCBstood inBritain today.Now
that is a challenging programme because it is actually

Q19 Baroness Howe of Idlicote:Quite a lot of what I stepping out of strictly religious history or religious
wanted to probe has already been discussed quite

faith interpretation or faith reflection and lookingfully, but Iwas looking at a statement youmakeabout
seriously at an organisation which puts itself forwardreligion having become a much more significant and
as amouthpiece forMuslims in Britain. That is wherepotent force in world aVairs and I do not think
the BBC is at its best in those programmes which areanybodywould disagreewith that comment. Equally,
slightly on the edge and are really aiming to reflectin this country the range of religions has multiplied, I
diversity and conflict of opinions within religions,would say even within the particular religions that
because essentially what people who are of religiousthere are diVerent factions and so on.You equally say
faith are talking about most of the time are thethat the reasons for your concerns are good and bad.
diVerent diversities.Given what you have been saying about the need to
Dr Singh: The point about the diVerences within aexplain thediVerent religionsandtheirpointofviewet
religion is very important and some education on thiscetera, et cetera and not forgetting history, the
is needed. However, the other point, the othercrusades will give us one example, that religions have
extreme, is that we often look at diVerent religions asreally been seen as a factor for conflict in the past,
though they are completely diVerent. We do not lookwrongly or rightly, clearly the importance of getting a
enough at the similarities—and this is something thatright balance, reflecting what you all think is the best
the BBC can do—the huge area of overlap betweenpath and the best contribution of religion should play
our diVerent religions. We should respect thea fairly high part.Do you think currently the diVerent
diVerences, but there is a huge area of overlap and areligions in this country are reflected in the right
little more focusing on that sometimes could beproportion? Is there a suYcient representation on
extremely helpful in making this a more cohesiveCRAC of all the diVerent religions really to see the
society.advice you are giving is going right across the board?
Reverend Edwards: In the aftermath of Jerry SpringerDr Siddiqui:May I start with the last comment about
the Opera, which we remember well, I had theCRAC? CRAC has an anomalous role in some way
opportunity of meeting with the Controller of BBC.because it is anoYcialadvisorycommittee totheBBC,
One of the points we were seeking to make was that,but it is an unoYcial advisory committee to Ofcom as
theChristiancommunity inparticular,not exclusivelywell and it sits somewhere in between. One of the
but in particular, had some diYculties with it andthings we are trying to discuss with Ofcom and the
made our strong objections. In the aftermath of that,BBC at the next meeting is the exact role of CRAC
westill foundout that someopportunitiesweremissedbecause it is an anomalous position. In terms of
for amoremassive educational task. In fairness to therepresentation, I think that there is an adequate
BBC, when a number of us went to make arepresentation of the diVerent faith communities.
presentation to them before the broadcast, theyPerhaps once we know what our real role is, apart
undertook to follow up the transmission with somefrom just looking at programme recordings and
educational material which was done in part. I thinkcommenting on them and talking generally about
the conversationwewere havingwas not dissimilar toBBCreligiousoutput, thenwemightbeable todiscuss
the one we want to have with you today. This is thatrepresentation. However, in terms of the earlier
faith does not come in a kind of confrontational,question or the reflection you made about faith
“Please let’s grabmore territory for faiths” argument.communities, maybe one area that the BBC should
It really is an argument about the full quality of lifecover—in a way it has an obligation to educate the
and opportunities to enhance the professionalism ofpublic—is not simply to educate on the history of
the BBC by ensuring that a kind of dualism by whichdiVerent faiths, because that presumes that the
religion is compartmentalised as a private sphere doesdiVerent faiths are all monoliths and all Muslims and
not actually undercut professionalism withinall Sikhs and all Hindus think alike, but actually to
broadcasting and actually cheat the public. So onereflect the diversity within these faiths. A lot of the
would hope that in representing religion, either inconflicts that we see are actually intra-faith diversities
religious broadcasting or more widely in news items,and not inter-faith. In some ways those people who
we do not present the kind of dualism whichwrite to the BBC—and Iwill give you an example of a
marginalises faith. But we recognise that everything,recent Panorama programme which ended up being

really a kind of rise and fall of the Muslim Council of from the global impact of religion to its local and
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those with no religion, or with a diVerent ethicalcommunity impact, is highly transformational, with
some magnificent stories as yet untold. The BBC approach to things, are catered for in the rest of the

curriculum. I would have thought that theirshould continue the goodwork it has begun and seeks
to represent religion, our failures, our diYculties, our contribution to all the issues that we have been

discussing is at least as important. Should they not belinks with extreme behaviour as well as some of the
moreredemptiveaspectsof religion in thecommunity. in there too, giving their ethical viewpoint or their

humanist viewpoint and explaining their role?There is still a story waiting to be told and one of the
arguments I would have with commissioners and Bishop of Southwark: There was the programme on

Jonathan Miller. They are there and they are veryproducers is that very often, in the interest of
sensationalisation, they are actually selling out to often there in a bigway and in a very imaginativeway.

I do not think they are being neglected, but that is mywhat is, in my experience, still a very pervasive anti-
religious sentiment which actually works very perspective.

Baroness Howe of Idlicote: They would seem to thinkvigorously in the editorial suites. If we could actually
by-pass that, I think we would find that there is very theywere.
good material around within the religious world to
enhance broadcasting and make a positive Q22 LordMaxton:Let me come back toThought for
contribution to communities. So it would be very the Day then and the BBC equivalent in Scotland,
interesting to see, for example, how theBBCpositions where in Scotland of course, far from it being
itself as we approach the bi-centenary of abolitionism 15 per cent who confess to having no religion, it is
and what stories of faith will be told in the context of 28 per cent, which is double the number, for instance,
that important and still contemporary issue. I think of the Catholic population of Scotland. You never
the faiths would want to say: can we partner you and have a non-religious point view. If you had a prayer
ensure that a good story is told professionally in away every day as Thought for the Day then I could just
which is educational? aboutunderstand it,but it isnot: it isa religiousperson

expressing their point of view. Sowhy should it not be
a non-religious person, not somebody who is aQ20 Chairman: One has a certain amount of

sympathy for reporters on theTenO’ClockNewswho humanist necessarily, just a bus driver, a policeman,
somebody who is not a member of a church at alltry, for example in Iraq, to set out the diVerence

between Sunni and Shia. It is not a simple thing to do, expressing their view?
Bishop of Southwark:Weare contributors becauseweis it, in the amount of time that you have?

Dr Siddiqui: But it should not be in the Ten O’Clock are asked to contribute, but I can understand why the
BBC take the line that they do, namely that this is anNews. They are reacting to a global story which is fair

enough, but then surely, within the two and a half opportunity for a specifically religious voice which
one is not hearing in the rest of the programme in theyears that have elapsed, the BBC has had plenty of

time to have serious discussion, whether it is radio or samekindofway.Equally I think I am right that there
is within the Today programme quite a substantialtelevision, on what exactly the conflicts are and the

history and theology. time, far more than two minutes 40 seconds, for a
personal perspective. Somebody, usually somebodyBishop of Southwark: Why should one have more

sympathy with that than, let us say, the complexity of certainly from a non-religious perspective, will give a
substantial spot onwhatever he or shewishes to do. Itthe Tory succession. One expects the BBC to be

thoroughly competent and professional and is not as though it is not there at all; it just finds a
diVerent place in the programme. But as I was saying,knowledgeable across a wide range of public life

including, politics. I did not respond to the numbers, we are not the producers of theToday programme.
but Iwould just like tosay thatmorepeopleworship in
our churches in a month than are members of all the Q23 Baroness Gibson of Market Rasen: We have
political parties put together.We do not then askwhy covered quite well the position of religion and current
the BBC is spending all this time on politics, but one aVairs. What about other areas of the BBC, for
thing we have learned in the last five years is that example, drama or music? How do you feel the BBC
religion matters around the world and therefore we dealswith this and if thereare faults,what are theyand
have all got to understand it better if we are going to how should they be rectified?
understand our world. DrRam-Prasad: I think it is probably in thosekinds of

areas where coverage is the weakest, relative even to
politics, because eventually they get the right peopleQ21 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: You have made a

very good case as far as I amconcerned for being in on out for politics and they start writing and reporting
well. We talked about this in the case of some of thequite a numberof levels, but equally, having said that,

I do not quite see it, because the implication is that soap operas, which of course are specialists on trivia
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particularly initially about the Church of England.and superficiality, so they cannot be faulted,
particularly on religions. However, to the extent that You seem to focus on church attendance, but there

must be quite a constituency of people, thethey do tend to use stereotypes to represent a whole
community in a kind of shorthand, the Christian, the housebound for a start, who may get all their

religion actually out of broadcasting and there maymad fundamentalist, the Muslim who is going to go
and kill people, the Hindu, the one who is in the be another constituency of people who actually do

not like church very much; they may still be quitearrangedmarriage and is going to beat hiswife,which
you recognise as soon as they pop up, that kind of deeply religious. Do you have any figures for that

at all?thing has become such an easy form of cultural
stereotyping that insuYciently hard questions are Bishop of Southwark: It is estimated that one in four

adults in all faiths worship once a month in thisasked about how they could treat the hinterland of
peoples’ lives, which does include religion, more country, so we are talking about a substantial

minority of people who actively worship. In theseriously.Withmusic, I think that is probably an area
where there is a real lack of recognition of the richness Church of England we talk about 1.7 million a

month, but that is not taking into account the dayof the multi-ethnic traditions of Britain. They hardly
ever make it. If they do, it is usually on the by day by day contact that the church has with

drop-in clubs, with church schools and with all thepresumption that Hindus and Sikhs are insomniacs,
because the programmes are always at one o’clock in raft of community life which exists. There are figures

which we could submit to you from the dioceses ofthe morning, and if we are up, like we were last night
for Diwali, we are not watching a programme are we? Chelmsford and Guildford who did a survey of the

involvement of their church members in communityThose are possibly the areaswhere coveragewould be
weakest and my understanding of what is happening service and they were talking about millions of

people; the involvement of church people in thethere is that it ispartially todonotwithanunreadiness
on the part of BBC religion, but for it not to be given common life of the country, not just church people,

we will be talking about people of all faiths. So theresuYcient resources and clout to put out what it can
across the programming. are some figures from particular places and certainly

that is why, at the beginning, I did not really want
to get bogged down in arguing certain numbers.Q24 Baroness Gibson of Market Rasen: You

mentioned in particular the soaps, would you say
where there is an illustration therefore of a religion Q26 Lord King of Bridgwater: I am talking about
that it is actually anti the religion rather than the ones the priests and vicars know nothing about,
involving it? the people who get all their religion out of
Dr Singh: Dot Cotton in EastEnders is an example; broadcasting, never go to church and would mind
they pull her out and make her quote endlessly exact very much—.
quotations from the bible. To my mind it ridicules Bishop of Southwark: Partly one touches that
religion to some extent. It is useful if religion is whenever the BBC tries to make any changes, let us
brought into drama, to have something about its say to the daily service or choral evensong, Songs of
ethical teachings,what ithas tooVeronthatparticular Praise and one suddenly discovers there is a
issue, being discussed or talked about. dedicated listnership, number of viewers for whom
Dr Ram-Prasad: I would also say perhaps something that is a very important part of their lives. It is not
slightly diVerent: it is more than nuance I am asking something I personally know too much about, but
for, because there could well be religious figures who it is certainly there.
are ridiculous figures, therefore they need to be there Dr Ram-Prasad: We might not be able to have
as part of the narrative. It is not actually an things to hand, but we could easily determine that,
evaluation or a normative judgment on how it ought for example from theHeaven and Earth show, which
to be covered, it is just that these people’s lives often comes on exactly at the time people would be in
do have a great many more dimensions. Any church. If we look at that audience size there, we
attempt to be dramatically real could include are going to get a pretty good indication of how
religious representation rather than think of it as many people are interested in this issue, but actually
something that is wheeled in stereotypically and are not in church. Why? It is very likely because they
then taken out again. cannot go, as I know anecdotally, but I think we

might need to get at these figures indirectly rather
than have them.Q25 Lord King of Bridgwater: I just want to clear

up on a point which came up earlier on the numbers Bishop of Southwark: If I were a shop steward for the
church, I would be asking them to close this downgame and the question of the strength and

significance of religion in national life; I am talking because it was stopping people coming to church.
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is a diVerent vision of that same faith that isQ27 Lord Holme of Cheltenham: In your evidence
you say that you think the agreement which practiced by people within that faith.
accompanies the charter should, amongst other
things, ensure that religion is fairly reflected. That Q28 Lord Holme of Cheltenham: But you would not
is a very diYcult concept. Let us just suppose, for dissent from the fact that both of those programmes
example, two successive weeks of Panorama and in in themselves could be perfectly fair portrayals of
week one we have a programme about the rapture religion?
in the United States where 33 per cent of Americans Dr Siddiqui: Absolutely; yes.
believe in the very near future that the world as we Reverend Edwards: Indeed. About six or seven years
know it is coming to an end and the chosen are to ago, in fact when I was on CRAC, a very good
go to sit at the right hand of god and the rest of us friend of mine who worked in the BBC, Ewan
will burn in the flames. This is not an apocalyptic Russell Jones who works for BBC Wales in the
remote possibility: it is a proximate possibility, it is education department, did such a programme. I
going to happen quite soon and this aVects the thought it was a very fair analysis on the whole issue
policies of neo-conservatives in the administration of pre-millennialism, showing some of the “Jesus is
who think “Why bother with the environment, coming soon and we are all going away to heaven”
because the world is going to come to end soon and and the impact of that kind of religion. It was very
the good people will be fine anyhow?”. That well done, very astutely done, it spared no punches,
programme is the first week and the second week is a and was very level-headed. So I think the BBC has
programme which shows the eVects of fundamental a responsibility to show that kind of thing.
Islam throughout the Middle East as a factor in Conversely, I hope we could also show that whilst
conflict and tension. When you say “fairly”, what that is the section of Christian eschatology with
do you want at that point? Do you want to appear some downsides, there is also a very vibrant part of
to say not all Muslims are like that, or do you want the Christian community which may believe the
to appear to say you do not have to worry about a same things—I believe in the second coming of
lot of nutters in the Mid-West, because that is not Christ—but equally this constituency is working
what the good old C of E believes? What do you very hard at community cohesion and employs twice
mean by “fair”. as many youth leaders as local government does and

therefore is totally involved and absorbed in the lifeDr Singh: It would be useful if there were some
of its community now rather than waiting for theprogramme that pointed out that those
hereafter. This is religious broadcasting at its best,fundamentalist beliefs in the United States are
it moves beyond religion to community commentarynothing to do with the teachings of Jesus Christ.
and I think that is the strength of what the BBC isThey are just extreme beliefs.
still able to do because it does it professionally andDr Siddiqui: I think it is extremely important to
objectively.show those programmes, absolutely, and I would
Bishop of Southwark: May I just add another side tosay it is the job of the BBC to educate and inform
this “fairly” thing? I think what we are saying in ourus that there are radical wings in religions at the
submission is that we do not want things just to bemoment, that Islam is on the go on certain issues.
left to the good will of the director general whoIt is entirely appropriate that the BBC should show
might come and control other channels. We feel thatprogrammes like that and if it chooses to show them
there should be a formal public service commitmentin high profile programmes like Panorama, so be it
which includes fair reflection of religion and otherand it is not misreporting anything. What we are
matters; we actually want that built in to atrying to say by “fairly” is that that is not the nub
statement accompanying the charter. What is fair Iand all and essence of a faith, that is one reflection
would then be prepared to leave to Ofcom who atof it. So the neo-conservative rise in America is a
the moment judges, for example, whether religionreflection of a particularly worrying trend for some
has not been treated fairly within advertising. It ispeople who are also Christians but who do not agree
not a structural problem; we are building up in thewith that rise. Islamic radicalism is also a rising
nation an expertise which can actually judgethreat to Muslim communities themselves; it is a
whether something has been treated fairly inthreat, but it should also show how Muslim
religious terms as much as in other terms. Ofcom iscommunities themselves are worried about it. My
becoming an important vehicle for that.comment really goes back to the initial points that

religious programming in general should not just be
a reaction to global events, it should also be showing Q29 Lord Holme of Cheltenham: Just one more
that okay, there is this side of religion but there is supplementary, My Lord Chairman, and it is an

important point. You would be happy with “fair”also, not necessarily a more balanced side, but there
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politics. It obviously is not, because the public havein the sense that in a defamation trial you can plead
as defence “fair comment”; you would accept “fair” never been more interested in politics than they are

today, otherwise the BBC and other channels wouldin that sense.
Bishop of Southwark: Yes. I would accept “fair” in not have such a colossal output in terms of politics.

Equally, I think we are therefore saying one shouldthe sense overall of an even-handed approach to this
particular subject, this particular issue. I would be not judge everything on the basis of how many

people go to church or to the temple during thehappy to leave it to a body like Ofcom to decide
whether or not that has been handled fairly. They week; that is not necessarily a measure of the

interest in religion or the importance of religion. Ido it already when it comes to advertising.
would also like to point out that although I do not
know what the figures were yesterday, I imagine theQ30 Lord Holme of Cheltenham: Clearly it is a
viewing figures for the service in St Paul’s werematter of the time period. You used the word
probably quite large. Again, that will have touched“balance” which is not quite the same as “fair”, but
a nerve and a religious nerve in the life of the nationit is an important point.
and that for me is as significant as how many showReverend Edwards: Yes; that is what we are arguing
up in church or temple every week. That is reallyfor, for it actually to be in there in the statement
the point we are trying to make.accompanying the charter that we would expect

religion to be treated fairly.

Q33 Lord Kalms: I am not completely convinced by
Q31 Chairman: Would you regard a programme it, but having made that point, our role is to look
like the rather good one on Radio Four early on at the role of religion as created and permitted by
Sunday morning as being an example of fair the BBC and, listening to you very carefully, I would
reporting of religion? say on the whole they are doing a reasonably good
Bishop of Southwark: Except when it comes to job. Getting involved with theology is an impossible
reporting the Church of England. job, particularly in this country with multi-racism
Chairman: You sound like a politician. and all the various conflicts. Listening to you, I was

just wondering how we would frame our report. I
would suggest that the BBC, on the whole, is doingQ32 Lord Kalms: One thing you cannot do in this

type of subject is bring statistics into it. I quite agree. an exceptional job in dealing with the wide range of
views today.Although the Bishop of Southwark did bring it in

when he referred in his report to those who go to Bishop of Southwark: I think it is doing a good job.
We want to support it, we want to do it better andchurch exceeding the membership of all political

parties. I do not want to make an issue of this I do not think I would accept that it is an impossible
job, any more than it is impossible to reflect politicsbecause you actually go on in the next paragraph as

well, but does that not, in a sense, reflect the failure in this country. It is not impossible. It does take
professionalism and it takes resources.of religion and politics in our society to capture the

higher ground? The purpose of this Committee, as Dr Siddiqui: We are not asking here for the BBC to
churn out banalities about religion, far from it.My Lord Chairman said at the beginning, was to

see the role of religion in the BBC and what seems What we are really saying is that the BBC is in a
privileged position to be more robust. I think thatto be clear from your evidence is that religion, as

politics, does not actually capture the higher in our current climate, when we are talking so much
about asylum and immigration and the changingground. The evidence you have given us this

morning suggests, bearing in mind the possibility of face of Europe and Britain’s role in Europe, we have
to be really careful that diVerent communities areany large bureaucracy to deal with the complexity

of religion, bearing in mind that of the five groups coming in, diVerent cultures, languages and
religions. If we are talking about a cohesive society,today none of you is fundamentalist, that actually

the BBC is doing quite a reasonable exercise in we mean all the strands. What we are not asking for
is religious programming to stand out starkly as adealing with the almost innumerable alternatives in

discussing religion. programme that only religious people watch. It has
to blend in with wider debates on all aspects of life,Bishop of Southwark: If you are talking as a

politician as well, I think you are being too hard on if we are going to produce not necessarily just more
tolerant societies, but societies which are actuallyyourself. I think we put forward that figure in terms

of church attendance and members of political respectful of diversity and can actually have
informed and adult conversations about whatparties not to score points one way or another, but

to say that the membership of political parties is not diversity brings, the challenges that diversity brings.
Religion has a huge role in that.necessarily a measure of the public interest in
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on the BBC. As an economist I am always askingReverend Edwards: We would not see ourselves as
adversaries of the BBC; in fact the BBC is serious in why they do not have anybody on who knows what

they are talking about. You are saying the same sortits 2002 strategy to respond to and drive the public
appetite for programmes about religion. We are of thing, but we just have to recognise that that is

the nature of the media, if you like: it is full ofhere to say “Well done”, where it is happening and
here are some oVers on the table as to how that people trying to fluV their way through very diYcult

matters. I imagine that physicists must go mad overmight be enhanced. It is not just for the benefit of
religion, if indeed religion and faith are very central what they put over as science. I am just bewildered

by what you see, but you obviously do see it. I amto what it means to be a person and to be persons
in community. We think that more could be done not denying you see what you are telling me, but I

do not see where you are seeing it.through stronger enhanced partnerships and that is
basically the thrust of the arguments we have put Dr Siddiqui: I am not necessarily saying that they

put on people in religious broadcasting who do notforward.
know what they are talking about. It just seems that
large chunks of programmes or a large number ofQ34 Chairman: Does any other media organisation
programmes seem to be either about stereotypes ordo it better in this country?
about the same discussions over and over again inDr Siddiqui: I do not think so.
diVerent formats. Whenever we have a programmeReverend Edwards: I do not think so; no. There are
on British Islam, it will be about when the Muslimsprobably some examples of imaginative, slightly
came and what they contributed and the chickenmore on the edge approaches to it, but I think in
tikka masala and that is not what religion is aboutterms of its professionalism and attempting fair
and that is not what resonates in the lives of a lotplay, the BBC is as good as it gets.
of people. It may resonate in the lives of someBishop of Southwark: We have not mentioned,
people, but I think people are hungry for realalthough you may have covered it elsewhere, that
debate. People are hungry to know how thatthe raft of work the BBC does with local
theology works in that person’s life. That does notbroadcasting is very important when it comes to
mean they are interested in suddenly going out andreligion. I used to be Bishop of Leicester and the
reading the Koran or the bible or whatever; they justAsian programmes in Leicester are very, very
want to know. That religion or those sentimentssignificant in terms of community cohesion. We
make that person tick in a way that is extraordinaryhave not touched upon that, but nevertheless that is
or ways of I would not dream of and I want to knowthere around the country and very significant and
and that kind of challenge needs more robustthe BBC does it very well.
programming. That is all we are saying.
Dr Ram-Prasad: I am just slightly puzzled whether

Q35 Lord Peston: I am still very puzzled by your you were listening to what we have been saying. We
position. When I watch the BBC it seems to be just had people from here saying that in fact the
permeated with religion. You asked the question BBC does an awfully good job a lot of time and the
about music and drama. The BBC is about to show example of Bach would be precisely that kind of
the complete known works of Bach, the greatest, example. It is not that we are being antagonistic
certainly within western civilisation, composer and towards the BBC surely; we are trying to say we
the greater religious composer. Now I would argue, want to strengthen what they do well, so that they
as someone who loves Bach, that his religion is can do it better, rather than they are failing in
irrelevant in one sense; I can listen to his music that job.
without having any of his beliefs. However, his
religion was everything to him. My point is that I
regard this notion that the BBC somehow is against Q36 Bishop of Manchester: One of the things that

I do not think that we have gone into in any depthreligion as ridiculous and that goes also to the
theatre and so on. The work of T S Elliot, one of this morning in terms of religious broadcasting, or

indeed religion in broadcasting, is that betweenour greatest poets and a considerable dramatist,
appears all the time on the BBC. They always forget radio and television. It would be helpful to tease this

one out because in some of the evidence which hasto point out what a vile anti-Semite he was but that
is by the way. The fact is that this stuV appears all been produced, both within this Committee and also

outside it, it is clear that people within the BBC feelthe time. You are obviously not listening to or
seeing what some of the rest of us do and I am that on the whole, they do a better job conveying

religion through radio than they do throughtotally bewildered by this. I accept your point on
expertise, but of course all of us who are experts television. I think there are major technical issues

involved in all that. Nevertheless, here is anview our subject with contempt when it comes up
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not have the right to half-hour or hour-longopportunity to be able to comment from your
perspective on where you feel that improvements programmes to put across their point of view

without contradiction. The Humanist Society doesmight be made by the BBC in either or both those
areas of radio and television. not get an hour every so often to put across its point

of view without contradiction, so why on earthBishop of Southwark: Certainly you have the
numbers, if you do not, we can supply them: BBC should the Christian churches, not any other church

hardly, have these acts of worship on radio andTV has 113 hours a year of religious broadcasting,
network BBC radio 1,186. It is a fact that it is over television every week? I cannot turn on the radio on

a Sunday morning and find a programme I want to10 times as much and there will be good reasons for
that; it is more expensive producing television listen to.

Bishop of Southwark: I am not sure that we do haveprogrammes. Also, frankly it is easier to handle
music and perhaps worship on the radio than it is the right. I imagine it is because out there are people

housebound, driving and the rest of it for whom thison television. One has to be very skilled to capture
the sense of awe and mystery and wonder and uplift is very significant and they make their voices heard

and the BBC over the years has responded to thatof worship on a television screen; it is easier to find
it on the radio. Also, the BBC has had long voice. I do not think the church is saying “We must

have this”; on the contrary, it is taking awayexperience of putting resources into religious
broadcasting on radio and they have some customers from my cathedral.
extremely skilled people. So there are very good
reasons, but I also think, as I said earlier, that I Q39 Lord Maxton: So if the BBC were to say “We
would prefer to see, not necessarily more religious do not believe it is in the interests of broadcasting
programmes on television, but scheduled at a better generally to have acts of worship on television or
time and perhaps putting in more resources so that radio”, would you have no objection to that?
they are of better quality; those two things. There Bishop of Southwark: I would ask whether in terms
is no point arguing for more religious broadcasting of the public service nature of the BBC there is a
if it is not of the right quality or it is at a time when significant group of people for whom this is very
nobody can see it, at two o’clock in the morning. important and therefore, I think I probably would

have an argument, but that is not to say that the
argument would be based on the right of the churchQ37 Bishop of Manchester: One of the things that

we have learned on this Committee is that over the to have acts of worship.
Lord Maxton: But with modern technology there isnext few years scheduling as an issue will become

less important because people will be able to no reason why the churches themselves, using the
modern technologies of DVDs, of videos and so on,download at a time or day of their choice. May I

go back to a point you made just a moment ago cannot provide their believers with that material
without the rest of us having to lose maybe otherabout the diYculties, for example, over worship on

television? Do I take it that all of you would be in programmes we would want to watch as a result.
agreement with the BBC’s current policy of actually
reducing the amount of worship that it does on Q40 Lord King of Bridgwater: Lord Maxton is a
television and not least on the basis of the argument technological wizard and if there is one man who
that I have heard them put forward that, as you knows how to download programmes of all the
have said, worship comes across better on radio. I scheduling, he is the one who can do it, whereas a lot
am asking that because I am thinking also of the of the elderly people who might want religious
people we mentioned earlier who may be broadcasting are the least able to use DVDs and
housebound and do rely on this sort of thing. other things. So it seems a very sensible arrangement
Bishop of Southwark: And let us not forget the set that those who are not able to do that should have
piece: yesterday the service at St Paul’s and the their programmes.
handling of the death of the Pope. There will be Bishop of Southwark: I imagine the same argument
those kinds of services for which there is no goes across the menu. In a sense the BBC put out a
substitute, the radio does not carry it in the same balanced menu that they think is going to be of
kind of way, but that might not be every Sunday, interest to the general public. Not all of it will be of
Sunday by Sunday, twice on Sunday. You are interest to every person but that does not mean to say
asking the wrong person, I am in church on Sunday. you say that bit can be supplied in a diVerent way.

Dr Siddiqui: I just want to tie up a couple of things
you said earlier about Thought for the Day. I have toQ38 Lord Maxton: Why should churches,

particularly the Christian churches, have the right say this because earlier this year there was an
attempted move by BBC Scotland to shift Thoughtto acts of worship on television? Political parties do
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Bishop of Southwark: It would be something else.for the Day from 7.27 BBC Scotland, to 10 to seven
Twenty-five past seven is always the sportsand there was a huge outcry and they had to move it
programme and it is like asking why it is alwaysback to 7.27.
about sports. Why can they not have somebody on
there who is going to be talking about some other

Q41 Lord King of Bridgwater: What were the hobby such as bird watching? They could, but it
figures? would no longer be the sporting slot.
Dr Siddiqui: There was enough of an outcry for the
people in charge at the BBC to stop that move. The
reason was that between quarter past seven and eight

Q44 Lord Maxton: So it is Religious Thought for theo’clock is oYcially the peak listening time for people
Day, not Thought for the Day.who listen to the radio and they wanted to make sure
Reverend Edwards: That is a very importantthat the privileged position, and I accept it is a very
underlying question because at the heart of thisprivileged position, of both Thoughts for the Day,
challenge—should secular humanists be a part ofRadio Four and BBC Scotland, were within that
Thought for the Day or not?—is a very importantpeak time. This is going to be something that will be
debate about assumptions, aboutwhat religion is andan ongoing debate. Just going back to theThought for
therefore what are sacred spaces and how youthe Day slot, the Bishop has said we are not the
diVerentiate betweenThought for the Day as a kind ofproducers, but even when I have personally said to
neutral zone for erudite ideas about current aVairs, asthe producers that I do not want to put god in my
opposed to what is a zone for theological reflectionsthought today, I just want to leave it as a thought,
and there may be a deeper debate here which isthey have always insisted that there be theological
beyond our particular remit. On the earlier questionsreflection because that is the premise for Thought for
about the space for religious broadcasting basedthe Day: if you do not have a theological reflection, it
again on numbers, it is important that 70 per cent ofwill no longer be Thought for the Day.
the population at some conscious level says they
would even vaguely oYcially describe themselves in

Q42 Chairman:Let me ask this question, because we this way. We cannot just bypass the fact that the
have been skirting around it. You say that you are BBC’s own research suggests that a very high
not producers of the Today programme which we percentage of people out there actually want to hear
obviously accept. We have actually also talked about some kind of reflection from Christian faith, religion.
Thought for the Day. If the producers of the Today I go back to the Annan report, which I was vaguely
programme were, for example, to make slots on familiar with when I was on CRAC. Some time ago,
Thought for the Day regularly available, for example, I think it was 1977, he suggested that while the
to the humanists, would you support that or would churches may be weak, concern about religion is
you think that was a retrograde step? strong and that we do not belong to a country where
Dr Siddiqui: The producers themselves always argue all the springs of religious life have dried up. He
that it would not be Thought for the Day. That is the suggested that a large public still speculates about
premise, that is the function of Thought for the Day, myths, ritual, death and the meaning of life, holiness
that it is two and a half minutes of theological and evil and broadcasting has responded to these
reflection which is topical, which is short, which is changes. I think that is still current. I think that if the
current. death of a pope can displace the marriage of a prince,
Bishop of Southwark: It would have a diVerent nature. then we ought not to marginalise religious
We all must have the same experience, because you broadcasting too swiftly.
relate to your producer the night before and agree on
a theme and try to spot what is going to be the major
news item. You try to have a theological or spiritual

Q45 Chairman: That sounded to me like a very, veryview on that. If you were not going to try to do a
good concluding part. I am going to bring this to antheological or spiritual view on it, all of us might
end otherwise I am going to be accused, as they arecome up with something diVerent, but it would be a
going to accuseThought for the Day, of excluding thediVerent slot. At the moment it is the fact that it is a
humanists who are on next.religious or a spiritual view which gives it its identity.
Bishop of Southwark: Before you do, you probably
have access to this but if you do not, we are very

Q43 Chairman: It is a religious and spiritual spot, as happy for you to have it. Ofcom did a survey in May
you put it and therefore it would exclude the this year of public attitudes to religious programmes.

That is certainly in the public domainhumanists.
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Reverend Joel Edwards

andwe are very grateful. Perhaps if we have any otherChairman: That would be very interesting, thank you
very much indeed. Thank you all very much; you questions, we could come back to you. Thank you

very much for coming today.have given your evidence excellently and succinctly

Supplementary evidence from Senior Members of Faith Communities

Following the appearance of senior members of faith communities before your committee on Wednesday, I
undertook to send you further information. I hope it will assist the committee to have this information about
the numbers of adherents and worshippers.

The Census gives the following13:

Thousands %

Christian 42,079 71.6
Buddhist 152 0.3
Hindu 559 1.0
Jewish 267 0.5
Muslim 1,591 2.7
Sikh 336 0.6
Other religion 179 0.3

All religions 45,163 76.8

No religion 9,104 15.5
Not stated 4,289 7.3

All no religion/not stated1 13,626 23.2

Base 58,789 100

In terms of attendance, the UK population attending Church on Sundays is just under 4 million14.

In the Church of England there are 1.7 million worshippers a month attending services across the week (just
over one million on an average Sunday). Attendances rose 1 per cent overall in 2003, the last year in which
published statistics are available.

Across all faiths, one in four adults attend a service of worship once a month or more.15 The majority but not
all of these will be Christian.

Towards the end of the giving of our evidence we were asked about worship on television. I would like to oVer
the following to assist the committee over thismatter as I consider the continued inclusion of such programmes
within the specialist portion of the BBC’s output is required.

Whilst it must be acknowledged, as it was by the panel, that worship is often better on radio than on TV, this
is not because of any intrinsic reason to do with diVerences between these mediums. As was said during the
oral evidence, considerably more skill is required to “bring oV” the broadcast of worship on television,
conveying the sense of awe and transcendence that taking part in person can bring. The venue can also
influence the quality of a television audience’s experience. This goes some of the way towards explaining why
broadcasts such as Tuesday’s from St Paul’s Cathedral remembering the lives of those who died in the 7 July
bombings are so memorable and successful.

However, because communities at worship authentically express a distinctive element of the lives of those
amongst the faith communities, we believe it is essential that this continues to be portrayed as part of the
output of public service broadcasting. This is essential for some disabled and housebound people who depend
on programmes depicting their faith communities for the sustenance of their faith, often in the twilight of their
lives. Furthermore, for those from minority communities, such depiction could be said to be literally a lifeline

13 OYce for National Statistics.
14 Religious Trends, 2005.
15 Opinion Research Business survey 2003.
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which connects them to their faith at these times. As well as this, the portrayal of communities at worship de-
mystifies and makes accessible the practices of diVerent communities at worship, and preventing these from
becoming a private matter.

The Communications Act recognised the importance of this in s 264 (6) and it is undoubtedly the case that the
expertise necessary for portraying communities at worship authentically resides primarily within the BBC. It
goes without saying that fulfilling this function requires the depiction of genuine communities authentically
at worship, not staging an event for television. If that was suYcient the informative and educative element
would be lost. I would therefore say I see enormous value in the continued inclusion of uninterrupted complete
acts of worship within the BBCs output and that the restoration of greater frequency of such broadcasts of
ordinary communities at worship may well be something that audiences will welcome, given their response to
the special services at times of celebration and sorrow in our nation.

I hope this further information is helpful to the committee. Could I close by re-iterating my thanks and that
of my colleagues for inviting us to appear before you?

Memorandum by the British Humanist Association

1. The British Humanist Association (BHA) is the principal organisation representing the interests of the
large and growing population of ethically concerned but non-religious people living in the UK. It exists to
promote Humanism and support and represent those who seek to live good lives without religious or
superstitious beliefs. The census of 2001 showed that those with no religion were the second largest “belief
group” at 15.5 per cent, and two and a half timesmore numerous than all non-Christian religions put together.
Other surveys consistently report much higher proportions of people without a belief in god(s), particularly
among the young.16 By no means are all these people humanists, but our experience is that the majority of
people without religious beliefs, when they hear what Humanism is, say they have unknowingly long been
humanists themselves.

2. On the basis of our commitment to an open society and our deep commitment to equality, human rights
and democracy, we believe that public bodies such as the BBC need to exercise a policy of disinterested
impartiality towards contending beliefs within society so long as their adherents conform to the conventions
and laws of the society. In light of this position, we comment below on the duties of a public service
broadcaster.

Duties of a Public Service Broadcaster in Our Society

3. Broadcasting is perhaps the most important means whereby the members of a modern open society can
communicate with each other and jointly address the challenges that face them. Public service broadcasting
is vital to the fulfilment of this function, and the BBC is immeasurably more committed to meeting this need
than any other broadcaster. Such broadcasting can be secured only if the BBC’s independence is guaranteed.
It requires a protected environment and cannot be expected to survive in an uninhibited marketplace.
Independence is potentially threatened by over-commitment to commercial targets, by interference by
government and by any over-identification with particular interest groups.

Programmes About “Religion and Other Beliefs”

4. In this memorandum we confine ourselves to one example of over-identification of particular interest
to humanists: namely, the disproportionate allocation of broadcasting time to religious believers
(overwhelmingly Christian) addressing believers about their religion, and the total and explicit rejection of any
comparable broadcasting by non-believers including humanists.

5. We welcome the principle expressed in pp 40–1 of the Green Paper that the BBC should “provide a range
of programming reflecting diVerent religions and other beliefs that is appropriate to multifaith Britain.” In
our view, the rights of non-religious belief groups have not in the past been respected by the BBC.

6. We therefore support a firm embedding within the Charter (and wherever else the aims of the BBC are to
be expressed or monitored) of the obligation on the BBC to cater, without discrimination, for the diVerent
belief groups in our society.

7. The British Humanist Association of course seeks to promote the humanist life-stance as an alternative to
(among others) religious beliefs, but as active proponents of an open society we do not seek any privilege in
doing so. Correspondingly, however, while we recognise and respect the deep commitment of other people to

16 65 per cent of young people are not religious according to Young People in Britain, a 2004 research report for the DfES.
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religious and other non-humanist views, we object to any privileged position accorded to them by virtue of
their beliefs. The BBC, however, gives religion, and the Christian religion in particular, just such a privileged
position. Thus, we see that in its response to the Green Paper, the BBC says:

Radio and television schedules will continue to give prominence to religious programming, including
acts of worship and important events in the religious calendar, as indicated in the Green Paper. The
scheduling of religious programmes will bemonitored to ensure the output is placed to serve diVerent
faith audiences eVectively.17

8. We do not take issue with the BBC’s provision of religious programmes for that proportion of the UK
population that has strong religious convictions. We simply ask that equivalent programming be provided for
the non-religious, including programmes that will help the large number of people who do not hold religious
beliefs to explore what they do believe, and how those beliefs aVect the way they lead their lives.

9. There is growing recognition that, in line with the Human Rights Act and the European Convention on
Human Rights, the entire spectrum of fundamental beliefs, embracing not just the various religions but also
non-religious beliefs with a comparable function, should be treated without discrimination. This is what the
Act18 itself requires, as do (for example) the Employment Equality (Religion or Belief) Regulations 2003 and
the current Equality Bill. Moreover, as the result of an amendment introduced by the Government itself, the
Communications Act 2003 (at section 264(6)(f)) explicitly requires that public service broadcasters should
provide programmes about “religion and other beliefs” (characterised as “collective belief(s) in, or other
adherence to, a systemised set of ethical or philosophical principles or of mystical or transcendental
doctrines”—section 264(13)).

10. It seems to us that the BBC, with its Reithian commitment to religious broadcasting, fails completely to
live up to this requirement and—despite our repeated representations and despite the wording of the new
Communications Act—shows little or no sign of correcting its long established bias. In fact, the Director-
General in a letter of 16 August 2004 wrote to us: “we feel that the BBC’s programming schedule meets all
public service requirements with regard to religion and other beliefs . . . imposed on the BBC by the
Communications Act.” Surprisingly, two requests under the Freedom of Information Act revealed no
evidence that the requirement in the Communications Act that relates to non-religious belief has been
discussed within the BBC. No papers on this subject were produced.

11. Two illustrations of why the BBC’s programming does not meet the public service requirements will
suYce: the explicit and repeated refusal to allow speakers from non-religious belief traditions to contribute to
Radio 4’s Thought for the Day although Sikhs, Muslims, Jews and others regularly contribute, and the fact
that Radio 4 broadcasts every week almost three-and-a-half hours of direct broadcasting by believers to
believers—mainly but not exclusively Christian.19 This excludes the several magazine programmes dealing
with religion. The position is similar but less marked on Radio 2 and television. Though there is some very
small provision for non-Christian religions, there is absolutely no comparable provision for what is (according
to the census) the second-largest group in the spectrum of religion or belief—namely thosewith a non-religious
outlook, including humanists.

17 http://www.bbc.co.uk/thefuture/pdfs/green–paper–response.pdf, p 22.
18 The Act refers to “religion or belief”, a phrase that has been established in case law to include atheism, Humanism and other non-

religious lifestances. See for example: “As enshrined in Article 9, freedom of thought conscience and religion is one of the foundations
of a ‘democratic society’ within the meaning of the Convention. It is, in its religious dimension, one of the most vital elements that go
tomake up the identity of believers and their conception of life, but it is also a precious asset for atheists, sceptics and the unconcerned.—
Kokkinakis v Greece: (1994) 17 EHRR 397, para 31 See also Manoussakis v Greece: (1996), EHRR 387, para 47; McFeekly v UK:
(1981), 3 EHRR 161; Campbell and Cosans v UK: (1982), 4 EHRR 293 para 36 (re Article 2—right to education). Note also: Article
18 [of the International Convention on Civil and Political Rights, the wording of which was closely followed by Article 9] protects
theistic, non-theistic and atheistic beliefs, as well as the right not to profess any religion or belief. The terms belief and religion are to
be broadly construed. Article 18 is not limited in its application to traditional religions or to religions and beliefs with institutional
characteristics or practices analogous to those of traditional religions—UN Human Rights Committee, 1993 (General Comment no
22(48) (Art 18) adopted on 20 July 1993, CCPR/C/21/Rev.1/Add.4, 27 September 1993, p 1.).

19 Typically:
Sat: Prayer for the Day (2 mins) ! Thought for the Day (3 mins)
Sun: Something Understood (30 mins *2) ! Sunday Worship (38 mins)
M–F: Prayer for the Day (2 mins) ! Thought for the Day (3 mins) ! Daily Service (15 mins)
R4 total % 203 minutes/week (3 hours 23 mins) direct committed pastoral religious broadcasting. At times of religious festivals, this
provision is substantially expanded.
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12. In fact, the BBC appears to regard non-religious life stances as without content, and the non-religious as
merely lacking a dimension to their lives, or to believe that the small numbers of people20 involved do not
warrant programmes on the subject. Responses from the BBC have also claimed that the humanist outlook
is reflected in dramas and documentaries, in science and history programmes, and programmes about
public policy.

13. We are told (a) that they broadcast programmes about the harm done in the name of religion and raising
“questions about religion’s legitimacy”—but these are not about Humanism and will rarely if ever mention
it; (b) that persons who happen to be humanist often take part in programmes—even though they do so not
as humanists but as scientists or writers, for example; and (c) that the non-religious are sometimes asked to
appear in religious magazine programmes—where they are almost invariably asked to respond to religious
speakers, so that they are positioned as foils to the believers, and can explain their views only in the context
of religious belief. Not only that, but of course humanists can have little idea when such items will appear, so
that the BBC apparently expects them to listen or watch in hope through hours of religious material in order
to hear the odd contested word supporting their own views. The reality is that the majority of people with non-
religious beliefs are unlikely to watch or listen to many religious programmes.

14. Greg Dyke as director-general summed up the BBC’s position in a letter of 28 August 2003: “. . . demand
for programmes [about Humanism] is . . . met by items on programmes such as The Heaven and Earth Show,
or radio programmes presented by humanist scientists”. We do not agree.

15. At a time when religion is in decline (a poll commissioned by the BBC itself for the Heaven and Earth
Show in September 2003 showed 26 per cent of atheists or agnostics and another 24 per cent who were
“spiritually inclined but don’t really belong to an organised religion”), it should not be the role of a public
service broadcaster in an open society artificially to sustain religious belief, whether by providing religion with
a disproportionate amount of air time or by excluding rival beliefs from the principal mediumwhereby groups
in society canmake themselves heard. Rather than provide a platform only for thosewho denounce the alleged
rootlessness and immorality of the present generation, or indeed the increasing secularisation of society, the
BBC should also be helping those with constructive and coherent alternative life-stances and non-religious
answers to “ultimate questions” to test them on the public. If society is suVering from moral confusion and
spiritual anomie as is often alleged then it is vital that alternatives to the failing tradition of supernatural
religion be explored, not suppressed. Humanism is the principal and worthy alternative.

16. Religious programmes, and religious teaching in other contexts, often claim that only religion can provide
the basis for morality. This not only insults the large number of people who lead ethical lives without religious
beliefs, but also encourages the large number of people who reject the religion they were brought up in to
question the basis of their morality. While the vast majority of non-believers find that they are perfectly
capable of living moral lives without recourse to any external authority, there can be little doubt that
programmes which explore non-religious lifestances that base morality in our common humanity would help
to ground people’s moral values, and hence would also benefit society as a whole. If the BBC were to produce
programmes of this kind, it would be an excellent example of public service broadcasting.

17. In their paperBuilding Public Value last year the BBC endorsed the principles of universality, fairness and
equity, and accountability, referred to the need to “foster [. . .] greater audience understanding of cultural
diVerences across the UK population” in areas including “faith”, to “faithfully reflect [. . .] modern Britain’s
diversity in mainstream as well as specialist programmes”, and to “listen [. . .] to [the] concerns and priorities
[of the UK’s minorities], and reflect [. . .] those concerns in the future development of services”. They pledged
to “make special eVorts to connect with theUK’s . . . minorities and to encouragemembers of these minorities
to oVer their talent and energy to BBC programmes and services”.

18. Sadly the BBC shows absolutely no intention of fulfilling this policy in respect of the large non-religious
minority in the Britain. Therefore, though (as we say above) wewelcome the provision on pp 40–1 of theGreen
Paper, we would wish to see the requirement to provide programmes about “diVerent religions and other
beliefs” explicitly qualified by the addition of the words “including non-religious beliefs such as Humanism”.
Otherwise we are clear that the BBC will in all likelihood continue to ignore their statutory and moral duty.

May 2005

20 There are no figures for the number of humanists, or for the number of people who lead their lives in accordance with broadly humanist
principles, in the UK. We would suggest that the majority of people with non-religious beliefs do live their lives by broadly humanist
principles, even if they do not use the word.
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Supplementary memorandum by the British Humanist Association

NB: This memorandum responds specifically to your request for submissions on religious broadcasting
but overtakes and incorporates our earlier submission of May 2005.

Summary

We argue that the BBC should reflect society back to itself so as to aid its dialogue and help shape decisions
and attitudes. It should as a public authority serving the nation as a whole maintain an impartial approach to
matters of controversy, including religion and belief. At present, on the contrary, it acts as a promoter of
religion, especially Christianity, by providing its proponents with extensive broadcasting time, including
unchallenged platforms, and by deliberately refusing time for non-religious beliefs. It does this despite the
clearest evidence that only a minority of the population holds any genuine religious beliefs while the number
explicitly denying religious belief is rapidly growing. We suggest that this denial of a platform for the
exposition and exploration of non-religious beliefs has left many people without convincing foundations for
their morality and without a clear perception of their place in the universe. Such a lack of bearings can only
be damaging both to the individuals concerned and to society as a whole.

Introduction

1. The British Humanist Association (BHA) is the principal organisation representing the interests of the
large and growing population of ethically concerned but non-religious people living in the UK. It exists to
promote Humanism and support and represent those who seek to live good lives without religious or
superstitious beliefs. The census of 2001 showed that those with no religion were the second largest “belief
group” at 15.5 per cent, two and-a-half times as large as all the non-Christian religions put together. Other
surveys consistently report very much higher proportions of people without religious belief (see para 12). By
no means are all these people humanists, but our consistent experience is that the majority of people without
religious beliefs, when they hear about Humanism, say that they have unknowingly long been humanists
themselves21—a point of some relevance to your present enquiry, as we bring out below.

2. Believing as we do that this is the only life we have, we are particularly committed to maximising individual
freedom to make the best of life and therefore to human rights and to the sort of society—a democratic open
society with accountable institutions of government—best suited to preserve individual rights and freedom.
On the basis of these commitments, we believe that government and all public bodies should exercise a policy
of disinterested impartiality towards contending beliefs within society so long as their adherents conform to
the laws andminimum convent ions of the society. So far as concerns religion and corresponding non-religious
beliefs, we maintain that this requires that such shared public institutions be secular, in the sense of neutral.

3. With this strong commitment to the open society the BHA does not seek any privilege in its promotion of
the humanist life-stance, but correspondingly we object strongly to privileges accorded to the adherents of
religion by virtue of their beliefs. There are two major institutional examples of such privilege being granted
to religion: the education system and the BBC. Between them they cause immense damage to society. We
therefore welcome the terms of your enquiry, especially as it explicitly covers no faith beliefs.

Duties of a Public Service Broadcaster in an Open Society

4. The comparative uniformity of society in past times has probably been exaggerated, but it is undoubtedly
true that the last half-century has seen an accelerating diversity of both views and interests. This has resulted
from the end of social deference, the collapse of shared religious beliefs, the increase in the number and variety
of people from diVerent ethnic groups and cultures, andmany other factors. This increasing diversity has been
accompanied by faster and more numerous channels of communication, which in itself is potentially
destabilising.

5. In this environment, the importance of public service broadcasting22 in providing a forum for public
discussion cannot be over-exaggerated. Society needs eVective means to learn about itself, about changing
circumstances and emerging challenges, and to communicate with itself and debate views and policies.
Broadcasting oVers by far the most important means whereby the members of a modern open society can

21 This is true, for example, even of our President, the comedian Linda Smith, who had not heard of Humanism until we contacted her
after she appeared on Radio 4’s Devout Sceptics.

22 We do not intend in this memorandum to deal with the very many other functions of public service broadcasting (education, the arts,
sport, etc) except to say that we recognise their great importance and the generally high achievement of the BBC in these areas.
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communicate with each other and jointly address the challenges that face them.23 From the most trivial phone
in to the profoundest of philosophical discussions it allows members of society to learn about each other and
negotiate the terms on which they share their community. Public service broadcasting is vital to the fulfilment
of this function, and the BBC is immeasurably more committed to meeting this need than any other
broadcaster.24

6. Such broadcasting can be secured only if the BBC’s independence is guaranteed. It requires a protected
environment and cannot be expected to survive in an uninhibited marketplace. Independence is potentially
threatened by over-commitment to commercial targets, by interference by government and by any over-
identificationwith particular interest groups. In thismemorandumwe argue that the BBChas overwhelmingly
identified itself with the interests of religion, especially the Christian religion, deliberately neglecting the
legitimate expectations of a large part of its audience.

The BBC’s Duty to Minorities

7. It has always been the duty of BBC to “inform, educate and entertain”. A crucial part of that duty is to
mirror the country back to itself so as to assist in society’s dialogue with itself. The Green Paper on charter
renewal referred to its role of “reflecting the UK, its Nations, regions and communities” and added that it
should “provide programmes and services that reflect the UK’s diVerent regions and communities and that
make the public aware of the diVerent cultures and alternative viewpoints seen in the UK”. It stated the
principle that the BBC should “provide a range of programming reflecting diVerent religions and other beliefs
that is appropriate to multifaith Britain”. The BBC in its own response accepted this, referring to the role of
“serving diVerent audiences and . . . reflecting their diverse cultures to the whole UK”. It later acknowledged
the need to be “more reflective of the diversity of all audiences”.

8. In its paper Building Public Value last year the BBC endorsed the principles of universality, fairness and
equity, and accountability, referred to the need to “foster [. . .] greater audience understanding of cultural
diVerences across the UK population” in areas including “faith”, to “faithfully reflect [. . .] modern Britain’s
diversity in mainstream as well as specialist programmes”, and to “listen [. . .] to [the] concerns and priorities
[of the UK s minorities], and reflect [. . .] those concerns in the future development of services”. It pledged to
“make special eVorts to connect with the UK’s . . . minorities and to encourage members of these minorities
to oVer their talent and energy to BBC programmes and services”.

9. Such principles are admirable, but sadly they count for nothing when the BBC is asked to “connect with”
the very large minority of non-religious people in the UK, to reflect their existence and to help them articulate
their beliefs. Instead, the BBC marginalises and undermines respect for non-religious ways of life, it fails to
make clear to its audience that such ways of life are possible and satisfactory, and it unbalances discussion of
political and social issues by largely ignoring the arguments and views of the explicitly non-religious. When
challenged it responds variously (as we show in paras 27 sqq.) by suggesting the non-religious cannot be
expected to rise above soap operas and game shows, by asserting in the face of the evidence that it already
caters for them, and by rejecting every constructive proposal put to it.

Nature and Extent of Non-religious Beliefs

10. We wish initially to clarify some of the concepts we use in this memorandum. Both the Universal
Declaration and the European Convention of Human Rights refer to “religion or belief” and both have
interpreted the phrase to apply equally to religious and non-religious beliefs. TheHumanRights Act in section
6 requires public authorities (such as the BBC) not to discriminate on grounds covered by the Convention,
including therefore discrimination between religious and non-religious “lifestances” or “world views” (the
German version of the Convention uses the stronger, more expressive wordWeltanschauungwhere the English
version says “belief”).

11. Contrary to the implicit position of the BBC and much traditional discourse, a non-religious lifestance or
belief is not merely the absence of religious belief but a positive set of beliefs and moral attitudes. Humanism
is such a lifestance, drawing on a tradition that is as old as or older than all the major world religions. It is not
a single centrally and authoritatively dictated set of beliefs—humanists are freethinkers who acknowledge no
such central authority. Rather, the word serves as the label for a certain range of beliefs and ethical positions.

23 We regard it asmore important than the press because of the breadth of its audience and (in the case of theBBC) itsmandated neutrality.
24 We would add that the value for money it oVers is oV the scale when compared with the cost of cable and satellite oVerings. This is not

to say that the BBC is perfect: we share the widespread view that scheduling on both the principal BBC television channels is often
depressingly unambitious (other than in terms of audience maximisation). But by contrast (for example) the oVering of Radio 4 is
incomparable.
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At Annex I we give a broad description of the lifestance that would command wide assent among humanists
and serves to show the core positive content of the lifestance.

12. We refer above to the finding of the census in 2001 that about 15.5 per cent of the UK population said
they had no religion. As we have argued elsewhere,25 the census question in England andWales (“What is your
religion?”), asked in a context of questions about ethnicity, was heavily biased, explaining why its results were
hugely at odds with all other surveys on the question.26 At Annex II we quote a large number of such surveys
and further details of the census.

13. It is significant that one such poll was commissioned by the BBC itself for its Heaven and Earth Show in
September 2003. It showed 26 per cent of atheists or agnostics and another 24 per cent who were “spiritually
inclined but don’t really belong to an organised religion”.27 Here we have half the population who have
explicitly or implicitly rejected religion. Does the BBC assume that none of them has any interest in exploring
what it means to live a life without religion? to find non- religious answers to the so-called “ultimate
questions”? to articulate a non-religious basis for morality? It would seem so from its failure to provide any
platform for such exercises even while it continues to lavish time on religion.28

14. A recent paper for the BBC governors quoted Dr Colin Morris as saying:
“In the 60s, radical theologians predicted that from the ruins of organised religion, a maturely secular world
would emerge. Chance would be a fine thing. What emerged was a society riven by every conceivable form of
religiosity.” It is arguable that the fault lies less with the “mature secular” population, who have articulated
the humanist viewpoint with compelling clarity, than with the major institutions of society: the education
system, bound by law to teach the young religion but no alternative, and the BBC, stubbornly resisting for
over 50 years requests by humanists and other freethinkers for access to the most important platform of all
for public discussion even while they provide the churches with unmediated access to an often unwilling public
(as with Thought for the Day) across the schedules.

Two Types of Programme

15. We think it useful to distinguish between two types of programme dealing with religion and belief:—

(a) those that oVer a commentary (news, magazine and discussion programmes)—see paras 16–18

and

(b) those that are devoted to presenting a religion on its own terms, oVering a service to its followers
(such as religious services and homilies like Prayer for the Day and Thought for the Day)—see
paras 19–21.

16. The role of commentary is unquestionably proper and desirable: such programmes fulfil in the area of
fundamental values and beliefs and their related institutions the same role as news and current aVairs
programmes do for the more ephemeral area of politics. They inform their audience, they provide for debate
about ideas that can then be accepted or rejected, and on balance they encourage moderation and cooperation
between people of profoundly diVerent beliefs.

17. To a small extent the BBC already covers matters of concern to the non-religious in such programmes,
but largely only when we issue a criticism of some religious policy or initiative. For example, our criticisms of
religious schools have been noticed—but our constructive alternative policy, prepared after wide consultation
in the education world, has been ignored. Our influence in the reform of religious education in schools over
many years and our current constructive role in helping forward the equality and human rights agenda have
likewise been ignored.

18. Decisions over the content of such programmes as Sunday (Radio 4) and The Heaven and Earth Show
(BBC1) are a complex of many considerations and in any particular case can doubtless be defended. What
cannot be excused is the overall (but diYcult to quantify) bias against considered explicit non-religious
lifestances.

25 In a submission to the OYce of National Statistics on the census in 2011.
26 This is borne out even by the census itself: a diVerent question in Scotland produced a total of 27.6 per cent with no religion, whereas

in England with the question quoted here the figure was only 14.6 per cent.
27 Evidence of this is found in the rapidly growing demand for non-religious ceremonies—baby-namings, weddings, and funerals.
28 Its statements of programme policy for 2004/05 proposed 80 hours of religious programming on BBC1, 20 hours on BBC2, over 150

hours on Radio 2 and at least 170 hours on Radio 4, as well as unquantified totals on other channels.
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19. The second category of programme is those in which a representative of a religion is given unmediated
access to the audience. It would be possible to make a principled case against a public authority such as the
BBC in an open society putting its resources at the disposal of a particular religion or belief—“why should a
public institution do the churches work for them?”29 We do not take that line: it may be irrelevant that
programmes such as Radio 4’s daily service are sanctified by history, but they plainly provide a valued service
to a number of people (principally the devout housebound).

20. But such provision must not be discriminatory. Its extent must reflect not the historical predominance of
the Christian religion but the present state of belief in the UK. There are now many non-Christian religions
and a far greater disparity within Christianity than LordReith could ever have dreamed of, let alone a popular
renunciation of religion as a guiding force that would have alarmed him severely. The BBC needs to regain its
balance and neutrality by extending its programming to “new” religions and beliefs—including secular
lifestances such as Humanism.

21. The present situation is far from satisfactory. For example, Radio 4 broadcasts every week almost three-
and-a-half hours of direct, unmediated broadcasting by believers to believers—mainly but not quite
exclusively Christian.30 This excludes the several magazine programmes dealing with religion. Nor are
speakers on (for example) Thought for the Day, who are amazingly given access not just to those who choose
to tune in but to a huge captive audience to Radio 4’s Today programme, confined to anodyne if (to many)
irritating religious reflections: they are even allowed to argue a case on matters of political controversy, as the
Chief Rabbi did against physician assisted dying on the morning of theHouse of Lords debate on Lord JoVe’s
Bill within minutes of a balanced Today item on the subject. The position is similar but less marked on Radio
2 and on television. Though there is some very small provision of such unmediated time for non-Christian
religions, there is absolutely no comparable provision for what is (according even to the census) the second
largest group in the spectrum of religion or belief—namely those with a non-religious outlook, including
humanists.

Amount of Time

22. A serious problem is that such programming is potentially invasive of the schedules. If unfair
discrimination cannot be supported and the schedules are not to be overrun by programming for small
minorities, it suggests that whatever time is available be reallocated roughly in proportion to some
combination of population and demand or appreciation. (The new digital channels will provide some help,
with (on radio) the BBC s popular Asian Network well placed to provide some Hindu, Islamic and Sikh
programmes.)

Legislation on Human Rights and Non-discrimination

23. There is growing recognition that, in line with the Human Rights Act and the European Convention on
Human Rights, the entire spectrum of fundamental beliefs or lifestances, embracing not just the various
religions but also non-religious beliefs with a comparable function, should be treated without discrimination.
This is what the Human Rights Act itself requires (see Annex III), as do (for example) the Employment
Equality (Religion or Belief) Regulations 2003 and the current Equality Bill. The BHA at the invitation of
Government departments is taking a constructive part in the steering group for the new Commission for
Equality and Human Rights and in other aspects of the equality agenda.

24. Moreover, as the result of an amendment introduced by the Government itself, the Communications Act
2003 (at section 264(6)(f)) requires that public service broadcasters should provide programmes about
“religion and other beliefs” (characterised as “collective belief[s] in, or other adherence to, a systemised set of

29 We note that some countries are organised on a confessional basis with separate provision of broadcasting (and other services) by and
for (for example) Roman Catholics, Lutherans and Humanists. A case in point is the Netherlands. Organisation of the state into such
columns would be impossible to substitute for our profoundly diVerent British system and anyway we object to it in principle as too
limiting.

30 Typically:
Sat: Prayer for the Day (2 mins) ! Thought for the Day (3 mins)
Sun: Something Understood (30 mins * 2) ! Sunday Worship (38 mins)
Mon–Fri: Prayer for the Day (2 mins) ! Thought for the Day (3 mins) ! Daily Service (15 mins)
R4 total % 3 hours 23 mins / week direct committed pastoral religious broadcasting. At times of religious festivals, this provision is
substantially expanded.
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ethical or philosophical principles or of mystical or transcendental doctrines”—section 264(13)). In
introducing the amendment, Lord McIntosh of Haringey explicitly referred to Humanism:

The second [amendment] is to add a reference to other beliefs, which would include ethical systems
or philosophies such as humanism or secularism.

Lords Hansard, 1 July 2003: Column 784

25. The BBC, the principal public service broadcaster, has never acknowledged that this legal change requires
any action on its part. It has never referred to it in any of its policy statements in connection with charter
renewal or otherwise. Its language in policy documents remains exclusive, referring only to religion rather than
inclusively to religions and beliefs.

26. What is more, an enquiry by the BHA under the Freedom of Information Act early in 2005 revealed that
the BBC had generated not a single item referring to the new law. Despite this complete absence of
consideration, it has numerous times asserted to us its confidence that it meets the requirements of the Act.

The BBC in its Own Words

27. We should like to illustrate the BBC s attitude by quotation from correspondence.

(1) In November 2002 the BBC s head of religion and ethics, Alan Bookbinder, was quoted in the Church of
England Newspaper as saying:

All our licence payers are entitled to see their belief reflected back to them. Broadly we try to keep
a balance according to the composition of the audience. It is not a direct mathematical formula, but
we are aware of the make up of our audience as we try to reflect that.

A BHA member wrote to him, saying:

Given that about 30 per cent of the population do not believe in God, and that a substantial
proportion of them are Humanists and/or lead eVectively humanist lives, would you please tell me
what you are doing to reflect back our beliefs to us?

Bookbinder replied:

The 30 per cent who don’t believe inGod and “lead eVectively humanist lives” (whatever thatmeans)
have acres of TV and Radio time devoted to secular concerns.

We find this reply revealing, first, in its disdainful reference to humanism and secondly by its suggestion that
people without religion need no programmes about their fundamental values but can be satisfied by the “acres
of time” devoted to (presumably) game shows, comedies, sport and soaps.

(2) On 23 July 2003, a letter from Alan Bookbinder in the Daily Telegraph included the claim: “our recent
success fighting oV the atheist lobby demonstrates that [Radio 4’s Thought for the Day] is still very much a
religious slot”. This followed an approach by about 100 distinguished persons coordinated by the BHA, the
Rationalist Association and the National Secular Society asking that occasional comments from a non-
religious viewpoint be included in Thought for the Day—a suggestion roundly rejected by the BBC even on
appeal to the Governors.

(3) Greg Dyke as Director-General summed up the BBC’s position in a letter of 28 August 2003: “. . . demand
for programmes [about Humanism] is . . . met by items on programmes such as The Heaven and Earth Show,
or radio programmes presented by humanist scientists”. The appearance of humanist scientists in programmes
is unsurprising, given that so many eminent scientists (not to speak of writers, philosophers and other public
figures) are humanists, but it is irrelevant to our demands since they do not appear as humanists but as
scientists etc. And while it is true that the non-religious are sometimes asked to appear in religious magazine
programmes, they are almost invariably asked to respond to religious speakers on a religious agenda, so that
they are positioned as foils to the religious, and can explain their views only in the context of religious belief.
Not only that, but of course humanists can have little idea when such items will appear, so that the BBC
apparently expects them to listen or watch in hope through hours of religious material in order to hear the odd
contested word supporting their own views.

(4) When the Communications Act was passed in 2003, we wrote to the then Director-General, Greg Dyke,
saying: “We believe we can be helpful and constructive in assisting you meet this new public service obligation
and we look forward to a productive dialogue”. The oVer was rejected as was the suggestion that any change
of policy by the BBC was necessary following the Act. The correspondence is reproduced in Annex IV.
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(5) When we wrote to him when he became Director-General, saying: “what is lacking is even the slightest
parallel to the unmediated presentation of religion that is so pervasive in the BBC’s output”,Mark Thompson
asserted in reply (16 August 2004) without quoting any evidence: “the BBC’s programming schedule meets all
public service requirements with regard to religion and other beliefs imposed on the BBC by the
Communications Act”. In a later letter (15 October 2004) he stated “Our Religion and Ethics department
regularly meets representatives of a wide variety of faiths and belief systems specifically to ensure that such
views are appropriately represented”. There are no such regular meetings with us or any other body
representing non-religious lifestances. The head of religion and ethics has met us once, at our request, in
January 2004, when we put forward a list of ideas for programmes to which, after much prompting, he
responded the following October by rejecting them one and all.

(6) A BHA member received in May this year the following response to a complaint:

As a public service broadcaster the BBC has a responsibility to meet the needs of all audiences. Over
75 per cent of the adult audience claim some religious allegiance (2001 census).

Much of the BBC’s output approaches the world from a secular, non-religious point of view. A
minority of the BBC’s output has specifically religious content—some of it celebratory and aYrming,
some of it journalistic and scrutinising—while other programmes, such as Jonathan Miller’s Brief
History of Disbelief, have addressed atheism directly.

On Friday 13 May the BBC Governors held a seminar, attended by Mark Thompson, senior
executives and a panel of invited experts, to discuss the BBC’s religious and belief programming. The
BBC has a public service responsibility to provide religious programming. The purpose of this
seminar was not to find ways of increasing religious output, but to discuss how the BBC can best
meet this commitment by providing programmes of the highest quality. The seminar also explored
how diVerent faiths and beliefs could be reflected across a range of genres. If you would like to read
more about the seminar please go to:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/shared/bsp/hi/pdfs/09–05–05–religious–output.pdf

This response, typical of many, is worth some comment:

(a) “Over 75 per cent of the adult audience claim some religious allegiance (2001 census)”—but (i) no-
one is questioning the need for some religious programmes; (ii) the BBC implicitly admits that there
is another 25 per cent: do they not deserve proper attention? (iii) the adherence of many in the
75 per cent is in any case merely nominal—we have already quoted the BBC s own poll that found
26 per cent of atheists or agnostics and another 24 per cent who were spiritually inclined but don’t
really belong to an organised religion—Humanism might well be very attractive to them if they were
allowed to hear about it.

(b) “Much of the BBC’s output approaches the world from a secular, non-religious point of view”—The
suggestion here seems to be that those without a religious belief cannot be expected to rise above
programmes about make-overs, sport and travel. Do those without religious beliefs, in other words,
not have any serious philosophy of life that is worth examination? If the BBC’s answer is that they
do not, they are saying that the many serious thinkers who embrace Humanism have nothing to say
that is at all worthy of attention. If on the other hand the BBC admits that positive non-religious
beliefs are worth examination, why do they deliberately and consistently refuse to pay any attention
to them whatsoever?

(c) “Jonathan Miller’s Brief History of Disbelief” was shown on BBC4 and has still not been scheduled
for showing on a terrestrial channel. In any case it did not deal with positive non-religious world-
views such as Humanism but only with the rejection of religion—ie, good as it was, it was essentially
negative, not suggesting any positive alternative to religion.

(d) “On Friday 13 May the BBC Governors held a seminar”. The British Humanist Association made
a detailed submission to the Governors specifically for this review. It seems to have been ignored:
there was no reference to it in the Governance Unit paper prepared for the meeting (to which their
web link leads) or in the report on the seminar posted on the BBC website.

(e) “The BBC has a public service responsibility to provide religious programming.” This is a blatant
distort ion of the truth by omission: the duty as set out in the Communications Act refers (as stated
above) not to religion but to religion and other beliefs, including Humanism. The Act cannot be
quoted as a defence for the BBC’s failure to provide programmes about Humanism—it specifically
requires them to do so.
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28. We couldmultiply these quotationsmany times over: all show that the BBCpersistently refuses to respond
to our arguments other than by bland assertion of its own blamelessness and by arguments that carry no
weight.

Broadcasting for the Non-Religious

29. At a time when religion is in decline, it should not be the role of a public service broadcaster in an open
society artificially to sustain religious belief, whether by providing religion with a disproportionate amount of
airtime or by excluding rival beliefs from the principalmediumwhereby groups in society canmake themselves
heard. Rather than provide a platform only for those who lament the alleged rootlessness and immorality of
the present generation, or indeed the increasing secularisation of society, the BBC should also be helping those
with constructive and coherent alternative life-stances and non-religious answers to “ultimate questions” to
test them on the public. If society is suVering from moral confusion and spiritual anomie as is often alleged
then it is vital that alternatives to the failing tradition of supernatural religion be explored, not suppressed.

30. Religious programmes, and religious teaching in other contexts, often claim that only religion can provide
the basis for morality. This not only insults the large number of people who lead ethical lives without religious
beliefs, but also undermines the moral commitment of the large number of people who reject the religion they
were brought up in.While the vast majority of non-believers find that they are perfectly capable of livingmoral
lives without recourse to any external authority, there can be little doubt that programmes which explore non-
religious lifestances that base morality in our common humanity would help to ground people’s moral values,
and hence would also benefit society as a whole. If the BBCwere to produce programmes of this kind, it would
be an excellent example of public service broadcasting.

31. It may be useful to reiterate what we are seeking.

32. We want the BBC to cease discriminating against non-religious beliefs by recognising that they are part
of the same spectrum as religion and should be treated on equal terms.

33. We therefore want programmes specifically for the non-religious, so flagged, recognising that much of the
public will (owing to the prevailing religious bias of the school system and the media) have a confused and
unarticulated world-view at best. After all, for several generations both religious education and broadcasting
have set up religion as the preferred basis for life and implied that morality depends on it: when millions have
rejected religion and but neither schools nor the mass media have provided any coherent alternative, many
end up confused and unsure about the basis of morality.

34. The programmes we seek would not be attacks on religion (any more than Christian programmes are
attacks on Islam, for example) but reflections on the basis of secular morality and on particular moral issues,
on a secular spirituality and living a non-religious life, drawing on the tradition of non-religious lifestances
(Confucianism, Epicureanism, Stoicism, the philosophy of the Locke, Hume, Mill, Russell, etc, etc) from
ancient times down to present day.

35. Such programmeswould help the large number of peoplewho do not hold religious beliefs to explore what
they do believe, and how those beliefs aVect the way they lead their lives. They could be expected in a small
way to yield a social dividend—to help social cohesion and commitment, to combat the moral anomie,
cynicism and selfishness that some commentators perceive in modern society.

36. Given the immovably entrenched position the BBC has taken over decades in defending its bias towards
religion, we believe that aspirations such as that in the Green Paper, at pp 40–1, which refers to a requirement
to provide programmes about “diVerent religions and other beliefs” are inadequate. An obligation should be
firmly embedded within the Charter (and wherever else the aims of the BBC are to be expressed or monitored)
that the BBC cater, without discrimination, for the diVerent belief groups in our society, explicitly including
such non-religious groups as humanists. Otherwise we cannot trust the BBC to turn bland general assurances
into real programmes.

Governance

37. In keeping with our general views, we would oppose any religious (or humanist) representation on the
BBC board of governors or any trust that might replace it, and likewise on any BBC regional or national
boards.

38. The BBC has a Central Religious Advisory Council. We wrote to the BBC in 2004 pointing out its
obligation under the Human Rights Act not to discriminate on grounds of religion or belief and asking that
the terms of reference of CRAC be extended to cover non-religious lifestances. This request was rejected by
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Mark Thompson, the Director-General, on the illogical grounds that the BBC was confident that its
programming met all the requirements of the Communications Act to provide programmes about
nonreligious beliefs. (If it needs advice on its religious programmes, why should it any less require advice on
its alleged programmes on non-religious lifestances?) We have been told subsequently that a review of all the
advisory bodies is pending. We hold to the view that an advisory council limited to religion is discriminatory
and that its terms of reference should be widened to cover all religious and non-religious beliefs and that its
membership should include a representative of Humanism as the principal non-religious lifestance in the UK.

39. We take this opportunity to point out that there is confusion about where any duty to enforce section 264
of the Communications Act lies. The BBC has consistently seen the duty as lying with Ofcom: for example,
in a letter of 16 August 2004 Mark Thompson wrote to us: “Under Section 264 of the Act, Ofcom reports on
the fulfilment of the BBC’s obligations under section 264(6) and we remain confident that Ofcom will report
favourably in this respect”. On the other hand, Ofcom in its recent review of public service broadcasting
ignored section 264 and in a letter to us of 8 March 2005 said: “The performance of the BBC in respect to its
duties as defined by section 264(6)(g) is a matter for the Governors and, through the Charter Review process,
the Government”. The Act seems to us to place the obligation on Ofcom but the evident confusion is
frustrating to ourselves and anyone else wishing to see the BBC held to account for the multiple obligations
that Parliament plainly intended to impose on it as the principal public service broadcaster.

9 October 2005

Annex I

Humanism

Humanism is an approach to life based on humanity and reason. For humanists it fulfils much the same
function as a religion does for its believers.

Humanists recognise that it is simply human nature to have moral values but that when we make moral
particular judgements we need to interpret those widely shared values by the use of knowledge, reason and
experience. Faced with a diYcult decision, we consider and assess the available evidence and the likely
outcomes of alternative actions. We do not refer to any dogma, sacred text or fashionable but
unsubstantiated theory.

Humanists find the best available explanations of life and the universe in the naturalistic and provisional
answers provided by scientific enquiry and the use of reason. We think it folly to turn to other sources—such
as religion or superstition—for answers to unanswered questions. Humanists are therefore atheists or
agnostics—but Humanism is a philosophy in its own right, not just a negative response to religion.

Humanists believe that this is the only life we have and we see it as our responsibility to make life as good as
possible, not only for ourselves but for everyone—including future generations. We strongly support
individual human rights and freedoms—but believe equally in the importance of individual responsibility,
social co-operation and mutual respect. We endorse the idea of an open society in which, despite
fundamentally diVerent beliefs and lifestyles people of good will live co-operatively together, with shared
institutions, laws and government that are deliberately kept neutral as between diVerent belief groups.

As Humanists we create meaning and purpose for ourselves by adopting worthwhile goals and endeavouring
to live our lives to the full.We feel awe at the immensity of the universe and the intricate nature of its workings,
we find inspiration in the richness of the natural world, in music, the arts, the achievements of the past and
the possibilities of the future, we find fulfilment in worthwhile activity, in physical recreation and endeavour
and in the pleasures of human interaction, aVection and love.

Annex II

Polls and Surveys on Belief

1. Populus poll on churchgoing (Nov 2004)

More than weekly 2 per cent
Weekly 10 per cent
Monthly 5 per cent
A few times a year 36 per cent
Never 47 per cent
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2. Young People in Britain: The Attitudes and Experiences of 12 to 19 Year Olds.
DfES Research Report RR564, National Centre for Social Research 2004—ISBN 1 84478 291

3. Do you regard yourself as belonging to any particular religion?

IF YES: Which?
None 65 per cent
Christian 27 per cent
Muslim 5 per cent
Hindu 1 per cent
Jewish 1 per cent
Sikh 1 per cent

Survey of 13,000 young people by Revd Professor Leslie Francis and Revd Dr William Kay, Trinity College
Carmarthen (Teenage Religion and Values, Gracewing, 1995). 61 per cent of 14–16 year olds described
themselves as atheist or agnostic.

4. ICM poll for The GuardianWeekend 27 November 2004 (510 16-year-olds)

Do you believe in God?
Yes 35 per cent
No 45 per cent
Don’t know 20 per cent

5. YouGov poll for Daily Telegraph (1981 adults aged 18! throughout Britain online between 16 and 18
December 2004)

Do you believe in God?
Yes 44 per cent
No 35 per cent
Don’t know 21 per cent

6. Marriages (ONS 4/2/2005)
1991 2003

Religious 0.7 per cent 32.2 per cent
Civil 49.3 per cent 67.8 per cent

7. Mori poll (4,270 respondents) for The Tablet May 2005
Atheist or agnostic 24 per cent

aged 18–34 36 per cent
aged 65! 11 per cent

8. YouGov poll for Daily Telegraph (3,505 adults aged 18! throughout Britain online between 20 and 22
July 2005)

Below is a list of phrases which might be used to describe or define Britain and what it is to be British. For
each one, please indicate how important you think that word or phrase is in defining Britishness.

The Church of England
Very important 17 per cent
Fairly important 28 per cent
Not very important 29 per cent
Not at all important 23 per cent
Don’t know 3 per cent

9. ICM poll for The Guardian 23 August 2005

Q9. The government is expanding the number of state funded faith schools, includingMuslim schools.Which one
of the following do you most agree with?

25 per cent Faith schools are an important part of our education system and if there are Anglican and Jewish
state-funded schools there should also be Muslim ones.

8 per cent Faith schools are an important part of our education system but the government should not be
funding Muslim schools.

64 per cent Schools should be for everyone regardless of religion and the government should not be funding
faith schools of any kind.

4 per cent Don’t know
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10. Home OYce Research Study 274: Religion in England and Wales: findings from the 2001 Home OYce
Citizenship Survey (March 2004)

Table 3.1: Which of the following things would say something important about you, if you were describing
yourself?

Your religion 9th of 10 factors at 20 per cent

Table 3.2: Top 10 things that would say something important about the respondent—by ethnicity

White: religion ranked 10th of 10 factors
Black: 3rd
Asian: 2nd
Mixed ethnicity: 7th

11. Poll for BBC Heaven & Earth Show (7 September 2003) of 1001 British adults, aged 16!

Q.1a From the following list, which two or three things, if any, have the most influence on your views or outlook
on life?

Your own experience of life 62 per cent
Your parents 56 per cent
Your education 30 per cent
Friends 26 per cent
Newspapers and TV 17 per cent
Religious teachings 17 per cent
Books 12 per cent
Politicians 3 per cent
Celebrities you admire 2 per cent
None 1 per cent
Don’t know 1 per cent

Q.2a Which, if any, of the following would you say best describes you?

I am a practising member of an organised religion 18 per cent
I am a non-practising member of an organised religion 25 per cent
I am spiritually inclined but don’t really belong to an organised religion 24 per cent
I am agnostic (not sure if there’s a God) 14 per cent
I am atheist (convinced there’s no God) 12 per cent
None of these 7 per cent
Don’t know 1 per cent

12. Census 2001

Religion (per cent) England Wales Scotland N. Ireland UK

Christianity 71.74 71.90 65.08 85.83 71.58
Islam 3.10 0.75 0.84 0.12 2.71
Hindu 1.11 0.19 0.11 0.05 0.95
Sikh 0.67 0.07 0.13 0.01 0.57
Jew 0.52 0.08 0.13 0.02 0.45
Buddhist 0.28 0.18 0.14 0.14 0.26
Other Religions 0.29 0.24 0.53 0.07 0.30
No Religion 14.60 18.53 27.55 2.72 15.56
Not Stated 7.69 8.06 5.49 11.15 7.62

TOTAL 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
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Annex III

Human Rights Act 1998
(a) Extracts

3.—(1) So far as it is possible to do so, primary legislation and subordinate legislation must be read and given
eVect in a way which is compatible with the Convention rights.

(2) This section—

(a) applies to primary legislation and subordinate legislation whenever enacted; . . .

6.—(1) It is unlawful for a public authority to act in a way which is incompatible with a Convention right . . .

(3) In this section “public authority” includes—

(a) a court or tribunal, and

(b) any person certain of whose functions are functions of a public nature . . .

(6) “An act” includes a failure to act . . .
Article 9—Freedom of Thought, Conscience and Religion

1. Everyone has the right to freedomof thought, conscience and religion; this right includes freedom to change
his religion or belief and freedom, either alone or in community with others and in public or private, to
manifest his religion or belief, in worship, teaching, practice and observance.

2. Freedom to manifest one’s religion or beliefs shall be subject only to such limitations as are prescribed by
law and are necessary in a democratic society in the interests of public safety, for the protection of public order,
health or morals, or for the protection of the rights and freedoms of others.
Article 14—Prohibition of Discrimination

The enjoyment of the rights and freedoms set forth in this Convention shall be secured without discrimination
on any ground such as sex, race, colour, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin,
association with a national minority, property, birth or other status.

(b) Relevant Court Cases under Article 9 of the ECHR:

“As enshrined in Article 9, freedom of thought conscience and religion
is one of the foundations of a ‘democratic society’ within the meaning of the Convention. It is, in its
religious dimension, one of the most vital elements that go to make up the identity of believers and
their conception of life, but it is also a precious asset for atheists, sceptics and the unconcerned.”—
Kokkinakis v Greece: (1994) 17 EHRR 397, para 31

“The right to freedom of religion as guaranteed under the Convention excludes any discretion on the
part of the State to determine whether religious beliefs or the means used to express such beliefs are
legitimate.”—Manoussakis v Greece: (1996), EHRR 387, para 47

Belief means “more than just ‘mere opinions or deeply held feelings’; there must be a holding of
spiritual or philosophical convictions which have an identifiable formal content.”—McFeekly v UK:
(1981), 3 EHRR 161

“The term ‘beliefs’ . . . denotes a certain level of cogency seriousness cohesion and importance”—
Campbell and Cosans v. UK: (1982), 4 EHRR 293 para 36 ( this case related to Article 2—right to
education).

In re Crawley Green Road Cemetery, Luton—StAlban’s Consistory Court: December 2000—it was taken held
without argument that Humanism was a belief within the meaning of the Human Rights Act.

(c) Commentary

from the UN Human Rights Committee on Article 18 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights (which is essentially similar to Article 9 of the European Convention):

“Article 18 protects theistic, non- theistic and atheistic beliefs, as well as the right not to profess any
religion or belief. The terms belief and religion are to be broadly construed. Article 18 is not limited
in its application to traditional religions or to religions and beliefs with institutional characteristics
or practices analogous to those of traditional religions.”—Human Rights Committee, 1993 (General
Comment no 22(48) (Art 18) adopted on 20 July 1993, CCPR/C/21/Rev.1/Add.4, 27 September
1993, p1.)
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Annex IV

Correspondence with the BBC

A. Letter from BHA to Greg Dyke, Director-General BBC: 30 July 2003

Dear Mr Dyke
Humanist programming under the new Communications Act

I am writing to request a meeting in the light of section 264(6) of the new Communications Act.

Your files will reveal that the British Humanist Association has for a long time—our files suggest at least 40
years expressed dissatisfaction with the lack of humanist programmes in the BBC’s output.

Most recently, we joined last year with the National Secular Society and the Rationalist Press Association to
demand that humanist speakers be invited to contribute to Thought for the Day. Your Governors have
rejected that suggestion, preserving a status quo which in our eyes is completely unsatisfactory.

We should like to clarify our position.We regard it as entirely proper that the BBCprovide programmes about
religion, including broadcasts of religious services and other programmes in which leaders of the Christian and
other communities directly convey religious messages to believers. Indeed, we do not object to Thought for
the Day sometimes including messages hostile to our beliefs, for example Anne Atkins on Thought for the
Day, 16 May 2003: “Without God, where do we find absolutes of right and wrong? What is to stop a secular
society sinking to depths of depravity that as yet we only dream of?”31

We acknowledge that your output includes occasional programmes questioning the credibility of some
religious claims and covering the harm done in the name of religion. We also acknowledge that many of your
contributors are unbelievers, including many who are humanists—it could scarcely be otherwise when you
look at the list of the names of our vice-presidents and distinguished supporters, and the membership of our
humanist philosophers and scientists groups.

But we look in vain for programmes parallel to the very extensive output you provide for religious believers.
Unbelievers are left without any adequate articulation on the BBC’s national radio or television channels of
their beliefs and life stances.

In letters you have sent to correspondents you have referred to the inclusion of secular voices in programmes
such as The Moral Maze. However entertaining and provocative that programme is, it does not oVer a forum
for anyone to set out their fundamental beliefs. You have also mentioned the participation of unbelievers in
religious programming such as Beyond Belief or Devout Sceptics. But in these programmes, the non-religious
participants are responding to a religious agenda, rather than presenting their own beliefs.

What one searches the BBC’s schedules for in vain is any programme in which leading humanists broadcast
directly to a humanist audience about Humanism. While the number of people who identify themselves as a
humanist is relatively small, the 2001 census revealed that the second largest group in the population is those
with no religion—a group that (at 14.8 per cent) is two-and-a-half times as large as all the non-Christian
believers put together. These people have moral codes and beliefs, and they have their own answers to the
“ultimate questions” over which religion at present has a near-monopoly in your programmes. We maintain
that the BBC’s public service role should include helping these people a high proportion of whom would share
basically humanist views—speak to each other and learn more about the long and distinguished history of
their philosophy.

The BBC provides the equivalent to Christians in huge measure every day, and increasingly to other religions
also. Sikh and Jewish contributors are frequently heard on Thought for the Day, although those religions can
claim only 0.6 per cent and 0.5 per cent respectively of the population, but the BBC has hitherto failed almost
entirely to serve the considerably larger and growing audience of people with a non-religious life stance in the
way it serves its religious viewers and listeners.

The situation has, of course, changed since we last corresponded with you on this matter.

The Communications Act, as you will be aware, requires that you provide “what appears to OFCOM to be
a suitable quantity and range of programmes dealing with . . . religion and other beliefs”. The Act defines
belief for this purpose as “a collective belief in, or other adherence to, a systemised set of ethical or
philosophical principles or of mystical or transcendental doctrines”. This definition clearly encompasses
Humanism. You will also have noted that Lord McIntosh, introducing the amendment for the Government,

31 http://www.bbc.co.uk/religion/programmes/thought/documents/t20030516.html
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said that its purpose was “to add a reference to other beliefs, which would include ethical systems or
philosophies such as humanism or secularism”.

The basis of the wording lies, of course, in the EuropeanConvention onHumanRights and theHumanRights
Act (1998), which refer to “religion or belief” and forbid discrimination by public authorities32 on grounds of
religion or belief. Case law has demonstrated that Humanism and atheism are to be treated as beliefs under
the ECHR and HRA.

If discrimination is to be avoided, the implication of the Communications Act would be that 5,000 hours of
religious broadcasting (whichwe understand to be approximately your present output) needs (given the census
results) to be balanced by over 950 hours of equivalent broadcasting for the non-religious population.

In the light of the Communications Act, we would appreciate an opportunity to meet with you to discuss how
you propose to implement these new obligations. If that proves impossible, perhaps you could arrange for us
to meet with an appropriate senior manager. We would prefer not to have this meeting with staV from your
Religion and Ethics department, since it is clear from their statements, for example Mr Bookbinder’s letter in
the Daily Telegraph on 23 July (our recent success fighting oV the atheist lobby) that they are unwilling to
respect the rights of people with non-religious beliefs.

The Act gives examples of the sort of programmes that might be provided:

(i) programmes providing news and other information about diVerent religions and other beliefs;

(ii) programmes about the history of diVerent religions and other beliefs;
and

(iii) programmes showing acts of worship and other ceremonies and practices (including some showing
acts of worship and other ceremonies in their entirety).

Themost basic requirement is information about beliefs. Thismust, in our view, include programmes in which
humanists present humanist beliefs without any third party—religious or sceptical providing a commentary,
and without the necessity for balance, since balance is already overwhelmingly present in the weight of
religious programming in the current schedules.

We believe we can be helpful and constructive in assisting you meet this new public service obligation and we
look forward to a productive dialogue.

Yours sincerely,
Hanne Stinson
Executive Director

B. Reply from Greg Dyke to BHA: 28 August 2003

Dear Ms Stinson

Thank you for your letter of 30 July, previously acknowledged, requesting a meeting about coverage of the
Humanist viewpoint in our programmes in view of the new Communications Act.

It is helpful to have your appreciation of the BBC’s range of religious programmes and your recognition that
we also commission programmes which question the value and achievement of religion.

However, I must dispute the statistic which leads you to assert that the Humanist perspective is entitled to
some 950 hours of annual coverage. The 14.8 per cent of the population who said in the recent census that they
had no religion does not equate with the very small number of people who are active humanists. There is no
evidence that this 14.8 per cent has any interest in programmes about humanism.

Our research suggests that the demand for programmes “. . . in which leading humanists broadcast directly
to humanists about Humanism . . . is very small, and easily met by items on programmes such as The Heaven
and Earth Show, or radio programmes presented by humanist scientists. We also have a BBC Four series in
production about the history of atheism, presented by Jonathan Miller. We are advised that this range and
number of programmes more than adequately addresses any question of discrimination under European
Human Rights legislation.”

Youmention section 264 of the CommunicationsAct. This requires Ofcom to report onwhether public service
broadcasters are fulfilling the purposes of public service television broadcasting. One element of this
assessment is whether, looking at all the television services provided by the BBC, ITV, Channel 4, Five and

32 We assume that you agree that the BBC is a public authority: it was cited as an example of one during the passage of the Human Rights
Act—see Hansard HC 17.6.98, col 411.
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the Welsh Authority as a whole, there is, in Ofcom’s view, a suitable quantity of programmes dealing with
religion and other beliefs. In the light of our programming mentioned above, we are confident that Ofcom will
report favourably in respect of the BBC on this point.

Thank you for your oVer to help us meet the public service obligations expressed in the Communications Act.
However, if you are unwilling to meet the BBC’s Head of Religion and Ethics, who, as I’m sure you know, is
an agnostic, on the basis of the information you have provided I don’t believe that ameetingwithme or anyone
else will be helpful. I will ensure that our Religion and Ethics department is aware of this correspondence. I
am sure they will continue to bear the Humanist point of view in mind for future coverage in our programmes
whenever an appropriate opportunity arises.

Yours sincerely,
Greg Dyke

C. Further Letter from BHA to BBC: 15 October 2003

Dear Mr Dyke

Thank you for your letter of 28 August. I am sorry to have been so long in responding.

We are disappointed at your reply, which we do not see as an adequate answer to the points we made in our
letter of 30 July. Nevertheless, wemust acknowledge some fault in probablymisleading you as to what wewere
in fact proposing.

For example, we are certainly not seeking anything like 950 hours of annual coverage of the Humanist
viewpoint and we regret that a rhetorical point seemed to be meant literally. In practical terms, we are looking
for a gradual increase in the number of programmes, perhaps mainly on radio in the first instance, since this
is often more suited to the presentation of ideas.

Humanists, as you say, make up only a proportion of the 14.8 per cent of the population who have no religion.
Our point, however, is that a large proportion of that 14.8 per cent are leading humanist lives to at least the
same extent that a large proportion of the 71.7 per cent of nominal Christians are leading Christian lives. It
is also our experience that very many non-believers who have never thought of themselves as humanists will,
when they hear or read about Humanism, immediately identify themselves as having been humanists all their
lives, and this confirmation of their beliefs and approach to life may be extremely important to them. These
people, as well as those who already identify themselves as humanists, are entitled to programmes that aYrm
or articulate their beliefs. As far as we can see, they are not oVered any such programmes.

The examples you give make our point. A recent Heaven and Earth Show put an atheist up against believers
in a confrontation. It was not a programme about atheism but about belief. Similarly, the first two, at least,
of the Radio 4 series Amongst the Unbelievers are devoted to people reflecting on the religions they have lost
(Catholicism and Judaism), and Devout Sceptics generally has that same religion-centred focus. Radio
programmes presented by humanist scientists are about science, not about Humanism, and are as relevant to
the argument as a claim that the balance is kept by the large number of completely secular programmes on
sport, cooking and politics.

You refer also to the forthcoming Jonathan Miller series on atheism, but this will presumably be a critical/
historical examination of rejection of belief in gods, not a presentation of atheism for atheists, and even that
would not, in any case, be about Humanism. Your examples indeed betray a confusion of atheism and
Humanism.

Humanism is about Humanism, not about the rejection of religion. What we are seeking is no more anti-
religious than Christian programmes are anti-Muslim. May I press you to say when the BBC last broadcast
a programme (other than on local radio) that presented and examined Humanism?

The diVerence between the BBC’s minimal—eVectively non-existent—treatment of Humanism and the many
hours each week of straight presentation of Christianity by Christians to Christians (and lesser amounts of
time for other religions) is blatant.

It may or may not be narrowly defensible under the Communications Act (we doubt it and shall, if it
regrettably becomes necessary, put our case about that to OFCOM), but getting away with it should surely
not be the BBC’s governing principle.

We are not seeking a confrontation with the BBC but a constructive dialogue leading to some recognition in
the schedules. The Government recognises that we have a distinctive and valuable viewpoint. We have had
constructive meetings in the recent past with oYcials and/or ministers in the Lord Chancellor’s Department,
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the Home OYce, the DTI, and the DfES—sometimes at the Government’s initiative. Our deeply considered
proposals on a law on incitement to religious hatred were quoted extensively and broadly favourable by the
relevant Lords Select Committee, to whom we gave both written and oral evidence. The Government
specifically named Humanism in introducing the relevant wording of section 264(6) of the new
Communications Act.

It would seem odd if, at a time when in pursuit of an agenda of inclusiveness, Government departments and
ministers meet us without demur and find those meetings valuable, and when Parliament has specifically
sought to ensure that programmes about Humanism are broadcast, the BBC should persist in what appears
close to an attitude of disdain.

We had hoped that the new Act would be seen by the BBC as an opportunity for a positive change. Sparring
by post is an unproductive game and what we seek is a constructive and positive dialogue.

I am therefore asking you to reconsider our request for a meeting. If you are unwilling or unable to meet us
yourself and can only oVer a meeting with Mr Bookbinder, we shall of course accept. However, we shall do
so in the expectation that he will approach the meeting with an open mind and will not be armed with a brief
to defend the BBC’s current policy to the end.

I look forward to hearing from you.

Yours sincerely,
Hanne Stinson
Executive Director

Examination of Witnesses

Witnesses: Ms Hanne Stinson, Executive Director and Mr David Pollock, former Chairman, British
Humanist Association, examined.

Q46 Chairman: Thank you very much for coming for example, that 40 per cent of the population
cannot actually name any of the four gospels.and welcome. This is really the second part of our

inquiry. We reported yesterday on the first part. We
are now looking at a number of areas, which we were
not able to go into in suYcient depth during the first Q47 Chairman:Your appendix shows these surveys.
part and one of these is religious broadcasting. As Ms Stinson:Yes, we show a number of surveys in the
you have seen, we have just been talking to a multi- appendix.
faith group before you. We certainly have your
written evidence, for which many thanks and we
know who both of you are. May I start the Q48 Chairman: What about humanism itself. Is
questioning with two general points? You say that there any evidence that is becoming ever more
there is the clearest evidence that only a minority of popular? How do you measure it?
the population holds any genuine religious beliefs, Ms Stinson: We do not have any figures for the
while the number explicitly denying religious belief is number of humanists in the UK.
rapidly growing. That certainlywas not the flavour of
the evidence we were getting in the first session.
Discuss. Q49 Chairman: Is that a wise precaution? Why not?
Ms Stinson: Part of this comes down to how you Ms Stinson: No, it is actually that awareness of
actually define what religious beliefs are and the humanism is very, very low and one might suggest
extent to which somebody has to be religious in order that the BBC is partly to blame for that. We find that
to be classed as belonging to a religion or being a very large number of non-religious people, when
religious or having some sort of religious or spiritual they come across humanism or when they come
feeling. There is an increasing number of surveys across the BritishHumanist Association, actually say
which show rapidly growing numbers of non- they have been a humanist all my life, or for the last
religious people. Most face-to-face surveys show at 20 years, and they never knew that was what it was
least 30 per cent of adults, going up to 40 or 50 per called. They are very often very relieved to have
cent and, with young people, going even higher, up to found a group of people who actually share their
a DfES survey which shows 65 per cent of young beliefs. We would estimate that a significant

proportion of the non-religious peoplewithin theUKpeople not having religious beliefs. I find it quite
interesting that the census can bring up a figure of 70- are broadly humanist in their outlook, but we cannot

put a figure on it, because people do not use the word.plus per cent religious when other surveys will show,
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belief in respecting the planet. If you were to do aQ50 Chairman: One point which struck me, reading
your evidence, was that you said basically there are value analysis of the implicit values of the BBC, I am
two major institutional examples of access being unclear that they would not at least substantially
granted to religion, the education system and the overlap with a humanistic—I shall not say
BBC. Then you went on to say that between them humanist—view of the world. Certainly, rather than
they cause immense damage to society. Why do you speculating what the value system of the BBC is, if
think that? you look at their output, whether it is in terms of
Ms Stinson: I genuinely believe that it does. There are news and current aVairs or in terms of drama or in
assumptions in very many circles, including the terms of soap operas, I would find it extremely
media and the BBC, that we still have a religious diYcult to look at it and say that those programmes
society. We have people who grow up being taught did not by and large, over time, mostly have a moral
that the only source of morality is religion. I have and humanistic underpinning. Forgetting the fact
been told very many times that I may be a humanist that you do not like the religious people and you
and I might claim that my morality does not come think they are getting too much, what is it you object
from religion, but of course it does because I grew up to in the run-of-the-mill coverage of the BBC of
in aChristian society. I would very strongly challenge whatever genre it is?
that: I do not thinkmymorals do come from religion, Ms Stinson:We heard this morning people claiming
I think they come frommy common humanity.When that most of the output of the BBC was secular and
you have a very large number of people who do not this is something we are told very, very often. When
have religious beliefs, including of course a large it comes to the values which come across in the BBC,
number of people who have been brought up in a I would say that those values are actually generally
religion, but have lost their religious beliefs, who the values which are shared between the religious and
have been taught that morality is based on religion, the non-religious because most values are actually
you have a large number of people who then flounder shared between both groups of people. The BBC
while they try to work out where their morality regularly claims that there is this little bit of religion
actually comes from. The religions are very, very and all the rest of broadcasting is secular, hence that
good at claiming that society is sliding into some sort ought to be enough for us. We would say that a small
of immoral or amoral situation and blaming it on the percentage is religious and all the rest is general and
reduction in religious belief, when in fact it should be is for everybody, and that the BBC is actually making
blamed on the fact that those people who do not have the wrong comparison when they link that small
religious beliefs maybe have not been helped to percentage of religious against the rest as secular.
formulate what their beliefs actually are. Having said What they should be doing is actually comparing the
that, I do not actually think that the non-religious are small percentage of religious broadcasting against
less moral than the religious anyway. If there is a the non-existent percentage of broadcasting about
problem, it is that people have not actually had specifically humanistic, positive, non-religious
support to formulate what their beliefs actually are. beliefs. I do not mean atheism; I mean positive non-

religious beliefs, because that is where the gap is.
Q51 Chairman: “Immense damage” is a fairly strong Mr Pollock: Clearly the BBC’s output is such as you
criticism. describe it: it is largely based on values which could
Ms Stinson: I do think it does immense damage. It be described as humanistic. What we object to is
causes immense damage to society, because people neither that, nor the existence of religious
are maybe floundering as to what the firm basis of broadcasting which obviously provides a valuable
their morality is and it causes immense damage to service for a minority audience, but one which
individuals who are forever being put down. This values it considerably. What we are objecting to is
particularly goes for young people who are being told that the BBC is quite deliberately ignoring the
they cannot be moral because they do not have requirements which are placed on it by the Human
religious beliefs. Rights Act as a public authority and by the

Communications Act in section 264 to treat equally
religions and beliefs across the spectrum. TheQ52 Lord Holme of Cheltenham: I should like to
European Convention on Human Rights says thatexplore why as non-religious, alternative, humanistic
there should be no discrimination on grounds ofvalue people you feel you are hard done by in BBC
religion or belief. Case law has established thatcoverage. It seems to me that there is an assumed
humanism counts as a belief. The Government in itsvalue system in the BBCwhich quite often irritates its
general policymaking accepts that humanism is acritics, which is, if not humanist, essentially
belief. The Government in their own amendment tohumanistic. There seems to be a belief in
the Communications Bill, when it was goingenlightenment and the perfectibility of society; there
through your House, said that the requirement toseems to be a belief in rationality, there seems to be a

belief in tolerance and diversity, there seems to be a provide programmes about religion needed to be
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Ms Stinson: Spirituality is a very, very diYcult word.extended to cover religion and other beliefs. They
mentioned humanism in that context in the House.
The BBC has ignored all of that. Our freedom of

Q55 Lord Peston: Let me then say, for example,information inquiry at the beginning of this year
that I would have regarded both David Hume andshowed that they had not generated a single piece
Bertrand Russell as deeply spiritual people; indeedof paper relative to that quite significant change in
both have written very clearly about yearning fortheir obligations. Nevertheless, without having
something more but unfortunately there is nothing,considered what the law required, they tell us
that sort of thing. So the distinction, at least in my

constantly that they are confident that their output mind, is very important and I wonder whether that
meets the requirements. What is lacking is anything is your view.
which is parallel to that part of religious Ms Stinson: It depends on how you use the word.
broadcasting which is unmediated, Christians Very often it is used as though it is part of religion,
talking Christianity to Christians, which amounts with the implication that you cannot be spiritual if
on Radio Four to over three hours per week. There you are not religious. In the sense in which you have
is obviously similar programming elsewhere, but just used it, I think humanists can be just as spiritual
that is a key element of it. There is nothing ever like as any religious person; there is the same sense of
that of humanists talking humanism to humanists. awe and wonder when they hear music or see a
The result is, to get back to My Lord Chairman’s wonderful view, all those sorts of things, or how
first question, that the very large majority of the nature actually works, and in that sense just as
non-religious population, itself at least a large spiritual; and that too is the important element of
minority of the total population, is unable to broadcasting.
articulate with any confidence their own life stance.
They live implicitly humanist lives. The essentials of

Q56 Lord Peston: Therefore going back to Myhumanism are a naturalistic world view, a rejection
Lord Chairman’s opening question to you aboutof dogma and a morality based on consequences,
your view on the damage religion does, you aremainly for people and the planet. That describes the
arguing really that it is organised religion which isbasic outlook of the great majority of non-religious
doing the damage.people in the country. Those are the essentials of
Ms Stinson: I was not actually talking about thehumanism. They do not know that it is humanism,
damage religion does.and they are not able to articulate it. When it comes

to trying to teach their children morality, they do
not have the confidence to do it. Very many non- Q57 Lord Peston: I am sorry; you were saying the
religious people still send their children to religious BBC does the damage. You are quite right.
schools because they think that might give them a Ms Stinson: It is the lack of broadcasting about non-
grounding in morality. The linking of religion and religious positive beliefs which I think is damaging.
morality, which has no logic whatsoever, is Religion can be damaging in some circumstances,
constantly found. but basically we are not anti-religious and we are

not anti-religious broadcasting.

Q53 Lord Holme of Cheltenham: Forgive me, but
this is a little bit like the trade union point I was Q58 Lord Peston: When Lord Holme of
making to the religious representatives: in terms of Cheltenham asked you about wanting a fair share,
industrial demands you want comparability and you you made the point that religion—it seems to me

and I agree with you—is of its essence dogmatic. Iwant a slice of the pie and so on.
do not see how it can be other than dogmatic andMr Pollock: Yes, we do, so long as there is religious
be a religion. I can then understand programmesbroadcasting, unmediated, direct from religious
which put forward a dogma. What I have diYcultyleaders to their followers, we do not see why we
understanding and therefore I am less exercised thanshould be discriminated against.
you are, is how you could have a programme which
was non-dogmatic. In other words, if I were asked

Q54 Lord Peston: I suppose I ought to declare an to comment in two minutes on Thought for the Day,
interest as an atheist, which is much more extreme and I take your point that you ought to have some
than you. I am still a bit lost. Dr Singh, in his ability to do that, my problem would be that I
evidence earlier, made a point which we did not would meander on for two minutes explaining what
follow up enough, which was that he wanted us to the problem was. I would never get around even to
distinguish between religion, by which I think he doing what they do, which is in the end lay down
meant organised religion, and spirituality. Would some piece of dogma. I do not know why you want

to get into that game at all.you accept that distinction as well?
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for your organisation. Surely more could go on thatMs Stinson: We certainly do not want to lay down
dogma. There is a very clear place for exploring and would get it a higher profile. For example, do
issues from a humanist perspective and if you did you start earlier, in schools? Are you trying to get
have humanist Thoughts for the Day they would be this thought about in schools? If what you are
much more questioning and exploratory and trying saying is that the whole approach of morality and
to pull out the underlying issues, very often the ethical approach is really being ignored to the
moral issues, than the average Thought for the detriment of how people develop, then this is a very
Day is. good point to start. Having said all that, it is not
Mr Pollock: May I give an example perhaps? Quite exactly the BBC, but it is what we are talking about
recently, on the morning that Lord JoVe’s Bill was today. I should have thought you clearly made a
going through the House, Jonathan Sachs was on good case for why you should be included, why a
Thought for the Day giving a strongly anti- non-religious religion should be included in
euthanasia, anti-assisted dying thought from a something like CRAC. What particular role do you
religious perspective. It would be perfectly possible think they should be playing? Should they be there
to do a humanist Thought for the Day which talked to see that the situation you describe actually does
about the value of life, wherein lies the value of life, not happen or was better balanced?
why a residual life of pain and no prospects for Ms Stinson: May I start by responding on the issue
improvement might seem to a person to lack value, of schools and starting early? For many, many years
and that there should be a permissive attitude the British Humanist Association has been working
towards euthanasia. That would be helpful to a lot together with religious groups in order to improve
of people in the population who are otherwise left religious education, and it has been one of our
only with a religious morality being voiced on the major pieces of work for the last 40 years, if not
air. longer. Our aim there has always been not to get

religious education out of schools, but to make it
Q59 Lord Peston: I was about to raise the subject better quality and ensure that it covers and teaches
of Lord JoVe’s Bill myself. Surely Lord JoVe’s Bill a really good understanding of the diVerent religious
and his case for it got an extremely good airing on beliefs and of non-religious beliefs. In fact I think
the BBC from very eVective people? I agree that some very important progress was made quite
they did not get that little slot that Jonathan Sachs recently with the introduction of the national
got, but no-one could argue surely that the case, framework for religious education which does now
exactly as you have just put it forward yourself now, include non-religious beliefs and specifically
was not aired very fully on the BBC. humanism. It is not compulsory of course, so we do
Ms Stinson:What happened that morning on Today not know to what extent schools will actually pick
is that we had an excellent item on the Bill: we had that up, though there is quite a lot of evidence that
Lord JoVe, we had the Bishop, it was very, very they are. We do see that as extremely important and
even-handed, it was balanced and both points of if all children do learn about other religions,
view, the religious point of view and Lord JoVe’s preferably with and from children with other beliefs,
point of view were given a very, very good airing. I

which is why we are also opposed to separatewas listening to that and I thought that it was a
education in faith schools, which is a big issue whichgood balanced piece of reporting. Immediately after
we obviously cannot go into, we think that isthat, or a couple of minutes after that, we had a
actually extremely important. The other thing whichthree-minute polemic on one side, which was totally
is extremely important is that the children who haveunmediated, which I felt therefore totally
non-religious views, who express those in schools,unbalanced that whole item.
have those views respected and they are very often
not. We get an awful lot of complaints from parents

Q60 Lord Peston: So it does bring us back to the who say “My little Johnny came home and do you
view of Lord Holme of Cheltenham that what you

know what the teacher said to him?” and it waswant is another three-minute polemic.
absolutely outrageous. We hear it and it isMs Stinson: No; no.
absolutely outrageous. The teacher will say they doChairman: I think there is a question of balance
not respect the child’s views because they are wrong.there. It might be useful if we took that specific
That is the sort of thing teachers sometimes say inexample with the BBC when they come.
schools. That undermines children. I have forgotten
the second part of your question.

Q61 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: I should like to
start way back. When you were making your
introductory statement it occurred to me first of all

Q62 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: It was really aboutthat the percentage of humanists was quite small.
The second point is: what about your own lobbying the role of CRAC.
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percentage of the population. I would not want toMs Stinson: If the BBC were to take on board that
they have this responsibility to produce be so extreme as to say that those people should not

have an opportunity to hear that sort of view on theprogramming on religious and on non-religious
beliefs such as humanism, then I think there would BBC. I should like to see more of the sort of

challenging programme that the group which wasbe a very, very obvious role for humanist
representatives on the CRAC; I see no question of here earlier was talking about, where there is really

in-depth analysis of some of the issues aroundit. The reason why we would want it now is because,
while a lot of religious programming is perfectly religion. I think that would be beneficial and I

would support them totally on that. I do see a placeacceptable and we have no problem with it, we
would want to feel that there is actually a mediating for religious broadcasting, obviously particularly

for those who are housebound, and until thebody which says “If you’re doing that, shouldn’t
you be doing this”. churches improve their distribution of material then

that is good.

Q63 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: If the percentage of
those who are humanists, or those with non- Q65 Lord Maxton: At the end of the day, as in

education, it is the job of the religious organisationsreligious beliefs, is quite small, what sort of
proportion would you be looking for? to provide the education. As I said to someone

earlier, a person who is housebound has often beenMs Stinson: I do not think I said that the percentage
of humanists is small. If the percentage of non- a member of a church. Surely they would much

prefer to have a DVD or a video of the churchreligious is 30, 40 maybe 50 per cent and we are
saying that most of those people, from the evidence service taking place in that church on that Sunday,

provided by the church and often perhaps deliveredwe have, lead a broadly humanist life, even if they
cannot articulate it as humanism and even if they by their own minister or whoever might be in charge

of that church. Is that not a much better way ofdo not call it humanism, then that is actually quite
a large percentage. I do not want to come here and doing it than having this broad sweep of religion on

television?say we should have so many hours on Radio Four
and so many hours on this or the other. It is, Mr Pollock: If the BBC proposed abolishing all

religious broadcasting of the type I was mentioninghowever, important that there should be a regular
slot which actually expounds humanist views on earlier, religious people talking religion directly to a

religious audience, we would not object. If it is goingparticular topics; it would not be dogma, it would
be exploring issues. And there should also be some to continue, we should like to have our share of it.

It might be valuable just to go back to your originalprogrammes which actually explore it in more
depth. question to illustrate the double stance of

humanists. As humanists individually, obviously we
disagree with religious views of the world and weQ64 Lord Maxton: Like Lord Peston I should
think they are mistaken. We sometimes think thatdeclare an interest too. I am a member of the all-
they do harm. If religion disappeared graduallyparty humanist group and I would go even further
from the world, we would think on balance that itthan Lord Peston in declaring that I am an atheist,
would probably be a better place. Our other stancebut I am also an anti-clerical atheist in that I do not
is our stance towards living in the community, in abelieve that religion is beneficial to our society. If we
society together with people who disagree with us.look around the world at the present time, religion
There we support the sort of open democraticis at the source of many—not all but many—of the
society which respects rights, supports non-conflicts we see, even within our own country: in
discrimination and so on. Hanne is very busy at theNorthern Ireland or where I come from in the west
moment on the steering group of the Government’sof Scotland. It may be mainly in terms of football,
planned Commission for Equality and Humanbut that is still there and sectarianism is rife. That
Rights. We put a lot of our work into promotingis why I believe that the BBC is damaging our
the idea of non-discrimination, of proper rights forsociety, not quite in the same way as you do, but
all groups and respect between them. When it comesbecause it is my view that it helps to sustain
to that, there is a need for broadcasting to reflectsomething which is dying and gives it life support
the state of the world.and it would be better for the western secular liberal

democratic world if it did die. Would you like to
comment? Q66 Lord Maxton: I do not disagree with that. I

believe entirely in the right of anybody to believe inMs Stinson: I have some sympathy with that view.
I do believe that the BBC is artificially sustaining any religion but it seems to me that the BBC and

education do what in the Labour Party we used tosomething which is declining. Where I think I would
take a slightly diVerent line is that I recognise that call positive discrimination. In other words, it

actually positively expounds that point of viewwithin our society religion is very important to a
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Q68 Bishop of Manchester: Yes, I could use thatrather than allowing the organisations themselves to
do the education. argument about the Christian church.
Mr Pollock: That is the whole tenor of our evidence Ms Stinson: There is no pressure at all on humanists,
to you. They are perhaps blind to what they are no expectation that they will join anything. People
doing, but that is exactly what they are doing. join the British Humanist Association because they

support our work. Whether it is our educational
work, whether it is our ceremonies or whether it is

Q67 Bishop of Manchester: You might welcome a our lobbying and campaigning, they do it
decline in religion, but the truth of the matter is that specifically for that purpose, not just in order to
on a world scale religion is growing numerically and express their humanism. I was interested in what
in influence. That is the situation we are in at the you said about the decline of religion in this country
moment and there is plenty of statistical backing to compared with the growth elsewhere, because I
show that point. I would accept some of what Lord think that is no doubt true.
Maxton says in terms of religion being at the root
of quite a lot of the problems; by no means all and
he did not say “all” either. It is quite clearly. When Q69 Bishop of Manchester: I do not think I
that is the case, it is often because the violence, the expressed it quite like that.
conflicts have been fed by ignorance and prejudice, Ms Stinson: When you said that, what instantly
which therefore to my mind—and I should be came into my mind was that the number of religious
interested in your comments on this—suggests that, people in this country is declining. The influence of
far from putting religion into a ghetto slot on some religion in this country is growing and there is no
separate channel for those who want to watch it, it doubt about that. The extent to which the religions
is actually increasingly important to have well- are consulted by the Government and by local
informed and carefully put together programmes, authorities and so on is growing. Their influence via
which enable people to be less ignorant and less the BBC is growing. It is far more common now for
prejudiced on these things. I suspect that we would the BBC to call in a religious person in order to give
agree on that. Where I am trying to tease out your a moral view, which is something of an issue for us
position in all this, and you have said a lot with anyway, on a particular issue, whether it is stem cell
which I agree, is that I am not quite sure on what research or abortion or anything like that. The
base you are building your particular viewpoints. influence is growing enormously and that is actually
One moment you talk about non-religious beliefs why, suddenly, although our membership is still
and then we suddenly switch over and you are very small, it started growing because non-religious
talking about humanists. When Lord Peston says he people, who for a long time had not thought about
has non-religious beliefs, he comes to it from an religion very much, leading their lives by broad and
atheistic viewpoint and therefore would not feel humanist principles and not worrying about
presumably properly represented by you. Here you religion, are suddenly saying that they are being
are and it is very good to be able to engage in this influenced now by religion in a way they do not
conversation, but what really is your, for want of a want to be. They can see religion is influencing all
better expression, power base? Can you legitimately sorts of things in a way they do not want, such as
claim to be speaking for that quite wide range of Lord JoVe’s Bill, where 82 per cent of the
people with non-religious beliefs? In fact, if I may, population is actually in favour of legislation but the
I hope not unfairly, press the point, understandably religions are against it. They are asking why religion
you said you would not be able to give a percentage now has all this influence, and that is a very large
of people in the country who had humanist beliefs, diVerence in British society.
either by recognising themselves or not. Are you

Bishop of Manchester: On a point of accuracy there,able actually to say what the membership of the
not all those opposed to Lord JoVe’s Bill areBritish Humanist Association is?
opposing it from a religious viewpoint.Ms Stinson: I am very happy to do that. At the
Baroness Gibson of Market Rasen: And not all thosemoment the membership of the British Humanist
in support of it are not religious.Association is just over 5,000 individual members.
Ms Stinson: I accept thatThere are also 50-something aYliated groups

around the country who are separate, so the
membership is not counted in that. That is a very Q70 Lord Kalms: Would it be right to assume that
small membership. If I also tell you, that until I you are a proselyte organisation?
became the Executive Director of the British Ms Stinson: No.
Humanist Association I was not a member, even
though I have been a humanist all my life, that says

Q71 Lord Kalms: You are not proactive in tryingsomething about why people actually join an
organisation. to encourage people to join your organisation.
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with each other: religious beliefs are a powerfulMs Stinson: We should like people to join our
organisation, but we are not interested in converting force in our society and non-religious beliefs may

well also be, if you argue with your 5,000 members,religious people to humanism. Where we are
interested is in supporting non-religious people, who a powerful force, but to equate the two is not a

serious issue, they are two separate, completehave broadly humanist views, to articulate those
and understand those more clearly. I do not think arguments.

Ms Stinson: No, they are not. I would say my non-that is proselytising.
religious belief, my humanism, is as powerful a force
for me as a religious person’s religious beliefs are.Q72 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: On a point of
What we are talking about is the way I view theclarification, may I ask whether you can be an
world, or a religious person views the world. It is aatheist and be a humanist.
life stance, it is a basic philosophy, it is the way weMs Stinson: Oh, yes.
understand the world. Some people have a religiousMr Pollock: Yes.
way of understanding the world and some people
have a non-religious way of understanding theQ73 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: You can. So as a
world, and on that basis it is a spectrum. It is alsohater of one religion or all religions you can still be
recognised in the Human Rights Act that equatesa humanist.
those beliefs, whether they are religious beliefs orMr Pollock: For humanists and for man in his
non-religious beliefs, because it is the way we answernatural state almost, religion is an irrelevance. We
ultimate questions. That is the distinction, that is thedo not define ourselves by reference to religion.
range, the spectrum of beliefs, which is aboutWe define ourselves as the people we are with the
the position you take on yourself as a person,views we have. When it turns to defining our
on the world, your world view, your life stance,answers to what are generally called ultimate
your beliefs.questions, ours are humanist answers. We share a

lot with religious people because they, like us, take
Q75 Baroness Gibson ofMarket Rasen:You say thatthese ultimate questions seriously. What is the
the BBC should cease discriminating against you.meaning of life? What does death mean? What
Are you actually therefore saying that the BBC isshould our purpose be? What is the root of our
deliberately discriminating?morality and so on? Religion does not obsess me. I
Ms Stinson: I think we have to assume that it isdo not define myself by my lack of religion.
deliberate because for the last 40 years we have beenMs Stinson: I would say that both atheism and
asking them not to discriminate. The sort of answeragnosticism are negative responses to religion in the
we get back is the sort of answer I alluded to earlier,sense that they are saying “I do not believe that”.
that 90-odd per cent of the output is secular. TheyEither I definitely believe that is not true or I do not
have not taken on board the argument I made justbelieve it but I cannot actually prove that it is not,
now, which is that there is this spectrum of views, ofand those are two diVerent positions. Somebody
world views, of life stances, on which they should notwho leads their life by humanist principles has in a
discriminate. Yes, we do feel discriminated against.sense a negative starting point; saying what I am

not. Whenever I say what I am, I say I am a
humanist because I try to lead an ethical life on the Q76 Chairman: Baroness Gibson of Market Rasen
basis of humanist morality. makes a very important point. You say that the BBC

is discriminating against you. What would it take to
persuade you that they were not discriminatingQ74 Lord Kalms: May I come back to your

submission? You make some very strong points against you? What is it really? As this is a Committee
about the BBC, what is it you really want from theabout a space in which to represent your views; I

am not arguing against that. In paragraph 32 you BBC?
Mr Pollock: That they should obey the law in thesay very specifically “We want the BBC to cease

discriminating against non-religious beliefs by Human Rights Act which tells them as a public
authority not to discriminate on grounds of religionrecognising that they are part of the same spectrum

as religion and should be treated on equal terms”. or belief. The Communications Act does something
very similar. They persistently refuse to answer ourThat is not actually a very strong argument; in fact

it is the weakest argument in your whole paper. I very strong case that they are in fact so
discriminating. The case is almost open and shut anddo not quite see how you can say that non-religious

beliefs are in the same spectrum as religious beliefs if they provide three and a half hours on Radio Four
every week for religious people to talk to religiousand you are asking now for equal time. It is a little

bit like saying that there is a pet lover programme people and never a minute for humanists to talk
about humanism to humanist people, then whateveron the BBC and they should give equal time to those

who dislike pets. The two sides have nothing to do the numbers are, that is discrimination.
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service most are not the people who currently join theQ77 Chairman: So you want not necessarily
equality, but some kind of balance. British Humanist Association, they are not the

people who call themselves humanists, they are theMr Pollock: Yes; we would agree with Alan
Bookbinder, the head of religion and ethics, when he average person with non-religious beliefs who are

struggling to find a foundation for their morality, ifsaid that all the licence payers are entitled to see their
belief reflected back to them. they think about it at all and many people do think

about it. We are looking for a service to that group of
people. We are not looking for the BHA to beQ78 Bishop ofManchester: If I may say so, if you are
represented on the BBC.quoting him, he also went on to say the 30 per cent

who do not believe in god and lead eVectively
Q81 Chairman: To the extent that it is said to youhumanist lives have acres of TV and radio time
that there are lots of other programmes on televisiondevoted to secular concerns.
and radio, that rather misses the point of what youMr Pollock: To game shows, to makeovers, to sport.
are trying to achieve.Where? Where else?
Ms Stinson: Absolutely; it totally misses the point.

Q79 Lord Peston: Is one of the problems not that the Q82 Lord Maxton: I should have thought, for
religious side has an internal pressure group in the instance, if there were a news item—almost the case
BBC working away to fill up slots and the non- you were making about Lord JoVe’s Bill—on genetic
religious side does not have the equivalent in terms of science in some form or other, it would be totally
internal pressure? wrong, though it often happens that you get the
Ms Stinson: And is not represented. discussion and then you get the religious point of
Lord Peston: I have always felt that one of the real view basically saying they are opposed to it.
problems for the BBC is that if it wants to have this Ms Stinson: Absolutely.
internal religious department, then it really ought to
have some balance from others saying they want a Q83 Lord Maxton: Surely at that point we could
programme, say, on the great philosopher Spinoza have—
who became non-religious as a result of being Ms Stinson: A humanist view.
excommunicated, but whose views clearly came in a
sense from the same set of problems as those who Q84 Lord Maxton: — a humanist, or even better a
excommunicated him. genetic scientist, who probably does not believe in

god, putting his point of view, exactly why he thinks
Q80 Bishop of Manchester: I suspect that Alan this is right.
Bookbinder, were he to be here, would be able to Ms Stinson: Yes.
show that there have been occasional programmes of
that kind. The issue which seems to be being Q85 Bishop of Manchester: Or a separate religious

viewpoint saying they are in support of something. Ipresented to us at the moment is not somuchwhether
or not that kind of programme has or has not been should not like you to get away with saying it is

always negative.put on: it is whether or not the British Humanist
Association specifically has contributed to such Mr Pollock: The situation which Lord Maxton

mentions is typical. When something in the geneticprogrammes. Is that right?
Mr Pollock: No. field, or whatever it might be, comes up, the BBC

looks to a clergyman, a bishop, some religiousMs Stinson: No, it is a diVerent question. You asked
earlier for whom we speak. I would say quite commentator to provide the moral view on it. They

never look to a humanist moral philosopher to dospecifically that we are not looking for a British
Humanist Association slot on the BBC; that is not that. So you get the impression that you have a

politician or scientist who is taking a thoroughlywhat we are looking for. If the BBC were suddenly to
say they would like some humanist features on pragmatic view of a matter and then the morality

comes in when religion comes in. It gives a very falseThought for the Day we would come up with a pretty
impressive list of people they might want to choose. impression.

Chairman: Thank you very much indeed. I am afraidIt would not include me; it would not include the
BHA. It would include humanists who I would feel we have rather gone over our time, but thank you

very, very much indeed. It was very interesting and Icould express a view on topical issues. What we are
looking for is not that our view is represented. What think you put your case very clearly indeed. If we

have any other points, perhaps we can come back towe are actually looking for is a service to non-
religious people. In fact the people who need that you. Thank you so much.
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Present Armstrong of Ilminster, L Kalms, L
Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury, B King of Bridgwater, L
Fowler, L. (Chairman) Manchester, Bp
Gibson of Market Rasen, B Maxton, L
Holme of Cheltenham, L O’Neill of Bengarve, B
Howe of Idlicote, B Peston, L

Supplementary memorandum by the British Humanist Association (BHA)

1. The evidence given to your Committee by the BBC’s Alan Bookbinder on 8 November has prompted us to
send you this brief supplementarymemorandum, since we felt that once again the BBChad failed to appreciate
humanism as a rounded lifestance with as much value as any religion—both in law and in fact.

2. Mr Bookbinder referred to “the religious voice” speaking from “a deep morality, a sense of meaning and
purpose, which is what religion is about”—as if non-religious, humanist morality is shallow or humanism
lacks meaning and purpose; and he said that Thought for the Day was confined to religious speakers because
it provides “a spiritual reflection which humanists cannot do”—which is either a tautology (if he uses the word
“spiritual” narrowly as a synonym for “religious”) or (given the full meaning of “spiritual” as recognized, for
example, by the QCA in the context of religious education) is hugely insulting to humanists.

Humanism Today

3. The BHA, an educational charity, takes seriously its role in educating both children and the general public
about Humanism as a well-founded and rewarding lifestance. Essentially, Humanism is a naturalistic
worldview with naturalistic ethics, that is, moral values based on human nature and needs. That this is a valid
position may seem like common sense to most who have given it any thought, and indeed it is obvious that
programmes like Margaret Knight’s 1955 talks on “Morality without Religion” (about the upbringing of
children) would not prove as controversial today as they did then. Nevertheless, rational humanist morality
is still a novel idea to many, including many who would find the concept meaningful and useful if they were
more aware of it. Humanism seems to be poised somewhere between stages 2 and 3 in Schopenhauer’s account
of progress: “All truth passes through three stages. First, it is ridiculed. Second it is opposed. Third it is
accepted as self evident.”

The Inclusion of Humanism—a Public Service

4. The BBC could oVer to a huge public accessible alternative positions to the frequent assertion (not least in
its own programming) that the non-religious lack moral values or are bound to subscribe to moral relativism
or subjectivism; these counter-arguments are commonplace in philosophy departments and the more
intellectual media, but urgently need wider currency.

5. Relevant audiences would include non-religious people thinking about the moral basis for action or
inaction, non-religious parents trying to instil moral values into their children, and teachers seeking moral
reasoning that will mean something to the non-religious majority of pupils.

6. The Humanist contribution on the moral issues of the day is as valuable as that of any religious speaker
and would bring to these debates an interesting moral perspective, probably unfamiliar to those who have not
studied philosophy or come across Humanism in school (which still very few have done). It is misleading to
imply, as so much broadcasting does, that the only or best commentators on the moral aspects of current
aVairs are religious spokespersons.

7. In addition, a humanist perspective on death and some of the more terrible events of our time would, to
those with no religious faith, be more comforting and personally significant than the frequently aired religious
perspectives, as would be the knowledge that humanist funerals (and other humanist ceremonies) exist to
serve them.

18 November 2005
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Examination of Witnesses

Witnesses: Mr Dominic Crossley-Holland, Controller of Current Affairs, Arts and Religion, ITV, and
Mr Aaqil Ahmed, Commissioning Editor for religion, Channel 4, examined.

Q86 Chairman: Good afternoon. As you know, we Mr Crossley-Holland:We have. I should declare that
I amnew. I have been at ITV sixmonths. Prior to thathave done one part of our review of the BBC Charter

process and we have reported on that. We are now I was at ITN and ITV News for 16 or 17 years so I
have spent my whole career in public servicelooking at a number of other subjects which we did

not have time to cover and one of those is religious broadcasting. Over the last six months, prior to my
arrival, we had reduced our programming agreementbroadcasting which we are looking at in some depth.

We have the papers that you sent. As far as ITV is with Ofcom to 52 hours but the budgets had not been
reduced. The overall spending is less but we areconcerned, I was very interested in the paper that you

sent. Basically, you are saying that the BBC will be spending more on individual programmes. I am
trying to make programmes with more impact.the leading broadcaster of religious and faith based

programming. It is fairly unusual for ITV to say that Going back to one of your original observations, I
want to see our programming absolutely assomeone else should take the lead. Is this because

traditional religious broadcasting and advertising competitive as the BBC’s, making a high impact. I see
perhaps a slight reduction in the number of hours butsimply do not go together?

Mr Crossley-Holland: Firstly, thank you very much a raising of the quality of our programming. The sort
of programming like Tsunami Journey, for example,for inviting us today. Our view is that the BBC is

Britain’s leading public service broadcaster and we I think is really cutting through and making a real
diVerence. In some cases that is quite commerciallybelieve that, because of its unique position and public

subsidy, it should therefore take a leading role in the viable, although we make no secret that it is a very
tough environment and it is getting tougher as weprovision of religious and faith based broadcasting in

this country. You are right of course to allude to our approach analogue switch-oV.
competitive spirit at ITV. Of course I want to see the
BBC provide religious and faith based programming. Q90 Chairman: Do you get any advertising on
I do not necessarily think that ITV should take religious programmes?
second place. ITV’s programming should have high Mr Crossley-Holland: Yes. If you look at the
impact and be successful but I believe the BBC should demographics of audiences for religious
take a leading role in a number of defined ways programming, it is getting tougher. I have alluded to
because of its unique position and the funding it gets. analogue switch-oV. As we approach it, we are
I am not sure that it is doing so at the moment. having a tougher and tougher time making those

programmes earn their keep. Religious programmes
Q87 Chairman: What gets in the way of your in the last few years have dropped roughly, on ITV 1,
religious broadcasting? Is it the fact that advertisers to a 20 per cent share. Other genres have fared as
are not interested? badly as well, given the increasing erosion of
Mr Crossley-Holland: For us commercially, we are in audiences for channels 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5. You can sell
a diVerent environment from the BBC, which is not these programmes but they do not attract the sort of
commercial and does not have shareholders, and we demographics that advertisers most favour, which
are in a diVerent environment from Aaqil and are younger and upmarket. They tend to attract
Channel 4 which has a diVerent public status. ITV older, more downmarket audiences. The onus is
has shareholders and is dependent upon advertising upon me to make programmes which reverse that
revenue wholly for the provision of its programming. trend. I passionately believe we can do that. We have
We come from a completely diVerent standpoint. We begun to do that in the last six months. I think we
have to operate in a far stricter, far more competitive could have done better in the past, quite frankly, in
commercial environment where we have to make the some areas. We are beginning to do better but it is
schedule over the day balance out. For example, tough.
there is quite rightly a debate about where
programmes go in the schedule. Our successful

Q91 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: Is it notprogrammes in peak—for example, Coronation
the case that you are putting much less money intoStreet or The X Factor—pay for other programmes
making religious programmes? The hours may bewhich are less commercially viable in other parts of
roughly the same but they are less expensivethe schedule and there is no shame in that.
programmes. What is the eVect of this?
Mr Crossley-Holland: No, it is not. Overall, we have

Q88 Chairman: You cross-subsidise? reduced the hours but the programmes we are
Mr Crossley-Holland: Yes. making have a higher quality and are creating more

of an impact. It is a balancing act. I am not
pretending we get it right on every single programme.Q89 Chairman: Do you have a budget for religious

broadcasting? If you look at programmes like the interview with
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Channel 4 corresponding to the three tasks of MrRowan Williams, I am very proud of that. That was
put on in the spring at Sunday lunch time. I was very Crossley-Holland who deals with other beliefs?
proud to have done Ragih Omaar’s Tsunami Journey Mr Ahmed: I may only have the title of
which I had to pull because it was scheduled on 7/7. commissioning editor for religion but I do get to do
It was transmitted a couple of weeks later, at 11 more than just religion. I commission Dispatches,
o’clock on a weekday. Those are more expensive documentaries, current aVairs and multicultural
programmes. They set out the stall for the sort of programming across the board. We do a vast range
programming I want to see on ITV, which is of programmes. We have programmes coming out
ecumenical, relevant, contemporary, accessible, high about atheism, which is not organised religion. They
quality and well funded. either come out of my area or other people can

commission them as well. It could be history, science
or general documentaries. In terms of strategy, IQ92 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: How do

you approach hours versus money and time slot? believe the strategy Dominic would like is what we
That is very relevant, is it not, to the viewer? have. Our programmes are in peak for a very good
Mr Crossley-Holland: Are you talking about the fact reason, not just for the sake of it, but because they
that diVerent slots have diVerent budgets? work. When I came to work for Channel 4, religious

programmes were being broadcast at 5 or 6pm on a
Saturday and we had 26 new hours, of which 10Q93 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: No. It
would be broadcast at midnight and 16 at 5 or 6pmshould not just be a matter of “We make a certain
on a Saturday, which was not the kind of job I reallynumber of hours of religious programming and that
wanted. I am very proud to say that nowwe have oversatisfies a quota”. Money should be spent and these
50 hours of programming of which only 4.4 hours areprogrammes should be broadcast at times when
not broadcast at 7, 8 or 9pm during the week or on apeople are watching.
Saturday. These are prime time programmes and weMr Crossley-Holland:When I came into the job, I felt
have done that by doing the kind of film making andthat to some extent there had been a notion, not just

at ITV but across the broadcast spectrum, that story telling which puts religion at the core of each
somehow we had to produce this type of programme; subject and tells you about the world we want to live
it was being done under forbearance and therefore it in. Whether that is about other faiths or religions.
could not rate. It was a vicious circle. I am
determined to try and bust that. I do not accept that

Q95 Lord Peston: It is not, is it? It is not remotelywe are just box ticking. I passionately believe that we
about other faiths. It is not about other beliefs. Faithscan make programmes that will have higher budgets,
and beliefs are diVerent things. I do not have anythat will be high quality and make a diVerence to
faiths at all. I have very diVerent beliefs. In thepeople’s lives. It will not be all of them and, to be
Channel 4 review and in your programme policyrealistic in the commercial environment we operate
statements you have lots of really good stuV onin, it is a question of balance between producing some
religion. I am not denigrating what you do there butof those programmes and others. Of course I would
who is the strategist who says, “Why are we notlike to see more programmes in peak. We come from
showing other programmes on other beliefs”? Therea very diVerent commercial environment than
is a programme for Manchester’s orthodox JewishChannel 4. What would be successful on Channel 4
community, a very good idea.Who says, “Why dowewith a million or two million viewers would not do
not do a programme on families that do not havefor ITV. It would be a huge commercial drain for us.
religious beliefs?”? Who is the strategist who wouldMy job creatively—I am a programme maker—is to
bring that into play?make programmes that will cut through and demand
Mr Ahmed: All broadcasters have a wide range ofslots in the schedule and I intend to do so.
commissioning editors. In terms of our upcoming
programmes about atheism, they are coming out ofQ94 Lord Peston:Mr Ahmed, you are very diVerent
the history department simply because they had thefrom Mr Crossley-Holland because he has this
idea. When we did Spirituality Shopper, there wereextraordinary, ragbag title, if I may say so. I do not
various people on that programme who were talkingknow who dreamed up the combination of current
about things they liked talking about, about theiraVairs, arts and religion. It sounds to me a bit like a
beliefs. That came from me. What we do not have ismeal that no one could digest. However you are just
an individual who says, “It is my job to look at thingsreligion. Looking at the Communications Act 2003,
which are not about religion.” In the modernwhich I think you are supposed to operate according
broadcasting world it would be a non-job. It wouldto, it refers not to just religion. It keeps referring to
be three or four hours a year. All commissioningreligions and other beliefs. I am not very clear what
editors will look at the ways of reflecting society as ayour strategy is. How do youmake sure that you deal

with the other beliefs, or is there someone else at whole. I would suggest that I would be more likely to
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programming is complementary to what othercommission those types of programmes but it does
not stop anybody else from doing it as well. programme makers are doing. I think it would be a

poor world indeed if ITVwere just a pale imitation of
what the BBC were doing. If we talk a little moreQ96 Baroness Howe of Idlicote:What constitutes in
about what the BBC should be doing, I shall explainyour mind religious broadcasting? You say the
why ITV are doing what we are doing.history department have done something. Is that

clocked up against the number of hours of religious
broadcasting that Ofcom are assessing, for example?

Q100 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: Looking at the
Ofcom definition, it deals with programmes where

Q97 Mr Ahmed: It can come from anywhere. It matters of religion is a central subject or a significant
depends on whether or not the programmes fulfil the part. Is that the right approach? Should it be
requirements Ofcom set in terms of what constitutes

amended in any way? Thinking about the debates ona religious programme. We exceed the hours that we
beliefs as opposed to religions aspect, would, say, aare asked to do. They do not always come from my
humanist programme fit into that category, taking andepartment. They can come from anywhere: current
ethical view on certain issues? Would that count inaVairs, for instance, or history. Over the last week we
your religious broadcasting?have had a series of programmes about the culture of
Mr Crossley-Holland: Absolutely. We take the viewIslam. There were two programmes which came from
that religion should and does cover a broad base. Itthe arts department, one on Tsuki music and one on
should reflect people’s faith and those of no faith andart of Islam. One came from the history department
our viewers’ lives. Our religious output should goon the issue of Moorish Islamic fervour in Spain. I
from traditional acts of worship like the celebrationprovided a film about the history of Islam in Britain.
of theMuslimFestival of Eid that we have on SundayAll those programmes will eVectively be given a
nights on ITV through to the Anglican acts ofreligious tick by Ofcom but they can come from any
worship we will have this year for NorwichCommissioning Department.
Cathedral. It should also encompass matters of faith,Mr Crossley-Holland: If I may pick up on Lord
spirit, moral and ethical dilemmas that touchPeston’s kind remark about my ragbag title, it is not
people’s daily lives. I think there is a danger that, ina hindrance. It is a real asset because it enables me to
some cases, we have preserved religious broadcastingput matters of faith and religion in other types of
in aspic. Unless we move on and make it relevant andprogramming. I am, for example, the commissioner

of Tonight with Trevor McDonald, which is 91 contemporary, there will be a problem.
episodes of current aVairs in peak, which is a huge
commitment, three times greater than anything on

Q101 Baroness Howe of Idlicote:Would you add toBBC 1 in terms of current aVairs in peak. We did a
the Ofcom definition in any way?programme recently on the new proposed law on
Mr Crossley-Holland: The Ofcom definition is areligious incitement. It gives you an idea that there is
perfectly sensible, basic definition. Happily andthat cross-fertilisation, which I think is very
rightly Ofcom in practice take a broad view of theimportant.
way we apply that definition. As we said in our
statement of policy, ITV are wholly behind that. WeQ98 Lord Peston: Is there a strategist? Do I
are trying to be very ecumenical and wide ranging inunderstand that you think the concept of a strategist
our approach. I think that is the only way we can getis incompatible with the modern approach to
vibrant religious programming that connects withbroadcasting? Is that true of ITV as well? Who sits
our viewers.there taking an overall view saying, “Is the output as
Mr Ahmed:We do cover all of these things. The biga whole the output we like to produce?” You seem to
problem at Channel 4 is we are a publisher. Webe saying no one does.
commission programmes. We would do a humanistMr Crossley-Holland: We do absolutely take an
programme if it was an excellent idea that would fitoverview of what we should be doing.
at eight o’clock in the schedule. If we want our
programmes to be ghettoised at 11pm, 12.30pm orQ99 Lord Peston: It is you?
10am on a Sunday morning, we will readily putMrCrossley-Holland: It is me. I look at the balance of
programmes out that nobody will watch. We wantour output. I have bosses; I am not suggesting I do
our programmes to go out at 8pm and 9pm duringthis in isolation. I work with other departments
the week. To do that, we have to make programmeswithin ITV. We have a very big research department,
which a significant proportion of people want toratings departments, strategy departments, home
watch, write about and get excited about. That is theaVairs departments and we all look at the shape of
big question, whether it is about humanists,Muslims,programming. We also look at what the competition

are doing. I think it is very important that our Hindus or anybody. Is the idea a good one?
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we were running up until Easter was averagingQ102 Chairman: It sounds from what you are
saying—correct me if I am wrong—that you wait for around 400,000 viewers and a 5 per cent share, which

is three or four share points below the slot average.companies to put ideas to you. I suppose in a strategic
sense you might be commissioning the ideas and
saying, “These are the areas we want to cover.” Do Q105 Chairman: In terms of audience, that would
you do it that way round? be what?
Mr Ahmed: In the two and a half years I have been at Mr Crossley-Holland: 400,000 viewers.
Channel 4, half of the ideas I have commissioned
have come from me. The biggest problem I have is I Q106 Chairman: The average would have been?
spend most of my time saying to various diVerent MrCrossley-Holland:A few hundred thousand more,
publishing companies, “Please find me an idea for up to a million. The Ragih Omaar programme which
eight o’clock” and it has not happened. I have huge I am very proud of was the critical pick in The Sun
problems trying to find non-Abrahamic faith ideas which is rare for an ITV religious programme at
which will work in prime time. We have some about midweek. It had a tough slot because it was up
interesting projects in terms of atheism which will against Question Time on Thursday. That did about
work at 8 or 9pm. I could fill my whole 50 or 60 hours 10 or 11 per cent and around 1.1 million, which was
a yearwith programmes aboutChristianity, Judaism, just below the slot average by a few hundred
Islam and the Middle East. thousand. That shows that we can work harder and

look at how we cross-fertilise between genres.
Overall, the picture is not an optimistic one. I wouldQ103 Lord Maxton: Surely you could do something

on George Bernard Shaw, a well known playwright? also like to note that shares in multichannel homes,
which are increasingly important, are furtherDo it as a double thing. A major part of it is his non-

belief in God. Bertrand Russell is another. These are depressed and falling faster than terrestrial homes.
There are some rare success stories. We produced apeople in the 20th century whowere leading figures in

their own right but also were non-believers. programme on The Da Vinci Code as Channel 4 have
done and that did well. It got a 20 per cent share andTherefore, as often as not, when we do get anything

about people like that broadcasters tend to ignore a 16 per cent share in multichannel homes. That was
almost up to the slot average.completely that very important element of their lives

and just deal with other aspects of their lives rather
than the important bit, which is the religious bit. Q107 Chairman: You would define that as religious
Mr Ahmed: We have to look at what the Channel 4 broadcasting, would you?
audience expects and it would be a hard sell, I would Mr Crossley-Holland: I thought it held a theological
imagine, to do a programme on George Bernard thread rather more strongly than the book it covered.
Shaw on Channel 4. It does not mean that other
broadcasters could not find a place for it in their Q108 Chairman:What about Channel 4?
schedules. Mr Ahmed: In terms of 8pm on a Monday, the

programmes tend to be averaging about 800,000 to
900,000 viewers which is the equivalent of whatQ104 Bishop of Manchester: We all recognise that

broadcasting religion on television is not an easy Despatches gets in the same slot. It is more than arts
programming gets. The only programme in that slotthing to do, particularly in relation to worship, which

is something that you said in your written submission on a Monday at 8pm which beats it is when Starkey
is wheeled out and when Time Team is wheeled out.from ITV. It would be helpful if we routed some of

the comments that have been made in absolute They get 1.4/1.5 million. We are quite proud of the
fact that we can get 800,000 to 900,000 viewers in thatfigures of viewing. I know, for example, that ITV has

somebody who does this. I am sure Channel 4 does as slot. When we put a film out at 9pm, it is not because
we are expecting to get five or six million viewers likewell. Could you give us an idea of the viewing figures

that you have for religious programming on ITV and Grand Designs or Jamie Oliver. We are doing it
because we are very proud of this programme. It is inChannel 4?

Mr Crossley-Holland: In preparation for this, I asked our premium slot and we have pulled in audiences of
about 1.5 million which is no embarrassment. Theour ratings department to give me an update and I

was asked by the clerk to have a look at how religious Saturday two hour slots that we have are regularly
pulling in audiences of 1.4/1.5 million which is onprogrammes compared to other programmes of

diVerent genres in the same slot. Broadly, the picture equal weighting with history and the arts. We are not
doing too badly. The viewing figures are not bad.is not that encouraging at the moment, I am sad to

report that to you. Generally, religious programmes Obviously, we do not necessarily base everything on
viewing figures alone. It is also about impact. Does itdo not perform to the slot average. They tend to

perform below it. Another genre in the same slot get written about? Do people know that programme
exists? We have a few more programmes coming outwould get a better rating. My Favourite Hymns that
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programmes. We want to make films. Aaqil talkedwhich we believe may do something. Religious
programming has now become a success. On about the tsunami. We made that programme a few

months ago and I am very proud of it. We are doingChristmas Day last year we had a two hour
programme called Who Wrote the Bible? which had a follow up looking at the London bombings, the

eVects and challenges they will have on people’san audience of 900,000 viewers. For Channel 4,
Christmas Day is a white flag day. People are faiths and those of no faith. There is a direct example

of my pedigree from news and current aVairs. I wantgenerally watching BBC and ITV. 900,000 viewers
for Who Wrote the Bible? was a run away success. to look at contemporary events and how they aVect

and influence people’s faith and explore some400,000 or 500,000 viewers is what we would
normally get. The result of that is this year we have a contemporary events through people’s faith, because

I think that helps connect with the audience. I wouldtwo hour programme on Christmas Day called
Tsunami: Where Was God? about the whole concept also like to try and open up areas that have not been

done. I want to do some high profile interviews, againabout what happens when something like the
tsunami happens. What does it say about your faith to be more contemporary. We did that with Rowan

Williams and we are planning more interviews within God? Already it has been decided that next
Christmas we will have a two hour special on Melvyn Bragg. We are planning on starting a project

with the Vatican. I want to see more ecumenical,Christmas Day. With the success of religious
programming on Christmas Day, Channel 4 has more relevant, more accessible religion. I think some

of it has tended to be slightly fuddy-duddy and we aredecided that we will give that day back to religion
for once. to blame for that.

Q112 Bishop of Manchester: ITV has providedQ109 Bishop of Manchester: Also, there is a story
suYcient money for you to do these things?teller’s children’s cartoon programme on the early
Mr Crossley-Holland: Yes.Christian communities in Rome which got 49 per

cent of children’s viewing on a Saturday morning,
which was nearly 40 per cent higher than the Q113 Lord Peston: You were talking about the
subsequentDisney cartoon. That shows thatmaybe a numbers in the hundreds of thousands.
better picture of Rome was being presented than the Mr Crossley-Holland: Sometimes a million or two.
BBC manages. In the light of those very helpful
comments on statistics, there does seem to be a huge Q114 Lord Peston:Which is probably more than the
gap betweenwhatChannel 4 and theBBCdo in terms historical Jesus ever spoke to in the whole of his life
of religious broadcasting and what ITV seems to be but in terms of a big programme like Jericho last
managing. You have said, Dominic, that you want to night or Linda la Plante, there you are measuring it
have better quality and more impact. Is not the ITV in five millions or 10 millions?
situation almost beyond rescuing in terms of religious Mr Crossley-Holland: Trial and Retribution or
broadcasting? Why are you so far behind Channel 4 Coronation Street might be doing nine or 10 million.
and the BBC? For example, the Tonight with Trevor McDonald we
Mr Crossley-Holland: In what way? did on the new proposed law on religious incitement

got 3.5 to 4 million. That partly is by dint of us
Q110 Bishop of Manchester: In terms of low putting it out at peak. I would not say that was about
viewing figures. religion; I would say that was current aVairs. I think
MrCrossley-Holland:Our cumulative viewing figures it is important to note that.
would clearly be far higher than Channel 4’s but it is
very diYcult for us to put them in the same slot. I Q115 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: We
reject that we are so far behind. We produce now the have been talking about Christianity and atheism.
same number of hours as Channel 4 and Channel 5, We are in a multicultural world. What about other
which is 52 hours of religious broadcasting a year. religions? Do you think there is a proper balance?

How do you decide what is a religion? For instance,
we read a lot about Kaballah. How do you come toQ111 Bishop of Manchester: What I am trying to

draw out of you is the creative ideas that you may conclusions about what should be covered and what
should not?have. You talk in very general terms about the

intention and one applauds that but what are you Mr Ahmed: If enough people think it is a religion it is
probably good enough for me. I am not going to startactually hoping to come forward with from ITV

which complements what the BBC and Channel 4 making decisions on what constitutes a religion. If
the idea is very good, we will do it. A programmeare doing?

Mr Crossley-Holland: We set out our stall quite about what the world needs is more atheism and less
religion is a good idea. In terms of the balance ofclearly in our statement and review.Wewant tomake

more contemporary, relevant, accessible religious diVerent religions, I would suggest that without
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side, to be doing more than the BBC last year whenChannel 4’s output we would be in a very diYcult
position because the BBC in particular have just we had 102 hours—I think BBC 1 had 87 hours—
given up in terms of programmes which reach out to seems to be rather the wrong way round. I would like
people of diVerent religions. to see the BBC putmore programme in peak. I would

like to see them doing more traditional acts of
worship which are at the more commercially diYcultQ116 Chairman: What do you mean when you say
end of the spectrum for us. I would like to see them“given up”? You actually mean that, do you?
taking more risks. I would like to see them makingMr Ahmed: That is my belief. On a personal level, I
more landmark programmes. That is their duty andthink it is an absolute outrage that the Muslim
responsibility and they are not fulfilling that at thecommunity, whether it is two, three or four million,
moment. Along with that, I think they could be andare licence fee payers; yet they do not have a
should be producing a more ecumenical range ofprogramme of their own.
programming.

Q117 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: Are
you talking about all BBC? Q120 Chairman:What do you think, Mr Ahmed?
Mr Ahmed: Across the BBC and particularly in Mr Ahmed: The BBC’s Christian worship output is
television. Channel 4, a commercially funded excellent. We have to respect that. It is something
broadcaster, finds it within its budget to give the that we do not get into. The real question is what kind
Muslim community their own programme with of hours that have some kind of impact, what kind of
Sharia TV. We will continue to do that. We are programmes, do the BBC do for other faiths? That is
committed to a fourth series next year. the real problem. All these programmes we have just

done on Islam on Channel 4 were not done for any
Q118 Lord Maxton: There was great play made by particular reason. The last time the BBCdid anything
those of the religious faiths who were before us last anywhere near that was when I was the executive
week about the census numbers on religion, mainly producer at the BBC. That was a series on Islam and
on the question of 70 per cent. The Muslim that was four years ago.
population is two per cent. The Sikh population is
less than one per cent. Those who profess to have no
religion at all are 23 per cent. In Scotland it happens Q121 Chairman: They have not repeated that?
to be 28 per cent. Where is the balance? You have Mr Ahmed:Not that kind of impact or full coverage.
shown many more programmes about Islam and Since then Channel 4 has done two seasons on Islam.
when I suggest you might do a programme on non- There has been the odd, individual programme on the
believers you dismiss it. You say you do not want to BBC 4 or BBC 2. Not many people know it even
do it. existed. Other faiths have a real issue with the
Mr Ahmed: We are. We have in production two programming that they are getting. Sometimes you
projects about atheism. One of them looks at the fact have to look at what you are doing yourself. I am
that religion is the root of all evil. fully aware that for the last couple of years we have
Chairman: I think he was dismissing your idea, not struggled to make programmes about non-
the concept. Abrahamic faiths and people with no faith. We are

trying to resolve that. Towards the end of this year
Q119 Baroness Gibson of Market Rasen: This draws and from next year onwards, we have programmes in
me back to part of the ITV response to the inquiry the pipeline whichwill resolve those issues. I think the
and it jumped out at me. It is 4.3, a very bland BBC are not doing that. For whatever reason, they
statement. “The BBC has not put enough focus on have decided not to bother thinking about what other
religious programming . . .”. Could you expand on faiths need. I am sure there are arguments which will
that? be wheeled out to say that they do, but the
Mr Crossley-Holland: I take my colleague, Aaqil programmes do not illustrate that at all.
Ahmed’s, view here. I started this session by talking
about the BBC’s unique position. The BBC is given

Q122 Lord Holme of Cheltenham: You have bothalmost £3 billion-worth of licence fee. I think the
had very distinguished careers in news and currentBBC should be the leading PSB and fulfilling its
aVairs with senior jobs. I am asking a question to trymandate on religion. The BBC governors’ own
and judge the significance assigned within yourreport in January this year, looking back at what it
respective cultures to religion. When you were givenwas trying to do which was to put more landmark
the jobs you each have respectively now, was that anprogrammes on and more programmes in peak,
exciting challenge in promotion or is it the equivalentfound it had not done so in either case. For a purely
of managing a power station in Siberia? How do youcommercial broadcaster like ITV, if you see us out

here, Channel 4 in the middle and the BBC on the far feel about it?
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Q125 Lord Holme of Cheltenham: Let me ask youMrCrossley-Holland: I have a thrilling job. I regard it
as one of the best jobs in British broadcasting. For both about religion on the news because the religious

faith groups who came and represented their wishesme, jokes aside about its rather lengthy title, it is a
wonderful mix. I think the mix is having the ability to to us recentlywere very keen that religionwas not just

put in a separate compartment but that it ran throughcross-fertilise between genres which puts me in a very
helpful position that has huge responsibility, so no, all programming and news and current aVairs came

up quite a lot. It seems to me, given that both of youabsolutely not. It is a broad remit, everything from
Tonight with Trevor McDonald which is 92 episodes have a news background, there are certain problems

there because you have at least two requirements laidof current aVairs in peak through to, if you look at
the nearest competitor, Real Story on BBC 1, that is on you. One is the editorial one and news values,

what is news, what represents the news that should be30 episodes, to give you an idea of the scale; through
to all our religious broadcasting, through to The covered, what are the news values of what is passing

across the news editor’s desk. Then there are theSouth Bank Show, through to news specials. I
public broadcaster requirements of balance,commissioned the funeral coverage on ITV 1 which
impartiality and fairness. Given that a lot of news iswas scheduled through. I am very proud of that remit
bad, how do you see any role for religion on the newsand absolutely it is an honour to do the job.
over and above those two sets of requirements?
Mr Crossley-Holland: It is always diYcult because

Q123 Lord Holme of Cheltenham: Mr Ahmed, how news values are such an amorphous thing to pin
do you feel about it in terms of a valued job within down. As you know, I spent the last 16 years in news
Channel 4? and awhile ago I used to editNews at Tenwhen it was
MrAhmed: If you look at the annual report that came at 10 o’clock. You are right: it must be balanced; it
out last year, the front cover was from a religious must show due impartiality and in order to get a story
programme, Kabul, the City of Martyrs. We were the on it needs to pass the news value test in the sense that
only people in the whole world to make a during the day onewhittles down a group of stories to
documentary about the Shiia Festival, the first one to a running order and getting the right light and shade,
be held in Iraq post-Saddam. That is the respect that determining what stories get in is very diYcult. One
the job can be givenwithin the channel. On a personal story thatmaymake it on one daymay notmake it on
level when I was oVered the job in the BBC to work another, depending upon the volume of news, quite
in religion, to look at doing programming the Islam frankly. I believe without exception on ITV, Channel
season, that was a dream job for me. From 11 4 and the BBC our news services are amazingly
September onwards, my background and Dominic’s sensitive to the context of these stories. I am sure we
background in current aVairs and news have been do not get it right all the time. I can put my hand up
made even more relevant. To fully understand the to many a mistake I have made but we are aware of
world we live in you have to really understand the the issues, sensitivities and problems. As we have
world of current aVairs. For me, this has been a become a more secular society and as there are fewer
dream job. It is not going to be the job I will be in for religious specialisms in broadcasters, one complaint
the rest of my life but for the particular phase of the that I hear regularly is that there are diVerent
last four or five years it is the genre that I would do repositories of religious knowledge, depending on
anything to stay in for the time being. It is a great area where you go. That is a problem we need to be aware
to be in. of and make sure we continually review. We need to

make sure that we recruit, that our diversity policy
reflect the society we report on.We need tomake sureQ124 Chairman: Do you find that your two
that we continue to plug the gap on that lack ofemployers also regard it in the same enthusiastic way
knowledge because it is a concern. There is no easy

that you do or do you think religion is a rather answer to this but I do not take a gloomy view. I think
Cinderella department for you both? our news services do a rather good job.
Mr Ahmed: No. Speaking for Channel 4, I am very
fortunate. When I first joined Mark Thomson and
Tim Garden were my two bosses. They were replaced Q126 Lord Holme of Cheltenham: Do you think the
by Kevin Lygo. Initially, you think: oh, God, what is editor of ITN or Channel 4 News ought to be
Kevin going to be like? Kevin is very knowledgeable thinking: it is time we had a religious item on the
about religion and spent many years as a trader in news? When these representatives come to us and say
Islamic fine arts. I have been very fortunate to have a that there should be more religion on the news—?
boss in the channel who understands the subject. MrCrossley-Holland: It would be dangerous if we got
Mr Crossley-Holland: I would say the same but it is into an area where we set quotas for what would

make our news. One has to leave it up to these veryalso a very tough, commercial environment and I
need to fight my corner as every commissioner does seasoned professionals with huge amounts of

experience. If you look at the team producingin a commercial network.
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point about the news, are you both satisfied that inChannel 4 News or ITV News, they have covered
conflicts in Northern Ireland, Chechnya, Palestine, your respective organisations, when complicated

issues are reported on the news that involve religion,the wider Middle East, Iraq, with underlying
religious conflicts there for many a year and they there is a suYciently informed person available to be

able to educate or aid those who are watching andhave a huge amount of experience. They need of
course to be made aware of religious stories.We need listening to understand the complex background?

Would such a person be within your departments orto make sure that the specialism is there, that stories
that are getting onto the news diaries are making it would they have some links to those people if they

were somewhere else? I am trying to work out whereonto those diaries and that communications happen
between churches and news organisations. It would the joined up thinking is on this very wide religious

matter within the whole field of your twoset a very dangerous precedent if one were to say that
one must now go to a religious story. I think religious broadcasting companies.

Mr Ahmed: In any subject, whether it be religion,stories should go on merit.
crime, housing or whatever, you have to have
knowledge about the subject. If you do not have thatQ127 Baroness O’Neill of Bengarve:Myear twitched
knowledge, then you seek it. As somebody who is aa little when you drew a distinction between
practising Muslim who has been to Mecca etc, I stillprogrammes for which you would tick particular
have Islamic experts who give me information whenboxes and programmes you would want to make. I
we do Sharia TV or any kind of programme on Islamthink it would help us to have a little reflection on
because I do not know that much. I was a crimehow widely you can tick the boxes against the quota
producer for many years and I had to get thatand what is left?
information from somewhere.Mr Ahmed:We do not tick boxes for the sake of it.

Q132 Bishop of Manchester: I am not asking that.Q128 Baroness O’Neill of Bengarve: I am sure you
Mr Ahmed: I do not think you need to have peopledo not but all the same are those criteria in theOfcom
these people sitting in an oYce waiting to bedefinition? I suppose the sort of question that is still
wheeled out—mysterious to me is are certain travelogues also

religious programmes?
Mr Ahmed: Anything which looks at acts of worship Q133 Bishop of Manchester: It is not your
or explores world faiths—I am looking at the Ofcom programmes I am asking about; it is news coverage.
definition—religious history, personal belief systems Mr Ahmed: On the news programmes you do not
etc.— have to have somebody sitting in a newsroom who

suddenly becomes a religious expert that you wheel
Q129 Baroness O’Neill of Bengarve: That is why I out. When you need that information you find that
am asking you. information. I would say that in every newsroom
Mr Ahmed: There is a very wide brief but in terms of around the country these people are experienced
what I believe my output on Channel 4 is about we journalists who would know where to get that
would not commission that programme in the first information from.
place. Our programming is very current and is
obsessedwith telling stories that I thinkmatter. A few Q134 Bishop ofManchester: Is the same true in ITV?
years ago the programmes that were going out at five Mr Crossley-Holland: Yes, although I would add a
or six o’clock on a Saturday afternoon were obsessed couple of riders to that. One is that we employ
with people making journeys around the world. independent companies and parts of ITV like
Although that would constitute a religious Granada to make programmes and quite often, as
programme in terms of what Ofcom set out, it is not you say, a non-specifically religious programme will
something that we would do because it would not get contain religious content like perhaps two examples,
the slot or the impact that we require. the now famous Hindu wedding in Coronation Street

last year or the, I thought, very moving documentary
Q130 Baroness O’Neill of Bengarve: Is Mr Portillo we had on ITV a couple of weeks ago about the man
going to Compostela and ruminating on the way a with a seven-second memory. It was part of our Real
religious programme? Life series and his wife talked about her faith and
Mr Ahmed: Yes. how that helped carry her through an awfully diYcult

time. The companies involved in making those
programmes would have taken specialist advice. TheQ131 Bishop of Manchester: Is it fair to see a

distinction between religious broadcasting and second rider, if I may, is that I am painfully aware of
my shortcomings and what I have done is take advicereligion in broadcasting? Some of the things that

Lady O’Neill was talking about might come into the and set up a little ecumenical panel ofmy own in ITV,
with five diVerent representatives to help me, give melatter category. Taking that back to Lord Holme’s
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clichés about how hard it is going to be to getadvice and giveme the odd boot actually and say “Do
better” because it is impossible to be a repository of advertising in the post-switchover world, I think it is

going to be very hard for Channel Four to continueall that information and, asAaqil said, to have people
sitting around who are available for that, the with religious broadcasting with the current financial

mechanism it has in place at the moment.economics just do not stack up.
Chairman: We are coming almost to the end. Lord Mr Crossley-Holland: I think it is a tough one. It is
Maxton and then Baroness Gibson. clearly diYcult to be a soothsayer but, as Ofcom have

already recognised, public service broadcasting and
religion are getting more diYcult. Clearly it is a fast-Q135 Lord Maxton: Does that advice include a
moving commercial environment but it does seemmember of the Humanist Association?
pretty diYcult now. I do not take quite such aMr Crossley-Holland: Not specifically but it would if
pessimistic view. I think some religious programmingit needed to. It does include somebody who is a non-
will be viable. I think it will be a mixture betweenbeliever, if you like.
dedicated programming, I suspect, and religion in
other genres, but very important too. I think actuallyQ136 Lord Maxton: Can I suggest to you in your
there may be some audience demand for it but hownews coverage, coming back to the points that have
you define it I do not know. I detect a slight growthbeenmade, that the religious diVerences that lie at the
in the desire for explanation and for spirituality androot of somany of the problems around the world are
faith, but how you define that in religiousnot in fact properly covered. Let me give you one
broadcasting is a separate question.example and that is Darfur. It is never seen as a

religious divide but at the root of the famine taking
place among those people in Darfur lie ethnic and Q139 Chairman: We are next going to see the BBC
religious division between peoples. It is very and both of you have been quite critical of the BBC.
interesting to note—and I am sorry to have to say Just give us the essence of your criticism?
this—that when news coverage is done it always MrCrossley-Holland: I should just reiterate that I am
refers to those who are the attackers as “Arabs”, it a great admirer of a lot of what the BBC do. They are
never refers to them as “Muslims”, yet that is the a tremendous programme provider on television and
divide as much as the ethnic one. Surely, that is the on radio and I would not want anything I say to get
sort of coverage we ought to be getting—a much in the way of that statement, just to put that to one
more deep-rooted look at exactly what causes some side. Having said that, I think the BBC Governors’
of the problems around the world? own report at the beginning of the year did point up
Mr Crossley-Holland: I am happy to pick that up if some omissions, if you like. I think the BBC should
you like. I have to say that I am very proud of our be producing more religious programming and faith-
news coverage. I think broadly it gets it right. I would based programming in peak. It really does not
also say—and it is stating the obvious—that in a 15 produce any or a very negligible amount of
or 20-minute bulletin it is very diYcult always to get programming on BBC One in peak. You should be
all the context one wishes to get in; apologies where able, if you like, to stumble across it and get it on
we do not. I think broadly we are getting it right. I BBC One in peak. I think it should be producing the
accept sometimes some more religious context would acts of worship and continue to do so. I agree with
be helpful, as it would on other subjects, but I do not Aaqil that it should also be being a little more
think I accept that we are getting it wrong and getting ecumenical in its approach. I think it should be more
the terminology wrong. We are very, very sensitive to transparent. As a licence payer rather than as a
it, we agonise over it, we take advice over it and competitive controller I would like to know what the
broadly (with exceptions) I think we get it right. BBC are doing. I do not think it is really enough to

know that they commit to 112 hours across BBC One
Q137 Baroness Gibson of Market Rasen: Turning to and BBC Two. I would like to know what does that
digital switchover, do you think the provision of comprise. I think perhaps there is a case, as we say in
specifically religious programmes will be our submission, for some sort of bill of services or
commercially viable after the switchover? charter of services or licence agreement where you
Mr Ahmed: If we are really honest with you, it is not could know what you are getting and hold them to
commercially viable at the moment. account. Having said that, I think they produce some

excellent programming that should, rightly, be
praised.Q138 Baroness Gibson of Market Rasen: You

indicated that earlier. Mr Ahmed: I said it before and I will repeat it again,
the BBC’s output in terms of Christian worshipMr Ahmed: It is not commercially viable now.

Without any kind of provision or any kind of broadcasting is excellent. I spent two very happy
years at the BBC Religious Department and themechanism which will make it aVordable for the

channel to do this at a time when we know all the people who work there are very dedicated
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that I know they were watching the Islam Channel.professionals who know their subject matter inside
out. The problem is that obviously they know their When al-Jazeera in English language launches it is

the end. There is a really serious question here. If yousubject matter being Christian worship and Christian
programming inside out. What I would like to see the have got millions of Muslims who have decided that

the BBC does nothing for them why should they payBBC do is fully understand the diversity of faith, of
communities, of beliefs and of ethnicity in this the licence fee? It is a very serious question. You have

the Asian community watching Asian channels, youcountry and that reflected not just in their
programming but possibly the big connection to that have the Muslim community watching Muslim

channels. What is the point of the licence fee? I ambeing reflected in their staYng as well. One of the
reasons why the BBC possibly struggles with its speaking as somebody who wants the licence fee to

continue. For the licence fee to continue, this is justmulti-cultural religious output is because of the
make-up of its workforce in terms of the Muslim one example of how the BBC needs to get its act

together to realise that turning its back on thesecommunity or the Sikh community and people of
other faiths. I think that is going to be a huge issue for communities for whatever commercial decision they

have decided to do is actually suicide for the future.them from now on. Religious Christian output is
fantastic but their other output really needs to be Chairman:Thank you verymuch indeed.We are very

grateful. It has been a very fascinating session and Iworked hard on. If it does not we are looking at a
situation now where—this Ramadan for instance in am grateful for the time that you have spent and the

care that you have taken in preparing your evidence.my household and every single Muslim household
Thank you very much.

Memorandum by the BBC

In 2002 the BBC’s strategy for religion was approved by the Governors as follows:

“The BBC’s ambition in its religious output is to bring renewed confidence and energy to reflecting and
exploring the diVerent faith experiences of the audience. We will achieve this through television, radio and
interactive media of high quality and wide impact.”

How the BBC covers religion is one of the litmus tests of our commitment to public service broadcasting. We
want to bring greater confidence and renewed energy to our religious output. Wewant to respond to and drive
the public appetite for programmes about religion. Our provision in this area should not feel dutiful and
onerous, but inspired and illuminating.

Religion matters to our audience because it addresses some of life’s big questions: Why are we here? How
should we face death? Why do we suVer? How can we deal with our moral frailty? How can we bind together
as a community? How do we find peace as individuals?

For many individuals confronted with these deeper realities, the answers their religion has arrived at are a
source of comfort, purpose and identity. A knowledge and understanding of diVerent faith perspectives and
traditions can enrich the audience’s lives as citizens.

The four ingredients of the new ambition were:

Celebration

— Regular, core programmes of religious worship, music, reflection and inspiration.

— Christian services broadcast at times of national crisis or jubilation which bring the country together
to share sorrows or give thanks.

Diversity

— Programmes that reflect the variety of faiths within the UK—allowing us to appeal to audiences the
BBC struggles to reach.

— Recognition of the key festivals in the Islamic, Jewish, Sikh and Hindu calendar.

— Appreciation of the complexity within religions—eg the diVerent idioms of Christian worship, and
the diVerent religious experiences of Scotland, Wales and N Ireland.

— Programmes that capture the diverse appeal of new spiritual movements.
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Scrutiny

— Landmark documentaries looking at the historical basis of iconic Biblical characters.

— Journalism and debate that examine religion’s claims, question its leaders, and give voice to sceptics
and humanists.

— Programmes that explore the harm done in the name of religion.

Surprise

— Religion in unexpected places, eg popular drama, comedy and children’s programmes.

Detailed descriptions of the ambition for each TV channel and radio network in delivering this strategy were
outlined.

In early 2005 a number of specific recommendations were put forward to refresh the 2002 strategy, build on
its many successes, and address perceived shortcomings in its implementation:

1. Extend the creative supply of religious programmes by searching for the best ideas from
independents as well as in-house production.

2. Maintain reach amongst the traditional audience through core output. Satisfy the needs of audiences
who expect traditional, formal religious programming, such as Songs of Praise, spirituality and
ethics-focused programmes like the Heaven and Earth strand, and coverage of key moments of
worship in the Christian calendar.

— Within this existing “core” output we will explore ways of having more impact on Sunday
mornings.

3. Increase our reach through programmes which appeal to a broader audience by reflecting the
diversity of religious and spiritual belief in a modern, accessible and entertaining way.

— We will produce more fascinating and accessible multi-faith output, to play in early to mid-
peak. For example, observational, character-led series, principally on BBC TWO, which bring
diverse faiths—including non-faith—into themainstream in addition to programmes scheduled
around specific minority faith festivals, which tend to have a more niche appeal.

— We will produce documentaries focusing on the increasing significance of religion in matters of
national debate and global aVairs, and the role of religion and ethics as part of modern life.

4. Increase impact through landmark programming exploring the roots of religion, to bring wider
audiences to religion, to create impact in peak and to generate prominence for the genre.

— The landmark strategy will in future be focused around short series as opposed to one-oV

programmes.

5. Further extend reach and impact by embracing programmes dealing with issues around religion in
other genres. Work collaboratively across genres to develop and deliver programming with a
religious focus.

6. Allocate programmes across BBC ONE and BBC TWO to reflect the following roles:

— BBC ONE—perception as the home of shared experience, big moments, big TV recommends
it for coverage of national events that have a role in connecting audiences, inclusive landmarks
and high-profile series

— BBC TWO—heritage of range and diversity of voice recommends it as home to more
challenging, diverse material—and potentially all aspects of minority religion coverage

7. Maintain reach and impact through scheduling religion in peak slots.

— Songs of Praise will be scheduled on a Sunday afternoon on BBC One and will only be moved
in exceptional circumstances, such as major ceremonial or sporting events.

The current range of programmes and services consists of:

Regular output which celebrates and aYrms the Christian tradition and message, eg:

— The Daily Service (Radio 4)

— Sunday Worship (Radio 4)

— Sunday Half Hour (Radio 2)
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— Choral Evensong (Radio 3)

— Prayer for the Day (Radio 4)

— Songs of Praise (BBC One)

Christian worship to mark key dates in the calendar and moments of national rejoicing and mourning, eg:

— Midnight Mass

— Christmas Morning

— Good Friday

— Easter Day

— Pentecost

— Ascension Day

— Advent

— Royal weddings and funerals

— Papal funerals

— National Commemorations and Celebrations

— Remembrance Day

Output aimed at reflecting the diverse experience of faith and spirituality in the UK, eg:

— Annual programmes to mark Ramadan, the Birth of Muhammad, Diwali, Vaisakhi, Passover,
Jewish New Year, and Holocaust Memorial Day

— Heaven and Earth (BBC One)

— Hindu Lives (Radio 4)

— Second Generation Sikhs (Radio 4)

— Sikhs and the City (BBC One)

High-profile “landmark programmes” which explore iconic religious themes and personalities in peak-time
BBC One slots, eg:

— Son of God

— Moses

— Noah’s Ark

— The Story of God

— Greek Gods and Goddesses

— The Miracles of Jesus

Journalistic output which scrutinises the world of religion and ethics and stimulates debate and
discussion, eg:

— Sunday (Radio 4)

— Beyond Belief (Radio 4)

— Belief (Radio 3)

— The Moral Maze (Radio 4)

— The Choice (Radio 4)

— Devout Sceptics (Radio 4)

— Good Morning Sunday (Radio 2)

— Faith in the World (Radio 2)

— In the Footsteps of Muhammad (Radio 4)

— The Lords Spiritual (Radio 4)

— Panorama (eg sectarianism in Glasgow, the Vatican and contraception, the Muslim Council)

— What the World Thinks of God (BBC Two)
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— The Battle for Islam (BBC Two)

— The Islam Debate (BBC Four)

— God and the Politicians (BBC Two)

— Jesus Christ and George Bush (BBC Four)

— Jonathan Miller’s Brief History of Disbelief (BBC Four and BBC Two)

Documentary output which explores the contemporary experience of faith, eg:

— Himalaya (BBC One)

— The Monastery (BBC Two)

— Seaside Parish (BBC Two)

— A Passion for Churches (BBC Two)

— Don’t Panic I’m Islamic (BBC Two)

— Child of the Holocaust (BBC One)

— Faith in Africa (Radio 2)

— When the God Squad Came to Town (BBC Two)

— World Weddings (BBC Two)

— The Headmaster and the Headscarves (BBC Two)

— Jewish Entertainers (BBC Four)

— Faith to Faith (Radio 4)

— Polygamy (Radio 4)

— Is Anybody There—does prayer work? (Radio 2)

Historical output which examines the legacy of religious achievement and conflict, eg:

— Cathedral (BBC Two)

— Battle for Britain’s Soul (BBC Two)

— Christopher Wren (BBC One)

— The Divine Michelangelo (BBC One)

— An Islamic History of Europe (BBC Four)

— The Trial of Galileo (BBC Two)

— The Gunpowder Plot (BBC Two)

— Conchies: Questions of Conscience (BBC Four)

— Sacred Nation (Radio 2)

— In the Footsteps of Moses (Radio 4)

Music output showcasing the best of classical and contemporary religious music, eg:

— Carols from King’s (BBC Two)

— Beverley’s Gospel Nights (Radio 2)

— Bach St John Passion (Radio 3)

— God in the Music Machine (Radio 2)

— Soul Music (Radio 4)

— Rhythm’n’Jews (Radio 3)

— Jerusalem, an Anthem for England (BBC Four)

— My Favourite Carols (BBC One)

— Lesley Garrett’s Sacred Songs (BBC Two)

Drama output which sheds light on the impact of faith, eg:

— Holy Cross (BBC One)
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— Mr Harvey Lights a Candle (BBC One)

— If Not Now, When? (Radio 3)

— Death of Faith (Radio 4)

— Sinners (BBC One)

In addition the Religion on-line site is a comprehensive resource covering religious beliefs and practices,
religious news from around the world, regularly updated feature articles, and much-used message-boards and
interactive spaces, where contributors use the site as a forum for debate and information-sharing.

November 2005

Examination of Witnesses

Witnesses: Mr Alan Bookbinder, Head of Religion and Ethics, and Mr John Willis, Director of Factual
and Learning, BBC, examined.

Q140 Chairman: Welcome and thank you very instance, the series on air at the moment, Jonathan
Miller’s Short History of Disbelief, which is runningmuch. You know the background, we have produced

our first report andwe are now looking, again against in peak time on BBC Two (which originated on BBC
Four but is now on BBC Two) was made by ana bit of time pressure, at a number of areas which we

really did not have time to go into in any depth and independent company but came through my
department. The big debate we did three weeks agowhichwe felt deserved looking at rathermore closely,

and religious broadcasting is obviously one of those. with A C Grayling, a well-known atheist/humanist,
was within Heaven and Earth and that was myI think we are clear in the sense of what you put to us.

We have read that and we know that so perhaps we responsibility. The atheist section on the BBC
religious website, which has equal weight with all thecould go straight into questions. Mr Bookbinder, I

notice that when you joined the Religious other major religions, is my responsibility, too.
Broadcasting Department it was promptly renamed
the Religion and Ethnics Department; discuss or Q142 Chairman: I think we might come back to that
perhaps explain! point in a moment but you also have a responsibility
MrBookbinder: Partly that was to recognise what was for the diversity of faiths aswell.Wewere just hearing
already happening, it had happened that the evidence before you came that one or two of the
department was producing not only a substantial people giving evidence were less than impressed with
amount of programmes that were recognisably the way that you did that and though you were very
religious but a good number of programmes that strong as far as Christian broadcasting was
were about ethics beyond the purely religious sphere. concerned—in fact excellent—but you were not very
The Moral Maze was one of our programmes, for good on other religions.
instance, and Heart of the Matter was one of our Mr Bookbinder: In fact, I was at the back and I
programmes. Heaven and Earth, our Sunday must say—
morning show, part of its regular output is an ethical
debate. It was really recognising what was already Q143 Chairman:—Then you are in a good position
there. It did not denote a new shift in policy. to answer.

Mr Bookbinder:—I was listening with mounting
incredulity at the account of what we do. CertainlyQ141 Chairman: Does that mean that, in fact, your

area of responsibility and interest would cover other the bulk of our programming is centred on the
Christian experience and I make no apology for thatnon-religious bodies as well? Would you have a

responsibility there, humanist for example? given the breakdown of the population and the
traditions of this country but, goodness me, to sayMr Bookbinder: Yes it would. Of course much of our

programming is outside what I am responsible for. It that we ignore other faiths seems to me just
extraordinary. As Dominic and Aaqil were speakingdeals with ethical issues. Most of the documentaries

and most of the drama and most of the arts I was just looking down the last few months of our
output. We had The Battle for Islam, nine o’clock,programme are looking at broader questions of

meaning and purpose. Indeed, much of the great BBCTwo, 90minutes,The IslamicHistory of Europe,
a three-part series, Holocaust Memorial Day, 12swathes of our science and history and arts

programmes start with a secular, humanist point of hours on television altogether, Karma Lives, last
week’s programme to mark Diwali, Jewish Newview in the sense of a non-divine point of view. On the

specifics of representation of atheists and humanists, Year, a special programme this year for Vaisakhi, the
Sikh festival,The Story of God is on, a newLandmarkI am responsible for that within my ambit. So, for
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employ lots of people across a range of diVerentseries on BBC One starting next month, three parts,
peak time, not just looking at Christianity but genres and particularly, as I say, we have the Asian

Network.Christianity as one small part of that and looking at
the whole of mankind’s encounter with the divine,
What the World Thinks of God, a major BBC Two Q147 Chairman: Perhaps just before I ask Lord
special that drew on diVerent religions. That is before King, you would explain, you are the head of the
you look at our radio output or our on-line output. department which incorporates religion and ethics.
Again, I do not want to go through a great list Mr Willis: Yes I am called the Director of Factual
because I think I have submitted some lists for you, and Learning programmes, which means I look after
but a glance at that will show you just how much we religious programmes but also science, history,
are catering for other religions. gardening, great national events, documentaries, so it

is a very broad range of programmes but religion is a
very critical part of it.Q144 Chairman: So you would obviously reject that

criticism. Do you also reject the criticism that your
programmes are not in peak times and that there is Q148 Lord King of Bridgwater: You talked about
something rather lacking in the staYng balance, the programmes you broadcast, interesting ones
which was a point which was made? about religion, but you do not broadcast religious
Mr Bookbinder: On a lack of peak time programmes, services for the Muslim community, do you? I do not
to be frank with you, this comes a little bit rich from see how you can but I see that you broadcast a
ITV who have just reduced their commitment from number of Christian services. Is there any way in
104 hours to 52 hours none of which is in peak time, which you could actually do anything or is this bound
not a single minute. The programme which Dominic to be left to separate radio channels perhaps or
was very proud of The Tsunami, went out at 11 pm. television?
However, let me concentrate on the BBC. As I said, Mr Bookbinder: You are right, we do broadcast a
a great list of programmes going out between seven substantial number of Christian services around the
pm and 10 pm. The Story of God on BBC One, calendar and around national events. The truth is
Himalaya on BBC One, The Battle for Britain’s Soul that services in other religions are not really a
on BBC Two, the Monastery series at nine pm, spectacular event in the same way as Christian
Seaside Parish at eight pm, the drama Mr Harvey services are. There is no particular call. The Hindus
Lights a Candle at 10 pm. I do not want to go on and are not saying to us, “Please film in our temples.”
on but this list does go on and on. They are not saying, “Please film our worship,” nor

is the Muslim community. What they are saying is,
“Take us seriously and pay usmore attention,” whichQ145 Chairman:And staYng, you heard that point?
from the programmes I have quoted I think we do.Mr Bookbinder: It is true that our representation in
However, to transmit directly worship is not reallythe department could be better. We have two or three
something that is on anyone’s agenda.Muslims, we have two people of Jewish background,

we have one person of Hindu background. We have
otherwise predominantly either Christian or no Q149 Lord King of Bridgwater: You are talking just
declared religion. about television, what about radio?

Mr Bookbinder:Radio, equally, there is a great desire
to understand what the worship means and what theQ146 Chairman: How big is the department?
significance of it is, and this we try to do in diVerentMr Bookbinder: The department is about 100 people
ways, but the direct live transmission of it as itso I grant there is more that we can do there.
happens is not something that there is any really greatMr Willis: Can I just add obviously sitting outside
call for.Alan’s department there are other areas and in terms

of reflecting diversity of ethnicity and faith, we have
got a whole radio network. We have the Asian Q150 Lord King of Bridgwater: It just seems to me

that the point that wasmade thatMuslims do not feelNetwork based in Leicester and in Birmingham,
which obviously is a specialist narrowcaster, and in any great aYnity with the BBC in that respect would

be right. You cannot oVer that to the house-boundBirmingham within the broadband which I represent
we have the Asian Programme Unit, which employs Muslims whomight get some form of direct (and I do

not knowwhat form it takes) worship from their ownyoung Asian staV to make a whole range of
programmes many of which have a faith dimension particular channel; is that right?

Mr Bookbinder: I am not aware of any live worship.to them. We do not count them as religious, that is
just the programmes made by that specialist Of course, there are programmes of discussion and

debate that are specifically aimed at them, but then sodepartment, but I would not want you to think that
the only programmes we made which touched upon there are on BBC radio and television. It is just the

specifics.matters of faith came from Alan’s department. We
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would say the ground is now more fertile than it was,Q151 Lord King of Bridgwater: Religious services
for people of a particular faith, can they get that and with the occasional exception.
on what channel do they get it? I am asking out of
total ignorance. Q154 Chairman: Mr Willis, would you agree with
Mr Bookbinder: They certainly do not get it on the that? You have got an overall responsibility here. Is
BBC or any of themain broadcasters. I am not aware religion going up in the scale or going down?
of any specialist services. You are talking about Mr Willis: I think Alan’s description was absolutely
prayers from the Mosque transmitted directly into right. There is some resistance in some cases but since
their homes? 9/11, frankly, this is very high up the agenda in all the

BBC departments that I am responsible for including
religion and ethics. I think there is an intense debateQ152 Lord King of Bridgwater: Absolutely.
and discussion within the BBC about how to tellMr Bookbinder: There may be some radio
these stories as well as possible across diVerent genrestransmission and I can check back on that.
and I think we are knocking on a door that is muchLord King of Bridgwater: It is a very diYcult thing to
more open than it was before.do. It would be wrong to say we do not provide any

service for them because it seems to me that it is very
Q155 Bishop of Manchester: If I could just ask onediYcult for you to do that.
more question. The door then being open, are you
able to take the opportunities that that provides? One

Q153 Bishop of Manchester: As you said earlier of the diYculties that has been put to us during the
yourself, the Ofcom allowance for ITV religious evidence is that audiences tend to drop for the many
broadcasting to drop its hours has let them oV the religious programmes. Presumably, therefore, if you
hook in one sense. The overall hours broadcast by the can get people who are very creative and who can
Religion and Ethics Department in the BBC, produce good programmes the viewing figures
although it has gone up and down a bit, overall it has hopefully go in a diVerent direction. Are you
dropped since 2000. To what extent do you feel you confident that there are out there the creative
are trying to hold on to something within the BBC? programme makers who are waiting to be
You said in the submission that religious commissioned to do the kind of programmes that you
broadcasting was a “litmus test” of how serious were talking about?
public service broadcasting is taken within the BBC. Mr Willis: Just taking a broader view, and Alan can
Is there a sense in which not you obviously but people talk a little bit about the individual audience figures.
within the BBC rather feel that religion and ethics is I think it is really important that the programmes are
a bit of a Cinderella to be taken reasonably seriously made not just by theReligion and EthicsDepartment
but future opportunities for a great surge forward are but by the best writers, producers, documentary
pretty unlikely? makers, who inside the BBC and outside the BBC
MrBookbinder: I do occasionally encounter a secular, engage with this subject. Because it has become so
metropolitan attitude that is rather resistant to relevant to the lives of everyone who travels on the
religious programmes but that is really only very Tube, for example, that is exactly what is happening.
occasionally. Much more often, particularly as I think it is engaging some of the best people in British
religion has marched up the political agenda in the television. I think in Manchester, as Aaqil said, we
last few years, there is much greater interest. Indeed, have got a real world-class centre (Alan will blush) of
it is one of the paradoxes of my job that as religion knowledge, skill and experience in this area. When
has become more important it is more diYcult for me the Pope died, the coverage by the BBC in
to get programme commissions because there are so Manchester where there were outside broadcasts,
many other genres—notably current aVairs, history obituaries and thoughtful radio pieces was absolutely
and art—that have suddenly taken a greater interest immaculate and I was really pleased that we had a
in the subject and are putting in very compelling dedicated department, but you do not want to
ideas, and bringing oV very nice programmes. confine this subject matter to that. In terms of
Equally, the independent sector is now much more audiences, Alan will tell you that programmes like
competitive in the area of religion. Religion actually Songs of Praise do really, really well in their time slot,
matters to more producers because they can see as does Heaven and Earth, so the audience is there.
opportunities, and so although in some areas our Mr Bookbinder: I must say I did not share the
hours have declined very slightly that is more than pessimism of ITV andChannel Four about audiences
compensated for by other areas. The numbers I think for religion. The series Monastery, which went out
you are referring to refer to the output of the earlier this year in a peak slot on BBC Two, had two
department, whereas there are many other and a half million viewers. That seems to me pretty
departments who have their own accounting systems good. It was a wonderful documentary series about

the collision of the sacred and the secular and whatwho are contributing religious programmes. So I
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meaning and purpose and to do it in an accessiblehappens when theymeet. I was looking through some
audience figures, having been asked by the Clerk to way. Quite a lot of our observational documentaries

in this area while they may feature religious figures—do so, and Songs of Praise over the last three weeks
has had over three million viewers, way above the and ImentionedMonastery but that featured a group

of entirely secular people encountering the monks atequivalent programmes on other channels. Heaven
andEarth on a Sundaymorning is averaging amillion Worth Abbey, and that, too, prompted a huge

amount of precisely that kind of reflection andcompared to half a million or so that the other
channels are getting. These are not massive figures meditation that you are talking about. There are

other examples. If you think of our long-runningbut in quite unattractive slots like 10 o’clock Sunday
morning, it shows there is an appetite there.What our Sunday series Something Understood its brief is

precisely to do this, to prompt reflection throughprogramming is about is to try and pick that up and
to some extent drive that. words and music, very often nothing to do with

traditional religions but trying to bring people
towards what they might see as deeper realities.Q156 Lord King of Bridgwater: What was Songs of

Praise five years ago?
Q158 Lord Holme of Cheltenham: There are onlyMr Bookbinder: Songs of Praise five years ago would
two programmes of your output which I havehave averaged a little more than it does at the
personally experienced, Heaven and Earth which, asmoment. I do not have the exact figures. It was
someonewho is condemnedwith a biological clock toslightly up but the overall trend is slightly down. I
wake up early on a Sunday morning, I must say Icould get those figures for you if that would be
enjoy very much, and Songs of Praise I find anhelpful.
indispensable accompaniment to reading the
newspaper. Here are two programmes that I

Q157 Lord Holme of Cheltenham: I am sure you personally have experienced. I think you were saying
have had a chance to read the Ofcom religious that Heaven and Earth for its slot early on a Sunday
programmes qualitative research study. I thought the morning does well. I am afraid I did not catch the
findings, although it is only qualitative research and number.
therefore perhaps not so statistically valid, were Mr Willis: The average is around million.
exceptionally interesting in that they reflect the Mr Bookbinder: It beats the opposition. It is the most
tension in what people want in religious successful programme across terrestrial television
broadcasting. Clearly people want something and satellite television at that time.
diVerent from what the religious faith groups want.
The religious faith groups, understandably, want acts

Q159 LordHolme of Cheltenham:What aboutSongsof worship and their religion accurately portrayed in
of Praise, what are the audiences for that and howaction, but clearly the general public are hankering
does that compare with what is running on thefor words like contemplation, medication, reflection,
opposition at that time on a Sunday evening?how an individual’s faith aVects their lives and
MrBookbinder: I have those figures to hand. If I pluckculture, understanding religion in a larger geo-
one out of the air but it is fairly typical, last Sundaypolitical context, in other words a whole set of
Songs of Praise had 3.1 million; ITV, 2.2; BBC Two,questions which are not necessarily the issues which
1.5; Channel Four, 1.6; Channel Five, 1.5, socome top of the list with the individual faith groups
considerably ahead. As I look back, and I will notwho want a voice and hearing for their faiths. I am
quote all the figures, over several weeks that is anwondering how you try and balance that factor and
average pattern.what is clearly a wider appetite than simply

portraying faiths at worship?
Q160 Lord Holme of Cheltenham: That gives youMrBookbinder:Certainly it is a diYcult balance to get
about a 30 per cent audience share.and we are striving to do both really. In terms of the
Mr Bookbinder: It is in the 20s somewhere.provision for active believers I think there is no
Chairman: We might look at these figures in somequestion that there is a great deal out there and at a
detail if we could have them. Lord King made thattime in the schedule when people are prepared to
point.listen and to watch. For the broader community, I

think you are right that this sense of spiritual
searching or questing for meaning by people who Q161 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury:

Returning to the Ofcom paper, there is also amaybe have lost their faith or whose faith has lapsed
or who have never encountered faith before but still suggestion in there that people want religious belief

to be incorporated in general television a bit morefeel some kind of gap in their lives, that is certainly a
very important area for the audience. To an extent rather than specific religious programmes. I wonder

to what degree your department can eVect that. Also,Heaven and Earth on Sunday morning does this. It
has a very broad brief to explore questions of which is in a way related, you have been saying you
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Mr Bookbinder: I have to report every six months notare getting good figures despite the time slots, as I
just on what my own department does but on theunderstood you. Do you press for specifically
whole of the BBC’s oVerings on religion and as a six-religious programmes to be put in more peak time?
monthly interval that is a quite a good correctiveMr Bookbinder: Certainly we do and there is a lot of
where it is needed because it means we can track justrobust debate within the organisation about that.
what we are doing about diVerent religions. I have toScheduling, as I am sure you will understand, is
say it is very rare that I look at that and I say, “Ohhighly competitive, and occasionally there are
dear, we have not covered Islam this six months”, or,disappointments. Occasionally I feel that the
“What on earth have we done around the Jewishschedulers find it all too easy to put us on late at
community?” It tends to be that there is a pretty fairnight; it is like falling oV an epilogue. However, a lot
range there already. Occasionally there was a time Iof the time, as I was saying before, we are in pretty
think a year ago when we realised that for one reasongood slots. I am very pleased to see The Story of God
or another we had not marked Diwali for some yearsturn up at seven o’clock onBBCOne. I have quoted a
on television (although it is on radio and localnumber of other really quite promising times. In that
television) and we put that right this year, so there issense, given that there is always an essential tension
that kind of ability to correct.and there is always tremendous competition, I think
Mr Willis: If I might just add, I think that Alan andwe do fairly well. As a head of department I would
his team is a sort of unpaid consultant for the wholealways want more programmes nearer peak, of
BBC so it is a resource for everyone to use. We docourse I would. There has been a debate about Songs
actively try to encourage other genres. Just a fewof Praise which a year ago was beginning to wander
weeks ago the Governors of the BBC organised aaround the schedules and be rather too regularly
half-day seminar in which we talked about the role ofswitched to BBC Two when there was a big sporting
religion in comedy, religion in drama and religion inevent or a live programme. That has changed now
documentaries and we hardly talked about what isand Songs of Praise is regularly in a slot between five
being made in Alan’s department. I think everyone isto six where, as I have been explaining, it gets a really
very attentive to the subject.quite substantial audience. It could be that ifSongs of

Praise were on later in the evening against tougher
competition from drama and soaps et cetera, that it Q164 Lord King of Bridgwater: Does that six-
would do less well. In that case, finding a spot just oV monthly report go to the Governors.
peak but very close to peak seems to work. Mr Bookbinder: It goes to the Governors’ nominated

accountability body the Central Religious Advisory
Committee (CRAC).

Q162 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: Are
you talking about religion in other types of Q165 Lord King of Bridgwater: That does not
programmes or what? include any Governors?
Mr Bookbinder: To an extent, in that quite frequently Mr Bookbinder: No but the Chairman of CRAC
the department is asked for advice from current reports directly to the Governors.
aVairs or drama or history. We have some
involvement in encouraging that but really the

Q166 Lord Maxton: It seems to me that you areinterest from other genres happens pretty much
desperately defending the position of the BBC inspontaneously. People—producers, directors,
putting out its religious broadcasts. Some of us thinkwriters—have looked at the world as their material
that you do far too much and that you are veryand they have decided that there are interesting
uncritical of the religious broadcasting you do. If westories to tell about religion. It was very interesting
look at this great three-part programme The Story ofbecause the drama that went out at EasterMrHarvey
God, of course the straight implication for someoneLights a Candle, about the redemptive power of
like me is that you believe there is one. Some of us doChristian faith, 10 o’clock on BBC One by a
not, so that is a starting point. You are also uncritical.Christian writer, is something that I think even two
Let me take the great example you gave of howor three years ago would have been quite unlikely to
wonderfully the BBC covered the death of the Pope.happen. There it was again at the heart of the BBC.
It was very uncritical. It never really did any analysis
of the social conservatism and the impact of that on
the African population and the AIDS epidemic

Q163 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: Is sweeping through that continent, did it?
somebody keeping an eye on the balance? That again Mr Bookbinder: In the days after he died no, but look
is the Christian faith, and in Eastenders we have Dot at the Panorama on the Vatican’s policies on
who is very Christian. Is there someone keeping an contraception in the third world. That was not soft

on religion. Look at the recent Panorama on theeye on it?
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that is aYrming religion, there is a very significantMuslim Council. The Muslim Council did not find
that soft. Look at over a long period— stream that is asking diYcult questions.

Q172 Lord Maxton: Very significant? Give me theQ167 Chairman:—The Vatican and contraception,
that is the Panorama you are thinking of? percentage of “significant” out of your total religious

output which is critical?Mr Bookbinder: In fact there were two.
Mr Bookbinder: It is hard for me to put a figure on it
but it is pretty regular and indeed often we areQ168 Chairman: Certainly I saw one and it was very
criticised for misrepresenting religion.good but just tell me this HIV/AIDS which Lord
Mr Willis: At the same time as that series is onMaxton has just raised, millions of people have died,
starting in a couple of weeks is Jonathan Miller’smillions of people are going to die, and the Roman
three-part series on atheism on BBC Two, more orCatholic view on the use of condoms is regarded by
less at the same time or the same part of the schedule.many people as being an obstacle to progress. Would

you consider it as part of the remit of your
department to campaign for a change of policy in Q173 Lord Maxton: Viewing figures for Jonathan

Miller?this area?
Mr Bookbinder: Not to campaign actively but Mr Willis: That is its second transmission, it had

already been on BBC Four, and on BBC Two it iscertainly to scrutinise what is happening. A lot of
what we do is aYrming and celebrating religion but a getting 1.2 million, which is pretty respectable.

Mr Bookbinder: It is the same slot, it followssignificant portion is scrutinising and holding
religion up to the light and examining the harm done immediately, three weeks prior to that, The Battle for

Britain’s Soul, a religious slot which was gettingin the name of religion. There is a significant amount
of what we do that does that. Although we would not about the same figures.
get behind a political campaign, we would very much
want to shed light on what was happening there and Q174 Baroness O’Neill of Bengarve:Could I ask you
leave the audience to come to their own conclusions. to turn to radio for a moment. I want to ask the

question that of course everybodywhowakes upwith
Radio Four wishes to ask, and it is not a questionQ169 Lord Maxton: Do you consider Panorama as

a peak time programme? It used to be. It used to about Prayer for the Day, which frankly I do not
always wake in time for, but Thought for the Day.be a nine o’clock, one-hour programme, one evening

a week; now it is half past ten, half an hour on a You must have some formula that allocates Thought
for the Day between diVerent faiths and no faith.Sunday.

MrBookbinder: I would call it edge of peak at quarter How does that work?
Mr Bookbinder: It is not an exact mathematicalpast 10 on a Sunday but it is getting substantial

audiences there. formula. In essence, we are trying to make sure that
the six main world faiths have some representation
on the programme. There is a predominance ofQ170 Lord Maxton: As big as Songs of Praise?
Christian speakers from diVerent denominations andMr Willis: Bigger than Songs of Praise and
then there is a smaller number of representativescertainly—-
from Islam, Hinduism, Sikhism, Buddhism andMr Bookbinder: But you know investigations of child
Judaism, so there is a spread. In fact, if you looked atsex abuse in the Catholic Church were absolutely in
the arithmetic there is an over-representation of thepeak time andwere carried in themain news and have
other faiths simply because if you did it by numbersfeatured regularly on the Today programme. There
the other faiths, frankly, would hardly ever get on.has been a very steady flow of programmes about

that, some from the department, some more broadly.
Q175 Baroness O’Neill of Bengarve: And we all
enjoy Rabbi Blue so much!Q171 Chairman: Do you initiate those or are you
Mr Bookbinder: So not an exact formula but anreporting others who have brought the subject up?
attempt to be broadly representative.Mr Bookbinder: Take our Radio Four Sunday

morning programme called Sunday, which is a
religious current aVairs programme if you like, we Q176 Baroness O’Neill of Bengarve: Do you have a

diVerent sort of strategy or view of how religioushave a team of journalists who originate their own
stories and do their own reporting on that. We work broadcasting on radio works and whom it is for than

you do of religious broadcasting on television?occasionally with the Today programme as well if
they are looking at the same thing, so absolutely. If Mr Bookbinder: Only insofar as the diVerent radio

networks speak to a slightly diVerent audience. Mostyou look at our features on our web site on these
subjects they have been pretty hard-hitting. of our religious programming is on Radio Two or

Radio Four and there is a little on Radio Three. WeAlthough there is a great deal in our programming
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this is not Newsround, this is a very intelligentknow quite a bit about the demographic profiles of
those audiences. We know in quite a sophisticated audience capable of making a judgment about where

a speaker is coming from.way what groups of people are watching at what
times of the day.

Q181 Chairman:Whomakes the decision? Is it in the
Q177 Baroness O’Neill of Bengarve: And listening. context of the programme itself. This discussion was
MrBookbinder:And listening, so it works very well to obviously coming up. Who then made the decision
have Sunday on as early as seven am and Sunday that the Chief Rabbi should actually come in on this
Worship following it after the news soon after eight particular issue?
o’clock because we know the audience that enjoys Mr Bookbinder: The way that Thought for the Day
those programmes, which tends to be over 50— works is that the speakers are rota-ed some way
Chairman: Perhaps it might be an idea to adjourn for ahead of time and the day before their spot comes up
five minutes and we will vote and come back. they have a discussion with the producer about what

they might talk about. Usually they make their own
The Committee suspended from 5.18 pm to 5.27 pm for choice with some guidance. They then write a script

in conjunction with the producer and that is subjecta division in the House.
to our normal editorial guidelines. That then goes out

Chairman: I am reluctant to start before we have the live and uninterrupted—uninterrupted but not
Bishop of Manchester with us but nevertheless I will! unmediated—in the programme, and in this case the
Baroness O’Neill? producer who was on duty that day would have

agreed with the Chief Rabbi that this was an issue
Q178 Baroness O’Neill of Bengarve: I though, but that would benefit from some broader spiritual light
may be it is just the opacity of some of the speakers, being shed on it.
that you also have secular speakers on Thought for
the Day from time to time, or am I wrong in that?

Q182 Lord Maxton: If you had a debate on someMr Bookbinder: No, we do not, it is very much a slot
piece of scientific news, would it not benefit thereserved for the religious and spiritual and not
country if you had a scientist giving three minutes’secular.
explanation of what that scientific point of view was?Baroness O’Neill of Bengarve: It is multi-faith but
Mr Bookbinder:Yes but that kind of thing goes on innot secular?
the programme already.

Q179 Lord Maxton:Why not?
Q183 Lord Maxton: No it does not.Mr Bookbinder: Because the slot is designed precisely
Mr Bookbinder: It may not be a scientist speaking into be a moment for religious and spiritual reflection
an uninterrupted way—in the middle of an entirely secular programme. It is

meant to contrast with the adversarial hurly-burly of
Q184 Lord Maxton:Why not?the programme and to prompt reflection from that
Mr Bookbinder:—but it is certainly a reporterperspective.
interviewing a scientist. The Today programme—
Lord Maxton: It is not the same thing at all.Q180 Lord Maxton: Let me give you an example of

taking it out of the hurly-burly. On the day on which
the Assisted Dying for the Terminally Ill Bill was Q185 Lord Peston: It is not the same thing. Sorry, if

I could just come in on that.Many of us have thoughtdebated in the Lords there was a balanced debate on
the Today programme balanced between Lord JoVe a lot about Lord JoVe’s Bill. If I had done three

minutes on Thought for the Day (and I will tell you Iand a Bishop but then Thought for the Day was a
Chief Rabbi attacking the bill for three minutes am not a candidate at all) the main point I would

have tried to get over is that this is a very deep moralwithout any contentious point being put to him that
he might be wrong. Can that be correct? or ethical issue and the thing that the listener most

needs to understand is the depth of the problem andMr Bookbinder: I do remember the morning you are
talking about and admittedly it was a close call and how reasonable people can diVer on it. Even

although I favour Lord JoVe’s Bill, I am very worriedone that was quite a fine judgment. In the end our
feeling was that on an issue like, that the religious at the same time. In other words, I am slightly on the

margin. I think there is a broader question but this isvoice had something to say, that this was not just, as
it were, a regular public policy issue, this went to deep the example we have got. If you are putting out vast

amounts of dogmatic, religious stuV what you do notmorality and to a deep sense of meaning and purpose
which is what religion is about. So to prevent the get is people putting out—and I think you ought to

because that is your title—you ought to be havingChief Rabbi speaking from a religious perspective on
that would not have seemed the right thing to do. people saying these are diYcult ethical issues. The

one approach that is wrong is the dogmaticRemember the Today audience is very sophisticated,
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Mr Bookbinder: They are not of course all clerics;approach. That is why I think this particular
programmewas particularly inappropriate because it there are many lay people among them.

Baroness O’Neill of Bengarve: Not merely that.is not a dogmatic issue. I am sorry to press you on
that, but since you are now in charge of ethics I would Chairman: Baroness O’Neill is making the point that

she did not think that that was the policy. In otherlike to know what you do which gets over ethics as a
regular thing rather than keep telling me about words, if you listen as a general listener you are not

entirely clear that this is such a spiritual spot as youJonathan Miller. The point about Jonathan Miller is
that it is rare. That is the whole point about it. If it actually seem to suggest.
were on all the time you would be telling us about
Jonathan Miller. You are tellingme that because you Q192 Lord Maxton: Why do you not change the
do not do that most of the time. name to Religious Spot for the Day or God Spot?
MrWillis:No, but I think ethics is part of the texture Mr Willis: The audience have been listening to this
of a large number of documentaries and dramas. Lots spot for a very long time and it is a highly intelligent
of them have ethical or moral dilemmas that sit audience. They knowwhat the perspective is and they
beneath them. I can think of a whole range of know that it is a little pause for thought. I do not
programmes. think it needs to be relabelled otherwise we would be

calling Horizon Scientific Horizon of the Week.
Q186 Lord Maxton: It is always the religious people Chairman: You do not need to renameHorizon. Can
you go for to provide the ethics. I bring in Lord Holmes.
Mr Willis: It is not always the religious people we
go to.

Q193 Lord Holme of Cheltenham: I do not think we
quite got the mathematical formula between the six

Q187 Baroness O’Neill of Bengarve: They do not. great religions, but in the part of it that is Christian is
Mr Bookbinder: Very briefly, if I think of some of the there a mathematical formula for the various
key voices on the atheist/humanist side and how subdivisions of Christianity, Catholics, Church of
often they appear on programmes like Heaven and England, the Methodists and so on?
Earth—Richard Dawkins, Philip Pullman, Polly MrBookbinder:No, not a precise one.We aim to have
Toynbee—these are serious voices that take into roughly equal numbers of Anglicans and Catholics
account the depth of the dilemma ofmoral issues and and then a smattering of others.
they are in our output.

Q194 Lord Holme of Cheltenham: Catholics versus
Q188 Chairman: We started all this on Thought for non-Catholics?
the Day and I am still a little unclear. I think I am MrBookbinder:No, Catholics andAnglicans roughly
clear now on the policy but I suppose the straight the same and then in addition to that a range of
question is why cannot non-religious commentators people Methodists, Baptists, whatever. Part of our
contribute to Thought for the Day? criteria is the fluency and, frankly, the performance
Mr Bookbinder: As I say, because the slot is designed of speakers. We do not want to get locked into a
to do something that humanists or atheists could not formula where we have to have, for instance, a
do which is to provide a spiritual perspective. That is Baptist this week but we have not found someone
what it is there for. who is—

Q189 Chairman: I must say as a general listener that
Q195 Lord Holme of Cheltenham: You report everyis not always my overwhelming response to Thought
six months. Over what period do you balance thefor the Day. It is a perfectly nice spot but it is a fairly
ticket for Thought for the Day? You were telling usgeneral spot. I do not feel it is unbelievably spiritual
that you report on religious coverage every sixin its nature.
months.MrBookbinder:But youwill always find a scripture or
Mr Bookbinder: It is a fairly continuous process intheological reference in there—
that we have a rota of people and some of them are
rested for periods or they are unavailable for

Q190 Lord Maxton: Somewhere periods, but it is between 30 and 35 people at any
Mr Bookbinder: Somewhere. time. As someone steps down we would broadly be
Lord Maxton: It is diYcult to find sometimes. looking to replace like-for-like. We try to get a

reasonable gender balance as well. It is quite a
complicated picture and that is why I say there is noQ191 Baroness O’Neill of Bengarve: I would have

thought that a fair number of “thoughts for the exact mathematical formula for any of these things.
Chairman: Before we move on has anyone else anyday”—and I rather like it—have not come from

adherents of any of the six faiths you named. questions on Thought for the Day?
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to have some of my grandchildren of all diVerentBaroness Gibson of Market Rasen: I want to make
a comment, Chairman, because I think what is ages making comments, so what is your role there?

Mr Bookbinder: First on why we do not countcoming over so far is that we are all totally opposed
to Thought for the Day. I would like to say how programmes in other genres, this is simply because

the way that the Governors regulate the diVerentmuch I enjoy it and please do not alter the format.
genres is that they require in our statement of
programming promises, and it is annual thing, of

Q196 Chairman: I think we might move on. certain numbers of hours from diVerent genres, and
Mr Willis: A free BBC pen is on its way to you! if a programme is made by current aVairs it can only

be counted once. It is not allowed to be counted as
a current aVairs programme and a religiousQ197 Lord Maxton: I do not listen to it except of
programme, and similarly in art. So I would love tocourse when I am down here. I listen to Good
be able to count this because it would save meMorning Scotland for my sins, whatever they might
having to explain this rather complicated systembe. But there of course there was a move to take the
and also it would save some misunderstanding.religious spot, still called Thought for the Day I

think, and put it in an earlier slot, and there was an
outcry. Are you in charge of that at all? Q199 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: So what you are
Mr Bookbinder: BBC Scotland is not part of my saying is there might be a case for this and maybe
remit. I am aware a little bit of what you are the Governors should look at it?
talking about. Mr Bookbinder: It is really a matter for the
Lord Maxton: If it is not, it does not matter. Governors but that is why it happens the way it
Chairman: Let us move on. Baroness Howe? does. On education, well, yes, there are a couple of

things I can tell you about. The religious
programmes that we make for schools are made byQ198 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: Yes, I am another
our department for the National Curriculum andone who enjoys Thought for the Day. Having said
those programmes now go directly to the schools forthat, maybe there is cause to look at something
them to show (although they can be downloadedparallel for the other religions. For the moment
during the night). On children’s programmes, well,there are other aspects that I would like very much
there is a certain amount there. If yourto ask you about. My actual question about how
grandchildren are regular viewers of Blue Peter, foryou give proper balance to the diVerent faiths has
instance, they would find Blue Peter does quitebeen more or less answered by you but I still want
regularly mark the festivals and go a little bit behindto ask a bit of a question around that because it
scenes of diVerent religions. Recently even Theseems to me from what you were saying that more
Tweenies have been doing Easter and Passover, inand more programmes are featuring religion in one
their idiom obviously. There is a range there. Grangeway or another and, as you say, it has come up the
Hill, the children’s drama, is well-known for someagenda of priority, and that is hardly surprising
of its religious stories. I do not know if yougiven the state of the world and the constant conflict
remember the story of the Jewish boy coming up toand whether it is race or whether it is, in fact,
his bar mitzvah. There is a threading of religion intoreligion what do we all need to understand more in
these programmes.this. So if you have got that situation, what I cannot

quite appreciate from what you have said is why do
Q200 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: Is it specificyou not count the areas in general information or
religion as opposed to the understanding of andwhatever the programme is, history et cetera, is,
respect for, using that word which is very much inwhich features a religious slot? Why do you not
vogue at the moment, other religions?count that towards the religious total, as indeed
Mr Bookbinder: Insofar as Blue Peter is asking itsquite clearly ITV are doing? That is one question.
audience to consider what is important about theThe second question is what I think has been shown
Diwali celebrations last week, then I hope it isvery clearly is a need for more education. The point
encouraging respect and tolerance and some sensewas made earlier on about spirituality and people
of broader understanding. It chimes well withneeding to understand the lives around them
religion in the National Curriculum which certainly,through their feelings of belief or non-belief or their
compared to my day, is very rich and well thoughtethical or spiritual approach. Where do you fit in
through.children in all this because nobody has even

mentioned this subject? Are you preparing
programmes for children at school because they are Q201 Lord Peston: I was going to ask about non-

religious views and that was more or less the end ofnow coming into a world where they are seeing all
this on television and being really very concerned what we were discussing. Did I understand you to

say that you had 100 people working for you?about meaning and understanding. I am beginning
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Q204 Lord Peston: Yes but I do not know whetherMr Bookbinder: Yes.
you saw the transcript of the evidence we got last
week of the religious people we had here, but part

Q202 Lord Peston: It was almost sotto voce but I of their evidence was that they wanted all BBC
think you said you had about 100 people. I assume programmes to be permeated with a religious
that would include people of all the main religions. dimension. They were quite clear, that is what they
Is that a criterion that you use? wanted, and so on. What struck me is who in the
Mr Bookbinder: As I was explaining before, I think BBC is going to say “No, that is the last thing we
there is definitely more work we can do in this want”? In other words, viewed from the outside they
because we only have a smattering of people from seemed to think that the BBC and our society was
non-Christian religions. We have a large number of overwhelmingly secular; I from the outside see it
people who, frankly, I would not know what their totally diVerently.
faith was because we do not ask them specifically. Mr Willis: It is called balance.
We want to know that they take religion seriously
and think it is interesting and are prepared to bring

Q205 Lord Peston: I do not think there is one. Thetheir creative skills to it, but we do not monitor
point I am trying to put to you is I cannot see thespecifically.
balance. I can see the religious pressure groups
internally and externally but I do not see the secular.

Q203 Lord Peston: I understand that and I think it MrWillis: I do not think there is a religious pressure
would even be illegal in terms of employment law, group internally. There are people of faith who

work on certain programmes and, as Alan said,but that is by the way. I must admit, and you can
there are also people of scepticism and people oftell from the way I have approached this, that I am
journalistic experience and background who askfairly critical of your department. I see what you do
questions.as pushing religion essentially. Apart from anything
Chairman: A last question from the Bishop ofelse, you have got to get slots for your output and
Manchester who has not had much of a run so far.it is a religious output. I am not clear given that

your title is also Ethical who you have there, or
several people perhaps, who is pushing non or anti- Q206 Bishop of Manchester: John Willis said earlier
religion? Are there people who sit there saying that that it was a world-class department, I think that is
really we have to get over much more a secular view how he described it, and certainly I know most of
of life, or does that happen elsewhere in the BBC? the people in the team there and they are an
Mr Bookbinder: You have to make a distinction excellent group of people and, if I may say so, I
between diVerent parts of the output. If someone is know how much they appreciate your own
working on Sunday Worship on Radio Four, for thoughtful leadership of that team. However, do
instance, yes, of course they are doing this from a you feel, first of all, that if you are a world-class
Christian standpoint, and whereas I would not quite department that you are getting the kind of support
agree with pushing religion, certainly they are and practical help, not least in terms of funding
interested in communicating a kind of positive and from the BBC, and, secondly, do you feel it has been
aYrming view of religion. Equally, if I think of my a good or a bad thing to be separated from if you
team on Sunday which goes out before Sunday like the centre of power in London to have been in
Worship these are journalists, these are not Manchester for these last few years?
Christian journalists or Muslim journalists; they are Mr Bookbinder: I would say, just to take your second
people who find in the world of religion interesting point first, that on balance moving a department
and challenging stories and, like most journalists, from London to Manchester in isolation without
they are there to ask quite diYcult questions. moving also a good deal of the commissioning,
Whereas they are not pushing the anti-religious scheduling and budgeting power has been
view, they are doing what all good journalists do, something of a disadvantage. I note that in the
and that is they are looking for stories that shed much bigger moves that are mooted to Manchester
light, that are new, that will be of interest to the it is not going to happen that way. The departments
public. I would say that if you are the producer of that are going to move are going to move with the
The Moral Maze then you are not a bit interested key levers of power. They are going to be
in religion. That is not your brief. You are interested commissioning departments, they are going to be
in bringing stories of morality and public policy and scheduling children’s programmes, sport, new
exploring them from an ethical standpoint and media, they are going to have a lot more control
doing it in an entertaining way. I do not accept your over their own destiny. Our story was a mixed one
dichotomy between those who are pushing religion but I think what is to come will be a much more
and those who are anti it. I think it is a slightly positive one. On the funding, again, rather like the

scheduling, funding is terrifically competitive. WediVerent way of looking at it.
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Q209 Lord King of Bridgwater: In co-productionhave to punch our weight alongside all the other
departments that are baying for more money. If you with the United States there are plenty of people
look at the figures comparatively I think we do not from the religious field in the United States who
do too badly. would love to give you lots of money to make

religious programmes. Do you reject a number of
Q207 Chairman: How much is your funding? approaches that you get?
Mr Bookbinder: The department has a budget of Mr Bookbinder: We tend to work with other
around £16 million a year in total but that covers broadcasters. We have a long-standing arrangement
radio and on-line and television as well. We also, with the Discovery Channel and we do a lot of work
especially for our BBC One Landmark, tend to win together with them, also with the Public
co-production money from outside bodies and to Broadcasting Channels. We do not tend to work
some extent from the United States. That helps us with the more evangelical US organisations because
a fair bit. Would I like more money? Of course I we feel that that brings unwanted baggage with it.
would. Everything I have talked about really has We need to maintain impartiality and this balance
been about balance and I think we have just about between celebration and scepticism.
enough. We would always like more but I do not
feel that we are a poor relation compared to other

Q210 Chairman: You have been very patient and itgenres.
has been a bit disjointed, I am afraid, in the last part
because of the division and everything, but thankQ208 Chairman: £16 out of £3 billion does not
you very much indeed for coming. We have enjoyedsound that fantastic.
your evidence. Perhaps if we have got any otherMr Bookbinder:No, but you are talking about again,
questions for either of you we could write to you?with respect, a relatively small number of hours
Mr Willis: Please do.compared to the whole and we are 100 people out
Chairman: In the meantime, thank you very muchof 24,000 or whatever. It is about congruent, if

you like. indeed.
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Present Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury, B King of Bridgwater, L
Fowler, L (Chairman) Manchester, Bp
Gibson of Market Rasen, B Maxton, L
Holme of Chelthenham, L O’Neill of Bengarve, B
Howe of Idlicote, B Peston, L
Kalms, L

Memorandum by the BBC

Summary

— The BBC has a distinguished tradition of sports broadcasting, dating back to its coverage of the FA
Cup Final in 1927. Over time, certain sporting events have become synonymous with the BBC:
Wimbledon, the Grand National and the Olympics.

— The advent of multichannel television has irreversibly changed the sports media market. As a result,
whilst we can never again be the home of all sports, we can be the national sports broadcaster for
the UK by broadcasting matches of great importance, showcasing the world’s biggest events and
creating new heroes.

— Over the coming years the BBC will be bringing UK audiences coverage from major events such as
the Olympics, football’s World Cup and the Commonwealth Games, as well as coverage of annual
highlights such as the Six Nations and the London Marathon.

— The BBC currently oVers audiences around 1,500 hours of televised sport each year, 4,000 hours of
sport on national radio (plus a further 30,000 hours of coverage on local radio) and over a million
pages of content on bbc.co.uk/sport. This includes both live and highlights coverage as well as sports
news services. Around 40 diVerent sports are covered each year.

— The BBC provides public value for the licence fee payer with a balanced sports portfolio, in line with
its commitment under the Agreement1 “. . . to provide wide-ranging coverage of sporting and leisure
interests . . .”. Broadly, BBC Sport aims to provide a mix of programming that:

— meets the need of both majority and minority interest groups;

— reaches a wide variety of audiences and demographics;

— includes “unite the nations” events;

— ensures a variety of high profile and more niche products; and

— contains a mixture of sports content (ie highlights and live programmes).

— In order to provide a balanced portfolio of sports output, the BBCmust assess the value of particular
sports to licence fee payers taking into account the public service value to the BBC’s portfolio.

— Working with a finite pool of money for sports rights acquisitions, the BBC has no incentive to over-
bid. The BBC follows a rigorous process for assessing the value of events to the BBC’s portfolio and
the price acceptable for the rights.

The BBC’s Role in Sports Broadcasting

The BBC’s role in sports broadcasting is unique for a number of reasons:

— We broadcast events that bring the nation together: the World Cup, the Olympics.

— We are free-to-air, so available to everyone in the UK.

— There are no interruptions from commercials.

— Our live coverage is supplemented by rigorous but fair analysis and reporting.

— BBC Sport is on television, on radio and online.

— We operate nationally, locally and regionally.

1 Agreement between the Secretary of State and the BBC dated 1996 as amended.
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— We have a commitment to bringing minority sports to terrestrial audiences.

— We work eVectively with sport bodies to deliver grassroots development.

— We oVer ground-breaking interactivity, on-demand services and innovation, which have helped
drive digital take-up.

The BBC’s Sport Output

In order to fulfill this role the BBC currently oVers audiences around 1,500 hours of televised sport each year,
4,000 hours of sport on national radio (plus a further 30,000 hours of coverage on local radio) and over a
million pages of content on bbc.co.uk/sport.

A significant amount of television airtime is devoted to coverage of the major sports and events that audiences
really value. In 2005 these include the FA Cup, Premiership football highlights, the Grand National, World
Snooker Championships, golf’s Open Championships, the Six Nations, the World Athletics Championships
andWimbledon amongst others. As well as coverage of standalone live events, BBC television also broadcasts
Grandstand. This provides live and highlights coverage of both major and minor sports and in particular
provides context aroundOlympic sports. In addition, a comprehensive sports news service is provided on both
BBC One and BBC News 24 as well as on Ceefax, the BBC’s television text service. The BBC also produces
and broadcasts documentaries and entertainment programmes featuring sports issues or personalities.

On radio, the BBC oVers live coverage, primarily broadcast on Radio Five Live and Five Live Sports Extra,
as well as sports news bulletins on Radios 1, 2 and 4. As with television, the BBC also oVers listeners
documentaries and entertainment programmes on sport.

The BBC Sport website oVers separate detailed homepages for 15 individual sports, plus special sections for
disability sport and the Sport Academy (which helps develop participation and understanding). Other sports
are covered on merit and results from minority sports are included on a daily basis. Coverage includes news
and scores updates, results and fixture lists, video highlights as well as live text commentary.

Across all three platforms the BBC oVers audiences a very diverse range of sports coverage. In covering these
sports the BBC oVers commentary and analysis as a minimum. In many cases coverage also features value-
added services such as interactivity or human interest stories. During 2004 the BBC covered some 41 sports.

The BBC’s Approach to Sports Rights

The BBC’s primary duty is to its licence fee payers and therefore seeks to ensure that they have access to the
most significant and diverse range of sports content viable within the constraints of funding and scheduling.
BBC Sport (a Division of the BBC) has responsibility for the valuation and negotiation with rights holders of
all bids for national sports rights.2 There are two key advantages in BBC Sport having responsibility for the
allocation of the BBC’s national sports rights budget. Firstly, BBC Sport can take a view across the whole of
the BBC’s portfolio of services. Secondly, BBC Sport has a finite sports rights budget: there is therefore no
incentive for BBC Sport to over-pay for any one particular right given the inevitable knock-on eVect on
resources available for other rights.

Listed events
The BBC supports the system by which some events are currently reserved for analogue television. This means
that the biggest sporting moments can be seen free-to-air by very large audiences. Although we always pay
fair and reasonable prices for our rights, it also helps deliver value-for-money for the licence payer by avoiding
the premium on rights fees generated by the subscription model of pay television. In the recent example of
domestic cricket coverage the lack of listing meant that costs were driven up by pay TV pressure, where the
incentive is to get exclusivity to attract subscribers.

There have been suggestions that the listing of events will lose its relevance when theUKbecomes fully digital.
We do not believe this is the case because there will still be a fundamental divide between free-to-air
broadcasters and pay TV operators. BBC ONE will be universally accessible in the digital era as it is now. By
contrast Sky Sports and similar channels will still be funded to a significant degree by subscriptions, which
currently cost, in Sky’s case, over £400 per annum. This has the eVect of deterring casual viewers from tuning
in to major events. It also, of course, discriminates against those who can’t aVord an array of subscription
services.

2 Please note that BBC Nations and Regions also acquire their own rights, although the process is broadly similar.
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Partnerships

In making rights acquisitions the BBC seeks to operate fairly within the modern broadcasting environment.
Where appropriate, the BBC tries to ensure that its coverage is complementary to that oVered by other
broadcasters. For example, football audiences are well served because while Sky has live Premier League we
have the highlights in Match of the Day (which reaches up to half the population each season). Similarly the
BBC and Sky share the FA Cup and whilst the BBC cover live England home internationals, Sky broadcast
away games. In World Cup and European Championship tournaments games are shared with ITV. Looking
across platforms in cricket, TV audiences have been well served by Sky and Channel 4 this summer whilst the
BBC has oVered comprehensive radio and online programming.

Valuation of Sports Rights

Valuing sports rights is not an exact science for any market participant. BBC Sport takes into account a
number of factors, which we have set out below.

Portfolio fit

A key objective for BBC Sport is to ensure that both overall and in relation to each station/channel, the BBC
provides public value for the licence fee payer with a balanced sports portfolio, in line with its commitment
under the Agreement3 “. . . to provide wide-ranging coverage of sporting and leisure interests . . .”. Broadly,
BBC Sport aims to provide a mix of programming that:

— meets the need of both majority and minority interest groups;

— reaches a wide variety of audiences and demographics;

— includes “unite the nations” events;

— ensures a variety of high profile and more niche products; and

— contains a mixture of sports content (ie highlights and live programmes).

The attractiveness of a particular sports rightmay diVer depending on the extent to which it complements BBC
Sport’s existing/planned portfolio at any given point in time.

Cost-to-user

BBC Sport will always undertake a cost-to-user analysis, which involves calculating a cost per hour and cost
per user (viewer or listener) hour, and comparing such cost with historic data for previous or similar events
for that channel/station. BBC Sport also compares the cost per user hour with alternative BBC services (ie
non-sport programming).4

Commercial value

Assessments on the value of sports rights in the commercial market allows us to benchmark our costs against
others. The value of a sports right can be estimated in two main ways:

— A “top-down” market analysis approach benchmarking the value of a sports right against the prices
paid for similar rights in the past. On occasions, BBC Sport will commission an independent third
party to conduct an external benchmarking exercise.

— A “bottom-up” revenue/cost modelling approach to benchmark the value to the BBC and avoid
over-paying.

Adding extra value

Other factors that may be taken into account when BBC Sport values rights include long term strategic,
archive and/or brand value and any scheduling constraints. Such assessments have led to the BBC letting go
of events which have become too expensive. In some cases, such as coverage of cricket on television, the BBC
would currently be unable to deliver good value for money for audiences due to scheduling issues and the
inability to exploit rights fully. This, as well as the diYculty in competing financially with a pay-TV business
model, limited the capability to bid. By the same token, scope for extended use of rights to an event may make
them particularly good value. For example, under the recent negotiation of FA Cup television rights the BBC

3 Agreement between the Secretary of State and the BBC dated 1996 as amended.
4 The BBC Annual Report 2003/04 gives the CPVH by genres, p145.
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was able to oVer audiences 19 live matches rather than the usual 12. However, there are also events where the
BBC has been disadvantaged because it was unable to fulfil onerous sponsorship obligations imposed by the
event organiser.

Rights Acquisition Process

All the factors set out above will be considered by BBC Sport before establishing its bid price. These factors
will be weighed against a risk evaluation (for example by reference to the specific market or production
resources available) and an options analysis (ie consider all reasonable options and alternatives, including “do
nothing”).

Once BBC Sport has come to a figure that it believes is a fair market price it must first obtain the appropriate
approvals, as set out in the BBC Sport Investment Guidelines and, more generally, the BBC Investment
Guidelines. A brief overview of this process can be found in Annex 1.

In addition to the process stated above, BBC Sport takes its Fair Trading obligations very seriously and has
a robust and eVective Fair Trading infrastructure in place to ensure compliance. Every bid to acquire a
particular sports right goes through BBC Sport’s Fair Trading approvals process. BBC Sport’s Fair Trading
Representatives agree all rights acquisitions. BBC Sport also regularly seeks advice from the BBC’s
Regulatory Legal competition lawyers and/or central Fair Trading teams. Every quarter BBC Sport reports
to, and meets up with, the central Fair Trading team to discuss issues arising over that period.

The BBC’s overall system of Fair Trading controls and processes are subject to an annual review by
independent auditors who are tasked with reporting on the BBC’s compliance with its Fair Trading
Commitment. Furthermore, the BBC’s Fair Trading systems are subject to a bi-annual review by ISO
assessors to review ongoing accreditation with the ISO 9001:2000 standard.

Conclusion

In recent years the BBC has reassessed the importance and value of sport to its audiences and reprioritised
investment to reflect this. A strong and diverse portfolio across platforms means that over the coming years
the BBC will be bringing UK audiences coverage from major events such as the Olympics, football’s World
Cup and the Commonwealth Games, as well as coverage of annual highlights such as the Six Nations and the
London Marathon.

November 2005

Annex 1

VALUATION APPROVAL PROCESS

Prior to Approval

— All expenditure must be within BBC Sport’s approved operating budget.

— Investments must be authorised before any contractual or financial commitments are made.

— Investments below £500,000 must be signed oV by the Director of Sport, Director of Rights and
Finance, or Senior Rights and Commercial Executive (unless otherwise delegated).

— All investments over £500,000 must have a project sponsor and an Investment Proposal (see above).

— All Investment Proposals require approval by both the Director of Sport and Finance Director of
BBC Sport.

— Any Investment Proposal over £2 million must also be approved by the Director General’s Finance
Committee (“DGFC”).

— Occasionally, at the DGFC’s discretion, the Investment Proposal may go to Governors for their
approval.

— For all investments requiring DGFC approval, the Investment Proposal is first sent to the Financial
and Commercial Strategy team (a separate department in the BBC) for its review and comment. This
team will prepare a 1–2 page Investment Critique, to be attached to the Investment Proposal and
sent to DGFC for consideration.
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Post Approval

— Once the outcome of any project over £500,000 can be reasonably assessed, a Post Implementation
Review (“PIR”) must be drafted by BBC Sport’s Finance Director and the project sponsor.

— It is the BBC Sport’s Finance Director’s responsibility to review all PIRs.

— For all investments over £2 million a copy of the PIR is also sent to the Investment Manager (in
Financial Commercial and Strategy).

— A quarterly summary of all relevant PIRs (across the whole of the BBC) is provided to DGFC along
with a summary of conclusions and lessons learnt.

— An annual summary of PIRs is reported to the BBC’s Executive and Audit Committee.

Examination of Witnesses

Witnesses: Mr Roger Mosey, Director of Sports, and Mr Dominic Coles, Director of Sports Rights and
Finance, BBC, examined.

Q210 Chairman: Good morning. Thank you very Q214 Chairman: Was it a question that the BBC
could not aVord it?much for coming. You know the background of the
MrMosey: I think in 1999 that was probably not theCommittee. We have done our first report and we are
case. I think there had been an assumption at thenow looking at a number of areas which we really did
BBC to cover cricket for generations and, therefore,not have time to deal with properly in the first report.
suddenly there was a competitive market in which theSports and the BBC in sports is obviously one of
BBC lost out.those. We have read your paper. Thank you very

much for sending that in. I think, if wemay, wemight
just go straight into the questions now. What Q215 Chairman: Regrets now? Last summer must
evidence have you about the value that the licence fee have been about the most exciting cricket series ever.
payer places upon sport; in other words, its Mr Mosey: There is an interesting point about live
popularity amongst licence fee payers? television coverage of cricket. We did some research

which showed that 29 million people followed theMr Mosey: I think sport is a vital part of the BBC’s
cricket last summer. Of those, 12 million people didoverall portfolio. We do top drama, top comedy, top
follow cricket on the BBCbecause, of course, we haveentertainment and sport is a very important part of
the Test Match Special on Radio 4, we changed thethatmix. Sport can still bring the biggest audiences to
scheduling of Radio Five Live to bring a lot morethe BBC. We had 25 million people watching
cricket on, and our on-line site reached a record of 3.3England against Portugal in Euro 2004 and wewould
million hits in one day, that is all on the basis ofexpect huge audiences for the Olympics in 2012 at the
cricket. So we did provide a lot of cricket coverage,BBC. So numerically there is a lot of evidence that
news and journalism forUKaudiences.We have alsoviewers and listeners value BBC sport.
said that wewould like to bid for cricket in 2009when
the rights next become available, but it does depend

Q211 Chairman: So it is considered very important on scheduling and value for money.
by you, but you cannot cover everything.
Mr Mosey: Absolutely. Q216 Chairman: So you do have some regrets,

really.
Mr Mosey: We have. In the last three monthsQ212 Chairman: Your paper says that over time
Dominic and I have secured the rights to thecertain sporting events have become synonymous
highlights of the Cricket World Cup in the Westwith the BBC, Wimbledon, the Grand National and
Indies in 2007, so we do see cricket is an importantthe Olympics. Do I not remember cricket being
part of television on the BBC if we can get cricketsynonymous with the BBC?
rights and it is a vital part of our radio oVering.Mr Mosey: Yes. It was a blow to the BBC in 1999

when we lost Test cricket, absolutely.
Q217 Chairman:When you actually cost cricket, by
definition it takes up an awful lot of space on BBC

Q213 Chairman:Why did you lose it? Two, do you cost in the savings that you have from
MrMosey: I have been in this job for three months so not actually showing other programmes?
I was not runningBBCSport in 1999. I think the BBC Mr Coles: The way that we value sports rights across
was taken slightly unawares by a very competitive the piece is by looking at the absolute cost of

providing those services, the right costs and theand ambitious bid from Channel 4 at the time.
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Q221 Lord King of Bridgwater: Has he had a letterproduction costs. You then look at the number of
from the Director of Finance saying, “This is yourhours output that will be generated from acquiring
budget for this year. Now, make the best of it!”?those rights and then you do a comparative measure
Mr Coles: I think it is worth me explaining how weagainst what else can actually deliver in those spots,
manage our sports rights budget. We have a five-yearwhat is displaced by putting cricket into the schedules
rolling budget which is allocated corporately by thewhich would otherwise have been playing through
BBC Finance Director and the Director General,that period of time, and what cost savings. You are
which allows us then to manage that spend over aabsolutely right in saying that we do make those
five-year rolling basis and it allows us to securecalculations. In addition to that we look at more
ideally a portfolio of sport that maximises value forsubjective qualities, such as the type of audience that
the licence fee payer. That allows us to have a lot ofsport delivers, which may be diVerent from your
flexibility in the way that we look at new acquisitions,mainstream afternoon audiences. Clearly what sport
at the value of rights that we are trying to renew andis trying to do is to reach out to younger audiences,
to acquire and perhaps even to lose. On thoseethnic audiences and audiences which the BBC has
occasions when we do lose rights we look at how tofound more hard to reach more recently because of
replace those rights within the confines of thatthe competing technologies and competing interests
restricted matter.which are available.

Q222 Lord King of Bridgwater: So you have a piece
Q218 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: We have all got of the cake handed down to you by the Director
great friends who are passionate about sport. I have General and you then make the best you can of it, is
one who will only watch sport and is furious with the that it?
BBC for having lost cricket. Are you quite certain Mr Mosey: Part of our planning is to decide what
there was not an element of thinking it was getting rights we would like to acquire in the next four or five
rather boring and it was not really the sport that you years and we put to the Director General what we
wished to cover when you lost it? think should be part of the sports portfolio. It is a
Mr Mosey: I would hope not. I think there are two process inwhich there are various iterations.We have

already said we would like to bid for cricket in 2009stages to this. In 1999 it was a shock to the BBC and
and so the corporate financial planning would try toto the wider broadcasting world that Channel 4 came
take account of those kinds of issues.in for cricket because traditionally only the BBC had
Mr Coles: Although we manage this five-year rollingbid for or scheduled main Test cricket. We took a
cash budget, on an individual basis we also havedecision to bid for cricket World Cup highlights
corporate approval procedures which require us forbefore the climax of the Ashes series. The cricket
any investment over £2 million to go to the corporateWorld Cup is something we wanted to have on BBC
centre and request them to approve it on antelevision in highlights form if we could. Our
individual basis.commitment to cricket on radio is absolute. I have no

illusions that cricket is not a very important sport and
the BBC should provide coverage of it. Q223 Lord Maxton: I once went to look at your

operation at Wimbledon. AtWimbledon you pay the
Lawn Tennis Association for the rights to show

Q219 Lord King of Bridgwater: Does Mr Coles Wimbledon. You then become the sole broadcaster
report to you or does he tell you how much money he and so you then sell on your live fees to the rest of the
is going to have and you then decide what you go for? world, do you not?
Mr Mosey said he has been doing this for a few Mr Coles: No, we do not. As part of the acquisition
months. When did you start doing your job? of the Wimbledon rights we agree not only to pay a
Mr Coles: I started doing my job five years ago. I rights fee but also to act as host broadcaster for the
joined after they lost the cricket. I have a joint Lawn Tennis Association or for the All England
reporting line, one is to Roger and the other is to the Club. They then, through their agent, TWI, sell those
Finance Director of the BBC, in terms of my rights externally.
responsibilities as Finance Director of BBC Sport.

Q224 Lord Maxton: So they sell them, not you?
Mr Coles:We do not sell them, no. We would not beQ220 Lord King of Bridgwater: Who tells who how
taking on that financial risk on behalf of the licencemuch money there is?
fee payer.MrMosey: It is a joint decision. Dominic and I would

go on bidding for sports rights and Dominic sits on
the Sports Management Group, so we work together Q225 Lord Maxton: Is your bid lower as a result of

that than it would be?collaboratively.
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the empirical measure of cost per viewer hour,Mr Coles: Absolutely. The costs of our host
production are taken into account in valuing the looking at overall costs, looking at the viewer base

and looking at the number of hours output, but also,rights.
as Imentioned earlier, looking at the type of audience
we are delivering to and the value of that specificQ226 Lord Maxton: If you become the sole
audience to the BBC, and it may be a hard to reachbroadcaster for the 2012 Olympics, would you be
audience in particular. Having made thoseselling on rights?
assessments and having come up with a valuation ofMr Coles: That is a very good question. We have
the value to the BBC, we then do our own marketacquired the exclusiveUK rights to theOlympics, but
analysis of howmuchwe believe themarket would bethe IOC themselves manage the host production of
prepared to pay for those rights. If the two are waythe Olympic Games. I anticipate that we will
out of sync then we will either not bid or we will putinevitably be involved in a substantial manner in
a bid in in the expectation we will lose. A goodterms of helping the host production. The host
example of that is the Champions League which hasproduction and the sale of the international rights to
become an incredibly valuable commercial propertythe Olympics will be managed by the IOC, not us.We
to ITV and to Sky. We would always anticipatehave only bought the UK rights.
having to struggle to be able to compete with those
premium values which a subscription service or aQ227 Lord Kalms: I have been studying your paper
particular demographic do actually oVer ITV oron how you approach sports rights and how you
other commercial broadcasters. Premier Leagueacquire them. I am not being critical of it because it
football is another good example of where thoseis actually a very detailed paper. You are right to say
premiums apply. We will go ahead and bid and weit is not a science, although you do not quite come to
will go to the corporate centre and explain ourthe conclusion that bidding is an art, but it is. You
strategy for bidding and the rationale for bidding,seem to be at an enormous disadvantage at the end of
but you are absolutely right that in many cases wethe day. Bidding is competitive. In the world of deals
will find a situation where we cannot compete and weand buying and bidding you seem to be very
will have to reassign that element of the budget thatvulnerable to someone who comes along and oVers
we previously committed to that particular sport and£1 more. You are not in a strong position. Your
look at other sports which may be more aVordableformula is really a backroom exercise. A lot of boys
for market reasons, ie because they are less attractiveare in the backroom doing calculations that are
to a purely commercially-driven organisation.pretty meaningless. The figure you come to at the end
Formula One has a high intensity of sponsorship andmeans you are very vulnerable to a higher bid from
marketing visibility. In the BBC’s walled garden thatsomeone who wants it. What happens at this stage?
is very diYcult for us to accommodate. It is easier forYou have got a limit of £2 million. Your calculations
the likes of ITV to accommodate.are pretty meaningless in the open market. When the

open market says this is worth more your
calculations will crumble. Q229 Lord Kalms: Let us say your backroom
Mr Mosey: One of the tests is our success so far. The calculations work out at £x for the oVer and you
successes that we have are the World Cups in 2010 realise it is not enough. How much would you go
and 2014, we have Wimbledon to the end of the above that, 10 per cent, 15 per cent? How many have
decade, the Six Nations to the end of the decade and you lost? Does it move from the bean counters to the
theGrandNational to the end of the decade. In terms marketplace is really the question I am trying to get
of whether or not it works, I think it does work. at.

Mr Coles: The process ensures that we do move from
Q228 Lord King of Bridgwater:Which World Cup? the bean counting to the market because the
MrMosey:We have the footballWorld Cups in 2006, significant rights that I think we are referring to
2010 and 2014. would require us to go to the corporate centre. If we
Mr Coles: We are always vulnerable, you are are paying a premiumwhich delivers a cost in cost per
absolutely right, to a knockout bid from a competitor viewer hour terms which is more than is usual for
and as a result of that we have lost rights in the past; either sport or for the BBC as a whole, we need to
the European Rugby Cup and the boat race are very justify it and we justify it by looking at the
good examples. Usually through my team we can demographics it is delivering and looking at the value
anticipate what the commercial sector will be looking across the piece.
to bid and we will formulate our valuation with that
in mind. First and foremost, however, we must

Q230 Chairman: Do you have a cash limit on whatensure that the amount that we are prepared to bid
you can do?Do you go in with an inflexible cash limitwill deliver value to the licence fee payer and an

assessment of that value is arrived at both through and you cannot go above that?
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Mr Coles:One thing we should avoid doing is payingMr Coles: When we start to look at rights our cash
limit is our capped sports right budget. If we were to inflated values to avoid the negative publicity that

could arise from the BBC failing to secure rights,take on Sky and buy the Premier League outright
that would consume the entire sports rights budget particularly if the successful bidder is another public

service broadcaster who ends up delivering a veryfor the BBC. So we have to look at how we manage
that portfolio. When we are making the decision of good service for that particular sport. A good

example of this is when we were outbid for theMatchhow much of the big pot to commit to a particular
sport we go to the committees and we discuss the of the Day rights by ITV in the last contract when it

is public knowledge that ITV bid £61 million for arationale for coming out at a bid level where we
believe we could compete. If we cannot compete then contract that we were paying £20 million for. When

you have those levels of extremes, when otherwe say we cannot compete.
broadcasters are prepared to pay that level of
strategic premium to secure a sport—and it was theQ231 Chairman:Does it go back to the committee or
last chance ITV had of securing regular football atto the Governors? Say you wanted to make a really
that particular point in time—I do not think webig bid, would that go to the Governors?
would be serving our licence fee payers by chasingMr Coles: All investments over £2 million go to the
those premiums. We have to step back.Director General’s Finance Committee. Investments

over £5 million go to the full Executive Committee to
Q236 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: In thedecide. Anything over £10 million is normally
case of the cricket now, it has not gone to a terrestrialreferred to the Governors but goes through the
channel. Do you think the BBC should have beenChairman and the Head of the Audit Committee
more active this time round?because of the commercial sensitivity of the
MrMosey: I think what we said going forward is thatacquisitions and just the issues with confidentiality.
there are these two questions, which are whether we
can schedule the rights to buy and whether they areQ232 Chairman: And swiftness, presumably.
value for money for the licence payer. I think we willMr Coles: And speed, of course.
need to look quite hard at the scheduling in the future
and whether we are paying a premium. Sky want to

Q233 Lord Kalms: How much were you outbid on drive subscriptions and I think it is absolutely right,
the cricket by Channel 4? Sky run a very good business. They pay a premium
Mr Coles: Back in 1999? because they are pay TV. The question we have to

face is whether the market is going to be like that in
2009 and if we are competing against payQ234 Lord Kalms: Yes.
subscription premiums it will it be tough. We wouldMr Coles: I could not tell you. I am not aware of the
like to bid for the cricket, but that is the kind offigures. Even if I was, because this is a public meeting
consideration we will be looking at.we cannot go into individual figures.

Q237 Chairman: When does it come up again, inQ235 Lord Kalms: In hindsight would it have made
2009?sense to be more competitive? You hit your glass
Mr Mosey: Yes. The cricket could come back on toceiling very early on that one, I suspect, because of
terrestrial television in 2010, but the expectation isthe structure and the way you bean counted the cost
the rights will be available in 2009.value to the BBC. In hindsight would it have been

better to say for the BBC’s prestige and the viewers’
benefit and subscribers and as a general benefit across Q238 Lord Peston: If you think of the companies

selling the rights, they are private enterprises and theythe board that you should have bid higher? Channel
4 had its own glass ceiling and in a competitive bid are entitled to make as much money as they can. I

have always been troubled by anything calledsomehow or other we got squeezed out.
Mr Mosey: I have found one of the joys of the job is “England” or “Great Britain”. Let us take the Test

team and the notion that theMCChave somehow thethat there are two completely conflicting pressures.
One is that the BBC at its most extreme should not right to sell that for the maximum amount of money.

Do you have any idea where they get the right to callbid against other terrestrial broadcasters and the
other is that the BBC should have cricket come what their team England from in the first place? It sounds

funny but it is a very serious question because youmay. You then get an absolutely huge flex in price
and the kind of market depending on whether we bid could argue, and I would argue very strongly, that

anything being called England belongs to the peopleat all costs or whether we take value for money. It is
a tricky dilemma for us because clearly there is also a of England and the notion that in order to watch a

team that belongs to them they actually have to paypublic service obligation to have major national
sports on the BBC. for it I think involves a degree of contradiction. Have
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football at the moment we think is rather appealingyou argued about this in any way yourselves at any
time? I do not mean just England. England is often for viewers and everyone else. Sky have live Premier
used for other things. I think the Olympic team is League games, we have Match of the Day, we share
called Great Britain. I have always been worried the FA Cup with Sky, Sky share the Champions
about why you should have to pay to watch League with ITV, so there is a diversity of supply and
something called England when the marginal cost of you have got big terrestrial audiences coming to the
supplying it is actually zero. BBC for major live FA Cup games. The worry with
MrMosey: Let me give you an example where I think cricket is that it is absolutely the case that audiences
there is a very good partnership and that is between will go down next year because of the pay TV
the BBC and the FA. The BBC and the FA have a dimension. I do not know, I think the jury is out. We
relationship where we jointly want to support cite and believe there is a pretty interesting precedent
England for large terrestrial audiences, so the rights in rugby because at one point England rugby was
to England home internationals are on the BBC. In exclusively on pay TV and it went to much smaller
the case of the FA Cup, we see it as part of our audiences. It was interesting that the rugby
function to support the FA Cup at grass-roots level, authorities wanted to come back for the Six Nations
so in the preliminary rounds and also last Sunday and to have all the Six Nations’ matches on the BBC.
when we showed Chase Town against Oldham, so
there is a sense of getting the community involved.
We think, if possible, we should spread the benefits of Q241 Chairman:You cannot divide up cricket in the
sport and our partnerships with governing bodies same way as you divide up the Premier League,
right through whole communities. On the technical Match of the Day and highlights of the day.
point of who has a right to call themselves England, Mr Mosey:We have a number of options.
I am not absolutely sure about that. Mr Coles: We look long and hard at this. My team
Lord King of Bridgwater: Surely the point is it is not and I had 15 meetings with the ECB when the rights
the MCC, it is the England Cricket Board. were first being tendered to try and explore a way in

which, in the crowded way that the BBC operates, to
fit cricket in there. The schedules which wereQ239 Lord Maxton: Do you not think that the
produced overlap with World Cup football, withsporting bodies, not the commercial ones but those
Wimbledon, withOpenGolf, with awhole number ofrepresenting sport and supposedly representing sport

across the whole of the range of sport from the grass- contractual obligations which we took on way back
roots level right up to the top, have a responsibility in 1999 and subsequently to fill the holes left by
not just to maximise the amount of money they make cricket. What we tried to work out with the ECB was
but to maximise the amount it is seen on television to whether or not amore flexible approach to the way in
encourage young people to play that sport? which they sold and packaged their rights would
MrMosey:Yes, I do. I think we should give credit to actually deliver us the opportunity to take an odd
sporting bodies where they have achieved wonderful Test match here and there, maybe even a session here
transformations in sport in some cases. It has gone when another session went on under Sky, or allow
from the old Division One of 15/20 years ago to the Sky to show everything and we can dip in and out
Premier League now. It is a major achievement for when it suited our schedules, so at least you could still
UK sport that we have such a prestigious Premier get some visibility for the licence fee payer. At the
League. Part of our agreement with the Premier time we had some very fruitful discussions with them
League is we support grass-roots football inMatch of and it may be something to look at for the future. At
the Day when it is repeated on Sunday mornings. We the time I do not think the ECB anticipated that they
are launching a major initiative next year called would be losing Channel 4 as a terrestrial
“Your Game” which is designed to bring football to broadcaster. If we were having those discussions
under-served communities, which is in partnership today with Channel 4 out of the picture then I think
with a number of footballing bodies and we do those discussions could go somewhere. That is why I
absolutely believe that it is income, of course, but it is am encouraged, particularly with our strive to get
also visibility and involvement at the grass-roots.

into digital technology and digital ways of
distributing content, that when we sit down with

Q240 Chairman:Doyou think that if cricket goes on them again to talk about the future we may be in a
to pay TV it is going to have an impact on new young situation where we can deliver something.
people taking up the game seriously if they do not
have access to it?

Q242 Chairman: But nothing can happen beforeMr Mosey: I think that is a worry. The worry is that
2009.cricket as a sport is eVectively going to be exclusively
Mr Coles: A commercial contract has been signed. Ilive on pay TV, so there will be no cricket available

live on terrestrial TV at all. The mix you have got in cannot see that going back.
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linear channels in which we operate where clearlyQ243 Chairman: We seem to have your pledge that
you are going to be fighting it quite hard when it they are multi-genre channels and we have to

compete for the air space against current aVairs,comes to that.
Mr Coles:We will. We have an obligation to licence religion, drama and comedy. We cannot have it all,

but we certainly do like to punch our weight in tofee payers for all significant sports rights, to look at
them and to try and secure some of that action for ensure that we are delivering to those sports as well as

to the big sports.the BBC.

Q246 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: How importantQ244 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: You have given
will the new technical development be in sellinginstances of the various occasions that you have bid
sport? I am thinking of high definition television andfor and achieved. How do you define what is a crucial
so on because that could be quite crucial in the costor a major sporting event? What are your tests for
aspects of what you are doing. You have describedarriving at that conclusion?
the method of how you are bidding and getting intoMr Mosey: Some of it is simply numerical. We know
the marketplace and so on. Could you give us somethat the Olympic Games and the World Cup will get
idea of just how the pattern might change year-on-big audiences. If you take Wimbledon, the
year and what the actual spend is? In one year youimportance of Wimbledon as a cultural phenomenon
might be bottom of the league with all the otheras well as a sporting phenomenon to the UK is
competing pressures.obvious and Wimbledon has been the premier tennis
Mr Coles: The advantage of running a five-yeartournament in the world, it is something that the
rolling budget is that it allows us, almost uniquely inBBC would want to deliver to terrestrial audiences.
the BBC, to plan ahead by up to five years or evenWe are undertaking a major piece of work at the
further in respect of the World Cup in 2014, formoment as part of a programme strategy review at
example, which is a great advantage to have. It meansthe BBC which is assessing which sports we think are
that we can take on contractual commitments whichdeveloping and which sports maybe need a bit of
give us certainty. In terms of building the blocks thatrefreshment so that we can provide a portfolio which
deliver the overall BBC portfolio and delivers to theis balanced and balances major events and some
licence fee, we can build those with quite a lot ofminority sports as best we can.
certainty and security.

Q245 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: In terms of
Q247 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: Let us say we weredeveloping sport, how crucial in coming to your
looking at a graph. How would it look?conclusions is the fact that the younger generation
Mr Coles: Crudely, in terms of our spend, in the evenmay not be interested in sport at the moment? Sport
years when you have the Olympics, you have thegenerally is now coming back on to the agenda. It is
World Cups and you have the Europeannow even popular to encourage schools to play sport
Championship football you spend a lot more thanwhen at one stage it was not at all, it was too
you do in the odd years when you do not have thosecompetitive and so on. Your role there as a public
major events because clearly the major events cost aservice broadcaster is in actually engaging with
lot more money and commit a lot more resource toyoung people as well as those who are already into
those summer big moments.various games. How crucial is that in your definition

of crucial?
Q248 Chairman: Can you put some figures on it?Mr Coles: It is absolutely critical. We do feel we have
Mr Coles: It adds around £80 to £100 million a yearan obligation to showcase not just the biggest,
in terms of the step up in a major event year. Whengrandest events but also the more minority public
you have got the Olympics and the World Cup that isservice sports which are struggling to get visibility in
going to significantly increase your spend acrossan increasingly polarised sports marketplace. What I
sport.have found in the last five years is that the funding

that is available from broadcasters and from other
Q249 Chairman:What would the average be?investors in sport is increasingly focusing on the big
Mr Coles: You are going up from between £250 andevents and that is primarily about football but also
£300 million to £350 to £400 million.the big rugby events and the cricket events. There is

a polarisation going on at themoment. A lot of sports
are going to be left behind. I feel the BBC has a Q250 Chairman: A year?

Mr Coles: Yes. So you are looking at going up byresponsibility, through the Olympics coverage,
through the Commonwealth Games coverage, 25 per cent in a major events year and then coming

down by 25 per cent when you fall out of that into anthrough the Grandstand coverage, to continue to
serve those sports as well. However, that is within the odd year. In terms of a graph of where the BBC spend

has gone, certainly since I have been in BBC Sportconstraints of where we operate and within the two
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Mr Mosey: First of all, on the timescale, we will notand certainly during Greg Dyke’s time as Director
General, he recognised that we were struggling at the make a final decision aboutManchester until after we

know about the licence fee settlement, so that willtime to compete for major sport and he invested a lot
more money into sport than traditionally had been probably be some time in April or May of next year.

The plan is that we move to Manchester in 2010, soinvested and that has been sustained, so we have been
funded quite well. we will have a four-year transition for our staV in

which we will ask whether they do or do not want to
move to Manchester, oVering relocation packages if

Q251 Bishop ofManchester:TheGovernors recently they dowant tomove and if they do notwant tomove
endorsed the plan for the removal of your there will be deals available to them or relocation
department up North. I am not here to promote or within the rest of the BBC.
demote the significance of that for the City of
Manchester and the City of Salford. What I would

Q255 Chairman: Why is it going to cost more or islike to explore is the significance of that for your
sport not going to cost more in Manchester becausedepartment. Were you properly consulted? From
the whole move looks as though it is going to costyour point of view what are the pros and cons? In the
more year-on-year-on-year? I do not understandwhyend will it produce an even better department? It
that should be the case.seems to me quite a crucial time in the history of the
MrMosey: These are issues you may want to pick upbroadcasting of sport in this country to be making
when you talk to the Director General and thewhat clearly will be quite a major physical move at
Chairman. I think you have tomake an investment inany rate.
the regions in order to deliver a building that is fit forMr Mosey: I should say that I come from Bradford
purpose. We should not under-estimate the fact thatand so it is moving to the wrong side of the Pennines.
any building that has got to have a significantI think it is vitally important that the BBC spends its
broadcasting infrastructure is quite expensive andmoney around the UK and invests in the creative
actually, if we are dealing properly with people, someindustries around the UK. I have no doubt at all the
of the relocation costs are also significant. I thinkBBC should be in significant mass in centres outside
there is a net spend in the first years of theLondon. I personally think that Manchester gives us
Manchester project with savings further down thea chance to revise some of the ways we work, to have
line.a new creative environment and also to support local

industries and local creativity in the North West and
Q256 Chairman: Do you envisage savings furtheracross the North generally.
down the line? After what period?
Mr Mosey: Over a 25-year period.

Q252 Bishop ofManchester: So some of the rumours Chairman: That is ambitious!
that one has picked up from within the BBC and
particularly within the department that this is Q257 Bishop of Manchester: What about the
disastrous news is not shared by you? opportunities that a hub presents? Do you see that
Mr Mosey: No. There are mixed feelings about there will be values to be gained from being alongside
moving to Manchester. Clearly people have homes ITV and other independent producers or will that not
and families and social networks in London and aVect the sports department?
therefore it is a significant move for people to think MrMosey: I think it is important that the BBC is part
about going 200 miles north, I absolutely accept that. of a community. We would hope that independent
I think you have to ask the question the other way producers might consider moving to Manchester and
round, which is should the BBC spend so much as a that there might be a media village. We have
proportion of its money in London forever? I think discussed, for instance if we have a big studio,
you have to make significant commitments to the whether the big studio might be available for other
regions of the UK. forms of arts and recreation. Also, I like the idea that

we should have a degree of public access and public
visibility. As you will know if you have seen the openQ253 Lord King of Bridgwater: How many people
centres we have in Hull and in Blackburn, getting theis it?
public involved in broadcasting is an absolutelyMr Mosey: It is a total of between 1,500 and 2,000.
fundamental role that the BBC should do.

Mr Coles: Five hundred will be BBC Sport.

Q258 LordHolme of Cheltenham: I would like to ask
Q254 Baroness Gibson of Market Rasen: How are about listed events. As I understand it the purpose of
you dealing with this in people terms? You have said listing is to give you and other terrestrial
it is a major thing for someone to be asked to move broadcasters—or is it other public service

broadcasters or is it other analogue broadcasters—asomewhere else. Are you oVering packages?
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all sorts of events and see how the BBC in the digitalfirst crack and a protected zone which one could well
argue is in the interests of the licence payer and the age could have a diVerent access approach as well as

lots of free-to-air? I speak as someone totally devotedviewer. Is that going to survive into the digital age
which we have heard so much about? Is that system to the licence fee, but the fact is that if that wereworth

£20 million, you are not going to take £20 million outgoing to work? How will it work?
Mr Mosey: I think there is some misapprehension of your licence fee income to buy that, are you, yet in

economic terms you ought to?about the switch-oV of analogue and the eVect on
listed events. I see it essentially as free-to-air versus Mr Mosey: If you pay for the licence fee our belief is

you should get a mix of genres for the licence fee.pay TV. BBCOne in a digital era will still be available
to 100 per cent of the population. Subscription
television services obviously put a significant barrier Q261 Lord Peston:We are not arguing with that.
for people on low incomes or people who are casual Mr Mosey: If you are saying that the most watched
viewers. I think it is £408 a year for the most basic football match in the last three or four years should
subscription package that includes sports channels. be subscription, in that case should the Shakespeare
There are people who cannot aVord to pay that on retold programme on Monday night be subscription
top of the licence fee. The second thing, of course, is or amajormovie at Christmas be subscription?What
there are sports events that bring in casual viewers. you can see is a model where bringing in the major
Youmay not want to watch of the whole of theAshes national events as part of the licence fee feels
series but youmaywant to come in for the final day of philosophically right, but putting an extra tax on
the FourthTest and the climatic Fifth Test and that is something just because it is the big moment of Euro
really a dilemma for people, about whether they have 2004 I would not feel comfortable about.
to pay to buy a whole year of sports broadcasting
when really a terrestrial broadcaster or a free-to-air Q262 Lord Peston: So you would be totally opposed
broadcaster can bring them in for those major to any additional form of BBC financing for some of
sporting moments. these things? I understand the argument if you are. I

would just like to know whether you are.
Q259 Lord Holme of Cheltenham: Do you think Mr Mosey: Yes.
more events should be listed? Mr Coles: That fantastic audience for the Portugal
MrMosey: I think in a way this is a debate for within versus England match happened during Euro 2004,
the industry and we are keen to take part in that which was a listed event and we secured those rights
debate. My personal view is that I think it is odd that alongside ITV for a price which was fairly
no cricket at all is listed. If you look at the DCMS reasonable, as we are required to do within the
letter in 1998/99, there was an assumption that legislation, but without the protection of that
cricket would still be available in some form on legislation it is arguable whether we could have
terrestrial television. The fact that no cricket is competed. At the end of the day, as I mentioned
available is an interesting question for debate going much earlier, we have to look at how we commit our
forward about should some cricket be listed. portfolio of sports funding to which sports and the

relative weighting we give is calculated by that
measure I mentioned, the cost per viewer hour. If youQ260 Lord Peston: I want to take us back a bit to the
are getting 24 million viewers then the amount youeconomics of this which Lord Kalms also raised. If
are prepared to commit for that particular areayou take the 24 million who watched England versus
because of the fantastic audience draw will be higherPortugal, you could argue that, even if some of them
and that is where you skew your budget. You areare casual, the marginal utility as aminimum is £1 for
absolutely right to point out that, outside of listedeach of them, so you are talking £24 million-worth of
events, we would struggle and that is where we dovalue. That would be a very considerable under-
struggle because the amount that Sky pay on a perestimate. Does that not lead us to the view that in the
match basis for the Premier League is way beyond thenew age it would be a good idea for you, in addition
audience generating capability for a terrestrialto the licence fee, to have a kind of system where you
broadcaster.could buy in for quite low sums, it would be

aVordable for poor people, some of these events? Sky
is actually—if you are as devoted to football as I Q263 Lord Maxton: It is the breadth of coverage

that you simply cannot provide at the present time. Iam—incredibly cheap, although it is not the same as
going to the match. Being at the match is an infinitely am a rugby fan. Over the Heineken Cup weekend, as

a subscriber to Sky I can watch six rugby matchesbetter experience in my view than watching on TV.
You can get the Sky Premium service for £50. Even if over three days and then a highlights programme at

the end of that, so that is seven programmes. I alsoit includes rubbish quite a lot of the time, it is still £50
for over 50 matches. Going to Highbury costs £50 would have gone and watched a live rugby match on

the Saturday afternoon as well. It is impossible forjust for one match. Do we not have to look again at
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developing. For instance, we have figures thatyou at the present time, even if you had the rights, to
give that sort of coverage because you just cannot MotoGP is a sport which is up about 10 per cent year-

on-year.compete. It is not a matter of competing for the
money, it is a matter of competing for the genres that
you have to do. Therefore, is it not time the BBC,

Q266 Lord Peston:What is it?instead of looking at BBCThree and Four, if they are
Mr Mosey: It is Motorcycle GP.looking at a new channel, looked at a sports channel
Mr Coles: It is the equivalent of Formula One but fordedicated entirely to sport, where they can show live
motorbikes.matches and they can show that wonderful archive of
Mr Mosey: It is all sorts of people racing round onsporting moments that you have?
motorbikes in places like Dubai and so on and it isMr Mosey: The upside of the present system is that
very popular. It is increasing about 10 per cent year-when we do show rugby, and we show it on BBC One
on-year. Other sports are struggling a bit more.Whator Two, we bring it to the biggest audiences who
we try to do is assess our level of coverage based onwatch rugby. On the PowerGen Cup which we have
audience response underpinned by a public serviceacquired this year, we are streaming some PowerGen
commitment. I think a commitment to minoritymatches on the internet, but they are also available
sports going towards the Olympics will be part of theon digital channels, including BBC TwoWales which
public service commitment. What I would hope isis seen across the UK or by subscribers. Over time
there will be some sports who will have their bigchannels may be eroded by the amount of choice you
chance between now and 2012 to get themselves ontocan give through broadband and interactivity. If you
the British sporting landscape and we would like totake the Olympics, we have provided up to eight
support them in doing that.streams of Olympics sport through interactive

television which is equivalent to eight old fashioned
channels. In terms of delivering choice to viewers and Q267 Chairman: Surely some minority sports, like
listeners, using digital technology to expand when pigeon racing, do not lend themselves particularly to
you need it and then to contract on a Wednesday television, do they?
morning when you do not, for example, may be the Mr Mosey: It is an interesting debate. The pigeon
way we should be going in future. fanciers may not think that.

Q264 Lord Maxton: Are you looking at your
Q268 Lord Maxton: Let me give you a bettersporting archivematerial and putting it on the web so
example. Squash is a widely played game by a lot ofthat people can look at England winning the World
people but it is not a televised sport. You cannotCup whenever they wanted and however often they
really watch squash on television very well. I cannotwanted?
because I cannot see the ball. I cannot see the ballMr Mosey: Yes. The BBC is looking at the question
when I play!of how we do our archive generally, both the creative
Mr Coles: There are sports that are more diYcult toarchive and making the archive available. We are
cover. Using squash as an example, there has been alooking at ways we can give people a choice of
lot of technological advancements particularly inarchive material on the internet.
terms of the fact that the courts are now completely
transparent and the balls are now coloured in a way

Q265 Lord Peston: Is a minority sport a sport that which is ideal for the cameras to pick them up if not
many people are not interested in watching or is it a the players. It does mean that with the advancements
sport that many people are not interested in doing? of technology you can address some of the issues.
Secondly, I am interested in the decision-making There is absolutely no doubt that it is not the same as
process. Is it you two who say pigeon racing is a football.
minority sport and you do not think it is show-able
and therefore you are not showing it? Is there a list of

Q269 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: Minority sport,minority sports and you two have a meeting once a
what does it cover? For example, does it cover somemonth to say, “Is there one here that we ought to be
of the sedentary sports, chess, bridge, the sort ofshowing?”? What goes on?
things perhaps that the disabledmight be able to playMrMosey: I think it is a very good point about levels
quite apart from watching or indeed the elderly whoof interest in various sports. I would hope that as we
are veering towards the disabled? What is thego to the Olympics the BBC would have a
approach there? Thinking again of the use ofcommitment, at least on the internet, to every single
encouraging sport back into learning processes andOlympic sport and that we would provide at least
so on, you could get a lot of interested people, skillednews and results and coverage of Olympic sports.
people, perhaps going back into schools and startingPart of the programme strategy review we are doing

at the moment is to assess which sports we think are the whole business of clubs. Is it a sport?
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Mr Mosey: I am a former controller of Radio FiveMr Mosey: I think the definition is one which is a
matter of intense debate. Evan Harris, the Liberal Live. Radio Five Live has been one of the most
Democrat MP, is passionate about chess as a sport. conspicuous successes of the BBC innovation in
Some people do not think that snooker and darts are bringing in fresh audiences in the last 11 years it has
proper sports. The debate about what is a sport is a been going. The big development for us in the past
tricky one. I think from our point of view we are three or four years has been the growth of Five Live
committed. There are some things which the BBC Sports Extra which has enabled us to cover more
covers which I do not think any other broadcaster in minority sports. I am a Rugby League fan. Rugby
the world would cover in the way we do, eg the League is diYcult to schedule nationally sometimes
Paralympics for which we recently one an award, we because it obviously has an appeal in the heartlands
did European wheelchair rugby on Grandstand of northern England and Sports Extra has been able
recently and we have done wheelchair basketball. to cover some Rugby League that would not make it
There are sports which we do think we have a role in on to Five Live, some of the big games like the
supporting outside a normal commercial judgment Charity Cup Final. I think that sense of digital
on our sports generally. technology oVering people more choice is the way

that wewould like to go. The big events are becoming
bigger and they should have a home on BBC One.Q270 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: How would chess
Forminority sports and for niche sports the ability toqualify?Would it be current aVairs?What would it be
give broadband streaming, audio commentary, webunder if it is not sport?
news, is the way we would like to go forward.Mr Mosey: Chess is the most troubling anomaly

about what a sport is and what it is not. One of the
biggest growths on multi-channel television has been Q274 Bishop of Manchester: Have you any
card games and poker. They tend now to have information about audience figures? We have talked
commercial applications alongside them. Should the

about audience figures on television. What aboutBBC support poker? I am not really sure. Should we
radio? Those who listen in to sport, are they up orbe support chess? We probably should. That sort of
down?thing we will debate.
Mr Mosey: Five Live has grown pretty much
consistently since its launch. Its latest audience
figures were about 6.1 or 6.2 million a week andQ271 Baroness Gibson of Market Rasen: If darts is

not a sport, what is it? probably 3 or 4 million of those listen to the major
sports programmes, so they are healthy. Five LiveMr Mosey: I think darts we do categorise as a sport

and we are committed to the World Championships. Sports Extra, we are seeing growing year-on-year.
We had darts from Bridlington on Grandstand a
couple of weeks back.

Q275 Lord King of Bridgwater: In all sport now,
since becoming much more professional, the people

Q272 Chairman: You never quite know what is playing them are demanding huge salaries and it is all
going to work and what is not. Twenty years ago I about seeing what footballers get and it has moved
would not have given much for darts appearing on into rugby and into cricket. This puts great pressure
television or snooker, but they both appear to be very on governing bodies to raise funds, the combination
popular now. of that upwards pressure of people desperate to get
Mr Coles: It is also about what audience you are the funds tomaintain their clubs and keep their teams
delivering to and what audience you want to appeal going coupled with the commercial competitors you
to. We devoted whole weekends to extreme sports have. The sports budget of the BBC is going to have
and we knew that they would not rate with our core to grow significantly faster than any possible increase
Grandstand audience, but we felt it was important to in the licence fee or anything else and you are going to
bring extreme sports to a terrestrial station to appeal be looking for a bigger and bigger share of the BBC’s
to a much younger audience who otherwise play on budget. Is that understood by the governing body?
their Playstations or on the internet or whatever. MrMosey: I hope so. The fact is that the BBC has to

allocate funds recognising its range of commitments
to drama, the arts, culture and so on. There is a clearQ273 Bishop of Manchester: Understandably, this
worry that some sports rights are not solely andmorning we have been talking almost entirely about
hugely in a cost. We feel we have the support oftelevision but it is important not to forget radio. I do
the Chairman, the Director General and theneed to ask you if you feel that the present coverage
Management Committee of the BBC to thewithin radio is as you wanted and, if not, what plans
importance of sport. Does that mean we can spendfor expansion do you have or indeed what

opportunities for expansion are there? any amount of money we want? Obviously not.
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Q279 Lord Maxton: Can I ask about the linkQ276 Lord King of Bridgwater: The inflation index
for sports broadcasting is going to be significantly between sports broadcasting rights and sponsorship

rights of sporting events? I know of one golfing eventhigher than the other cost elements in the BBC
budget. in Scotland which you do not cover but it lost

sponsorship because it went to a satellite channel. DoMrColes:Absolutely. Sports super inflation has been
prevailing now for a number of years. That was your negotiations involve the sponsors?

Mr Coles: Absolutely, because this is one of ouraVected by an increase in our funding back in
2000–01 when Greg Dyke came on board. What we competitive advantages and it obviously has a long

term impact on sponsor values. Unfortunatelyhave done is given a commitment under the current
Charter of negotiations to try and absorb as much as though, if you look at the escalation in the value of

sports rights compared to the sponsorship value ofpossible that super inflation. That does mean,
through re-privatisation, our portfolio of sport rights the sport, you are still only talking about 10 or 20 per

cent for sponsorship compared to 80 per cent of thewe have described may have to be tweaked, may have
to be mixed. I do believe our funding is adequate for income they are receiving from rights fees. Although

you are right to point out that it is a competitiveus to remain competitive because it is not just about
the money we give these major sports, we also give advantage for us which we should and do exploit, it

still comes under rights fees and still requires thethose very highly paid participants profile and their
own image rights are very valuable to them, rights holders to believe in the BBC.
particularly those in football, rugby and cricket and
the absence of that, if they do get in some ways Q280 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: Taking your
shunted across into a walled garden which is a answer to my question about minority sport, I
subscription service, the loss of the eyeballs on their thought there was a degree of evasion about the
own image rights will deflate their own value. This is answers. Am I right in thinking that what you define
why we need rights holders to appreciate the fact that as a sport is what becomes a sport and it may be based
it is a balance. It is not just about pure rights fees but on growth in something or because you are hearing it
what other things broadcasters can bring to their is likely to be popular. Your answer gave me the
sports. At the end of the day the reason listed events impression that you were not prepared to say that
legislation is there is because often it is very diYcult any one form of sedentary sport enjoyed increasingly
for a rights holder who is looking at the short term to by a number of people was or was not sport.
take a longer-term view about the impact of taking

Mr Mosey: I am sorry if I gave that impression. We
sports away from the BBC on the visibility, on their have some diYculties with the term “minority sports”
future fan base and on the long-term impact it will anyway in that technically every sport is watched by
have on the image rights of their participants. a minority in the UK so therefore anything, apart

obviously from the World Cup final, is a minorityQ277 Baroness Gibson of Market Rasen: Ofcom can sport. I recognise chess is a particular anomaly but
fine non-BBC broadcasters if they think there is the important thing is that the BBC supports and is
anything wrong with the information they are giving committed to a wide range of activities which would
etc. The BBC is exempt from this. Why should that include chess.
remain the case?
Mr Coles: I am not clear that has any impact on our
regulation because we have a very close dialoguewith Q281 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: But not bridge?

Mr Coles: I am actively discussing with our RussianOfcom. At the request of Talk Sport, they recently
looked at our Radio 5 Live FA Cup contract and colleagues setting up a chess league between the UK

and Russia which we would then broadcast, if not onexonerated us from any impropriety. I do not think
any regulatory exclusions impact on the way we our terrestrial channels, at least on our interactive

and broadband. Our Russian partners are very keenconform to regulations and the regulatory
environment in which we operate. on exploring this.

Baroness Howe of Idlicote: If chess, why not bridge?
Lord Peston: Bridge is not a sport.Q278 Baroness Gibson of Market Rasen: If you were

to include it therefore it would not make much Chairman: Thank you very much for coming. It was
a very interesting and valuable first session on sport.diVerence?

Mr Coles: I am not close enough to this particular Perhapswe could come back to you if we have further
questions.point to answer with any degree of confidence.
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Examination of Witness

Witness: Ms Sue Campbell, CBE, Chair, UK Sport, examined.

Q282 Chairman: Thank you very much for coming. way we are implementing strategies on the ground.
We have already produced a report on the agenda of It was very successful. It is not something we do
theBBCandwe are now going into a number of other annually. We have done it biannually and that was
areas inmore depth. One of those is sport. I think you a very good piece of collaborative work. It was not
heard some of the evidence that the BBC were giving just a talk shop. People did leave very clearly with
and I wonder if you could start by giving us a brief pledges and commitments to action and many of
summary of what UK Sport aims to do. those have been followed up. It did have a
Ms Campbell: I can try. We have three main significant impact on behaviour as well as on
objectives. Our first is we are responsible for what consultation. In terms of our relationship generally
we call world class success. In other words, we take with the BBC, we are both public sector bodies in
responsibility for the preparation and development the sense that we are there to ensure success in the
of Olympic and Paralympic athletes moving sporting arena and our remit is not only to ensure
towards the Olympic and Paralympic Games over success but to make sure that success cascades down
each four year cycle. That involves supporting the to greater participation. That relationship with the
athletes with funding and all of those things around BBC and our ability to broadcast and promote that
the athlete: the coach, the sports science, the sports to many millions of young people is critical to us,
medicine, everything that is required to ensure that so I would say we have a good relationship with
our athletes can compete against the best in the the BBC.
world on equal terms. The second area of work is
what we call world class standards. We are
responsible for all the drug testing on all sports Q284 Chairman: There are a lot of national
across the United Kingdom and we are also broadcasters these days. Is it still necessary for the
responsible for drugs education. We have a BBC to retain events of national importance like the
campaign called 100 per cent me in which those Olympics?
athletes, particularly high profile athletes, who are Ms Campbell:We believe very strongly that it is. We
determined to keep sport clean are our role models. believe winning the 2012 Olympics will be a
We are advocating education and support for young

profound moment for sport in this country. It is anathletes to make sure that people do not end up in
opportunity for us to really demonstrate the powera situation where they are taking drugs because of
of sport to aVect so many other agendas beyond justpoor advice or poor information. The third area is
the sporting agenda, particularly its impact onwe are the UK government’s arm in international
education, on community cohesion and on health.sport development. We call that worldwide impact
It has the power to change many things. We are veryand our job is to ensure that the representatives of
eager that the 2012 Olympics is not just a wonderfulthis country are on international sport federations,
festival for a number of days in London in 2012 butare properly supported and that we attract major
over the next six or seven years and beyond 2012 weevents to this country. Once they become mega
use the opportunity to really galvanise the nation.events like the Olympics or the Commonwealth
The BBC’s ability to reach people freely in largeGames, they are a matter for government. In the last
numbers has to be something that we all need toseven years, we have brought over 100 world or
exploit to maximise this fantastic opportunity.European events to the UK which gives our athletes

home advantage and which sports can use to drive
participation in their sports.

Q285 Chairman: You would not get that same
advantage by definition with pay for television?Q283 Chairman: How does the BBC impinge on
Ms Campbell: We feel that the route would not beyou? Do you work with the BBC? How does the
the same. Please do not ask me those toughBBC come into your life?
questions about minority sport. You had a veryMs Campbell: We have a number of ways that we
important conversation about minority sports.work with the BBC. Probably the one that is best
There are some sports that would be viewed asknown is the sports summit that we have done with
minority in terms of audience but would not bethe BBC. That was done both with Sport England
minority in terms of participation. Of the sportsand ourselves at UK Sport and the BBC. It was an
going into the Olympics, many do not get significantopportunity for us all to do some active listening to
TV time. This could be an opportunity to boththe people who are out there doing sport at the grass
widen the range of opportunity and to get moreroots level. It was an opportunity to get some new,

innovative thinking about sports policy, about the people interested in those sports.
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committed to working jointly with us and we haveQ286 Chairman: What kind of sports?
very good relationships with them.Ms Campbell: There is slender coverage for sports

like volleyball and basketball. Gymnastics gets a
little bit of coverage but if you look at the 26 sports, Q289 Lord Maxton: My concern is participation.
one of our challenges to the BBC going forward was There may come a time when all sport is available
how we widen that menu of sports that they cover to all people but at the moment it is widely available
because I think it is critical. They are our public to the BBC.
broadcasting body. They must find a niche where Ms Campbell: One of the things we have not
others will not go and I think they have the potential exploited well enough—and this is our
to provide a wider vision of sport for young people responsibility; I know people talk about these
and perhaps to translate that into a stronger schemes but we have probably not consistently
educational push for young people. We are very delivered them—is the potential of elite athletes as
keen to encourage them to widen that remit. role models in our communities, working much

more eVectively. We have been working on a scheme
called Changing Lives. One of the other things thatQ287 Lord Maxton: I would like you at some point
is very clear to us is, as elite athletes come oV whatto define what you mean by “a sport”. What is your
are now sponsored by state investment programmes,

linkage between yourselves and other sports bodies, where they have perhaps had eight years investment
the Sports Council in Scotland, Sport England and from us for athlete support grants, they step in and
Sport Scotland, and presumably Sport Wales and the moment they step out of sport they step into a
Sport Ireland, because it seems to me you do not vacuum unless they have some other career that they
have any role in what you have just said in terms have been developing in parallel which we try to
of participation in sport at the grass roots level. encourage them to do. We started a scheme where
Would I be right in saying that? those athletes that retired from Athens have had the
Ms Campbell: Yes. We have now in England three opportunity to work with us for a year, where half
distinct bodies that are supporting the delivery of their time is spent going into schools for us and half
the bigger agenda. We have an organisation called their time is spent helping them develop vocational
the Youth Sport Trust supporting the delivery of the and educational job opportunities.
new PE and school sport national strategy which the
government is now putting £250 million a year into.

Q290 Lord Maxton: How do you do that withIt is about galvanising school participation in school
premier league football? Have you a similar schemesport. We have Sport England and its equivalents in
for taking the big name footballers out of ChelseaWales, Scotland and Northern Ireland that pick up,
and Arsenal and putting them into schools?if you like, from the school gates and are responsible
Ms Campbell: We have not been responsible for the

for all of that community sport, whether it is the soccer, rugby union, tennis elite programmes to this
development of clubs and coaches or using point. The Secretary of State announced in
sport for intervention purposes in communities September that as of 1 April next year we will take
for community cohesion or health intervention responsibility for all elite sport and that will mean
strategies. They take responsibility for that. Then, we will look to work with premier league, people at
UK Sport picks up those athletes that come out of the LTA, cricket and rugby union to see where we
the national programmes into the British, UK can support and add value to some of the work that
programmes. We are responsible for those athletes they are doing and to see if we can share some of
that are going to compete wearing the GB vest. the good work they are doing with other sports

and the good work other sports are doing with
them. We still have a lot to do.Q288 Lord Maxton: At the Commonwealth Games
Chairman: We are concentrating very much on theyou will not be covering Scotland?
BBC.Ms Campbell: No. Scotland, Northern Ireland,

Wales and England all have representatives on our
Q291 Lord King of Bridgwater: You were listeningboard. We work very closely with them on that
to the evidence and you heard my question aboutlevel just below that, so that would be the
cost inflation of trying to cover sport. You have aCommonwealth Games level, before they step into
budget of 29 million?GB. Our aspiration would be that they all produce
Ms Campbell: We have 50 million a year, 29 millionvery strong Commonwealth Games teams and our
from the Exchequer and the rest from the Lottery.job is to make sure they are all as strong as they can

be, but they would all state that one of their major
objectives of their own performance strategies is to Q292 Lord King of Bridgwater: For instance, on
get as many people into the GB teams as they can. cricket, the concern is that being denied terrestrial

television will stop a lot of young people fromScotland, Wales and Northern Ireland are very
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was he made all of us play team sport for the firstgetting the interest in cricket that they might. You
will be promoting young people in terms of youth time and the BBC were part of that team.
teams in cricket and other sports you want people
to be interested in. Have you considered putting Q296 Lord Kalms: Can you tell me a little bit about
money into supporting the BBC in their bidding to your organisation? How big an organisation is it?
try and get some terrestrial coverage which would How many people? What is the structure? You get
be in line with your objectives as set down in the this allocation from the National Lottery of 21
statute? million. Is it a block grant to you or is it a
Ms Campbell: We are extremely challenged to conditional grant? Do they suggest how you
achieve our objectives using the 50 million we have distribute their block allocation to you?
and it depends where you put your priorities. I Ms Campbell: On the organisation, I went in as the
would suggest that the four home country sports reform chair two years ago. We are now down to
councils, whose primary responsibility is to increase 70 staV, working in those three areas of work. We
participation in the wider sense, might consider it. had a lot more than that. A great deal of our time
In terms of our budget, to do what we are doing, is spent out with the governing bodies of sport,
we are going to be extremely pressured between now helping them with the development of their
and 2012 to produce the level of performance we performance requirements. We put considerable
want to. investment into coaching, into our elite coach

programme. We are developing sports scientists for
the future and we are nurturing new sports medicsQ293 Lord King of Bridgwater: It is a question of
who can work to support our athletes throughduplication. Your description of what you are doing
injury. We work very closely with the home countryfor the Olympics is exactly what Lord Moynihan
institutes in sport. They provide all the servicehas told us his British Olympic Committee are doing
delivery, all those services around sports science andin making sure that we have the athletes and
medicine. Our structure is that we have a boardeverybody ready to perform. There was recently
made up of the home country chairs andsome comment about a survey that you are doing
independent, individual members. Below that weon various matters. Is that right?
have the three sections working both across the UKMs Campbell: We are the body that receives all the
in terms of making sure we have collaborativepublic sector investment that goes into elite sport.
working in the home countries and with theThe British Olympic Association funds itself
governing bodies, making sure we deliver.essentially through sponsorship and commercial

investment. Any public sector investment, any
Q297 Lord Kalms: Is the allocation you get frommoney directly from the Exchequer or any money
the National Lottery conditional or is it entirely upfrom the Lottery will be going through UK Sport
to you to allocate?and it is UK Sport that is both leading and
Ms Campbell: The DCMS would say we have a verydeveloping the planning of that process.
clear agreement with them about what our priorities
are. Those priorities are in those three areas that I

Q294 Lord King of Bridgwater: There is have talked about. We get a percentage of the
duplication, is there not? lottery as a right at the moment and how we use
Ms Campbell: I think it is a partnership. I do not that percentage is against that mission and that
think it is duplication. What BOA does extremely programme. We have a very good relationship with
well is support the team in its holding camp prior the lottery. The BBC have an important role here.
to the Games and looks after the team after the We have been able to promote to the public very
Games. Our job is to take care of the athletes over clearly that it is lottery investment that supports
the four years before they go to the Games. those elite athletes. A lot of those interviews done on

BBC television talking about the impact of lottery
investment have unquestionably helped supportQ295 Chairman: Did the fact that the BBC was
lottery programmes.given such active and positive support for the

Olympics bid have quite an impact on the decision?
Ms Campbell: The BBC is very highly regarded by Q298 Bishop of Manchester: You spoke about the

significance of the coverage by the BBC at Sydneythe IOC. It has given it an award for its coverage
in Sydney. Between the Olympics and Paralympics, as being influential in the decision by the IOC to

choose London. Presumably therefore there arevirtually every other broadcaster exited but the BBC
was there and did an outstanding job on the high expectations of the BBC’s coverage for the

forthcoming Olympics. Does it worry you at all thatParalympics. Its commitment to this bid was very
important, yes. The work that Lord Coe did was the BBC sports department is to move in what

might be regarded as a fairly crucial phase? We wereoutstanding and one of the strengths of what he did
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way or the other. For us, it is a balancing act allhearing this morning that the intention was that
they should move and be in place in 2010. Bearing the time about trying to get those two right. Does

it always turn out the way we would like? Probablyin mind that such projections are not always what
turn out to be the case, do you feel that this is a not. We do not intervene. It is very much for the

governing bodies and the rights holders to do theirmatter of concern to you or are you suYciently
confident in the ability of the BBC to be able to do own negotiation.
very good coverage, wherever it happens to be, even
if it is in between venues at the time? Q300 Lord Peston: Did I hear you say in answer to
Ms Campbell: We have every confidence that when Lord King that your total annual expenditure is
the BBC covers something it does an extremely good about 50 million?
job. It did a tremendous job from Sydney and Ms Campbell: Yes.
Athens. I heard them talk earlier about some of the
work they did, for example, on the Paralympic

Q301 Lord Peston: You said just now that we doWorld Cup which is a new event happening in
not invest enough in sport. My guess is thatManchester. To be honest, if the BBC had not
Chelsea’s wage bill annually is about the same 50supported that, we would not have got the sponsor
million. One then asks where should the money beor the event and it would not have been the
coming from. Sport obviously has values in manyenormous success it has been. We are confident that
diVerent ways but one is that competitive sport,where they sit, in terms of their headquarters,
especially successful competitive sport, isshould not influence their outside broadcast ability.
enormously important in developing a sense ofMost of their outside broadcasts do not happen in
national identity. Is there not, on the whole questionLondon. To a large extent, one of the great
of who has access to seeing sport, a fundamentalmessages that Lord Coe is very keen to project is
matter of getting that access in order to promotethat this is not a London Olympics. This is an
that sense of national identity? I am not clear whatOlympics for the United Kingdom. In some ways,
UK Sport does that enables them to get involvedyou could argue it is a good thing that there is some
with that sort of thing. I have heard your view whichdispersal of the organisation.
is very supportive of the BBC. The BBC is one of
our few institutions that is the best in the world by

Q299 Baroness O’Neill of Bengarve:You are a great a long way, but are you able to put pressure on
fan of the BBC but you heard our earlier discussion those bodies to say, “We know the balancing
about the system of bidding for sports rights. Do problems but really your duty is to this country and
you have general comments on the way in which that is what you have to make sure it becomes
that bidding works? Does it concern you when the available to”? Could you imagine, for example, if
BBC fails to win or does it concern you when they the England football team could not be watched by
bid against other terrestrial broadcasters and the most people in this country? It would be an
price goes up? extraordinary state of aVairs.
Ms Campbell: The rights holders, which largely are Ms Campbell: Our leverage—I can probably speak
the governing bodies of sport, are caught between for all the sports councils here—varies with diVerent
maximising audience and maximising income. For sports. The four big sports that can generate
those sports that use much of that income they get significant commercial income—soccer, cricket,
in grass roots development, it becomes a critical rugby and tennis—generate significant sums both
decision. All of us feel that there is overall from sponsorship and from television rights. We as
insuYcient investment in sport in the United public sector investors can make not a huge
Kingdom. Therefore, the governing bodies get a diVerence to their bottom or top line. Our ability to
certain amount from Sport England, Wales, lead a change there is very much more about
Scotland and Ireland and ourselves. They are influence. There is a whole raft of sports who are
constantly wanting to do more, particularly around very dependent on public sector investment both at
grass roots development. Sometimes that ability to grass roots and elite level: rowing, sailing, cycling,
sell the jewel in their crown in order to generate equestrian. Our ability to support and lever
money to invest in grass roots is a judgment call decisions there is much stronger and I think you will
they have to make and I think it is a very diYcult find that we have done that very successfully. Our
one for them at times. We are eager that there is a ability to lever the decisions with those sports is very
balance between supporting what is the growth of limited, except through influence. We have to
commerciality in sport, which brings with it many recognise that soccer is very diVerent virtually from
problems but many bonuses too, and ensuring that everything else in terms of the industry that it is. It
we do provide the showcase that we want to is diVerent in the way it conducts its business, in the
encourage and engage lots of people of all ages and way it runs its board rooms and the amount of

money that is there to be used. It is independentlyaspirations in sport. I would not say we rejoice one
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somewhere and not somewhere else. From our pointrun. The premier league runs the premier league.
of view, we would love to see them keep pushingThe FA, as you know, is responsible for the England
those boundaries. In the run up to Athens they didteam and there are some real challenges there in
a very good job. I think they covered 20 of the 28terms of the governance issues that face that sport.
Olympic sports through Grandstand which did
excite and interest people and absolutely generated

Q302 Lord Peston: Do you feel it is part of your better coverage at the Games. We would hope we
job to speak out on these matters? can use the next six years to do the same thing. I
Ms Campbell: When, from 1 April, we are think their coverage of the Paralympics is leagues
responsible for those sports I will be having ahead of anybody else in the world and they have
discussions with them about some of these issues. helped to really bring very positive, exciting images
Would I speak out publicly against them if I was of people with a whole range of disabilities
working in partnership with them? No. I would achieving fantastic things.
work with them very closely to see if we can make
decisions in the best interests of sport in this

Q305 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: Do you thinkcountry.
there is an adequately diverse and varied range? In
other words, is it stretching far enough to meet what
you are looking at?Q303 Chairman: Do the football bodies operate in
Ms Campbell: I joined the Women’s Sportsa team in the same way that you were talking about
Foundation to help them talk to the BBC about thea team previously?
issues around covering women’s sports becauseMs Campbell: Dave Richards, who is the chairman
there is not a huge amount of coverage of women’sof the premier league, was present in Singapore and
sport. They are looking at ways of making theplayed his part. Soccer speaks to nations around the
coverage of the sports they do more women friendlyworld. He and his colleagues did a very good job in
and they are also looking at some of the widersupporting the bid in the best way that they could
issues. We have similar issues around culturalacross their own networks. They are very influential
diversity and ethnicity. We tend to broadcast in anetworks across the world.
way which speaks to a certain type of person. Does
it speak to all the population of this country? Is it

Q304 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: On the business of truly multicultural in its presentation and is it truly
crucial and significant, I think you were here when diverse enough? Probably not, but there are not
Lord Holme was asking that question of the BBC. many public sector bodies that are able to do that
I just wondered what you thought of how they as eVectively as we would want them to. It is a
approach this whole business of choosing what is challenge the BBC have to keep accepting. They
significant and crucial and whether you agree with must communicate eVectively with everyone in our
that or whether you could add anything. communities if we are truly going to use sport as a
Ms Campbell: In terms of the sports, any television vehicle to drive some of the change we want to see.
coverage is crucial because it can add massive value.
It might not be crucial to the BBC but it most Q306 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: You accepted the
certainly is crucial to sport. It is this balance challenge that you would have a go at defining
between providing a wide magazine type sport, coming back to the minority aspect. I hear
opportunity for people as described to go into what your main interest is, in getting the younger
diVerent activities and sports, where we can excite generation involved and interested and perhaps also
diVerent people’s interests, which is obviously a as a result away from other less desirable activities
huge part of the role that we would want the public and that is hugely important. On the other hand, we
broadcast body to play; and at the same time being are facing an ageing population and there are costs
able to capture the audiences to justify some of the to be saved by keeping them involved. I can always
outside broadcast costs they end up incurring. That remember being thoroughly amused at coming back
is the reality for them. We talk about covering to bridge to find there was some research which
events. I used to commentate for the BBC on showed that, by playing bridge, you improved your
netball. I used to do an annual netball thing from immune system. With these thoughts in mind, you
Wembley. The vast numbers of people, the vans that can see where I am coming from. Do you take any
appeared and the huge technology used to bewilder account of the older population, those less able to
me. That is why they are the best in the world but move about but equally enjoying what they regard
best in the world is not cheap. When they do outside as sport? Your definition would be interesting.
broadcasting, it is expensive. As a business they Ms Campbell: UK Sport’s remit is world class
have to balance that cost against audience numbers success. We do not directly do that but Sport

England, the Sports Councils for Wales, Northernthat justify to their own board why they are going
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Ms Campbell: Absolutely. Whilst we would like toIreland and Scotland are all very committed to not
continue to chivvy to move them in many of theonly sport but physical activity, engaging people in
directions your questions would indicate, we valuehealthy, active lifestyles. That is about engaging
them and think they have a significant role to play.people in a whole range of activities that we might

not categorise as pure sport—walking, rambling,
hiking, biking, caving, canoeing, anything that gets Q310 Lord Maxton: Can I come back to the
people active and engaged. We are facing a massive participation of the elderly? Do you actively
health issue with our younger generation. It is just encourage elite veterans? Would you agree that the
waiting to explode on us. We have a huge job to do London Marathon on television is a much more
to engage people in active lifestyles, unlike when you significant sporting event for the general fitness of
and I were younger, being active as part of the way the nation than Chelsea playing Arsenal in the Cup
we grew up. That is not true. You only have to look Final? I can look at Chelsea playing Arsenal and
at a playground in a school to see that children do know that I will never be there but I can look at
not run about any more. They stand still and, the London Marathon and see people older than me
preferably, they are sitting inside. Getting people running in it and maybe one day I might run in it.
active is now something we have to rebuild back I have a brother who is two years younger than me
into people’s lifestyles. and he will run his fourth London Marathon next

year. Surely that is where participation matters.
Would you list the London Marathon?Q307 Lord King of Bridgwater: What has come out
Ms Campbell:Nick Patel, who is the chairman of theof your evidence is the huge asset that the BBC can
London Marathon, sits on our board at UK Sportbe and if they cover sport it gives it a whole new
and I think they do a terrific job. They have grownimpetus. If they stop covering sport, there is a
that to be one of the major sporting events in thedecline. I think we were talking about squash and
world, not just in London. It is completely inspiringthat is what happened there, but what about
to see people in their very strange, comical outfitsChannel 4, ITV, Sky and the roles that they can
jogging along or even walking along at the back. Ifplay? Do you have much of a relationship with
Sport England, Scotland, Wales and Northern

them? Ireland were sitting here, they would say to you that
Ms Campbell: I think we have a pretty good they want to galvanise and support more of that and
relationship with all of those people. Our job is not encourage more people to get active.
to select one partner here; it is to recognise that the
BBC is a public service broadcaster and work as

Q311 Lord Maxton: Showing it on the BBC is whatclosely with them as we can to ensure that what they
is important.do broadcast really adds value to our commitment
Ms Campbell: Absolutely.to improve sport in this country. We are also

working closely with Sky and other people to look
at how we can add value through the work they are Q312 Chairman: On the acquisition of sports rights,
doing. Sky, for example, at the moment are putting you talked very sensibly about the balance between
£1 million a year into a programme which is using maximum audience and maximum income, but do
sport to tackle behavioural issues in schools. There you think that this is really essentially not a decision
are real connections there that mean we are looking for you; it is a decision for the governing bodies
to reinvest some of the money they are earning in sports?
back in. Ms Campbell: It has to be because at the end of the

day it is their business. As UK Sport, we are a public
funder. We are an investor in those sports. We

Q308 Lord King of Bridgwater: They are not the invest with a very clear purpose and very clear
only ones who have a public service obligation. You targets, but we do not run those sports and nor
talked rather as though the BBC were the only ones should we. They have governing bodies of their
who have. own. They are managed independently. We can
Ms Campbell: I am sorry. I do not mean that. influence and I think we do influence where we can.
Because you are talking about the BBC charter, I We have greater leverage to influence some rather
guess I am very focused on the BBC. We have a than others, but our job is to influence, guide and
communications team that builds very good support.
relationships with broadcasters and journalists.

Q313 Chairman: How do you influence?
Q309 Lord King of Bridgwater: The overall Ms Campbell: It depends whether they are
judgment is, while you work with the others, you dependent on us for grants in aid. It gives us greater

leverage than if they are not.look to the BBC as an essential role?
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That is what our job should be as a public sectorQ314 Chairman: We assume that the Football
League and the Football Association are not? investor.

Chairman: Thank you very much. You have beenMs Campbell: They come under our auspices from
1 April but even so we would never be able to invest very clear and your evidence has been quite

excellent. If we have any other points, perhaps wethem in a way which would lever significantly. What
we can do though is work to influence and support. can come back to you.
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Present Armstrong of Ilminster, L Howe of Idlicote, B
Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury, B Kalms, L
Fowler, L (in the Chair) King of Bridgwater, L
Gibson of Market Rasen, B Maxton, L
Holme of Cheltenham, L Peston, L

Examination of Witnesses

Witnesses: Mr Paul Vaughan, Chief Executive, Rugby Football Union, Mr Allan Munro, Chairman,
Scottish Rugby, and Mr David Moffett, Chief Executive, Welsh Rugby Union, examined.

Q315 Chairman: Welcome. Thank you very much refereeing. We see ourselves increasingly as helping
the Assembly Government achieve one of its mainfor coming. We have been looking at the BBC

Charter renewal process. We have already produced aims, which is to improve the health of people in our
society. We believe that rugby in Wales, where it is aone report and we have left to one side a number of

issues which we thought deserved further national game—and it is not so in Scotland and
England—has a vital role to play in that. We areconsideration. One of those was sport. We are

looking at the BBC’s role in relation to sport. That is currently working very closely with the Assembly in
that regard.We see it a much greater obligation on usour remit. We are looking particularly at the

agreement which flows out of the Charter between in Wales to play that wider role.
the Secretary of State and the BBC on what it should
do, and we are looking at the moment, for example,

Q317 Chairman: Television and radio often play anat the Ofcom Review of Public Service Broadcasting
important part in encouraging.which showed that sport was valued as the second
Mr Moffett: Absolutely. The importance of the BBChighest area after news in all public service
to Wales cannot be underestimated because we are abroadcasting. That places the importance of sport.
small country. We talk about the law of England andThe Green Paper states that the BBC has a role in
Wales. You can never lump England and Walesbringing audiences together across the United
together in a rugby sense; however, we are often seenKingdomby broadcasting, for example, sport events,
as an adjunct to England in terms of the commercialparticularly of national importance. It is quite
side of it. We do not have industry, like, for example,important that I tell you what our role is. We do not
Scotland, who have banks and distilleries and thingswant to go all over the field but we are very much
like that which become sponsors of the Scottish andrelating it to the BBC. Could I first of all ask, so that
Rugby Union. We do not have that in Wales, so wewe fully understand, what it is that the various rugby
are always struggling to balance our books. It isunions do. Would it be sensible to start with the
important for us, in developing this partnership withRugby Football Union?
the BBC. I mean, I may stand corrected by Paul, whoMr Vaughan: Certainly. What we do probably
has major contracts with Sky, but I tend to think Skyreflects across Scotland and Wales as well. As a
would not see Wales as a particularly attractivegoverning body, we govern the game of rugby
proposition; whereas the BBC, especially in Wales,football union in England and therefore in Scotland
do. I think we work very well together in partnership.and Wales. To an extent, it goes a lot further than
Unlike Sky, who are there for a very commercialthat, in terms of the nurturing of the game and the
reason, the BBC has a much wider role to play, as Idevelopment of it and the growth of it. Equally, we
have just outlined previously and it is about usalso run the national sides. So it is grassroots to the
oVering the BBC value for money. We think we cantop-end professional game, with the exception in
do that by taking that wider role that I wasEngland that we do not run the professional clubs.
mentioning before. We see the BBC as very critical inThey are run slightly separately from our point of
reaching that bigger audience. During this periodview. That is broadly what we do.
that we are in at the moment, for example, we get our
games on the network—when we play New Zealand,

Q316 Chairman: Would Wales or Scotland like to whenwe are playing SouthAfrica—so that gives little
add to that? Wales a much broader audience which we are able to

tap into—so critical for us as a small country and aMr Moffett: Yes. In addition to promoting the
community and the professional game, we see as a small rugby union.We have aspirations to be as good

as England. We are not there yet by a long chalk—major role increasing participation at all levels of the
game, not only playing but coaching, administering, although we did beat them last year!
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organised but, as I said, we did it with the BBC, whoQ318 Chairman:Let me ask Mr Munro about
Scotland? were an existing partner. The other thing is that when

we were playing for the Grand Slam against Ireland,Mr Munro: I would concur with everything that has
been said so far, except that in Scotland football is the on the Monday that I was leaving Scotland I rang

Keith Jones, the head of programming, anddominant sport. I am afraid that, as far as the BBC
are concerned, it takes the bulk of their coverage— suggested that the BBC find a big screen to put in the

square so that many more people could watch theirand I would not say football in general, it is Rangers
and Celtic that dominate. As a consequence, there is game—we just did not have enough tickets. They

organised that within a week. I do not think anybodyno coverage of anything below international rugby
whatsoever, whether it be on radio or television. That else could have done that. Our experience with the

BBC, if we go to them, is that they are very proactive,for usmakes things particularly hard. LikeWales and
obviously England, we have a similar role in trying to very responsive to our requests. Indeed, 25,000

people were watching that match on that big screenpromote the game. It is nice now that the
Government have come onside, as it were, because in the centre of CardiV.
for many years we were almost fighting against the
Government, who did not pay enough attention, in
our view, to sport. Q323 Chairman:What about England?

Mr Vaughan: Our relationship with the BBC is very
Q319 Chairman:Do you think the BBC could do good as well but we have a good relationship with all
more in Scotland? of our broadcasters. We have a split between Sky
Mr Munro: Yes. Sports and the BBC in terms of our coverage, so, for

instance, our autumn internationals, the series of
Q320 Chairman: In what way would you want it to three that we are in at the moment, are broadcast live
do that? on Sky and then the BBC have rights to show it as a
Mr Munro: Perhaps I could give you an example. delayed game, which they are now showing on BBC
Like Wales and England, we have three games in this Three and then the following day, on the Sunday, as a
autumn series. The only game that is going national highlights package on Grand Slam on BBC Two. We
is the New Zealand game. The Samoa game on have a relatively good balance of coverage and
Sunday and the Argentine game last Saturday were quality of coverage. In England, according to our
only covered on BBC Scotland. They had to bring in research, we have over 9 million people who are
people who quite frankly were not used to covering interested in the game, so we have an interesting
sport and some elementarymistakesweremade in the market from all the broadcasters in terms of what
production. they want to show. The audiences that England’s

games drive are actually of great interest to both
parties, therefore we are able to get into a competitiveQ321 Chairman:What does that mean?
bid situation for our rights.Mr Munro: They were hiring in people from the

outside to cover the game. For example, when the
camera was going along each side before kick-oV,
with 15 mascots in front, the producer did not have Q324 Chairman: There is no particular issue you
the savvy to pull the camera back, and therefore all have with the BBC.
the grannies whowere watching to see their grandson Mr Vaughan: Only that they always cry foul when it
on the TV just did not see them. There were many comes to money, but you would expect that anyway.
other examples like that, where the coverage was not
as great as it should be.

Q325 Chairman: How do you mean?Q322 Chairman:Do I get the impression that Wales
Mr Vaughan: That there is never enough in the pot.feels the same, that the BBC could do more? You
Again, as with any organisation, you have to balancehave talked about how important it is.
your resources in a way that suits your organisation.MrMoffett: I do not think we share that view. I think
If they decide that only so much is devoted into sportwe have a very positive partnership with the BBC and
and then only so much of that is devoted into rugbywework very closely with them. If I could give you an
rather than football or anything else, that is theexample of how we do that, where our association
balance they have to make and that is the judgmentwith the BBCworks outside of rugby.We have a very
call they have to take.impressive stadium in the Millennium Stadium. The

tsunami concert was put on in three weeks—which
was pretty much of a world record—and we did that
with the BBC.We raised £1.6million for the Tsunami Q326 Lord Maxton: In Wales rugby is a national

game.Appeal. That was just that one event which we
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away games in France (because there was a barterMr Moffett: Absolutely.
deal between Sky and the French broadcasters). In
real terms, there were two andmaybe three games perQ327 Lord Holme of Cheltenham:National religion.
year every other year across that period of five years.Mr Moffett: Yes.
The distribution of Sky at that time was obviously a
lot less than it is now, therefore it was restricted toQ328 Lord Maxton: There are three Scottish
that distribution of homes. All the numbers you everprofessional teams who play against the Welsh in the
see tend to measure in-home viewing only and notCeltic league. As far as I understand it, when they are
out-of-home viewing, so all the clubs or pubs thatplaying in Wales their games are shown on BBC
happen to have a screen never count those numbersWales and S4C as well.
in, which is always slightly odd, particularly in ourMr Moffett: Yes.
game, as Rugby clubs tend to have gatherings of
people to watch internationals after they have playedQ329 Lord Maxton:Whereas they are not of course
in the morning or earlier in the afternoon. If we movebeing shown in Scotland at all.
up to the present day, Sky have distribution in overMr Munro: No.
10 million homes and very large distribution through
pubs and clubs, so therefore it does reach a broader

Q330 Lord Maxton: That must be very hard on the audience. If you compare the terrestrial coverage of
professional team the BBC to Sky, the BBC is inevitably going to be
Mr Munro: It is, yes. much higher in terms of absolute numbers. For
Mr Moffett: It also raises the other question which instance, if you looked at the Six Nations this year,
might be anathema to discussion about the BBC: the the average on the BBCwas just a tad under 4million
importance of being on terrestrial television in terms per game. If you take the England games, 5.3 million
of our sponsors, because obviously our sponsors get was the average. If you look at Sky number for this
much greater recognition in a passive way. Obviously autumn series, it is probably around one million all
the BBC cannot advertise, but that plays an told. It does have a distinct advantage on the BBC in
important part in our deliberations as to where we terms of breadth of coverage, but we have to balance
want to go. The Six Nations, I would argue, is now our needs for revenue as well as our coverage. That is
a better competition than the World Cup because of why we have a mixed package with the BBC. For last
what it gives you every year rather than once every year—and we have not obviously seen the figures for
four years. I was on the negotiating panel last time this year—if you take the Sky broadcast of about one
when the rights came up for extension with the BBC, million, the delayed-as-live rights on the BBC
and the BBC ended up paying us substantially more brought it up to about 4million. Broadly speaking we
than we were on because that was the value that was had the reach we wanted, in terms of reaching the
placed on this particular competition—which the audience, and we also had the revenues as well, which
BBC had also helped build, there is no doubt about then invest back into the game. It is probably also
that. But when you start to think that perhaps worth mentioning the type of people who view, the
England versusWales next year, the opening game of types of audiences that the BBC can drive versus the
the Six Nations, could attract 8 million viewers, then ones that Sky can drive. Sky obviously drive a
that is some serious viewership and you cannot get dedicated audience that want to watch the game,
that on pay TV. It just would not happen. We think because it is an appointment to view. With the BBC,
that is terribly important. There is a balance to be it is an appointment to view still, and they grow it and
had. We are a small country not likely to be as market it very well—certainly for the last couple of
attractive to pay TV as England or our SANZAR in years with the Six Nations they have done
the southern hemisphere, where I was involved in fantastically well—and they have helped us market
doing the deal with Rupert Murdoch, which was very the game broadly speaking. They do drive a big
obviously pay TV. We are in a diVerent world in audience but it tends to be a slightly older audience
Wales. who do not have Sky or will not get Sky and it tends

to be slightly down the scale socio-economically
Q331 Lord Maxton: Of course there were problems rather than the Sky audience.
between the various unions when England signed a
deal with Sky. How did that aVect the audience’s

Q332 Chairman: Is the crucial thing revenue, when itviewing of home games on television from
comes to it?Twickenham? When they were being shown
Mr Vaughan: Absolutely. From the point of view ofexclusively on Sky, did that drop in comparison with
all three unions, in order to develop and grow thethe BBC?
game we need the revenue. We have a duty to that. IfMr Vaughan: Sky had the right for England home
you take the RFU’s point of view, our revenues lastgames at Twickenham for the Six Nations from 1997

to 2001. In a reciprocal deal, they also took England year were around £85 million, of which we distribute
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Mr Moffett: Yes.about £10 million to the professional clubs and the
rest is about development of the grassroots, support
of the grassroots, and the cost of doing it. It is a huge Q340 Lord Peston: To take an obvious example,
business. each of you is involved in the international game,

which is worth money. In a sense, it is an asset, is it
not? Is that written into how you are set up? Excuse

Q333 Chairman: What percentage of that would my ignorance about these things.
come from television rights? Mr Moffett: It is written in our constitution that we
Mr Vaughan: From and England point of view, last will foster the game—and I cannot remember the
year our total revenue in England was £16 million, exact wording of it—right across the game, from
which is about 20 per cent. We have purposefully community game all the way up to professional
gone away from a reliance on television revenues. game, and that we exist to promote and foster rugby
Unlike cricket, for instance, where 80 per cent of its as a sport.
revenue is TV, we have purposefully gone the other
way. We are now developing a hotel and trying to

Q341 Lord Peston: That is in—if I may use thegenerate other revenue streams that would give us a
expression—your “terms of reference”.365-day revenue rather than relying on only six or
Mr Moffett: Yes. Absolutely.seven games a year.

Q342 Lord Peston: Does that apply to the English
Q334 Lord Peston: To go back to the Chairman’s game as well?
opening remark, could you tell us in each case what Mr Vaughan: Yes.
your legal status is. Are you companies or do you
have charters or what? Q343 Lord Peston: It is on that basis that you retain
Mr Vaughan:We are a provident society. the right to sell to the television industry, is it?
Mr Moffett:We are a company. Mr Moffett: Yes.
Mr Munro:We are another company. Mr Vaughan: Yes. I think it is also worth pointing

out, certainly within the English game, that we have
just short of 2,000 clubs and only 12 of them have any

Q335 Lord Peston: Excuse my ignorance, but does interest to television.
that mean that the two of you who are companies
have shareholders?

Q344 Lord Peston: That is really what I was leadingMr Moffett: Our shareholders are our clubs.
towards.Mr Munro: It is the same for us.
Mr Vaughan: And the national game, the
international game.

Q336 Lord Peston: You are essentially companies
set up by the clubs. Q345 Lord Peston: The ones which have an interest
Mr Moffett: Yes. to television nonetheless do not get the total amount

of revenue flowing.Mr Vaughan: It is the same for us, basically.
MrMoffett: But even within our similarity in the way
we are set up there is a huge diVerence. For example,

Q337 Chairman: Actually there is not much England has an ongoing problem with its clubs in the
diVerence, is there, between a provident society and governance of the game—which I know they are
a club. addressing. It is very diYcult. Scotland centrally
Mr Moffett: No. contracts their players and that is a big argument at
Mr Vaughan: No. the moment in rugby as a whole. I was running New
Chairman: It tends to be the same. Zealand rugby as the chief executive when the game

went professional and we put in centrally the
contracting of players. It is the single reason why theQ338 Lord Peston: But you are not any old
All Blacks, I think, are doing so well at the moment,company, in each case you are a rugby union
because they have had much more control of wherecompany, so somewhere in whatever you have that
they are going. But, to get that control, you also havesets you up, it says that your business is rugby union.
to have money, and you have to have assured sourcesIs that right?
of income. I do not know what the premier leagueMr Vaughan: Yes.
division of television income to other sources of
income is, but I would say pretty high. In our case, it
is round about 33 per cent, and our other mainQ339 Lord Peston: Within that, does the legal

specification of what you are include in it what you sources of income are sponsorship and also ticket
money and hospitality. These guys do a much, muchdo?
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example, our magazine programme, are aVected bybetter job than we can, because there is a diVerent
market. We do try to compete with each other but network—by them having to take the network
there are huge diVerences between us in the programmes—so you never know when it is on. On
underlying way in which the game is governed and Sunday it could be on at 5.30 or 10.30 at night, and
run in our countries. that makes for ineVective viewing. It is like going to

the rugby, you need to know: I turn the television on
at this time of the day and I would like to be able toQ346 Lord Armstrong of Ilminster: In so far as there
see that programme. But whether the BBC can aVordis a decreasing amount of rugby union football on
a dedicated channel or not, I do not know. That is forfree-to-air television, I wonder whether you are
others to say, but it would be ideal.assessing the state of public opinion about this or

whether you have complaints from the public saying,
“Can we not have more?”

Q350 Lord Armstrong of Ilminster: There areMrMoffett:We had some complaints when Sky won
obviously national diVerences in this field. I wonderthe European Cup rights from the BBC. Our fans,
whether the Rugby Football Union have anyonce again, are slightly diVerent demographically.
evidence about public opinion on the decliningWe are a game that is fundamentally a game for
amount of rugby available.everybody—you know, it is a working man’s game in
Mr Vaughan: Yes, is the answer. If you go back inWales—and they felt that was going to be too much
time, the BBC used to do Rugby Special, a weeklymoney. However—having been on the RC at the
magazine and highlights programme. At one stagetime—it is also about money, and the Sky oVer was
their scheduling got a little bit confused and it wasan oVer that was too good to refuse. I think, in
always: spot the Rugby Special, because they couldhindsight, the BBC might have wanted to be a little
never guarantee the slot it was going to go in—whichbit more aggressive because they do recognise that it
is not very good from a regular viewing point of view.was a very valuable property to have. We do live in a
If you come into the present day, they have gonecompetitive world and competition is a good thing. It
away from wanting to show highlight packages at all.would be terrible if the BBC, for example, were to
The BBC in our game in England are unable to showpull out of that and not to provide sport at that level.
22 weeks of professional club rugby as a live sport. I
do not think they can schedule that in because it isQ347 Chairman: How much were they outbid by at
diYcult to do. I guess that is probably one of thethat time?
arguments about live cricket, because they justMr Moffett: That is not on the public record, but it
cannot schedule in the volume that is there. Ourwas significant enough to make a change.
solution is always: “What about highlights? Can you
not package it up on a Sunday, as you used to do?”Q348 Lord Maxton: Could the BBC have done it?
Their view is verymuch: “We do not like highlights—Sky do six games plus on the European Cup
and actually we are not prepared to pay for that anyweekends. The BBC, unless they had a dedicated
more either.” Now they are contracted to do eight, Isports channel—which is another matter—could
think it is, this season—eight Rugby Specialsimply not have put those programmes—except in
programmes—which is terribly disappointing from aWales maybe.
consumer point of view. We do tend to get quite a lotMr Moffett: Yes, I think in Wales it would be
of correspondence from disgruntled people who dodiVerent.
not have Sky/will not have Sky and actually wish to
watch it.

Q349 Lord Maxton: Certainly in Scotland and
England they could not have done it.
Mr Moffett: No. But I think you have hit on a very Q351 Lord Armstrong of Ilminster: Is it the same for
good point there about a dedicated sports channel. I Scotland?
think there has to be some debate about the BBC Mr Munro: I think it comes back to what I stated
having a dedicated sports channel at some point in earlier: apart from the internationals, there is no
time. Perhaps I could give you an example of that. coverage whatsoever. Sport on the radio is 100 per
When you see rugby on Sky, you know that you are cent football: Rangers and Celtic.
going to get a replay fairly soon afterwards. That is
pretty valuable: the BBC pay for those rights with the

Q352 Lord Armstrong of Ilminster: Do you get aRFU. After the Ireland game, I said to Keith Jones,
public reaction to that?“Is there any chance that you could replay the Ireland
Mr Munro: Yes. I think it is fairly well known thatgame, because all you want to do is go back and
every other sport in Scotland has an outcry about thewatch it?” Normally you would not get a replay
coverage, or lack of coverage of their sport, to thebecause the BBC has so much else to do. In Wales,

network comes in and out, so programmes, like, for coverage given to football.
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money, whereas, with television rights andQ353 Lord Maxton: Particularly when they call it
Sports Scene. sponsorship, outside of the Rugby World Cup the

most valuable rugby competition in the world is theMr Munro: Yes.
Six Nations.

Q354 Chairman: And radio is the same, is it?
Mr Munro: Radio is the same. On Saturday Q358 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: So you

would wish to continue having BBC coverage for theafternoon, from one o’clock through to six o’clock is
football. Six Nations.

MrMoffett:As long as it is done on a financial basis;
that is, that you are going to get the right figure forQ355 LordMaxton:Except for BBCRadio Borders.
the property. I think that is important as well. But IMr Munro: The Radio Borders. I do beg your
think we have so far felt that we are getting the rightpardon, you are right.
amount of money for it.

Q356 Chairman: What about radio as far as
Q359 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: If youEngland and Wales are concerned?
did not get the right figure, you could compensate—-MrVaughan:We separate our radio rights away from
MrMoffett: I do not know. You see, with the BBC itour television rights and oVer those separately. We
is a little bit more than just money; it is whatever elsedo have an arrangement with the BBC for those
they can give you in terms of helping you grow therights. They tend only to broadcast international
game. I think that is something that should not begames, but they also do the club game on a local radio
understated because—especially from our point ofbasis, and they also allow the clubs to use that
view in Wales—it is such an important issue. Therebroadcast on their own websites, which generates
would have to be a significant premium, I think, toquite a lot of audience of people who are not
pay, for Wales to take the view that that particularanywhere near wherever that domestic game is.
competition should be oV the BBC and perhaps ontoMr Moffett: We do not have much problem at all
pay television. Obviously there are othergetting BBC to do radio rugby in Wales. Whilst I
competitions, but that particular competition is, Imight be sounding as though I am very much in
think, the jewel in the rugby club world crown.favour of the BBC, it is a fact of life that the two of
MrVaughan:We are tending to ignore the other fourus work very closely together where we are a national
terrestrial broadcasters here as well. I mean, ITV dosport, and it makes things an awful lot easier at one
a great job every four years, but they do not reallylevel.
have any match practice in between. That is the small
problem—except for the IRB Sevens, which theyQ357 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: Both
tend to put onto the digital platform. But it is alsoMrMoVett andMrVaughan have said they think the
worth making the point that, whenever our rightsBBC have helped the market for the Six Nations. In
come up for oVer, we do tend to take them to thetheir submission to the Independent Panel on
market and oVer them, so we do not actually do aCharter Review, the BBC characterised the Six
sweetheart deal with any one particular broadcaster.Nations as a “championship once in decline” until

they came in. Do you think that is a statement that is
Q360 Chairman:Would it be fair to say that the spurslightly excessive or would you agree that the Six
of competition did not do the BBC any harm in termsNations has really needed the BBC?
of competition?Mr Vaughan: If I could come back to what I said
Mr Vaughan: Absolutely. At the end of the day, ifearlier, it was a five-year period that they had missing
they want the rights, they ought to earn the rightsfrom the Six Nations or Five Nations championship,
rather than just expect to be given them—which Itwo to three games per year for five years only. The
think was probably the problem pre-1997, if you takeBBC had had the Six Nations since the year dot (and
the Six Nations, where complacency can set in. Therestill has it now) so there was obviously a decline
is no challenge to them. In fact, the quality of thesetting in before that period of 1997. But, I have to
production and coverage has dramatically improvedsay, they have refocused on it and they have done a
since Sky came onto the scene. I think that covers allfantastic job in the last few years—and long may it
sport, not just rugby.continue.

MrMoffett: I would agree with that. I have only been
in Welsh rugby for three years. It has coincided with Q361 Lord Holme of Cheltenham: It is diYcult for

the rugby enthusiast to understand why the Sixthat resurgence, I guess, so I would have no
complaints about what is happening. There is a Nations is a group B listed event, when, for instance,

the Rugby League Challenge Cup Final is a group Adebate at the moment about the structure of the
season in the northern hemisphere. There is a view listed event. What would be your attitude if, in the

aftermath of the World Cup and the much higherthat we should have more product to get more
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Mr Moffett: Yes.levels of interest and enthusiasm about rugby, the Six
Nations became a group A event?
Mr Vaughan: Our view is very much that if you list Q366 Lord Maxton: I am interested in this idea of
and protect events, the broadcaster has to be given the commercial rate and balancing what you can get
the right funds to be able to buy them at a relatively from television rights against having a broadcaster
economic price. Otherwise, it just cuts away the which gives you exposure, and therefore—which
lifeblood, in terms of the investment that we need to concerns someone like myself most—getting people
make, because we would have no revenue, because to play the game or join clubs and take part in club
there would be no need to bid any relative sum of activities. Because I think it is worthwhile
money. remembering that, although you get all this income,
MrMoffett: I do not think we would have a problem each club itself has to generate income as well, and
with the Six Nations being an A-listed event, that is part and parcel of what happens in rugby.
provided that they pay the market rate for what it is. How do you do that? Your income is almost entirely
It happens in Australia. In Australia, they have anti- from the Six Nations, is it not, in broadcast terms?
siphoning laws (as they call them there) where they Mr Munro: No. Gate receipts—
have lots of events that are listed, but the sports that
are listed get paid substantial sums of money still by Q367 Lord Maxton: I meant in broadcasting terms.
free-to-air television. It is really more the view, I Mr Munro: In terms of broadcasting, yes, entirely
think, that if you can get more people to watch the from that. It is no real surprise that we have been
event then that is a good thing, but they still have to going through a tough time over the last few years.
bear the market price for that event. I think what you We are on the road to recovery but it is going to be a
are then protecting is the ability for as many people long haul to get us out of the mire. Inevitably one of
as possible to watch an event that they want to watch. the things that has suVered has been the amount that
As long as it is not seen as some way of getting we have been able to distribute down through into
something for nothing or at a very reduced rate, I the club game.Many clubs like my own, still involved
cannot see us having a problem with that. It is just in the club game, have to go about earningmoney the
that still market forces have to prevail. way most clubs do anyway, through subscriptions

from the players and former players and so on,
through gate receipts—which, quite frankly, are notQ362 Lord King of Bridgwater:You have talked
great—and sponsorship and other functions likeabout the Six Nations and then we have this autumn
fund-raising dinners and so forth. But quite often youseries which is happening. I am not quite clear who
find that these functions tend to bring the communityruns that. Who runs these other areas? Is it the
closer together.International Rugby Football Union?

Mr Moffett: Yes. They do not run it. They have a
fixture schedule which comes out, archaically, about Q368 Lord Maxton: For some time you did have a
once every 12 years. Everybody agrees who they are deal where they sold the club game to ITV/STV.
going to play in the autumn, and who we are going to Mr Munro: Yes—and also to the BBC before that.
play down in the southern hemisphere in their
autumn, our spring. Those games are scheduled, as I Q369 Lord Maxton: The BBC you do not even try.
have said, up to 12 years in advance, so this is part of Mr Munro:We no longer have that.
the scheduling.We run, own and control all that. The
actual scheduling of it is done through the IRB. Q370 Lord Maxton: They are not interested or you

are not interested.
Mr Munro: No, they are not interested.Q363 Lord King of Bridgwater: That is my question.

They do not have the negotiating rights.
Mr Moffett: No. Q371 Chairman: If rugby had more exposure on the

BBC in Scotland, would that have an impact on the
game?

Q364 Lord King of Bridgwater: If you were to play Mr Munro: I believe so, yes.
Australia, it would be for Australia to negotiate their
broadcasting rights and Wales would get a cut of it.

Q372 Chairman: In the quality and the whole thingMr Moffett: No, we do not. They keep their
coming through?broadcasting rights and all their gatemoney and then
Mr Munro: I think it gives those people playing thewe keep ours.
club game a lot more interest in watching themselves,
if you like, or their direct opponents playing. It

Q365 Lord King of Bridgwater: One hundred per generates income lower down, because not everyone
can play international rugby.cent.
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Mr Moffett: About 33 per cent.Q373 Chairman: I was looking at the Green Paper,
and, although it is obviously not a minority sport in
a whole-UK way, it sounds as though it is veering Q376 Lord King of Bridgwater: Talking just about
into a minority sport in Scotland. how the BBC approach their negotiating on this, they
Mr Munro: Its numbers have been declining in presumably have one ticket in their advantage, which
Scotland for some time. Our biggest challenge, quite is that they can make it possible for you to get higher
frankly, apart from the financial problems that we sponsorship income than would come under the
have, is to grow the numbers of people we have satellite range because they deliver to a bigger
playing the game. audience and therefore the sponsor is prepared to pay
Mr Moffett: I think there are some issues that more for it.
underline some of the significant diVerences between Mr Moffett: I do not think that is true for us.
us, especially with a very powerful union like the Certainly an ability to get a sponsor is enhanced by

being on the BBC, because, as I said earlier in myRFU. We have a particular player development
evidence, we suVer from not having large companiespolicy in Wales, in that we want to bring our own
in Wales that we can actually get into. We areplayers through. We actually would like to see a time
competingwith these guys for their sponsors, becausewhen we do not have any foreign players playing for
we have to come into England to get a sponsor.our professional teams, because in Wales we are
Mr Vaughan: Certainly terrestrial coverage doesabout three things:Wales,Wales andWales.We need
enhance the value to a sponsor, but it is the relativeto have enough cash and enough money to be able to
value. That is where we are at the moment. If youdo that if we are going to do it successfully. It is how
take Guinness, who have come into theyou use your money. I am very critical of football in
premiership—which is purely on Sky televisionthis country, because the Premier League is a league
currently—most of their value is derived through theplayed in England, it is not an English premier
written word and newsprint. That is quite interestingleague. I think that is something that we are definitely
in terms of how you look at the relative value,trying to guard against. I know that in the RFU—
because everywhere you look in terms of the papersalthough you can speak for yourself—from
it is always “the Guinness Premiership”. It is on Sky,discussions I have had with Francis Baron and with
where they probably have an average of, say, 100,000Paul over the times, there is an issue to address there.
people watching per game, every live game, but thereIf they are going to do that and we are going to do
is a lot of it. If we were to take the Guinnessthat, it is going to takemoney, to be able not only just
premiership and put it on terrestrial television, I amto play the existing players at that level but also to
pretty sure that the value of sponsorship thatbring up all the other players that you want to bring
Guinness actually give to the premiership currently

up through the academies. To do that, you need will not increase dramatically.
money. I did spend nine months in Sport England.
Sport England provides the RFU with quite a lot of

Q377 Lord King of Bridgwater:We are getting a bitmoney for their academies, but we in Wales do not
of a flavour here as to whether the BBC, in theget much support at all, so we have to get it
bidding process and knowing what they really wantsomewhere else. For us, because of the nature of our
to go for and how to go about it against competition,small country and what-have-you, it is largely BBC
are finding that they have one or two problems. Aresponsorship and gate money.
you prepared to talk about their impressions of their
abilities and whether there needs to be some review?
I am talking about television but radio as well, inQ374 Lord King of Bridgwater: One of the
which it is said that the people ought to review theinteresting points is to do with devolution. One of the
ways in which the BBC goes about its bidding.arguments for it was that things like sport would tend
Mr Moffett: From our point of view, radio does notto do rather better in devolved administrations than
really represent large sums of money. We just add itthey do under a national government, but you are
on to our total broadcasting contract. I think thatsaying it is not happening well. You do not have to
there are lessons that the BBC have to learn aboutanswer that! It is a complete aside. One of the
negotiating. That was never more evidenced than ininteresting things that came out of your evidence is
the negotiations for the European Cup, when therethat the broadcasting revenue you get does not
was a deal to be done at one stage and there wasrepresent quite such a disproportionate part of the
perhaps a less than aggressive attitude taken. It wasincome as it does in cricket. Was it 26 per cent?
a competition that they should not have lost becauseMr Vaughan: Twenty per cent in England.
of all the other benefits that they can give, but I think
they perhaps set a figure in mind and they were not

Q375 Lord King of Bridgwater: Is that the sort of going to go past that. Normally, it is not an exact
science, trying to get the money for television rights,figure otherwise?
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Mr Moffett: In terms of how they deal with us?it is completely inexact. It is a matter of what you can
negotiate.

Q385 Lord King of Bridgwater: Yes, the BBC
approach.Q378 Lord King of Bridgwater:You used the phrase
MrMoffett:No, because I do not get involved in that.“the market price” which I was interested in. I
That is a matter for the football associations to sortwondered if there really was one.
out.MrMoffett:Well, the market price for anything. I am

trying to sell my house at the moment, and I have got
it up at this level and nobody is coming to look at it, Q386 Chairman:What about England, do you want
so I have got to see if I can— to come in on that?

Mr Vaughan: I would just like to make the point that
the BBC have a fantastic heritage in sport—forQ379 Lord King of Bridgwater: That is what you
many, many years, on both radio and television. Thediscover.
positionwe are in collectively here is that we are neverMr Moffett: Through negotiating, yes.
going to beat football. Football will always be the top
premier league game for many years to come. WeQ380 Lord King of Bridgwater: It does not help in
have to make sure that we are top of the second rung,the bidding necessarily. There is not a sort of graph
if you like. In terms of what the BBC is bidding for,of past background pricing evidence, or tender oVers
they cannot be all things to all men, in my view. Theyof one sort or another which might have been bid in
cannot do everything. They have to be focused onother areas, whichmight give you a pretty good guide
what they do because they only have somuch air timeto what the market price is.
and resource financially in order to spend. If they areMrMoffett: I think we are getting there. We are only
going to cover synchronised swimming through toa very fledgling sport in terms of professional rugby,
whatever it might be, that is one approach, the veryat 10 years. I think we are starting to develop that
broad-brush approach, but actually it meansdegree of evidence. It is not only in this country, it is
everybody gets less. If it is to promote the bigger,also in the southern hemisphere, where they are into
secondary sports eVectively, then obviously theytheir second contract with New Zealand. I was part
need to be focused in terms of their resources andof the negotiating of the first contract. I think we can
make sure they have adequate resources in order tonow start to value it. Also, the rugby world cups have
buy the rights. They do live in a competitive world.been around for some time. I think the evidence, for
They cannot be just taken as the national broadcasterwhat it is worth, is definitely improving.
and safe, I think. They have to operate in a
commercial world, I am afraid.

Q381 Lord King of Bridgwater: You think the BBC
perhaps ought to get better informed on some of this.

Q387 Lord King of Bridgwater:You are prepared toYou have said “more aggressive”.
accommodate them on scheduling, and we now haveMr Moffett: If they want something, I think they are
a two o’clock match and a four o’clock match. Ingoing to have to go out and get it, whether that is
other words, the unions are prepared, within reason,rugby, rowing or whatever it is.
to move to broadcasting schedules.
MrVaughan: Certainly within the Six Nations that is

Q382 Lord King of Bridgwater: Do you own the very much the case, because they have 15 matches,
Millennium Stadium? three on every weekend for five weekends. They
Mr Moffett: Yes, we do. schedule it so that they can show all the rights they

have bought quite sensibly. When it comes to the
Q383 Lord King of Bridgwater: Do you handle the autumn games, because we are not on BBC and
negotiations for other sports that take place in the Wales and Scotland certainly are, we have a 2.30
Millennium Stadium? kick-oV every Saturday for three weeks—which our
Mr Moffett: No, we do not. We normally just hire it audience loves, because if you are travelling down
out as a venue.We do at times put on our own events. from Yorkshire or Northumberland to Twickenham
We have tried, with putting on a soccer match you can get there and back in a day, as you can from
between an Italian and a Spanish team—where we Cornwall.
own the event and then we will sell on the television
rights—but when the FA comes to town, they just Q388 Chairman: Are you saying the BBC should
hire the stadium oV us. specialise more in terms of what it bids for?

Mr Vaughan: I am trying to say that it needs to be
more focused in terms of what it wants, which reallyQ384 Lord King of Bridgwater: Have you noticed

any great diVerence in the negotiation on football emphasises David’s point. It needs to focus resources
behind what it needs to get in order to drive itsrights as opposed to the rugby rights?
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it is good entertainment, whereas if it was a dedicatedaudiences—which we can deliver—rather than
spread its audiences very, very thinly, which I think sports channel, with a film on the other side, I am not

sure they would.often used to be the case.

Q392 Chairman: So you might lost an audience.Q389 Chairman: Which, I suppose, is also the
Mr Munro: I think you could well lose an audience.temptation if you are trying to deliver back to every

licence fee payer in the country.
Mr Vaughan: Yes. Q393 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: What about the

eVect it might have on the other side of what you are
trying to achieve; that is, getting more peopleQ390 Lord Maxton: It is also a public service
involved and the young interested.broadcast, if you like, and they have a responsibility
Mr Munro: I think it goes exactly the same way.to encourage all sports, not just two or three sports.
Mr Moffett: As long as it is on terrestrial and it isMrMoffett: But they need to get value for money out
accessible by everybody who pays for their televisionof everything they do essentially, do they not? That is
licence, I do not see that it is going to have a negativea test that everybody working in public life has to
eVect. In terms of strategy, I think the BBC needs tomeet. I think they have to make those judgments
work out what it wants to do, and what it wants to beinternally and against their own charter or however
obviously is part of that. But the world is changingthey are going to be managed. It is obviously quite a
and it is changing at a very rapid pace and they havediYcult task, but from a rugby perspective we think
to keep up with what is happening around them.we do deliver value for money for public
Otherwise, the BBC will get left behind and we willbroadcasting.
find that we will be left behind with them if we are
partnering with them. Obviously it is a matter for theQ391 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: I think I have
BBC as to whether they feel a sports channel ispicked up a fairly good impression that none of you
warranted, but I would think, from the point of viewis entirely satisfied with the amount of coverage you
of a dedicated sports’ viewer, that if there is theget on the BBC—probably the Welsh side is happier
money there to do it would be a good thing.than the others. Could I pick up on one of the points

you have made. Presumably, in order to get value for
Q394 Chairman: But you would not want it to bemoney the BBC will need to be flexible. It might be
done if it was a second division sports channel.they will see something coming onto the horizon that
Mr Moffett: No. I do not think the BBC is aboutthey will want to spend a bit more money on, with
being second division in anything. That is what theysome of the games maybe fading into the
should not be, because they have had such abackground, so the flexibility we are talking about
history—forgetting about sport now—in everythingmust go both ways. Against that background, one or
that they have done. I know that is a big debate goingtwo people mentioned especially a sports channel. I
on at the moment, but, no, they do not want to be awould be interested to hear of your views on this.
second division sports channel.Would that make the BBC rather more of a potential

purchaser of each of your particular rights, or would
there be down sides there? Q395 Lord Maxton: In a sense, my argument on the

dedicated channel would be: Show the game live onMr Vaughan: I think that, yes, it would. It would
certainly have the air time to be able to give a broader terrestrial, but then repeat it—which is what Sky

do—in the evening, for those who have gone andcoverage of many sports. I would just put in the rider
that they would need to be able to have suYcient watched the game or whatever. You have said the

world is changing, and that is right. The next step infunds in order to be able to buy the rights, and also
to make sure, if it is a specialised sports channel, that all this, of course, is probably the internet. Do you

have separate rights for selling on the internet? Iit is going to be a terrestrial channel or a digital
platform channel. know the SRU is now showing some of the club

games on their website? I am trying to persuade theMr Munro: I am not quite so sure. Prior to getting
involved in rugby, I know from my own household club with which I am associated that the video they

use for training purposes—because they video everyand that of both sets of parents/parents-in-law that
they would watch a rugby international on a game—could be shown live on their own website.

There is nothing to stop them doing that. Where doSaturday afternoon, whereas if there was a dedicated
sports channel I am not sure they would. I think that you see yourself in this new broadband internet

world?is quite possibly a factor and possibly not dissimilar
to the advantage that the BBC has over Sky with a Mr Vaughan: Five years ago we deliberately

separated out our rights for broadband and indeeddedicated sports channel. I think a lot of people,
certainly in Scotland, as far as I am aware, watch a mobile telephony as well. What we are now finding is

that the conversion world is giving us a majorrugby international because they think it is great and
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Mr Vaughan: Yes, from our point of view, certainlyproblembecause inevitably all broadcasters will want
to separate their broadcast on all platforms that they from an English point of view we needed the ability

to be able to go to the market and try and do the besthave got, so the BBC now want to broadcast in
broadband as well as terrestrial television, which then deal, and the best deal from our point of view is that

broad mix of channels that we do have and we havecuts across whatever else we are doing.What we have
done is manage to persuade them to have a geo-block managed to achieve, which is we have a combination

of Sky and BBC and the World Cup with ITV as aof the broadband area in the UK in order for us to be
able to sell on externally into the market world wide. sport, which is fantastic. From an English point of

view it works very well. We would like to see more ofWe do that reasonably successfully. I think it will give
us problems further down the road as well. it, over longer periods of time, throughout the whole

season on terrestrial television, but it is diYcult, as IBroadband soon will be another potential
opportunity for us to sell our sport instead of said before, because the rugby specials have now

really disappeared apart from eight times a year.television perhaps if you take a long-term view.

Q396 Lord Maxton: So when the BBC do a Six Q399 Lord King of Bridgwater: Can I clear up one
Nations game or Scotland and Wales do their point. When you talk about the Six Nations and
autumn internationals, do you have access to the negotiating whether that appears or not, when you
videos, if you like, to use yourself or do they totally actually negotiate the Six Nations, does each nation
own the rights? The Lawn Tennis Association with negotiate separately?
Wimbledon keeps the rights for the programmes that Mr Vaughan: It is collective; it used to be
the BBC do. Is that true in rugby? individually.
Mr Vaughan: The BBC now tend to want to include
it in the deal on the basis of take it or leave it. It is the

Q400 Lord King of Bridgwater: I am sorry I missedwhole deal or nothing, which I think is a little unfair,
this point. That is how you got here. Originallywhereas what we are trying to sell is television rights
England went a separate way and now it is back to aand not the broadband rights. What we have done
single negotiation?now is to have some hold-back period in order for us
Mr Vaughan: Yes.to be able to sell on with a 24-hour hold-back period

for other broadband opportunities within the UK,
but it obviously does not have the same impact as Q401 Lord Peston: Just to get back then and
live. following on, I think it is fair to say that Rugby

Union is the Welsh national game. Would that be an
exaggeration?Q397 Lord Peston: Could I take us on to listed
Mr Moffett: No.events. One of the things until I was on this

Committee doing this inquiry I had never thought of
was the conceptual basis of what a listed event is and Q402 Lord Peston: So would you then say if Wales
why certain events are listed events. Looking at what were in a final that absolutely ought to be a listed
they are now, I cannot make head or tail or find any event—putting you on the spot because also being a
logic to why Wimbledon Tennis Finals are a listed small country you would like the money?
event. I was just alive the last time anEnglishmanwas Mr Moffett: I think it is diVerent horses for courses
a serious contender to win. So one concept one might between ourselves and England, for example, which
have is if one of the major nations—and this is a is a much bigger market and they are able to perhaps
national thing—you could see why it would be a split their rights. We would find it diYcult to do that
listed event but most of them I cannot make head nor and get the same amount of money as if we were
tail of. Do you have a view of what ought to be a selling it to one, and we are not entirely convinced
listed event, apart from the other question of how we that a little country like ours is going to be of much
then get the balance between what must be free to air appeal to a paying broadcaster.We arewhenwe form
and what is charged for? I think one of you a mix like the European Cup, for example, I think
mentioned Six Nations but unless I do not Wales is quite important in the overall mix of what
understand what is what the Six Nations is not a broadcasters want because it is a national sport.
listed event and yet each of your countries often does There are only two countries in the world where that
quite well in the Six Nations. You are part of what is is the case—New Zealand and ourselves—so we do
really going on so why is that not a listed event? form an important aspect of it, but on our own I do
MrVaughan:Thankfully it is probably better that we not think we would. As I said earlier on, in terms of
do not determine what is listed and what is not. listed events, I do not think we would be averse to it

as long as we could be assured by some mechanism
that we were getting the true market price or the trueQ398 Lord Peston: No, but you are interested from

your side as to what you can sell. negotiated price, to take your point of view, about
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perverse considering what I have just said, but wewhat is the market for television rights. I think would
be our view. have to understand what we are trying to do. The

world is changing. If it is a listed event, is it just the
BBC? There are five terrestrial channels out there andQ403 Chairman: Would it be true, Mr Vaughan, to
if we are going to go digital where everybody has tofollow up what Lord Peston was asking, that you
have a box, then the world will probably change evenwould prefer a systemwhere frankly the fewerGroup
more as the TV market fragments more.A listed events the better?

Mr Vaughan: Yes.

Q408 Baroness Gibson ofMarket Rasen:Right at the
Q404 Chairman: Would that also be the view of beginning of our discussions Mr MoVett mentioned
the others? grassroots rugby and the importance he said to the
Mr Munro: Probably, yes. health of the nation of sport. Do you think that the

BBC could or should do more in raising awareness of
Q405 LordHolme of Cheltenham:That is to improve rugby and also encouraging more participation in it
your bargaining power? at grassroots level?
Mr Vaughan: Absolutely right. Mr Moffett: Yes, they have got a role to play in all

sport, not just rugby. It is rugby because we are
Q406 Lord Peston: The three countries are very sitting here talking about rugby and it being our
diVerent. What is fascinating about having the three national sport inWales. There is an awful lot that can
of you together is we have a small country where be done and you can put it under the area of
rugby is the national game; Rugby Union is clearly education or health, if you like. I have long felt that
not the English national game but it is fairly sport is in the wrong department. It should not be in
successful; and then Scotland, it is not clear to me the DCMS; it should be in health or education,
whether Scotland has a national game, but for you to particularly it should be in health because you can
do your job in promoting rugby and so on, you really actually intervene. There is not enough intervention
do need an income, do you not? Income has to be I do not think in the way we look at health. So that is
uppermost in your mind? where I think organisations such as the BBC have a
MrMunro:Absolutely. Going back to our main role, huge role to play and they would, I think, be seen to
which is that of a governing body and really there to be “doing the right thing” for the BBC to actually do
promote the game, we desperately need the income to that.We aremore than happy and I am sure the other
do that. Fortunately, with the change inGovernment Unions would be as well, to sit down with the BBC
attitude having won the Olympics and Glasgow and put together a strong programme of not only
bidding for the CommonwealthGames in 2014, sport rugby but perhaps other sports as well coming
has considerably gone up the Government’s agenda. together and doing something particularly aimed, as
That is a help to every sport not just rugby and Paul said, at primary schools and secondary schools
football and so on. Every sport should, I hope, now because I think that is an important area, and the
participate in trying to reduce the obesity that is BBC could be a huge help in that. In actual fact, by
prevalent in kids. So it is a huge part. getting our rights they also get access to a lot of the

raw material that they would need to make a
Q407 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: If we programme like that work. They get access to our
do get rid of the listed system in this changing world international players. That can help them get their
of television, how do you protect coverage of sport message across or the rolemodels we are now starting
on terrestrial channels? to build in Wales. I just think that perhaps not
Mr Vaughan: I think it comes back to why do you enough is made of the add-ons that they can actually
want to protect it in the first place. If it is in order to get from their involvement with us which then I think
have breadth of coverage in order to show what we would also add to the whole argument about value
perceive to be something that the nation owns, then for money.
that is all very worthy. If it is about the development
of a particular sport, and if you take athletics and the

Q409 Chairman:Youmake a very interesting part inOlympics for instance, the Olympics is probably the
passing. Sport has made its way round Whitehallonly time that I watch athletics because it is there and
with various departments looking after it and, ofit is part of that whole Olympic thing. If it is to
course, many people say it must have a department ofencourage kids to take part in it, I think it is more
its own. Has it made any diVerence having afundamental than that, it needs to go back to the
department of its own?education process and schools, which is where it is all
Mr Moffett: I am not sure if I should stray into thatfalling apart, and it is not necessarily driven by
area in this room. I have very strong views about ittelevision or radio. I do enjoy watching the Olympics

and I think it should remain a listed event, which is which might get me into trouble.
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all this product placement branding, but it is okay toChairman: Okay, we will not press that one. It
probably comes outside our area. do an interview with an author who is trying to flog

a book. What is the diVerence? I cannot quite see it
personally. So long as it is part of the fabric then I doQ410 Baroness Gibson of Market Rasen: Can I just
not see anything wrong with it at all.follow one thing up because I was going to ask you,

you have not at themoment raised this with the BBC?
Q413 Chairman: It is certainly something you takeMr Vaughan: Exposure is terribly important to the
into account?growth of the game without a shadow of a doubt and
MrVaughan:Absolutely. It is not just sponsorship, itin fact the BBC are just launching a ten-minute series
is advertising revenue as well from all our points ofof coaching clinics with Jonny Wilkinson on CBBC,
view.which is great. We have helped them by letting them

have free access to certain things that we have got,
Q414 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: I have just beenwhich is fantastic, but it is not just exposure that
thinking about Scotland because Scotland does seemcontributes to growth; success obviously also helps
to be rather more on a losing streak at the moment. Ian awful lot. England are currently the world
wondered to what extent some of the initiatives thatchampions of the 2003 World Cup and we have
were being described as far as the BBC getting moreexperienced huge growth since then in terms of
involved on the practical side of things, would this benumbers playing, the number of referees, and
attractive to you or have you got a problem withadministrators and so on. But the way in which we
Scottish television rather than the BBC? Also thehave done that is a mixture of exposure plus
other thing is to what extent you are all threeinvestment in development oYcers out in the field
moulded together as well as separate. To what extentwho go to schools and teach the teachers to coach
do you help one another when you are in problems?and get into the primary school area and get into all
Mr Munro: I think it is important to state up frontthose things. So we have got a huge growth coming
that a lot of the problems that Scotland are currentlythrough and we are still sustaining it now two years
facing are of our own making. Point number one.later even though we are in a bit of a losing streak.
Point number two, yes, we do have a problem. We
have a fantastic deal with the BBC on Six Nations

Q411 Chairman: One other point struck me as we coverage which is fantastic. We do have a problem
were talking. A number of times we have talked with BBC Scotland because rugby is just not on the
about sponsorship being shown on the BBC. Many horizon. No sport other than Rangers and Celtic is
of the people who write to me say that the great thing on the horizon and, yes, it is very important that the
about the BBC is there is no advertising. This is a grey three of us, the Six Nations, act together because we
area, is it not, because you obviously do take some are all in it for the same thing, to promote the game
account of it when you think of the BBC, it is not just in our own countries, and obviously a large part of
an audience, it is the fact there is sponsorship around that is what we have to sell, and obviously the more
the ground? that we can sell the better that we can all promote the
Mr Moffett: Yes we do. It is actually very important game within our own countries. So it is very
to us in our case in trying to attract sponsors in a very important that we have the sort of alliances that we
diYcult market, and it is a fact that we do. It does do, yes.
help us run the business of rugby in Wales by doing
that. Chairman:Okay, thank you very much indeed. It has

been a very fascinating session for us. I think we have
Q412 Chairman: And the same in England? learnt quite a bit as well, which is not always our
Mr Vaughan: Absolutely, it is terribly important to reaction to witnesses coming. Thank you very very
be able to do that. It is often quite amusing when you much and perhaps if we have got any other questions
read about product placement, which is the big story we could put them to you. Thank you very much for

coming this morning.in the BBC. In Spooks, I think it was, they removed
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Present Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury, B Manchester, Bp
Fowler, L (Chairman) Maxton, L
Howe of Idlicote, B Peston, L

Memorandum by Manchester City Council

1. Introduction

1.1 Manchester City Council (MCC) would like to make the following submission to the House of Lords
Select Committee’s Inquiry on the BBC’s Charter Review, specifically relating to Broadcasting in the Nations
and Regions.

1.2 This submission sets out the context within which the BBC’s proposed move to Manchester has been
made, the role and contribution of MCC to supporting this process and the potential benefits that would be
realised by the BBC’s proposals to relocate key network, production and commissioning functions to
Manchester.

2. Background

2.1 In 2004, the BBC announced plans to create the UK’s second largest network broadcasting and
production centre in Manchester, to achieve a decisive devolution of power, production and investment from
London to the Nations and Regions of the UK.

2.2 The wide-ranging move would include the transformation of BBC Manchester into the BBC’s second
largest production centre via a major relocation of production and commissioning functions.

2.3 MCC fully welcomes the BBC’s decision to relocate significant production activity and staV roles. We
believe the relocation to Manchester will be of national significance, and will contribute to the continued
growth of the media and creative sector will generate very significant economic and social benefits for
Manchester, the North West, and the North of England as a whole. These benefits are already starting to be
evident with the relocation of a number of new independent production companies to the City over recent
months.

2.4 The emphasis on Manchester as a location reflects longstanding under-investment by the BBC’s networks
outside London. The new centre would act as a talent hub for increased production, and would help to create
the critical mass of activity required to truly drive the growth of creative industries across the whole of the
North.

2.5 In total, the BBC’s proposed move is likely to involve the transfer of around £275 million worth of
commissioning spend—£50 million of which would flow to independent production companies—to
Manchester. The relocation is also likely to involve around 1,730 staV posts, joining the 700 BBC staV already
based in Manchester.

2.6 In order to maximise the opportunities aVorded by the BBC’s plans, MCC and North West Development
Agency (NWDA) are developing a series of specific proposals with the BBC to deliver a range of benefits that
would augment the BBC’s plan to create greater value for the public, thus enabling Manchester and the wider
region to build on its economic assets and market position, as the UK’s leading regional media centre.

3. The Strategic Rationale for Relocating Key BBC Functions to Manchester

3.1 Manchester is the most important economic generator in theNorth of England—creating over 40 per cent
of the North West’s wealth and jobs. It is the City’s objective to deliver rates of growth in Gross Value Added
(GVA), private investment and employment that can match those of London and the South East.

3.2 We believe the BBC’s proposed relocation strategy would make a major contribution to our objective,
however, there are a number of key factors that will influence both the eVectiveness and long term
sustainability of the BBC’s move:

— The contribution and linkages of the BBC proposal to national, regional, sub-regional and local
policy initiatives;
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— The role and contribution of the public sector in implementing measures to establish the City and
the wider region as a sustainable media centre of choice, and thereby enable the BBC and the wider
media sector to maximise opportunities to grow and develop.

3.3 It is clear that the economic assets and potential of Manchester are not only central to the success of local,
sub/city-regional, and regional strategies, but also strategies of national significance, including the Northern
Way Growth Strategy (NWGS) which recognises that a successful City/region is critical to the long term
sustainable growth of the North of England. The NWGS will ensure that the growth of media and creative
activity will be properly located within wider national and regional strategies in order to build upon the
existing strengths of the sector in Manchester and across the region.

3.4 The BBC’s initiative is also central to the desired outcomes of the recent Lyons and Gershon reviews and
the potential benefits which can be captured from relocating public sector agencies and services out of London,
and the role these services can play in generating economic and social prosperity.

3.5 The Government’s national targets on reducing regional economic imbalances (PSA2) will be critical to
realising the full economic and commercial potential of the media sector in Manchester, as there is a unique
market opportunity to build upon the BBC initiative to support key growth sectors such as the media and
creative industries, to enable the City to become truly capable of both complementing and competing with
London in the international market place.

3.6 Currently, GVA and GVA per head of population in the City does not match the best of our comparator
cities in Europe, despite the fact that over 45,000 jobs in the City have been created over the last five years
through the policy and investment objectives and priorities of established strategic economic frameworks and
performance objectives. It is also the case that over 60 per cent of jobs in the City are taken by people resident
outside of Manchester. These strategies, therefore, which command the support and approval of the key City,
regional and national public sector partners include the Manchester City Region Development Programme,
the North West Economic Strategy, the Science City strategy and Manchester: Knowledge Capital are
designed to create new and high level employment opportunities contributing to the overall growth of theCity-
region’s knowledge economy and skills base, which is expected to grow over 100,000 new jobs in high value-
added growth sectors over the next 10 years. These strategies and programmes identify a number of key
economic sectors where such growth is feasible. One such sector is cultural and media-related industries.

3.7 This programme builds upon growing levels of employment in the field of television production and other
broadcast media: the City is now the largest regional centre for television and film production in the UK, and
is supported by a highly skilled labour force and a range of service, business and independent sector networks.

3.8 The BBC’s relocation proposals will enhance this important process of economic change, by making the
critical linkages to key support networks, high quality labour pools, housing markets and, critically, transport
infrastructure. The relocation of significant BBC investment, therefore, aVords the potential for the highly
eYcient utilisation of public funds to support not only the BBC, but the whole creative and media sector in a
way which adds significant additional value to the local economy, thus multiplying and intensifying benefits.
The overall impact should be a step-change in economic activity and performance.

3.9 To this end the City Council, with the support of its partners, proposes to create a Media Enterprise Zone
(MEZ) built around the expanded BBC in Manchester that can provide a focal point for media, creative and
IT-related investment into the region and ensure that the added value benefits of the BBC contribute to the
long term economic growth of the sector and secure the wider regeneration outcomes required to sustain other
public sector funding. The MEZ would, we believe, ensure that the BBC’s relocation would achieve:

— complementarity with the policy and strategic locational priorities within local, sub/city-regional,
regional and northern spatial planning frameworks. The location of facilities within Manchester
City Centre is necessary given the economic importance of this centre to the wider region, and its
connections to transport, communities and a skills base;

— impetus to transform both the physical and economic regeneration potential of a new quarter of the
City in which it is located, providing the opportunity to integrate public and private investment in
related facilities, complementary end-uses and world class public realm;

— new major physical investment into the region and creating long-term capacity for further growth;

— securing the active participation of the most significant broadcasters (including ITV/Granada)
commissioners and producers of media output in the UK, in a single but integrated new campus;

— establishing a regional magnet for SME investment in media and creative activity and a long-term
driver of growth for the supply chain, both for the BBC and the wider media industry;
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— exploiting opportunities to promote innovation by linking public and private research into digital
and broadcast media, and strengthening the connections between the BBC and other stakeholders
with Manchester Universities; and

— providing new opportunities to link, in very practical ways, media sector employers with schools to
improve educational attainment, attendance and the pathways for young people into skilled careers.

3.10 The proposals will strengthen the development of a stronger, more diversified media and cultural base
within Manchester, thereby sustaining the long-term impact of the BBC’s relocation. The concept of a MEZ
will also create new benefits underpinning public access to key aspects of the BBC’s operations, thus
developing added public benefit to the developing role of the BBC.

3.11 Independent research has confirmed that the BBC’s expansion plans would not only strengthen the
economic infrastructure of the media sector in Manchester, but also deliver a step-change in economic
performance that would benefit the whole of the North of England.

3.12 Using economic impact assessment methodologies consistent with HM Treasury guidelines, Cambridge
Policy Consultants (CPC) have estimated the economic, social and cultural impact of the BBC North project.
According to CPC, the BBC’s relocation proposals would create over 3,700 full-time equivalent jobs, an
estimated 4,400 jobs in total, and generate an additional £1.5 billion in GVA to the North West economy over
10 years, thereby enhancing Manchester’s competitive advantage, as the nation’s largest and fastest growing
regional centre.

4. Conclusion

4.1 The BBC’s proposals around devolved investment and jobs from London, and the intention to create the
largest regional broadcasting and production centre in the UK, in Manchester, have the potential to generate
significant economic, social and creative benefits for the City-region and the wider North of England, as well
as helping to transform the prospects of the media sector in Manchester. Manchester City Council therefore
welcomes the BBC’s proposals.

10 October 2005

Letter from the Northwest Regional Development Agency (“NWDA”)

BBC North Project

In response to the Select Committee enquiry into the BBC Charter Review, please find attached an open letter
to Tessa Jowell submitted to her oYce today. In addition, I would draw your attention to the following points:

— The relocation has the full support of the NWDA and other local partners, as well as our sister
Regional Development Agencies, Yorkshire Forward andOne Northeast. This proposed transfer of
programme making, commissioning and the ancillary services required to support them provides a
significant opportunity for the development of the North of England.

— The relocation of the BBC would enable the creation of a world class media sector. The region is
already home to ITV Granada and prosperous creative industries. The continued growth of the
sector is of major economic, social and cultural importance. This is critical in achieving the DCMS
goal of maximising the contribution that these industries can make to the economy.

— We would stress that, to achieve its full potential, the move must bring with it real money and
decision making power and redress lower spend per head in the North than in London.

— The agency and its public sector partners have committed, in principle, to support this venture with
an investment of around £50 million.

For these reasons and those outlined in my letter to Tessa Jowell, the NWDA will continue to press for a swift
decision on the BBC’s relocation. We understand that through our partner organisation, Northwest Vision,
the Committee may choose to visit Manchester as part of the enquiry and we look forward to hosting you here
in the Northwest.

Alternatively, if it is not possible for the committee to visit Manchester, we would be happy to give oral
evidence to your enquiry.

13 October 2005
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Further letter from the Northwest Regional Development Agency (“NWDA”)

BBC North Project

In what is a crucial period for the BBC’s proposed relocation to the Manchester city region, I write to assure
you of the Northwest Regional Development Agency’s (NWDA) full support for the move. I can confirm our
sister RDAs, Yorkshire Forward and ONE North East, have also given the move their full backing.

The NWDA is working very closely with the BBC Director General and his Project Director to develop a
comprehensive framework for the evaluation of options in advance of the critical BBC Governors’ meeting
on 20 October. This is a significant milestone and we look forward to a clear and unambiguous outcome. The
NWDAwill workwithBBC staV to ensure a focussed and eVective evaluation process for each of the proposed
sites. It is crucial that we make swift progress in securing the most imaginative, deliverable, cost eVective and
beneficial proposal with a definitive timetable for implementation.

The media sector in Manchester and the Northwest has the potential to be world class. As well as being home
to ITV Granada, there is a range of key independent media operators, excellent production facilities and
creative talent that the BBC will benefit from. The Northwest is the largest centre of out-of-London
production in the country, with a vibrant mix of programming in all production categories. I firmly believe
that the vitality and innovation of the Northwest’s media and creative industries will be enormously boosted
by the presence of the BBC and its important role in commissioning programmes and other services.

The development of a strengthened BBC presence in the Manchester city region is also hugely important to
our economy and employment opportunities. Through our current intensive work with the BBC and other
local partners, we believe that the economic benefits resulting from the BBC relocation will be maximised
through the complementary development of a “media enterprise zone”. This approach would enable the
physical accommodation of the BBC together with a range of shared or complementary services. It is expected
to create an additional 4,400 jobs in total and add a further £1.5 billion GVA to the regional economy over
10 years, providing a catalyst for further growth of themedia sector. This clearly resonates with your own goal
of maximising the contribution that the creative industries can make to the economy.

The benefits do not end with the Manchester city region. There will also be benefits throughout the North via
the BBC’s proposed increase in external commissioning of services. This is critical to the further cultural
development of the whole of the North of England as well as the successful implementation of the Northern
Way. In total, the BBC Manchester move involves £225 million worth of production spend and a further £50
million commissioning spend annually. This oVers real added value in terms of stimulating sector
development.

We have an unprecedented opportunity to deliver a genuine step change in economic performance within the
North. We must not let this opportunity falter.

It is for these reasons that the NWDA will continue to press for a swift decision on the BBC’s relocation. The
Agency and its public sector partners have committed, in principle, to support this venture with an investment
of around £50million. I trust that I can rely on your support for this crucial relocation in theweeks andmonths
to come.

13 October 2005

Examination of Witnesses

Witnesses: Ms Helen France, Executive Director for Development and Partnerships, North West
Development Agency; Sir Howard Bernstein, Chief Executive, Manchester City Council; and

Mr John Willis, Chief Executive, Salford City Council, examined.

Q415 Chairman: Thank you very much for coming. number of other areas, one of which is of course, if I
can put it this way, regional broadcasting or, to putI will not ask you to introduce yourselves because we

know from previous meetings who you are. Let me it another way, how much broadcasting should take
place outside London, and obviously Manchester isjust say this about the Committee: we have already

made one substantial report on the future of the the crucial place to come to at this moment. We have
heard a lot about the move to Manchester. PerhapsBBC, but we were conscious of the fact that there

were a number of areas which we did not have time, from your diVerent points of view, from the North
West Development Agency and from bothgiven the time constraints that were placed upon us,

to do justice to, so we are looking in detail at a Manchester and Salford City Councils, you could
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audiovisual workforce, the largest workforce outsidejust begin by saying what you see as the advantages
of this move andwhether there are any disadvantages London and the South East. We already have
to it. Helen France, would you like to start? Granada ITV in place within the region, a very
Ms France: Yes, I am very happy to start with that. significant player responsible for generating
From our perspective, one of the reasons that we something like 4,500 jobs. We have the partnerships
have been so heavily engaged with the BBC’s in place within the region. Media Training North
proposed relocation is primarily due to the economic West has helped to drive talent and technological and
benefits of the move it will bring. We have already cultural innovation. We have world-class universities
done a lot of work. As you know, our main remit is to deliver the graduates who are going to be so
around providing the sustainable economic important to be able to access what we all describe as
development of the region and we see the BBC move higher value jobs. We also think Manchester is best
as being a significant catalyst to helping us to do that. placed to meet the clear objectives of the BBC about
We believe the move will generate significant how it positions itself as an organisation over the next
economic, social and cultural advantages to the 10 years.
North West. We have commissioned, in conjunction
with Manchester City Council, a piece of work about

Q417 Chairman: Have you any sort of estimate onthe economic impacts of the move. That has already
the number—and it is envisaged that 1,000 BBC jobsshown us, at a very early stage the significant
might come—of other jobs that will be created?economic benefits that we can get. We can share that
Sir Howard Bernstein: The economic analysis whichreport with you so you can read the details rather
Helen referred to, which as we said we can present tothanme going through all of the figures now.We also
you, shows something like 4,500 jobs beingbelieve that it will enable us, as a region, to really
generated, both directly and indirectly, within thedevelop a very strong cluster around media—new
wider region as a result of the BBC relocation andmedia and traditional television broadcasting. That

the BBC’s move will provide a real impetus for a clustering activity which we are determined to gather
substantial growth of the production facilities. This is around it, and something like 20 per cent of that total
very, very important for us and a key driver for the will be captured immediately outside the city region.
North West economy. In terms of the disadvantages, This underpins the wider benefit to be captured in the
I think obviously it is very important for us that the Northwest as a result of our strategy.
scale of the BBC move is as currently projected. We
think that if it is scaled down then it will not have the

Q418 Chairman: Is there anything on that scale thatsame catalystic benefit to the region. We also need to
has been done in Manchester in recent years?ensure that we have got a genuinely economic and
Sir Howard Bernstein: Yes, thankfully. The widerviable set of proposals. Again, that is a potential
Manchester City region is synonymous withdisadvantage if we do not get that right.We can come
achievement over the last five years, whereas 20 yearson to that later, if that is helpful.
ago it was associated with under-achievement. The
regeneration of the city centre has levered in

Q416 Chairman: Thank you. Sir Howard? something like £4 billion of public and private
Sir Howard Bernstein: I think the starting point for us investment and something like 45,000 jobs have been
is what sort of city we want to create, particularly in created within the city region over the last five years.
the context of a new drive in national economic And, indeed, we have set ourselves the target over the
competitiveness. I think the vocabulary of all parties next 10 years to significantly increase ourGVA (gross
over the past few years has been the significance of value added) and the BBC relocation itself will
city regions in trying to drive the national economic account for something like 10 per cent of that growth
capacity of the UK. In that context, over the last few

target over the next 10 years.years what we have seen is a much greater focus
particularly on places like Manchester in a wider
sense, not just the City of Manchester, in focusing Q419 Chairman: But media is a crucial element of
around those key value-added economic sectors this?
which are capable not only of achieving Sir Howard Bernstein:Media is one of the six or seven
transformational change but also at the same time high-value sectors which diVerentiate, in our view,
improving national competitiveness. That is borne the Manchester City region not only from other city
out also by the view that while London is regions in the country but also other competitors
fundamentally important it cannot be the only engine throughout Continental Europe.
of national economic achievement. Cultural and
media-related industries have long been established

Q420 Chairman: You have persuaded The Guardianas a key growth in Manchester City region. We
already account for nine per cent of the UK’s to move back?
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number of transformational activities that have beenSir Howard Bernstein: We are talking to them.
identified as really making a huge impact, outside of
the geography of any of the individual regions, andQ421 Chairman: Right. Salford, John Willis?
the BBC move is one of those. We are workingMr Willis: Chairman, I would just like to add my
particularly closely with other RDAs and theircomments to Howard’s. My emphasis and Howard’s
partners to ensure that any benefits we get from thisand Helen’s is very much around transformational
relocation spin out to hubs elsewhere such aschange here. We talk a lot about transformational
Newcastle. The BBC has been very helpful andchange but this is one of those real opportunities in
constructive in helping us do that.Greater Manchester. We have already seen a huge

transformation in Manchester in the city centre, as
Howard talked about, and this is an opportunity to Q425 Chairman: They support that in the North
further develop that transformation. It is also a East.
transformational opportunity for the BBC and also Ms France: Totally. It has been seen very much as a
for broadcasting in general. We have got a chance key priority of the Northern Way and the coming
here to future-proof broadcasting in this country and together of the three regions.
maintain its status on a world stage. There is, as we
all know, huge competition. Dubai and Seoul have

Q426 Bishop ofManchester: I am of course a symbolgot their media cities and I think we have got to be
of unity because as Bishop of Manchester I live inthinking at that level, and this presents that sort of
Salford! You talked certainly in the Manchesteropportunity. We are hoping between us as a
evidence—but I am sure that Salford is in on this aspartnership to be able to provide the BBC and the
well—about the kind of specific proposals that needbroadcasting world in general with that opportunity.
to be made with the BBC about the move up here toWe have now to be thinking about the next 10, 20 or
Manchester or to Salford. I wonder if you could just30 years and future-proofing is one of the key
expand a bit now on in a sense what is on the tablefeatures.
from your point of view in order to be able to make
the local partnership with the BBC work?

Q422 Chairman: And Manchester and Salford are Sir Howard Bernstein: When colleagues from the
working hand-in-hand? BBC started to engage with us some 12 months ago
Mr Willis:We work together on so many issues. To was a shared understanding at the outset was that we
be honest, very few people know where the exact ought not just to be talking about a relocation of the
boundary is between Manchester and Salford. BBC’s operations to this part of the world. What we

were all very clear about, having regard to the clear
Q423 Chairman: We had it pointed out to us this and defined BBC values, which were communicated
morning so we know one bit of it. in the recommendations about how you drive
Mr Willis: We are working together on housing creative industries, how you support competition
regeneration along the River Irwell and the two cities with the independents and how you secure greater
coincide at the heart of the conurbation. We want public access, was that what we needed to do was to
what is best for Greater Manchester and for the create something, as John has described, as being
North West and we will work to achieve that. very, very special. So the concept of the Media
Sir Howard Bernstein: It is not just Manchester and Enterprise Zone emerged jointly in discussion with
Salford. One of the clearly defined factors which the BBC which would have a number of very discrete
eVectuate this city region and others is the extent to components: obviously purpose-built oYces to
which there are shared objectives around economic enable the administrative and supporting
performance and social inclusion county-wide and infrastructure to be accommodated; but also the
how subregional structures integrate in the active concept of shared technical facilities, involving the
pursuit of those shared objectives. That is something BBC and other broadcasters and users which would
which we have worked very, very hard on over many give the opportunity for sharing overheads; creating
years to get right. a platform to develop content and a whole range of

diVerent programmes; developing the opportunity to
involve independent producers and, moreQ424 Chairman: As I understand what the BBC are

saying, it is not just the North West; in a sense it is a specifically, the opportunity to innovate, which all of
us accept is going to be a fundamental part of thehub which will take in Leeds, Newcastle, and places

like that. growth of the media industry in the future. Another
component of the Media Enterprise Zone would beSir Howard Bernstein: Yes.

Ms France: Can I respond to that, Chairman. As an flexible space which would provide a whole range of
business support services including incubation,RDA we are working very closely with the other two

northern RDAs, particularly on the back of the which is so important to small to medium-sized
businesses who are wishing to develop and flourish inNorthern Way activity. There has been a small
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Q429 Lord Maxton: Could I just ask about thatthat sector. It would include a research centre which
would provide the opportunity to make critical because obviously the economic impact will be much

wider than just Manchester and Salford, althoughconnections between technology and innovation and
involve some of our world-class universities in this that is where you are involved. Are there discussions

with other local authorities not just in the Lancashirepart of the world. Critically there are public access
arrangements. The BBC havemade it very, very clear area but also right through the whole North West

because it will impact presumably in terms of thethat as part of their overall move to develop a
comprehensive plan theywanted to examine diVerent people living there, smaller companies working in

other local authority areas? Having seen what theyways of engaging communities in programme
content development. Our own strategies around have done in Ireland in terms of oVering location

facilities for companies to come and film outsidecommunity engagement and the whole question of
broadcasts, and so on, you are having discussionsthe diversity of communities in this part of the world
presumably?give us real opportunities to look at public access in
Ms France: Can I take up Lord Maxton’s point. Youa very sophisticated way. It would also allow us to do
are right, there are issues that go much wider thansomething which is very dear to all of our hearts in
Manchester and Salford and there will be impacts asthe public sector, which is to involve the cultural and
a result of this move that do go much broader andmedia sector in the way in which we provide
much wider than the supply issues, such as how weeducation in this country. That is something where at
link into the supply chain and how we link into thediVerent stages of young people’s development, there
higher education and further education facilities, andis the opportunity to excite and help innovate and
they will go wider than Manchester and Salford. Forpromote a interest in media. All of these diVerent
example, the University of Salford specialisescomponents represent what we would describe as the
particularly in media-related activities. We areMedia Enterprise Zone and represent the
already starting to have discussions with them aboutjustification for diVerent levels of public funding
how we can utilise their facilities and how they cansupport being provided.
ensure that they are positioned to be able to provide
the high-quality graduates that will be required for

Q427 Bishop of Manchester: Those are the ideas; this. It is probably fair to say that our discussions
what are you as councils proposing to put into those with partners outside Manchester and Salford are at
ideas in practical cash terms? very early stages because we have been looking at the
Sir Howard Bernstein: There is a general envelope of generic impact that can be of benefit as a result of the
public funding which between us we identified as of move and we have also been looking at very specific,
the order of £50million. As a council we are putting a site-related issues. We are now at the stage of going
significant contribution into that. The sorts of things much broader into the Northern Way partners, as I
that we would be looking at are support in the have already mentioned, and also wider partners
acquisition of land; funding support in helping to across the North West. We are very mindful of the
create the facilities; funding support to enable us to need to do it and we have started to do it. We have
create the pathways in terms of skills development, still got some progress to make on that, but it is
people development and the making of connections definitely a priority for us to do that.
with our wider public services such as education; but
fundamentally to create the spatial focus around

Q430 Baroness Howe of Idlicote:One of the NWDAwhere theMedia Enterprise Zone should go, and how
requirements was the presence of thriving clusters ofwe underpin skills and other types of development.
businesses with networks to support them. You have
gone a little way along there but are you really

Q428 Bishop of Manchester: Does John agree with convinced that the North West really has got
that? developed clusters already which would eVectively
Mr Willis:We operate on a very similar philosophy support the BBC move to Manchester? Are you
here. Everything that Howard has explained is pretty certain that it is there already, although you
something that is common right across the board in can obviously build on it?
what we are trying to achieve here. I would just add MsFrance:As part of our regional economic strategy
that one of the important aspects concerns our we have identified a range of clusters that will help us
universities. We have got between Manchester and to generate this transformational change for the
Salford the largest campus in Europe and there is a NorthWest. It includes the creative industries andwe
huge talent there, and too many of our graduates are prioritising that within our new regional
leave the region. One of the benefits to us is the economic strategy and specifically referring to the

role of the BBC in terms of that clustering of creativeretention of high-calibre people who can lead and
create and who can in turn help create jobs and and cultural activity. I agree with you that it does go

broader than that and the supply chain andwealth for the area.
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to support the growth and development of theeducation does go much broader than the direct
creative industries. There are links into the legal independent sector, we need a dynamic and healthy

BBC being relocated to Manchester. I think that is aservices and financial services and other clusters that
we are developing. We are confident that we have fundamental part of the total process.
suYcient economic activity in the region to be able to
support it as it stands now. We are also very mindful

Q432 Baroness Howe of Idlicote:Do you feel the willof the fact that we want to ensure that we are
is there on the part of the BBC?positioned properly for the transformational activity
Sir Howard Bernstein: I think the values which havethat will result from this. Sowe areworking very hard
been communicated in all the documents and in allwith existing clusters to strengthen and develop them
the conversations we have had have been very, veryand also looking at what other work is needed on the
strong and very, very exciting.back of it.

Sir Howard Bernstein: Just to add to that, if I may. I
think it is all about the development of critical mass Q433 Lord Maxton:What would be the impact if it
and what we are already seeing within the North of did not come?
England regional economy is very, very clear Sir Howard Bernstein: It would be, in my view, a
development in the creative industries, lots of activity major lost opportunity not just in the context of
which is increasing all the time. What this will enable national competitiveness strategies and Government
us to do is make that step change and by synergising targets around PSA2, the narrowing of regional
activities in the way I described earlier and by economic diVerences between London and the rest of
creating critical mass with the necessary public the country. There would be a huge question mark
funding support and the pathways which are over the achievement of those strategies. I also think
described, you get the critical point which then starts it would be a major lost opportunity in terms of how
to drive change in a much wider way. The parallel I we can collectively shape the future of broadcasting
would draw is Manchester Airport. Manchester and media-related activity in this country over the
Airport, which was a major city asset 20 years ago, next 10 years.
has now reached the threshold of international
significance and it is now driving transformational

Q434 Lord Maxton: You have talked about thechange throughout the North of England.
creative side and quite rightly so. I represented theMr Willis: The building blocks are already there.
City of Glasgow which also, in a sense, hasThere are something like 63,000 people already
regenerated itself through the creative arts, but inemployed in creative industries inManchester so that
broadcasting media we now talk increasingly aboutis a substantial base from which to start. Something
convergence and that includes the development oflike 11 per cent of all new network programmes come
broadband and whether we have the computer skillsout of the North West. That is growing at a rate of
both in terms of the hardware and software, that willabout 4 per cent a year. There is real impetus already
be required as part of the support structure?What arethere and, this is, as Howard says, about step change.
you doing to both roll out more broadband and also
connect it to remoter areas and also in terms of

Q431 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: I worked here in developing the computer skills that will be required?
themid-1970s and I have seen huge changes and all of Ms France: I accept totally the importance of
that would illustrate it, but looking to the BBC itself, broadband. If we are really going to have a
what measures can they take to ensure that the sustainable economy in the North West we need
existing businesses do have every opportunity to broadband. The North West Development Agency
compete for support services contracts? Is there has really focused on this and we have ensured that
anything that you feel particularly the BBC itself broadband access is available in even the most
needs to do? remote places. Ninety-eight per cent of Cumbria can
MrWillis: I think it is really important that the BBC now access high-quality broadband activity, which
links in with the local authorities and links in with we firmly believe will enable strong business growth
Manchester Enterprises and our economic drivers to and entrepreneurial activity and drive businesses in
ensure that those connections are made. Part of the areas which previously were unsustainable because
bargain has to be that the BBC can source material— they had no access to make the inward investment
competitive, imaginative, creative material—andwill and export activity. We have already started to make
look to this area as being part of their home. that move and get that transition to make sure we are

a fully functioning region that can take exactly theSir Howard Bernstein: Can I just add one point to
that. I think it is very, very important again (and I opportunities you have mentioned in terms of

moving to convergence and exploiting the innovativethink it is foreshadowed in the papers which the BBC
have produced) that in order to be able to secure the activity that will hopefully arise as a result of the

BBC move.level of competitionwhich is important and to be able
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healthy organisation, able to achieve all the outcomesQ435 Lord Maxton: You have not tried to attract
Microsoft into the area? which it has declared for itself and which we believe

are broadly shared by Government.Ms France: We are. Sir Howard Bernstein: We are
talking to them.
Chairman: You are doing a lot of talking, are you Q441 Chairman: 25 years is a long time.
not? Hopefully it will deliver one day. Sir Howard Bernstein: It is a long time.

Q436 LordMaxton:On that point, do you think the
Q442 Chairman: Is it because housing, transportBBC proposal to come here is more likely to attract
and business costs are more expensive here?companies like Microsoft?
Mr Willis: There is already evidence of businesses,Sir Howard Bernstein: Undoubtedly.
even public sector businesses, relocating to the NorthMr Willis: Absolutely.
West because of the eYciencies that can be made. A
number of London authorities are now moving their

Q437 Lord Maxton: Absolutely? services and having them delivered in the NorthWest
Ms France: Yes. because of the eYciencies they get up here. I would

expect that to be replicated with the BBC move.
Q438 Chairman: To turn to another aspect, do I
detect a certain uncertainty or at least not total

Q443 Chairman: By eYciencies do you mean costs?certainty that the BBC are actually going to come to
Mr Willis: Yes.Manchester?

Ms France: We are working on the assumption that
Q444 Chairman: What about wages, what is thethey are coming to Manchester. That is the premise
diVerential?on which we are working and that is what we are here
Sir Howard Bernstein: Lower.to deliver.

Q439 Chairman: That is what you are expecting to Q445 Chairman: Lower?
happen? Sir Howard Bernstein: Twenty per cent or
Ms France: Yes. thereabouts.

Mr Willis: and significantly reduced housing costs.
Q440 Chairman: If anything got in the way of that
would it be the cost of the move which you think Q446 Chairman: Because the development agency,
would be the most important? Let me put it another correct me if I am wrong, is expecting to invest, is it
way; at the moment the BBC is predicting, although not, in this project?
this may change, its relocation to Manchester will Ms France: The development agency is expecting to
cost about £50million a year and therewill not be any invest in the move and is intending to invest in it as
savings to be found until after 25 years. That frommy part of the package that Howard has already
business experience sounds a remarkably long period mentioned in terms of the £50 million investment.
for such an investment. Comments? That includes resources from the North West
Sir Howard Bernstein: If I can go first. Very clearly we Development Agency.
have not beenmade privy to all of those numbers.We
are broadly familiar with the headlines but all the

Q447 Chairman: You therefore must have doneassumptions which underpin those calculations are
some investigation into the costs of the wholeclearly not known to us. A whole range of diVerent
project?inputs would be required in order to come to a
Ms France: As I mentioned earlier, we are looking atconclusion about property requirements in London
the economic impact of the move and that will be theas well as outside of London—the cost of those, the
basis of our investment. Obviously we need topeople costs, the capital employed on studios—and
provide a strong case to the Treasury to justifyhow all of that relates, in any event, to the very clear
putting public money into the scheme and you woulddrive announced by the BBC to compete more and
expect us to do that in a credible way. We need tosecure greater competition between in-house and
have proper evidence to back the justification for thatexternal production units. We would expect at some
investment and it will be on the back of the impactpoint, and I do not know what the precise timeline
that the move has to the economy and also to thewould be, that this would become a self-financing
supply chain and issues that we have mentionedexercise, and whilst it would be wrong for people like
earlier on.me as a simple bureaucrat to actually contribute to a

debate which is clearly going on currently within
government, I think the point we would make is that Q448 Chairman:Would it be fair to say that the jury

is still out on the costs of this project?when the BBC comes it needs to be a dynamic,
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MrWillis: For instance, we do not know what has orMs France: I think NWDA and the BBC are
has not been taken into account in the BBC’scontinually reviewing the process. We have got a
calculations. Does it make assumptions that they willstrong process of evaluation in train to enable us to
retain the existing assets they have got down inlook at the costs of the move both from the
London or not? What would be the impact of theNorthwest and the impact at in London.
disposal of assets on that figure? Again, we are not
privy to that. To come back to an earlier point, I

Q449 Bishop of Manchester: Would you agree that would make the point that I do not think the status
from the point of view of the licence fee payer that on quo is really sustainable. I do not think it is equitable
the face of it this seems hugely expensive and that the licence fee payers’ money should be spent
therefore possibly not value for money? Are you at wholly in London. I think there is a very strong
your end aware of that problem and trying to work argument for spreading licence fee money around the
out a way of overcoming at least the psychological country and I would hope the Treasury would
issue? consider that in their detailed analysis.
Sir Howard Bernstein: At the present time, as I
understand it, the BBC’s proposals certainly as far as Q452 Lord Peston: I might as well ask my other
the licence fee settlement is concerned are currently couple of questions on jobs. To make sure I
being scrutinised within the Department of Culture, understand what you are saying on jobs—and again
Media and Sport and inevitably they will then be I find it easier with round numbers—the BBC is
scrutinised by the Treasury, and whatever those saying it will create 1,000 original jobs. I am not very
numbers are that will be an outcome of those clear about your multiplier. At one point it looked as
exercises. I think there is a cost and a benefit equation if you were talking about 2,500 more and then you
that needs to be managed. Based around the said something like 4,500.
information we have at the moment, I think it would Sir Howard Bernstein: The total jobs output as a
be inappropriate for us to comment any further result of this project is about 4,400 jobs gross impact.
without seeing the detailed build-up of all the
numbers. Just as an example to demonstrate how Q453 Chairman: That includes the 1,000?
organisations diVer, Manchester has been fortunate Sir Howard Bernstein: That includes the 1,000.
enough to secure the Bank of New York relocation
out of London and other places and they got a pay-

Q454 Lord Peston: So the multiplier is three pointback period in five years. That was based on their
something?own particular configuration of costs and functions
Mr Willis: That includes jobs created in theand all the rest of it. It would therefore be highly
construction industry, jobs created in supply

appropriate and you need to look at it in the context industries, jobs created within the independent
of the BBC in light of their circumstances. sector, et cetera, et cetera. That is a total gross impact
Chairman: Could I bring in Lord Peston. which also includes impact outside the Greater

Manchester area which is around 20 per cent, from
memory.Q450 LordPeston: I am probably going to ask a very

unfair question because, as you rightly said, you are
Q455 Lord Peston: Could you also then clarify thatnot privy to all the financial detail. Wearing my
for me because somewhere in your evidence you talkeconomics hat, the numbers do notmake any sense to
about people resident outside Manchester. It says inme at all. £50 million over 25 years is more than £1
the evidence of Manchester City Council thatbillion in simple terms, if you ignore the discounted
something like over 60 per cent of jobs in the city arecash flow for the moment. As I understand it, a priori
taken by people resident outside Manchester. So Ithe BBC is creating 1,000 jobs for themselves for that
can get a perspective, if I worked here I would be£1 billion which means each job is costing £1 million.
resident outside Manchester because if I was at theThat is almost unbelievable. I do not knowwhat your
University I would find some posh bit of theexperience is of regional policy but as somebody who
countryside and live there, but I would still think Iis in favour of regional policy if I was told that every
was part of Manchester.new job was going to cost an initial £1 million, I
Sir Howard Bernstein:One of the facts of life in placeswould say, “Then I am afraid we are going to be have
like Manchester certainly over the last 20 years hasmore congestion in the South East.” Do the figures
been that whilst we have created wealth and jobs,make sense to you?
many of the people who have accessed those jobsMr Willis: Certainly we are not privy to the detail.
unfortunately are not in high enough numbers from
within the administrative boundaries of the city.

Q451 Lord Peston:Exactly, that is why it is an unfair Therefore one of our key drivers, along with Salford
and the North West Development Agency, is toquestion.
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has been pursuing for some considerable time andensure that a greater proportion of people who live
within our areas have the opportunity to access the attract funding with business support for

independent companies in order to bring businessesjobs that are being created. That is fundamentally
about how we create neighbourhoods where people in to come and flourish to provide an example the

wider area.choose to live rather than where they have to live. It
is also about the skills and education and the
relevance and eVectiveness of public service Q459 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: I
generally. Certainly in the context of this particular noticed in the North West Vision paper that we had
project all of us have the same shared ambition—that that just recently four London companies have
here is a real, real opportunity to support that opened northern branch oYces. Are you concerned
objective. about brass-plating going on?

Ms France: Obviously we would be concerned if
brass-plating were to happen but we are confidentQ456 Lord Peston: Just to put it crudely, would I be
that the workwe are doingwithNorthWest Vision—right in saying from your policy point of view that
and I know you have received evidence from them—you would expect to have Manchester, or more
is around developing local companies and skills. Wegenerally North West people, dominating this job
are working at the regional level to ensure that ourcreation and therefore insofar as they appeared on
production companies that are already here can faceradio and television I would hear a lot more
the challenge of the requirements of the BBC.Lancashire accents, for example? If youwere running
Mr Willis: I think that is an important point that wepolicy is that what you would expect to happen?
are not starting from scratch. There is a really solidMrWillis: That would be a very pleasant experience.
base here. We have got the largest independentLord Peston: That is what I mean. I was trying to
studios outside London already here so there is athink of the last time I heard a Lancashire accent on
critical mass already developed. We have got quite atelevision. Even Alex Ferguson talks with a Scottish
strong base. Do not think we are starting from zeroaccent.
by any means.

Q457 LordMaxton: I should hope so, he is Scottish.
Q460 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: JustSir Howard Bernstein: Of the 1,200 to 1,500 jobs
one final question for Sir Howard. You explainedwhich the BBC are looking to move up here, I think
very eloquently what the Media Enterprise Zonethey have identified something like 600 as being one
would provide for the BBC. In our last report weof their objectives in relation to relocating people out
recommended that the BBC should develop sharedof London and the South East, which is very
centres of regional opportunity. Have you gotimportant because you need that backbone in order
evidence that the BBC is willing to allow localto make the whole project work eVectively.
companies to share its resources?
Sir Howard Bernstein: Yes, the whole concept of theQ458 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury:Picking
Media Enterprise Zone is founded on those sharedup on that last point, one of the things that will
values and at all stages of this process the BBC haveaccompany this is an increased number of
been open and highly co-operative in driving thatindependent production companies. How concerned
ethos forward.are you that they will be the big independent

companies setting up oVshoot oYces here and not
Q461 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury:Do youreally generating employment for this area?
see the BBC and Granada, for instance, sharing?Sir Howard Bernstein: I think part of the rationale for
Sir Howard Bernstein: I think from our side there isthis project has to be serious engagement with the
that presumption—although the precise form weindependent sector. You do not secure the levels of
need to work through—and it seems inconceivable tobenefits which all of us are looking to capture if that
me that you can have a Media Enterprise Zone heredoes not happen. That does not necessarilymean that
in the Northwest that excludes Granada.all independent companies need to be actually co-

located within the Media Enterprise Zone and what
Q462 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: Andwe have got to do is create—and this is one of the
the BBC seem happy about that?purposes of the Media Enterprise Zone—the
Sir Howard Bernstein: In principle, yes.opportunity for new emerging businesses to come,

flourish, incubate and then move on. One of the key
requirements of the Media Enterprise Zone would be Q463 Lord Maxton: Does it include community

involvement?not only in terms of how you secure regulatory and,
custodial rights in the way that the Media Enterprise Sir Howard Bernstein: Absolutely, the whole point

about the concept is public access and the publicZone is operated to regulate the use of the facilities,
but also working with the sort of policies the RDA ethos.
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Sir Howard Bernstein: Yes.Q464 Chairman: And is the BBC likely to gain from
the Media Enterprise Zone? I can see other people
will gain from it. Is the BBC going to gain? How is the Q470 Lord Peston: We are talking now about the
BBC going to benefit? organisation of the broadcasting of sport, we are not
Sir Howard Bernstein: EYciencies and the ability to going to insist that everything is played here.
engage and drive the creative agenda which it sets Sir Howard Bernstein: Pity!
itself, the agenda for public access and community
engagement; the way in which its programme content Q471 Lord Peston: I cannot see any comparative
is more accurately reflective of the North of England. advantage at all in sport being located in London for
All of those are very, very clear outcomes. example. Are you assuming therefore that sport
Mr Willis: I would add to that flexibility and future- really will come here and will become, as it were, the
proofing, to give the BBC that future-proofing that it centre starting with the BBC but then perhaps others
really needs. as well?

Mr Willis:We stress that—and I think Helen said at
the beginning—that our worst fear is that we get littleQ465 Chairman: You see the future as far as
bits. We need that massing and sport is an essential,Manchester is concerned, as far as the North is
key component then of that.concerned very much in terms of partnership, at least

production partnership between the BBC and ITV
Q472 Lord Peston: From your side of how you do it,Granada?
what is your contribution in facilitating thatSir Howard Bernstein: They would be at one. If you
happening? I can see the desirability and I hadasked the BBC, they would attach, rightly so in my
assumed, to go back to my original economicsview, as much importance to partnership with
question, there should be very considerable costtechnological providers having regard to the future
savings in having the thing located up here ratherdynamics of industry.
than of all places London. What do you do to
facilitate or condition the contribution that you can

Q466 Chairman: The situation is now that since the specifically make?
Communications Act that ITV could be bought by a Mr Willis: That will be wrapped up in the package
foreign company. That would be a disaster, would it that the RDA and specific councils are putting
not, if that foreign company decided that the best together here.
way of delivering its production was to deliver (as
Walt Disney delivers) its own production and not Q473 Lord Peston: That will become more specific
bother very much about local production? the closer we get to the thing?
Sir Howard Bernstein: Yes inevitably, but again Mr Willis: Yes.
creating that diverse competitive bloc supports our
own objectives as well as others. Q474 Lord Peston: Are you optimistic about it

happening?
Mr Willis: Yes. We are not sure the BBC is going toQ467 LordMaxton: Just on that point I raised when
pay us to come up here but we are working on it.you were saying you were talking to Microsoft,
Lord Peston: Thank you for that.because this is always one of problems with this;
Chairman: Any other questions from anyone?would that be a new investment for Microsoft or

would it be a relocation from somewhere else?
Sir Howard Bernstein: We are not that far into the Q475 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: Can I ask one so
detail. We are meeting them on Friday. that I am quite clear. The impression I got was that if

the BBC do come here that that will reduce quite
considerably the likelihood of ITV being a target forQ468 Lord Maxton: Presumably, if it is new
takeover that could not be resisted, as it were. Areinvestment in an area and if the BBC did not come
you saying that?here, they would not come here but they would not
Sir Howard Bernstein:No, I could not say that. Whatnecessarily be locating somewhere else in the United
I was trying to say is that at the present time havingKingdom, they might very well be locating anywhere
regard to existing activities within this part of thearound the world?
world there is a presumption in favour of ITV’sSir Howard Bernstein: Exactly.
participation within the Media Enterprise Zone.
None of us would say there is not likely to be the
potential for very significant structural changesQ469 Lord Peston:Can I go back to one other aspect

of this which is sport. As I originally understoodwhat which ITV, or for that matter the industry itself, will
go through over the next five to 10 years. My point iswas supposed to happen with relocation, sport was to

be part of it? that synergies created through the Media Enterprise
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Manchester, the North West and what a greatZone will deliver better competition, and being inter-
dependent will allow for the impact of any hostile environment we have got up here. Some peoplemight

have personal reasons why a relocation is nottakeovers in the way that was put to me to be
mitigated. appropriate; others will be more flexible.

Q479 Chairman: This is not just a media issue, youQ476 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: Is that the view of
everyone? have this issue with anyone and any company that

relocates here?Mr Willis:We all share the attitude that we all want
to take advantage of the opportunity there is. Mr Willis: Absolutely.

Sir Howard Bernstein: That is one of the big
challenges we had to confront with the Bank of NewQ477 Chairman: And hope for the best?

Mr Willis: No, plan for the best. York which relocated out of London, and the sort of
processes which Helen has rightly described are ones
we undertook ourselves and that has proved to beQ478 Bishop ofManchester:When the move up here

was mooted at the beginning, the BBC Ariel very, very successful. The Manager of the Bank of
New York branch up here does not want to go back.magazine found it necessary to invite someone from

the BBC here to persuade people in the South that Chairman: I represented a Birmingham constituency
for 27 years. Outside London we all have theseManchester or Salford was not quite so bad as they

might think. Have you any evidence in the problems, do we not? Newcastle, Leeds, everyone
does, even Scotland has it.negotiations that you have been having since those

initial days that there is still among people in London
a really quite serious desire not to come up North? Q480 Lord Maxton: Everyone wants to come to

Scotland! Have you had conversations or talks withMs France: I will start on that one. I think we were
mindful of that response as well we haveworked hard the trade unions representing those workers?

Sir Howard Bernstein: Yes.with the BBC provide information and
understanding of the reality of the North West, not
just Manchester. We have focused on education Q481 Lord Maxton: As well as with the BBC?

Sir Howard Bernstein: Certainly our politicians have.provision, housing provision, the ability of partners
to get jobs, the quality of life, environmental issues
and so on. We have had to counter that Q482 Lord Maxton: Your politicians?

Sir Howard Bernstein: Yes.misconception and provide hard facts. That has been
successful. We will continue to do that as we go Chairman: Good, it is very clear your evidence and

I think we have covered it very well indeed. Thankthrough the process because it is about countering
prejudice. you very much for coming, thank you very much

for your time, and perhaps if we have any otherMr Willis: We have to understand that change is
never easy for people anyway and there will be a questions we could write to you collectively to ask

for information. In the meantime you are about tonumber of people who for valid personal reasons will
find it diYcult to relocate. I guess the BBC will have give me the piece of information for which I am very

grateful which is called The Strategic Case: Makingto accept that. But what we can put to bed is this fear
or myth about the North and actually just talk about an Economic Impact for the BBC North West. Thank

you very much.some of the fantastic achievements in Greater
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Howe of Idlicote, B Peston, L

Supplementary memorandum by Central Salford Urban Regeneration Company (URC) and
Salford City Council

1. Background

1.1 Following recent discussions between the Bishop of Manchester and the Chair of the Central Salford
URC, we decided that it was important to make this short submission so that the discussion about the BBC’s
move to Manchester and the debate over its long-term role and its location and the relationship to the Charter
Renewal process and the associated licence fee debate, was informed by knowledge of the Salford dimension.

2. The Relocation

2.1 First and foremost it is of paramount importance that the BBC’s relocation to a base in Manchester,
serving the North of England, actually does take place. The debate about sites is potentially a diversion from
this fundamental issue.

2.2 The Leaders of both City Councils have acknowledged that whichever site in the end is chosen, the key
issue is that the relocation takes place. Whichever site is chosen, the potentially enormous economic benefit
which will flow will happen. Whichever site is chosen, there is the opportunity for the relocation to benefit the
citizens of the cities of Manchester and Salford and well beyond. These opportunities must be grasped
decisively and the debate over the precise location must not be allowed to divert attention from this
fundamentally important requirement.

2.3 In granting the BBC renewal of its Charter and in determining the level of the Licence Fee, the
Government should be urged to make the BBC’s relocation to Manchester a clear condition which has to be
met in full. This should include the definition of the minimum range of activities to be relocated, including all
of those already announced ie:

— Children’s TV

— BBC Sport

— BBC R&D

— Radio 5 Live

— New Media

— etc

2.4 The potential impact of the BBC’s relocation has already been the subject of an economic appraisal
commissioned by the NW Development Agency and Manchester City Council. That potential impact applies
equally to all the sites shortlisted and the two recently chosen for the final stage of site selection. The economic
impact is a sub-regional/regional/North of England issue and the choice of site, when both are located in or
very close to the centre of the conurbation, is unlikely in itself to make any diVerence. What could make a
significant diVerence however is how the site chosen is developed to deliver the maximum possible impact on
the growth of the media industries and across the wider Creative Industries sectors, across the North of
England. It is in this respect that we believe the site on Salford Quays oVers the BBC and the media industries
generally the greatest potential and the greatest opportunity.

3. The Media City Concept

3.1 The URC and the City Council along with the landowner and developer, Peel Holdings (the Partnership),
believe that the site of Salford Quays oVers a quite unique opportunity to develop a truly international Media
City which can compete with those already being established across the world. Advice from MIT indicates
that such International Media Cities need to be developed over time on a significant scale. Sites of 50 to 100
acres and more are seen as the norm. On Salford Quays there is the opportunity to develop such a complex
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on such a scale. The attached summary of the “Seoul Digital Media City” produced by the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology in January 2005 illustrates the potential which Salford Quays can oVer the UK (see
Appendix A). It is an opportunity which the partnership in Salford believe can be delivered, building on the
enormous strength of the BBC as the Media City Anchor Tenant. There is the space on Salford Quays and
the potential for expansion to develop an International complex on a scale which is simply not possible
elsewhere close to the conurbation core. The Select Committee heard from earlier evidence by Helen France,
Sir Howard Bernstein and John Willis that the components of Media City would embrace:

— OYce accommodation for the administration and supporting infrastructure

— Shared technical facilities

— Developing the role of independent producers

— Encouraging innovation

— Business support services including incubation

— Research centre

— Community engagement

3.2 This is but the core of what is possible in Salford Quays. Our partnership is looking to develop a Media
Citywhere the BBC is a vital anchor tenant but is not the only economic driver.Wewould expect ITVGranada
amongst others to want to make use of the technical facilities which will be independently provided via Peel
Holdings for production and post production purposes. We would expect a growing range of independent
producers to utilise what will be leading edge, world class technical facilities. We envisage other programme
makers across the North doing likewise. We expect to develop a critical mass of production and post
production activity which will sustain the provision of constantly updated technical facilities making the
Salford Quays Media City the most advanced centre for programme making anywhere in the UK. As part of
this objective, we will so design and develop the Media City so that it becomes a major visitor destination in
its own right. Centered on an extensive and specifically designed area ofworld class public realm, providing the
setting for major events and activities linked to Media and Creative Industry themes, including in particular
Children’s TV, Sport, New Media and Learning, Media City will attract local, regional, national and
international audiences and interest.

3.3 Media City will act as a magnet for commercial and leisure activity in the rapidly growing multi media,
IT and entertainment industries. On Salford Quays the opportunity will be created for a wide range of allied
activities to cluster and create the sort of critical mass which will give the location its strength and its ability
not just to sustain the BBC’s activities which are to be re-located, but to grow the Media and Creative
Industries sector very significantly indeed. There is an exciting opportunity here for Media City to contribute
in a very real way to growth in GVA in the North and to the delivery of the Government’s PSA2 Target.
Opportunities on this scale are few and far between, and this one must be grasped and exploited to the benefit
of the economy and the communities in the North and the UK, as a whole. The Salford Quays site and the
vision and commitment of the partnership oVers that prospect.

3.4 Media City is also about harnessing the talents of the people of the North (and the UK) in driving the
concept forward. The vital importance of ensuring that people are skilled to drive forward these knowledge
based industries is a key issue and the partnership is developing proposals to ensure that real focus and
commitment is delivered to that end.

3.5 Equally important is the need to harness the Research expertise of the Universities of Salford and
Manchester and Institutions across theNorth to support the development of the Media and Creative Industry
Sectors. The proposed BBC R&D Institute will be based in Media City and we would expect to see that
concept broadened to underpin the development of the sector as a whole.

3.6 In various aspects Media City will be linked closely to the surrounding communities in Salford and the
wider Manchester conurbation. It is seen as an important objective to ensure that local people benefit from
the economic activity generated to the maximum. Benefits through jobs, through links to local schools, to
community involvement in events and so on. The potential regeneration benefits which could flow to the wider
city communities are very substantial and this will be a major objective of the Salford Quays Media City
concept.
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4. Conclusion

4.1 The relocation of the BBC will have a major economic and social impact on the Manchester City region
and the North of England. The site at Salford Quays oVers the opportunity to augment and develop that
impact to one of international status. It is one very good example of the potential for transformational change,
and as such needs to be grasped and developed decisively.

4.2 The Partnership in Salford is entirely focused on delivering this opportunity and will work with the BBC
and other partners to that end.We believe that alongside the LowryArts Centre, the ImperialMuseumNorth,
Manchester United FC and the adjoining City Centre of Manchester, we can create the sort of exciting
environment which will attract and retain the talented, innovative and creative people who will drive an
International Media City. We hope the Select Committee will recognise this potential and support the
proposition that the BBC’s relocation should become a condition of Charter Renewal and the Licence Fee
settlement.

4.3 The submission is made by Central Salford URC and Salford City Council.

APPENDIX A

Seoul Digital Media City

Location: Seoul, Korea
Size: 135 acres (55 hectares)
Dates of Planning and Development: 1994 to the present
Developers: Seoul Metropolitan Government, Seoul Metropolitan Development Corporation
Link: http://dmc.seoul.go.kr/index.jsp

Vision: To “develop a futuristic info-media industrial complex that will serve as a centre of information
technology in Northeast Asia.”1 “The most valuable part of Digital Media City is that it will become an
incubator for developing social capital . . .”2

In the late 1990s, the Seoul government first proposed a project that would capitalise on the status of Korea,
with its rapidly growing multi-media, IT and entertainment industries, as the world’s most wired nation. The
Digital Media City (DMC) aims to promote these industries—as well as companies whose core business
requires the use of information, communication, and media technologies—to grow and prosper in the global
business environment. The DMC project serves the nation’s larger goals of transitioning from a
manufacturing to an innovation economy and promoting Seoul as an east-Asian hub for commerce. The Seoul
government is using its process for creating the Digital Media City to spawn partnerships, which in turn will
leverage the development of human and social capital. Rather then being an isolated hub of high technology
in the fields of digital media and entertainment, the DMC is a major nexus that will feed, and be fed by, the
innovation of more than 10,000 small-scale Internet, game, and telecommunication firms already located in
Seoul.

The new district will be the home of digital media R&D firms: firms that create cultural material; companies
whose core business benefits from digital media technologies; digital broadcasting centres; technology-
orientated oYce space; and firms that either create or provide entertainment. Schools, housing for the aYliates
of international firms, moderate and lower-income housing, commercial and convention facilities,
entertainment zones, and the city’s central rail station are all located in or near the Digital Media City.

The Digital Media City is part of the larger Millennium City project in the Sangamdong district of Seoul, four
miles (seven km) from the central business district. Millennium City, conceived as a new town centre, also
encompasses the World Cup Soccer Park, a major transportation hub, and the restored Nanji-do landfill.

The project’s initial funding from the Seoul Metropolitan Government is being used to leverage the
involvement of private technology partners and developers. The project was planned by the metropolitan
government with the assistance of the Seoul Development Institute (SDI), a public think tank established by
the City of Seoul, and is being implemented by the development arm of the City government.

1 Seoul Digital Media City. “Development Direction”.
2 Seoul Metropolitan Government Brochure. “The Gateway to Tomorrow”.
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The Seoul Metropolitan Government provided the IT broadband and wireless networks that serve the area,
constructed the infrastructure, and provided tax incentives and favourably-priced land for the most desirable
tenants. These “magnet” tenants will attract other firms to the area, because of their business relationships or
because their presence brands the area as a prestige location. The Korean national government has located
several key IT and cultural agencies within the Digital Media City.

Amajor feature of the project is Digital Media Street, which will host entertainment and retail establishments,
technology companies, prestige housing, R&D institutions, and universities. Digital Media Street is an
opportunity to develop and test new technologies, and to refine them in a living laboratory environment. The
street will mix entertainment and retail uses with technology companies, incorporating the most advance and
interesting digital urban devices. A permeable realm that blurs the transitional edge between public and
private space will be created by juxtaposing digital information with physical places. The street will run
smoothly: maintenance operations of light fixtures and utilities can be controlled digitally, while dynamic
street marketing and sensors will encourage traYc flow. The street will be informative: interpretative maps
and guides will be available on the street and through mobile phones or other personal devices. The shopping
experience will be flexible: ubiquitous credit sensing will create stores without check-out lines while “thin
shops” will allow people to feel the goods and order custom products for home delivery. Finally, the street will
be rich and interesting: co-ordinated digital displays will set the mood for events, while portals to sister cities
will aVord glimpses into diVerent places. Technology will eVectively serve and manage, as well as entertain.

Memorandum by North West Vision

Introduction

North West Vision was asked to prepare this submission in preparation for the Select Committee visit to
Manchester. The paper covers the role of North West Vision, the current state of the TV industry in the
Northwest, the potential benefits of the BBC’s planned Move North and some of the issues that have arisen
surrounding the proposal.

North West Vision

NorthWest Vision is the screen agency for England’s Northwest. Our job is to develop the TV, film and digital
media industries in the region.

We have four main areas of activity:

— Investing in high growth companies to increase production in the region, create jobs, grow capacity
and oVer opportunities for all.

— Investing in new talent, particularly writers, directors and producers.

— Attracting production to the region and making it as easy as possible for companies to work here in
order to grow inward investment.

— Developing new audiences, increasing inclusiveness and access for previously under-represented
groups.

We are funded by DCMS through the UK Film Council, the local and city authorities, DTI, the North West
Development Agency and European Structural Funds and our annual budget is £3 million—most of which
we invest.

We are industry-based and industry focused but follow a public sector agenda aimed at developing the media
industry. Our Board and StaV have all worked within production or economic development. Our Chairman,
Steve Morrison, heads up the largest independent TV production company in the UK.

We have a client-base of 3,000 programme and filmmakers across the Northwest and work closely with all the
broadcasters, including the BBC.

We believe that our value to this committee is that we straddle the private and public sector, production and
broadcasting, we are independent, we know the industry regionally, nationally and internationally, and we
have a national perspective as well as a regional role.
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Brief Overview of the TV Industry in the Northwest

The Northwest is the largest hub of TV production outside London. According to OFCOM, 11 per cent of
all new networked programmes are made in the Northwest. This translates into £429 million worth of
production and 1,310 hours of network television.

This strength is based on inhouse production for the BBC and Granada (which has produced more
programmes in Manchester this year than ever before) and also some strong independent production
companies (indies). The crew and facilities base in the region is comprehensive and highly experienced.

The Northwest is famous for its excellence in drama (Cracker, Prime Suspect, Clocking OV, Queer as Folk,
Blackpool, Second Coming) and soaps (Coronation Street, Grange Hill, Brookside, Hollyoaks). It is also
home to some very popular animation (Bob theBuilder) and is growing a reputationwith newmarkets in cable
and satellite for programmes like Most Haunted—which has the biggest cable/satellite audience viewing
figures in the UK.

The change in the terms of trade for independent production companies and the increased regional quotas
imposed byOFCOMhave created a climate of opportunity forManchester to attract larger companies to base
here and indigenous companies to grow. This has been given enormous impetus by the BBC Move North. In
addition, North West Vision has been able to invest in 24 high growth TV companies this year, which will
create an increase in their turnover by an estimated £20 million.

Benefits of the BBC Move North

. . . for the BBC
Innovation, change and opportunity

Manchester already has a solid production infrastructure and a significant production base, which make it
possible for the BBC to move, and make it the natural choice for such a large presence outside London. It
wouldn’t be possible to consider this size of move without a pre-existing sustained sector.

Manchester is the gateway to the North. The two other main production centres, Leeds and Liverpool are
45 minutes away so the BBC can easily access talent, crews and facilities across a wide area.

Diverse communities, new talent, new voices and the creativity of the North will mean even better
programmes.

The BBC will win new audiences—traditionally northern viewers have preferred ITV.

Manchester has the highest student density in the UK which gives the BBC access to the brightest young
graduates.

The move will oVer the BBC the opportunity to change, and to develop new working practices, increase
openness and access.

There are enormous partnership opportunities for the BBC as both the public agencies in the Northwest and
the production businesses are firmly behind the move and willing to do their utmost to make it happen.

. . . for Manchester/the North
Jobs, economic development and cultural representation

The creative/knowledge industries are a target area for growth inManchester and theNorthwest as traditional
industries face challenges. The TV production sector leads on this growth, as it produces sound economic
benefit, highGVA, and boosts other industries (design, music, advertising etc) through its work. The BBCwill
be the “big beast” which will actually create the market and conditions for the whole sector to grow
significantly.

Although Manchester’s TV production sector is strong, it is small compared to London and the move will
provide the impetus needed for a real expansion in the private sector. We are predicting an increase in
£20 million in the independent production sector alone in 2006–07 in advance of the move.

The move will provide skilled jobs and career opportunities to new graduates, and previously excluded
communities. It will help stop the brain drain to London and will make Manchester a magnet for talent.

Asmore production is made here, the diverse, and currently under-represented, communities of the North will
be given a face and a voice.
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It is already working . . .

We have already begun to see the benefits of the announced move to Manchester by the BBC and its push to
encourage production in the region ahead of this move. This year, we have recorded an extraordinary
30 per cent rise in production through Manchester, which is already the busiest production centre outside
London. This means a huge increase of spend into the economy and within the sector.

This production benefit is being felt across the Northwest with a 20 per cent rise in Liverpool and a 45 per cent
rise in Lancashire. In addition we have been able to attract four major London companies to open Northern
branch oYces in the city.We have also had two new local TV company start ups—one headed up by amember
of the BME community the other by a woman (both traditionally under-represented).

BBC drama and comedy have already located commissioning staV in Manchester who now work the whole
of the North to find new writers, talent and programmes.

As of today (7 November) there are 10 major new social dramas filming in the region using local talent, crew
and facilities and telling the stories of the country that we live in. Jimmy McGovern’s new series for the BBC,
“The Street”, is now in preparation and is set to become a landmark for life, today, in the UK.

. . . for the UK
addressing the north/south divide, community cohesion, equality of opportunity

The Move North is just part of the BBC’s programmes to democratise its services and production. By creating
a large and vibrant centre outside London, the BBC starts to address the over-investment in the south of
England, with its attendant privileges and drawbacks, and to bring more balance to its coverage of the UK.

The Move North means a positive shift in focus by the BBC, both in terms of working in partnership with
the independent companies, other broadcasters and with public agencies, this will lead to a stronger national
industry.

The issue of community cohesion and citizenship needs to be addressed urgently, and so it is crucial to
represent Britain in all its diversity through its biggest broadcaster and most popular media. This cannot be
done from London alone.

Problems and Solutions

The BBC will water down its commitment, saying it’s too expensive

This is the biggest fear of the sector who are concerned that the BBC may just be using the proposals to move
as a pawn in its desire for a good licence fee agreement and that it will renege on its proposals.

We would ask that the government make it a condition of the licence fee settlement that the BBC carries out
the move—to the scale it has agreed.

The BBC will use the Olympics as an excuse not to move Sport and 5Live

For the development of the sector and the North, the important point is that the BBC moves both
commissioning power/budget and inhouse staV to Manchester—and to the scale it has committed to.

Lack of capacity in the Northwest

There is some concern that if 1,800 broadcast jobs are moved by the BBC, and 900 need to be filled locally,
there will not be the ability to do that. North West Vision and the rest of the public sector in the Northwest
is nowworkingwith the local industry, the BBCand theHE/FE sector to ensure that skilled capacity continues
to be built in the run up to 2010, and that opportunities are extended across all communities.

Choice of site for the proposed new centre

There are a number of sites under consideration, all of which have strong credentials for diVerent reasons. The
Northwest Development Agency has already pledged a £50 million investment into the development of a site
which will bring together the BBC, the independent TV companies and potentially other broadcasters/media
enterprises. The important thing is that the site is open to the wider industry, is fit for purpose, and carries
with it regeneration benefits.
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The move only benefits Manchester

Manchester’s central location means that the proposed move actually works for a much wider constituency.
Crew and talent from across Yorkshire, the Midlands and into the Northeast are within easy commuting
distance. It takes the same time to get from Leeds to Manchester as it does from Hampstead to Shepherd’s
Bush.

Conclusion

The BBC Move North will have a hugely beneficial impact both economically and culturally on the North of
England, centred around Manchester. It will bring highly skilled jobs and opportunities to the North and will
stimulate the growth of a vibrant and high-value sector—the creative industries. In addition it will benefit the
BBC by opening up a new talent base, production hub and opportunities for access and engagement.

November 2005

Examination of Witnesses

Witnesses: Ms Susan Woodward, Managing Director, ITV Granada; Ms Alice Morrison, Chief
Executive, North West Vision; Mr Andrew Critchley, Managing Director, Red Production Company;

and Mr Mike Spencer, Managing Director, Multi-Media Arts, examined.

Q483 Chairman:Welcome and thank you verymuch environment is such that we can make high-quality
productions at low cost or at a cost beneficial to thefor coming. I think you may have heard a bit of the

previous evidence but basically we are in the second company’s bottom line.
part of our study. We have already produced, as you
may know, a first report but there were a number of

Q486 Chairman: Good, so we have a voice from aareas which we did not have time to go into in detail
Liverpool as well as from Manchester today?and one of those is what I put under the generic title
Ms Woodward: Yes.of regional broadcasting, although it goes rather
Mr Critchley: I am Andrew Critchley, the Managingdeeper than that. Before we start, perhaps you could
Director of the Red Production Company. We are ain a couple of sentences introduce yourselves. Shall
drama producer based at Granada, we have madewe start from Mr Spencer and move down the table.
drama in the region for the past seven years, startingMr Spencer: I am Mike Spencer, the Managing
with Queer as Folk through to, more recently,Director of an independent production company
Casanova. I am also Pact’s North Westbased up in Manchester. I have been in broadcasting
representative.20 years of which 18 have been spent in Manchester

both at Granada, the BBC and in the independent
sector. Q487 Chairman: Okay, thank you very much. Can I
Ms Morrison: I am Alice Morrison, Chief Executive just then start with a fairly general question. What is
ofNorthWest Vision, which is a public agency whose your assessment of how much television and radio
role is to stimulate the TV, film and moving image (because we are looking at that as well) production
economy in the North West. goes on in Manchester and the breakdown between

the BBC and other broadcasters in the independent
Q484 Chairman: Sorry to interrupt, so you do not sector? What is your view of that?
make, you do not produce; you encourage? Ms Woodward: About 10 per cent of the UK’s entire
Ms Morrison:We do not produce but what we do do television production is made in Manchester. Of that
is, for example, we put funding into high-growth Granada itself makes around about a minimum of
companies and we help them with production, 1,000 hours a year and that is made internally inside
development and so on. Granada Television and commissioned by Granada

Television externally. Alice can give you some
figures.Q485 Chairman: Thank you.
Ms Morrison: In the most recent Ofcom report it isMs Woodward: I am Susan Woodward, I am the
published that, for example, London gets £1.476Managing Director of ITV Granada; I am a Non-
billion worth of production every year andExecutive Director of the Central Salford Urban
Manchester is the next biggest centre with £210Regeneration Company; and I am the Creative
million. That is across the genres. We are the biggestDirector andDeputy Chairman of Liverpool Culture
centre outside London but compared to London weCompany. My job is to drive the business for

Granada in the North West and to make sure the are still very small.
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Q493 Chairman: What about you, Mr Critchley,Ms Woodward: In addition to that ITV is committed
to making 50 per cent of its network production for how many would you employ and how would you

organise yourselves?ITV One outside of London. As you may be aware,
Ofcom have committed that as a quota going Mr Critchley: We are a lot diVerent because

obviously it is a much smaller concern but we have aforward from January 2006.We have already hit that
ceiling and are very happy to continue. core staV of nine and on occasion in the past seven

years we have had three or four productions running
simultaneously, on average perhaps about 70 per

Q488 Chairman: How do you compare with the production between cast and crew, so the payroll
other regional centres; Birmingham for example, does fluctuate between nine and 350.
where would that come in the league? Chairman: That is quite a range.
Ms Woodward: ITV Granada is the biggest
production centre outside of London and it dwarfs

Q494 Lord Peston:Could you define what youmeananybody else in the UK.
by “staV”. Does that nine include your secretariesMsMorrison:As Sue said, it is 10 or 11 per cent of all
and all of that?the network programmes made at the moment in the
Mr Critchley: Yes.North West. Within that we are talking about the

North West as Liverpool as well as Manchester right
through. The next biggest centre regionally is Q495 Lord Peston: How many creative staV are in
Yorkshire which has four per cent, so you can the nine? Without insulting the secretaries, nine
already see the diVerential. seems so small to me, I would need that just to run a

shop. You must be incredibly eYcient?
Mr Critchley: Yes. For the most part there is one PA

Q489 Chairman: So this is the natural media centre assistant, there is me, a finance person, the chief
as far as the North West is concerned? executive of the company, who is the key creative
Ms Morrison: Yes. We would say so because there is part of it, and the rest are development staV.
a sustainable infrastructure here already and there is
a long history of production, as you will know from

Q496 Chairman: So when you come to producing ayour screens, so there is potential for growth. What it
programme or a series of programmes youneeds now is that kick start into what could be
commission, do you?phenomenal growth right across the industries. I
Mr Critchley: A writer will come to us with a scriptthink we are looking at the sunrise industries as well
and we will pitch it to a broadcaster and they willas traditional production.
hopefully commission it. At that point we will crew
up from a freelance pool that we share with Mike

Q490 Chairman: And have you any estimate of how and Sue.
many people are employed in the independent sector?
Ms Morrison: In TV it is very diYcult. Five per cent Q497 Chairman: And that freelance populationof the entire population of the North West is

there are enough people here, are there, to sustainemployed in the creative industries, according to the
that?latest report from the Cultural Consortium. I would
MrCritchley:Wedo not crew up exclusively from thebe reluctant to break that down.
region.We find heads of department, the key creative

Ms Woodward: Granada’s current population is
personnel from wherever. We choose them based on1,200 people and it has been like that now for
their track record. For the most part, though, we tryprobably about a year.
and crew up for the rest of them within the region for
economic reasons as well as logistical reasons.

Q491 Chairman: How does that compare with, say,
the BBC? Q498 Chairman:Do you find the same, Mr Spencer?
Ms Woodward: The BBC here is around 700 to 800 Mr Spencer: Yes, Red Production do drama, we do
people in Manchester. factual programmes and documentaries, so we are

less labour intensive, and we are able to draw 90 per
cent of the staV we need—producers, directors,Q492 Chairman: But those 1,200 would be
researchers—from the North West. And we alsopermanent staV, would they?
sometimes share staV with the BBC. We have hadMs Woodward: Yes, although because of the nature
people on attachment from the BBC and vice versa.of our industry an awful lot of our staV are called

freelancers, who are people on fixed term contracts
although we classify them as staV anyway. We Q499 Chairman: How many do you employ

essentially permanently full time?consider all those 1,200 as staV members.
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probably been around 120 given that productionsMr Spencer: Permanently there are six of us in the
United Kingdom, although we have got four people start and end at diVerent times.
in Dublin, and I think the highest workforce we have
ever had is about 40, and so in terms of freelance Q504 Chairman: I know you said you did not always
employees it will range between 10 and 40. come to the North West, you did not always base

your productions in the North West; am I right in
that?Q500 Chairman: It is very interesting what both of
Mr Critchley:Wherever possible we do.you are saying because you are obviously very slim-

line certainly compared with the numbers we are
normally used to dealing with, but when you come to Q505 Chairman: What I was going to ask was is
a production, whether it is a documentary or whether there any reluctance to move to the North West? Is
it is drama, there is no diYculty in finding the skills to there reluctance from people to work in and around
actually produce the programmes? Manchester?
Mr Spencer:No. You will be aware that in the media Mr Critchley: From freelancers?
industry there is a lot of mobility amongst the labour
force, perhaps to a regrettable extent but that just Q506 Chairman: Yes?
reflects the vicissitudes of commissioning and the Mr Critchley: No.
business these days. It is a very large freelance
market. Q507 Chairman: None whatsoever?

Mr Critchley: We have attracted both production
Q501 Lord Maxton: Who trains these skilled staV? crew and talent. Last year we had Peter O’Toole here
The BBC have a reputation for doing it. Are they the which took a lot of doing but we got him here.We get
only people doing it? key talent from wherever we find them.
Ms Woodward: They are not the only people. In this Ms Morrison: Can I answer about crew because we
region, Granada train more freelance staV than any run a database for freelancers and we have got 1,500
other media organisation. We commit around about people on it just from the North West all of whom
1,100 training days per year to purely train the have had a new television credit in the past six
freelance sector in this region. That is because we months which means they are working all the time.
require their skills to be as good as our internal staV’s
skills are and we need to equip the freelance staV with Q508 Chairman: They are freelancers?
the same skills. AlsoGranada help train the freelance Ms Morrison: They are freelancers but they come
staV for everybody in the market although we incur through and they go to all the broadcasters and all
all the costs. the independents. The second thing I would like to

add which I think is very, very important for this
move, is that Manchester is here, Leeds is here,Q502 Chairman: Obviously as you employ more I
Liverpool is here and the North is up here, sosuppose logically one would expect you to train
basically people come in. It takes me less time to getmore.
from Leeds to Manchester than it used to take me toMsWoodward:Yes, absolutely but we have a training
get from Camden to Shepherd’s Bush when I workedethos behind it. We believe the best programmes can
for the BBC in London. That is just fact.only be made with the best technology but because

technology changes so rapidly in our industry
training is an on-going commitment and you have to Q509 Chairman: You are luckier on that journey
train otherwise you cannot deliver the quality of than I am.
product. MsWoodward:Could I just add on training freelance

staV, Granada has no problem about training
freelance staV, we are very happy to share that withQ503 Chairman: You do not mind? The normal
Red Productions or MMA or anybody else who iscomplaint about training is you train someone up
based in the North West. What is a struggle for us isand immediately they go oV and joinRed or someone
we train staV and invest sometimes years of time andlike that.
cashflow and they drift slowly to London becauseMr Critchley: But they go back then because we do
there is not suYcient work here to utilise the skill basenot employ them all the time. We employ nine people
that we are training for.all the time and our average over the past seven years,

totting up what we have made over the years, we are
coming up to our hundredth hour of drama, which, Q510 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury:

Speaking as someone whose career has been inyou are probably aware, is the most expensive form,
and our £75th million worth of production. On television production, I understand exactly what you

are saying, but it does expose something which is thataverage over the last seven years our payroll has
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Ms Woodward: As part of ITV’s 50th anniversaryit is a very mobile workforce and you do tend to use
which is this year, in case you had not noticed, wepeople you work well with and who have done good
commissioned an economic impact study for ITVjobs, so in a way it is a fallacy that moving a lot of
Granada to see what the value is of ITV Granada’sproduction here is going to mean a lot of work for
physical presence to the region and we havepeople based here because everyone moves around a
submitted copies as evidence to the Committeelot anyway.
today. The major findings of that are our physicalMr Critchley:A lot of talent moved to London in the
presence here creates economic value in the region offirst place, it was not all born in London. It follows
£127 million and because we are here we create andthe work and all the work should be spread out and
support 4,500 jobs, both internally and down thetelevision should reflect the whole country back on
supply chain. Our wages and salaries alone are £34itself.
million and our gross spend in the regional economy
about £67 million. We spend a great deal with local

Q511 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: But the suppliers. We are a real economic generator for the
people you are going to be employing are not economy of this region.We can do that with a staV of
necessarily going to come from this area. 1,200 people based on the amount of hours that we
Ms Woodward: Not to start with but once we entice do. If we imagine the BBC arrive here with 1,600 new
them back to this area they will stay. jobs and also the commissioning and we put those
Mr Critchley: They may well have been born here in two parts together, the multiplier eVect on the
the first place. economy of this region would be enormous. The first
MsWoodward:Mike and I are very good examples of impact would be enormous economic growth.
that. Mike and I started our careers at Granada Secondly, we will be able to, hopefully, retain the
Manchester. We both then went at diVerent times to talent in which we invest and train and share with our
the BBC in this building. I then went to London colleagues in the independent sector. Hopefully then,
because at that time—and it probably still holds we will therefore be able to attract new talent back to
true—if you did not make the grade in London you the north, their homeland, or people who feel there is
were seen as somebody who was just a regional a new buzz and excitement and energy about the
player. region. With the economic impact and talent impact

we thinkwe can be theUK’s premier creative city and
as a result attract new and emerging industries.

Q512 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: This is Google have recently opened an oYce inManchester.
working for Granada? The Bank of New York have made their European
MsWoodward: The BBC. I have worked for ITV, the base in Manchester in July of next year. So we are
BBC and Channel Four. There is still, I think, a already seen as a magnet for emerging and new
perception as a professional broadcaster that unless industries in the creative sector and the financial
you have worked for some time in London, you are sector that support those. For me the BBC arriving
not as good or as creative or as talented as the people here would not just take us on a journey that is
there. Basically, as Andrew says, people follow the already underway, because together we alreadymake
work and therefore the more work we can bring to a powerful creative cluster, the BBC arriving here will
this region and the more sustainable production, jettison us into the future whereby we may take 25 or
people can actually put roots down, buy a house, 30 years to get there with the current creative sector
have a partner, have children who go to schools we have, but we could achieve that in four or five
rooted within this region. We have managed to do it, years.
but for other people to do that who want to share a
diVerent quality of life in this part of the UK, there

Q514 Bishop of Manchester: Would anybody elseneeds to be more sustainable production.
like to come in on that?
Ms Morrison: I think there is a very significant

Q513 Bishop of Manchester: Let’s look into the cultural argument here in that we live in diYcult
crystal ball (which is probably a phrase I ought not to times when citizenship and community cohesion are
be using and certainly not on public record) let’s incredibly important and it is important that the
imagine that the BBC has arrived here in Manchester region speaks for the nation as well.We are theNorth
with the move about which we know and the hub is andwe have aNorth-South divide, I do not think you
underway. What from your point of view do you can deny that. I think it is extremely important that
anticipate will be the diVerence in how you operate, we are represented on the screen and use the talent we
and how broadcasting as a whole in the North West have and start working with communities that
will be aVected? I imagine there will be big changes. traditionally have been neglected by the media in the

media. Also very importantly the way we do that isCould you just spell some of them out for us.
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arise over all this or is it a completely happy pathnot through anything patronising or boring or the
ahead with no problems—and I cannot believe it?same as it has always been. It is using new
Mr Spencer: Speaking as an independent particularlytechnology, it is using innovation, and it is using the
one working in the area of factual documentary anddepartments the BBC is planning to bring up here
drama documentary, none of the departmentsbecause they are the departments of the future. So
moving up here will be much use to me and mylet’s start using that to really grow something
company and so I will continue to help out RicharddiVerent and what I would like to see happen is not
Branson by going down the Virgin West Coast Lineonly that the BBC grows Manchester but we need to
at least three or four times a month. So although thechange broadcasting. We are a centre of innovation,
BBC’s presence in Manchester will do all the thingswe always have been, and that is what we should be
as described and a lot more, from my own point ofdrawing on and pumping through. As well as an
view it is perhaps a shame that more commissioningeconomic argument, which I completely support, I
power is not being brought up here. I know there isdo think there is that other wider argument that we
within sport and CBBC but perhaps across othershould be becoming—
genres.Ms Woodward: Alice is absolutely right, we are very

mindful of that at ITV Granada for two reasons, not
purely altruistic but also from a sound business point Q516 Chairman: Just explain to us what you mean

by that?of view. We know that we need to make our
Mr Spencer: I spend a lot of time going down talkingprogrammes as relevant to as wide a sector of society
to commissioning editors within factual departmentsas we can otherwise that sector of society that
of the BBC and none of those departments arechooses not to watch us because they do not feel
moving north and so from my point of view—and Irepresented will simply turn to watching other
suspect it is the same Andrew and dramabroadcasters and we will lose advertising revenue as
commissioning—I will still spend a lot of timea consequence of that. It is very important that our
travelling to London and being slightly the countryprogrammes at the moment diversify into modern
mouse turning up in the big city and having ourday UK plc. That does not happen by default. You
meetings in White City and scurrying oV to Euston. Ihave to take radical action to make those things
do not think that will change a lot. There arehappen. ITV Granada have embarked this year on a
companies based in Manchester who make children’sscheme going into next year to tackle that directly.
programmes and no doubt that will help them a lot,We went out to communities all over the North West
but the vast majority in terms of volume of hoursbased on black and ethnic minority groups and we
remains, I would think, within factual programminghave interviewed 1,000 young people to give them a
and the commissioning process for that remains inone-year bursary opportunity at Granada, to come
London.and work on a salaried basis to be trained, to be

mentored, with no guarantee of a job at the end of
Q517 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: Can Ithis one year experience but at least they will have
ask that question back to front perhaps of Mrtheir foot in the door. The young people we have
Critchley with your Pact hat on and as a dramataken on have first-class degrees from Oxbridge and
producer. Is there a concern that because the BBC isthey have never ever been able to get through the
such a big beast and it comes here with its specificfront door. That is our industry’s issue and we know
departments that this becomes an area for nichethat is something we need to tackle. If we could
production, if you see what I mean, so that drama isextend that programme in year two and we have an
driven out and the production companies hereexpanding BBC in the future (we already roll the
concentrate on the particular areas that the BBC arescheme across independent colleagues) it will make
commissioning from here?an enormous diVerence to the make-up in the future
Mr Critchley: I do not think there is any danger of usof the indigenous broadcasters and what ultimately
deciding not to produce in the drama genre as awe see on our screens.
result, but our commissioning does come from
London, so our trips to London to secure those

Q515 Bishop of Manchester: You will appreciate commissions mean less money goes on screen. The
that I have to be very careful not to hand BBC have recently commissioned a long-running
opportunities to you to say how marvellous series or a potentially long-running series fromus and
Manchester is! I really do now want to explore what from other producers in the North. As far as Pact is
are inevitably some minuses in all this and ask you, concerned, Pact would strongly back the move
given all the advantages that you have very helpfully because the talent pool that would be attracted back
outlined about coming here with the media hub and here is flexible within genres. You can point the same

camera or roughly the same camera at a dramaeverything, what disadvantages do you see might
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Q520 Chairman: That takes us on to another part ofproduction as a children’s production. You hold the
sound boom in the same place to record Bob the our inquiry.

Mr Spencer: Please allow me to give evidence to thatBuilder as you do to record Clocking OV.
part as well. I think the hope would be with a critical
mass up here and the BBC in London recognisingQ518 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: You
Manchester as a significant output and base, thatare obviously an established company, but in the
then additional work would come into areas offuture will the kind of production companies that will
factual programming, current aVairs, and the rest.set up here be ones that are dealing with sport and

children’s production?
Ms Morrison: In 2002 we did a survey of the Q521 Chairman: Just as a matter of fact so I can get
independents in the North West and there were 70 my mind entirely round the commissioning process,
independent production companies, of which only how long does it take to a get a programme
four had a turnover of over £4million a year. Because commissioned?
of the BBC move and because we have started to try Ms Woodward: Forever.
actively to get companies to set up a base here, that
situation has completely transformed and they are

Q522 Chairman: Obviously it could take a vastacross genre. Because of the Communications Act
amount of time but how much would you reckon anbroadcasters have a regional quota, so regardless
average programme would take you?companies are now taking advantage of that and
MrSpencer: If you hit lucky, and a lot of what our jobwhat they are saying is, “Right, we have got to do
is is to see which door is the most likely to open, andsomething in the regions,” if we are being honest they
if you hit that door and you are fortunate, threeare saying, “Oh no, we have got to do something in
months. I think on average it is probably between sixthe regions, we have got to leave the comfort of where
and nine months.we are so where we are going to do it . . .” and they

go right across the country but they also look for a
sustainable hub. I think that is the point. Having a Q523 Chairman: In those six to nine months or in

those three/six/nine months, is there a constantbig beast, or in fact two big beasts because you do
have Granada Productions here as well, and having process of toing and froing?

Mr Spencer: E-mailing and proposals and meetings,some really solid companies sat here on either side of
me is enough to be attractive. It is not like you are yes.
going somewhere where there is no television
production. So I think that is very important. There Q524 Chairman:That is a long time. Is that the same
is also no doubt that it would oVer incredible benefits in drama?
to all the independents were a channel to move here Mr Critchley: Do you mean to get to what we call a
with the commissioning power and what it brings green light or to get the programme on the screen?
with it. It may not bring lots of people but it would
bring spend and it would bring spend across genres.

Q525 Chairman: I really meant to get to the greenThere is no doubt that would help the independent
light, to get to the authorisation for this thing to gosector tremendously.
ahead.
Mr Critchley: It can be a couple of years.Q519 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: Following up a

point on that because obviously theCommunications
Act has made a big diVerence in that respect, just Q526 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: That is what I

would have thought.thinking about the plus side, if the BBC comes and if
they get settled in and everything works out well, Mr Critchley: Especially given there are scripts to

write and notes to consider from commissioners andpresumably it might even influence some of the
factual news side to think of having a rather bigger episodic scripts to have ready for the start of the

production, because we do not film things in linearpresence here, so it might—might it, I am asking
you—have an impact? order, we film all the scenes in this place today and

move on so they are filmed out of sequence, so itMr Spencer: I think we would really hope that that
would be the case. There is a factual presence already could be a long haul.

Mr Spencer: It took Celador three years to get Whoin Manchester. I am not sure of the number of people
they employ but there is a successful current aVairs Wants to be a Millionaire? commissioned. In

retrospect which broadcaster would turn that down?and news successful presence up here. I used to work
for it some years ago until the BBC in its wisdom But they all did, including ITV. It was only when

personnel changed that the programme was actuallydecided that religion and entertainment programmes
should replace current aVairs up here. commissioned.
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parts which will deliver more in terms of creativeQ527 Chairman: To put it at a more modest level,
say you wanted a current aVairs programme on how output than those independent and separate

divisions. The cake cannot be spread to everybodyto get into the House of Lords, you would do a
certain amount of work on it, does that work get and the jam cannot be spread that thin if you want

to make an impact and grow the creative industries.recompensed? What happens if at the end of the day
the BBC or Granada says, “It is all very interesting At the end of the day it is a business that makes

money for this country and we are an exportbut, thank you, no”?
Mr Spencer: That is your bad luck really. In the case industry as well as an internal industry, and that is

a hard choice we have to make.of how to get into the House of Lords, that is
probably a subject you would think was a long shot Ms Morrison: I am one of nine regional screen

agencies across England and they are all behind thisand you would not devote too much time to it,
forgive me, but, no, you are not recompensed, move. Again looking at the figure of £1.4 billion

made in London, we are the next biggest at £210although you can get (and we have received it from
the BBC and other broadcasters) some development million. There is such an imbalance that what the

region believes is this is going to change themoney which will allow you to bring on researchers
to go further with the subject. psychology behind it and make innovation more

important. The BBC is committed to working moreChairman: I just think you rather have conservative
ideas about what programmes to put out! openly, to doing more partnership, to doing more

training, looking at new ways of producing
programmes, and that will benefit all of us because

Q528 Lord Maxton: You obviously and quite all the regions are hungry and proactive and we
rightly are very forceful (I will not say aggressive) need it more so we work harder to get it. That is
in trying to improve creative arts. I can understand where we see the value of this move partly coming.
why most of us are probably sympathetic to you Also If I could just say on regional production, 17
taking jobs from London, although I think there are per cent is guaranteed to the nations and that is a
people in London who might say, “We are licence nice figure. So Glasgow is doing alright, and I can
fee payers as well and we are entitled to at least some say that as a Scot.
of the money.” Is there a danger you are beginning
to take it from other parts of the United Kingdom
who may feel just as deprived as you do? I Q529 Lord Maxton: It is doing alright. Whether it

is doing the right thing is another matter. But canrepresented a Glasgow constituency and I think the
creative arts in Glasgow might begin to say I switch back to you in a sense. One of your jobs is

obviously television and broadcasting but also it isManchester is getting more than its fair share.
to attract film makers. Will this move of the BBCMs Woodward: Pat Loughrey said at the dinner last
here, who are film producers as well on occasions,night that the BBC in Northern Ireland (I think)
help you in that job, attracting people to come andreceived £1.4 million to underpin regional
make films here?production which for the population of Northern

Ireland would seem to be, as Pat said himself, a Ms Morrison: We hope so. Film is more diYcult
because for television there is an easier market, it isgenerous settlement, to say the least. I think then

again in Scotland, which is a very diVerent there and it spends money. Film is much more risky
so it is more diYcult to sell in some cases. This yearconstituency, you have BBC Scotland which is very

proactive in that area, also Scottish Television and the BBC have put £10 million into film and next
year they are looking at putting £40 million in,Grampian and so it has extremely robust

independent and commercial and state-financed which will make a significant diVerence. And Mark
Thompson is talking about regional voices beingbroadcasting. In addition to that, Channel Four

have chosen Glasgow of all the regions and all the represented right across the nations of the region.
Film is a very important cultural dialogue and Inations to set up a research centre which helps to

create mini hubs in that city by giving researchers think that would be excellent. The other thing that
we think we would like to work on is using digitalan opportunity to get access to resources, to facts,

to business information, and so Scotland of all of technology and here the skills are the same. For
example, the quality on big dramas is easily as goodthe regions and nations in the United Kingdom is

probably one that is best served. But, yes, if you had as film, it is fantastic. What we would like to see is
a crossover from the high-end dramas, which is aa constituency in Birmingham, I would think you

would make a good point. At the end of the day, if strength here already into film and also using the
new technology. In that way I think it willthe cake is sliced in such thin ways that it is spread

equitably across the UK you will never create a encourage the BBC to spend more on indigenous
film, film from the United Kingdom, which wouldcreative cluster, and without a creative cluster you

will never create the critical mass of the component be a really good idea also.
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Q534 Chairman: You do not think we would doQ530 Lord Maxton: What about actual facilities?
better as a nation to have three or four majorEverybody talks about Braveheart being a great
centres of excellence of which Manchester isScottish film but of course it was made in Ireland,
obviously one?it was not made in Scotland at all. The reason it was
Ms Morrison: To some extent, if you are honestmade in Ireland was because there was a sound state
about this, if you look at London as the first,facility just south of Dublin which was not there in
Manchester as the second and Glasgow as the third,Scotland. Do you require that any more or are you
yes, I think it is good and three would be a goodsaying that digital technology now makes these big
number. More than that we are only a tiny islandindoor facilities unnecessary?
and you would be dissipating too much so, yes, butMs Morrison: For film, if you invest, for example,
I think that has already happened.there is a great big new film studio built outside

CardiV, you just have to look at populating that.
With film, the issues are always much bigger. I am Q535 Chairman: You think that as well, Susan?
sure you know this already but, for example, at the Ms Woodward: Before you think about or consider
moment a big film studio like Pinewood is suVering actually decreasing the amount of film councils you
purely because the pound is high and there is no would have to create the centres of excellence which
clarity over tax breaks so the larger economic would replace them. I think there is the potential to
picture can have an eVect on what happens at a have a look at that but you need to put the horse
national and regional level. It depends what kind of before the cart and you need those centres of
film you think would usefully be made here and how excellence to then make the decision as to where best
the industry is going as a whole because there is an to spend additional revenues.
enormous diVerence between a £1 million/£2 million
film and the big blockbusters. That probably does Q536 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: I think
not answer your question but it is as near as I this is a question for you. How would you see the
can get. BBC develop its proposal for a shared production

hub in Manchester, which obviously would involve
Granada?Q531 Lord Maxton: The Irish Government also
Ms Woodward: I am really glad you asked me thatallowed them to use the Irish Army as extras.
question. We have spent some time talking about itMs Morrison: And producers follow the money. If
within the industry sector already. We already havethere are tax breaks it acts as an incentive,
a production hub in Manchester and that is the ITVparticularly in film.
Granada site with 1,200 people, all the post
production facilities, the studio facilities which are

Q532 Chairman: Can I just ask you one question, shared currently in a joint venture company called
you said there were nine screen agencies. 3sixtymedia which is owned by both the BBC and

ITV Granada. We would not be doing somethingMs Morrison: Yes.
brand new, we would be building on the basis of
something we have already. On the Granada site we

Q533 Chairman: Is that not just a recipe for doing already have Red Productions who rent some oYces
what Susan Woodward was saying we should not on our site and share in our production studios, post
be doing and that is trying to spread the jam thinly production, canteen, medical centre, car park,
round the nation? Because certainly when it comes security, and our stationery closet if you let Andrew
to government, one has the awful feeling they will too near, so there is already a very good template
say if there are nine we must give a little there, a there for us to work on. The big question is where
little there and a little there. Is that not how it should that hub be and, as you know, the BBC
works? Governors are looking at four sites, and quite a lot
Ms Morrison: Not really because it is about of detailed work is underway on which of those sites
sustainability and this is the credible centre because to choose, and the Governors are whittling four
it has that sustainable infrastructure and long down to two and ultimately to one. How would I
history and the talent base, the production that is like the BBC to proceed with that? With due haste
already going on. The nine screen agencies across would be really useful. It is quite a long time to wait
the nation concentrate on diVerent areas according until 2010 and it would be really helpful for all the
to what their regions particularly need so, for parties interested in the BBC coming here and being
example, in the South East they are concentrating successful in helping drive the success of our
more on the film production because they have the industries to understand what is the cost and what
large studios there. All the nine agencies back this is the breakdown of cost in order for them to help

them look at some of these costs and see whethermove.
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buildings and fixed assets. It really is aboutthere are synergies and where we can share and
therefore reduce costs. I understand it will be a very sustainable production. Again due to the

opportunities that have arisen in the last two yearsdiYcult decision for the BBC to commit what
happens to be an enormous spend out of the we are looking at the independent sector growing by

£20 million in this region over the next two years.spending pot. I understand how hard that decision
will be and I am very happy and more than willing That is an enormous growth and the reasons for

that are increased sustainable production. Theto help look at those figures and see what best
practice we can share to reduce them. economic benefit has to be measured slightly more

widely I think—and I am not an economist—but it
seems to me common sense that if there is anQ537 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: Is it
increase of £20 million in what was a tiny strugglingyour belief that this hub is only really viable if the
sector and that is sustainable, that is of great benefit.BBC makes the move that it is suggesting? If it were
Chairman: Okay. Baroness Howe?not to happen, would the hub still be a possibility?

Ms Woodward: Because we have a hub already, that
already exists, and that hub is not going to Q541 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: Well also
disappear overnight. presumably we will be hearing in rather more detail

from the BBC whether they are beginning to change
Q538 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: But their view. Just looking at the collaboration between
could it involve the BBC without the departments Granada and the BBC. 3sixtymedia, which we saw
moving? a bit of earlier today, is a fascinating concept. Were
Ms Woodward: No, you need that critical mass of there any problems as it developed and are there any
creative talent, commissioning spend and the ability lessons for the future?
to transfer the talent between genres, departments, Ms Woodward: The answer is yes to both of those
divisions and indeed companies to maximise the questions.
potential benefits.

Q542 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: Perhaps you
Q539 Chairman: Just on that question of costs, the would expand.
BBC at the moment—and I think it is obviously up Ms Woodward: It was and still is a unique initiative.
for debate—are basically saying this is going to cost To take a state-funded broadcaster and an
£50 million a year and the savings will be found aggressive, in the nicest sense of the word,
after 25 years. Is that the sort of basis that Granada commercial broadcaster and ask them to share
would be interested in investing in? facilities was an extraordinary step forward. It was
Ms Woodward: ITV Granada, as you know, is part in our mutual interests to do that because we wanted
of the ITV plc group and we are diligent in pursuing to keep a maximum amount of studio production
and squeezing our assets and making sure that every and space in the North, so we had a common
penny spent is profitable. We are not ashamed of ground. Then you came up against obstacles, as you
that. We are very proud of being a successful do with any business venture that shares equity
commercial company. Whenever we embark on agreed in the beginning at 90 per cent in favour of
anything not of this magnitude but any sort of Granada and 10 per cent to the BBC, and perhaps
proposal for change and development, we have to that was something we should have looked at
justify internally the business case so every single diVerently at that time. The BBC therefore did not
penny and every single pound is drilled down, re- have an enormous inducement to actually put
examined and examined again to find out if we can product through that joint venture company. That
make it a tighter fit. That is quite a hard question is further compounded by the fact that the BBC still
to answer. I do not understand on what basis the to date operates producer choice so their producers
figures have been arrived at. I do not know whether could opt to take their programmes to other
that is a fair assessment or not fair. It is diYcult production facilities and not necessarily put the
to know. business through the joint venture company, so we

did not have the absolute guarantee of any business
being brought to Manchester coming through thatQ540 Chairman: In your internal assessment, if you

put up a project which was not going to wash its vehicle. I suppose the biggest cultural diVerence
between ITV Granada and the BBC is in terms offace for 25 years that would be quite a hard sell?

Ms Woodward: I do not think I would even dare sell how we speak, the language we use, the diVerent
emphasis we put on working practices. All of theseit into my bosses.

Ms Morrison: Could I mention something about this things took a lot of time to iron out. Having ironed
those out, it works pretty well. The staV have settledbecause, taking it slightly diVerently, for us it is

about sustainable production. It is not just about in and we all feel part of one interesting,
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Ms Morrison: We have the top 10 in Britain post-opportunistic venture. The big question is what the
BBC wants to do about joint ventures if the one in production companies here and you need that. So

you need everything moving in and out. I thinkManchester is successful and they move north.
Andrew, you are a client of 3sixty.

Q543 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: How were they
Q546 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: A satisfied client?ironed out? You explained the diVerences very
Mr Critchley: Completely satisfied. When we hadeVectively but what happened to make it work
used directors prior to that we had acceded to theirbetter?
request to go back to London for post-production,Ms Woodward: If I give you an example of
for whatever reason they wanted to do that,something that can show case how the JV helped
familiarity with the Soho-based post-productionto underpin both of our businesses. We had a very
houses. When on occasion we have persuaded themfamous drama writer from this part of the world
to use the 3sixty post-production facilities they havewho made extraordinary, award-winning and
always been completely happy with the product.internationally renowned brands for ITV Granada

and then his relationship with Granada changed and
he associated with the BBC and, as a result of that, Q547 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: But looking to the
BBC Drama commissioned work from this future, it is still 90/10 or 80/20?
particular writer. However, it was made in Ms Morrison: 90/10.
Manchester as part of 3sixtymedia and therefore
ITV Granada forged a new relationship with that Q548 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: The potential for
script writer and in fact that script writer is about conflict surely remains, does it not?
to make yet another, hopefully, award-winning Ms Woodward: I think it is right that the BBC has
drama for ITV Granada. So we now manage the decided to opt out of owning their own resource
talent eVectively for the team and we all share a base by 2007. I suppose the question will be there
common focus that we want to keep production in if they do not want to own a resource base and they
the North and we strive to achieve the same high want to still operate a joint venture or have a
quality level of output because we have pride in our secondary third party venture, or whatever the BBC
output. The passage of time has allowed the cultures strategy is for providing production facilities, what
to cross-fertilise with each other. their concept is if they do not want to own their own

resource base is probably a question best put to the
BBC than myself.Q544 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: Have you any

other thoughts about this on how it aVected all of
you? Q549 Lord Peston: It seems to me you are entirely
Mr Spencer: Looking at it, I was at Granada when right in the view you take about the creative cluster
3sixty began and it certainly was not a marriage but in fact you probably underestimate the
made in heaven. As Sue points out, the BBC very dynamics of that, and that once a place becomes
eVectively exerted their choice by not going to successful its propensity to become more successful
3sixty. I think the personnel have changed and that will grow rather than fall and therefore the
is probably the key to it. The nature of Granada and dynamics will mean there will be very few centres
Manchester has changed considerably and perhaps indeed. I understand that argument and I presume
there are some new realities as well within this in answer to the Bishop when he got you started on
building and the BBC. So I think it is a change of the advantages what you were saying is this is
personnel and just a changed environment of already a creative cluster and it will get more so. I
broadcasting in Manchester that has helped it take it that was your main argument?
become more eVective. Ms Woodward: It will get more so. The BBC’s

arrival here will be the rocket fuel to jettison it into
its next stage at an enormously accelerated rate.Q545 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: Did you have any

views on it?
Ms Morrison: I guess to have a sustainable sector Q550 Lord Peston: I have got two puzzles. My first

puzzle goes back to you, Mike, on theyou need to have eVective facilities and we have
3sixty. We also have Andy Sumners in post commissioning. Strictly speaking, it does not matter

where the commissioner is; what matters is whereproduction and we have Web Lighting. 3sixty works
and it drives things along and then you have the the talent is. You are arguing, without making any

criticism of the BBC, the fact the commissioning isother purely private companies growing around it
and they feed in and out. in London biases the system against non-London.

That seems to me what you were saying. I do notMs Woodward: That additional supply chain and
that comes from the benefit of being in a cluster. think you are wrong, let me tell you. People used to
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business. The thing about commissioning though isask me in my younger days why I was always on
radio and television doing the economics it should not matter where the commissioners are

from but inevitably it does. It is human nature tocommenting and people from Manchester
University would say, “We are as good as you are,” stick with what you know to an extent.

Lord Peston: I agree. I just wanted to make sure youbut I would say, “Yes, but I am a 10-minute taxi
ride from Highgate to Broadcasting House and the said that so that we had it for the record.
White City, that is why it is me.” It is nothing to do
with anything else at all. I take it that you are

Q554 Lord Maxton: One thing that I am not quitetaking, on a rather more sophisticated scale, the
clear about is the diVerence, if you like, between thesame view that if the commissioners are down there
programmes you make for the national network andthey are more likely not to choose you? That is
those you make for your own regional outputs. Doreally your argument?
both the independents make programmes for non-Mr Spencer: I think it is to do with how large you
network or is it entirely you who does the non-appear on their radar and I think part of that
network programmes?process is being in and out of the building every day
Ms Woodward: A good question again because it isor frequently in a week, bumping into people,
always useful to outline what it is the televisionknowing them socially. It is that kind of thing of
ecology sets out to do. Under the licences grantedwhich I do not feel envious but I think it is a
to all of ITV across England and Wales there areproblem for companies based outside London that
two types of programmes. There are those made inthey do not have that level of intimacy with the
the region but for broadcast across the whole of thecommissioners.
UK and there are those programmes made in the
region but only broadcast within that region. They

Q551 Lord Peston: I agree with that but what are actually stipulated by Ofcom’s licence in terms
puzzles me a bit wearing my economics hat is that of regional hours. Every member of the ITV family
really ought not to be the case. If you are good they has to produce a certain amount of hours and those
ought to be seeking you. It is rather like your list of hours themselves are split into genres, so in North
freelancers. You have got this list and if they are on West we have to produce just for the North West
the list and they are good then, they are the ones itself five and a half hours of news a week, so many
who ought to be employed. But you are saying that hours of current aVairs a week, and so many hours
is not the way the world works? of weather reports. They are very prescriptive and
Mr Spencer: There are clearly successful production laid down by our licence. But they are only made
companies based outside London much larger than within the region just to be seen by the people in the
mine so it is not a complete impediment but there North West. As part of that pot of money, we also
is nevertheless a feeling of “out of sight is out of take the view that we put some of that product out
mind”. to the independent sector like to Mike’s company

MMA to make programmes for ITV Granada to be
Q552 Lord Peston: I just wanted you to get that on seen only in the North West region whereas Mike
the record. Could I also ask, and I think this may will also be commissioned by ITV and indeed the
be more to do with drama than to do with BBC, as with Andrew, to make programmes for the
documentaries, but you did not really satisfy me on whole of the UK, in fact in Andrew’s case even
the question of the downside to Manchester when internationally. So there are regional programmes
you were answering the Bishop. Do you find that made just for the region and regional production
there are people that you would want to have which has UK-wide distribution but made from one
working for you and when you say it is Manchester, part of the country.
they say, “I am not coming up here to make a play?”
Do you have that kind of experience?

Q555 Lord Maxton: Can I perhaps link this a littleMr Critchley: We have that but rarely.
bit then to something we were talking about last
week which is sport and of course that is one of the

Q553 Lord Peston: So it is rare? things that is coming up from the BBC. Do you
Mr Critchley: That is bound to happen, is it not? show at regional level sport and, if so, what sport?
You want a particular piece of talent and they for Ms Woodward: We will probably cover most of our
whatever reason—it could be their own personal sports in the news in the five and a half hours of
circumstances just at that time—may not want to peak television.
move. They might not want to move from CardiV
to London, they might not want to move from
London to Brighton. We have on occasion suVered Q556 Lord Maxton: No, I meant actual outside

broadcasts of sporting occasions.from that. That is just one of the vagaries of the
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Ms Woodward: No, the BBC now make it, we doMs Woodward: ITV Granada does not have a
not make it, we used to make a similar type ofnetwork sports department. Our sports network
programme. Because of the nature of the way thedepartment is centred in London where most of the
hours are carved up across the whole of the UK,sports departments seem to be. I suppose that is
there are regional programmes made just for thatbecause that is where most of the sporting events
region and we tend to put rugby within the regionalare. Wimbledon is at Wimbledon, Henley is at
news content, but for the big sporting events, theHenley, rugby is at Twickenham, such is the nature
network sports events, the departments that doof the beast, so we do not have a sports network
football, rugby, tennis are national events, evendepartment—
though they may be regionally based. A Man
United game is obviously important to Manchester

Q557 Lord Maxton:With all due respect, I will take but it is equally important to the rest of the nation.
rugby because that was my sport, rugby is not at
Twickenham. There are five games a year at Q560 Chairman: I think we have more or less run
Twickenham. Every Saturday of the year there are out of time. Are there any more questions that
rugby matches going on—Sale, I agree they are with anyone has? No, okay. I would like to thank you
Sky—in the region. very, very much indeed for giving the evidence,
Ms Woodward: I am glad you mentioned rugby— which has been fascinating. I am enormously sorry

my imaginative idea for documentary programming
has been so rudely rejected by Mr Spencer.Q558 Lord Maxton: You are not showing them.
Mr Spencer:What I will do is I will pitch it and sendMs Woodward: There is a programme that ITV did
you the e-mail trail back and you are on 10 per centmake, a late night rugby show called Rugby Raw.
if it is commissioned!
Chairman: There we are. Seriously, thank you very

Q559 Lord Maxton: That is one better than BBC much indeed, and perhaps if we have got any other
questions we can come back to you.Scotland.
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Howe of Idlicote, B Peston, L

Examination of Witnesses

Witnesses: Mr Pat Loughrey, Director of Nations and Regions, Mr Mark Thomas, Director, BBC North
Project, and Mr Martin Brooks, Head of Partnerships Strategy, BBC North Project, BBC, examined.

Q561 Chairman: Thank you for coming and also we have been able to bring that down by a third. That
is now around £400 million. In terms of the annualthank you for your hospitality since we have been

here. I will not weary you with where we are up to in running costs which were standing at £50 million we
have been able to halve those so that is now aroundthis inquiry because I think you know that, but suYce

it to say we are in the second stage and now looking £25 million a year. The health warning here is that
this is very much work in progress and we are stillat a number of areas which we really were not able to

do justice to in the first report, and one of those is the burrowing away at those costs. Indeed, the
Governors have challenged us to go further. This isregions but more than that we are obviously

particularly interested in what is called the move to by no means a done deal in terms of the proposition.
Equally, the other side of that is that some of theseManchester. I wondered before going into the detail

of the move and the advantages of the move and all costs could go up as we try and nail them down
further and further. There is an issue which is verythat, which we have obviously had rehearsed to us

this morning and indeed last night, if we could get the delicate and sensitive at this stage around these
numbers. You have seen this morning there are acosts of this thing clear. At one stage it was being said

that it would cost £50 million extra a year and number of parties, two councils in particular, who are
interested in securing the BBC as an anchor tenant ofbasically it would not be in the black before the end

of a 25-year period. I think it was the Managing their media zone, and each of those two councils have
two sites and those two sites have developers so weDirector of Granada who said there was no way that

she would get a proposition like that past ITV. Can are now in a very diYcult series of negotiations to
make sure we can get best value for the licence feeyou tell me where we are? What is the best estimate of

cost now? payer. In this forum it is hard for us to go much
further than we have today. It is also true to say thisMrThomas:Yes, we can. As I indicated this morning,

the original numbers were based on that model which morning that an awful lot of focus was around—and
you made a trip yourself—the ITV Granada site andwas a lift and shift model.
the 3sixtymodel was discussed. Those are elements of
one of the potential media zones. You have not heardQ562 Chairman: “Lift and shift” means?
this morning about the potential models aroundMr Thomas: Replicating what we had in London for
those other three media zones which are quitesport, children’s and Five Live and basically
diVerent. There are lots of interesting ideas and howproviding exactly the same facilities here. So that was
that feeds back to the BBC in terms of costs andthe easiest calculation that could be done at the time
numbers is exactly what we are engaged in at thewhen the BBCwas figuring out what the global figure
moment. None of us knows which is going to be bestmight be for this proposition. So that is where that
value for the media zone proposition nor indeednumber, which is around about £600 million for the
which of them is going to be the most future-proofed.total cost, came from and that is where the number of
I know there was quite a bit of discussion aroundan annual cost of £50 million came from. As I also
those models this morning. So that is where we haveindicated this morning, the process that I have been
reached and I hope that gives you some confidenceengaged in with the rest of the project team has been
we are heading in the right direction.looking at how those costs were arrived at and

looking at ways of doing this more eVectively. We
talked a little bit about some of that this morning in Q563 Chairman: Thank you very much, that is very

clear. Just answer this: the £400 million that we startterms of the way that the BBC would be part of the
media zone and that would be a very diVerent with, what does that cover?

Mr Thomas: Basically the £400 million is the capitalproposition to building another fortress. Going
through that process we have been able to bring those cost of all of the elements. That includes the cost of

the building, the cost of equipping it with technology,numbers down significantly. In October we were able
to present those headline numbers to the Governors. and the cost of moving people in terms of the

relocation packages but also in terms of theIn terms of that big global figure of over £600million,
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Mr Thomas: Noredundancy for those people who elect not to move.
Now, the reality about that is the BBC through
various financing methods will be seeking to pay for Q570 Lord Maxton: £50 million for Manchester’s
this as a revenue stream which is where the second benefit.
number of £50 million (now half that) comes in, so Mr Thomas: The £50 million that has been spoken
that is why we are able to talk about this in terms of about by the development agency includes an
an annual cost. element from the councils, so whichever of the sites it

is it is a total amount that the development agency
has pointed out would be £50 million for Salford orQ564 Chairman: I think I am getting a bit confused
for Manchester.now. Is it a £400 million capital cost and then

£25 million?
Q571 Bishop of Manchester: Salford would put inMr Thomas: Not in addition, no. It is the same
the same amount as Manchester?number expressed diVerently. Basically, for example,
Mr Thomas:We do not know the detail of it. All wewe are not going to build a building ourselves. What
know is that in the envelope that the NWDA iswe are going to do is rent a building so there would
responsible for they are telling us it is £50 million.be an annual charge for renting that space and that is

how we generate that second number. For the stage
we were at in terms of costing like-for-like we had to Q572 Chairman: But the outside support which is
do it in that way but the important number is the likely to come under the councils or development
annual cost. agency is £50 million?

Mr Thomas: That is what they are saying.
Q565 Chairman: So in a sense £25 million a year

Q573 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: Can I just clear upwraps up within it that—
one thing in my own mind because I may be gettingMr Thomas:— All of those other elements.
it completely wrong. I thought the original estimated
global figure was £50 million, now down toQ566 Chairman: That is all within the envelope with
£25 million, which is half.the £400 million?
Mr Thomas: Yes.Mr Thomas: Absolutely.

Chairman: I see, I have got that.
Q574 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: Whereas £600 to
£400 million is down a third. Can you explain that

Q567 Lord Maxton: Are the local authorities to me?
oVering you incentives? Mr Thomas: I cannot. That is a level of financing and
Mr Thomas: The local authorities have indicated this economics that is beyond me but I am sure we could
morning and the Chairman of the NWDA, speaking provide you with written information as to how
on behalf of both councils and his own organisation, that works.
has written to the Secretary of State and said that
they believe that there is £50 million worth of benefit

Q575 Chairman: Do you have any workingin the way that they can support the costs that the
estimate? In eVect, what you are saying is thatBBC would be bearing in this process. That is an
negotiations are still very much on-going on this.element of these negotiations because on diVerent
You are being, not perhaps surprisingly, pressedsites it may be diVerent amounts for diVerent things.
from various quarters, including the Government, to
come in with the lowest figure which is practicable.

Q568 Lord Maxton: But if you are renting does that Mr Thomas: I think, as we indicated in the
mean that you might get a rent that was less than presentation this morning, obviously we are very
economic or you might get rate support or rate relief focused, and the Governors are certainly very
of some sort, you do not know? focused, on delivering value for money for licence fee
Mr Thomas: I think all of those options are in play payers. There is an element of the more that is not
and it is really what is eVective for them but also has about lowest cost. I think that is where some of the
the impact for us. Frankly, the BBC has that cost and confusion comes in. Comparing it to back oYce
it does not really matter which budget line it impacts moves of businesses out of London, you can
from our perspective. Clearly it does from their understand why that saves money. I think it was the
perspective because of the economic and social Chief Executive of Manchester City Council who
regeneration. said wage costs are 20 per cent lower. They are as an

average but, as I indicated as well this morning, for
any vacancies that emerge in broadcasting at the veryQ569 Chairman: Is this £50 million that you have

just mentioned in addition to the £50million from the top level we are in a national market in terms of
recruiting people so you are not going to get thatdevelopment agency?
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well. There seems to be a huge disparity between the20 per cent advantage. You may for some of the
starter grades and for some of the entry points into Bank of New York and the BBC.
our business get some of that dividend but the Mr Loughrey: I think I would be grateful if you
calculation is not as simple as suggested. looked at these financial issues in a wider context.
Mr Loughrey: Shall I say a little about that more Our objectives for this time are to fundamentally
formally. change the top line of the BBC’s engagement with

audiences. It is about equity for licence payers, it is
about increasing the real output on the screen and on

Q576 Chairman: Just let me ask one more question the air, about audience engagement and audience
and I will ask you to do that. If further costs have participation, all of which we have good reason to
come down from the original estimate, I assume the believe are in need of correction. There are many
number of years to pay oV has also come down. Have matrices to measure those. We believe that the
you any estimate on that? creativity of the BBC has been significantly
Mr Thomas: I think in a way that is a slightly enhanced. These are top-line performance outcomes.
misleading proposition. I think the original 25 years We have across the country—for example, moving
really related to the people costs. Basicallywe have an our pensions department to CardiV—many back
up-front set of costs of relocating probably half the oYce arrangements and this is not one of them. This
number of jobs that we want to move up to is not about cost-cutting and I am always wary of
Manchester, then we have potentially a redundancy critics outside who measure us entirely on the basis
situation, then we have potential recruitment costs. that every move out of London must be for cost-
That is a very large number that that generates but cutting reasons, one stop short of a third world
that is paid back over a 25-year period on the basis professional support service. That is not the objective
that we would not have to pay for the London here. We have very real reasons and a sense of
weighting that we pay in salaries to people working in urgency about changes in the commercial and
London to any new vacant posts, so that would work industry market, about how the BBC must deliver
itself through and over 25 years it would be a saving better equity for licence payers. We are determined
to the BBC to be operating in this market. that we can deliver value for money but that is not

our prime objective. The prime objective is equity of
delivery and enhanced creativity for our audiences.Q577 Chairman: So now the headline figure has
There are many measures which are well-establishedcome down, has the number of years come down?
in business by which we will determine success orMr Thomas:No, not on the people costs because that
failure on that.number—
Chairman: To be honest with you, I used to beMr Loughrey: On the property costs.
Secretary of State for Health and Social Security andMr Thomas: — The important thing around other
at one stage I think I was responsible for about 40 percosts, and this is why it is misleading about a payback
cent of public spending.of the whole thing is if you take that rental cost, in
Lord Maxton: That explains a lot!London we have a freehold property—Television

Centre—so there is no cost on that, so the cost of
renting a new facility in Manchester is a new cost.

Q579 Chairman: That explains a great deal but atYou never get a pay back on that specific cost so
least we did not run out of flu vaccine in my time! Weyou are not really looking for a return on that over 25
put a number of cases forward of that kind. Theyears. The issue around property is what we may be
Treasury, on the other hand, will be interested in theable to liberate in the London estate to oVset as a
money. So it would seem to me that is just a fact ofsaving, and that is the subject of a vigorous debate at
life. I do not disagree with your aims but it does seemthe moment that is taking place within the BBC.
to me that the pounds, shillings and pence do have toChairman: Okay. I am not sure if we are going to get
be very clear and that is the one thing which reallyvery much further on this point today.
stands in the way, does it not, of this whole project?
Mr Loughrey: I think there is some truth in that. That
is why we have been so very robust with the costs—Q578 Bishop of Manchester: Can I just explore one

thing before moving away from that and that is we the pounds, shillings and pence. At the beginning of
this process I have to tell you this team initially beganwere hearing this morning about the Bank of New

York coming to Manchester. It may be that there are to address this figure down rather than significantly
up. As we measured the possible need for the BBC innot really suYcient parallels when one explores it in

detail, but it did seem from what we were being told Manchester, there was a horrible period when we
were adding percentages rather than reducing them.that rather than a huge number of years that you

have just been referring to and the Chairman has We have taken a far more radical look at the
possibilities and a much, much more open attitude tobeen referring to there would be a paybackwithin five

years. That is a pretty substantial organisation as partnership than has been the BBC’s tradition andwe
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We have mentioned earlier on the departments thathave reduced to the level that you have heard, 30 per
cent in capital costs and 25 per cent in recurring are coming and they will transform this place. They

are heavy hitting departments for the BBC: sportrevenue costs. I believe that is a very significant step
in the direction you describe, Chairman, but I am with all its sports output; children’s with its two

channels CBBC and CBeebies; all the new mediaalso wary of being sucked into a very lop-sided
matrix just about relativities with back oYce supply, departments, including research and development,

due to be coming up here; children’s learning; andwhich are honestly not comparable. We want to
make a world-changing broadcast centre. We believe Five Live. There will be a massive amount of

production and we reckon it is £225 million worth ofthis can fundamentally alter the ecology of
broadcasting in the UK and deliver better value for production that will be coming here to Manchester.
audiences than we have been able to do heretofore.
That is a significant economicmeasure and I am in no Q581 Bishop of Manchester: Thank you very much
way trying to evade the economic measure. for that very full answer. Can I ask you now about the
Chairman: You have obviously made very previous occasion when a department came here and
substantial progress in the last few months, there is that is the Religion and Ethics Department. Nothing
no question about that. I think we had better allow to do with my particular role as a Bishop it is simply
you to get on with your negotiations, and I am sure it wanting to know from the professional BBC point of
is your negotiations outwards and inwards and with view if I have my facts correct. My understanding is
everyone in sight. The Bishop of Manchester? that the move of that department here to Manchester

was perhaps thought out in a way which was not
quite as fully thought out as it might have been andQ580 Bishop of Manchester: Can we look at the
that that department was in a sense disadvantagedsituation here with the BBC in Manchester as it is
by, if you like, being away from the corridors ofnow and then how it might be when the moves are
power and commissioning and all those sorts ofmade. I know that when you showed us the little film
things. I use that simply as an example. Withoutextract before you did some of this but if we could
going into that particular aspect, can you give anhave for the sake of the public record now
assurance on the ways in which these otherinformation about what is broadcast from here,
departments are coming that those kinds ofincluding on radio and television networks as well as
diYculties will not be faced by them? If your answerregional. Please also go on to say what is going to be
to that is no that will not happen, you could thenchanged when the rest come.
perhaps go back to this other department and saywillMrBrooks: I will give you a thumbnail sketch of what
things therefore improve for them.is here at the moment. About 800 staV work in this
Mr Brooks:Religion moved up here at the same timebuilding. There are three main network production
as entertainment features. I do not think there was abases here: BBC Manchester Entertainment, which I
natural synergy between those two departmentsmentioned this morning with programmes like
necessarily. They moved at the same time but they doMastermind, Question of Sport; the BBC’s Religion
not make natural bed fellows, I would contend.and Ethics Department is based here with Songs of
Bishop of Manchester: We could have a debate onPraise, Moral Maze, Thought for the Day; and
that!network current aVairs which produce Real Story,

File on Four and the like. Then there are several
network radio teams based here as well. There is a Q582 Chairman: Please do not, not on this
factual radio unit which does weekly editions of You Committee.
and Yours, Women’s Hour, Front Row from here. Mr Brooks: I think we have learnt lessons from the
Then there is the BBC Radio Three unit and a BBC move of religion. I think it is significant that there is
entertainment unit which does a lot of Radio Four commissioning power within those departments that
quiz programming from here. Then there is Radio are moving up now and they have their own
drama which produces about 60 hours of drama a dedicated output. I think that is a significant change
year. Then on top of that, as we are in their studio, I from when religion moved up to Manchester. I was
should mention there is the BBC Philharmonic. The not here at the time but I have talked to people that
total hours for the network production from this were involved in that move. They have talked about
centre are 243 hours of network television a year, some of the diYculties that there were and we will
1,107 hours of network radio and, of course, we have take those into account in anything we do moving
got the regional output from here, North West forward with the departments as they are going to
Tonight and the BBCGMRwhich serves theGreater come up.
Manchester area, and the hours for them are 342 Mr Loughrey: As we did some research for this work
hours of regional television. That is made up of news, maybe 18 months ago we talked to a former Head of
current aVairs, political output and sports output. Religious Programmes who said the problem with

that set of incredibly well-intentionedmoves was thatThen 6,752 hours of local radio through BBC GMR.
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Q586 Lord Maxton: Although the move here ofwe tended to shift supplicants and leave the power
base exactly as it has been. The supplicants have national departments is obviously the prime concern

at themoment, to some extent what we are looking atthrived in religion and ethics in many ways. There is
a very solid production base and I do not want to be is regional broadcasting and the role of the BBC

within that, therefore I am interested in the hours. Doseen to cast aspersions but it heightened the degree of
diYculty for a production department. These new you do more hours than Granada of regional

broadcasting?proposals are largely about self-commissioning
teams—children’s education, Five Live, sport, MrBrooks: I would have thought we did now because

we do sports programmes in addition to our dailychildren’s programmes—which all carry their
budgets and their production teams. It is that sense of news service which is about a mirror of their daily

news service. We also do current aVairs and politicalrounded security and relative strength in the market
that gives them a base. I am convinced that that will output. They do political output and some current

aVairs. We do a fair amount of sports output mainlyprovide advantages for religion and ethics and for
entertainment and for current aVairs here. There is a centred around Rugby League—after all, this is the

heartland of Rugby League. We do two programmesstrength and solidarity in the Manchester base that
comes from that scale of investment and the concerning Rugby League. We do the Super League

Showwhich goes out on a Sunday lunchtime and thenopportunities and the technology that we envisage
will benefit all departments, including those here we doRugby League Raw, which is the programme to

which Sue alluded. It is not an ITV programme; wealready.
actually produce it. We put it out, it is our
programme.

Q583 Bishop of Manchester: The people in sports
and other departments in London are now utterly

Q587 Lord Maxton: We received a complaint fromreassured that if they were to come to Manchester
Scottish Rugby Union, about Rangers and Celtic.then all the kinds of things you have just been
They thought BBC Scotland was entirely about thatdescribing will be firmly in place?
and nothing else. What will be the impact on thatMr Loughrey: I think the one thing that Mark
broadcasting of moving these national departmentsThompson has repeatedly said is there is a vision and
up here? Is it likely to distract you from that role orthere are not some teams or production areas that
are you going to keep them separated so that thiswill slip oV the back of the truck on the way north.
building will remain as the regional broadcaster?We thought this through and we believe these are
Mr Loughrey: I believe no, the vision is that this siteentirely complementary teams and they are groups
will no longer be occupied and that the entire BBCthat will reengineer the architecture of the business.
operation will be alongside other parts of the wholeHe is completely committed, as is the Chairman
media community in that media village. I think thatMichael Grade, to the totality of the vision. In terms
career paths will be broader and higher than everof reassurance in terms of individuals, one has to say
before outside London and hence the professionalthat ideally the BBC should not have to engineer such
opportunities for people in regional and localan extreme correction at one time but such is the
programmes will be significantly enhanced. Localchange in the commercial broadcasting market
radio and regional television news have beenacross the UK there is a sense of urgency, such is the
traditional recruitment territory for the whole ofstrength of our own audience data to indicate that
broadcasting from its inception. This formalises thatsuch correction is necessary. We would have
opportunity and makes it possible without alwayspreferred to have had a smaller disruption to the
moving within the M25.private and professional lives of colleagues, but this

is quite diVerent. However, I have to say five years is
a long time in a very fluid industry. Q588 Lord Maxton: Can I move it down one then.

What about local television rather than just regional
television? Be honest, a major car accident inQ584 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: Can I
Manchester is not of much interest to someone injust go back to this point about commissioning
Carlisle, so are you looking at that to see how you canpower. Are we talking about Mr Mosey for instance
bring news and current aVairs closer?moving up here?
Mr Loughrey: Let me just return to your earlierMr Loughrey: Yes.
question. I believe that the BBC still produces
marginally less overall output in English regions than
ITV but, as you are well aware, ITV are rapidlyQ585 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: So it is

the whole department from top to bottom? diminishing their level of non-news output in the
regions from three hours to one and a half, with aMr Loughrey: Yes.

Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: Thank you plan to reduce that further if Ofcom permits. We
decided that rather than fill that vacuum directly wevery much.
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perfectly possible to imagine they would set aboutshould do exactly as you describe and provide
television news that is as local as our local radio trying to attract sporting organisations as well on the

back of this move. So I think yes to shared resources,provision in England and a great dealmore local than
we have ever been able to provide in the three nations. but we are talking about multiple interfaces and that

is why I urged that note of caution earlier on. WeAll of the audience indicators tell us that that is very
much sought after by our large audiences. In a sense should not just be looking at a partnership that is

rooted in the delivery of current content by currentit is providing broadband on demand television news.
In our Where I Live sites across the United Kingdom media players. We are talking about a move that is

five years away. We are talking about a move that iswe have experienced remarkable growth in the five
years of our existence. They are still a text-based for the long-term future of the BBC. We call the

services moving here the “services of the future” andservice. When Philip Graf conducted the DCMS
review he was somewhat critical of the character of we are looking at that media zone proposition as

something that is going to be viable in 20 or 30 years’local sites for having such a text-based service when
we are in the business of sound and pictures and not time. You yourselves know how dramatically the

broadcasting business is going to change. As thetext. We have taken that challenge and propose to
create 60 strong local television on-line on-demand Chairman himself mentioned today, with the changes

under the Communications Act the stability of thosenews services across the UK as a parallel initiative
with us. We believe that in that welter of choice in partners in that relationship is also crucial. So we are

looking for a broad range of partners rather than amulti-channel television the one choice that is sadly
lacking is news about your community, and we can narrow arranged marriage.
deliver it. There is a pilot happening in the West
Midlands about to begin to test that proposition. Q590 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: I think what I was

trying to get at, perhaps rather badly, is if what is
being proposed up here, or wherever it happens, withQ589 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: As you know, in
all these multi benefits works (albeit five years onour first report we recommended sharing centres of
goodness only knows what has happened in thatregional excellence. You obviously have had
time) would this not make it easier for the morediscussions with local production companies about
limited regional get-togethers to operate?sharing resources. Could you fill us in about how
MrThomas: In a word, LadyHowe, yes, it is a model.these have gone and whether, in your view, a major

move like the one that might happen up here will
Q591 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: I would havecontribute to the initiatives throughout the country?
thought so.Mr Thomas: In terms of a shared set of resources we
Mr Loughrey: There are interesting signs in Scotlandabsolutely endorse that view. Essentially that is what
at our new Pacific Quay site of collaborativethemedia zone is predicated on. I think it goes a stage
ventures. It does not make much sense for twofurther than was originally intended when people
broadcasting organisations to own two separatebegan talking about it and I think this is why a level
studios both of which are dark for 75 per cent of theirof granularity is quite important. It is possible to see
time. It does not make much sense in public valuea synergy, for example, between ourselves being in
terms to have separate restaurants and separateManchester and ITV Granada. When you actually
security. Theremight well be opportunities in variousexplore what that is in reality, the area of sharing is
centres around the country to have a moreprobably pretty much around a studio business. So
collaborative approach. Quite frankly, that is howwe use television studios, they use television studios.
the talent has moved over the decades acrossIf you look at the breadth of our proposition in terms
providers. I do not think the audience see it asof bringing radio up, they do not do radio; in terms of
necessarily opposite and in the regional centres weour learning division, they do not do that; the R&D
have a great deal in common with local radio,aspect that the BBC does; our on-line stuV. So, yes,
commercial radio and ITV. There is a fraternity ofwe are for sharing but it has got to involve the right
commitment to those communities and that shouldpartners, which is why I was delightedwhen theRDA
be reflected in the most cost-eVective possible use ofand the councils were beginning to talk about
resources.Microsoft. It is companies like that we have been

talking to them about. We have been saying that if
the BBCbrings up this range of propositions it would Q592 Chairman: But if there is a chance or a
allow the media zone to create multiple interfaces prospect, just going back on what Mark Thomas was
with multiple businesses. There are lots of saying, of ITV being taken over, it must act as a bit
opportunities for interfaces with this proposition. of a disincentive for your partnership ambitions?
Potentially you are talking about BBC Sport, on Mr Thomas: Being completely clear about this, when
television, on radio and on-line. Given the proactive we went back to the Governors we presented them

with three scenarios. We said we can do what theway the NWDA and councils are behaving, it is
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interpretation? If there is such a thing as LancastrianBBC always does which is to stand alone, we can do
a joint venture with ITV, or we can do the media values they are going to be the ones that now get a fair

play? Again, it is really for enlightenment I ask thezone. The Governors were very clear that the joint
venture with ITV, while producing some benefits, did question, and I put it in my usual aggressive way:

really what are the benefits?not produce the benefits on anything like the scale we
are talking about, and the media zone is the model MrLoughrey: I will start with the last bit first and then
they have asked us to pursue, with a fall-back option Mark will discuss sport. I think it cannot be right that
of a stand alone option if that does not work. So you 99 per cent of the BBC’s commissioning happens in
are absolutely right, but what we are saying to all the one place in the United Kingdom. In any sense of
media zone operators for us in the context in which equity the people who make the critical decisions
you set it out, ITV being a tenant on the media zone about what we hear on air and what we see on
is neither a deal maker nor a deal breaker for us. The television all walk the same streets, not just in
issue is really for the operator of the media zone—the London but in two boroughs in London really. It is a
councils, the NWDA—to attract whoever they feel very lopsided proposition. That was tenable perhaps
they need to attract to that location. It is slightly when the rest of the broadcasting ecology was
complicated by the fact that ITV is one of the diVerent when the key decisions in commercial
potential sites so not surprisingly their current television were made right across the country. That is
position is they would only want to be part of the no longer the case. The key decisions made in
media zone on their own site. As I indicated, this is a commercial broadcasting are now also made in those
complex set of negotiations and I am sure we will end same two or three boroughs. They are going to the
up in a sensible place. same restaurants, going to the same theatres, walking
Mr Loughrey: Of course we will warmly welcome the same streets, reading the same books. It is a very,
ITV.We are very keen to collaborate with ITVwhere very narrow social and intellectual environment. It is
it makes sense. very diYcult to sustain that in a world where we

collect a licence fee on every street. It is very diYcult
to review briefly the extraordinarily creative voice,Q593 Chairman: I am sure you are but that was not
despite that lopsidedness, of this part of the UK. It isentirely my point. My point was if there is a question
not about a Lancastrian equivalent to Chiswick. It ismark over future ownership, you have to take that
about Manchester being a creative hub for the wholeinto account.
of the North of England, just as CardiV is chargedMr Loughrey: The issue of the stability of partners is
with being the creative hub for the whole of Wales. Ifa critical thing in assessing any collaborative venture
this project works in Manchester alone then it willand the media zone has the opportunity within it for
have failed. We have to achieve a degree of creativemore dexterity.
interpretation and creative engagement withChairman: I can see that and understand that.
audiences across the whole of the North of England
which has evaded us in the past. The evidence ofQ594 Lord Peston: Pursuing again the reasons for
talent, of writing and performing skills that is evidentthe move, I ought to apologise to you, I had taken it
here gives us every good cause to be hopeful that wefor granted that the reason for the move was to save
can achieve that.costs and that all the other benefits were by-products.

Your argument is no it is the other benefits that
matter and if there are any costs savings they will be
the by product. Am I correct in my interpretation?
Mr Loughrey: The proposition we brought to the
Governors was based on the benefit to licence payers. Q596 Lord Peston: Could we just pursue that

because I am still completely lost. I speak entirely as
a viewer and listener. I am not very clear what I getQ595 Lord Peston: Let us look at the benefits. There
that is diVerent if it is made here. Everything you sayare two aspects that I would like to hear a bit more
about the creative talent here and all those otheron. One is the general point that arose this morning
things, great universities, all that is here. However, Ithat there will be better services broadly as a result of
do not see what ends up other than the possibilitythis. To take sport as an example, sports
which arose this morning that I might hear somebroadcasting will simply be better sports
Lancashire accents on telly rather than my ownbroadcasting. That is one bit of your argument, I
accent, which I am in favour of let me add, but it isassume. The other is this point, which I must admit I
not the biggest deal I could imagine. Will I get betterdo not understand but you again seem to accept it,
plays and will I get better documentaries if they arethat somehow broadcasting is dominated by
commissioned up here?metropolitan values, by which I presume they mean
Mr Thomas: I think at the end of the day the specificSouth East values, and somehow it will now become

much more Lancastrian. Is that my correct point here is that programmes are made by people.
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idea of moving the programmes here was so theQ597 Lord Peston: Yes.
Mr Thomas: And the more diverse that group of programmes would be attractive to people in the

North, but if you are bringing national programmepeople the better the BBC’s oVering. That has been
our experience. Having production, as Pat says, in makers here, they have not just got to appeal to

people in the North, they have got to appeal rightScotland andWales and across the country and at the
centres in Bristol and Birmingham and indeed across the whole of the country.

Mr Loughrey: That is my Dr Who argument.Manchester currently, it is a richer mix than if
everybody were located in the same place with the
same sets of views, because at the end of the day Q599 Lord Maxton: But Dr Who could be made
programmes start with ideas and ideas are sparked by anywhere. It is not a Welsh drama programme, it is
a whole diVerent range of life experiences. So I think not about Wales.
something of this considerable size that we are Mr Loughrey: It was written by a very proud
talking about would allow people to spend one or Welshman and produced by some very proud
two stages of their career in another centre other than Welshmen.
London working for the BBC. We had a tape this
morning of talent whowere basically saying how they Q600 Lord Maxton: That is not the point I am
had to leave the area in order to go and make making. The point I am making is it is not a Welsh
programmes in London and how it was oVensive, drama programme in the way thatRab CNesbittwas
frankly, that they had to do that. In a way, you have a Scottish comedy programme which was actually
also heard from Granada how a lot of those ideas very popular even though large numbers of people in
were routed through them and denied to the BBC as London could not understand a single word of what
a result of that. I think the BBC underperforms in the was being said! You have got to make it clear that if
North of England not simply because there are not you are doing regional broadcasting you can base
enough Lancastrian voices but because the thing that your programmes on the region but if you are
makes this part of the world the way it is not broadcasting national programmes they have got to
necessarily there in suYcient critical mass within the appeal to where that largest proportion of the
BBC to find its way through the system. population resides which is, unfortunately, in the
Mr Loughrey: Shall I try a small example which you South East of England.
may or may not find persuasive. In popular drama Mr Loughrey: I think we sometimes underestimate
there are three dominant popular dramas— the dexterity and openness of the audience. There is
Eastenders, Casualty and Holby City—all no more authentic voice of this part of the world in
concentrated in the south of this country. When we contemporary comedy than Peter Kay. He plays
decided some years ago to have another popular (sadly often on the other side) to a very strong
drama it went so far south it came oV this island and audience right across the United Kingdom. Quality
ended up in Spain, called Eldorado. There is a wins. Billy Connolly is compelling, Max Boyce in his
gravitational feel in the BBC and indeed increasingly day was compelling, Peter Kay in this day and age
now in the whole broadcasting industry that sucks speaks to audiences wherever they are. A lot of it has
everything rapidly south and that denies to this part to do with social demographics and class issues asof the world the creative opportunity that the licence

well.fee gives as their right, and all that I have done
throughout my career, and what all of us in

Q601 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: As youbroadcasting do, is creative acts of faith, taking
said at the beginning, certain types of programmesopportunities and investing where we believe the
are being moved up here—sport, new media,opportunities exist. For years drama from BBC
children’s programmes. You have also talked a lotWales was regarded as a joke. Drama from Wales in
about ideas. Is there not a concern that the BBC willgeneral was regarded as the bottom of the creative
be reduced to just producing those types ofpile. We made a few creative decisions on risks with
programmes and that the more idea-led type ofBBC Wales drama and out of it we haveDrWho and
programmes like the drama and so on will be drivenCasanova. We believe that talent is, without doubt,
out of this area of the BBC, this region?here to deliver at the highest end, not obsessed by
Mr Thomas: I do not think so. I think the oppositeprovincialism and parochialism but at the highest
could happen. At the moment when the BBClevel in the broadcasting world, and it is for that
produces drama here, a significant number of crewreason the diversity Mark described is essential to a
actually come up from London because there is not ahealthy creative life.We believe this centrewill permit
sustainable production base here of suYcient size andus that opportunity.
scale to actually keep people living in the region.
Obviously there are some but not enough. PotentiallyQ598 LordMaxton:Yes, I understand that. If that is
with the model we are describing now there is goingwhat you are about, that is fine. The problem is what

you initially described, Pat, was essentially saying the to be that sustainable production community across
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Five Live, for example, and children’s programmes.us, across ITV, and across the independent sector. I
think, if anything, if this works in the way we are They connect in a particular way, a direct inter-

section with the audience. Five Live is the mosttalking about, it is going to attract more production
here, not less. interactive of our radio stations connected to

audiences and it is of course a very natural bed fellow
for sport, which in turn is pioneering new forms ofQ602 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: As a
technology in outside broadcasts for example andwitness earlier said to us, there is a problem of “out
research and development. Career paths are clearof sight out of mind”. He was asking for a channel to
across them and there is a connectivity. I believe alsomove here because for certain types of television you
that together they can form not just the basis of astill need to be in that bit of London where everybody
thriving internal ecology but be part of a very strongis eating in the same restaurants and reading the
external ecology.same books.

Mr Thomas: I think I tend to agree with I think it was
Q604 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury:PickingLord Peston who said that if you are the
up on sport, is there a problem about the fact that wecommissioner you are chasing the really good talent
got the Olympics and they are going to be in London?wherever it is. Frankly, what you do not want is the
Mr Loughrey: I do not think so. I think we managedbest programmes to end up on the other side.
to cover the Commonwealth Games in ManchesterWhether you are an independent or whether you are
without moving the department for that and thea programmemaker in an in-house department, there
Olympic Games in Beijing without moving theis this view that even if technology would allow you
department for that. I think those glorious couple ofto communicate with a commissioner down a bit of
months, if it is that long, will be easily covered fromwire, you need to be in the same room breathing the
a base wherever it is.same air. I think that is a comfort zone. I think it is

also how buying and selling is done. You are always
going to get those people wanting to travel to each Q605 Chairman: You said a very interesting thing,

Mark Thomas. You said basically, as I understoodother. Nobody ever has enough time with
commissioners, particularly the channel controllers. you, that Manchester is not self-suYcient for staV

which is rather contrary to what was being indicatedThere are only 24 hours in any day and there are
hundreds of companies which would all like to have this morning.

Mr Thomas: For drama. When the BBC comes uplots of time with them. I think everybody always feels
aggrieved in that situation. I think in terms of what here with a major drama production, and it is

certainly backed up by North West Vision becausewe are proposing here, as we have indicated, we have
brought two children’s channels here and a channel they talk to us about it all the time, there are not the

crews and everything rooted here in the locality andof radio. They have commissioning power and the
commissioning power is based here so that side of available because there is not enough work.
things is going to work. Even if you moved another
commissioner and thatmeant somebody did not have Q606 Chairman: That is interesting. It was not quite
to travel up here, then a number of people in London the flavour I got from the evidence earlier this
or Glasgow would still have to travel to Manchester. morning.
There is no way of being omnipresent in this kind of Mr Loughrey: Over the next months, maybe years, I
scenario. think we could see a significant shift in BBC drama’s

mass full-time engagement with this part of England.
The controller of television drama has said publiclyQ603 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: Just a
that there is a cost premium to producing networkfinal question, and maybe this is to Mr Loughrey,
dramas in the North of England for the reasons thatwhy were these particular activities chosen to move
Mark has described. Recurring dramas likehere? Is it both radio and television that are moving?
Coronation Street of course have their own dedicatedMr Loughrey: Yes to the second part and if I could
facilities but for the occasional six-part series or one-connect your previous question with this one.
parter it is quite diYcult to find the mobile resourcesChildren’s television is a marvellous opportunity
to deliver those. They do tend to cost a premium. Webecause it is multi genre. It includes drama,
need permanent production to sustain a total base.documentaries, features and news, with Newsround.

It builds the industry across the genres, albeit for a
very specific audience. It therefore is real nutrition to Q607 Chairman:What is the total staV employed by

the BBC in the United Kingdom? Does anyonethe industry and provides a core brief but (and Mark
used it earlier) the vision we had and the simple know?

Mr Loughrey: 24,000. We have just experienced asentence we used to describe it was “audiences and
services of the future”. It is not diYcult to spot the value-for-money exercise which reduced that number

significantly.complementarity between new media, learning and
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Q613 Lord Maxton: The only question I would likeQ608 Chairman: And how many are employed
to ask is I did screw my face up a little when Markoutside London?
said 25 or 30 years down the line. In the modernMrLoughrey: 6,000withinmy division of theNations
world, that is being really, I would have thought,and the Regions, and then a further—and I need to
optimistic if you can forecast the future that farcome back to you on these numbers—probably
ahead. Most of us now are at the point—I am being acouple of thousand in the network production
technical nut—of putting oV buying almost anythingcentres, this one, Bristol and Birmingham.
because I know it will be cheaper and newer and
better six months down the line.
Mr Thomas: I think you are absolutely right, that isQ609 Chairman: So it is heavily London-centred at
whywe are seeking the partners, in terms of themediathe moment?
zone, who are the most forward-thinking becauseMr Loughrey: Yes.
you are right an element of this is about flexibility,
which is why we do have some nervousness, and I
know you touched on it earlier, around the 3sixtyQ610 Chairman: And in Manchester we have got
model. Those studios are already as old as our studios1,200?
in London. That is not necessarily where we need toMr Thomas: 800.
be going. You only have to look at how productionMr Brooks: 760.
is moving away more and more from studios to on
location, so I think it is about creating the right
media zone with the right people running it with theQ611 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: Unlike
right vision that allows us to be future-proofed overthe ITV Granada answer, when you say staV are you
25 years. You are right that is not about knowingare also counting in people on long-term contracts?
what it is going to be like in 25 years’ time but it isMr Loughrey: On long-term contracts, not short-
having the right people in the media zone that areterm.
going to keep refreshing it and be focused on theChairman: These are people who are permanently
future.employed, these are not the people you hire in?

Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: They do Q614 Chairman: That seems to me a very
include long-term contracts. appropriate point at which to stop. Thank you very

much indeed all of you for your evidence which was
very clear and very interesting and thank you also forQ612 Lord Peston: Long-term contracts is just a tax the discussions that we have had before this meeting

dodge, is it not? for which we are very grateful indeed. Perhaps if we
Mr Loughrey: It depends how you describe have any other questions we could send them to you.
freelance staV. Mr Loughrey: And I will come back to you, if I may,
Lord Peston: That is what I have just described with more precise answers on the numbers.
them as. MrThomas:Wewill come back to BaronessHowe on
Chairman:We are almost at our end because we need the link between why it is a third on one and a half on
to get our plane to Belfast, so long as the fog permits. the other.
Has anybody got any further questions? Lord Chairman: We wish you good luck in your

negotiations.Maxton?

Supplementary evidence from the BBC

Follow-up to Evidence Session in Manchester

At the Select Committee session in Manchester there were three questions where we oVered to provide
additional information.

1. Why has the projected total cost of the move to Manchester been cut by 33 per cent while the projected annual cost
has dropped by 50 per cent?

The original cost estimate for the project—dating from December 2004—was £530 million to £640 million.
This represents the total costs that will be incurred in completing the move, irrespective of how these costs are
funded or who provides the capital.

This total splits down into two categories of cost: those paid by the BBC directly; and those financed via third
party capital (which is subsequently repaid by the BBC over a number of years). An example of the former is
the redundancy and relocation costs that will be incurred as a result of moving over 1,500 jobs to Manchester.
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An example of the latter is the construction cost of the building, which will be financed by a third party and
then repaid by the BBC, either in the form of a rent or a repayment of some form of debt facility.

The figure of £45 million for the annual cost to the BBC also dates from December 2004 and represents the
cost to the BBC of that second category: elements originally paid for using third party capital. Therefore, it
is not an additional cost, but the same cost represented in a diVerent way.

Over the last 12 months, considerable work has been undertaken by the project team to turn the original plans
for a high level strategy to a detailed implementation plan, a process which has allowed us to introduce
eYciencies into the plans. For instance, a thorough assessment of the accommodation requirements of each
of the relocating divisions has been undertaken resulting in a reduction in the space requirement for the new
centre, and a decision to rely on the market to provide the required studio facilities has reduced the level of
funding the BBC would have to raise. As a result, the latest projection for the total cost of the project
(irrespective of who funds it) is roughly a third lower than the December 2004 estimate. This in turn has had
the eVect of broadly halving the annual amount payable by the BBC for those elements originally funded by
third parties.

There are two reasons why the annual cost to the BBC has dropped by a larger amount than the total project
cost. First, in the revised plan a greater proportion of the costs are paid directly by the BBC, thus the level of
third party capital required has fallen by more than 33 per cent. Secondly, we have done further work to look
at how that external capital could be raised and, as a result, have revised the financing cost assumptions
downwards. Together, these two reasons account for the greater reduction in the average annual cost to the
BBC.

2. How many years will it take for the Manchester move to pay for itself?

The key driver for the move to Manchester is not to generate savings, but is instead about creating a more
representative BBC that will connect with audiences from across the UK. Therefore, the concept of a payback
period in purely financial terms only represents part of the picture. However, we clearly want to identify the
most cost-eVective way of undertaking the move and are endeavouring to realise savings wherever possible.

In relation to the people-related costs, they will pay for themselves over 25 years, with annual “London
weighting” savings oVsetting the upfront relocation and redundancy costs. We are looking at alternative HR
strategies to identify whether we can reduce the costs further and hence reduce the payback period.

Property-related savings as a result of the space vacated in London are currently in the process of being
determined by BBC Property. Since the project is not happening in isolation, these savings need to be
determined as part of BBC Property’s wider property strategy, which is also tasked with delivering significant
savings as part of the eYciency targets included elsewhere in the licence fee bid.We believe that further savings
are possible, but it is clear that the property element of the project will remain a significant net cost. The
payback for the project as a whole is dependent on the savings that we can realise from the accommodation
that will be vacated in London. However, the move is not happening in isolation and hence any savings need
to be determined by the BBC’s wider property strategy, factoring in the implications of the numerous other
changes occurring at the BBC.Detailedwork is underway to address the complex issues involved in developing
this strategy, to determine how the vacated space as a result of the move can be converted into disposals of
whole buildings.

3. How many staff are currently employed in London, outside London and at BBC Manchester?

As of 31 August 2005, the BBC employed 23,163 people, of which 14,219 were based in London and 8,944
outside. Of those based out of London, 678 were working in Manchester.

I hope this addresses the outstanding queries. One further point of clarification is that in one of our responses
in the committee session, we underestimated the number of hours of radio drama output currently made from
Manchester. The correct figure is actually 74 hours, not 60 as we had stated.

At the time of the Select Committee in Manchester we were midway through our detailed negotiations with
the owners of the four “media zone” sites, which made it diYcult for me to discuss that part of the project in
detail. We have subsequently concluded the first phase of the site selection process and are today announcing
the two shortlisted sites that the BBC and the Regional Development Agency intend to take forward into the
next phase. They are the “Central Spine” site near Whitworth Street in central Manchester and the Quays
Point site at Salford Quays near the Lowry and Imperial War Museum.
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Although the existing ITV site did not make the final shortlist the BBC shares your observation that the
greatest benefits can be achieved by the Media Zone if the media sector shares facilities. The BBC, the NWDA
and the two city councils believe this is possible whichever site is finally chosen. We would all welcome ITV’s
involvement, either as a user of the Zone’s studio facilities or as a fellow tenant alongside the BBC.
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Present Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury, B Maxton, L
Fowler, L (Chairman) Peston, L

Examination of Witnesses

Witnesses: Professor Fabian Monds, BBC National Governor for Northern Ireland,
Ms Anna Carragher, Controller of BBC Northern Ireland, Mr Pat Loughrey, Director of Nations and

Regions and Reverend Rick Hill, Member, Broadcasting Council for Northern Ireland, examined.

Q615 Chairman: Good morning. I was going to say and local services, I think it will come as no surprise
to any of you that, as is the case everywhere in thethank you very much for coming but what I should

be saying is thank you very much for allowing us to BBC, but very particularly in this society, the
provision of an accurate and impartial news service iscome here and take evidence in your own oYce. You

know the background so I will not labour that; it is an absolute paramount responsibility across radio,
television and indeed online. Exploration of life inthat we have completed our first report and we are

now looking at areas which we did not have quite Northern Ireland through a whole range of single
programmes, chat shows and series are veryenough time to do. One of those comes under the

category of regional broadcasting, but it goes wider important, as is reflecting the cultural diversity of
Northern Ireland. We have very distinctive tastes inthan that. Could you say what BBC Northern

Ireland’s main goals in both television and radio things like music, in sports and, ironically, in what
one might not first think of, like humour, foractually are?
example. And obviously languages. We have anMsCarragher:Chairman, in themain the overall goal
incredibly important role and possibly one whichis to ensure that the BBC has a whole portfolio of
other parts of the UK may wish to emulate, in aprogrammes and services that meets the needs of
conflicted society being a space where people canaudiences within Northern Ireland. The essential
meet and debate and discuss, where stories can bemain way inwhich we do that is the provision of local
told and where views can be aired. I think in a post-services within Northern Ireland, local television
conflict society, a society that has the legacy of Theprogrammes which cover a range of genres, provision
Troubles, we are increasingly conscious that one ofof dedicated radio service in Radio Ulster and Radio
the things that people want to be able to do is to tellFoyle and our online services.We also ensure that the
their story and have their voice heard, and that is anetworks meet the needs of BBC audiences, and this
very, very important role we have.is done in a variety of ways because obviously I am

concerned to ensure that the UK is fully represented
and that the tastes of the UK are fully met. So, for Q616 Chairman: You are—I was going to say a

veteran—someone who has worked on a number ofexample, we have a very young population in
Northern Ireland. Radio Ulster is a very, very programmes like Question Time and the Today

programme. If I was sitting here, as I was thissuccessful radio service that provides for a slightly
older population, therefore Radio Ulster/Foyle morning, would I be listening to Today from London

or would I be listening to Today from Belfast, aworks very closely with Radio 1 to ensure that Radio
1 meets the needs and tastes of the younger audience. completely diVerent programme?

MsCarragher:Youhave a choice of listening to eitherIn television programmes we were very conscious
that programmes like EastEnders, although it is a depending where you went on your radio dial. Good

Morning Ulster is the local programme which runsmost successful BBC1 programme in Northern
Ireland, nonetheless, compared with the from 6.30 to 9 o’clock and provides a comprehensive

local national and international news service, a newsperformance in particularly the south of England,
performs less well here as against Coronation Street service which is obviously going to be tailored to

particular tastes in Northern Ireland. Therefore, foror Emmerdale which, our residents being northern
and industrial, northern and rural, therefore meets example, thismorning ourmain storywas theReview

of Public Administration, which may have been athe taste of audiences here more closely. One finds,
for example, that a programme like Cutting It or footnote in the Today programme but obviously is a

very, very important political development forClocking OV, which is covering the north of England,
has a greater resonance with the local audience than people within Northern Ireland.
something likeMyFamily, which is deeply popular in
the south of England but does not have a particular Q617 Chairman: Yes, I heard that. How many in
resonance within Northern Ireland. So that is the Northern Ireland would listen to that and how many

would listen to John Humphrys and co. in London?overall view. Turning then briefly to the local output
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from the Equality Commissions Monitoring ReportMs Carragher: The vast majority of people would
listen to Good Morning Ulster. That is a reflection of No 14 Published in November 2004, is that excluding

those whose religious or community background isthe fact of a number of things. First of all, Radio
Ulster is one of the most—and I think is the most non-determined, the composition of BBC Northern

Ireland’s workforce is 55% Protestant, 45% Romansuccessful station which is run, not just by the BBC in
the UK. It has a very, very large audience share of Catholic.
31%, which is extremely high indeed. Northern
Ireland is a very news hungry society. For the Today Q621 Chairman: That would also apply up and
programme, the audience share in Northern Ireland down the scale? For example, the number of
is much smaller at around 5.6%. producers, would that roughly be the same
Chairman:Would it be fair to say that they take their percentage?
style, judging from the interviews I was hearing, from Ms Carragher: It would roughly be the same
the Today programme? Or perhaps it was the other percentage, and there would be some individual
way, I do not know! variations.

Q622 Chairman: That is a dramatic diVerenceQ618 Lord Maxton: Could I link into television on
between now and where we were in, say, the 1960sthat because in Scotland, where I come from, of
when I first came to Ulster.course, there are those who seek the BBC to do what
Ms Carragher: Yes.is called the Scottish Six, in other words they do the

total news on television at six o’clock because they
think that the six to half past six news is certainly Q623 Chairman: What would have been the
English centralised if not London centralised. Are position then?
there people in Northern Ireland saying, “We should Ms Carragher: I do not have the exact figures and I
have an Ulster Six”? can get back to youwith them, but frommemory they
MsCarragher:No, not particularly.We have an issue were roughly 90 per cent—10 per cent.
with the under performance of the six o’clock, which
is partly due to scheduling issues in that the local Q624 Chairman: So that has been the revolution
news on Ulster Television runs at six o’clock and which has taken place inside.
people do tend to go to that for local news. Ms Carragher: Yes.
Mr Loughrey: There was not the same lobby in
Northern Ireland for a diVerent arrangement of news Q625 Chairman: My last question in introduction,
between six and seven. the main challenge that you find, is it balance? You

have a very politically aware local population who
Q619 Chairman:How many do you employ in BBC feel very strongly about various issues, so keeping the
Northern Ireland? balance there must be quite diYcult, even more
Ms Carragher: Seven hundred and thirty-two. diYcult than in some parts of the rest of the United

Kingdom.
Ms Carragher: It is undoubtedly a challenge and aQ620 Chairman: Obviously as I listened this
challenge in that there are far more political partiesmorning one could hear the traditional political
here than there are in the UK as a whole. Five largerdivides. Do you have any figures on how the religious
parties and then when you go to smaller parties up toaYliations, if I can put it that way, break down?
11 or 12, and within those parties there are diVerentMs Carragher: The religious aYliation of BBC
wings as well, so you are balancing within parties inNorthern Ireland’s workforce is profiled on a regular
a greater number of parties with a very politicallybasis in accordance with the requirements of our
aware audience. So that is undoubtedly a challenge.Equal Opportunities legislation. BBC Northern

Ireland’s monitoring returns to the Equality
Commission include freelance and contract staV in Q626 Chairman: Do you have surveys which can

show whether the BBC is accepted as being fair andaddition to those employed on permanent contracts
and this means that the figures can look somewhat balanced?

Ms Carragher: Yes, we do. We carry out continualhigher than those quoted for our full-time equivalent
head count. The breakdown is 409 Protestant, 335 surveys. The last figures I was looking at on this, the

number of people who felt that our output was biasedCatholic and 122 non-determined. That is a much
higher proportion in non-determined than would be was 18 per cent, which assumes that 82 per cent are

satisfied with the impartiality of our coverage, orthe case for most employers in Northern Ireland,
which is largely due to the fact that we would employ certainly do not feel we are biased. The levels of

satisfaction with the service is very high; it is 78 permore people who have come from other parts of the
country. The breakdown, to give you percentages, cent showing that they are satisfied.
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individuals’ abilities, interests and backgrounds areQ627 Chairman: Is there any diVerence between
Northern Ireland and other parts of the United all relevant. One thing we pay attention to is

geography, in the sense that if we get a distribution ofKingdom in satisfaction surveys?
Mr Loughrey: There are approval indices, Chairman, individuals across Northern Ireland that helps to

ensure some degree of correlation with theacross the UK. What Anna is quoting is a specific
survey about Northern Ireland, so there are not proportional community distribution. But we have

been very successful, I think, in getting balance andbenchmarks necessarily for that survey. But if you
would like to see the approval indices I am sure we representation. We worry about such things as rural

versus urban, the business community representationcan send them to you subsequently.
and the like. But you asked the ReverendHill a direct
question, so over to you, Rick.Q628 LordMaxton: In this highly political world the
Reverend Hill: If I could comment and say that IBroadcasting Council must have a very important
believe the Broadcasting Council’s role is to berole to play, much more perhaps important than
listening and responding to the audience, to assist theBroadcasting Councils elsewhere, would that be
BBC in understanding the local audience. Am I aright?
representative of the Presbyterian Church in Ireland?Professor Monds: The Broadcasting Council of
I am not. I am first and foremost a licence payer whoNorthern Ireland has all the same responsibilities
is an advocate for other licence payers. Of course Ithat the Welsh and Scottish Broadcasting Councils
bring to that some skills and interests that wouldhave and the priority is to provide communications
clearly be influenced by my own employmentto management and to the Board of Governors on
background and by my previous background as athe way in which, in our case, BBC Northern Ireland
physicist and the fact that I have been buildingis delivering an appropriate mix of programmes and
computers since I was 16 years old, so I have ais spending its budget appropriately, in our view,
technology interest as well. I know from the mix inacross the programme genres. But it is true that in
the Council that we have a diverse range of skills,Northern Ireland we have a somewhatmore complex
interests, cultural backgrounds, sportingenvironment, not just because of the community and
backgrounds, and actually I think that the Council ispolitical considerations and history but also we have
greater than the sum of its parts because of thata somewhat unique broadcasting environment, in
eclectic mixture that we have. In its recruitmentthatNorthern Ireland has for some time been amulti-
materials the BBC state that the Council’schannel analogue terrestrial environment with RTÉ
membership should reflect the diversity of the BBC’stransmitting to approximately 50 per cent of the
audience in Northern Ireland and should, consistentpopulation of Northern Ireland, and that is now
with the principle of appointment on merit, includeavailable on D-Sat as well. So BBC Northern Ireland
people with diVerent skills, interests, areas ofhas a particular challenge to cope with that
expertise and backgrounds. The process iscompetition. I should have said at the beginning,
independently audited, it is publicly advertised, it isChairman, how pleased we are that you have chosen
wide open and transparent. Details of all this are onto bring the Committee to Northern Ireland and we
our website, which seems to attract 10,000 to 12,000are grateful for this opportunity of communication
people a month viewing it, so you can check thaton that subject.
there for yourself and see that. Baroness Onora
O’Neill said in her Reith Lectures in 2002 that

Q629 Lord Maxton:When you are recruiting to the “real accountability involves substantive and
Council—and maybe this is in part a question to knowledgeable independent judgment of an
Reverend Hill as well—do you try to reflect the institution’s work by people who have suYcient time
political religious divides in Northern Ireland? If I and experience to assess the evidence and report on
can be quite direct with you, do you feel that when it”. I think that is what you have in the Councils.
you are on that Council you are representing the
Presbyterian Church, or do you think you are on

Q630 LordMaxton:Could I ask one last question onthere as an individual representing the people of
this? It is not clear—and we did not actuallyNorthern Ireland?
recommend it ourselves—whether or not there will beProfessor Monds: If I could start and then Reverend
governors from the nations on the Board ofHill to come in. Just to outline the process, which is
Governors in the future. What is your view on that?that the Lord Nolan principles are applied. We use

external assessors and advertising and the invitation Professor Monds: Chairman, the BBC’s response to
the Green Paper was to argue quite explicitly forfor applications is completely open. In deciding on

individuals to join the Council, yes, attention is paid national representation on the new Trust, and I think
that the arguments are strong for each of the nationsto the mix, but this cannot be a crude head count on

a religious basis or indeed on an urban basis; the and indeed it is proposed that the English National
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the situation in their own nations, but that is toForum, which does not have constitutional status at
the moment, should be treated in the same way as the contribute to the discussions, not to lobby in any

sense for particular special treatment.Broadcasting Councils. But I think that the track
record of communication—and I would emphasise
communication rather than representation—from Q634 Chairman: And you never lobby?
National Governors in Scotland, Wales and Professor Monds: Not in that sense, no.
Northern Ireland has been helpful. The relationship
through the Broadcasting Councils with listeners and Q635 Chairman: In what sense do you lobby?
viewers in the nations is eVective; there is obvious Professor Monds: I have used the term
scope for improvement, but my personal view is that “communication”, I think it is important that
Northern Ireland deserves and requires information is available and the special
representation at that level. circumstances of Northern Ireland need to be

reflected.
Q631 Lord Maxton: If the devolved government is Reverend Hill: Can I comment on that and give you
restored in Northern Ireland do you think they an example. At our public meetings—and we have
should have a role in the selection of that governor, in had 22 public meetings of the Council in the last
the sense that that would be a better way of ensuring financial year—one of the recurring themes that
accountability and so on? emerged from local licence payers was that digital
Professor Monds: The experience we have had in radio coverage in Northern Ireland was extremely
Scotland and Wales has been that the national poor and that many people who had bought these
governors have been able to represent the Board of devices on the understanding that they would work
Governors to the Assembly and the Parliament as discovered they did not; there was only about 43 per
required, and I think that gives a good level of cent coverage. The Council were very exercised by
accountability. this and concerned. We met with management in

London in relation to this. We were not wholly
content with how that was proceeding. With ourQ632 Chairman: You have used the word a number

of times, “representative” on the Board. All best report to the governors and through our national
governor we were able to have this raised at thecorporate governance rules these days are that once

you are on the Board your loyalty is to the Board.Are Board of Governors and eventually three new
transmitters were built in Northern Ireland to serveyou there as the representative simply to stand up for

the interests of Northern Ireland? the audience. I think that demonstrates that there is
a reporting path there where a nation’sProfessorMonds:Certainly not. In fact, with regard to

my particular interests, I have all the responsibilities, representation in the broader sense is important. Our
Council has stated in an appendix to the BBC’sas all the national governors have, of any governor

for oversight and the regulatory powers and Green Paper response that nations’ representation on
the BBC Trust is an important expression of theresponsibilities that all the governors have. I do carry

a full workload of responsibilities within the Board of representative principle, and will be critical and
important to the work of the Board’s ability inGovernors. I have a particular interest in digital roll-

out, and am charged with helping to monitor that understanding the UK’s diversity. I think that does
matter from that point of view. So representation inobjective. No, I think the present Charter is very clear

on the way in which national governors are the broadest sense does matter to the Council and
they have stated it, and that arises out of 22 publicappointed, that they are full governors, and their

relationship with the Broadcasting Council. I think I meetings, four breakfast meetings with people
specifically on the topic of theGreen Paper, as well asused the term “representation” in a broad sense in

that Northern Ireland would retain, as would ASky full of Voices radio talks, at which the audience
was a public audience and we had 70,000 listeners. IfScotland and Wales, the same level of visibility and

profile within the United Kingdom arrangements. you look at the DCMS website and the submissions
in relation to this you will find that all of the main
churches have said that this is an important principle.Q633 Chairman: If a decision came before you that
So we are listening to the audience and reflecting thatpointed to extra resources going to Manchester you
view back to you.would not actually feel that you had to argue the case

for Northern Ireland at every Board meeting?
Professor Monds: It is never as simple as that. The out Q636 Lord Peston: Could I come in on that because

I think all of this raises very deep questions, but it wasof London strategy has involved not just the move to
Manchester but the distribution of resources right Reverend Hill’s remark about digital. I live in East

Anglia and I am pretty sure that the population ofacross the BBC. So I think what national governors
bring to the debate is a knowledge and awareness of East Anglia is larger than that of Northern Ireland,
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review and rearrangement of the complaintsbut we have no representation in the sense that you
are talking about at all, and our digital coverage is processes, through the Editorial Complaints Unit in

the BBC and to the referral and handling ofnot good enough. One of the reasons why some of us
query the whole nations’ approach to this is the fact complaints by the Governors’ Programme

Complaints Committee. I think that we now have athat each part of England is as big as any of the
nations, and there seems to be no way of doing in very powerful, coherent and accessible system which

can be accessed through the Web as well as by otherparts of England what you do as part of the nations.
I am not opposed entirely to the nations but I bristle means. So in a UK-wide sense we have the

complaints process well in hand, I believe, and it isa little when I hear about representation in the broad
sense because I then say, “What about me?” working well. In Northern Ireland, the Broadcasting

Council sees each month a report on complaints thatProfessor Monds: Yes, there is quite a substantial
network of local advisory councils and the English have been logged with BBC Information. I do not

see—having the opportunity to see the patterns UK-National Forum.
wide and in Northern Ireland—a huge diVerence, I
may say. Perhaps there is a preparedness to lift theQ637 Lord Peston: It is not the same thing.
telephone or dash oV an email or a text, but thatProfessor Monds: It is not the same and I did say a
rarely translates into a formal complaint. There are,while back that eVorts do need to be made and
of course, exceptions; the Jerry Springer The Operaarrangements do need to bemade to improve on that.
show precipitated a very large number of writtenThe present Board of Governors is making
complaints, but we understand why that happened.considerable eVorts in terms of accountability events.

I would say that in terms of best practice here in
Q639 Chairman: Before or after?Northern Ireland, as Reverend Hill has indicated, we
Professor Monds: Principally before but some after.have been pretty active in getting out and about and

meeting with people. To be frank, the Board of
Q640 Lord Peston: Could you give us—apart fromGovernors as a body in aUK sense has not been quite
Jerry Springer, which I beg you not to take us into—as visible in those terms. Tonight we have a public
an example or two of the sort of complaint?accountability event in Glasgow, and we have had
Professor Monds: A huge diversity from excessiveone in London and there will be a series of these. But
reference to Londonderry or ‘Derry, the way the cityI think you are quite right there, that accountability
is referred to. I think that Northern Ireland viewersneeds to be very, very visible and the appropriate
and listeners are quite alert that to perceived or realarrangements made across the United Kingdom.
oVence. We had an example at the BroadcastingThat does not, in my mind, negate the arguments for
Council where a presenter referred to a Catholicrepresentation.
church as a chapel and this precipitated a complaint.Mr Loughrey:You do have in the Regional Advisory
Some of them can range from the absolute trivial toCouncil, which is part of a stratum of accountability
very serious complaints.known as the English National Forum, where the
Reverend Hill: Not from me!various Regional Advisory Councils in England and

the local Advisory Councils for local radio come
together, a member of the Board of Governors with Q641 Chairman: Say it is a more serious complaint
special responsibility for English regions, Ranjit and one of your programmes has done an injustice to
Sondhi. What we are proposing in Building Public one of the participants? Take us through the process.
Value is that there is equity of status between the What would then happen? You would attempt to
English National Forum and the Broadcasting reconcile that at Northern Ireland level?
Councils and therefore we create a Broadcasting Professor Monds: Are you taking an example of a
Council for England. It is diYcult to explain why that political concern?
has not existed to start with—it was an artefact of
past arrangements—but we are alert to your concern, Q642 Chairman: Yes.
and I think it is a very valid one. Professor Monds: It may be that a politician would

choose to write to me or to the Controller. Anna, you
are better equipped to explain what has happened inQ638 Lord Peston:Can I take this onmore generally

into the complaints and feedback area? First of all, in our experience in that category.
Ms Carragher: Occasionally politicians will ring orterms of your own experience is complaining a major

Northern Ireland activity? write to us and complain about their treatment on
particular programmes and obviously the first thingProfessor Monds: I see this from two points of view.

One, I happen to be and have been for a few years a I will do in that case is show them that I will
investigate the complaint. I will then talk to themember of the Governors’ Programme Complaints

Committee, so in the last year we have had a radical programme’s producers and find out the
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Q646 Chairman: Four or five a month?circumstances. If we have made a factual inaccuracy,
which has happened, but I am happy to say has very Professor Monds: Yes, it is a very, very small

proportion of the literally thousands of inputs thatrarely happened, we will apologise and rectify it.
come in.

Q643 Chairman: On the air?
Mr Loughrey: Yes. Q647 Chairman: It is not just a Northern Ireland

question.Ms Carragher: Usually, yes. I say usually, because
occasionally the individual concerned may think it is Professor Monds: I am talking about the UK.
too trivial to then be recognised on air, so wewill take
a judgment in each individual case. If, as is more Q648 Chairman: But you have to be pretty
often the case, it is a matter of opinion we will determined to get it up there, have you not? Youmust
consider it very, very carefully indeed and look at it almost be forgettingwhat the complaint is by the time
from all angles and come back to the individual again it has got to you.
either with an acceptance that we havemade an error, Professor Monds: Not in my experience!
in which case we will apologise, or a robust defence
of our position. The individual then has the Q649 Chairman: Okay, in your experience by the
opportunity, if he or she so wishes, to take that time that four or five complaints a month have got up
further, either to the Editorial Complaints Unit, or there, they are people who feel very strongly.
the Governor’s Programme Complaints Committee Professor Monds: Indeed they do.
and in specified circumstances to Ofcom. I think we
have had only one instance in the last year of a

Q650 Chairman: Do they say, “That is great; thiscomplaint being taken to Ofcom by a politician,
BBC Committee has looked at these complaintswhich was not upheld.
against the BBC and has found against me as the
complainant, that is the end of the matter, I regard

Q644 Chairman:But you could not take a complaint that as an entirely fair and sensible process”?
to Ofcom in terms of accuracy, could you, I do not Professor Monds:We uphold complaints from time to
think? time and we partially uphold complaints.
Mr Loughrey: Very often, Chairman, in my Chairman: From time to time?
experience, in those negotiations that Anna has
described, there is a fair opportunity to reply. It is

Q651 Lord Maxton: What is from time to time?very often the perception of an accusation made
Once a year, twice a year?without the right of reply, or at least not the right of
Professor Monds: There is a quarterly bulletinreply at the same time within the same programme.
published both by the Editorial Complaints Unit andVery often we can reconcile those concerns by
by the Governors’ Programme Complaintsproviding time for that right of reply. Fair enough,
Committee. The statistics are there and I can give younot always, and that is when it goes to the formal
the actual percentages, but it is not insignificant.complaints procedure.

Q652 Chairman: But you would not feel that it wasQ645 Chairman: Then what happens there?
better from the point of view of the complainant andProfessor Monds: The Editorial Complaints Unit, if it
the public generally if the end result could be anhas not been reconciled informally, will deal with it—
appeal to someone who was not the BBC, likeif it is a question of accuracy or impartiality or
Ofcom?fairness—will attempt to have a dialogue with the
Professor Monds: In certain categories of complaintscomplainant to try to reach an understanding. And
that is the case.this may involve the producer of the programme

giving a view or the researcher on the programme
Q653 Chairman: But not in impartiality and not inwho uncovered the particular point giving a
accuracy.response. So there may be an exchange of letters
Professor Monds: I think there are real benefits in thebetween the Editorial Complaints Unit and the
Board of Governors being aware of the standardsindividual. If that fails to reach agreement—and the
that are being achieved by the BBC in that area, andmajority of cases are dealt with in that way, an
I think it is an appropriate exercise of responsibilitiesexplanation is given and an acceptance of that
of the Governors to deal with such complaints.explanation follows—the complainant is advised that

their next recourse is to the Governors’ Programme
Complaints Committee, and we deal with probably Q654 Chairman: I was not really asking that. I agree

with that, but for someone who is still dissatisfied,four or five complaints which have reached that level
a month. should he have a right of independent appeal where
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large part of our brief is educational; it is cultural.Wein other walks of life, not to mention other parts of
television, he does? celebrate and nurture the distinctive cultural voice

and identity of the diVerent territories we represent.Professor Monds: My position would be that the
rigour of the present process does address in a fair They provide for us a colour and texture of the

United Kingdom that the digital world, for example,way that concern.
Mr Loughrey:With external expert advice as well. will never provide, the kind of pervading mid-

Atlanticism ofmulti-channel television where there isProfessor Monds: Yes. I should say that the new
arrangements for complaints do include the such a lack of British-made content of any

description. I think the BBC has nurtured from itsopportunity for a hearing, if that seems appropriate.
But as Pat reminded me, we do take external expert inception the unique and distinctive linguistic

heritage of these islands, and that is something ofadvice as well.
which we should be proud, while constantly being
mindful of the equation of parity and fairness for theQ655 Lord Peston: That is very interesting; thank
English speakingmajority. I guess it is fair to say thatyou. Could I take us on to another rather important
in the midst of all of the debate the single mostmatter, which is the question of languages and the
popular BBC programme in all three nations isIrish language? I am never very clear, is Erse the Irish
EastEnders, which is a fact of life alongside thelanguage? Erse is only the answer to a crossword clue
unique heritage, culture and identity of thoseregularly in The Times. What is the Irish language?
countries.Mr Loughrey: Gaelic.

Q656 Lord Peston: So Erse is Scots then maybe? Q659 Lord Maxton: Why do you not do Urdu in
Mr Loughrey: Gaelic for Scots, Gaelic for Irish. Scotland? There are more Urdu speakers in Scotland

than there are Gaelic speakers.
Mr Loughrey: We provide in the Asian network aQ657 Lord Peston: My serious question is—and it
dedicated service across the United Kingdom withtakes us back toAnna’s opening statement, where she
nations-related input for the Asian community in itssometimes used the words “needs” and sometimes
entirety. We have a language learning strand calledused the word “wishes”, and the two of them,
Colin and Cumberland online, on radio and onwearing my economics hat, are not quite the same—
television across all three nations, because I believedo you get pressure—and it is not all that far removed
that one of the particular roles of the BBC is tofrom the complaints business as well—for you to act
provide access to the minority language communityas promoters of Gaelic? Secondly, that there should
for those who feel excluded from it; and, as we dobe always the option of having Gaelic as an available
from Lord Reith’s vision of the BBC, allowing accesslanguage?
for people to the broad cannon of culture, peopleProfessorMonds:Are you thinking in terms of the role
who never go to a theatre or a recital but who, thanksof the Broadcasting Council in this?
to the licence fee, have access, we can provide access,
learning resources for indigenous languages. We areQ658 Lord Peston: No, I am thinking more of the
about to provide that same resource for non-role of the BBC more generally in this. I felt that the
indigenous languages, for the languages youBroadcasting Council might be one of the paths into
described, Lord Maxton. It is an important part ofit, but I think the main BBC view is the one I would
cultural awareness and a celebration of diversity tolike to know.
provide learning opportunities.Mr Loughrey: I guess with the responsibility for

Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland one is
constantly doing an endless balancing act between Q660 Lord Peston: Speaking as someone who under

no circumstances—a tiny oppressed minority—the needs and indeed the demands of minority
languages bodies and the majority monoglot would ever watch EastEnders, and we are a small

oppressed minority, surely one of the great benefitsaudience. Issues of parity, fairness, equity—I
discussed these with you when I gave evidence in for public service broadcasters is that they can take a

responsibility for the cultural heritage and languages.CardiV—the relative spend per head of the
population, those kinds of equations are constantly a But the question I am pushing you on is, do you do

that in terms of need, saying, “It is our duty” in BBCfactor in our decision-making. However, I think it is
right to say that the reason the BBC provides Northern Ireland, “to make sure that we foster the

language because that is part of the heritage anddedicated services for Scotland, Wales and Northern
Ireland is a product of the distinctive heritage, culture national identity,” and you are now always

designated as nations, a fortiori, or do you wait forand linguistics of a diverse United Kingdom. If it
were not for the uniqueness of the heritage then the others to pressure you to say, “Why are you not

doing that?” That is why I made the needs-wishescase for distinctive services would be less. A very
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due to transmittermodification. So it is now availabledistinction. As a university teacher it never occurred
to me ever to ask what the students wanted, I knew more widely within Northern Ireland. It is certainly

something in which we talk very frequently with TGwhat they had to have. I felt that was my duty.
Mr Loughrey: I think the truth of language provision Ceathair; we have done co-productions with them

and we are currently both of us accessing the Irishhere in Northern Ireland is of a very slow start. For
the first decades of our existence we made scant, if Language Production Fund, which the government

set up, and we have reciprocal transmissionany, provision or recognition that the Irish language
even existed on our airwaves. It was because of the arrangements for programmes for which both of us

are accessing funding.Aswe go ahead, particularly asdeep cultural and political division in Northern
Ireland that that was the case, and it is not something we go into the digital world, I think the partnership

with TG Ceathair is something we would be veryof which we are particularly proud Over recent years
with all due diligence we have been trying to address interested in exploring with them as a mechanism of

delivering Irish language programmes to the Irishand to create some provision initially on radio and
now increasingly on television to make good that language audience in Northern Ireland, and as a

mechanism for ensuring that the Irish speakingdeficit.
audience in the Republic of Ireland is also aware of
some of the issues surrounding Northern Ireland asQ661 Lord Maxton: How many actual Gaelic
well. I think there is a lot of work to be done and thisspeakers are there in Northern Ireland? In Scotland
is a journey. I think there is work to be done in termsit is under 60,000, and I would hate to think what the
of what the arrangement might be, what thecost per head of providing Gaelic services are.
regulatory framework is going to be, what theMsCarragher: In the 2001 census I think that 167,490
funding arrangements might be. I think there are apeople indicated that they had some knowledge of
number of issues to be involved in. I also think thatIrish and of that number approximately 75,000 are
as we go ahead towards the digital world that theestimated as being fluent in the language. It is the
notion of delivery of all kinds of services, includingthird most widely taught language in schools in
languages services, through the milieu of televisionNorthern Ireland.
channels, will become increasingly irrelevant in a
sense, and that as we have broadband delivery as aQ662 LordMaxton:What is your budget in terms of
way of broadcasting it may be a better way ofproviding your Gaelic services?
delivering services to those audiences in connectionMs Carragher: Our current budget for Irish is
with the online provision that Pat mentioned to you£350,000 in the production of television—that was
earlier, in a waywhich is actually not going to deprive2004/2005; and £240,000 for radio. So it is a relatively
the monoglot English speaking audience of servicesmodest provision.
as well. I think we need to be adept and careful of
that. And Northern Ireland, by the way, is 100 perQ663 Lord Peston: I would approve of that.
cent broadband enabled and we have already workedMr Loughrey: I am sure you will meet others in the
on broadband pilots. So I think we are quite wellcourse of the morning who have less approval, but
placed to do that. As we go ahead we need to bethis is a moot issue in the constant debate, as you
imaginative and innovative as to how we deliverknow, in Wales and in Scotland. I think the BBC has
those services.an absolute obligation to reflect the diversity of the

languages in theUnitedKingdom. At the core of that
cultural diversity is language. Q665 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: That

leads very nicely to what I wanted to ask you about,
which is the role of independent production inQ664 Lord Peston: I have one last question down
Northern Ireland. Is there a strong independenthere which I do not understand so I am going to read
production sector here and does the BBC workit out and hope you understand the question. This is
eYciently with it, and are you prepared for what isfollowing the Ofcom statement. How do you react to
required of you by the introduction of the WAP?Ofcom’s suggestion that you ought to foster an

enhanced relationship with TG4 to increase Irish Ms Carragher: Let me give you a few facts on the
strength of the sector first. We currently have 70language broadcasting? That is the question; I hope

you have written down the answer! independents from Northern Ireland registered in
our commissioning system and 28 registered from theMs Carragher: TG Ceathair, TG4, is the Irish

language broadcaster, which is based in Galway in Republic of Ireland. However, if you look at PACT
membership there are 16 members of PACT, but Ithe Republic of Ireland, and which the Agreement

signed in Belfast on Good Friday did actually ask think it gives you the picture which is that a lot of
those 70 Northern Ireland companies will be quiteboth governments to place its availability within

Northern Ireland, which has been, in our case, partly small enterprises, very often one or two people.
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Ms Carragher: In terms of the independent sector?Q666 Chairman: Did you say 70?
Ms Carragher: 70, seventy, who registered in our
commissioning system, but only 16 are actually

Q669 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: No, Imembers of PACT. So that will give you a view that
am talking about digital switchover and theit is not a particularly strong, large sector, in which
proliferation of channels.this is a small place and it is only ourselves and UTV
MsCarragher: I think as the channels proliferate thatand to a much lesser extent Channel 4, who are
the television channels, particularly the publiccommissioning programmes from the sector. We do
service television channel, which is actually rooted inwork very, very closely with the independent sector
the community that is nurturing the voice of theand we do have good relations with them. We
community and the economic development ofcurrently commission 35 per cent of our qualifying
the community, actually has a stronger role to play,output from the independent sector in hours and that
as we go forward.is just over 30 per cent in money. So we have a good
Mr Loughrey: Local programmes, if they are singlerelationship with them. The expertise is mainly in
genre, are more resistant to share decline thanfactual programmes. We are looking at ways to build
elsewhere. Back to the earlier point, I guess that theirexpertise in other genre and the two areas we are
distinctiveness is more obvious.particularly interested in are entertainment. We have

a very strong partnership with a number of
companies who make entertainment programmes

Q670 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: In ourand we have been successful this year in delivering
last report we recommended shared centres ofnetwork entertainment programmes, What Kids
regional excellence. Does the BBC in NorthernReally Think, which has recently gone out on a
Ireland share its resources with other regionalSaturday evening. Just for Laughs. We are also
production companies, or could you do more inpromoting drama and working with the RTÉ and a
that area?co-production in developing drama expertise where
Ms Carragher: I am sure we could always do more inthere is less strength in drama, and that along with
these things, I am sure that is absolutely the case. Butcurrent aVairs is one of our centres of excellence. So
we do routinely pool resources with otherwe are keen to build on that.
broadcasters and we work closely with RTÉ, with
Sky and UTV, particularly for coverage of anymajorQ667 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: You
events, where we absolutely pool resources. We havementioned that you deal with a production company
also worked with RTÉ in the past on sports coveragebased in the south. You said earlier that you wanted
and pooled resources for that. In drama, where oura channel where the UK was fully represented and
resource is very much for our staV, we do a hugetastefully met. Do you ever deal with independent
amount of staV sharing between independentproduction companies based in England and
companies and other production sectors, sendingScotland?
people to work on productions in London andMs Carragher: Yes, we do, absolutely; we do indeed.
Scotland. The same with entertainment, in particularWe have dealt with a number of companies, one
when we have an expertise in entertainment, and wecompany in particular based in Scotland for local
are looking forward in particular to the building ofprogrammes. I do see that we have to nurture the
Pacific Quay, with that very large studio facilitysector in Northern Ireland, that is the primary
there, where we will be able to share resources mucheconomic and cultural driver, but we haveworked for
more closely with BBC Scotland.local programmes with companies in Scotland and
Mr Loughrey: As we discussed in Manchesterour drama department has worked very closely with
yesterday—and I know you will be hearing fromcompanies in Scotland, England and occasionally the

Republic to deliver drama to the networks as well. UTV later—we are constantly open to means of
So, yes, we do. putting more of our resources and monies on air

rather than sitting in studios. So we are very, very
open to negotiating the best possible maximisation inQ668 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: You
this very small place. As it happens, we have bothalso mentioned—and we all fully accept that things
created new studies, albeit in the BBC’s case a drive-are going to change massively with digital
in and relatively low cost studio at around the sameswitchover—and you have talked about the
time. I think if UTV and ourselves were thinking ofimportant role that the BBC plays here in the
creating two separate studios it would be veryongoing and unfolding story ofNorthern Ireland.Do
unlikely to proceed. We have inherited somethingyou have concerns about a proliferation of channels
from the last decade. I doubt if we would recreate it,and how that will aVect the role you are talking about

that the BBC plays here? but I will leave that to my colleague.
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Mr Loughrey: I think that is a very real concern. I sitQ671 Lord Maxton: Are you going into any joint
production with RTÉ? It seems to me to be sensible on the BBC Journalism Board and we discuss it often

there. Peter Horrocks has been recently appointedin the digital world.
Ms Carragher: We have some co-productions with head of television news and he has very exciting plans

withMark Byford,DeputyDirectorGeneral tomakeRTÉ, as I mentioned earlier a major drama co-
production. We are of course competitors in a sense BBC News 24 a diVerent and more vigorous service.

It is happily now outperforming Sky on a consistentand we broadcast within the same territory; the
audience is able to access both BBC programmes and basis for the first time. All of us believe that it could

be and should be more inclusive of the great newsRTÉ programmes. So there are issues around
transmission times and rights, et cetera. But these are gathering strength we have across the UK, so that

that could be made available to the whole Unitedconversations that we do have, and we do undertake
co-productions. Kingdom on a far more regular basis. I think you will

see over the months ahead—and we are perfectly
happy to be scrutinised on this basis—a significantQ672 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: We
change in the agenda and style of News 24 and it willtalk here today about celebrating diversity within the
be seen not as a secondary service within the BBC butnations, but also there is the fact of bringing the
as a primary service with continuous news provision,nations to the whole country, and in his evidence to
given that the lives we lead is at the core of what weour Committee Mark Thompson said that the BBC’s
do, not as somewhat further down the food chain.focus has been quite a heavily national one, based in

Glasgow, CardiV and Belfast. How can the BBC
Q674 LordMaxton:Will there be opt out?Will theredecentralise in the nations?
be a BC 24 for Scotland, in part?Mr Loughrey: This is slightly less of a problem in
Mr Loughrey: That is a very interesting question.Northern Ireland, given the scale, I have to say. But,
That is actually being discussed as we speak. We firsthere too, of the numbers of staV that Anna has said,
of all have to discover whether or not the transmitters700 odd, for me an unacceptably large number of
will allow us to opt out News 24 across to diVerentthose people sit in this building day in day out talking
platforms. Secondly, I have a little caution that optto each other and connecting with the outside world
outs lead to—on the telephone or on the PC. I think the

contemporary technology gives us a degree of
dexterity, of mobility that we should see and hear Q675 Lord Maxton: I am not necessarily in favour
more on air. We should be more accessible to our of them.
audience; we should be more engaged with Mr Loughrey: I am ambivalent myself but we are
communities from Newry to Crossmaglen, modelling and discussing precisely at this time about
Ballynune and Ballymena. There are lots of that. I think what Lady Bonham-Carter is leading us
fascinating interesting stories and fascinating to is the integration in the normal news agenda rather
interesting characters that only of late have we than silos.
allowed to tell their stories on air, and I think that is
a growing trend. In terms of the strategic plans to go Q676 Chairman: Just going back to what you replied
forward to secure that local television is at the heart to Lady Bonham-Carter, is there a tendency—Imean
of it, where in Northern Ireland there will be an on not just here but in other parts of the UK—for
demand television news service for the first time for newsrooms and journalists and organisations just to
the west of Northern Ireland, and allowing that kind talk to each other? That was rather the impression
of Belfast dominance to be oVset. that you gave.
Ms Carragher: And a strong presence in the Mr Loughrey: I am on very subjective territory here,
northwest will be Radio Foyle and an opt out service but happily it is not just myself. I think if you read
in Enniskillen. As Pat acknowledges we have Andrew Marr’s book and memoirs of his experiences
changed a great deal in the last few years in terms of in the print media, and a colleague, a friend of mine
having journalists who are living in the community, who is currently editor of the Yorkshire Post, who
in Newry, in Coleraine and out of the Belfast area, said that our problem is “air conditioned
and feeding back into the communities. journalism”. Andrew Marr, as I recall, described the

cult personality as a product of news driven by press
release and the personal computer. I think theQ673 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: You

havementioned Scotland and Wales. In England you heritage of a chap in Mac walking the streets finding
out what is going on and recording it, the wealth ofhardly get a Scottish story. On Newsnight you have

the opt out and there is a real sense that with colourful news and incidents and events, has
diminished. The story content in all news across thedevolution bits of the country have been cut oV from

each other. United Kingdom and across Europe has been
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Mr Loughrey: I remember Lady Thatcher beingchanged by technology and not necessarily enhanced.
What we are very keen to reverse is that depth of particularly impressed by that.
choice that editors of programmes have at their Chairman: Yes, it did make her feel very warm!
disposal to broaden the ratings. If we are discussing
matters of health we have strength on the ground to
provide unique insights into health provision in every

Q679 LordMaxton: I have to say that my experiencecorner of the United Kingdom, not just one little
of that is that if you were interviewed by someonecorner, and I think that you will see the BBC,
from the continent there were far fewer of them thanespecially inNews 24, flexing that journalistic muscle
there were from the BBC.to a greater extent than before and getting out of the
Reverend Hill: Could I comment and say that thedomination of the press release.
Council has certainly welcomed correspondentsProfessor Monds: Chairman, if I could add to that? I
connected with diVerent regions in Northern Irelandthink there are some important issues here and we
and the increase in PDP, one person with a camerafind always at our public accountability events an
who is also a journalist producing the entire thing. Iappetite for localness and for projection of local
have people out in my community where, for all theinterests on a broader scale. If I could just observe the
wrong reasons it was news there this summer, butmovement of journalists, I think that BBC Northern
people on the ground telling their stories, talking toIreland has been a remarkably powerful training
people, and I think there seems to be a trend towardsground for journalists who have then brought those
more localness. This summer the Milk Cup footballskills to the wider United Kingdom, and it is very
match, an international youth game in Coleraine,gratifying that BBC Northern Ireland will be a centre
had a broadband site so that you could watch theof excellence for news and current aVairs, and I think
matches and see the interviews all on broadband. Sothat is complementary to what Pat has been saying.
it brought home the importance of not just thinking
in terms of DTT or satellite but also the broader

Q677 Chairman: To some extent we all sign up for range of platforms in terms of getting that localness
localness and all that in every part of the United through.
Kingdom, but to some extent—and the same too
with newspapers—it is a function of economics, is it
not? If you have 50 reporters you can do more of
what you are saying than if you have 20 reporters. So Q680 Chairman: I just have one small question. We
there are cost implications. are doing religion as well and religious broadcasting,
Mr Loughrey: There are, and this is a broader thesis. and one of the acid tests if Thought for the Day on the
The economy of television was founded on a scarcity Today programme and who actually goes on to
model, a scarcity of very expensive resources, Thought for the Day. In your Ulster programme, do
television studios and of camera kits which were you have Thought for the Day, or the equivalent of it?
enormously expensive, up to £100,000 for a kit, and Ms Carragher:We certainly do have Thought for the
the scarcity of airtime. But the economy is still Day, yes.
managed on the basis of scarcity. The kit is infinitely
cheaper and able to deliver at a very high professional
standard. Airtime in the digital world is relatively

Q681 Chairman: Do you confine Thought for theplentiful and I am not sure that our thinking or
Day to what I call the recognised religions or do youstrategic planning until very recently took account of
go outside that to, for example, humanists and peoplethat remarkable change in the prism in the economy
like that?of broadcasting. That is why we in nations and
MsCarragher:Webroadly follow the same guidelinesregions are so vigorously supporting the story telling
as set out by Allan and followed by Thought for theskills of members of the audiences as well, the citizen
Day and particularly across Radio 4. It would bejournalists. It is pity that Lady Howe is not here
broadly spiritual. We do have representatives ofbecause that is a very rich vein of enthusiasm for it.
specifically humanist organisations, but we wouldAs well as employing our own staV more dexterously
not necessarily have people who had a faith label onand more regularly and using that very mobile kit to
them. We do not expect Thought for the Day to begather more eVectively there are many, many other
anti-religious; it would be broadly spiritual but notsources of input to what we do.
necessarily from a spoken faith, as it were.

Q678 Chairman: It is a very interesting thesis. We all
remember the days when we were interviewed and

Q682 Chairman: So if I came on I would not actuallyabout seven people turned up, one with sound, one
with light and goodness knows what else. have to say that I was Protestant or RomanCatholic?
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also there and I would like to see it at other places inMs Carragher: Absolutely not.
the schedule.

Q683 Chairman: I might not actually be anything.
Q689 Chairman: I am now totally confused. I goMs Carragher: Yes.
back to Anna Carragher. Just interpret what actually
this means in a programme? I understood your firstQ684 Chairman: But I would not come on and
reply as meaning that someone who was, forattack the church.
example, a humanist might actually do the equivalentMs Carragher: You would not attack the church but
of Thought for the Day.you would not be expected to go on and be from a
Ms Carragher: They would not come on as aparticular faith.
humanist. People would come on who may not be of
a particular faith, but whose thought would be aQ685 Chairman: Is that acceptable to you,
broadly spiritual thought, but who would notReverend?
necessarily be signed up to be either Catholic,Reverend Hill:At this point one of the seven values of
Protestant, Sikh, Jewish; they may be somebody whopublic life that we as Council members are supposed
is coming from a broad disparity perspective, whoto follow is probity. I am going to declare the interest.
might be a signed up member of your faith.I do Thought for the Day on Radio 4, Radio 2, Radio

Ulster, the independent networks and broadcast
Q690 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: So youservices. I have experience as a broadcaster as well.
do not have, as on the Today programme, the name
and profession, like a Sikh who does Thought for the

Q686 Chairman: I am amazed you have any time at Day and says, “Editor of the Sikh” whatever, which
all after that! identifies what he does.
Reverend Hill: I am amazed I am here today! There is Ms Carragher: Sometimes. It would depend on the
a diverse range of voices and religious backgrounds individual. Sometimes.
and I think that is to be welcomed. It is not just
persons from the traditional religious groups that Q691 Chairman: Rather than putting this at the tail
you might expect in Northern Ireland; you will find a endwe have to investigate it in a little more detail, but
range of opinions. Some infuriate listeners, some it sounds to me as though you do go a bit wider here
challenge them and some comfort them. You have all than the national Today programme, but I see Lord
of that. It feels a little like Radio 2 in some ways, the Maxton shaking his head.
Terry Wogan slot where you have that diversity. I Ms Carragher: It is in broad guidelines.
would suggest that the Radio Ulster slot would have Mr Loughrey: It is not significantly diVerent,
a similar kind of diversity within our context. Chairman.

Lord Peston: To take an obvious example, following
Q687 Chairman:But you do not find it oVensive that what Reverend Hill said, the fastest growing belief in
there are non-religious people actually in that slot this country seems to be a belief in astrology. Polls
from time to time? show that an enormous number of people believe in
Reverend Hill:When you say non-religious? the validity of astrology, but you would not dream of

having an astrologer on, I hope, saying that, “Today
Q688 Chairman: I mean people who are not signed is not a propitious day for doing this, that or the
up to a particular faith. other”?
Reverend Hill: They are people with a spiritual Chairman: At this point we will draw this bit to an
perspective. It is very much a point in the day for a end! I am enormously grateful; thank you very much
spiritual perspective. Theymay not sign up or tick the indeed. I think we may have some further questions
boxes that I have ticked but they nonetheless have a on this issue and on others which we have dealt with
spiritual perspective on life, and certainly the before, so perhaps we could write to you on those if
evidence from the United Kingdom is that people are we do have them? Thank you very much for your
broadly spiritual; the churches may be in decline but evidence, which we have found fascinating and really

very interesting indeed.spirituality is on the increase. I know humanism is
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Supplementary evidence from BBC Northern Ireland

THOUGHT FOR THE DAY IN NORTHERN IRELAND

Anna Carragher, the Controller of BBC Northern Ireland, thought Members might find it helpful swiftly to
have the further information requested concerning the local Thought For The Day.

This programme is broadcast twice daily on BBC Radio Ulster at 0655 and 0755. The talks on Monday and
Friday are live, those from Tuesday to Thursday, pre-recorded.

Thought for the Day is intended as a reflection on all sorts of issues and topics in everyday life which may
comfort, challenge, amuse or strengthen some of the listeners or simply leave them with the reaction “I never
thought of that before”.

Contributors to the programme are chosen, not on the basis that they represent a particular denomination or
faith or a non-denominational or secular interest group, but because it is considered they have something
useful or important to say and that they can say it in an engaging and accessible way.

However, the great majority of the contributors would come from a faith background and given the religious
make up of Northern Ireland, the majority of these would be Christian. However, in the course of a year, there
would be a small number—perhaps 3 or 4—who would not necessarily be religious believers. They are chosen
on the basis of what has been stated above, not because they may be humanists, atheists or agnostics.

Care is taken that nothing will be said which would gratuitously oVend the beliefs of religious people, just as
equal care is taken that nothingwill be said by “religious” speakers that would gratuitously oVend unbelievers.

30 November 2005
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Present Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury, B Maxton, L
Fowler, L (Chairman) Peston, L

Examination of Witnesses

Witnesses: Mr Allan Bremner, Director of Television, Ulster Television, Ms Patricia Galvin, Head of
Regulatory Affairs, RTÉ and Mr Pádhraic Ó Ciardha, Deputy Chief Executive TG4, examined.

Q692 Chairman: We are very grateful to you for the problem of race in Northern Ireland. I hope that
is a helpful synopsis.coming in. I think you know what we are doing in

terms of this inquiry; we are now on to stage two and
Q693 Chairman: Just tell me about ownership.we are looking at particular aspects of the BBC’s
Mr Bremner: We have no significant corporatework—and that is our remit—whichwe really did not
ownership at all; we are a company owned by ahave the time to go into in the same detail, and
diverse range of small shareholders that are in bothobviously we are looking very much at regions and
the island of Ireland and Great Britain.we are looking at Northern Ireland in that general

area. I think the most useful way of beginning would
Q694 Chairman: There is no chief shareholder?be if you could not only introduce yourselves but also
Mr Bremner: No.actually say what you do and what your organisation

is. Mr Bremner, we met you last night, and we have
Q695 Chairman: There is no one who owns 15 pera vague idea.
cent, 20 per cent?Mr Bremner: Like my employers! As you probably
Mr Bremner: No.know, ITV is now a consolidated organisation

consisting of the former English ITV companies and
Q696 Lord Maxton: Advertising?the Welsh ITV Company. Three ITV companies
Mr Bremner: Advertising is going through a diYcultremain outside that single company. You have
period at the moment. We do not sometimes feel thatScottish Television and you have UTV and the
chill wind as much as English ITV companies wouldChannel Islands. In terms of our position, if you like,
do because 50 per cent of our revenue comes from thein ITVwe are eVectively an aYliate.We have come to
island of Ireland. ITV had a bad year in 2005. Theythe very obvious conclusion that we do not wield any
are headed for what looks like their worse ever yearpower with the network centre, but obviously we
for 2006. We think that we will break even whereasdepend on the programmes which we purchase from
the network will be considerably down on its income.the network centre. We represent about 2.5 per cent

of the population served by ITV. We are a successful
Q697 Chairman: Patricia Galvin, tell us about you.company inasmuch as there is a considerable appetite
Ms Galvin: Thank you, Chairman. Firstly, may I

for television in Northern Ireland and we are, as a send apologies from Cathal Goan, our Director
result, able to sustain one of the highest shares of General, who very much wanted to be here but
viewing in the ITV matrix. We are now a diversified unfortunately could not? I will try to answer any
company; we have our own Internet company, we questions that you may have and will be happy to
have a telephony company, we own six radio stations provide any further information in written
in theRepublic of Ireland and ten days agowe started submissions. RTÉ is Ireland’s public service
our new radio service here in Belfast, which serves the broadcaster and that consists of two television
Greater Belfast area. We also own 17 radio stations channels and four radio channels. It is a dual-funded
in England, one of which is a network, the broadcaster that is currently funded more or less 50-
talkSPORT network. In terms of local programmes, 50 through the licence fee and advertising funding.
I would argue that we have a very diverse range of Most recently, really in the last ten years or so, has
local programmes; we do news, current aVairs, become more freely available in the north. There was
documentary, entertainment, religious programmes, some spill-over over in the years from the Clermont
children’s animations, sports and community Carn transmitter site, but thanks to the concerted
programmes. As I was trying to articulate last night, eVorts of the Good Friday Belfast Agreement greater
I think that we are relatively diVerent in that if you eVorts were made to try and make the signal of the
look at this week I suspect that we are the only ITV RTÉ services available in the north. I think analogue
company that does a story on investment in terrestrial coverage is at about 40, 45 per cent
Londonderry at eight o’clock at night. And tonight, currently. Earlier this year RTÉ became available on

Sky Satellite service here, which is currently reachingfor example, we start the first of four half hours on
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satellite. The financial supports take the form of anabout 200,000 television subscription owners, and we
are also available on NTL Digital in the north. The Irish Language Broadcast Fund, which was set up

and announced earlier this year, which is a fundpremise for RTÉ as a public service broadcaster is
that we have a statutory mandate, a remit that is available for local production in Irish here in

Northern Ireland, currently administered by thedefined in broadcasting legislation. It is a broad
remit, not dissimilar to that of the BBC’s, though Northern Ireland Film and Television Commission.

That is what we do.obviously we are funded also partly commercially.
There are two other significant commitments. One is
that most recently there was what one might call a Q700 Chairman:Thank you verymuch indeed.How
top-slicing of the licence fee, so five per cent of the do your audience figures compare with the BBC?
licence fee overall funding is now put to one side and How do yours in Ulster Television?
that is to encourage and foster development of the Mr Bremner: My understanding, Chairman, is that
independent production sector. Also we have a we have a peak time share of 33 per cent, 34 per cent.
commitment in legislation—I think it is 28 million— I am only talking at this stage about BBC Northern
to commit to the independent production sector. At Ireland, the first channel, and my understanding is
the moment RTÉ nearly doubles that commitment. that their share would be about 24 per cent. That is

peak time. Then if you looked at morning and
afternoon the BBC would have a clear lead in bothQ698 Chairman: We will perhaps come on to some
those day parts.of those things in a moment.

Ms Galvin: I suppose the last point is that while our
Q701 Chairman: But at peak time you have a clearservices are available in the north we are not
lead, do you?commercially active in the north; there is no
Mr Bremner:We have, yes.commercial revenue. We clear the rights, we make

whatever provisions are necessary to make the
Q702 Chairman: What about audience figuresservices available in the north, but we are not
elsewhere? What do RTÉ and TG4 do?extracting commercial revenue from that. I work in
Ms Galvin: For example, in the Republic of Irelandthe area of regulatory aVairs, by the way.
RTÉ’s sharewould be on average about 40 per cent—
35 per cent, 40 per cent. We do not have any accurateQ699 Chairman: Thank you. And TG4?
data as yet in terms of audience share in the north.Mr ÓCiardha:Myname is Pádhraic Ó Ciardha; I am
We have recently joined the Bar Panel but the data isthe Deputy Chief Executive of TG Ceathair, TG4.
not yet refined enough to be able to provide anyShorthand for this Committee’s purposes, we are the
accurate data.equivalent Irish language service to S4C, without the

funding. That is to say, we are a dedicated Irish
Q703 Chairman: TG4?language service channel set up nine years ago,
Mr Ó Ciardha: In the Republic our peak time sharefunded directly by the Exchequer to the tune of 23
would be about three and a half per cent. Again, likemillion Euros a year, currently, current funding. We
RTÉ we only have anecdotal ideas of the reception.also receive, similar to the BBC, an hour a day
The level of interest anecdotally is very strong inprogramming from RTÉ, under whose corporate
Northern Ireland but we do not have firm data.umbrella we currently sit, but there is a government

proposal to make us totally independent. Like S4C
Q704 Chairman: That will come, will it, in dueand Channel 4 we are a publisher/broadcaster and
course?most of our programming is sourced in the
Mr Ó Ciardha: Yes, it will, although we will have toindependent production sector. We are, like RTÉ,
be careful, as I think Anna Carragher said thisreceivable here in Northern Ireland and have been
morning, and we will probably hear again, given thatsince the beginning, but the signing of the Belfast
there are very complex rights here. So to have theAgreement contains two specific provisions: one in
information available and not make commercial usewhich the UK Government commits to trying to
of it or not being accused of making commercial useextend our receivable signal here in the north; and
of it for Northern Ireland would be a diYcult act.secondly, there is a provision in that Agreement

whereby the British government commits to trying to
give financial encouragement to local Irish language Q705 Chairman: Are there any particular unique

demands placed on broadcasters operating inproduction. The reception commitment has taken the
form of there being a strengthening of our signal Northern Ireland, that you find?

Mr Bremner: I think the context in which all of usfrom the Republic; a local transmitter here under this
mountain became operational last spring, almost at operate is quite obviously a unique context. I feel very

strongly that first and foremost we have to provide anthe same time as we, along with RTÉ, became
available to Sky subscribers, here on encrypted impartial and fair news service. I think most people
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1994—to cover and to truly reflect the events in thewould agree that if you look at the newspapers in
Northern Ireland they are declared, inasmuch as I north, given that there was this ban on certain

organisations not being mentioned and not beingthink you could easily identify, some papers find
themselves at the Orange end of the spectrum and interviewed on air. That has now changed. I think we

are also looking forward to an era where, withothers whowould find themselves at the Green end of
the spectrum. And I use that only as a matter of technological developments, with digital eventually

and with broadband TV, we can give a little bit moreshorthand. So I think television has a unique place to
play in its provision of news. I also feel strongly—and in-depth coverage with the opportunity for updates

in years to come and will be able to give a little bitI know that the BBC and ourselves share this—that
current aVairs has an important role to play. We live more in-depth coverage and reflect that.
in a state where there have been considerable ebbs
and flows about how the institutions of state conduct Q708 Chairman: And gaps in the BBC?
themselves. So do I feel very strongly that MsGalvin:Not for us to say, I think. There is nothing
investigative current aVairs is something which the that we would observe, but given that we operate
BBC and UTV would commit themselves to. I have under amandate in a diVerent jurisdiction it is not for
to say that it is self-evident also in TG4 andRTÉ, but us to say.
in the north I think it is absolutely no accident that
both BBC Northern Ireland and UTV have won Q709 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: In the
Royal Television awards, national awards for the Republic is the BBC picked up?
quality of their current aVairs. Thirdly, I think that in Ms Galvin: Yes, it is; for many decades actually
general programmes we have a very real challenge to because of the power of the analogue signal—we call
show the diversity of this particular society. We are it spill-over—there has been a quite healthy reception
not merely Unionists or Nationalists and in general of the BBC’s channels and also UTV’s channels and
programmes I think we have to recognise that, and ITV’s channels as well. Also the BBC is now available
also celebrate the talents that we have in this on cable and satellite platforms and so, yes, it has a
community and not castigate ourselves for that. very healthy presence, and I suppose in that sense we

have a competitive dynamic in that sense.
Q706 Chairman: Looking at the BBC and BBC
Northern Ireland, they obviously also provide a very Q710 Chairman: Let me bring in TG4 and then
comprehensive service, but are there gaps in it?When throw it open.
you look from the outside do you feel that there are Mr Ó Ciardha: I was about to make that point. It is
things the BBC could be doing that they are not very important to bear inmind that the first television
doing? in the Republic was UK television, and it is very
Mr Bremner: I feel very strongly—and I am not much seen as being a sine qua non of any television
simply saying this because I amhere—that we have in reception platform in the Republic, that it will bring
Northern Ireland a BBC service, both on radio and to you UTV and BBC Northern Ireland. We have
television, which is fully committed to serving had Members of Parliament or Dáil elected on the
Northern Ireland. I think that both of us would specific issue of trying to bring better reception of
probably say that sometimes we find ourselves international, that is to say UK television. It is an
scheduling against each other when it might be better absolutely crucial part of the television mix. Again,
if we were scheduling in a complementary fashion, like Patricia, I am not here to point up gaps in a
but that is not always manageable. I see no deficit at colleague broadcaster in another jurisdiction but I
the moment in BBC services. do, as an Irish language broadcaster, see the huge

challenge for the BBC in servicing the real
expectation of the Irish language community here, toQ707 Chairman: What do you feel on either of the

points, Ms Galvin? have provided to them by the public service
broadcaster here the same level or an equivalent levelMsGalvin: I suppose on the challenges and the issues

of being present in the north, the ability of a of service as they see happening in Wales, where the
BBC provides programming to S4C and whateverbroadcaster to be able to fairly and impartially reflect

the events in Northern Ireland is a challenge, and I happens with Scots Gaelic. So I am not expressing a
personal view there, but I do know from membershipwould agree that in many respects it raises the

standard and the benchmark for journalism, of things like the Celtic Film and Television Festival
that Irish language users in this community do haveparticularly in the area of current aVairs and editorial

standards. An interesting dilemma, as it was for RTÉ a real expectation and do have, I think, a growing
appreciation of the challenge that that does place onover the years, was that we had a Section 31 list of

organisations that could not be covered on television the BBC with its restricted airtime. So perhaps
innovative and thinking outside the box needs to beor on radio, and I think that made it very diYcult

over those years up until 1994—from about 1971 to brought in there because more and more Ireland is
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basis and, as I mentioned earlier, hopefully with allbecoming an all-Ireland television landscape, we do
cooperate on so many things. I think going forward going well with digital free to air signal in the north,

if there is the opportunity for RTÉ to be able tothere is a willingness and a need to think about more
creative ways of servicing those expectations. extend its services via digital—we are a little bit

limited at the moment with analogue—it will make it
a little more easy to have the opt outs.Q711 Chairman: My last question and then I will

bring in others. How is the quality of the BBC, the
Q714 Lord Maxton: Presumably that is the same?impartiality of that BBC actually seen in the
Mr Ó Ciardha: Yes, it is, but I think it is alsoRepublic? How do viewers look at it? Do they look at
important that our coverage of Northern Ireland isit as reliable, as unbiased, or do they look at it as
not just of the obvious political. Economic and sportsrather putting a particular point of view?
stories—particularly for us, sports stories—andMs Galvin: I would say absolutely seen as an
drama and entertainment, we do not see a border inessential, I suppose, component. We have an
that sense. Stories are covered, documentaries areexpression where we describe the UTV, the BBC
made, dramas are produced irrespective of theirchannels and the Irish terrestrial channels as being
origin. So there is no anti-Ulster bias.the “meat and two veg” for viewing in the home, and

it is often the package that cable and satellite
operators will promote in order to sell their basic Q715 Lord Maxton: No, I am not saying there is an
packagemaybe as well as additional channels. I think anti one, but obviously you are both based elsewhere.
Irish viewers have been so accustomed to multi- Mr Ó Ciardha: Yes, and funded by it.
channel viewing because of the spill-over from many
decades, as I mentioned, that there is an expectation Q716 Lord Maxton:And funded elsewhere. Could I
that it is an essential part of the mix, the range of therefore ask it the other way around? Mr Bremner,
viewing that you are going to have in the home. So I do you have any specific coverage from elsewhere
would see it as being part of their viewing rather than just doing anUlsterNews and only where
expectation. it aVects Ulster?

Mr Bremner: There is a diYculty in the sense that
Q712 Chairman:But an “essential part of the mix” is under our Ofcom licence what we have to do is to
not quite the same as actually saying that that is an service the community in Northern Ireland, and not
organisation which is providing a totally impartial to prioritise the community in the south. But by
and fair portrait of what is taking place. definition what happens in the Republic quite
Ms Galvin: I suppose it depends on a viewer’s sense properly is part of our news agenda, and we have a
of what is taking place, where and what events there reporter and a crew in Dublin to cover that. In terms
are. Clearly there are Irish terrestrial channels that of political coverage it is a considerable matrix if you
can spend a little more time telling stories about have Dublin, Washington, Belfast and London all
ourselves to the viewers, and clearly the BBC’s remit contributing to the news of the day.
is one primarily for a diVerent audience—it is for the
UK licence fee payers essentially. But given those Q717 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: In our
small variations in terms of impartiality and fairness first report we recommended that the BBC should
I do not think they are diVerent. work with other companies to created share centres
Mr Ó Ciardha: I would echo that, with the exception of regional excellence. Can I ask Mr Bremner first,
obviously when England are playing Ireland at does that happen here? Do you share your resources?
rugby, then obviously we know which channel to Also, do you think that is a good idea?
watch! The BBC is held in extremely high regard MrBremner: Inmany ways I suspect that the levels of
throughout Ireland, with obvious certain cooperation between the BBC and UTV are
exceptions—people from a particular political exceptional. This shared eVort probably does not
perspective may take a diVerent view. It is seen very qualify as a centre of excellence. I think possibly we
much as being the benchmark for UK are the only BBCand ITV companies that share some
broadcasting, yes. of our sports contracts. At production level we quite

often share each other’s technical resources. When
things were bad we would agree that if we were burntQ713 LordMaxton:This comes to the point. Do you

do an Ulster News, as opposed to you only doing it out of UTV we would be allowed to broadcast from
here and vice versa. One of the things that is alsowhen Ulster is part of, if you see what I mean,

something that aVects the south? Do you actually do unique to Ireland is that all of the broadcasters sit on
a group called Broadcasters of Ireland Group, andan actual Ulster opt out of any sort? No?

Ms Galvin: We do not have the technical that again is a unique forum for cooperating
broadcasters. Two years ago we did a short series offunctionality really for that yet. Clearly it is an

essential part of the news story telling on a regular films on the subject of home; and all the broadcasters
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Ms Galvin: Exactly, yes.in Ireland contributed films and then all the
broadcasters could show the films. So you had what Mr ÓCiardha:Wehave some co-productions that we
I think is a unique arrangement where on UTV you have made with BBC Northern Ireland, but we
have a short film made by RTÉ or TG Ceathair. On probably have as many, if not more, that we have
BBC you had a short film made by UTV. So I would done with BBC Scotland because of the Gaelic-Irish
have thought that there is a broad perception that we connection, and S4C, obviously. I think going
are quite a cooperative bunch. I think there are forward though the specific context of Irish language
considerable problems for us being able to contribute in Northern Ireland and this new mechanism called
to a centre of excellence becausewe do not get a single the Irish Language Broadcast Fund does provide a
penny from the ITV network for any of our activities. basis for cooperation. I should also say that co-
So to a certain extent our operation is structurally production is a wonderful thing at a late night dinner,
diVerent and operates in a diVerent fashion to that of to say, “Why do we not make a drama together?”
the BBC. which is all very well, but when you come tomake the

drama you have to see whether it services the
schedule needs of both partners and whether theQ718 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: What
action is going to take place in the west of Ireland orwould RTÉ think about that, particularly
the west of Scotland, and sometimes co-productionconsidering, as you were saying, the digital future?
can actually be trickier than corporate co-productionMs Galvin: Certainly to date, in so far as it makes
and sharing facilities. So we are all in favour of thateconomic sense and it makes sense in terms of quality
and I think, as I say, as we go forward because of theand coverage, there is terrific cooperation in terms of
digital possibilities, because there is an opportunity,shared facilities, et cetera, as has been the case
in my own personal view, to create an all Irelandhistorically. The status of RTÉ in the north at the
digital platform for all the traditional broadcastersmoment is such that I suppose it is primarily
that operate, it could actually find a commonmotivated by the spiritual diversity and purism to
platform. But there are legal and rights issues there.make these services available in the north for no
There is a huge level of cooperation and a genuineadditional commercial gain. There may be an
spirit of cooperation between all the broadcasters,opportunity in the future, again with availability on
north and south, including the BBC.platforms, and if there is an opportunity to extend the

spirit of the Good Friday Agreement in the digital
area, if and when we have a digital terrestrial Q722 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury:Do you
platform in theRepublic of Ireland as well, there is an think that the BBC produces enough for Northern
opportunity for reciprocity which could change the Ireland? Is there a big enough production basis?
dynamic and possibly even the eVort and the focus Mr Ó Ciardha: I am very loath to enter into any
that can go into making the service available and a personal view. I do not pay a BBC licence fee; I am
dedicated service for the community of Northern not a citizen of the UK. I enjoy greatly having the
Ireland. reception of BBC Northern Ireland and all the BBCs

that are available to me in my home in Dublin on
Q719 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: I was NTL Digital. I can only reflect to you that in the
interested you said that historically you have shared context of the Irish language—and you will hear it, I
facilities with them. In what sense? suspect, more as the day goes on—there is a real
Ms Galvin: For example, initially when RTÉ started expectation from the Irish language community here
to cover more stories and to be present in the north for increased content creation. How that gets
the BBC would have had an infrastructure and there delivered is, I think, a major challenge for the BBC.
would have been opportunities to have shared
circuits and a lot of technical sharing and facilities

Q723 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: Whatsharing.
do you think, Mr Bremner? Do you think that the
BBC has a big enough production base here?

Q720 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: Mr Bremner: I think that is patently the case and I
Studios, editings? think you can see that both in the commitment to the
Ms Galvin: Yes. I think more back oYce, technical quality of programmes that they have and the spread
sharing and circuits and things like that, especially of programmes that they have at the moment.We are
rather than duplicating if there was coverage of a live a little bit anxious that when it actually comes to
event or something like that. Then there would be an tallying how many hours we each do that there are
opportunity to share on a quid pro quo basis. diVerent forms of counting, and Ofcom are going to

have a look at that again. But I doubt if anybody
could dissent from the view that this is an ambitiousQ721 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: You

would pool? broadcaster, yes.
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Lord Maxton:Whatever that might mean.Q724 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: What
Chairman: Thank you very much. Lord Peston.about the independent sector? Do you think that is

suYciently supported?
Mr Bremner: I agree with what Anna Carragher said Q729 Lord Peston: At least one of you heard us
about the independent sector. We also exceed the talking to the BBC this morning about languages. I
quota of independent programmes that we have am still a little lost. RTÉ has the specific language
amongst our regional programmes. We have about responsibility, that is right, is it not?
ten companies working for us presently, and two of Ms Galvin: That is right, yes.
those are from the Republic. Interestingly enough,
not all the ITV companies have an obligation to do Q730 Lord Peston: But TG4 does not have the
25 per cent of the regional programmes; some of them specific language responsibility?
stick to the notion that it is 25 per cent of the total Mr Ó Ciardha: TG4 is the Irish language retainer.
schedule, and therefore they do not get that
commitment within the regional programmes. We Q731 Lord Peston:Do I deduce by that it means the
have no formal commitment to do that but we have Irish language?
never ever gone below the quota; this year it is about Mr Ó Ciardha: Yes. We do broadcast English
28 per cent and next year it is 30 per cent of our languagematerial but the stationwas established and
qualifying programmes will be made by is enshrined in legislation as being to provide
independents. primarily a service in the Irish language.

Q732 Lord Peston: What we need is a little
perspective on scale, if you like. What numbers areQ725 Chairman: Just a question in passing. Because
we talking about?you are owned by your own shareholders and a
Mr Ó Ciardha: To put it into context, we will put tomixture of them, you could be taken over at any
air today and tomorrow more Irish languagestage?
programming than BBC Northern Ireland will makeMr Bremner: That is exactly the case, yes.
for the year. We are putting to air about ten hours of
Irish language programmes, five hours a day of new
material, more or less. Our schedule is 19 hours a day,

Q726 Chairman: Are there any restrictions on who of which seven hours is Irish language programming,
could take you over? of which approximately half is original, new to air.
Mr Bremner: None. That figure can vary obviously, depending on

seasons. So ours, just like S4C, primarily a Celtic
language service with material in other languages to
support it. RTÉ would probably output an hour aQ727 Chairman: So, for example, an American
day across the seasons in addition to the hour a daycompany could take you over?
that they supply to us. As with the BBC and BBCMr Bremner: Absolutely, yes. We have a situation in
Wales it is obliged by statute to provide S4C withIreland where a year ago CanWest, a Canadian
550 hours a year of Welsh language programming,company, had a 30 per cent share inUTVand inTV3,
and the statutory obligation on RTÉ is to provide us

the commercial channel in the south, CanWest had with 365 hours a year of Irish language
45 per cent. Granada also had 45 per cent in ITV3 programming.
and then ten per cent of other shareholders. CanWest Ms Galvin: Since 1961 we have been producing
exited from UTV last year, that is why I say we have programmes in the Irish language. For our own
no significant corporate shareholder. But we still services and television it is about an hour a day, as
have Granada and CanWest substantially based in Pádhraic says, as well as the hour a day to TG
the south. Speaking frankly, the ITV network is Ceathair. Then we have a dedicated Irish language
always going to be at the mercy of Granada because radio channel, Raidió an Gaeltachta.
of its strength. What we want to be known as is that
we are the company who can manage best in Ireland,

Q733 Chairman: So you are doing one hour a day,and not Granada.
and you are doing how many hours a day?
Mr Ó Ciardha: About four or five hours a day. Most
of ours comes from the independent production
sector. As I say, ours is very much modelled on theQ728 Chairman: But it could be beyond Granada?
S4C model.Mr Bremner: Exactly. As with Channel 5 there is no

geographical restriction and they do not even ask
people to be fit and proper people to own an ITV Q734 Chairman: How much would the BBC be

doing?company, which they used to.
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Q739 Lord Peston: One question I forgot to ask theMr Ó Ciardha: I think the figure is something like 10
hours this year. BBC. Do the Higher Education institutions in

Northern Ireland and in Ireland as a whole have any
involvement inwhat you do? To revealmy ignorance,Q735 Chairman: So that would be a few minutes a
I do not even have the faintest idea whether, say, indaily rate.
the south they teach it?Mr Ó Ciardha: On television.
Mr Ó Ciardha: Irish is a mandatory subject.

Q736 Lord Peston: To take it into an economic Q740 Lord Peston: I do not mean in schools, I mean
domain, does it make sense that all of this is in universities?
happening separately or should it not all be done

Mr Ó Ciardha: Yes, they do, and in addition to the
jointly in someway? TheOfcom view seems to be that linguistic and literary study of the language at third
there should be a much closer relationship. I am not level there are also, particularly since the advent of
clear what Ofcom really had in mind. our own channel, courses now in a number of third
Mr Ó Ciardha: I am a native speaker of Irish; it is my level institutions to provide both undergraduate and
native language. I should also point our, perhaps, in postgraduate training in television production in the
passing that it is the native language of, I suspect, Irish language and in video skills and all of that. So
more than 20,000 people currently resident in the they do play a key role in providing us with a talent
UK. Somebody pointed out to me once that the pool from which we can draw.
greatest urban concentration of Irish language

Ms Galvin: Also to add to that point, Irish early last
speakers was either in Kilburn or in Govan. I just year is an oYcial language of Ireland, in which case
mention that in passing. The expectation I think is all documentation, signing, et cetera—
that a public service broadcaster will provide service
in the indigenous languages of the community which

Q741 Lord Peston: Of the EU?it is servicing. In the case of the Republic and in the
MsGalvin:Of the EU, indeed. I think that verymuchcase of Northern Ireland that includes the Irish
serves to make the language pervasive in the senselanguage, clearly. Whether it is more proper to do
that it is on maps, it is on road signs, et cetera. Thatthat on one dedicated/marginalized service, or
will, I suppose, enable us to foster and recognise thewhether the public service broadcaster should raise
presence of the language even more.the profile of the language by including it in its own

network channels is a debating point. In the case of
RTÉ, I think RTÉ has always said, even after the Q742 Lord Maxton: Despite all that investment are
establishment of our channel, that it would wish to the numbers speaking the language going up or
include Irish language material in a high scheduling going down?
position on its own channels as well as contributing Mr Ó Ciardha: You may ask that question more
programming to us, and I think that probably would specifically of the North/South Irish Language Body,
be the shared view in the Republic, that it should not who is visiting you this afternoon.
be consigned to one channel.

Q743 Lord Maxton: I meant across the whole of
Q737 Lord Peston: Patricia, do you agree with that? Ireland.
Ms Galvin: I do. Mr Ó Ciardha: The numbers using it are probably

going up in the sense that it has become more
fashionable and slightlymore chic and certainlymoreQ738 Lord Peston: So you are not against
trendy, I think. The number of people speaking it incooperation?
the rural heartlands of the Irish speaking areas on theMs Galvin: No, absolutely. I suppose the spirit is
west coast, where I am from myself, are probablyreflected in the Belfast Agreement to foster linguistic
declining. But I should point out that this is not adiversity and to promote it through whatever means
unique phenomenon. I think UNESCO has said thatpossible. If we have a broad remit and a duty to
of the 6000 languages in the world 5,965 are inreflect as much as possible the interests of our society
imminent danger of extinction, and that does notthen Irish language has to be a key part of that. So,
include Irish. All the Celtic languages are under hugeabsolutely, anything that can be done to foster that.
pressure from the Anglophone word, whichMr Ó Ciardha: Can I add one small thing? It is
predominates the globalisation.important as we go forward and as technology

develops and as the huge increase of channels
available to usmagnifies, providing a service does not Q744 Lord Maxton: Despite the fact it being the

oYcial language in the south and despite the fact thatnecessarily mean providing all programming and
television form on one channel. There are many ways it is a compulsory subject in schools and is taught in

the universities, and you have your own station?of skinning this particular televisual cat.
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Q750 Chairman: You did try?Mr Ó Ciardha: As is the case with Scots Gaelic and
Mr Bremner: Yes, we did.Welsh.

Q751 Chairman:What was the result?
Q745 Lord Maxton: Scots Gaelic and Welsh are not Mr Bremner: The take-up was lower than we actually
in quite the same position. Scots Gaelic is certainly can sustain.
not the oYcial language of Scotland.
Mr ÓCiardha:That is true, but it is the case, as I said, Q752 Chairman: Can you remember what the
that almost all of these lesser used languages, let us audience figures were?
call them, are under huge pressure, and in the case of Mr Bremner:We did three series, we did a couple of
Welsh, Scots Gaelic and Irish because of the cheek by documentaries—and this is now eight years ago—
jowl nature of the major world language of the and their performance was at about 20 per cent of the
media, and such excellent language, the English level that we expect. That is not the sole criteria but
language the medias have. The odds are very much it is an important criterion, of course. We did an
stacked against it, despite the oYcial status. animation series where we re-voiced Thomas The

Tank Engine and there was a poor up-take on that,
and there was a poor uptake on the scripts that we
made available. It was very novel at that stage but inQ746 Lord Peston: To revert to Lady Bonham-
a commercial channel, to be straightforward about it,Carter’s question about independent producers. If
no matter what subject you are covering you need toyou want to produce one of the great works of Irish
generate a larger audience.literature in Irish are there independent producers

out there suYciently to do that kind of thing for you?
Mr Ó Ciardha: Dozens of them! Q753 Chairman: And basically you are not going to

do it?
Mr Bremner:We are not.

Q747 Lord Peston: So that would not be a restraint?
Mr Ó Ciardha: Not at all, not at all. Just in passing, Q754 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: Can I
it was one of the benchmarks we set ourselves when ask a slightly odd question? You said that you made
we were established in the mid-90s, that we wished to a film. Would you consider sub-titling?
reach, as S4C had already reached, I think, that year, Mr Ó Ciardha: We sub-title everything; we sub-title
the position where Branwen, a Welsh language everything wemake in Irish into English, tomake the
feature film, had actually been nominated for best programming accessible.
language film at the Oscars, buy sadly it did not win.
To produce a feature film in Irish is one of our Q755 Lord Maxton: Does that include sport,
ambitions, but it is very much a realisable one. because you have mentioned sport several times?

Mr Ó Ciardha: Anything.

Q748 Chairman: Mr Bremner, to complete this Q756 Lord Maxton:What sports do you show?
picture, how many hours—and perhaps I have Mr Ó Ciardha:TheGaelic Games; the rugby we have
missed it—Irish language programmes do you do? just lost the contract to the Celtic League, which was
Mr Bremner: We do not do any Irish language a huge unexpected success for us. People do not
programmes, Chairman. associate the Irish language with rugby playing,

strangely enough, in Ireland, but we secured the
rights to that in its opening two seasons, and it was

Q749 Chairman: At all? very successful. We did Spanish soccer and we did
Mr Bremner: What we have done in the past is we Scottish soccer for a year. Most of the games—golf,
have produced Irish language programmes with TG horse racing—most of the major sports that we can
Ceathair, and we have also produced Irish language aVord to buy rights to, which is gettingmore diYcult.
programmes for network ITV schools, but we do not
do any Irish language programmes and we have no Q757 Lord Maxton: You say you used sub-titling.
plans to do Irish language programmes. Theway that Having once tried to watch a rugby match being
we contribute is if we get commissions wewill employ shown by S4C I have to say I found it a slightly weird
people with competence in the Irish language, or experience because there was no English and I could
people who wish to become competent producers in not fathom who they were talking about.
the Irish language. But eVectively the programmes Mr Ó Ciardha: Live sub-titling poses a particular
that we showed on UTV simply did not secure the challenge and nearly all of our sports are live. I have
audience we need, when we are making to say that we expected when we started, particularly

in rugby which would not have a natural hinterlandprogrammes—
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reaches 45 per cent of the population, but some of usof Irish language supporters, to get quite an amount
of flak of people saying, “You cannot sub-title that.” come from parts where it takes two transmitters to
We got none for the two years we were in it. People I get it into the valley. Secondly, I just want to echo the
think just— fact that the Ofcom Review—I do not know if it is

permissible to mention the Ofcom Review in this
context—specifically said that consideration shouldQ758 Lord Maxton:Watch the game.
be given in the UK switchover in this part of theMr Ó Ciardha: Watch the game. Sport has its own
world to extending our service of our own channel. Itspectators.
is a specific proposal by Ofcom.

Q759 Lord Maxton: The people watching it know
what is going on anyway. Digital switchover. I think Q761 LordMaxton:You say that but of course even
we are aware in the north that the north is now 100 in remote areas people tend to have telephones,
per cent broadband, which some people think is the

presumably.future, not terrestrial. What about the south? How
Mr Ó Ciardha: They certainly do.far down the road in terms of broadband are you?

Ms Galvin:Getting there. There is a lot of fibre optic
in the ground. There probably is not the concerted Q762 Lord Maxton: And certainly the higher bands
eVort by one or two, let us say, national players to get of ADSL provide broadband down that telephone
it to such a level that the speeds would be video line. Going back a little bit, can I ask about the
enabled. So IPTV is still some way, probably in the switchover to using terrestrial digital, which means
five to ten year, possibly 12-year timeframe. But that there is going to be an increased signal from diVerent
said, if therewere a buyer of Eircom in the near future parts of the United Kingdom, Scotland and from
that could turn it all around. Wales, and is that going to mean that people in the

south will be able to get BBC and other channels
Q760 Lord Maxton: Eircom is your telephone much more easily than they can at the present time,
company? and will that aVect you?
Ms Galvin: BT equivalent. I suppose they are in the Ms Galvin: Certainly the switchover in the north and
position where, short of any obligatory obligation— also in parts of England and Wales a little bit earlier,
they have a very healthy ISDNbusiness, that is doing in 2009, will have a significant impact on the
quite nicely. Pushing the higher end, DSL is still a bit availability of particularly the BBC’s signals through
of a struggle, and I think they are talking about it and analogue spill-over, which they have traditionally
they have plans, within three to five years, to reach received. I think it is about 16 per cent of the
over half of the homes with the equivalent of one television viewing population enjoy Irish terrestrial
megabyte. That is quite good. But, that said, if there services and the multi-terrestrial, as we call it, the
were further investment it could go a lot faster. We spill-over channels. So therewill be significant impact
are still not absolutely clear—the government has there. If there is not a free to air digital platform for
announced its intention to launch a pilot for DTT Northern Ireland to go to then they will have no
early next year. All going well that should run for one

other choice but to go to Pay TV, cable or satellite inor two years; all goingwell theywould hope to launch
order to continue to receive the UK channels thataDTT platform. Who knows what will happen in the
they have been accustomed to. The other morebroadband market? As I say, if there are investors it
important issue, I suppose, is that with switchover,may well be that we could have IPTV sooner than
particularly in the north, there are going to be issuesdigital terrestrial. As a public service broadcaster our
about interference, about degradation of the signal,belief is that we want to produce public service
about spill-over of the signal either way, but as partcontent that is accessible and available on all major
of the World Radio Conference, RRC06, next year,platforms. So we broadcast to mobile, IPTV, DTT
there have been very active bilaterals between theUKand of course availability on digital, cable and
and Ireland for a number of years now on teasing outsatellite. We are watching and monitoring for
and agreeing basically the frequency plan and poweravailability and excellence to all of those platforms.
level of either side of the border, to make sure thatWhich comes first, there is still a little to play for
any interference is minimised. So that is ongoing. Ithere.
think also through the Broadcasters’ Group there isMr ÓCiardha:The person that designed Ireland gave
quite a bit of discussion about what can be done tous many mountains and valleys and not all of them
alleviate any unnecessary interruption, but also howare commercially viable propositions for television
could we perhaps capitalise on this and make suredelivery, and I think that is very important to state
that, for example, capacities can be found onhere, that whatever platform or combination of
platforms in both communities to make sure that theplatforms is arrived at universal service is wonderful

if you live in the Midlands where one transmitter choice of channels is extended rather than lessened.
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Q765 Chairman: The last questions, on religiousQ763 Lord Maxton: Have you had discussions with
programmes. I think the ITV evidence said that theFreeview actually to get on to their platform?
BBC should basically be the leading broadcaster ofMsGalvin:The issue to date is, yes, we verymuch like
religious and faith programmes. Would that be yourthe idea of being available on it. The diYculty is also
view, Mr Bremner? Are we simply stating that this isthe signal being available in the UK and the cost of
inevitable, that because of the very nature of aclearing the rights for a territory the size of the UK
company like Ulster TV you are not going to get veryfor a broadcaster from Ireland. If greater capacity is
much advertising—or possibly not very muchreleased after the RR06 negotiations, under the care
advertising, and where do you put it in any event?—of Ofcom some of that spectrum may well be re-
to support religious broadcasting?released for broadcast purposes. There may well be
Mr Bremner: Our position is not that of ITV’s,opportunities for both digital radio and digital
Chairman, at all. We would see our schedule asterrestrial television. Our broadcasting legislation to
deficient if it did not have some religious programmesdate, albeit the DTT platform did not take oV at the
in it. But I do have to say that over the last five or sixtime, but there are provisions in the legislation also to
years we have set aside the morning worships that weallocate some capacity for UK services to be
used to do; we used to do six of those a year.available on a digital platform in the north. So we
Interestingly enough, if they were strong enoughhope that there might be opportunities for a similar
services or they were dealing with something thatreciprocal arrangement, all being well.
people were very, very interested in we would move itMr ÓCiardha: It should be emphasised, theRepublic
to two o’clock on a Sunday afternoon. We set thathas 1.4 million TV homes. We do not have, as yet, an
aside because we think that that is adequatelyindigenous digital platform of any kind. The second
provided by other channels andwhat we nowdo is wefigure is that over half of the 1.4 million homes have
make religious factual programmes, and we expectalready signed up to a non-national delivery means,
them to punch their weight. We show them at halfwhether it is subscription satellite or digital cable. So
past seven on a Tuesday, and they do punch theirthe clock is ticking for the Republic and we as a
weight and that is why they will stay and one of thenation need to make some very quick decisions, and
reasons why we would want to keep them in thehopefully they will be decisions that would be
schedule. Interestingly enough, in a series calledcompatible with the shared television experience we
Journeys—and we have just shown our second

have had for the last 40 years. series—I counted the number of faiths that were
represented in that series, which exceeded just under
a dozen. So it is a popular programme, it is in peak,
it does show that there are diverse faiths in ourQ764 Lord Maxton: Can I come to you on that,
community, and I think it would be negligent if weMr Bremner, the same issue? Because it seems to me
did not have it in our schedule.in the multi-channel and then into what I term now

the multi-choice world of television, your advertising
revenue is likely to be hit, is it not? Q766 Chairman: That is very interesting. What kind
Mr Bremner: Yes, and I think that is one of the of programme is it?
reasons that encouraged us to diversify in the way Mr Bremner:We do themes. For example, in the first
that we did. In terms of broadband provision series the first programme was about birth, so there
Northern Ireland is about 98 per cent provided for, were three human interest stories on a theme in each
and we have to look very carefully at a new programme. The first one was about a man, his joy at
generation as very technologically literate, not having his first child. The second one was a young
watching television as it were, communally on a woman, a devoted Christian, but had had three
settee, but as a single viewer looking at his or her children, two of which had significant disabilities.
television with a handheld device, being able to bring And the third one was a womanwho had been unable
a whole lot of diVerent media across to that device. to conceive and when she conceived her child had
That is one of the reasons, as I was saying, that we died. Then we asked religious commentators to say
diversified. On the subject of digital switchover, we what perspective could these bring in the very testing
argued—and I think Ofcom accepted that—that it experiences in two of the subjects there. People
would be particularly injurious if the analogue watched it and they watched it when we repeated it.
servicewas switched oV inNorthern Irelandwhen the So we feel strongly that any subject can be done on
analogue service in the south was still going strong, commercial television if you have it produced
because we were worried that with the switchover to interestingly. If we are doing a programme, as we are,
digital—and there are still nearly 45 per cent of about a charitable project in South Africa—we will
people who do not have digital—we were concerned be showing that at Christmas—it has to get people to
that some of our analogue viewers might then look to watch it and, like any teacher, any lecturer, you

should be able to interest your audience.the channels that were coming from the south.
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Ms Galvin: Yes.Q767 Chairman: And you do it on issues which
might be controversial.

Q774 Lord Maxton:What does it show?Mr Bremner: Yes.
Mr Bremner:An almost vertical drop certainly in the
Christian faiths.Q768 Chairman: Birth control, for example.

Mr Bremner: Yes.
Q775 Lord Maxton: But non-believer.
Mr Bremner: Non-believer would probably be at

Q769 Chairman: What do you feel about this, 30 per cent now and non-practising would certainly
Mr Ó Ciardha? be much higher, I suppose. It used to be that non-
Mr Ó Ciardha: Our own channel does not do what, believer and non-practising were less than 10 per
not in any disparaging sense I call event coverage; we cent, but I think we are probably moving towards at
do not do religious services. But we do carry in our half and half.
documentary, particularly in our documentary Chairman: It is interesting, is it not, that you have
strands both newly made content about matters figures like that and yet Mr Bremner is saying that
religious and spiritual, and interestingly enough one you can put on interesting—which I suspect is the
of the disciplines of having no money and in trying to point—programmes on religion at 7.30 on an
not use just the American and English-made evening, which is peak viewing time, and get good
documentaries we have a significant stream of audiences for it.
documentaries which are re-voiced from other

Q776 Lord Maxton: I do not see the argument forlanguages. One consistent theme running through
that because I might watch a programme if I thoughtthose is a French-made programme on world
it was interesting even though I have no religiousreligions, which unfailingly gets us very good ratings
point of view.and particularly active feedback from the audiences.
Mr Ó Ciardha:That would be our experience as well.As Allan says in another context, it is not just about
The fact that people do not attend a religious meetingthe figures. But religion is a very important theme in
once a week, certainly in the Republic of Ireland, inour programming, but because RTÉ, as Patricia will
our audience, does not translate into a lack of interestconfirm, does religious services very consistently on
in matters spiritual, or in formal examining of otherboth radio and television we do not feel that we
religious faiths about their benefits and theirwould be adding any value or extending the choice.
downsides.But it is important.

Q777 Chairman: Mr Bremner, you intend to
Q770 Chairman: RTÉ do just what has been continue with these programmes?
described? Mr Bremner: Yes, Chairman.
MsGalvin: Indeed, and I suppose the only issue there
is that RTÉ has to constantly assess and to check in Q778 Chairman: We have to remind ourselves that
to make sure that it is still reflecting the society in we are looking at the BBC, however fascinating
which it is broadcasting, and it is becoming an everybody is, but how do you rate the BBC’s
increasingly fast changing, growing and much more coverage of these things? I know none of you want to
multi-cultural and secular society, and to make sure comment on the BBC, et cetera, but do you think that
that we are getting that balance right. they cover religion well?

Q779 Mr Bremner: I cannot answer that question,Q771 Lord Maxton: Do you represent the secular
simply because I am not familiar with the output.aspect?
When I look at network television and I look at localMs Galvin: I think increasingly so, yes, over the last
television it seems that in terms of its frequency it iscouple of years a lot more programming has been
reducing, but no, I simply do not know the content.introduced to address that. I think we are still trying

to find that right balance as Ireland is changing faster
Q780 Chairman: Then we will call that a day. Arethan we can keep up.
there any other points that my colleagues want to ask
and make? Any additional points we have not

Q772 Chairman: But you would actually show the covered?
diVerent faiths? Mr Ó Ciardha: Thank you for having us.
Ms Galvin: Yes. Chairman: Thank you very much for coming. What

you have said is very interesting and perhaps if there
Q773 Lord Maxton: Is there a religious question in are any other factual points we could write to you?

Thank you so much for coming.your census?
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Present Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury, B Maxton, L
Fowler, L (Chairman) Peston, L

Memorandum by Foras na Gaeilge

Foras na Gaeilge is the Cross-border Irish language Body set up under the British-Irish Agreement Act 1999
and theNorthern IrelandAct 1998. The remit of Foras naGaeilge is to promote the Irish language and culture
throughout the island of Ireland.

Introduction

Foras na Gaeilge welcomes the opportunity to present its case to the Select Committee on the BBC
Review. Foras na Gaeilge acknowledges and values the central role that the BBC has played in the
broadcasting of the celtic languages and culture of theUK. Foras naGaeilge appreciates that the preservation
of Public Service Broadcasting in the digital age is an important issue and vital to ensuring high-quality
services that are not commercially viable. Foras na Gaeilge asserts that the licence-fee provides all involved
with a suitable means to safeguard and maintain the principle of cultural diversity in our society.

Foras na Gaeilge was disappointed and dismayed with the Government’s Green Paper on the BBC Charter
Reviewwhich totally ignored the Irish language. There were significant recommendations in relation toWelsh
and Scottish Gaelic that only served to reinforce the sense of disbelief within the Irish speaking community
and particularly, in light of the fact that the following have supported and highlighted the need to underpin
the provision of a Public Service Broadcast for the Irish language community in Northern Ireland:

The British and Irish Governments in the Good Friday Agreement, The Committee of Ministers of
the Council of Europe, The European Bureau for Lesser-Used Languages, The European Charter
for Regional and Minority Languages, An International Committee of Experts (Comex), The
Broadcasting Council of Northern Ireland, and Ofcom.

BBC Northern Ireland

The Irish language has no protection in Northern Ireland in relation to Public Service Broadcasting whereas
Welsh Language Broadcasting is not only protected but also, defined by Statute—500 hours of programming
to be broadcast on S4C. Similarly, BBC’s Scottish Gaelic broadcasting service is protected by a ring-fenced
portion of the licence-fee income and also, supplemented by income from the Gaelic Broadcasting Service.
Irish language programmes can be made only by displacing a part of the existing English-medium service—a
situation that is unsatisfactory to all concerned.

Ofcom Recommendation on Charter Review

Ofcom has identified and highlighted the BBC’s lack of support for Irish language broadcasting in the past
and it has proposed that the matter be rectified through the renewal of the BBC’s Charter:

Historically, the BBC has spent less per head on serving its Irish-speaking audience than on the
Gaelic and Welsh-speaking populations. We welcome its introduction of a regular factual strand in
the Irish language, SRL, and would expect Charter Review to result in suYcient funding for BBC
Northern Ireland to be able to continue and expand this commitment. (page 100, our emphasis).

Licence-fee Payers

Foras na Gaeilge welcomes this proposal and does so on the basis that as television licence-fee payers the Irish
speaking community are entitled to a service comparable to that provided by the BBC to other indigenous
language communities. Far more funding is being spent per capita by the BBC on Welsh in Wales and Gaelic
in Scotland than on Irish in Northern Ireland:
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BBC television service 2001–02
(from license fee

Hours Spend Spend per speaker

Wales 533 £16,400,000 £53
Scotland 150 £1,500,000 £64
Northern Ireland 2 £200,000 £3

Note: BBC Scotland is also supported by the Gaelic Broadcasting Fund, which provided an additional
£3 million in 2001–02.

The Good Friday Agreement

The Good Friday Agreement of 1998 has the legal force of an international treaty. In the Agreement, the
British Government committed itself to:

“seek more eVective ways to encourage and provide financial support for Irish language film and
television production in Northern Ireland”.

The European Charter for Regional or Minority Languages

The European Charter for Regional or Minority Languages was ratified by the UK on 27 March 2001. Irish,
alongwithWelsh and ScottishGaelic, was included under Part III of the Charter, the higher level of provision.
In Article 11, in the section on Media, the British Government made the following commitment to the Irish
language in Northern Ireland:

“to the extent that radio and television carry out a public service mission . . . [the Government
undertakes] to make adequate provision so that broadcasters oVer programmes in the regional or
minority languages” [Paragraph 1a (iii)].

An International Committee of Experts

An International Committee of Experts examined the performance of the UK in relation to the Charter and
published its report in 2004. Their report, addressed to the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe,
found “shortcomings in the services in Irish, particularly regarding television”, and stated:

— “The Committee of Experts considers the undertaking fulfilled in relation to radio but not currently
fulfilled in relation to television” (page 53)

The Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe

The Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe received the report, and on 24 March 2004, passed the
following resolution (Recommendation RecChl(2004)1:

“[The Committee of Ministers] recommends that the authorities of the United Kingdom take
account of all the observations of the Committee of Experts, and, as a matter of priority . . . improve
the public service television provision in Irish” (p.70)

Recommendation of Foras na Gaeilge

It is of the utmost concern to Foras na Gaeilge that the Ofcom recommendations and those of the other
organisations mentioned above in relation to the Irish language have been totally ignored in the BBC’s
Green Paper.

The occasional oblique reference to regional cultural needs is not suYcient to cover over the magnitude of the
injustice. It is the firm view of Foras naGaeilge that Governmentmust demonstrate its commitment by clearly
defining the BBC’s responsibilities to Irish in Northern Ireland as part of its stated aim to safeguard the
cultural heritage of the indigenous Celtic languages in the UK in the reviewed Charter. Foras na Gaeilge
endorses and welcomes the position of the Government and Ofcom who place significant emphasis on the
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requirement to reflect the UK, its nations, regions and communities, and on the BBC’s role in strengthening
cultural identity and raising awareness of:

“diVerent cultures and alternative viewpoints, through programmes that reflect the lives of other
people and other communities within the UK”.

These principles are further recognised in the Green Paper:

“Devolution has changed the political fabric of the UK, and the BBC should continue to provide a
larger amount of dedicated programming in and for each of the devolved nations (Northern Ireland,
Scotland and Wales) (page 41).”

Foras na Gaeilge therefore asks that the Committee take the following points into consideration:

1. The BBC’s clear public service broadcasting responsibility to provide a dedicated Irish language
service for (a) Irish-speaking licence-fee payers of Northern Ireland; (b) Irish-speakers in other parts
of the United Kingdom;

2. The BBC’s responsibility to enable non-speakers of Irish to gain an understanding of the Irish
language and its attendant culture;

3. The BBC’s responsibility to enhance its television, internet and educational provision to a level that
reflects its public broadcasting remit.

3 May 2005

Memorandum by the Ulster-Scots Heritage Council

BROADCASTING PROVISION FOR REGIONAL AND MINORITY LANGUAGES IN THE UK

The Media is the Third Most Important means for Transmitting Language after the Home and

the School

Background

— UK Government ratified the European Charter for Regional or Minority languages on 27 March
2001.

— Ulster-Scots was included under the Part II provisions along with Scots, Manx and Cornish.

— There is no census information on the number of Ulster-Scots speakers; no question was included
in the 2001 Census.

— Ulster-Scots is a living community language. Estimated numbers between 35,000–100,000 native
speakers who acquire the language through inter-generational transmission. Only Scots and Welsh
have larger populations of native speakers.

— Ulster-Scots is important as a heritage language, 29 per cent of the population (490,000) consider
Ulster-Scots is important to them. (McCann Erickson Survey, February 2000)

Existing Broadcasting Provision

— Existing provision is inadequate.

— There is no dedicated radio station or TV station for Ulster-Scots.

— In 2005 BBC RadioUlster will broadcast 10.5 hours of Ulster-Scots programming. This will provide
occasional programmes not regular programmes.

— It is 52.5 minutes per month or 12.07 minutes per week and not of all of it is language related.

— There are no other Ulster-Scots language programmes from other broadcasting sources.

The Audience

There is a healthy audience for Ulster-Scots broadcasting, a demand that is not being satisfied.

— The Nicht o Ulster-Scots broadcast on Saturday night in 1999–2000 had the third highest viewing
figures on BBC2 that year (120,000 viewers according to BBC Annual report) behind the Celtic v
Rangers match with 180,000 and a Country Times programme with 122,000 viewers.
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— The Burns Night programme in 2004 had very high viewing figures but there are no figures for this
in the public domain.

— The two programmes on theEagle’sWing, one a history documentary and the other a televised stage
musical, had very high viewing figures but the detail is not in the public domain.

Problems

— The obligations of the European Charter in relation to Ulster-Scots and media access are not
being met.

— There are inequalities in how BBC Northern Ireland deals with the two minority languages
communities that would be deemed illegal under Northern Ireland’s equality legislation if they were
carried out by any other public body subject to. Ulster-Scots is treated less favourably. The disparity
in annual programme time is 25:1 (260:10.5 hours).

— At the heart of the Belfast Agreement are the principles of inclusion, tolerance, equality and respect.
There is inequality in how BBC Northern Ireland generally reflects the major identities in Northern
Ireland in programming. Identity is reflected in culture, history language, traditions and ethnicity.
The inequality is reflected in how BBC Northern Ireland covers major traditions, language, folk/
traditional music and history.

— Language programmes made by BBC Northern Ireland and by BBC Scotland are not shared.
Programmes made in Scotland of interest to the Ulster-Scots community are not re-transmitted in
Northern Ireland. BBC Scotland can be diYcult to receive Northern Ireland.

— There is no presence or representation of theUlster-Scots community in either the BBC’s production
staV or on any of their key committees and bodies. This lack of representation is perceived by the
community as the reason for the 25:1 disparity in treatment.

Proposals

The Heritage Council asks that the BBC’s Royal Charter should address the above issues as follows:

— Mainstream the obligations of the European Charter for Regional and Minority Languages
(ECRML) where they relate to broadcasting into the BBC’s Royal Charter. This should be a part of
the mainstreaming into the Royal Charter of the various human rights conventions ratified by the
UK as they aVect broadcasting.

— A minimum level of provision requirement should be written into the Royal Charter for the six UK
indigenous languages protected by the ECRML. Provision should not be on an occasional basis but
on a regular basis with a reasonable time slot. The Heritage Council suggests a minimum provision
of 30 minutes per day.

— Recognise that each nation and region has its own distinctive situation. In Northern Ireland the
Royal Charter should require the BBC to sign up to equality legislation, Section 75, so that Equality
Impact Assessment becomes a part of the working culture of BBC Northern Ireland.

— The programme schedule should reflect the plurality of the listeners and viewers. InNorthern Ireland
the identities of the licence paying listeners and viewers should be respected and reflected in
programming taking account of the culture, language, history, traditions and ethnicity of each
group.

— At the heart of the Belfast Agreement are the principles of inclusion, tolerance, equality and respect.
The BBC’s Royal Charter should require that the two RML communities, Irish and Ulster-Scots, be
equally represented within the various structures, committees and bodies of BBC Northern Ireland.

— The language community should make language programmes for the language community and
provision should be made for the training of appropriate people in production.

— The BBC should share programmes between the nations and the regions basis where this is
appropriate ie between Scotland and Northern Ireland to allow Scots and Ulster-Scots language
programmes to be re-transmitted or have shared transmissions within the two areas. The BBC
Scotland signal to Northern Ireland should be strengthened.

November 2005
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Memorandum by the ULTACH Trust

1. Introduction

1.1 ULTACH Trust welcomes the opportunity to present evidence to the Select Committee on the BBC
Review. Like the majority of respondents to Ofcom’s review of public service broadcasting (PSB), the Trust
recognises and values the BBC’s immense contribution to the broadcasting culture of the UK. We agree that
the maintenance of PSB in the digital age is becoming an increasingly important issue, and that the licence
fee is the appropriate mechanism to ensure high-quality services that are not commercially viable. This role is
particularly important in the context of an ethos that values the principle of cultural diversity in our society.

1.2 We were therefore surprised when the Government’s Green Paper on Charter Review failed to mention
the Irish language, although it made significant recommendations with relation to the other Celtic languages
of the United Kingdom, Welsh and Scottish Gaelic. This surprise was compounded by the fact that the
provision of an enhanced PSB Irish language service is supported by, among others, Ofcom, the Broadcasting
Council of Northern Ireland, the Belfast Agreement, the Cross-Border Language Body, the European Bureau
for Lesser-Used Languages, and the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe.

1.3Wewould ask theHouse of Lords Committee to address this shortcoming, which is analysed inmore detail
in the following pages.

2. PSB and Indigenous Languages

2.1 In the context of PSB in Northern Ireland, we note the emphasis by both Ofcom and Government on the
requirement to reflect the UK, its nations, regions and communities, and on the BBC’s role in strengthening
cultural identity and raising awareness of “diVerent cultures and alternative viewpoints, through programmes
that reflect the lives of other people and other communities within the UK”.

2.2 The BBC is the key to PSB provision in theUK in the future. As theGreen Paper itself points out, as other
major broadcasters adopt an increasingly commercial response to the world of digital broadcasting, the BBC
may in fact develop a “near-monopoly” as a PSB provider. The BBC’s PSB role is particularly important in
the nations, and this role becomes more important still in relation to the ancient languages which survive in
Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland. These principles have been recognised in the Green Paper in a
paragraph whose sentiment proved too much for its syntax:

Devolution has changed the political fabric of the UK, and the BBC should continue to provide a
larger amount of dedicated programming in and for each of the devolved nations (Northern Ireland,
Scotland andWales). That should include provision in indigenousminority languages across a range
of platforms—the internet has particular value in supporting those languages. More detail on Welsh
and [Scottish] Gaelic is set out below. (page 41)

2.3 Again, while the Green Paper argues that “broadcasting in indigenous languages is an essential element
of the United Kingdom public service broadcasting mix” (page 48), and that “Indigenous language
broadcasting is an integral part of national television services” (page 98), it fails to mention one of these
indigenous languages at all.

3. Ofcom Recommendation on Charter Review

3.1 We believe that one of the most critical issues in the PSB debate is the role of the licence fee in supporting
indigenous language broadcasting. Ofcom recognises the BBC’s past failures to support Irish language
broadcasting, and proposes that the issue be addressed through the renewal of the BBC’s Charter. We warmly
support this recommendation:

Historically, the BBC has spent less per head on serving its Irish-speaking audience than on the
Gaelic and Welsh-speaking populations. We welcome its introduction of a regular factual strand in
the Irish language, SRL, and would expect Charter Review to result in suYcient funding for BBC
Northern Ireland to be able to continue and expand this commitment. (page 100, emphasis added)

4. BBC Celtic Language Services, a Comparison

4.1 The following table, from research commissioned by the ULTACH Trust, clearly demonstrates the
disparity in both service and funding.
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BBC television service 2001–022001 Census
(from Licence Fee)knowledge of Welsh,

Gaelic Spend
and Irish Hours Spend per speaker

Wales 580,000 533 £16,400,000 £53
Scotland 63,444 150 £1,500,000 £64
N Ireland 167,490 2 £200,000 £3

Note: BBC Scotland is also supported by the Gaelic Broadcasting Fund, which provided an additional
£3 million in 2001–02.

5. Some International Perspectives

5.1 The Good Friday Agreement of 1998 has the legal force of an international treaty. In the Agreement, the
BritishGovernment committed itself to: “seekmore eVective ways to encourage and provide financial support
for Irish language film and television production in Northern Ireland”.

5.2 The European Charter for Regional or Minority Languages was ratified by the UK on 27 March 2001.
Irish, along with Welsh and Scottish Gaelic, was included under Part III of the Charter, the higher level of
provision. In Article 11, in the section on Media, the British Government made the following commitment to
the Irish language in Northern Ireland:

“to the extent that radio and television carry out a public service mission . . . [the Government
undertakes] to make adequate provision so that broadcasters oVer programmes in the regional or
minority languages” [Paragraph 1a (iii)]

5.3 An International Committee of Experts examined the performance of the UK in relation to the Charter
and published its report in 2004. Their report, addressed to the Committee of Ministers of the Council of
Europe, found “shortcomings in the services in Irish and Scottish Gaelic, particularly regarding television”,
and stated that:

“The Committee of Experts considers the undertaking fulfilled in relation to radio but not currently
fulfilled in relation to television” (page 53)

5.4 The Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe received the report, and on 24 March 2004, passed
the following resolution (Recommendation RecChl(2004)1:

“[The Committee of Ministers] recommends that the authorities of the United Kingdom take
account of all the observations of the Committee of Experts, and, as a matter of priority . . . improve
the public service television provision in Irish” (p.70)

5.5 Foras na Gaeilge, the Irish language agency of the Cross-Border Language Body, an international
statutory body with a remit to advise both governments on issues relating to language policy, has made a
strong recommendation to Ofcom that the BBC’s responsibilities to the Irish language be clearly defined:

We believe that BBCNI does not give due recognition to the Irish language and has failed in its remit
to provide an adequate service for the Irish language community.We believe that Ofcomhas amajor
role to play in actively pursuing the realisation of these recommendations by pressing for enhanced
provision for the Irish language in the form of dedicated programming supported by and as an
obligation on the part of the BBC Charter.

6. BBC Northern Ireland

6.1 In Wales the responsibility of the BBC to Welsh language broadcasting is defined by statute. Currently,
this involves making 500 hours of programming to be broadcast on S4C. In Scotland, the BBC’sGaelic service
is protected by a ring-fenced portion of the licence fee income, supplemented by income from the Gaelic
Broadcasting Service. Irish has no such protection in Northern Ireland. Irish language television programmes
must compete for BBC resources within a general programme budget. In other words, an Irish language
programme can be made only by displacing an element of the existing English-language service. This situation
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is most unsatisfactory to all concerned. Through the BBC’s Charter Review process, the Broadcasting Council
of Northern Ireland has made the following recommendation:

the Broadcasting Council believes that . . . the Charter should provide a clearly defined and enabling
context for the development of indigenous language programming by BBCNI, consistent with the
BBC’s existing/planned commitments to Welsh and Scots Gaelic output, and to include fully
additional funding to facilitate the enhancement of programmes and services in this area.
(Broadcasting Council for Northern Ireland, response to the Green Paper, Report to the Board of
Governors of the BBC, April 2005, page 26))

7. Our Recommendation

7.1 It is a matter of grave concern to us that the Green Paper does not reflect the recommendations on the
BBC’s responsibility for the Irish language inNorthern Irelandmade byOfcom and the other bodies identified
above. This concern is shared by all licence fee payers who speak Irish—many of whom have contacted both
Ofcom andDCMS about the issue—as well as by a large number of non-speakers who believe in the principles
of equity, linguistic diversity, the “ecology of public service broadcasting”, and the special importance of
indigenous minority languages to the cultural ecology of the UK.

7.2 We believe that Government must demonstrate its commitment to safeguarding the cultural heritage of
the indigenous Celtic languages in the UK by clearly defining the BBC’s responsibilities to Irish in Northern
Ireland in the reviewed Charter.

7.3 When reviewing the BBC’s responsibilities to the licence-paying public, we ask your Committee to
consider the following points:

— The BBC’s crucial role in safeguarding the cultural heritage of the Irish language;

— The BBC’s clear public service broadcasting responsibility to provide a dedicated Irish language
service for (a) Irish-speaking licence-fee payers of Northern Ireland; (b) Irish-speakers in other parts
of the United Kingdom;

— The BBC’s responsibility to enable non-speakers of Irish to gain an understanding of the Irish
language and its attendant culture;

— The BBC’s responsibility to enhance its television, internet and educational provision to a level that
reflects its public broadcasting remit;

— The need to explore the BBC’s potential tomake a significant contribution towards the broadcasting
service of TG4 (the Irish-language station broadcasting from the Republic of Ireland), based on the
model of the BBC’s relationship with the Welsh language channel, S4C.

29 April 2005

Examination of Witnesses

Witnesses: Mr Ferdie MacanFhailigh, Assistant Chief Executive, Foras Na Gaeilge, Mr Jim Millar,
Director of Language and Education, Ulster-Scots Agency, Aodán Mac Póilin, Director, Ultach Trust and

Mr John MacIntyre, Member, Ulster-Scots Heritage Council, examined.

Q781 Chairman: Welcome, thank you very much Mr MacanFhailigh: My name is Ferdie
MacanFhailigh and I work for Foras Na Gaeilge.for coming in. You perhaps know the position with

us, that we have already presented and published We are one part of the cross-border language body,
the other part being the board of Ulster-Scots,one report on the BBC—and it is the BBC that we

are particularly concerned about and concerned which is represented by Jim, here. We were set up on
2 December 1999—it came out of the Good Fridaywith. This is the second part of our inquiry where

we are going into a number of areas which we did Agreement. We have an all Ireland remit in
promoting the Irish language. We advisenot have time to devote to in the first part. I think

it might be useful, to get this conversation going, if governments, government departments, statutory
bodies and public organisations. We also provideyou would all introduce yourselves and say what

you are doing and what your role is. So why do we funding for projects and groups that promote the
Irish language, and we support Irish-mediumnot start from you, Mr MacanFhailigh, and move

down to Mr Miller? education, the teaching of Irish, and we are also
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Mr MacanFhailigh: According to the last censusinvolved in the development of new terminology for
the Irish language, the production of dictionaries figures there are 10.3 per cent of the population of

Northern Ireland who have a command of Irish; thatand the production of teaching materials for both
Irish-medium education and the teaching of Irish as is 167,490.
a subject.
Mr Mac Póilin: I am Aodán Mac Póilin; I am the Q783 Chairman: When you say a “command” of
Director of the Ultach Trust, an organisation set up Irish, does that mean they speak it as a first language?
in 1990 to promote the Irish language throughout Mr MacanFhailigh: The census is a very blunt
Northern Ireland with government funding. We are instrument. The question is asked, “Can you read,
the first organisation to get government funding write, understand, speak?” and you tick the box. The
spent specifically to promote the language.We have a census does not go into usage or the level of
very strong cross-community ethos—that is code for command; it is a very, very blunt instrument.
one of my jobs being to try to sell the Irish language
to the Protestant and Unionist community. We have Q784 Chairman: In your experience would the
had some success; we take the credit for the growth in 167,000 be at the top end of how you would define it?
the number of Protestants who claim knowledge of Mr MacanFhailigh: Yes, it would be at the top end.
the language. It has gone from 5000 odd in 1991 to
almost 11,000 in the 2001 consensus. So we take the Q785 Lord Maxton: Just on that very point, we did
credit, whether we deserve it or not, for that. We are get a slightly diVerent definition, that those who
quite a small organisation but because we were sort speak it fluently were about 75,000 and the rest had
of respectable we took it upon ourselves to try to some knowledge and usage of it.
advise government, and the very first thing that we Mr MacanFhailigh: As I said, the census is a very
did was to publish a report on Irish-medium blunt instrument; it does not ask for the level of usage
broadcasting, Irish-medium television, which came or the level of command.
out in March 1990, and we have produced five Mr Mac Póilin: Some analysis has been done of it.
reports since then. So the broadcasting area is one we The best analysis was done by a man in Wales called
are particularly interested in. Diarmait MacGiolla Chrı́ost, and his analysis comes
Mr MacIntyre: I am with the Ulster-Scots Heritage out with something where he has between 30,000 and
Council. I am on the board, I am not a full-time 40,000 at the top level of fluency and another 30,000
worker, and I work for a living! I did not mean that or so with moderate fluency in speaking. A large
pejoratively. The Heritage Council is an umbrella number of people have a receptive knowledge; it is
group which covers language but it also covers all always easier to understand a language than to speak
aspects of culture, dance, music and all that sort of it. So the rest of that would be people with diVerent
thing. There really is very little being done in relation levels of comprehension.
to Ulster-Scots, and public funding has not come
down to us to do any of the things which my two

Q786 Chairman: So Lord Maxton’s point aboutcolleagues have been describing for the Irish
75,000 being fluent probably is not a bad estimate?language. There is a committee sitting at the moment
Mr Mac Póilin: I would be reasonably happy withto set up an Academy for Ulster-Scots, to engage in
that. In terms of broadcasting and comprehension ofa whole language-planning programme. As well as
an audience, you would of course put it higher.that, I am a member of the Ulster-Scots Language

Society and sit on their committee. I also sit on the
Q787 Chairman:What about Ulster-Scots?Board at the Ulster-Scots Academy, which is a
MrMacIntyre:The oYcial figures are between 35,000voluntary community academy, self-financed. I am
and 100,000. 35,000 was a survey done in 1999. Therealso Vice President of the European Bureau of Lesser
have been four pieces of work which have been doneUsed Languages, and I was President of the UK
by the voluntary sector and we consider it to beCommittee of the European Bureau.
probably close to 100,000 speakers. We are talkingMrMillar:My name is Jim Millar. I am the recently
about native speakers, people who learn it in theappointed Director of Language and Education at
home, learn it from their parents and the previousthe Ulster-Scots Agency, and the aim of the Agency
generation. People do not learn Ulster-Scots inis to promote the study, conservation, development
school, they do not learn it through the media, it isand use of Ulster-Scots as a living language. The
simply generationally transmitted.Agency is the other part of the cross-border language

body that Ferdie alluded to earlier.
Q788 Chairman: There is no census figure?
Mr MacIntyre: No. We wanted a census but it wasQ782 Chairman: Let us start with some basic
not given to us. It depends where you draw thequestions. What proportion of the community in

Northern Ireland are Irish language speakers? boundary. Those are, we would consider, native
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many Ulster-Scots speakers we have in Northernspeakers who would be fluent and would probably
use it every day in the home. Ireland. The figure of 100,000 came from a piece of

research that was conducted in 1963 by Professor
Bob Gregg, who indicated and has researched thatQ789 Chairman: Would you use it every day in the
there was somewhere in the region of 100,000 peoplehome?
in three distinct areas: that was in East Donegal, theMr MacIntyre: Not every day—I live in Belfast, and
central part, which included Coleraine to Antrim,my children—but I would use a lot of the words every
and there was another section in Northdown. Thatday, particularly with the children because they do
piece of research did not do any survey work to findnot have a good knowledge of it anyway, and even
out how many native speakers there were outside ofmy knowledge is not great. On top of that most
those areas. But since 1963 there has been no realEnglish speakers would have some knowledge of it;
significant research. The piece of work that Johnthey would probably have maybe 100, 200 words,
referred to, that survey that said there were 35,000and they would unconsciously use a lot of the
speakers, that was the N.I. Life and Times survey,grammatical constructions that come from Ulster-
but that was conducted in 1999. What was askedScots. So, for a lot of English speakers Ulster-Scots
therewas, “Do you speak Scots orUlster-Scots, or docan be accessible; it is not like a totally diVerentiated
you know someone who does?” That representedlanguage where you cannot access it. So it depends
something like two per cent of the population inwhere you draw the boundary, but if you are being
Northern Ireland who regarded themselves asUlster-purist and within a native speaking population then
Scots speakers, and that roughly in 1999meant aboutyou are looking at that figure, 35,000 and 100,000.
34,000 people.
Chairman: I am going to allowmy colleagues to comeQ790 Chairman: Mr Millar, could you tell me a bit
in, and I want to come on to the BBC and what theyabout the language itself?
are doing, but there may be some points coming outMr Millar: The language of both English and Scots
of this.and indeedUlster-Scots originated from the same old

English dialects. Northumbrian Anglo-Saxon or old
English was a basis for Scots. While Mercian Anglo- Q793 Lord Maxton: As someone who lives in
Saxon became the basis for English. So up until the Scotland I could almost define myself as a Scots
1600s in fact Scots was a completely separate speaker, despite my accent, despite the way I was
diplomatic language from English. At the advent of brought up, despite the way I speak because in your
the Union of the Crowns in 1603 what happened was terms I use words and expressions which are from the
that English became the priority language and so it Scottish language rather than from the English
became the language of State, in fact, and as a language. My three sons, born and brought up in
consequence of that, it meant that Scots became Lanarkshire, speak, I suppose, what you might term
undervalued, and obviously after the period at the Lanarkshire-Scots, but they were not taught it—they
time of the Plantation, when a large number of Scots were never taught it at school. There is Ayrshire-
came to Ireland, they brought with them their own Scots; there is the Burns language. I do not see what
spoken language. So Ulster-Scots is a spoken the diVerence is between that sort of Scots and your
language and it is a language, as John has quite sort of Scots. Is there a diVerence? People in Scotland
rightly indicated, that has passed down through do not tend to speak—there are a few but not very
generations, in much the same way as Scots in many.
Scotland has. So it is a separate language from Mr Millar: There are. In fact there are a number of
spoken English. regional variations of Scots, yes.

Q791 Chairman:Whenwas it last taught in a school? Q794 Lord Maxton: There are, yes, but no great
Mr Millar: It has not been taught in schools, that is drive to make it part of the curricula and have it
the diYculty. taught or to have it broadcast, as far as I am aware.

Mr Millar: With respect, I think that is not entirely
accurate. I suppose it really depends on who oneQ792 Chairman: For the last 400 years or whatever?

Mr Millar: Yes, I would say that would be correct, speaks to, but I speak to a number of people who are
very keen on actually retaining this language, and Iand in fact there has been a continual process by

which children who have used the vernacular and think it has a certain significance in Northern Ireland
that perhaps it may not have back in Scotland. I thinkpeople who have used Ulster-Scots in schools in

Northern Ireland have been encouraged not to use it the diYculty about our language is that if we lose this
language—and that is why the BBC has such anand there has been a complete erosion of Ulster-

Scots. The big diYculty that John has alluded to as important part to play in this, and it is not like a
building being knocked down because we can rebuildwell is that we do not have any real figures of how
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Q798 Chairman: Which is almost five hours a year,the buildings—if we lose Ulster-Scots in this
community then it has gone. It is a part of a cultural as I understand it.

Mr Mac Póilin: Yes, on a good year.tradition, a cultural heritage, it is part of our history,
and that is why it is so important. Mr MacanFhailigh: In 2004 it was five hours.

MrMac Póilin: The year before that it was three, the
year before that it was two, the year before that it

Q795 Lord Maxton: Why would it be gone in the was 26.
modern technological world? There is no reason why
we should not these days ensure that it is recorded. It

Q799 Chairman:We can take it that it is not a highmay be that eventually it might die out—and one
priority.would hope maybe not—but essentially you could
Mr Mac Póilin: It is not very high. One of theform a massive database of all the information, you
diYculties for the broadcasters in this is the fact thatcould get the best present Burns’ speakers in Scotland
less used language broadcasting has to come out ofand record all the Burns’ poems and so on and also
the BBCbudget, basically, and has to fight for a placeget native speakers to speak it and talk about it and
within the budget. And if you add the number of Irishthen record it, and once you have that you still have
language programmes within the current budget thenit.
you have to cut something else, and there is going toMr MacIntyre: The danger is it will stop being used
be a loss. So the burden of the submission that weas a community language because of the pressures on
made to you and to Ofcom and all the other bodiesit. It is not taught in school, it is only in occasional
was that the languages needed protection through theprogrammes on the media; it has no status because
Charter. This is what happens in Scotland, this isthe “establishment” do not give it any status. It tends
what happens in Wales, that the Charter gives theto be the people who are least touched by education
BBC a duty to provide this, and that then protectsthat speak it the most and are the most fluent in it.
them and means that they do not have to fight withThere are also political and social issues in here as
all the other services. It also means that we are notwell. The Ulster-Scots community are coming under
depriving any of the rest of the community of theirvery strong assimilationist pressures here, not just in
service, if it is brought in as requirement fromthe use of English but also in Irish as well, and there
Westminster and if there is a budget line set asideis a will there to try and maintain that identity. Our
for it.situation is very diVerent from Scotland; in Scotland

you are the majority population there, you are not
under the same assimilationist pressures that we are Q800 Chairman: If I were the BBC or if I were the
under. So it is really about trying to ensure some sort Chief Secretary to the Treasury or something like
of community cohesion here, getting tolerance, about that, what would you say about demand? Is there a
avoiding division, avoiding misunderstanding and demand for this to take place? Obviously you feel
avoiding resentment. All those negative factors come strongly on it, but what is the objective evidence of
into play here and that is what this is about. demand?

Mr MacanFhailigh: We have the census figures; we
also have in Irish-medium education at the minuteQ796 Chairman: Let us go from that, which is very
just in excess of 4,000 kids in Northern Ireland inuseful, to what BBC Northern Ireland can do about
Irish-medium education. The Council for theit, basically. Let me ask you both in turn, do you
Promotion of Irish-medium Education, if they meetactually think that BBC Northern Ireland’s current
their strategic objectives by 2008, there will beprovision is adequate for the diVerent communities
somewhere in the region of 10,000 kids involved inhere? What about the Irish language?
Irish-medium education. It is a burgeoning sector; itMr Mac Póilin: As you know, the UK is a signatory
is a growing sector. From when the question was firstof the European Charter for Lesser Used Languages
put in 1991 on the census regarding the Irish languageand the Irish language community was more or less
the numbers have grown. The Irish speakingunanimous in accepting that the radio broadcasting
population, whom we are here to represent, feel thatservice for Irish speakers in Northern Ireland was
the service provided on BBC television is non-adequate; there are absolutely no complaints about
existent, practically—five hours annually. Thethat.
service for the schools sector, Irish in Irish-medium
education is part of the core curriculum. There is a
provision for the English-medium sector in Bitesize,Q797 Chairman: That is roughly about five hours a

week in the BBC? for Irish at GCSE. This is the only place where Irish
is studied for GCSE; they have provided thatMrMac Póilin:Yes, 250 hours a year. And there was

again universal agreement that the television service provision. But in terms of the Irish speaking
population here—and let us not forget that inwas woefully inadequate.
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and talking to you about them. Even a programmeEngland, Scotland and Wales there are also a large
number of Irish speakers from the republic of that I appeared on three years, I still have people
Ireland, who have emigrated, who are there, and that tapping me on the shoulder and talking to me about
those people also deserve a service to be provided by it. So there is an audience there for it.
the BBC. Mr Millar: I think one of the significant diYculties
MrMac Póilin:Could I add to that that the only firm with regard to making an assessment of how much
figures we have are the responses to the Ofcom 3 programming should be available on the BBC is the
consultation? There are more responses on the Irish assessment of the level of Ulster-Scots speakers
language from here than on all the rest of the issues within Northern Ireland and within the nine counties
that were raised. I think it was something like 53 per of Ulster generally. So one of the big diYculties, I
cent of the responses related to the Irish language. I think, is the census. Whenever you ask Ferdie and
am not just talking about myself and Ferdie’s Aodán those questions about how they would justify
commitment to this, this is the only objective figure it, they both go back to the census and say, “This is
we have, and the level of the response to the the census that tells us exactly how many speakers
consultation on the Renewal of the BBC Charter has there are.” I think there is a real need for us to
been very, very high, andwe can pull out those figures establish the actual extent to which there is a
for you. significant interest and enthusiasm for Ulster-Scots.

People like John and myself are convinced that there
is a significant level of enthusiasm. One of theQ801 Chairman: Yes, we would be interested. Just
diYculties with Ulster-Scots is that it is so close totell us about what your first feelings are as far as

Ulster-Scots is concerned. English and some people who are fluent speakers,
Mr MacIntyre: I did circulate that statement. who are native Ulster-Scots speakers—and you, sir,

probably will recognise this sentiment—some people
do not regard themselves even as Ulster-ScotsQ802 Chairman: You did.
speakers because they think they are speaking badMr MacIntyre: So we have that and I will refer to it.
English, and all of that information that is containedIn 2005 there will be 10 and a half hours of
in their heads is because of the way that thebroadcasting Ulster-Scots, and it will be mostly on
educational system has used this. So whilst Johnthe radio. I do not know what the TV is, it might be
might say that there are 34,000 or 35,000Ulster-Scotsone hour, it might be two hours, but that is all it is.
speakers in Northern Ireland, that figure could beIt comes on an occasional basis, people do not know
grossly underestimated and it could be ten-fold aswhen it is going to come; it comes for maybe four
much figures on the actual Ulster-Scots speakers. Inweeks and then it stops and then another series runs
terms of the BBC, I think there is a great issue aboutlater on. We feel that there has to be a minimum level
confidence for people who are speakers, to useof provision and we would say that a programme
Ulster-Scots because it has been so undervalued. Itime has to be raised, and we would put 30 minutes as
think that the role that the BBC has to play in that isa reasonable programme length, and that has to be
in terms of allowing people the opportunity to seeregular.
that there is a valued linguistic tradition within this
country. John is quite right to indicate that there isQ803 Chairman: Before you go into what it is that
10 hours of language on BBC radio—and that is inyou actually want in detail, what is the evidence of
stark comparison to over 240 hours for Irishdemand?
language. We do not expect that both languages,Mr MacIntyre: In the paper that I did give you the
because they are at diVerent levels of development,evidence we have is that The Nicht o Ulster-Scots
should have the same type of commitment from theprogramming there was the third highest popular
BBC, but we expect that as time goes on the gapprogramme that year; it came third after a Celtic v
between Irish and Ulster-Scots should begin to close.Rangers match and after a Country Times
But I think in fact the reality is that the gap isprogramme. The figures for the other programmes
increasingly becoming larger, and that would be ofwe know were high but those figures are not in the
some concern. There is a background in the BBC inpublic domain so we do not know exactly what they
terms of Ulster-Scots programming, but clearly thereare, and the BBC could supply those figures. The
is no long-term joined-up strategy in theway inwhichfeedback we are getting is that the viewing figures are
the Ulster-Scots programmes are developed. Tenhigh and the feedbackwe get in the community is that
hours of language, there was another 19 hours ofwe know a lot of people watch it and they tell us how
programming that could be linked to some form ofmuch they enjoyed it. So we get that sort of analytical
Ulster-Scots culture, whether it was A Touch offeedback as well. Some of us who have been active
Tartan or Pipes and Drums, or whatever, but all ofwith Ulster-Scots have appeared on some of these

programmes and you always have people coming up those programmes are organised by diVerent
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Q810 Lord Peston: No, but you do care aboutproducers and it shows that it is a separate set of
individuals within the BBC who are dealing with education and promoting the language. I am a

devotee of Teletext, I would rather watch Teletextthose issues. What we would like to see would be
some systematic, some rigorous way of organising than any of the news programmes because it gives me

all I want; it just tells me the simple news and that isthe development of Ulster-Scots programmes within
Northern Ireland to reflect the growing enthusiasm good enough for me, and I do not want any

comment. But if I were trying to promote the Irishand interest that John has already highlighted for
Ulster-Scots. language I would very much want Teletext to be in

Irish because it is an ideal form; it is easy to
understand and it would help the younger people inQ804 Chairman: Has it ever been better than it is
particular to get used to the language. But that doesnow? Have the television and radio ever covered
not bother you?Ulster-Scots better than they do now?
Mr MacanFhailigh: I would not object to it, but IMr Millar: I think whenever we look at the level of
would not see it as a priority.provision it is virtually zero, and that has to be under
LordMaxton:DoRTÉ run a Teletext, or TG4? I hearall the legislation. Aodán talked about the European
from Mr O Ciardha that young people are not greatCharter and Ulster-Scots is recognised within the
users of Teletext.European Charter and it is recognised within the

Good Friday Agreement.
Q811 Lord Peston: I did not realise it was an old
person’s thing, I must drop it immediately!

Q805 Chairman: Yes, but if you go back to 1990 Mr Mac Póilin: Could I pick up on a point arising
would it have been any diVerent? from what Jim said earlier, about losing it, and
Mr Millar: No. support what he is saying? The BBC can do much

more Ulster-Scots material with the culture and
linguistically without the displacement element thatQ806 Lord Peston: Just going back to the adequacy

of the provision at the moment. I did not ask these will happenwith Irish. I have been arguing for a long,
long time that Ulster-Scots should be in thequestions this morning because they did not occur to

me until hearing this morning’s evidence, but two mainstream within BBC Northern Ireland because it
is accessible to most of the population here. Mostaspects of provision which are not exactly

programmed occurred to me whilst I was thinking people who are brought up here have a latent
understanding of Ulster-Scots; there is a fair degreeabout this morning. Is any bit of the Radio Times

published in Northern Ireland in Irish? of intensity. Most Ulster-Scots people I will
understand and I would like to see a lot more of themMr Mac Póilin: The titles of the programmes, if they

are in Irish. on the TV and I would like to see it mainstream, and
it should happen. Irish is diVerent in that the
language is so diVerent from English that it requiresQ807 Lord Peston: But there is no Irish version or
a diVerent genre, but I would totally support whateven sub-version of the Radio Times?
Jim is saying about this very important thread of ourMr Mac Póilin: It would not bother me what
culture being seen in the most important medium.language they are published in.

Q812 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: It is
Q808 Lord Peston: It would not? You would like interesting what you have said because I wanted to
programmes in Irish but you do not care whether the ask that of Mr Millar. When you were talking about
listings are in Irish? the Ulster-Scots programmes I was wondering
Mr Mac Póilin: No, I do not care. whether it was as much about culture as language. Is

it certain events?
Mr Millar: I think there is a diYculty in as much asQ809 Lord Peston: Would you therefore take the

same view about Teletext? Again, when I was flicking whenever BBC programmers say, “We have
presented some Ulster-Scots programmes”, so thethrough Teletext I could not see any Teletext in our

hotel. Is there a Teletex in Irish? definition of what is an Ulster-Scots programme
therefore becomes important. What we are saying isMr MacanFhailigh: No. The only thing that is

available in those terms in Irish is on the website. that strictly in terms of language issues I think it is
important that we recognise there are 10 and a halfBBC have Bitesize revision for GCSE and they have

produced a GCSE Irish in that. In terms of Teletex, hours which represents 20 half-hour programmes on
BBC Radio dedicated solely to people speakingRadio Times, nothing. Again, as Aodán said, in terms

of what language the TV, the Radio Times is Ulster-Scots and talking about Ulster-Scots issues,
and that is the extent of it. I think to a certain extentpublished in, I do not care.
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more time spent. Is that the way forward, do youthere may be some massaging of figures whenever we
talk about some of the other programmes. That think?

MrMac Póilin: It is not the only way forward. Theremight be a small part of the cultural element towards
linking language with Ulster-Scots culture, but the are certain elements in the service that can only be

done by the BBC, for example the education service.hard reality of life here is that we have 10 hours of
Ulster-Scots language. To pick up again on the point There is also an element in that it is extremely

important within this society that basically Irishthat Aodán made, one of the great things about
Ulster-Scots is that it oVers an opportunity for people broadcasting is not entirely the purview of a station

that is broadcasting from another state, from afrom both sides of our religious divide in Northern
Ireland to engage in their own personal linguistic neighbouring friendly country, or state anyway.
development, and I think that is sometimes an issue
that is understated in this country. So I am not Q816 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: If we
necessarily saying that because someone is an Ulster- are talking co-productions?
Scots speaker de facto they are Protestant or a Mr Mac Póilin: The fact that the BBC has begun to
Unionist or whatever label you wish to ascribe to broadcast in Irish—and it is only recently, previously
that. It covers the whole spectrum of life. It is mainly it has broadcast in Welsh since the 1920s, and even
a rural condition in terms of people coming from before there was a BBC the BBC was doing it—that
particular backgrounds who have an understanding impact, of a major institution within the United
of the use of Ulster-Scots. Kingdom broadcasting on lines that were previously

excluded, has made an enormous diVerence to the
Q813 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: But are perception of that language in society. It has led to
you suggesting that some programming is called the normalisation, acceptance of that language in
Ulster-Scots programming, which is not in your society, so it is very important for us that the BBC
stance? does things on its own for that reason. Also, because
MrMillar:Yes, absolutely, that is exactly what I am basically we are licence payers here as well and we
saying, that there is some Ulster-Scots programming deserve a service from our licence fee as opposed to
which is defined as Ulster-Scots but really it is not. somebody else’s licence fee. I would welcome
What we are talking about here is language cooperation but I think that the BBC also needs to do
programmes and language programmes for me, by things on its own in education and in general
definition, are Ulster-Scots speakers talking about programming as well, just basically to show that Irish
Ulster-Scots issues. speakers are part of this society. It is a symbolic
Mr MacIntyre: Could I come in with a comment significance but it is extremely important. There are
there? Some of the programming is what we call the also elements and programmes and interests that the
animal in the cage syndrome. It is where a producer society here has—and I speak as a northerner—and
or production staV from outside the Ulster-Scots we actually do not share all that much with the south.
community makes a programme on Ulster-Scots or There are particularities here that people in the south
about it, but it is actually made by the outside might not be interested in. So TG Ceathair’s
community. We have compared it to putting an priorities and broadcasting priorities may not
animal in a cage and poking it with a stick to see what necessarily—and I know they do their best, but they
it will do. What we really need are people from the do not live here—recognise what we as a community
Ulster-Scots community, trained in production, who need as a television broadcasting service.
can then make programmes for the community. I am
not saying we should not use outside producers but Q817 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: Of
there needs to be a balance here, and that balance course we heard earlier that there was a great pool of
does not exist at the moment. talent in the south; there was no lack of people to

make Gaelic programmes. Is that true in the north?
Q814 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: Is that Mr MacanFhailigh: In terms of the north television
something that you think is the responsibility of the production is very young. The Irish Language
BBC? Broadcast Fund has been set up by the Department
MrMacIntyre:The BBC are the people who transmit of Culture, Arts and Leisure, essentially to educate,
the material and commission it, so they are in a train and grow what is a very, very young sector here
position to influence it. in the north. There is, as you have said, a larger pool

in the south, which the BBC could tap into. In terms
of what Aodán was saying a minute ago about co-Q815 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury:

Moving on to the case of Gaelic, Ofcom suggested productions with TG Ceathair, yes, the BBC could
do that, but just to emphasise the point that he madethat there should be an enhanced relationship

between the BBC and TG4 in order to encourage we are talking here about a normalisation of the
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that immediately come tomind. Do you have contactlanguage, and the BBC as a public sector broadcaster
has a responsibility to the Irish speaking community, with people like the Basques and others? Do they
but it also has a responsibility to enable non-speakers have, for example, their own television station?
of Irish to gain an insight and an understanding of the Mr MacanFhailigh: We have, facilitated by the
language and its attendant culture. Bwrdd y laith Gymraeg, the Welsh Language Board,

set up a network of oYcial language boards including
ourselves and Foras Na Gaeilge, Bord na Gaeilge inQ818 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: Of
Scotland, Bwrdd y laith Gymraeg in Wales, thecourse it would be broadcast by the BBC.
Basques, the Galicians, the Catalans, the Friesians—Mr MacanFhailigh: Yes.

Q819 Lord Maxton: But in Wales and in Scotland Q821 Lord Peston: They were the other ones I was
they have had ring fencing funding, particularly in going to ask you about.
Scotland, with Gaelic—in Eastern Wales it is a fair MrMacanFhailigh: The Swedish Finns, so we have a
proportion of the population—not just from the

network of language boards which were set up lastBBC but also from STV. The new Scottish
year, 2004.Parliament Executive has taken positive action to try

and encourage it and have evenmade it now a second
language in the sense that signing and whatnot is to Q822 Lord Peston: My question was not really
be inGaelic, and yet despite all that eVort beingmade that—that is the background—but what about their
it is now below 60,000 people in Scotland who speak access when it comes to television and radio? I am
Gaelic. And the rest of us, if you like, are putting a interested in the Basques because of football and all
large amount of money into preserving and keeping that, but is there a great deal of Basque language
that 60,000 people’s language for them. I think there television, as far as you know, and do they press for
are some Scots who begin to doubt whether that is the it?
wisest course to take, and that it might be better to Mr Mac Póilin: Basically, how long do you have? I
say, “It is up to you to preserve your language, rather could keep you here until this time tomorrow and we
than for the rest of us.” would not have finished that particular subject. The
Mr MacanFhailigh: In terms of numbers here in services for diVerent minority language communities
Northern Ireland, in the census in 1991 there were

even within the European context are so various that143,000 and somewhat; in 2001 there were 167,000—
some do better than us and some domuch worse thanit went up from 9 per cent to 10.3 per cent. So in terms
us. That is the simple answer to that. I would like toof blunt numbers, if you like, here in Northern
come back to a deeper question that was raised here,Ireland the numbers are growing. But I think that
which is the question of the value of minoritythere is another element here, and that is an element
language and their cultures within the society withinof an understanding of a culture and of a way of life,
the United Kingdom. It is a question of culturalif you want to call it that. I will go back to what you
ecology. The approach that I take to it is that theresaid earlier, the reference you made to taking
are civilisations within this state and within thisspeakers of Scots and good speakers of Burns Scots
society that have survived for the last 2000 years andand recording them. The only thing I can say for that
they are in danger, they are weakening; they areis—Latin. It is not a living language but it is there, it
weakening because of the enormous force of a moreis recorded. What we have here are living, vibrant
dominant language that is the majority languagelanguages and if we lose those thenwe become poorer
within the community. Any society that does notboth linguistically and culturally. What we are
treasure its minorities, does not treasure the value ofseeking from the BBC is working towards the
those civilisations, those very ancient civilisations—normalisation of languages. It is something that is
even if they are weak, you do not go round and counthappening all over the world; the globalisation, if you
heads and say, “There are only 50,000 of you, we willlike, of English and Spanish and so on is being
not do anything else for you.” The value of thatresisted, and I think it is very important that we take

those minority languages and cherish them for what diversity, the historic diversity within the community
they are, because it is from those that we came. is of enormous importance, I think, and any civilised

society that ignores it and lets its minorities die
withoutmaking an eVort to support them, should notQ820 Lord Peston: You have covered almost
be called a civilised society, it is as simple as that.everything I was going to ask, but since you have
What has been done for Gaelic, I would support;mentioned globalisation, another thought I had in
what has been done for Welsh I would support, andmind is that you are not the only part of the world
basically what we are saying is it should be done herewhere people are trying to preserve a language as part

of preserving their culture—the Basques are ones as well.
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type of language. The role that the BBC can playMr MacanFhailigh: I would just like to make one
point.What we are talking about here is a question of with regard to supporting the sustainability of

Ulster-Scots is incredibly important. If youngaccess, and if this was a question of disability access
we would not be having this conversation that we are people can tune into radio and they can hear this

language that their parents speak, that they mighthaving today, and this is a question of access for
those people. have some notion of speaking also, and that is on

radio, then that means such a significant amount to
making the diVerence between the languageQ823 Chairman: And Ulster-Scots, everything that
sustaining or struggling through for the nexthas been said, you would probably agree with?
number of decades.Mr MacIntyre: Absolutely, totally agree, and it is

about human ecology. You have to realise that we
as a race colonised every part of the earth up to the Q827 Lord Maxton: A separate radio is one thing,
Poles—except the South Pole—and we have done but having part of the normal radio programmes as
that because we have been diVerent, and here we are part of using either of the languages in that, for
in a situation where we are actually trying to edit what are minorities, is questionable, is it not? A
out the diVerence and that diVerence is what made separate one I can fully support.
us successful as a species, and we are actually Mr MacIntyre: BBC Northern Ireland has to reflect
undermining ourselves as a species by not respecting the population it serves and the situation is that it
that diVerence and encouraging it. The other thing is a minority but still quite a substantial minority
is that it is rather silly to believe that one language, who speak either Irish or Ulster-Scots, and it is not
whether it is English or Spanish, can contain the asking for a lot, but that they would get maybe a
sum total of human knowledge. There is no one portion of broadcasting time. We are talking maybe
language that can contain the sum total of human an hour at the most a day out of nearly 24 hours’
knowledge; all languages can contribute to human broadcasting time, and that these programmes are
knowledge. If you kill oV one language you are not inaccessible to the whole community. I do not
killing oV a part of that human knowledge. The speak Irish but one of the radio programmes I listen
other point I would like to make is, we are not to is a music programme and the link is done in
talking big money here to do these things. For Irish, but it is the same as any other programme, it
instance, on Ulster-Scots radio station all we is popular music and I listen because the music
actually need is for Ofcom to give us a licence selection is good. There is no reason why you could
because we have three business models that we not do an Ulster-Scots programme where the links
could follow: one would be a commercial model, are done in Ulster-Scots.
one would be maybe a community voluntary model
accessing existing funding bodies. So even to give us

Q828 Chairman: We will come back to you in athat you would be sustaining diVerence. And it is
moment, and I will come back to Lord Maxton asabout will; in many cases it not about resources, it
well because he has a number of last questions, butis about will.
let me ask you one question which I think is quite
interesting. There is a BBC survey that found thatQ824 Lord Maxton: Do you have your own
it was the younger people in Northern Ireland whowebsite?
are more positive about the Irish languageMr MacIntyre: Yes.
programming than people over 35. Is that your
experience?Q825 Lord Maxton: Do you have voice radio on
Mr MacanFhailigh: If we look at it in terms of thethat?
growth of Irish-medium education and the growthMr MacIntyre: We are trying to set that up.
of the popularity of Irish as a subject in mainstream
education, for want of a better term, the growth of

Q826 Lord Maxton: That obviously is at least one Irish in the last 20 years has been phenomenal. So
way in which you can get to your communities. the majority of Irish speakers in the north are
Mr Millar: I think the interesting thing about that younger people—and I would like to class myself as
is you have just highlighted the strength in radio, in one of those! But that is the age of the majority of
as much as radio is about speaking and about the population who speak Irish.
listening. I take very much the points that both
Aodán and Ferdie have made, and also John, about
language development. I think the significant Q829 Chairman: Is that the same with you? Is it

younger people who are showing the most interest?diVerence between Ulster-Scots and Irish is that we
are in the position that maybe Irish was in 40 or 50 Mr MacIntyre: The honest answer is we do not

know; there is no census information.years ago, where Irish was seen as a lower status
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Mr MacIntyre: We have nothing at the moment. IfQ830 Lord Maxton: You do not gather any
yourselves? we do not have the BBC we just have nothing.

Mr Millar: I wonder if I could make a contribution?Mr MacIntyre: We have very limited resources; we
do not have the funding. Whilst I accept in the main what John is saying I

think we have to recognise that the BBC is the single
biggest broadcaster in this country and in NorthernQ831 Chairman: What is your impression?
Ireland and also in the UK, and I think theMr Millar: One of the threatening issues is that
validation of the language would be seen much morethere is some recent research being conducted at the
significantly from contributions from the BBC, andUniversity of Ulster at Londonderry and primary
I think whilst it is right and proper that in theresults about the use of Ulster-Scots would indicate
fullness of time we seek an opportunity for our ownthat the age range of the people who are using
language broadcasting medium I think that the BBCUlster-Scots is in the upper age range. That, if you
has a responsibility to its licence fee payers, but alsolike, brings a significant problem to the language
I think it has a significant role to play in makingbecause if Ulster-Scots is being used by people in the
sure that that broadcast is available throughout theolder age range then that, if you like, accelerates the
whole of Northern Ireland.diYculty that is facing Ulster-Scots. If you have a

language that lives only through people who are in
their 50s or their 60s then that is a very worrying Q836 Chairman: Let us sum up on this. Basically
sign. what you are both saying is that you are

underrepresented on the BBC quite substantially
Q832 Chairman: So you are in a rather diVerent and that an urgent way forward is for that
position in fact to those speaking the Irish language? representation to be increased. In fact is it fair to
Mr MacIntyre: Part of the issue about Ulster-Scots say that you cannot really think of any other single
is that because the census figures are not available measure which would do more to help?
this is purely speculation. Mr Millar: Absolutely, and radio in particular and

the way that people develop their language skills is
through listening, speaking, reading and writing. SoQ833 Chairman: It sounds as though it might be a
the very start of that learning process is listening andmore urgent issue, is another way of putting it.
that is what radio provides.Mr MacIntyre: Yes, I would say it is an extremely

urgent issue.
Lord Maxton: I have to say I find that my sons who Q837 Chairman: That would be your view as well?
speak, as I say, Lanarkshire-Scots have probably Mr MacanFhailigh: In terms that we have 250 hours
three diVerent oral languages: they have one at of radio at present annually, and given the level of
home with me, one at work and one in the pub at development that we are at, we are working towards
night, and they are almost diVerent in what they say a normalisation of the language. As a public service
at diVerent points. In one of them they will be fairly broadcaster—and I said it before—the 10.3 per cent
broad Lanarkshire and in the rest they may not be. of the population is deserving of a better service
We have covered the questions on dedicated than is being provided. But the BBC also has a
services. responsibility to non-speakers, as I said earlier, to

enable them to gain an understanding of the
Q834 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: Mr language and of the attendant culture. We are
McIntyre, is it absolutely necessary with the future talking here about the normalisation of a language,
of digital switchover and lots and lots of new and what Lord Maxton referred to earlier on, and
channels and so on that it is the BBC that supplies Lady Bonham-Carter, to dedicated channels. We
what you are asking for? are talking here about normalisation of languages
Mr MacIntyre:My answer to that would be that we and acceptance of languages, especially in terms of
need our own dedicated channel; that we cannot Northern Ireland where there are perceptions—let
depend on the BBC because if you are a BBC Radio us be honest about this—of languages. The
Ulster English language channel all they can do is perceptions that people have of languages comes
to give some sort of token provision to reflect the from the baggage that they have in their heads
diversity of our society; they cannot give us the sort regarding those languages, that is where it comes
of broadcasting that we need. We need our own from. Language is merely a series of grunts which
dedicated channel. we have learned to interpret in one way, and it is

when the perceptions of those languages are put on
them that languages start to have diVerent meaningsQ835 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury:Would

you be happy with that? Would that be suYcient? for people. So in terms of the normalisation of
languages here I think that the BBC has aYou are not fighting for a BBC voice, necessarily?
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Mr Mac Póilin:We have said it before and you haveresponsibility as well to provide an enhanced service
probably picked it up, but I would not mind sayingfor the Irish language.
it again, that the only way that what we are
proposing can be protected within the structure is
actually for it to be written into the White Paper.

Q838 Chairman: You have all put your case
extremely well, extremely thoroughly. Is there Q839 Lord Maxton: You did say that right at the
anything that we have missed out in any way, any beginning.
point that you feel you have not suYciently Mr Mac Póilin: I did, and I just say it again!
emphasised? I think we have the message. Chairman: A good journalistic thing is to start your
Mr MacIntyre: I think the one issue that maybe was article and finish it with the same point. Thank you
not raised was broadcasting and the European very much indeed, we are very grateful for your
Charter, how you would align the obligations of the evidence; we have learnt a lot in a short space of
Charter with broadcasting, and I would broadly time. If we have any points perhaps we could write
make the point that we need to try and align those to you with them. Thank you very much for coming

this afternoon.obligations.
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Present Armstrong of Ilminster, L King of Bridgwater, L
Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury, B Manchester, Bp
Gibson of Market Rasen, B Maxton, L
Holme of Cheltenham, L O’Neill of Bengarve, B
Howe of Idlicote, B (Chairman) Peston, L

Memorandum by BBC World Service

I am writing to inform you of some important changes to BBC World Service, which were announced to staV

in our London and overseas oYces earlier today. This will include the launch of a BBC Arabic Television
Service, enhancements in new media, distribution and marketing; and the closure of language services, the
majority targeted at Europe, after many years of distinguished broadcasting.

These changes are part of an overall strategy to ensure BBC World Service maintains its pre-eminence and
impact in a multi-media digital age. They have been approved by the Board of Governors. The Secretary of
State for Foreign and Commonwealth AVairs, Jack Straw, has also given his approval as he is required to do
under the terms of our agreement with the FCO.

Background to the Changes

Like every other media organisation, the BBC is operating against a background of intense competition, fast
developing new technology, and rapidly changing audience demands around the world. Despite this, the BBC
World Service has maintained a weekly audience of around 150 million listeners and the highest scores of any
international broadcaster for trust and reputation.

However, the pace of the challenge for all of us in the BBC World Service is quickening in many parts of the
world. We must also ensure that we serve our audiences in the most eYcient and focused way, and oVer
maximum value for money for the UK taxpayers who fund us.

In that context, BBC World Service held a strategic review of all its international language services. During
the review, the BBC took into account many factors, including the relative strategic importance of the
countries we broadcast to, the positive changes in the political and media environment over the last 15 years
in many of them and where the BBC has the greatest impact and is likely to maintain it.

The conclusion of the review is that the BBC World Service’s English language services on radio and online
will continue to be the foundation stone of our news and information services to our target audiences, working
alongside BBC World television.

However, the review concluded that BBC World Service should be concentrating its non-English services in
areas where the media marketplace is less well developed and where audiences have greater need for impartial,
independent sources of news and information—such as the Middle East, Africa and parts of Asia. It also
highlighted that we should increase our impact by being on relevant platforms in priority media markets,
including television and oVering more reports in video on our online site.

These strategic directions were echoed in theGovernment’sGreen Paper on the future of the BBCwhich asked
the BBC World Service to work out, within its current funding, how it could meet the challenges of widening
media choice in many markets, especially in the context of the growth of satellite and cable television.

Launching a BBC Arabic Television Service

We have therefore decided to launch, in 2007, a BBC Arabic Television Service, initially broadcasting for
12 hours a day, focused on news and information. Moreover we will invest further in the development of new
media, particularly in the area of interactivity and video news reporting in a number of markets including
South America, Russia and South Asia as well as to the Middle East.

BBC World Service is already the most successful, trusted and respected voice in the Middle East with more
than 60 years experience of broadcasting in the Arabic language on radio, and more recently and successfully,
online. The BBC Arabic Television Service will build on this legacy by oVering trusted and accurate news with
an international agenda; using all three media for sharing views and perspectives across the region and the
wider world. This wouldmean the BBCwill be the onlymajor broadcaster who will provide a tri-media service
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in Arabic to the Middle East—using TV, radio and online. Our research suggests there is strong demand for
a BBC Arabic Television Service in the Middle East. Between 80 and 90 per cent of those questioned in seven
Arab cities would be “very likely” or “fairly likely” to watch a BBC Arabic TV service.

BBC World Service proposed an Arabic television service as part of its 2004 spending review bid. The
Government supported this but said that funding would need to come from reprioritisation.

Launching a television operation in Arabic and improving new media within a budget fixed until the next
Spending Review in 2007 is a major challenge in financial terms. This has meant a significant reprioritisation
of our current spend, especially in relation to our existing language services targeted to Central and Eastern
Europe. BBC World Service intends to continue talks with the Government about the possibility of extra
funding to enable the proposed service to become a 24 hour operation.

Funding the New Investments

Our review concluded that 10 languages out of the current 43 no longer fulfil the strategic criteria outlined
earlier. Therefore, after very careful consideration, BBC World Service has decided to close its Bulgarian,
Croatian, Czech, Greek, Hungarian, Polish, Slovakian, and Slovenian language services (by March 2006),
after many years of distinguished programme making by March 2006.

In addition, we have decided to close our small Thai and Kazakh services by March 2006. Whilst they have
a small loyal audience, they are struggling to make an impact in a competitive climate. The Thai media
landscape has also changed fundamentally in recent years. In Kazakhstan, we have problems with FM
distribution and most listeners are accessing our Regional Russian service, which will continue unaVected by
this review.

We are also making changes to the balance of investment in our Portuguese for Brazil service. Following
dramatic media market developments in Brazil where online access to the BBC is more popular than
conventional radio broadcasting, the Portuguese for Brazil radio service will cease broadcasting over the
airwaves and become available online only, by March 2006. Its online service is growing its traYc rapidly and
will see major new investment to enrich it.

Many of the European services being closed had their roots in the SecondWorldWar, and they have continued
to make excellent programmes through the Cold War years and right up to the present day. However, Europe
has fundamentally changed since the early 90s. Now, the countries to which these languages are broadcast are
members of the EU, or are likely to join soon. The growth of national and regional media has been marked
in recent years. As people have turned to media produced in their own country or region, there has been a
declining appetite for the BBC World Service. Other international broadcasters have already withdrawn from
many of these countries. Some of our target audiences have maintained their relationship with the BBC by
turning to our services in English, especially BBC World, which is growing a sizeable audience in Poland and
the Czech Republic.

The contribution of all staV in these BBC World Service language services for Europe has been immense. It
is acknowledged that their presence has contributed to the building of the free and open democracies enjoyed
by their citizens. We believe this will be a lasting legacy.

Supporting Staff Facing Change

We are determined to support all our staV facing redundancy in their search to find alternative employment
in or outside the BBC, but we have to be realistic; there is a high likelihood of compulsory redundancies.

Earlier this summer, the BBC reached an agreement with the unions, under the auspices of ACAS, which laid
out the terms by which staV could be made compulsorily redundant. This includes a pledge that no-one would
leave the BBC World Service compulsorily until early December 2006 on the grounds of compulsory
redundancy. Eligible staV would also receive the appropriate redundancy compensation under BBC policy of
one month’s salary for every year on the BBC’s staV.

I am confident this diYcult course is the right one for the BBC World Service. It is always diYcult to close
services with a distinguished history, but the alternative of failing to deliver our news and information on the
right media platforms where it is needed most would do far more damage to the organisation’s long term
future, and to our reputation, and the value we deliver to the UK taxpayer.

The full text of the announcement to staV, which gives full details of the rationale behind the changes, will be
available online at bbc.co.uk/worldservice/us.
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I finally want to reassure you that whilst the mix of services has to evolve as the world changes, the overall
core aims of the BBCWorld Service will remain the same: to provide quality news and information that people
trust, which stands out for its independence, authority and objectivity; and to be a forum for global debate.
Our news services on television and in new media will be judged by those values just as their distinguished
predecessors have been.

I, and the senior management team, believe these changes will enable the BBC World Service to maintain and
build on its pre-eminent position as the world’s leading international broadcaster.

25 October 2005

Examination of Witnesses

Witnesses: Mr Richard Sambrook, Director, Global News Division and Mr Nigel Chapman, Director,
BBC World Service, examined.

Q840 Chairman: First of all, greetings to you. You television service in Arabic, so a central plank of this
have of course given evidence before, but it might investment strategy is a 12 hour television service in
be helpful for everybody in the room if you just said Arabic. But it is not just that, it is also about
who you were and what your role is. improving distribution for radio on FM across the
Mr Sambrook: Certainly. I am Richard Sambrook, world, it is about improving our new media services,
I am the Director of Global News for the BBC. My and we have got some very good new media services
responsibilities are for the BBC’s overall strategy for in languages other than English, and English too,
global news across television, radio and on-line. but there was a risk that they were getting out of
Nigel Chapman is the Director of World Service, date and out of touch with the market, they were
with operational responsibility for the World not up to speed really, so we needed new investment
Service. there. We needed new investment in our overseas

bureaux and, finally, we needed new investment in
marketing because it is great having great servicesQ841 Chairman: Thank you very much. As you
from the BBC World Service but if nobody knowsknow, Norman Fowler, our Chairman, sends his
anything about them in increasingly competitiveapologies, but I am afraid it is an unavoidable clash
marketplaces then obviously it is very diYcult to getof responsibilities. We are, of course, particularly
listeners’ attention. That was, if you like, the newinterested—though there will probably be a few
investment strategy. That had to be paid for out ofwider questions than this—in the area of what has
all the funds that we had received in the spendinghappened since we last saw you, and you will have
review of 2002 and also in 2004. We had prudentlynoticed no doubt that we in our first report did refer
kept some money back from the 2002 spendingto this issue of the change in where the World
review to help us with part of that putting in newService was going to be concentrating some of its
investment, we obviously had the new money fromresources. I wonder whether we could just start oV

2004, but we also needed to release funds from someby you telling us what happened as a result of your
of the things we already did in order to pay for allrecent review. What were the new priorities for the
this, and that is where the reprioritisation of theWorld Service that you decided upon and what was
language services portfolio came in, because itthe role of the FCO in all that?
released something like £12 million by the time weMr Chapman: We announced the outcome of the
finished that exercise towards what is a £30 millionreview on 25 October, about a month ago, and it
plus bill, so it is a significant proportion of thehas four elements in terms of new investments.
funds. That is the balance financially and it is aEssentially this is a £30 million investment plan that
strategy which will take us up until 2007/08 in termswe are talking about here by the end of this period,
of finance and also sets a long term pathway, if youso it is a significant amount with reprioritisation and
like, up to 2010, because what it is really saying tospending review money being used for new
government and to our stakeholders is wepurposes. The purposes are essentially to make sure
increasingly need to be a tri-media operator.that the World Service operates with the right media
Operating just with radio and new media alone inin the right countries so that it can have maximum
many markets will not do the job; it is clearly mostimpact, because it is facing really significant
pressing in the Middle East but there are other partscompetition now in so many places. We came to the
of the world too which maybe you want to talkconclusion that definitely in the Middle East, to
about—Iran would be another example—where Istart with, it was no longer going to be viable for
believe that, over time, the BBC will be broadcastingus to just to broadcast on radio and provide new

media services, we needed also to produce a in the relevant languages on television as well as on
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highest relative strategic importance with referenceradio and on the Web. That is the background to
to those two countries?the review.
Mr Chapman: Let me explain the process by whichLord Holme of Cheltenham: My Lord Chairman, I
we evaluated the 42 languages because I think thatshould declare an interest. I am chairman of a
would make things pretty clear. There were threemarket research company which conducts the BBC
sets of criteria that we used when we reviewed theworld poll for the BBC, Globespan. I am really very
42. First of all, there was what I call relativecurious about the candidates that have to be
strategic importance, and you can do some of thatknocked out in order to provide a potential new
by numerical indicators, you can make anservice because, when you came to see us last, in
amalgamation of population, GDP, strength of theyour very interesting evidence you were giving us the
economy, defence spend—there are indicators youcriteria for measuring success and they certainly
could use in each of the country’s cases to get aincluded the size of the audience. Under questioning
sense of where they sit relative to each other. On thefrom our Chairman you indicated that trust was a
issue of media freedom, which is also another veryvery important measurement and you arrived at a
important criterion, if the BBC withdrew from thesecomparison with on-line audiences as well. Let me
places where we broadcast in Czech or Portuguese,just take two examples which I know reasonably
what would there be left over? What would peoplewell, the Czech Republic and Brazil. If the argument
turn to, what would be the strength of the mediais that they do not have the same strategic
there—indigenous, national and regional media—importance, the first part of the question is, is that
but also how far are people already turning to thean FCO judgment or is it a BBC World Service
BBC in English, either through BBC World Servicejudgment that they do not have strategic
radio or through television? The third area ofimportance? Anybody who looked at the state of the
assessment, if you like, was what was the currentCzech Republic and of Poland and Hungary—all of
audience size and what was the prognosis for thewhich I think are going to lose their native language
future, was the prognosis good—i.e. it would at leastservices—you would have to say that first of all they
hold its own, perhaps even increase its audience—have in the past been very dependent on and have
or would the sheer strength of the competition meanmuch used the BBC World Service. In fact, I
that the audience would ebb away, and what wasremember going to the Czech Republic immediately
the trend already in that respect? Obviously, whileafter the revolution and being told within a matter
in every country we do not do audience researchof a day by five or six people that the only thing
every year, we do do audience research prettythat kept them sane was the BBC World Service
regularly in these places and you can see a trendduring the communist years; yet it would be very
start to emerge. The two cases you cited, on the issuefacile to assume that the problems are all over and
of the Czech Republic the Czech Republic wouldthere are now well-established, functioning
have scored relatively modestly on strategicdemocracies working in every respect in those
importance—against, say, some of the major worldcountries. In Poland, and in a diVerent way in the
countries it would have done modestly well—itCzech Republic, there are a lot of strains still about
would have scored not particularly well in terms ofthe settled future of those countries. Then if we
audience and in terms of freedom of information,could take Brazil, here is one of the most dynamic
because if you look at all the indicators about presseconomies and societies in the world, a young
freedom, the Czech Republic scores on a level notcountry, where people do not on the whole have
unadjacent to the United Kingdom, so it is hard tomuch English, unlike the countries of the former
make that case—and I have visited myself and seenSoviet Union where now the young people are
at first hand. The lack of media opportunity andlearning English, it is true. That is not largely the
choice that would have existed in the Cold Warcase in Brazil, however, it has an enormous
years, that is just not the case now: there are manypopulation, a fast-growing economy with very
news channels, there are commercial channels, thereconsiderable strains and stresses—in fact, the trust
are State-run channels across television and radio,issue which you rate so highly, trust in all
so it is hard to make out a case that actually theinstitutions in Brazil has fallen a lot. I guess what I
Czech Republic is impoverished in terms of itsam trying to press you on is in the process of
media opportunities for people to consumeadvancing Arabic TV are we sure that we are not
independent information. The third area in the casethrowing out some quite important babies with the
of the Czech Republic would have been size ofbathwater?
audience. Actually, the size of the audience for the
Czech Republic is not particularly bad, it is okay,

Q842 Chairman: If I could wrap up a little bit of it is steady, and obviously FM distribution there has
that too, really what we are trying to find out is what helped. The Czech Republic therefore scores in the

middle against quite a lot of criteria, but all thesewere the criteria used in deciding which were of the
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Q844 Lord Holme of Cheltenham: When you saidissues are relative of course because if you have a
sum of money to invest in international that the Czech Republic was not of strategic

importance, is that your judgment or the FCObroadcasting you have to make diYcult choices and
you are making a judgment about it all the time as judgment?

Mr Chapman: I think it is together because it is ato whether, in the end, you want to spend
£1.5 million in the Czech Republic or whether you relative thing. I am not saying that it does not have

any strategic importance, what I am saying is thatwant to spend £1.5 million somewhere else, because
in a fixed budget that is the reality of the position when you look across the world at the places where

we broadcast in 42 languages it does not getthat broadcasters have to face up to. In the case of
Portuguese for Brazil we have not closed down all anywhere near the top, it gets in the bottom seven

or eight and therefore it starts to become vulnerablethe services to it. The interesting thing about
Portuguese for Brazil and the Brazilian media to a reprioritisation exercise, inevitably, if you have

a limited amount of funds. In relation to themarket is that (a) it is a very, very fertile and rich
media market now and there is a lot of choice. discussions with the FCO, what happened was we

did all this work and actually we have, I think, reallyAgain, I have been there and seen first-hand for
myself. Secondly, as a result of that, the World sophisticated thinking on this, which we then shared

with them, and we said as a result of this we areService audience in Portuguese is very modest
indeed now, it is less than one per cent of going to propose to close a number of services, and

under the Broadcast Agreement with thepopulation. However, the audience consuming the
BBC’s services on the Web, which is Web news and government, of any complexion, the Secretary of

State has to give his or her permission for theinformation, is going rather well, so there the
outcome was no, let us not close the whole service, opening and closing of services, and therefore Jack

Straw had to either agree or not agree as the caselet us withdraw from radio except for short news
bulletins which are parts that we broadcast on the may be, and he agreed that it was an appropriate

thing to do, given the relevant needs of audiencesweb and therefore enable us to get an audience, but
let us put more money into the web operation and around the world, given funding issues, given the

need to start Arabic television. You are juggling alet us move our staV and give them a decent set of
premises in Sao Paulo where they can operate from. lot of diVerent balls here and everything is relative

here if you have a fixed budget.That was, in the two examples you gave me, how
we came to the conclusions we did. Chairman: In practice it is quite diYcult for us to

get our minds around exactly what role the FCO
plays—I was coming back to the point myself—

Q843 Lord Holme of Cheltenham: If I may ask just because you have editorial independence and so on,
one supplementary question on the strategic so that little bit of explanation certainly helps.
importance point, clearly by any reckoning Brazil is
a country of major strategic importance, so the

Q845 Lord King of Bridgwater: Can I just clarifyjudgment was that if you can provide this on-line,
that point because in this case you said you took thethat would meet the need.
initiative, you went to the Foreign OYce and saidMr Chapman:We talk a lot about audience need but
“Do you mind if we do this?” On other occasions,there has to be in the end consumption for there to
for instance the decision to set up an Arabicbe audience need really, in my eyes. The problem we
television service, the Foreign OYce are entitled tohad with the Brazilian service was that it was not
take the initiative, are they, and come to you andthat it made bad programmes, it made perfectly
say we would like you to do it, and then you havegood programmes, but the market just did not need
to decide whether it is feasible for you.them any more, there was too much other choice,
Mr Sambrook: It tends to work the other way. Wepeople were not going to listen, and this was despite
take a strategic view of where we believe our servicesreally good distribution for radio, so it was not that
will be most eVective, and we have on-goingdistribution was poor, it was just the fact that in the
discussions with the Foreign OYce throughend the historical reasons that had driven people to
quarterly meetings and ministerial—listen to the BBC, at a time when there was far less

choice and Brazil was going through periods of
military rule and so on, those times are not there Q846 Lord King of Bridgwater: I understand that.
now, therefore people are not turning to it. In the I am really on the point is it always that way round
end I cannot force them to turn to it, we have to be or can it be the other way round?
much more thoughtful about it and say in the end Mr Sambrook: To my knowledge and in my
there is a better way of getting information to them, experience it is always that way round because the
the web is the best way in this case. There audiences thinking is primarily about broadcasting. I take the
are going up so actually we are hitting the nail on view we are best equipped to go to the FCO and

say we understand the problems of the marketplace,the head if you like.
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conversation about radio and that would have beenright, and therefore we on balance think it is better
to invest money here rather than here. it. The what, what is in the programmes, the

editorial content, we have absolutely no
conversations about that, that is about editorialQ847 Lord King of Bridgwater: Can I just clarify a
independence, that is up to our journalists andfairly simple point? When we are actually talking
editors to work out, particularly taking into accountabout changing to English language, to what extent
the needs of the audience. I would never have aare the news broadcasts in whatever language it is
conversation about an individual programme withan identical translation of what goes out on the
the Foreign OYce and say “Well, the ChineseEnglish service, or are they diVerent broadcasts?
service had better cover this story tomorrow”, thatMr Chapman: They are diVerent, but given that our

primary job is to explore an international news is not a conversation that would ever happen.
agenda, they definitely take guidance editorially Chairman: Did you want to follow that up?
from the World Service English Newsroom, and the
World Service English Newsroom is the heart of
Bush House and has tremendously high quality

Q851 Bishop of Manchester: My Lord Chairman,standards. The language services therefore take
thank you, can I just follow your point aboutguidance, but they have to be able to turn that
China? There was a debate yesterday in the Housematerial and obviously gather their own material to
on the situation of refugees on the Burmese border,make the programmes relative to their audiences, so
and one of the points that was being made in ait is a mixture. Sometimes an individual service will
speech was the increasing significance of Chinesedo a story which is relevant to that country, but
foreign policy, and somebody did say that there wasother people across the World Service may not
an increasing need for the kind of impartialcover it at all, but there will be other major
broadcasting from the West which the BBC Worldinternational issues where everybody would be
Service is so renowned for. I wondered if you couldcovering it.
just say in respect of the conversations about
priorities and the kind of countries to which theQ848 Lord King of Bridgwater: Moving people to
BBC might broadcast, how far China has been insay we have an English service, more people are
those conversations, and as, presumably, thelistening to that now, they will get diVerent
opportunities increase in the years ahead, wherebroadcasts.
would the funding be likely to come from in theMr Chapman: They will get some diVerent
medium to long term in order to be able to financebroadcasts, yes. The core agenda will be similar but
the BBC World Service broadcasting to China?there will be definitely some aspects of regional and
Mr Chapman: The World Service already broadcastsnational politics or issues which they would not
in Mandarin extensively to China, mainly on newsget covered.
and current aVairs, and it also broadcasts to China
in English. Both services are delivered by shortwave.Q849 Chairman: Returning to the point about the
The diYculty we have in China—and we areFCO and their role in all this, are you really
investing quite a lot of money in this area, it is asaying—as you have said pretty clearly—that they
very important service and there are no plans to cutdo not really play a major part, but presumably if
it back—is that the Chinese authorities havethey disapproved of what you were suggesting they
systematically blocked availability to a Mandarinmight suggest a cut in the budget?
service on radio for many years and they alsoMr Sambrook: The broadcast agreement between the
systematically block access to the BBC’s pages ofBBC and the FCO clearly states that no service in
news coverage on the web, both in Mandarin andthe World Service can be opened or closed without
in English. I am in a position where we are makingthe agreement and authority of the Foreign
a rather good service, a very important one in everySecretary; therefore, any reprioritisation or any
sense against the criteria we talked about earlierchange in the range and scope of our services has
on—strategic importance, lack of free media accessto be formally approved by the Foreign Secretary.
where China scores incredibly highly—but
unfortunately the people there have a great deal ofQ850 Chairman: But not necessarily the details
trouble in accessing it. We have raised this issue,inside.
ministers have raised this issue repeatedly with theMr Sambrook: No.
Chinese authorities, but it is very, very diYcult toMr Chapman: I characterise it like this: we have a
make progress. They either deny there is a problem,conversation with them about the where and the
or they say there is a technical problem, or they justhow, i.e. the where in the world and the how,
do not do anything about it because there is aincreasingly around now television, radio and new

media. In the old days it would just have been a systematic blocking of these services going on.
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would like to explore: first, the general objectivesQ852 Bishop of Manchester: But if that blocking
were to be removed then you have suYcient that you have in mind, and we have Al-Jazeera
resources to be able to broadcast eVectively. coming in tomorrow so it will be interesting to hear
Mr Chapman: I have suYcient resources to from them what they feel about it, and then I want
broadcast eVectively in radio and on the web in to explore about the costs of the 12 hour and then
terms of a new media service of news and look at what might be the possibilities over a 24
information, I have not got any resources to mount hour service. Could we begin, therefore, by just
a service on television to the Chinese people. That going a little bit more deeply into the objectives that
would be a really significant investment, on a par you as BBC World Service have for a television
with the Arabic investment, and if the Government service of the kind that you are anticipating? What
wants us to do that sort of thing then they are going are you really aiming to do?
to have to pay for it because there is no way I can Mr Chapman: We are aiming to do a number of
aVord to pay for that. things. First of all, it is clear to me that if we are

going to have impact in the broadest sense of the
word, in the Middle East, with a BBC-funded, BBC-Q853 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: In
produced service, we need to be on the television;China you only broadcast in Mandarin.
radio and new media alone will not do the job.Mr Chapman: Yes. We have one programme in
Why? Because television has become the firstCantonese, for historical reasons, aimed at Hong
medium of choice for news consumption in theKong, but 95 per cent of the output is in
Middle East, it is what people turn to first now,Mandarin, yes.
ahead of radio and everything else to get their news.
So if we are not in it, overall and over time ourQ854 Baroness O’Neill of Bengarve: When you
impact is going to diminish relative to everybodymake a decision to put less money into radio in
else. It will diminish in a number of ways: it willregional languages and more into new media, you
diminish in the pure number of users, so our reachare presumably also gaining audience in a diVerent
will go down, and if our reach goes down then ourage group because it would be people who are used
reputation will tend to follow behind it because ifto the new technology, possibly using it at a place
we have fewer people to listen it will be less salient,of work and so on. Have you done surveys to see,
less important and people will give you less creditas it were, whom you have lost and whom you have
for it. In terms of the quality of the content, whatgained in the audience as a result of that aspect of
people are telling us is that there may be morethe shift?
choice in the Middle East now—and Al-Jazeera isMr Chapman: Not in the precise detail you are
an example of that choice—but there is still a placetalking about. In some societies where we have
for a television service which has the BBC valuesinvested more money in new media and retained our
running through it, its accuracy, fairness,radio services we tend, you are right, to attract a
impartiality, covering a range of views, and there isdiVerent sort of audience, which tends to be
a high ground, if you like, to be obtained and gainedyounger, tends to be more professional and tends to
in this market. That is a very strong feeling thataccess the new media from work rather than home,
comes from the audience research, it is not just thatbut not exclusively so. Our minimum position about
people are likely to use it, they are likely to use itaudience, is that we want to reach out to decision-
for those reasons, they see there is that gap and theymakers and opinion-formers, people who are
want to use it, they want the BBC to do it. Theactually going to influence, if you like, the future of
reason why they want the BBC to do it is becausethat society, so we are definitely getting to a younger
the BBC has a long and distinguished history ofgroup of these people by new media investment.
broadcasting in Arabic, over 60 years, and theyObviously, we have withdrawn some funds from

radio to do it, as in the Brazilian service, and there expect and have every right to expect that a
is a risk that some older listeners to the BBC’s television service would oVer the same values, the
Portuguese service will no longer be able to access same quality of content that they have grown up
it. There is definitely a down side to that, but in the with on radio, and in new media in recent years.
end this is the sort of juggling act that one has to That is the background to the audience demand, if
do in making our priorities. you like, for an Arabic television service and what

we would expect to achieve from it.
Mr Sambrook: One of the other crucial diVerencesQ855 Bishop of Manchester: Could we begin to
between the proposed BBC Arabic service and Al-focus now on the Arabic plans, and in your helpful
Jazeera in Arabic is that Al-Jazeera and Al Arabiyaletter of 25 October you talked quite a lot about that
and some other Arabic services are regional, theyand referred to the audience research showing 80 to
are reporting the Middle East to the Middle East.90 per cent of those surveyed being likely to use

BBC Arabic television. There are three areas that I The proposed BBC service would be reporting the
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it will be a very, very high priority for us and I haveworld to the Middle East, it will have that
international perspective and international agenda, made it clear in my conversations with the FCO that

we have worked really hard in terms ofand I think that will diVerentiate it in that way.
reprioritisation, and taken some diYcult decisions
about the language services, in order to bringQ856 Lord King of Bridgwater: Done from London
together a package ofmeasureswhich I think puts theby satellite?
World Service on the right path for 2010, but if youMr Sambrook: It is going to be partly done from
Government want more than that, whether a 24 hourLondon, but we will also be investing in our bureaux
service instead of 12, whether you want newin the region as well, so there will be input from
television services or extensions of anything else, I amCairo and other regions.
sorry, but there is a limit to what the World Service
can do without it taking money out of things that itQ857 Lord King of Bridgwater: But by satellite.
really does need to keep going. That is a very frankMr Sambrook: Yes.
conversation that I need to have with funders—it is
a continually frank conversation—about how far weQ858 Bishop of Manchester: Coming to the funding
can go, and I thinkwe have gone a longway here withthen, you have already in your letter and in some
reprioritisation and I think we have gone as far as weof the earlier replies today talked about how closing
can go in that respect. If people want expensive newdown various things may release some funding. In
services, or evenmodestly expensive services from theterms of 12-hour broadcasting do you feel that that
BBC World Service, then the taxpayer has to pay forre-jigging of existing funding will be suYcient, or
it because there is no other way, unless we close downwill you require grant-in-aid from the Government?
more thingswhich, against the criteria I talked about,If the latter, is that going to be a good deal for the
you could not justify doing.United Kingdom taxpayer?

Mr Chapman: To move from the 12 hour, which is
Q861 Chairman:But the 12 hours you can copewith.what we are proposing at the moment, to be
Mr Chapman: Yes, we can and we will be.launched in 2007, to a full 24 hour service, would

require an infusion of funds from the UK taxpayer.
Q862 Lord Maxton: Can I in a sense turn to LordI think it would be a relatively modest amount of
King’s question about coverage. If you put out amoney in the overall scheme of things, we are
radio broadcast and I tune my radio and it hastalking about around £6 million extra to move from
shortwave and all the rest of it, I can get it. That is nota 12 to 24 hour service because once you have got
quite so true of television, is it? I cannot tune mythe infrastructure and you have got quite a lot of
television to pick up television programmes fromcontent already, it is not double the money, if you
France or from Germany, someone has to provide itlike, moving from 12 to 24 hours, you are doing a
on a platform for me.top-up in eVect.
Mr Sambrook: Yes.

Q859 Bishop of Manchester: Can I just clarify that
Q863 Lord Maxton: It is alright talking about thebecause last time you said that moving to 24 hours
Arabic world as if somehow it is a unity but it is not,would cost about £25 million, so therefore 12 hours
it is a whole variety of diVerent nation states, each ofis going to cost just £6 million less than that.
them presumably with their own television services.MrChapman:Correct, 12 hours is costing £19million
What guarantees are you getting that you will be onand that is part of the £30 million investment plan,
their television platforms and therefore available tobut to move from 12 to 24 hours needs extra
the people of each nation state?investment from the Government, perhaps in a
Mr Chapman:What we will do is we will take spacespending review settlement, perhaps outside it, but it
on three diVerent satellite providers which will meanwould need that in order to move from 12 to 24
that provided you have a satellite dish—andhours.
remember that in some of the societies I am talking
about, satellite usage is now 60 to 70 per cent, so 60Q860 Bishop of Manchester: What kinds of
to 70 per cent of households have access to satelliteconversations are going on at this moment with the
television—provided you have got the satellite dishGovernment on that?
this service will be free-to-air to you, you will notMr Chapman: There have been conversations about
have to pay for it, and the spread of distribution willit, but the diYculty is that those conversations are
cover right from Morocco, right across to Sauditaking place outside the spending review framework
Arabia—and the next spending review discussion formally will

start in the early part of 2007 and be concluded in the
summer of 2007. That will be the formal theatre in Q864 Lord King of Bridgwater: But in Saudi Arabia

dishes are banned.which these conversations will need to take place, but
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some FM distribution with some as well. So we haveMr Chapman: That is not correct.
strong relationships there which we intend to use and
we have—not every signature is in place at this stageQ865 Lord King of Bridgwater: Is that not right?
given we have not yet begun to put the networkMr Chapman: The penetration of satellite television
together, but we have a high degree of confidence thatin Saudi Arabia is something like 90 per cent of the
we can get the distribution.country.
Mr Chapman: The three satellite distributors areLord King of Bridgwater: The brief I have here says
Arabsat, Nilesat and Intelsat. Arabsat and Nilesatdishes are banned in Saudi Arabia and they control
are already distributing the BBCWorld Service radiothrough encrypting networks and programming—
in Arabic, they are already doing that, and BBC
World television and BBC World English radioQ866 Lord Maxton: That is my problem, it is the
sometimes. So there is already a proper relationshipcontrol. It is who says that your satellite broadcast
and this is a commercial relationship—you go andwill actually be allowed into the individual homes of
buy your space and you just pay for it. It is a veryeach satellite owner? As I say, I am a satellite owner
diVerent situation from what happened in thebut I cannot necessarily tune my satellite of my own
Nineties when the BBC had a relationship with aaccord into whatever free-to-air satellite programmes
company called Orbit which was a Saudi-backedare floating around out there; I have to have someone
company and it was a pay-per-view channel. It was ato provide it for me. That is the question I want you
very diVerent situation and the fact that channels liketo answer.
Al Arabiya and Al-Jazeera are so widely viewedMr Chapman: As I understand it the satellite
across the Middle East gives you an indication thatdistributors will enable that to happen. This is a free-
whilst governments sometimes have problems withto-air service and of course it is possible in theory that
individual parts of the editorial remit, there is noa company could turn round and say I want to try
systematic prevention or obstruction going on toand block access, but that is not the position in Saudi
people’s access to it.at the moment. The position in Saudi at the moment

as I understand it—and Richard might want to come
in here—they have free access to BBC World in Q869 Baroness Gibson of Market Rasen: Could I
English, they have access to Al-Jazeera and Arabic perhaps come in on this from a slightly diVerent
TV channels. The authorities may not like people angle? You very kindly told us in your letter to us of
watching them very much, but they have free access October 25 about the changes the staV were facing
to them and they use them at the moment, so there is and how you were attempting to support them.
not really a precedent at the moment of a country Would you like to just run over that for us and bring
turning round and saying I am going to have us up to date on exactly what is happening, because
systematic blocking of access to satellite television in obviously as you change languages you change the
the Arab world. They might not like the content, but staV you need.
they do not block it. Mr Chapman: Indeed, and that has been one of the

most diYcult parts of this process because there are
Q867 Lord King of Bridgwater: They put a delay on something like 230 members of the World Service
it, I am told, a five second delay. staV working in the language services aVected, where
Mr Chapman: That has not been our experience. we have decided to have closures or partial closures,
Mr Sambrook: There are some countries which put a where they have done a very good job. I am
delay on, although I do not think English language determined that they should be given everything we
BBC World has any significant issues across the possibly can in terms of redundancy payments and
regions in which we distribute. help to find jobs and find new opportunities. In that

context, earlier this year the BBC, when we were
discussing the changes on the licence fee sideQ868 Lord King of Bridgwater: Have you had
negotiated under the aegis of ACAS, an agreementconsultations with all the countries that you are
with the trades unions, both with BECTU and NUJ,proposing to broadcast to?
which gave a guaranteed minimum length of timeMr Sambrook: We have had a number of discussions
that any member of staV could stay on the payroll ifand negotiations going on and we have a high degree
theywere facing compulsory redundancy.Obviously,of confidence that we can get proper distribution,
in reality, the staV in the language services are facingparticularly, as Nigel says, as this is going to be
compulsory redundancy, unless we can find themavailable across a wide region by satellite on a free-
alternative employment, and that could be veryto-air basis. We have good relationships with a
hard—half of them are not even based in London,number of distributors in the region, partly on the
they are based overseas so they would need to findback of the distribution of BBC World in English,
alternative employment in Prague, or in Sofia,and indeed good relationships with a number of

broadcasters based on broadcasting on radio and Zagreb or wherever, and that would be very diYcult,
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Mr Sambrook: Yes.obviously, because the BBCdoes not have alternative
outlets in those places. We have agreed with the
unions that we will honour the ACAS agreement in Q876 Lord Peston: Can you tell me why that is so?
this respect, so (a) there will be a length of time, a That does not make any sense to me at all.
year, from the time we tabled these proposals in Mr Sambrook: Less than 10 per cent of the audience
October, and anybody facing compulsory are fluent English speakers; therefore an Arabic
redundancy will be on the BBC payroll and stay on television service is aimed at a very diVerent group,
the salary payroll until December 2006. In addition, and we do not believe that there will be a substantial
they will then be entitled to the BBC standard overlap between viewers to BBC World and viewers
redundancy settlement of one month for every year to BBC Arabic.
they haveworked on the staV on full contract.We are
working with them on retraining issues, re-skilling, Q877 Lord Peston:To extend it, what you are saying
looking about for new opportunities for them and a is that the British taxpayer has to find £25 million per
whole range of other issues too. At the moment our annum for non English-speaking, Arabic-speaking
conversations with the trade unions are going people to get this kind of information. Can you then
reasonably well and I hope we will be able to come to tell me—and you probably did answer this and I was
a sensible settlement on this. not paying enough attention—how many Arabic-

speaking people are we talking about?
Mr Chapman: Arabic-speaking people in the MiddleQ870 Lord Peston: I must say, I am very lost on your
East, you are talking about 250 million people.arguments. As I understand it, we are talking about

TV in Arabic.
Mr Sambrook: Yes. Q878 Lord Peston: I know that, but how many of

them are going to be watching this?
Mr Chapman: It is very, very hard to give preciseQ871 Lord Peston: Where you will provide an
numbers at this stage, but we believe that we wouldimpartial, independent service, the implication being
at least double the reach of the BBC’sArabic services.that they cannot get an impartial independent service
The BBCArabic radio service has 12 million listenersin Arabic at the present time, is that right?
at the moment, so at the very least you would expectMr Chapman: That is the way audiences perceive it.
to double it and I think we would be looking to getAudiences perceive that despite the range of choice
a reach with television and radio in Arabic into thethey now have on television in Arabic, they do not
30millionmark, so it is a significant audience and onefeel that they get—
that is much bigger potentially than for radio, which
is going to face a lot of pressures and in somemarketsQ872 Lord Peston: Their belief is that it is neither
will actually decline.impartial nor independent.

Mr Chapman: They will get that from the BBC
Q879 Lord Peston: If we take it as 25 million, whatservice.
does the 25 million mean? That 25 million some time
during the year will watch the service?

Q873 Lord Peston: You are saying, therefore, it Mr Chapman: No, we would get 25 million users
is the duty of the British taxpayer to spend every week. It may not be the same 25 million—
£20–£25 million a year to fill that gap. That is the
nature of your argument. Q880 Lord Peston: You are saying it is 25 million
Mr Chapman: Yes. I am not sure I quite express it every week.
that way— Mr Chapman: Every week, weekly reach, yes.

Q874 Lord Peston:No, it is the way I am expressing Q881 Lord Peston: That is very helpful, thank you.
it, but that must be the logic of what you are saying. My last question takes us back to Lord King’s
MrChapman:Yes, because one of the roles theWorld question, are you absolutely certain that there will be
Service has had historically, ever since it was no problem about impartiality or independence on
founded, is to provide people with a cornerstone of this? Let us say that the major news item one week is
reliable news and information, and what this is an Islamic terrorists and that should be your item, if that
example of is keeping the same values but using a is the major news item. You as news people say that
diVerent medium in order to reach people. has got to be what we cover; are you absolutely

certain that you are not going to have any problems
over that sort of thing?Q875 Lord Peston: You are also arguing that since

they can already get this reliable independent and Mr Sambrook: We do not believe so. We have a
history based on Arabic radio and on Arabic on-lineimpartial information in English, there is a net gain

from letting them have it in Arabic. services to build upon and they are respected and
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activities in the Middle East and also comes with aacknowledged to be independent, and I do not think
we are going to have any diYculties there. certain perspective which audiences spot, and that

perspective is to be a champion of the Arab cause, at
least definitely not a kind of pure, neutral, impartialQ882 Lord Peston: You have had no pressure from
force, that is something that audiences are telling us.any of them at all—which is what you said to Lord
What is interesting about audiences in the MiddleKing. None of the governments have said to you that
East is that they use a portfolio of services, they doyou must not be attacking Islamic terrorists in your
not just use Al-Jazeera and nothing else and theynews bulletins or comments?
would not just use the BBC and nothing else. TheyMr Chapman: No.
are extremely astute and they hop around if you like,
in television terms and cross-comparisons are doneQ883 Lord Peston: None whatsoever.
all the time about the nuances of coverage. One of theMr Chapman: No. We have extended the Arabic
reasons why people would use the BBC is becauseradio service in the last three years from being a
they would see it as a standard-setter, the gold12 hours a day service to 24 hours and we have put
standard if you like, of certain sorts of coverage,more investment into it, particularly since 9/11, and
against which they would judge both satellitewe are not getting complaints or comments of that
television services and their own national statekind. I think what that tells me is that those
television, and they would compare and contrast andgovernments understand and expect a certain sort of
come to certain views about what they really believedservice from the BBC and they expect the BBC to
and what they did not believe as a result of thatfollow those values, whether they are on television,
exercise.radio or new medium—it does not matter what the

medium is, that is what the BBC does. If we do that
properly, which I think we will, recruit the right Q887 Chairman: They are doing this to a
people to do it, then we will defend that coverage to considerable extent and the on-line services are not
the hilt as we defend our other coverage. using as much at this stage?

Mr Chapman: They are using a reasonably diverse
portfolio of television services, that is happeningQ884 Chairman: Just before I bring in Lord Holme,
already, and we can be part of that rich and diverseyou were describing problems with China which
portfolio. In terms of new media, the Arabic on-linemake it a less good strategic place to be at the
site, BBCArabic.com has built up a very goodmoment. Such things could happen with other
reputation for the range and breadth of its newscountries.
coverage, but a new medium is a new medium in thisMr Chapman: They could do, but they have not, and
world and it has one million users across the worldI would have thought there had been plenty of
who listen to Arabic.com’s service. To give you someopportunity in the last four or five years. If an Arab
sense of context, it would have to put its audience upcountry wanted to systematically block access to
by 10 times to begin to get into the league of usagesatellite television in Arabic because it did not like
that we were talking about in relation to televisioneditorial content, I can think of plenty of
and radio.opportunities and examples that they could have
Chairman: I was just wondering about theused to do that, particularly in relation to some of the
comparative speed.new Arabic satellite channels, but they have not done

that, so I have to take some comfort from that fact,
therefore why would they do it to the BBC when the Q888 Lord Holme of Cheltenham: I am worried
BBC has got a reputation for impartiality and about a slightly facile assumption that these
fairness far higher than these other channels. I think Olympian values of impartiality and balance are
the odds are that it is highly unlikely they would do going to be easily achieved by even the BBC in the
so. Middle East. I mean, you have enough trouble with

the pussycats of British political parties here; if one
Q885 Chairman: I just want to confirm what you thinks of an area of the world where everything is
said originally, that Al-Jazeera was not bringing, as it contested and where there is a religious, political and
were, the world to the Arab world. culture maelstrom, how would you have dealt with
Mr Chapman: I think what Richard says is the Iraq war, how would you have dealt with the
absolutely fair. death of the princess, how would you have dealt with

the person you have just apologised for, one of your
reporters, for weeping at the death of Yasser Arafat?Q886 Chairman:Would they agree with that?

Mr Chapman: I am not sure they would agree with How would you deal with those sorts of issues in this
way? Your stock-in-trade is trust, but is it notthat, but what is more interesting is the perception of

the audiences, and they see Al-Jazeera as a regionally possible that there is a level of mistrust in Anglo-
American institutions and culture so that themade Arabic channel which focuses very heavily on
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youwould be subject to that as well. This is to dowithresponse, instead of the welcome you anticipate, at
last a trustworthy body—might you not have what is called the multi-channel, multi-point
mistrust carried back to contaminate your main distribution service which takes down the satellite
reputation and brand? signal and distributes it locally. You do not think that
Mr Sambrook: I would say two things. Firstly, of applies but I would be interested to know.
course, we do have over 60 years experience of Mr Sambrook: It is the first I have heard of it, but we
broadcasting to the region in Arabic on the radio, will look into that.
and of course all those tensions—we were Chairman: Could you look into it, please? Lady
broadcasting in Arabic on the radio and on on-line Bonham-Carter.
during the Iraq war and during all of the other kinds
of incidents youmention, sowe do have experience of

Q892 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury:Pickingthat. AsNigel indicated earlier, the language services,
up on what Lord Holme was saying, I am not goingincluding the Arabic service and the new Arabic
to insult radio but there is something about televisiontelevision service are tied into the editorial processes
that is more potent and has greater possibility toand ethos of the World Service and the leadership of
cause problems, it seems to me. I know last time wethe World Service which has been proved over many
met Mr Sambrook said that international journalismyears, and we have therefore confidence that we can
tends to be more reflective; I wonder if that is notextend that to this new service as well. In terms of
going to be a slight problem when you are fillinghow it is perceived, our audience research generally
12 hours of television. Hence my main question isshows that they believe the BBC is trusted as a
what are you going to put in that 12 hours ofbroadcaster in the region and that they will see it as a
television?valuable addition to the array of services that are
Mr Sambrook: It will be a schedule that is a mixturealready local to them. It may be, of course, that some
of on-the-day news and breaking news, but withparts of the audience in some countries and some
discussion and debate as well, and someviewers do not receive us in quite as positive a light as
documentary and current aVairs programmes. It willwe would wish, and that is inevitable, but I think
be very largely original programming, there may beacross the piece, again, based on some pretty
some dubbed and sub-titled programming, but ourthorough research, we believe we can get a decent
intention is to make as much original programmingaudience and will actually be welcomed as a service in
as we can. I do think that international journalismthe region as an addition to the variety of services

they already have. does tend to be more reflective, it has a slightly
diVerent pace to it, but I absolutely recognise what
you say, that television is a very powerful medium,Q889 Lord King of Bridgwater: Did not the
and that is the reason we want to launch this serviceaccusation of bias against the BBC actually come on
in the first place.We believe actually that if theWorldWorld Service, and it came not from Arabs but from
Service is to extend its vision in terms of being athe British Government. Did the Prime Minister not
trusted voice in international broadcastingsay that there was anti-war bias in the BBC World
throughout the world and in this most importantService?
region at the moment, then we need to extend it toMrSambrook: I do not think he said it about the BBC
television to maintain that impact. But you are right,World Service, no, I think that was about the UK
television can be very powerful and I am quite sure itservice.
will raise some diYculties and some issues of the kind
that clearly concern yourself and would concern theQ890 Lord King of Bridgwater: In reporting on the
Committee. I do believe we have a good track recordwar, and that was carried on the World Service.
in managing those and in understanding exactly howMr Sambrook: It was not the same programmes,
to position the service in a way that, I think, can stayobviously, the World Service has diVerent
true to the World Service values and extend them toprogrammes to those carried in Britain.
this new service.Lord King of Bridgwater: Can we clear up one

factual point?
Chairman: Very quickly, because Lady Bonham- Q893 Baroness BonhamCarter of Yarnbury:You are
Carter has a question. in a good position to manage this.

Mr Chapman: I hope so.
Q891 Lord King of Bridgwater: Our brief
unfortunately contradicts what you have said to us,

Q894 Baroness Bonham Carter of Yarnbury: Can Iand I thinkwe ought to have, perhaps, a further letter
ask what you are doing to recruit Arab journalists?or something on this because actually what our brief
What proportion of these programmes is actuallysays is that there is censorship of television in Syria,

Jordan and Saudi Arabia, and the indication is that going to be made by Arab journalists?
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Q897 Baroness Bonham Carter of Yarnbury: A finalMr Chapman: An extremely large proportion would
be made and we have not started the process of question: will you be using independent companies or

will this be all—recruitment yet. That will be a major task in 2006. I
think there are a number of issues here. First of all, it Mr Chapman: No, I would expect the vast, vast bulk

of the output will be produced in-house by the coreis going to be vitally important to get a range of
geographically based journalists—ie, not just people team. This is a news and current aVairs service, it is

not like BBC2 with lots of individual, kind offromEgypt or from the Lebanon or some of the other
places where satellite television has already bespoke, programmes; this is going to be much more

a news and current aVairs channel round-the-clock—established itself, and where you obviously have
people who have television skills already. It is going ie 12 hours—where when you tune in, within a very

short space of time, you are going to get themain, topto be very important to reflect the wider Middle East,
if you like, in the workforce, whether they are based stories of the day analysed in depth. That would be

one of the key things it would do for the marketin London or overseas. Most will be based in
London. which we presently are not doing.

Mr Sambrook: Perhaps I could just briefly add to that
point. The BBC is doubling its investment inQ895 Baroness Bonham Carter of Yarnbury: Most
journalist training over the next two to three yearswill be based in London?
with the launch of its own college of journalismMr Chapman: That is where the main production is
within the BBC for its own staV, and certainly thegoing to take place. The gathering of news footage
staV of this channel would benefit from thatand news interviews will obviously take place all over
investment as well. The emphasis there is on thethe world, not just in the Middle East but in
BBC’s editorial values and on journalistic ethicsWashington and Russia, and we are going to have
and policy.Arabic television people working in lots of diVerent

parts of the world. The second issue is the training of
those people when they come to work in London. It is Q898 Baroness O’Neill of Bengarve:Would you take

special measures to secure the integrity of thegoing to be, again, critically important that whatever
baggage they bring from their past about making journalism by monitoring conflicts of interest or

would you rely on your current measures?television or radio, whatever it is, or if they have
worked in newspapers, that we train them in the Mr Sambrook:We do already have some measures in

place, clearly, for managing those kinds of conflictsproper way to understand what the BBC wants and
believes in. I do accept the tenor of your questions, across editorial areas and particular measures in

place for managing such things within languagewhich is that there is a risk here; there is a risk in going
to a new medium which has a higher public profile services, but I certainly think we will need to extend

those for this new service, for all the reasons we havethan radio, on the whole, tends to have. That is
something we have got to mitigate and one of the already touched on. We are very aware that is an

issue which will have to be managed.ways we mitigate it is by being very clear with people
about what we expect, definitely in terms of balance,
fairness, impartiality and diversity of view. Actually, Q899 Lord Peston: I am mostly going to ask you
the audience also expects that. It would do us no about the Orbit relationship, but I think you have
favours at all if I were to produce anArabic television covered most of the ground anyway, have you not?
service which some people saw as highly partisan and Essentially, your view was that you approached it by
favoured, if you like, their point of view because you one funding model and it just did not work. I am not
would alienate just as many people and it would very clear what there was about that funding model
actually undermine the value system which has been that made it not work.
part of the World Service for over 70 years. It would Mr Chapman: Very briefly, there were two
undermine the Crown Jewels, if you like, which fundamental diVerences from the proposal that we
would be the wrong thing to do, and so we will not have now for Arabic television. First of all, the Orbit
do it. Company was paying for both the content creation,

the programmes, and the distribution, and the BBC
was making them. That relationship workedQ896 Baroness Bonham Carter of Yarnbury: As you

know, making television is a much more intrusive reasonably well, I think, for up to two years and then
there was a major argument about editorial matters,process than radio. That is the other side, is it not?

Mr Chapman: It is and as somebody who worked in including coverage of Saudi Arabia, which was a
irreconcilable split because the BBC’s editorialit for 20 years before I moved to the World Service I

am very aware of some of the just sheer production judgments were going one way and the views of the
funders were going the other way. As a result of thatsort of struggles sometimes that producing television

can bring compared to the simplicity of radio. So I the whole project collapsed. The second fundamental
diVerence is that this was a pay-for-view service—ie,am very aware that it is a tough challenge.
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Mr Chapman: Let me be absolutely precise aboutpeople had to paymoney in the Middle East to watch
it; you had to pay a premium, it was not a free-to-air this: two of them do have shareholders from diVerent

countries in the Arabic world. Youwould expect thatservice. I think we have learnt from that that when
you have somany already free-to-air services, such as because—
Al Arabiya, Al-Jazeera et al, it would be narrowing
the potential audience hugely if you ask people to pay Q906 Lord Maxton: But they are commercial
a premium or supplement for it. So I think we learnt shareholders; they are not national or government
two things from that experience, andwe are not going shareholders.
to repeat the experience again. Mr Chapman: Indeed, that is the critical diVerence.

With Orbit, remember, they were not only paying for
Q900 Lord Peston: Just to reiterate what you have the content creation they were also paying for the
said, which I fully understand, you are going to have distribution. This is a case where the BBC is going to
an independent platform where no one can mess you pay for the distribution. So that is a fundamental
around from now on, as I understand it? diVerence. In a commercial climate, with commercial
Mr Chapman: Indeed. companies who are not state-owned or state-funded,

it is a very diVerent set of circumstances.
Q901 Lord Peston: That was your answer to Lord
King and Lord Maxton: that you have this platform Q907 Lord Maxton: Is there any capital cost
and that is for you; there is no way someone will be involved in any of this from your point of view?
able to say to you: “You are on our platform and you Mr Chapman: Yes, in addition to the £19 million I
are really not going to show this or that sort of thing” talked about earlier in relation to a 12 hour service,
MrSambrook:Therewill not be the same control over there is going to be a capital cost which we can aVord
the content. to fund from our capital expenditure in the World

Service of about £5–6 million to set up the
appropriate studios and facilities to make theQ902 Lord Peston: My point is not “the same
television programmes.control”, the point is one requires the BBC not to

have any control. The moment I hear there is any
control I do not trust any of it. Q908 Lord Maxton: What is the breakdown in the
Mr Sambrook: As Lord Maxton has indicated, of £19 million annual cost between the production of
course there will be some third parties involved in programmes and the buying of the space on the
distribution. satellites and maintaining your studios etc?

MrChapman:The vast proportion of that £19million
will be spent on what we call production costs—ie,Q903 Lord Peston: But they will not control.
people, producers, news-gathering, editing and theMr Chapman: They are not paying for content. The
preparation of programmes. I would have to, maybe,content is being funded in a completely diVerent way.
write to you with the precise figures, but the roughWe are going to make the programmes, the
proportion was about £1–1.5 million for distributionprogrammes are going to go out.
in a £19 million budget.

Q904 Lord Peston: So no question can arise of your
Q909 Lord Maxton: In terms of the online service,saying: “We are showing this” and them saying: “Not
will it be basically the same service available online ason our platform you are not”.
is available on the television platform?Mr Sambrook:No. I do not see how that can happen.
Mr Chapman: Yes. What we are anticipating there isTheoretically it is possible, if they decide they do not
that we are looking into streaming, if you like, thelike our service, to withdraw distribution. That could
BBC Arabic television service on the web. So if youhappen in any country in the world. Obviously, the
have reasonable access to the web (preferablysensitivities in this region are acute in some
broadband) you would be able to watch it, and youcircumstances but, again, we are not the only
will not just be able to watch it in the Middle East, ofWestern network broadcasting in this area, this is not
course, but will be able to watch it anywhere in thethe only BBC Arabic service going into that region,
world, which will obviously be a great advantage.and I am not aware of any issues of that kind.

Lord Peston: Fine. I just wanted to make sure we had
it on record precisely what your position was. Q910 Lord Maxton: I think you are under-

estimating. As most people round this table would
expect, my view is that if you look at the wayQ905 Lord Maxton: So, basically, you are buying

space on three satellites. Those three satellites are broadband has expanded in the Western world in the
last five years, then you have to take a much biggerindependent commercial companies, there are not

any links with any of the Arabic countries that you account of that happening in the Arabic world and
the rest of the world as well. Have you built the factare then going to be broadcasting to in any way.
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Q913 LordHolme of Cheltenham:You, of all people,that increasingly it will be broadband you will be
watched on rather than television into your— know that when the Government has a rush of blood

to the head pieces of paper tend not to be worth asMr Sambrook: We have significant investment into
much as they seemed at the time, and I do urge on youbroadband services and into the web, and indeed
the necessity, if you are going to do this service, asmobile ’phones. I think in the Middle East, as in
you are, to try and get a very clear understanding ofAfrica and parts of Asia, it may well be mobile
what are the parameters and the protection you have’phones rather than computers that become the
against something which is so important from awireless mobile device.
policy point of view to any British Government.
Mr Sambrook: I appreciate your concern about that.

Q911 Lord Maxton: You can do both because,
presumably, once you can bring it down to your

Q914 Baroness Bonham Carter of Yarnbury: Just a‘phone you can then put it down to your computer
very quick question: whether television is moreas well.
interesting or not, it is certainly more visual, as weMr Sambrook: That is true if you have a computer,
were discussing earlier. Have you thought of thebut it is a region where many people would choose to
implications—I am sure you have—of how you willhave a ’phone rather than a computer.
use women as a consequence of certain attitudes?
MrSambrook:Yes, obviously it is a very diYcult issue

Q912 LordHolme of Cheltenham:The flip side of the because we have to be culturally sensitive whilst, at
FCO thinking this is a matter of strategic importance the same time, in terms of an employer and so on, we

have a number of cultural sensitivities which we haveis that they are intensely interested in it. So when they
to bridge, but again, in my view, we have some of oursay to you: “Let’s do it” and you say: “There is a
most experienced people overseeing this service and,market demand” and they think it is strategically
indeed, overseeing the current Arabic service as wellimportant, it occurs to me that the potential danger
and we have a very strong editorial team who areof government interference in your editorial output
attuned, if you like, to that bi-polarity, if I can put itin this area of the world, given how significant it is to
that way. So I am reasonably confident that we canBritish foreign policy and security policy (and,
manage those, although you are absolutely rightindeed, now to energy policy), must be quite
there will be cultural sensitivities of that kind that wesignificant, and that you will find yourself being
will have to deal with.leaned on or—even worse than being leaned on—
Mr Chapman: One of the interesting things, if yougoing in for self-censorship to avoid being leaned on.
watch Arabic television now, is how far you couldI am just wondering how you reconcile the things you
argue that it pushes the boat out, if you like, in termsare valued for—independence, impartiality and so
of the portrayal of women. In some of the moston—with the fact that this is very salient for any
popular services that have most recently come ontoBritish Government and will be for the next 20 years.
themarket, the waywomen are dressed on the screen,Have you had any assurances—I know you are
the way they present programmes and the way theyarguing about the funding but there is no
take part in that, some people have argued that thatdisagreement on the principle—that the Government
has pushed the boundaries of women’s role in theis going to let you get on with it?
Arab world further than would otherwise haveMr Sambrook: In a sense, that assurance is
happened before. So, actually, some would argue it isencapsulated in writing in the broadcast agreement
an opportunity, if you like, to reflect the diversity ofbetween the Foreign OYce and the BBC which will
the Arabic world in a much more complete way than,also sit across this new Arabic television service as
perhaps, was possible in the past.well. It is very clear that the BBC’s editorial processes

and editorial decisions are entirely independent of the
FCO. I think in practice as well (and we did touch on Q915 Lord King of Bridgwater: Is this an Arabic
this the last time we met), whilst accepting that service or is it a Middle East service? In this
television is, of course, potentially a more interesting connection, what is the footprint of these satellites?
medium, perhaps, than radio in some cases, Mr Chapman: It is a service in the Arabic language, it
nevertheless in practice, in the way we are structured is going to cover events in the Middle East but not
and the way that we operate, there is a separation and just in the Middle East; as Richard said earlier on, it
a Chinese wall between the daily editorial decisions is going to cover an international news agenda so it is
and those people having the debates and discussions going to have strong international news coverage as
and regular meetings with the Foreign OYce. I think well as coverage of the Middle East. The footprint
that is something that has existed across the BBC for will take you from Morocco right across to Iraq and,
many years and is a rather eVective insulation, if you actually, a little bit further than that—from my
like, against the kind of pressure that you are research, I suspect as far as Pakistan and the Stans. It

would be available but obviously people there wouldtalking about.
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picture, if you like, of the sort of service the BBCstruggle to understand it because they would not
have the Arabic language. Some would but the great needs to do.
majority would not. It is a case of a comprehensive
footprint; it covers the whole of the Middle East.

Q918 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: There is a thought
crossing my mind. If we were taking evidence, as we

Q916 Lord King of Bridgwater: Afghanistan? have, from the commercial side, and so on, during the
Mr Chapman: I think it would be on the fringes. first part of our investigation, there are a number of
Afghanistan is certainly not targeted, it is not the areaswhere wewould be told that youwere operating
centre of its footprint. in a world which meant that they were, in fact, not

having the commercial opportunities they should
have. Does any of that apply at all in what you areQ917 Baroness O’Neill of Bengarve: Going back to
doing, or might it in the future apply? Might you bethe audiences that may prefer radio or audiences that
taking away potential commercial advantage frommay prefer newmedia, what does your research show
more local services?about those audiences in theArab-speakingworld? Is

there one shrinking and the other growing, as in Mr Chapman: That has not been their response so
Brazil or do you have diVerent issues? far—let me put it like that. What has been really
Mr Sambrook: The Arabic radio audience is much interesting is that once we announced this Arabic
strong than the Portuguese for Brazil audience but it television service was going to happen in 2007 both
is in decline, and it is, I think it would be fair to say, companies like Al-Jazeera, in their kind of editorial
an ageing audience, whereas the audience for online on the way they responded to the story, and, also, if
is a younger and more professional audience. So the you look across the newspapers and magazines in the
broad pattern that we spoke about before holds true Arab world, almost without exception have
in Arabic as it holds true in a number of languages, welcomed it. There is a sense that they expect the
but what has happened in the Middle East over the BBC to be in this sort of market doing this—it is part
last five, six or seven years, really, is the explosion of of the plurality. They do not feel threatened by it they
television as a medium of mass interest. That is just kind of expect it to happen; it is part of the way
obviously partly driven by Al-Jazeera and Al the world should be. So I do not think it is a similar
Arabiya but, also, multi-channel television which, as situation you would get in the UK, where you have
Nigel was saying, now has a very high level of commercial channels coming to give evidence saying:
penetration across the region. So I would say within “The BBC is crowding us out in a particular part of
the last 10 years television has established itself as the themarketplace” or “They are doing operations that,
pre-eminent mass medium over any other. eVectively, use public subsidy and lower costs which
Mr Chapman: There are some countries where radio damage market penetration”. Those are not the sorts
is still going to be very, very important, particularly of conversations which have been emerging so far.
in somewhere like the Sudan, for instance, where you
have got low take-up of television and definitely a low

Q919 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: Looking at it fromtake-up of satellite television. BBC Arabic radio is
the other side, too, could it be that you can makegoing to retain a strong audience. BBC Arabic radio
somemoney whichwould reduce the amount that thehas a strong audience in somewhere like Iraq, at the
licence fee payer would have to put into it?1moment; a very high percentage of the population
Mr Sambrook: I think it is diYcult to see how, for twotune in, partly because of the improved distribution
reasons. One is, for the reasons that the Orbiton FM for Arabic radio by the BBC. What television
experience taught us before, that there are somebrings you is access to markets where FM
diYculties and sensitivities in entering intodistribution is extremely diYcult, and there are many
commercial arrangements for channels of this kind.countries in the Middle East which will not allow the
Secondly, we know from the experience of the BBCBBC to broadcast on FM from their main
world, that international television channels requireconurbations. Saudi Arabia is an example. And the
a long period of investment before they can reachBBCdoes not have a single FM transmitter or serious
break-even or even profit. There is no indication, aspartnership to re-broadcast on FM from Morocco to
far as we can tell, that Al-Jazeera, for example, isEgypt, as we speak. We are working hard on that but
profit-making even though it is commercial andthere are regulatory reasons and governmental
taking advertising. I think it would be a very longreasons why those societies do not want to grant the
investment period before you could hope to breakBBC that sort of access at the moment, and therefore
even in a service of this kind, which is why our viewwhat this free-to-air television service will bring you
is that if the BBC is going to do it and extend its reachis access to peoplewho have got satellite dishes—high

percentages in many countries—where we cannot, at in this way it needs to do it on a public service basis.
the moment, deliver our radio. So it is 1 The Arab TV channel will be funded Grant-in-aid, not the

licence fee.complementary. That is why it is part of the rounded
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but, also, new media, better studios for radio andQ920 Lord Bishop of Manchester: If we can go back
to the question of staYng changes which will arise improved marketing. So, if you like, those that are

staying behind, which is the vast majority of the staVfrom the kind of cuts that you were talking about
earlier on, we know that 230 posts will close, up to (remember, there are still going to be 32 language

services left after these changes) are feeling: “Well, we130 of them in the United Kingdom. You said that
nobody will be made redundant until early have got the story now; we know what the Director

wants to do, we knowwhat he can aVord to fund, andDecember. We are a few days away from early
December— we are going on a journey which is quite an exciting

journey.” For some of them there is new investmentMr Chapman: December 2006.
coming. Obviously, for those where the services are
facing closure, and they will realistically close theirQ921 Lord Bishop of Manchester: Right. How

many, do you know, at this stage, are likely to be broadcasting in the next few weeks and months, that
is a very sad time—I accept that. It is a sad time, it ismade redundant?

MrChapman: It would be too early to say because we a diYcult time but we are doing everything we can to
mitigate that, and I think the mood is more sadnessare still in discussions with staV here in the United

Kingdom about alternative opportunities. However, than anger, if I can put it like that. I think people
understand the rationale for it; it has been talkedI have to be a realist; this is in a climatewhere in terms

of the BBC’s overall position there are significant job about. Closing some of these services has been on the
World Service agenda, on and oV, for some 10 years.losses going on in the BBC; some of those are related

to journalism and so the possibility that you can It is not new in that respect. Some of them, I think,
have had that possibility hanging over them for thatcreate 120 new suitable jobs for staV in some of those

European services and they can transfer across to do period of time and in some cases there is a sense of
relief, actually, that “at least we now know what isthat, I think, would be unrealistic. In addition, quite

a lot will want to take the opportunity to leave happening to us, we know what you want to do and
we know you will compensate us properly for the lossbecause the provisions in terms of redundancy pay

and other parts of the settlement are, in fact, very of the job, loss of oYce and loss of opportunity”. The
BBC World Service will abide by the agreements thegenerous by industry standards, so they may well

want to use that opportunity and that money to do BBC has made, if you like, nationally with the unions
through the changes that Mark Thompsonother businesses and go into other things. So it would

not be sensible, in some cases, to even project that announced earlier last year. So I think that is the
context, but I accept it is not an easy situation.you would be able to find jobs for all those people.

Q922 Lord Bishop of Manchester: The purpose of Q923 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: Thank you very
much.Are there any other questions thatMembers ofmy question was really to inquire about themorale of

the World Service in the light of all these changes. the panel would like to ask? I think we can say thank
you very much. You have given up a lot of your timeMr Chapman: I will be frank with you; it is a mixed

story. I think staV are relieved, after a long period of and we are very grateful for that. If we have any
further queries, if we may, we will write to you aboutwaiting, that there is a clear strategy; they see a

journey to 2010, they see some pretty expensive and those. Thank you very much indeed.
Mr Chapman: Thank you.important new investments around not just television

Supplementary memorandum by the BBC World Service

What are the Main Objectives of BBC World

The overall vision for the BBC’s Global News Division is:

To be the world’s best known, most creative, and most respected voice in international news, thereby bringing
benefit to the UK, the BBC and to audiences around the world.

— To provide the most trusted, relevant, and highest-quality international news in the world, and an
indispensable service of independent analysis and explanation, with an international perspective
which promotes greater understanding of complex issues;

— To connect and engage audiences by facilitating an informed and intelligent dialogue—a Global
Conversation—which transcends international borders and cultural divides; and to give audiences
opportunities to create, publish, and share their own views and stories;

— And by so doing, to enable people to make sense of their increasingly complex world and, thus
empowered, lead more fulfilling lives.
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Within the context of this vision, BBC World’s objectives are:

— To support the public purposes of the BBC by bringing high-quality international news coverage to
a global audience through TV and new media;

— To provide the most trusted and authoritative television service of international news and analysis;

— To oVer a showcase for the best of BBC journalism;

— To reflect the BBC’s reputation for in-depth, factual and balanced reporting, specialist knowledge,
impartiality and unrivalled newsgathering capability; and

— Principally to target influencers, opinion-formers and decision-makers across the globe, in the
English language.

— By driving increased reach and improved reputation amongst target audiences in priority markets
to build a growing audience and a successful self-financed operation

Why was it Established

When the then Secretary of State gave his approval for BBCWorld inDecember 1994, it was done on the basis
that the channel should “consist primarily of news and information”

The BBC desired to set up an international news and information channel, sharing the same objectives and
complementing and extending the reach of its existing international radio operations. At the time discussions
were held with FCO, but government indicated that it was not willing to fund such a venture. The BBC
therefore decided to launch BBC World as a commercial channel in combination with private sector partners.

The BBC’s role in BBC World was initially conceived to be as a global producer, supported by regional
marketing, sales and distribution partnerships in the form of alliances and joint ventures. The partners paid
the BBC a licence fee in return for rights to distribute and market the channel.

However, the channel’s partners were not suYciently eVective in raising the profile of BBC World to generate
distribution and revenues and by the late 1990s, it was clear to management that the existing strategy was not
maximising the potential to deliver significant growth.

Following a strategic review, the BBC moved away from its historic reliance on partners and began to develop
its own sales and marketing teams for BBC World globally, taking ownership of the complete value chain.
This provided the opportunity to develop a forward looking and consistent global strategy for the channel as
a whole and to adopt an integrated approach to the market.

Who is the Target Audience for BBC World

As noted in BBCWorld’s objectives, its target audiences are influencers, opinion-formers and decision-makers
across the globe, primarily in the English language.

The channel’s audience tends to be highly-educated individuals, both men and women, who have an
international attitude and an enthusiasm for news. This is a valuable demographic which is attractive to
advertisers and distributors alike. Whilst BBC World’s objectives are closely aligned to the BBC’s public
service remit, research has demonstrated that the values of authority, trust and impartiality are sought after
by the channel’s target audience and are therefore commercially valuable.

Ex-patriot British are a constituent part of the BBC World audience. However, they are not the primary focus
of the channel, and make up a very small proportion of the channel’s total audience.

In What Countries is it Broadcast

BBC World is broadcast in more than 200 countries and territories worldwide. It is available on a 24-hour
basis in 136 million households worldwide and including part time distribution can be accessed in nearly
280 million households.

The only major countries in which BBC World has historically not been distributed on a 24-hour basis are the
USAand theUK. In theUSA,BBCWorld bulletins have, for some time, been broadcast on BBCAmerica and
also on public service television stations across the continent. Through the arrangements with public service
television BBC World bulletins are available to more than 85 per cent of US households.
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However, the situation in the US is now changing and BBC World recently announced an agreement with
Discovery Communications Inc to represent the channel in the US for 24-hour distribution. During January
the channel was launched on a full time basis in a small cable network in Texas and discussions are taking
place with a number of other U.S. cable and satellite operators.

The terms of BBC World’s consent do not permit the channel to actively market itself for distribution in the
UK. However the consent does recognise that technical overspill may occur.

The channel’s full time household distribution has increased by at least 10 per cent per annum for every year
since 1998 and shows a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 14 per cent over this period.

BBCWorld is also available inmore than onemillion hotel rooms, via 28major international airlines (in-flight
and lounges) and on 33 cruise lines.

A summary of BBC World’s full and part time households in December 2005 is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: BBC World Household Distribution by Region

Millions of Households Full Time Total

Europe 73.8 82.8
South Asia/Middle East 21.1 21.1
Asia Pacific 13.1 30.1
The Americas 7.4 111.5
Africa and E. med 21.0 34.0

136.4 279.5

What Sort of Viewing Figures does BBC World Get

The BBC World weekly viewership figure is just under 60 million. This weekly audience reach is the largest
of all the BBC’s television channels. The figure is compiled from multiple surveys (specifically commissioned,
syndicated and omnibus) across many countries. BBC World participates in a number of independent
syndicated surveys used by pan regional broadcasters, and listed below, are the recent BBC World viewership
statistics for weekly reach from these surveys:

Western Europe excluding UK/ Ireland % 12.1 per cent

(EMS study—chief income earner from top 20 per cent of households—33 million).

Asia-Pacific % 10.6 per cent

(PAX study—aZuent adults and business decision-makers in 12 cities—13.5 million)

Latin America % 1.0 per cent

(TGI study—136 million people aged 12! half continent)

Middle East % 7.9 per cent

(5 country omnibus survey 2003—6 million)

International air travellers % 18.3 per cent

(Interviewed in 26 airports globally—travellers on scheduled int’l flights)

Have Any Surveys Been Undertaken of What Audiences Think of BBCWorld. If so What Were the

Results

Independent international surveys report that viewers believe BBC World News reporting is more
international, more trustworthy and more in-depth than other international news and business channels.

Amongst a survey of opinion formers in Europe (2005), BBC World was considered the most relevant,
authoritative, impartial and unbiased and ’a source I quote or refer to*.
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The International Air Travellers Survey (2005) found BBC World is more trusted than any other channel—
46 per cent of BBC World viewers described the channel as trustworthy vs. 29 per cent for Euronews and 27
per cent for CNN.

A survey of the global financial elite (Global Capital Market Survey) found BBC World was described as
‘having a global perspective’ by 54 per cent, compared to 33 per cent for CNN. In the same survey, 32 per cent
viewed BBC as ‘influential’ vs. 36 per cent for CNN*.

In the Media Brand Values survey 2004, BBC World ranked No. 1 amongst news channels across Europe for
being trustworthy and impartial as well as stimulating.1

How Much Does BBC World Cost to Run

In the 2004–05 financial year the total costs of running the BBC World channel were £44 million.

How Much of a Loss has BBC World Incurred in Each Year Since Its Creation

Since developing its own sales teams, BBC World’s revenues have grown strongly. However, airtime sales are
primarily contracted in US dollars and distribution revenues are contracted in multiple currencies with a
significant US dollar element. Between 2002–03 and 2004–05 the US dollar devalued by more than 30 per cent
against sterling and this had a significant adverse impact on overall sterling revenues reported.

A summary of the channel’s revenues and loss before interest and tax from the time that the majority of
partnership arrangements ceased, is shown in Figure 2. The analysis is at summary level only on the grounds
of commercial confidentiality. It should be noted that BBC World Limited (the company that has operated
the BBC World channel since 2003) prepares and files full statutory accounts for the channel business. BBC
World’s primary competitors do not provide this level of data as the channels form part of larger corporate
entities.

Figure 2: Summary results from 1999–2000 to 2004–05

Summary Results (£m) Turnover Loss before
Interest and Tax

1999–00 17.6 19.7
2000–01 23.9 13.2
2001–02 23.8 15.3
2002–03 25.2 15.2
2003–04 26.0 16.5
2004–05 28.4 15.8

In underlying currency, airtime sales have shown double-digit annual growth for every year since the teamwas
set up, with the exception of 2001–02 when the events of 11 September had a devastating aVect on global
economic growth. The CAGR for the period since 1998 is over 30 per cent.

Because distribution revenues are derived in multiple currencies, growth is monitored in sterling although this
understates the underlying revenue growth. Since 1998 sterling distribution revenues, excluding the loss of
remaining joint venture fees, show a CAGR of more than 10 per cent.

These growth rates have been achieved despite the continued and significant levels of uncertainty that have
existed in the global economy since the beginning of the decade. These were exacerbated, particularly in
2003–04 by specific events such as the Iraq war, the SARS epidemic and multiple corporate financial scandals.
This uncertainty had a severe impact on the advertising market in the early years of this decade and in
particular on the types of company that advertise on pan-regional news channels.

1 Base is all viewers of channels
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When Does BBCWorld Expect to Break-Even and What Work is Being Undertaken to Realise that

Objective

The BBC World operates to and is monitored against a challenging business plan. This forecasts break-even
in 2010. The channel is currently operating in line with plan.

Pan regional news channels carry a relatively large fixed cost base and key to the financial success of the
business is the ability to spread that cost over a large and growing distribution base to deliver both increasing
subscription and advertising revenues. BBC World has been successful in recent years in growing both
household distribution and revenues and a major area of focus for management is to ensure continued growth
in these key measures. A number of opportunities for revenue growth have been identified and are being
implemented.

Full time distribution in the US has been a priority target for the channel over a number of years and will
significantly enhance the long-term commercial potential for BBC World. The US cable and satellite market
is mature and highly competitive, but there is evidence that US audiences are demonstrating increased interest
in international news and are sceptical about the impartiality and accuracy of some US domestic news
broadcasting. The agreement with Discovery Communications Inc. provides a great opportunity for BBC
World to gain full time distribution in the US.

January 2006
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WEDNESDAY 30 NOVEMBER 2005

Present Armstrong of Ilminster, L Howe of Idlicote, B
Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury, B Kalms, L
Fowler, L (Chairman) King of Bridgwater, L
Gibson of Market Rasen, B Maxton, L
Holme of Cheltenham, L Peston, L

Examination of Witnesses

Witnesses: Mr Mostefa Souag, Editor-in-Chief, UK Bureau, Al-Jazeera; Mr Mohammed Chebarro,
London Bureau Chief, Middle East Broadcasting Centre; and Mr Ian Richardson,

Former Managing-Editor, BBC Arabic Television News; examined.

Q924 Chairman: Good morning. Thank you very newsroom, and that sort of thing, but not the
financial side, so it was a commercial operation.much for coming. I think you will know the history

of the Select Committee. We have produced one
Report but there were a number of other areas Q927 Chairman: On the editorial side, did you have
which we did not think we had suYcient time to do total independence?
in that first Report and we are coming back to them. Mr Richardson: Yes.
One of the areas we are very interested in is the BBC
World Service and obviously its intention to launch Q928 Chairman: What about total resource, how
an Arabic-language television service and we many resources did you have?
thought, with your collective experience, you may Mr Richardson: For what we did it was quite
be able to help us in this particular area. Obviously reasonable. We were independent but we had a
we are talking essentially about the BBC and policy tremendous amount of interference and it just went
as far as that is concerned. Could I start perhaps on and on and on.
with you, Mr Richardson; in a sense, we have been
here before, have we not? You had your own Arabic Q929 Chairman: Just explain to us, how did that
Television News in the 1990s. Tell us about that and interference come about?
why it failed? Mr Richardson: In theory, what was supposed to
Mr Richardson: I was involved in it from the happen was that all editorial issues that were in
beginning. I started it up as the Project Manager dispute should have been dealt with between Orbit’s
along with the engineering people and then ran it management and BBC Worldwide and they were to
and then closed it down. It is diYcult to know act as the buVer between Orbit and the newsroom.
exactly why it went wrong but, from my point of To an extent that did work but it was not long
view, it was because there were irreconcilable before we really started to feel the heat. I think the
diVerences over editorial issues with Saudi and with first real clash we had was when we broadcast a
Orbit, which is owned by the Saudis, and it went programme in which we spoke about King Fahd’s
from bad to terrible and eventually they just closed illness and speculated about the succession and
us down without warning. word was passed down to me that we were very

lucky we were not taken oV air because we had
broken a very serious taboo, in that we hadQ925 Chairman: When you say “they” closed you
suggested the King might die and it was verydown, who closed you down?
improper that we should have discussed who mightMr Richardson: Orbit.
succeed him.

Q926 Chairman: Just explain to us the Orbit Q930 Chairman: Looking at the position now, what
connection, how that actually came about; this was would you say if you were starting a new service in
not strictly BBC going out there by itself? 2005–06, would there be the same restraints, would
Mr Richardson: No. It was a satellite cluster, I think you get into the same problems? As you know, the
was then the vogue phrase, with all sorts of diVerent BBC are starting their service; given your experience
channels and one of the channels that they were in the nineties, tell us what you think are the
promoting the most was the BBC channel and it was prospects for that service?
a commercial arrangement between Orbit and BBC Mr Richardson: For its editorial independence it will
Worldwide. I was removed from that, in a sense, be much easier. They will still come under pressure

but that is the way of the world. The diVerence thisbecause I was looking after the editorial side, the
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Q933 Lord King of Bridgwater: You see it beingtime is that there will be no financial interest. You
will not have someone ringing up and saying, BBC correspondents who are in the region now,

who are broadcasting in English, being translated“Look, if you do that again we’re just going to have
to pull the plug on you,” and in that sense they will into Arabic and repeated back in Arabic?
have a great deal more editorial freedom. Mr Richardson: That will be the case, I assume, but

I am sure they will be trying to set up their own
network of correspondents speaking Arabic, but it is

Q931 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: Do very expensive and that is where I diVer with people
you think the BBC understand fully how diYcult it about the cost of this project.
is to run a TV channel, they have got experience,
obviously, of running radio channels in this part of
the world, but how diYcult it is to run a TV channel Q934 Lord Armstrong of Ilminster: You said that

the arrangement in which you were involved alwaysin the areas they now want to cover?
had the financial clout, you could pull the plug ifMr Richardson: I am not sure they understand, or
you did not like something; that will not be true ofthat everyone understands, how diYcult it is to run
the new BBC service. If the authorities were toa foreign-language channel and I have already gone
dislike what the BBC new service was putting out,into print saying that I have great reservations
would they have sanctions which they could applyabout this new project, because I think it is seriously
to it, to try to censor it, as it were?underfunded. Without me getting too technical, my

experience is that you cannot compare an English Mr Richardson: I am no expert on that. They can
always apply sanctions of some sort but certainlytelevision rolling news channel, an international

one, like BBC World, with BBC Arabic, because it they would not be able to switch us oV, like Orbit
did. It varies from country to country. The Chineseis about at least a third more expensive because of

all the translation that is involved. Most world have been quite eVective at keeping a lot of the
BBC’s coverage away from the populous.material that comes in for a news channel is in

English and therefore it has to be translated. If I
may give you just one example, we used to run

Q935 Baroness Gibson of Market Rasen: FollowingPanorama, which got us into serious trouble by
on this topic, Nigel Chapman has said, in a speechrunning it, but we could not put out Panorama
that he made in October, that “We” that is the BBCunder two days after it went out on BBC One or
“. . . must have a strong presence in the Middle EastBBC Two simply because of all the translation
itself.” From what you are saying, do you think thatinvolved, the checking of the translation, the
it will be diYcult for the BBC (a) to recruit high-revoicing, the production, that is everything. In a
quality Arabic-speaking staV and (b) that actuallysense, I am not sure that everyone does understand
they will be from the region itself? Do you think thathow diYcult it is.
will create a diYculty for the BBC, bearing in mind
the amount of money that they are putting forward?

Q932 Lord King of Bridgwater: I thought another Mr Richardson: I have wondered about that myself
criticism of concern which led to the closure of the and I have asked a few people, with whom I was
service was that it was a London-based service with connected the previous time round, what their
Arabic speakers who were not actually really reaction would be to coming back to London to
identified with the region. Is it your understanding work for the BBC. There was a tremendous amount
that the new service is going to be the same; (a) is of damage done to the BBC’s reputation among
that a correct criticism the first time round and (b) journalists and broadcasters because they regarded
will it be diVerent next time, do you think? the BBC as a kind of god and they could not believe

it when a great many of them had moved over hereMr Richardson: I do not think it is a correct criticism
because it is not something that I ever heard about. and suddenly found that they were out of a job at

an hour’s notice, almost. While the BBC did makeWe are accused of many things, like being a petro-
dollar channel, because of the Saudi connection, some reasonable settlement deals, there was that

damage. Since then, of course, you have got Al-but, in a sense, being removed to London, the news
was coming out from an area where there were not Jazeera, you have got Al-Arabiya, you have got

Dubai Television, it is everywhere. Honestly, I doany obvious conflicts. If it had come from Egypt,
for instance, everyone would have said, “No, it’s the not know whether the BBC is still going to be an

attraction, although I would imagine that Al-Egyptian point of view.” If it had come from Saudi
Arabia, the same sort of criticism would have been Jazeera will not take lightly to a great number of

defections, and there might well be a salarymade. I think the BBC had such a good reputation
that some of the early reservations were swept away. competition.
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Q939 Chairman:When Al-Jazeera took some of theQ936 Chairman: You are assuming that this
operation is going to be headquartered in London, staV from the BBC did it also take the values of the

BBC, in the sense of objective and balancedare you?
Mr Richardson: I believe it is, yes, with bureaus reporting? Is that the aim of your channel?

Mr Souag: I think that is exactly the aim of ourabroad, but I do not know how many bureaus.
channel and that is what we found in the code of
honour for Al-Jazeera, all the principles on whichQ937 Chairman: Thank you, Mr Richardson. Can
the BBC and some other media institutions work.we move on perhaps to Al-Jazeera. Could you tell

us first the history; how did Al-Jazeera come to
Q940 Chairman: You model yourself on the BBC,be formed?
do you think?Mr Souag: Al-Jazeera started in 1996, exactly
Mr Souag: I think so. From my own experience inaround the time when BBC Arabic Television was
the BBC, we had the independence that we wereclosing down, and found it really very useful to get
hoping for, as Arab journalists, we were looking forall the expertise that the BBC had prepared.
the freedom really to do the job that, asActually, even before the BBC Television was
professionals, we like to do, we found it there. Myplanning to close down, Al-Jazeera was trying to
experience with Al-Jazeera, which is about fourhunt for good heads from the BBC, and some
years, I did not start with Al-Jazeera from thepeople were talking about moving to this new
beginning, is there is practically more freedom andchannel in Qatar. A lot of people were wondering
independence than the BBC itself.why you would move to Arabic Television in a place

like Qatar and The Gulf, where there was no
Q941 Chairman: You do not regard yourself as anfreedom of expression, there was no tradition of
instrument of propaganda?providing serious television coverage, etc. I was with
Mr Souag: Absolutely not; actually it is exactly thethe BBC, Ian was my boss and I am very glad to be
opposite.with him today. We were told that this was going

to be actually a diVerent kind of television, that the
Government of Qatar was going to sponsor the Q942 Chairman: Why do so many people disagree
station, at least for several years until the station with you and feel so strongly about Al-Jazeera,
could get its own money, but with no interference, including the President of the United States, we
with complete independence. That was because, gather?
even before the station was created, the Government Mr Souag: I hope he only disagrees and it stops
had started liberating the media a little bit. They there and does not go beyond that. The point is that
cancelled the Ministry of Information, for example, up till 2001 and even the beginning of 2002 Al-
which used to censor everything there. They started Jazeera was hailed as a beacon of freedom of speech,
some kind of liberation of the media. When the BBC of promoting freedom of the media and democracy
closed down, of course, everybody was looking for and all these things in the Middle East by the
a job. Some of us went to Qatar and to Doha to Americans. It was mentioned even in some oYcial
work for Vizier, some of us went to other places, speeches, here in England, in the West, in general.
including NBC, which used to be here in London, The people we had a problem with were not the
the Arabic television channel that was here in western governments or the western media,
London, it was quite famous and had a good whatever, we had problems with Middle Eastern
reputation in the Middle East, at least, not governments, with the Saudis, the Egyptians, the
necessarily for the same kinds of reasons but still it Tunisians, etc., our oYces were closed and some
had quite a good audience. places would not allow Al-Jazeera to operate.

Q943 Chairman: Rather like Mr Richardson, in aQ938 Chairman: Just to cut through a bit, would
you say that actually the closure of the BBC service diVerent way?

Mr Souag: Yes, exactly, in a diVerent way. We hadwas instrumental in Al-Jazeera forming, or it was
just a vast help? almost the same kinds of pressures, but Al-Jazeera

could support itself financially if the Saudis, forMr Souag: I think I would say it was a big help,
because Al-Jazeera was already planned and was example, did not prevent all the companies that

have any connection to the Saudis advertising onfounded actually before the BBC closed down, but
certainly without the staV that left the BBC for Al- Al-Jazeera. We have big millions and millions of

possible sources cut from us just because of that.Jazeera I do not think Al-Jazeera would have been
the same success that it is now and I do not think The problem was with the Middle Eastern

governments and that is because of the freedom thatthe people who created Al-Jazeera were expecting it
to be what it is now. Al-Jazeera provided as a platform for political
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one. In Kuwait, lately, we were allowed to open andiscussion, with the opposition as well as
government people. After what happened on 9/11 in oYce and in Bahrain just in the last six months,

or so.particular, then in Afghanistan and Iraq, etc., Al-
Jazeera continued the same line, there has been no
change whatsoever, in its editorial stance, they were Q946 Lord King of Bridgwater: Have Saudi decided
still reporting the same thing: facts. Unfortunately, a position?
the Americans, and maybe some other western Mr Souag: No opening, not even for El Hajj
governments, did not like that, they wanted things pilgrimage, we were not allowed to go there to
to be hidden and Al-Jazeera was not going to obey cover that.
that kind of line, and therefore we got into this
problem. When you hear the President of the United

Q947 Lord King of Bridgwater: Would you expectStates or the Secretary of Defense, or whatever,
the BBC, if you think you are following ansaying that Al-Jazeera is provocative, is this and
independent and objective reporting policy, willthat, of course a lot of people follow the same model
suVer the same problem?without even understanding what is going on in Al-
Mr Souag: It depends. If the BBC was going to beJazeera, without even watching Al-Jazeera.
as bold as Al-Jazeera in dealing with the issues that
are there and the problems that are there, probably

Q944 Chairman: Do you not have an editorial the Saudis would take some kind of action. I do not
policy of any kind on, say, the coverage of Iraq? know how severe an action they would take. They
Mr Souag: We have an editorial policy. I am sure might deal with a British institution in a diVerent
that it is the same editorial policy that you will find way than with a Qatari institution. There is
in the BBC, or whatever. I think we are a little bit competition there. Qatar is a small country beside
more independent than the BBC. Personally, I have this huge country, there are the politics beyond just
noticed lately, in the last year or so, that the BBC the media that would be taken into consideration by
is not reporting everything that should be reported. Saudi Arabia.
Al-Jazeera, for example, was reporting from
Fallujah when it was being bombed by the

Q948 Lord King of Bridgwater: The diYculty ofAmericans, and it happened that our reporter was
having an objective, I am not quite sure what yourinside and we were reporting from the inside and the
footprint is but Arab worldwide coverage is prettyAmericans were very angry specifically about that
real and yours is only very partial coverage, isparticular thing. Most of the BBC people cannot
that right?actually go out and report, I understand, it is a very
Mr Souag: I think it is, yes.diYcult situation, or if you go out and you go with

the military, or guarded, embedded, you are not
Q949 Lord King of Bridgwater: You would notgoing to report really what is going on, you are
accept propaganda from governments, at Al-going to be one-sided, in one way or another. I am
Jazeera, would you, if they put out propagandanot saying that the BBC does not want to report
material?what is going on there, it is just that there are
Mr Souag: No. We have people probably who dolimitations. I think Al-Jazeera was doing a better
some propaganda but these are our guests. They canjob and that is the reason why Al-Jazeera’s oYces
do and they do propaganda but there are alwayswere closed in Iraq and for about a year and a half,
people to respond to them. In Al-Jazeera we haveor so, we were not allowed to work in Iraq.
the opinion and the other opinion and we try to
bring more than one opinion.Q945 Lord King of Bridgwater: Are any of your

bureaus closed at the moment?
Mr Souag: Many are not open. In Iraq we have the Q950 Lord King of Bridgwater: Obviously, it is very

fresh in people’s minds, because you have acceptedoYce open again but very limited. In northern Iraq,
for example, in the area of Kurdistan, our oYces terrorist propaganda, yesterday, in publishing the

pictures of the kidnap victims taken by terrorists.were never closed, so it was a question of covering
the war, not covering Iraq, because in that area it Also you said you sell footage to other companies.

That has now been broadcast by other broadcasters.was fine with them. We do not have an oYce in
Algeria, for example. We had an oYce and it was Do you sell that footage to other broadcasters?

Mr Souag: There are two diVerent issues here. Weclosed because of just one programme which
criticised some of the ongoing policies there. In have footage that can be seen in another television

station. If you find a buyer you can sell it. When itTunisia we are trying to establish a correspondent.
We had one reporting sports only, no politics. In comes to what you call this terrorist propaganda it

is a diVerent story. Most of this so-called terroristmany other places, in Saudi Arabia, we do not have
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are human beings, we have our feelings andpropaganda does not come only to Al-Jazeera. Al-
Jazeera put it on because we think that people have everybody has to bring in some of these feelings,

regardless of how objective you want to be.the right to know and to see what these people are
as they are. I think people are intelligent enough to However, as a television channel that strives to

bring an objective picture of what is going on, wejudge for themselves. If they see somebody holding
a gun against a hostage, you are presenting that do something diVerent, actually we do what the

BBC does, we bring more than one party to talkpropaganda, you are giving them a platform, it is
true, but people understand a diVerent thing from about the issue. For the first time, clearly after the

BBC Arabic Television, an Arab television stationwhat they are saying. They see what they are doing,
the violence that they are doing, so I think people brings Israelis to speak, to be interviewed directly

on Al-Jazeera. When we brought these people,are intelligent enough to understand. Our
interference, I believe, does harm the information everybody said that Al-Jazeera was created by

Mossad, by the CIA, etc., because we brought inthat we strive to bring to the people.
these people directly. We were talking about the
propaganda, talking about bringing bin Laden, orQ951 Chairman: You do not think you are doing
other people, Saddam Hussein, or whoever, in thethe terrorists’ work by showing this?
old days; at the same time we bring George Bush 10Mr Souag: No. Actually, we think we are doing
times more than we do other people. George Bushexactly the opposite. By presenting them, you are
has been on Al-Jazeera for full-length speeches forgiving people the chance to see what is going on,
hundreds and hundreds of hours, because that iswhat these people do and to judge for themselves
what we do. We try to bring to the people what isand they think they are wise enough and intelligent
going on, translated instantly, more than in CNN,enough to do that. We do not have to judge for
by the way.them.
Lord Maxton: That is the equivalent of putting the
terrorists on.Q952 Lord King of Bridgwater: Why do you think

the terrorists give you the tapes?
Mr Souag: They do not give the tapes only to us, Q955 Lord Kalms: Do you have an oYce in Israel;
they give other stations tapes. do you have representation in Israel?

Mr Souag: Yes, we have, in Jerusalem, in Romallah,
Q953 Lord King of Bridgwater: It does not matter in Gaza, and we have four or five oYces there and
how many stations they give them to, why do you they work with the Israelis.
think they give them to you? Do you think they give
them to you because they want people to have an

Q956 Lord Kalms: With no restrictions?objective view of what is going on, or they have a
Mr Souag: There have been some restrictions by themessage that they want to convey which they think
Israelis on the movement of our reporters now andis eVective?
then. Quite often our reporters were seriouslyMr Souag: I do not know what the reason is. Again,
harassed or frightened or threatened. At one time,if we go back to the beginning of this whole issue
one of our reporters was told by an Israeli soldierof broadcasting tapes from terrorists, we know that
“If you don’t move away I will make you urgentCNN and other stations broadcast bin Laden before
news on Al-Jazeera, because that’s what we do,we did. There were instances in which we felt that
urgent news, you know, that means we will killparts, at least, of their tapes perhaps were not
you.” It happened more than one time, but still,suitable because maybe they were trying to say
more or less, they can move and they can report assomething and we tried not to broadcast it, but later
much as can be done in that kind of very fragileon we found out that CNN was broadcasting it over
situation.there in America, in more than one case.

Q954 Lord Kalms: Is it possible, do you think, for a Q957 Chairman: Mr Chebarro, you have been
sitting there very patiently for the last half-hour andbroadcaster in the Middle East to give an unbiased,

balanced view of the Israeli/Palestinian problem? we are going to bring you in at this particular point.
Before we leave Al-Jazeera, could I ask just oneDo you have an oYce in Israel, or Jerusalem, and

can any organisation, because it is not your factual question, what are your audience figures,
how do you estimate that?organisation we are concerned about, it is the BBC,

give a balanced reportage of the conflict? Mr Souag: I do not take seriously statistics from the
Middle East, to tell you the truth, that is why I doMr Souag: I think, in every situation like the

Palestinian/Israeli issue, it would be very diYcult to not want you to take them seriously, but the figures
that are usually stated are between 50 million andfind anybody who would be completely neutral. We
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2003 did our group see the necessity of launching an75 million, most people stick with about 50, 55
million. Arabic 24-hour news channel, called Al-Arabiya,

the Arab One. Again, ethos, we can speak about the
opinion and other opinion of Al-Jazeera, we haveQ958 Lord Kalms: For which countries?
truth, courage and objectivity, basically, as ourMr Souag: The Middle East, in the Arab areas,
ethos. In a brief period of time, again, working inNorth Africa and even in the West, the Arabs, the
the Arab states, as both my colleagues know, is verypeople who can actually understand Arabic and
diYcult, we established a presence in approximatelywatch Al-Jazeera.
all 22 Arab states, apart from one, which is Qatar.
Behind my group there is some Saudi money,Q959 Lord Maxton: You did mention briefly that
funding, i.e. it is a business group.in one country you were allowed to show only sport,

is that right? Does that mean you have got more
Q962 Chairman: A private group?than one channel; you have got several?
Mr Chebarro: A private group, yes. We have aMr Souag: Yes. Now we have Al-Jazeera News
business which has some revenue from advertising.Channel, news and programmes, we have Al-
We do not have an oYce in Qatar. At some pointJazeera Sports 24 hours, we have Al-Jazeera
in time our oYces even there have been closed orChildren and we are going to have Al-Jazeera
were subject to certain attacks.English soon.

Q963 Chairman: Like where?Q960 Lord Maxton: When you talk about your
Mr Chebarro: In Iraq, for example, in Septemberviewing figures, is it all of those?
2004 we got bombed. We have lost five reporters soMr Souag: No, I am talking just about Al-Jazeera
far in Iraq, some by American ‘friendly’ fire, ornews and programmes.
unfriendly fire, and some others by insurgent car
bombs, assassination attempt and abduction. OneQ961 Chairman: Let us move to Mr Chebarro.
of our colleagues is still in American custody withMr Chebarro, would you tell us, first of all, in the
no chance of getting a lawyer to him. Another onesame way as the other two witnesses have done,
is undergoing spinal injury rehabilitation in aabout the Middle East Broadcasting Centre and
Buckinghamshire hospital. All part and parcel ofhow that was formed?
doing and trying to do news in the Middle East orMr Chebarro: It emerged here in London in 1992.
in a hot area like Iraq.We started airing as the first independent satellite

channel beaming free-to-air to the Middle East
Q964 Chairman: In Iraq, you stand in the middleregion. It was a variety channel, maybe tailored
and you are fired at from both sides?similar to BBC One, for example, or Two, some
Mr Chebarro:We are fired at from both sides yet wethree or four news bulletins a day, a lot of emphasis
still have a presence. We are still trying to work inon news because the Arab world likes news, so the
Baghdad, around Baghdad and in other hot spotsresearch, if we trust it, had shown. That was in 1992.
in Iraq as well as other parts of the world.It was a response to the fact that until that time

government was the only vehicle of information.
Then we were broadcasting out of London, free of Q965 Chairman: Sometimes we forget how diYcult

it is to report, is it not, from Iraq and that area?Information Ministry’s control, here in London, yet
you are not totally free of controls if you are You started this new service in 2003, we have just

been told not to trust any figures, how do youbroadcasting in Arabic and to 22 Arabic-speaking
countries and reporting from the Middle East estimate your audience figures?

Mr Chebarro: Again, we have commercial revenueregion. Whoever does news is not totally objective
nor totally balanced and not always managing to of a certain level, we have, basically, commercial

entities that are trying really to gauge the mood andreach and seek and give the truth plainly and
objectively. MBC in 1994, at the beginning of the understand what our viewership level is. They bore

us with lots of graphs and stuV at various times offloating by the other plan of a BBC Arabic Channel,
through Orbit, started to do a feasibility study the day but, as my colleague said, it is anything

between 30 million and 70, 80 million, depending onabout the possibility of a 24-hour news channel. At
that time market research, again, showed that there which part of the spectrum you are whether you

believe them or not, but estimates say, observerswas no need for such a channel. They moved on,
they kept the service as a single channel with news say, that the viewership is split in the middle

between us and Al-Jazeera at certain, variousemphasis until the BBC came up and then left the
market briefly afterwards and then Al-Jazeera diVerent hours of the day. We are seen widely in

Iraq but maybe less widely in Saudi, and vice versa.started to gain audience, and not until February
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whether there is a market and editorial space forQ966 Chairman: In two years you have managed to
establish this figure? what is being suggested?

Mr Richardson: I think there is a market for a goodMr Chebarro: We benefited from the infrastructure
of MBC, which was the Arabic independent quality product, and this is where we come back to

the funding of it, because my view is that if it is notchannel, established in 1992, after Iraq’s invasion of
Kuwait. Therefore having a footprint was much done well it should not be done at all. I do have in

the back of my mind, with respect, that, Al-Jazeeraeasier than starting from zero.
Chairman: With all this background, can we now and Al-Arabiya, their editorial independence is

pretty fragile. It may appear to be strong but if theapply this knowledge and experience to the BBC.
Emir of Qatar felt the need to change the editorial
policy of it, it is his company at the moment and soQ967 Lord Holme of Cheltenham: I am very
I think, in that respect, it is a little fragile, whereasinterested in what you said about the size of your
I would hope that the BBC’s editorial independenceaudiences, and it invites the question is there room
is not.in the market, first of all, for a new BBC Arabic
Mr Souag: If I start where Ian ended, probablyservice and I would like to ask this question of all
personally and I think the Al-Jazeera people, I wasthree of you? A supplementary to that is whether
in Qatar when the news about the plan to start thisthere is a market space for it, is there an editorial
BBC Arabic Television came out, people werespace for it and is there a set of values that the BBC
actually quite welcoming, they want a station thatrepresents which are needed, which are superior? We
might be good competition to start maybe tohave already heard that perhaps Al-Jazeera thinks
activate the media environment a little bit more,their independence and impartiality are superior to
because everybody respects the BBC. Moreover, ifthat of the BBC, nevertheless is there a space for the
there is BBC Arabic Television and the Emir decidesBBC in the market and in terms of an editorial need
to change the editorial stance, at least we will havewhich is unmet particularly for independent news
a place to go to, to be a little bit blunt. We have nocoverage? The third question is, in your personal
reason to believe that the Emir of Qatar wouldopinion, as it can be only a personal opinion, what
change his mind about Al-Jazeera and Al-Jazeera’swould be seen to be the reputation and strength and
editorial stance. There is every indication thatcredibility of the BBC as an objective bringer of
probably we will get even more support from theindependent, balanced news and current aVairs to
Emir of Qatar, rather than less, in terms of what wethe Middle East and the Arab world? I would be
are doing. Is there a need? I think the more we havevery interested in the reactions of all of you to that.
of objective reporting, of good programmes, theMr Richardson: I suppose you might expect me to
better for the Arab countries to enhance the extentsay this but the experience with World Service over
towards objective reporting, towards the freedom of27 years was that the BBC did help a great deal in
expression, the freedom of the media, certainly.many areas by being a benchmark for quality
With diVerent stations in the Middle East, let us say,journalism and for production values and I think
for example, a lot of people in the Middle Eastthat should not be underestimated. The first time
would think Al-Jazeera, regardless of how objectiveround with Arabic Television, I am happy to admit
it looked, “it must work for the Qatari’s, it must dothat it was not all that brilliant to start with, it was
some propaganda for the Qatari’s, even if you don’ta bit ragged around the edges, but it was better than
see it,” they say there must be something there. Theanything else that was available, far, far better. I
same thing would be said about Al-Arabiya,think, without BBC Arabic Television, television
because it comes from diVerent countries with somemedia across the Middle East would be very
competition, with some problems in-between, butdiVerent today. I accept what Mostefa says, that
when it comes from the BBC, “At least, one thing,there were already plans for Al-Jazeera towards the
the British Government support it but it is still theend of BBC Arabic Television but I have no doubt
BBC, we know they have standards.” It mightthat if we had not set a standard which others
actually help to show that these are the rightwished to follow then it would be diVerent.
standards, that they are followed by Al-Jazeera or
by Al-Arabiya because they are also followed by the

Q968 Lord Holme of Cheltenham: Of course, that is BBC. I assume there is space for them. There is
history, and whether it is cause and eVect, as you always a need for better reportage, for enhancing
described, or whether it is just the development of that kind of track.
competition, we do have now two substantial
broadcasting presences, both of which represent
that they have some of the values and editorial Q969 Lord Holme of Cheltenham: Would the Arab

person on the street think that, because it is the BBCquality and standards of the BBC. Looking at it
today, I would be interested in your opinion of and they have from radio some knowledge of and
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of 50 channels, all on satellite, free-to-air, competingexperience of the BBC, let alone the recent
experiment, the BBC would represent independence, for the viewers, and the BBC definitely can stand
or would they think that this was a propaganda tool apart, as far as competition is concerned, from the
of the British Government whose policies from time rest. Yet I think one sceptical point of view here,
to time are unpopular in the Arab world? Which that you would hear in the Middle East, is “Why
would it be? Would they see the BBC the way we Arabic?” because, let us be frank, news is not an
like to see it, as independent of Government, or innocent product. As much as we would take the
would they see it as somehow an instrument of value of the BBC on board, it is still another, it
British Government propaganda? depends how you can find a use, therefore the
Mr Souag: I would say yes for both. There are product will determine it. From the previous part,
people who will see it this way and people who will when Mr Richardson was talking about the
see it that way, especially, for example, standards and the ethos of the BBC in Arabic in the
governments. If BBC Arabic Television would really mid nineties, I do not know, the set standards of the
respect its standards and be what the BBC should BBC English were there. Did we reflect that in the
be then a lot of people would believe that this was Arabic service, how far was it reflected, this is
real journalism, etc., but a lot of people would another question. The television industry is a new
follow mostly the oYcial propaganda against industry in the Middle East and does not have the
anything that they do not like, that “this is coming long experience and expertise of the national
from the West so they are just working for the oil broadcasting companies such as the BBC, so there
interests.” However, if you will allow me, there is was pressure on funding and finding especially the
one point to make here. If the BBC is going to start human asset, of finding independent-minded
this channel, it has to be sure that it is going to reporters who are capable of reporting the story as
continue for a little while, that it will not stop within it is. If it is translation, as in the first round of the
a year or two, or whatever, that is one thing; BBC, in the mid nineties, i.e. the re-package of the
secondly, it is not going to back oV when the BBC material translated into Arabic and voiced
pressures start. One of the reasons, in my opinion, over by an Arabic-speaking journalist, that is one
that maybe the BBC Arabic Television stopped was thing. Then putting a fully-fledged service from A
not just that Orbit decided to close it but also I think to Z by bureaus in the region I think is a costly
the British Government could have said “This is too business and I wonder whether anybody is ready to
big and too important an institution at this point to foot the bill if it is going to stay without advertising
close down and it’s going to hurt the reputation of and commercially competitive.
the BBC,” because people would see it as a complete
influence by Saudi Arabia or the Saudis on the BBC

Q970 Lord King of Bridgwater: What is the imageitself. They should have come in and given them
at the moment of the BBC? There is plenty of radiomoney, at least for a little while, just to take that
broadcasting here. The man in the Arab street, doesperception away and then they do whatever they
he have a high respect for the BBC or does he notwant, because there is going to be a lot of pressure
know much about it?from business groups. In Saudi Arabia, if the Saudis
Mr Chebarro: Every household opens on the BBCwere to say, “The BBC is reporting this way, I’m
World Service radio in Arabic first thing in thenot going to give you the project, we are going to
morning, or English if they are educated, as far asgive it to the Americans or Germans,” there might
I remember, growing up in a house in the Middlebe some pressures there, and I understand at that
East. Yet was it always seen as positive, it was atime there was that kind of pressure. It was a time
diVerent source of information in the absence ofwhen the (Yemaneh ?) project was negotiated with
multi sources of information in every state, wherebythe British Government and I think there was a lot
the information industry was controlled by the state.of pressure in that respect. They have to be sure
The situation has been diVerent from the ninetiesabout this.
onwards, there are diVerent outlets, diVerent sourcesMr Chebarro: I returned from the region a couple
of information and there were ups and downs in theof days ago, and definitely the news that everybody
perception as well of the BBC from the days of thewas asking about in the professional field, i.e. the
Suez crisis and a lot of the information that wasintellectuals, professional Arab journalists, was
published then and after that. Today we would say“When is this project going to be launched?” i.e. the
that the Iraq expedition, or war, could also cloudBBC. For our station, it is just another welcome
this view, and we are talking about people’scompetitor, a respected channel, a respected entity
perception, it would cloud their perception, butgetting into the media. We have to remember that
overall the BBC has a good name whereby it isthere are lots of players in the Middle East, cross-

regional, cross-country channels, there are in excess another source of information, respected and
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Mr Chebarro: Yes, absolutely. I believe that there isreputed and believed to be objective or closer to
no restriction on the signal. Nobody could jam yourthe truth.
signal, it is free-to-air and it has obviously catered
for the tools and the machines of the state there.

Q971 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: You
said that you, the professionals, are happy about the Q974 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: The
idea of this BBC television service. Is that true of BBC will be able to reach everywhere it wishes to
the Arabic governments, would you say? reach?
Mr Chebarro: I think that the governments, till now, Mr Chebarro: I believe that. If they pick up all the
are trying to swallow, or get used to, basically, the relevant satellites which are picked up free to air
current information revolution that the area has there should not be a problem.
witnessed. The professionals welcome the BBC and
I think, the governments, in a global world they Q975 Lord Maxton:You buy satellite time, do you?
cannot say no to the BBC. The BBC is entering lots How many satellites do you use?
of houses anyway through the excellent service the Mr Souag: The technical part I really do not know,
World English Service provides. But, it is not but I know that, for Al-Jazeera, for example, in
reaching the masses. There is a sceptical question by Saudi Arabia we cannot open an oYce there, we
these governments why now you want to repeat an cannot even send somebody to report from there.
experiment, like the Americans did a couple of years Mr Chebarro: In Qatar, they revoked the nationality
ago, Al-Hurra, the free one, basically to propagate of our reporter in Qatar and kicked him out of the
freedom, democracy, and get the message right. For country as well. They took his passport and
some reason they think Al-Jazeera, Al-Arabiya and citizenship.
other national TV stations are not getting the Mr Souag: It could be. I do not really know what
message right and they are airing lots of happened.
propaganda. Let us face it, there is a situation in Mr Chebarro: There is an information war in the
the Arab world whereby what is cross-national news region.
could be aired on a broad channel, there is the
Palestinian question and there is the Iraqi question Q976 Lord Maxton: Could I ask also, however,
and these are where there is consensus about how which is quite important, because we are talking
to report and where to report and when to report rather glibly about the people in the street across the
them. With the BBC, I wonder what else could be Arab world, but presumably that is going to
brought in. It will bring in better production values be neither the BBC’s audience or, to some extent,
and it will bring in better objective input. If it is not your audience, if you are talking of 30 million, or
going to report from the region it is going to be seen 50 million even, out of the 250 million, it is still a
as an element importing news from outside it. Al- relatively small part of the population and
Hurra is seen clearly as a vehicle of American presumably it is the professional, middle-class

audience that is watching both your services and willhegemony within the intellectuals and the street
watch the BBC services. To what extent are you orswitch it oV, because I do not see it saying anything
the BBC likely to reach down to, if you like, the manor adding any news value or information value. This
on the street, the average person living in fairly poorwill be the challenge. The BBC has an aim and it is
conditions in parts of the Middle East?risking a lot by going on with this.
Mr Souag: Talking about Al-Jazeera, I think
actually a portion of our audience is from these poor

Q972 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: I think people, because the only entertainment, practically,
what they say is that they want to bring the world in the Middle East is television.
as regional, maybe, in their news, as you both have Mr Chebarro: It is cheap.
been. You have both talked about having oYces Mr Souag: Cheap, and people are very politicised,

people are very aware, even the people who haveclosed down and I think neither of you have oYces
never gone to school still can talk to you about thein Saudi Arabia.
international issues with quite a lot of knowledge.Mr Chebarro: We do have.
Actually, this is another issue. I have noticed that
from the beginning you have been concentrating on

Q973 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: You the BBC in the Middle East, how it works in the
do; I am sorry. Do both of you have full access to Middle East and reporting from the Middle East.
all the countries you broadcast to, from the point A television channel of this kind is not going to be
of view of the signal being reached, people being reporting only from the Middle East, the Middle

East is just a small region. In Al-Jazeera, sometimes,able to watch your programmes, whatever?
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sword, you do not know where it is going to fit, butif we have a one-hour bulletin, it might take half an
hour in the Middle East because most of the there is, as my colleague Mostefa was saying, this
explosive things are in the Middle East, but very high awareness, there is also high association. The
often you might have 45 minutes of nothing about public is aware of what is happening in Iraq and the
the Middle East, about the war, because this is an public is aware that news gathering and news
international channel, it is not a channel about operation is not just an innocent operation of
Arab issues. information. In some countries they call it fourth

authority, in others they call it an objective tool and
Q977 Chairman: To interrupt you, I am not sure in others they call it a watchdog, basically. Yes,
that the vision of the BBC would be much diVerent there will be especially I said that the American
from what you are saying? channel was seen as another extension of the policy
Mr Souag: Exactly, and the audience would look of the US, whereby they say but they are losing in
into not only what is reported about the Middle the information war, that the messages coming out
East or from the Middle East but also what is of the Middle East are not taking on board
reported about the war then how it is reported. The hundreds of hours of speeches of President Bush on
BBC has to compete for its reputation with what Al-Jazeera or even on Al-Arabiya, whereas they
it does. reckon that there is a problem of radicalisation

within the Arab street that they need to address and
Q978 Lord Maxton: The BBC, in order to get down reach out. So to speak, if the BBC enters the race
to that audience, will have to spend quite a lot of for viewership, it could be seen as another
money presumably on marketing as well as just on propaganda tool. Traditionally, the BBC has always
putting out the service, will they not? Will they not been seen as an independent, objective force, yet it
somehow have to get the message across that this is risking a reputation, but at various times of the
service is now available? history of information from the region it was maybe
Mr Richardson: I think the message will get across tarnished or put in question, so this is at stake today
very quickly, apart from the radio side of it, for the BBC.
certainly they will know about it. One of the things
that Orbit was most concerned about was that once

Q981 Chairman: Therefore, will it depend upon theyou start broadcasting in Arabic you do get to the
quality of the service that is provided?people in the street. They are not worried so much

about CNN or BBC World because that gets to the Mr Chebarro: Basically, it is trying to reconcile 22
elite, and the elite are judged to be smart enough diVerent Arab streets and 22 diVerent viewerships
and wise enough to take this sort of information. available in 22 diVerent countries of that region.
When you get into Arabic and it gets right down
into the slums or into just ordinary working-class

Q982 Lord Armstrong of Ilminster: I wonder if Iareas that is what worries them and when Orbit
could go back just for a moment to Mrstarted oV they charged $10,000 as a subscription,
Richardson’s expectation that the provision of thisto make sure that it was an elite channel.
BBC Arabic Television Service will be much more
expensive than they are reckoning. I think we wereQ979 Chairman: Can we go back a moment to Mr
told that it was expecting to cost £19 million a yearChebarro. I have got down here a quote of yours,
for the 12-hour service which they will be projecting.and I think I quote it accurately: “People will look
Do you think that is a gross underestimate?with cynicism to the new venture” that is of the BBC
Mr Richardson: I think it is a pretty serious“if it takes oV, especially given the British position
underestimate because I see, yesterday, was it, theas a strong ally to the US and the US and coalition
Managing Director of Al-Jazeera talked about themilitary situation.” There you are equating the BBC
hundred million dollars that go into Al-Jazeerawith the British Government, and is that the point
Arabic each year, and I have been told, and I thinkthat you are making?
probably it is pretty accurate, that a hundred millionMr Chebarro: That was part of an interview and
dollars is going into Al-Jazeera English, the channelonly a soundbite was taken out, as usual when one

is under pressure of time. which is being launched next month. I understand
that Channel Four News, which is about 40 minutes
of content five days a week, has got a budget ofQ980 Chairman: So the journalist bit on it?
£20 million. It is a serious underfunding, in my view.Mr Chebarro: Exactly. I said in the same soundbite
Now that there is the competition with Al-Jazeerathat it is a welcome addition to the range of
and Al-Arabiya and other channels coming along,information, yet when I was asked specifically how

the viewers will see it, it is always a double-edged it worries me.
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‘phone. That needs subscription and is another wayQ983 Lord Maxton: When they were here
yesterday, the BBC told us that they intended to of measuring who is tapping into your information

and service. Yes, we are already giving to mobilestream their new Arabic service on the internet
service as well and also, more particularly probably, telephones and I think Al-Jazeera does the same.

Mr Souag: Yes, the same thing.if you are talking about a bigger audience, onto the
new mobile ‘phones as well. Do you do that, or are Mr Chebarro: I think also the streaming on the net

as well of the broadcast, so it is something which isyou intending to do that as well, or do you see the
BBC maybe as gaining an edge on you in that? already being done.

Chairman: I am immensely grateful. Actually weMr Chebarro: I think we have internet streaming.
You can tap into the address and you can see could go on for very much longer on this but, as

you understand, we have another witness waiting. Ibasically our broadcast up to the minute. There is
what you call revenue, and this is all aimed maybe think it has been totally fascinating and thank you

very much for the way you have given yourat revenue, I understand, from the mobile ‘phone,
which is up-to-the-minute information via mobile evidence. Thank you.

Examination of Witness

Witness: Lord Triesman, a Member of the House, Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State, Foreign and
Commonwealth Office, examined.

Q984 Chairman: Good morning, Lord Triesman. I They may be pulling in the same strategic direction
but in the content of what they do they have to haveam sorry we have kept you waiting a little. We had

three witnesses beforehand and it took just a little a sense of real independence, because if they do not
have that people do not trust them and it is criticalbit longer than we thought. I think you know what

we are about. We have produced our first Report that they are trusted. I think it helps convey what
we do but it does it based on, in the case of theand published that and that will be debated in about

a week’s time in the Lords. We were conscious of World Service, dealing with issues throughout the
world, in news coverage and cultural coverage andthe fact that there were a number of areas which we

did not have the time to do full justice to and one other forms of coverage, in a very, very responsible
and very objective way which people have come toof these was BBC World Service, which obviously

was a very important part. I wonder if I could start respect, I think, probably above all other
international broadcasting players.in this way. I note that, as part of the Spending

Review 2004 settlement, the Foreign OYce agreed
to undertake a review on the eVectiveness of public

Q985 Chairman: Really what you are saying is thatdiplomacy work. Lord Carter of Coles was
any advantage that the BBC has in its programmesappointed to carry out that review. The review has
is an indirect one?not yet been published but it does seem that the role
Lord Triesman: I think it is a mixture, Lord Fowler,of BBC World Service fell within the remit of that
of direct and indirect. It is indirect in the sense thatreview. Could you explain why you consider BBC
it is reputational, and the reputational elements areWorld Service to be one of the Government’s public
built out of the overall quality of what it doesdiplomacy tools?
everywhere, and that is probably quite hard toLord Triesman: I think, if we are going to try to
define because it is a process which takes place overreach out into the world and convey a sense of what
very, very many years, no-one gets a reputation onthe United Kingdom is like, we need a number of
day one, it has got to be achieved over a period of

ways of doing that and there are a limited number time. I think it is then a direct one in the sense that
of options, apart from all the options in private people can look at this as a British institution and
society and business, and so on. The public options say “Is this a country that is capable of dealing with
are the British Council, the World Service, because very complex issues, in very diYcult parts of the
it has a presence pretty much everywhere in the world, with real objectivity, with impartiality?” and
world, and one or two other, very important the answer is yes. Does that say something of us as
institutions, including the Chevening scholarships a nation and as a people? I think the answer to that
and fellowships, which are important, which bring is also yes.
people into this country to get a sense of what we
do. To make that successful, in my judgment, the
services that we provide have to be seen in the rest Q986 Chairman: You think the independence of the
of the world as being of first-rate quality and they BBC and the values that the BBC follows are a vast

advantage, as far as the country is concerned?have to be seen as having genuine independence.
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international aVairs but, in a sense, indirect, in termsLord Triesman: I think they are a huge asset and I
compare them with other international broadcast of government-inspired diplomacy?
media and I can see the diVerence between the two. Lord Triesman: I was curious, when I was first
The distinction that I would like to introduce, in appointed to the Foreign OYce and found this in
response to that question, because of course it is the my brief, as to why the particular words had been
question at the heart of all of this, is that, I think, chosen, because exactly those issues went through
as Government, we have an absolute responsibility my mind. I have to admit, I have not been able to
to stand well clear of the editorial independence of find better words. I suppose there is some
the BBC and the content of its programmes and its justification in the content of the words, in that, in
practice in programming. What the World Service our discussions, the annual discussion in particular,
and the other parts of public diplomacy need to do with the BBC World Service, which Michael Grade
is face in a general strategic direction that is useful attends, as Chair of the Governors, there is a good,
to the United Kingdom, because they are heavily strong discussion about where in the world it is
dependent upon public finance and we have an useful to be. In that sense that is, of course, a
interest for which we are answerable in Parliament, political choice and I do not think it would be
and should be. sensible to hide from the fact that it is a political

choice. I believe that the BBC has reviewed the
Q987 Chairman: You would not wish, under any political choices made, the advice that it has given
circumstances, to interfere with the BBC’s has been good, I think the Foreign OYce has
independence? responded well to that advice and I think we have
Lord Triesman: Its editorial independence, no, I got the right outcomes. I must say, I hope we have
would not. If someone put the proposition to me got the right outcomes in a timely way, because
that we should, I would fight that proposition very some of these discussions seem to me to have taken
fiercely. Do I believe that we should try to have so long that on occasions we are entitled to worry
proper mechanisms to steer the strategy, that is the that we may be behind again.
where rather than the what, if I can put it that way,
and I do think we have a genuine interest in that

Q991 Lord Holme of Cheltenham: We have justand that is an interest that the taxpayers are entitled
heard evidence from the competitors of the BBC into see us exercise.
the Middle East, from Al-Arabiya and from Al-
Jazeera, and on the whole a very fair-mindedQ988 Chairman: When Mr Murdoch quoted Mr
response to the prospect of the BBC entering anBlair telling him in a conversation that the BBC
Arabic service. The point was made that the goodWorld Service coverage was “full of hate of
reputation of the BBC for objectivity, impartiality,America,” gloating about our troubles, that is
balance, part of the values, if you like, of the Britishsimply an expression of opinion that anyone
way of doing things, which the FCO has an interestmight make?
in, could be tainted by the policies of the BritishLord Triesman: Yes, and he does have robust
Government. Clearly the BBC are in no position toopinions, I have noticed that, from time to time. I
do anything about the policies of Her Majesty’sthink it would be unfair to characterise the World
Government, but I think the flip side of that is whatService in that way, but the World Service’s
clear assurances and protection can the FCO anddecisions on editorial content are their decisions.
the Government in general put in place, not just to
viewers in the Middle East but to people in thisQ989 Chairman: Alastair Campbell, or whoever
country whose money is being spent on this, thathas taken his place, would not get on the ‘phone to
the independence will be absolutely assured and thatthe World Service and say “This is the Prime
there will be no tinkering and no hanky-panky? TheMinister’s view; you want to do something about
reason this is important is that it could aVect thethis”?
trust which you talked about just now as being theLord Triesman: I am pretty confident that I can
key characteristic of the reputation, both of thesay no.
BBC and of Britain, if you like, a trustworthy
organisation and a trustworthy country, that couldQ990 Lord Armstrong of Ilminster: I just wonder if
aVect it fatally. I think the bit that is diYcult is thispublic diplomacy is the right way to describe this,
word ‘strategic’. Strategic suggests geopoliticalbecause diplomacy implies kind of active work
objectives being executed through public diplomacyaround the place and what you are describing is
rather than suggesting the rather more benign halomuch more like a pervasive influence, that
eVect of a good image, British Council type worksomething about the British way or British
that you were also talking about. What have youobjectivity is projected by the BBC World Service

greatly to the advantage of Britain in its got in mind to make sure, in terms of this new
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Princess’, that the Saudi Government found itstation being successful, that it is absolutely ring-
inconceivable that the British Government couldfenced, because it is diYcult enough in this country,
not actually organise the BBC and that was awith people biting the legs of the BBC, to retain
programme which was funded by the licence fee-impartiality, how much more diYcult when there
payer, and the Government had that defence, thatare these momentous issues in a very contested
they did not have any financial role. Here we haveregion? What are you going to do to make sure it
a situation in which you are funding it, you areis independent and is seen to be independent?
funding the whole thing. Does it occur to you that,Lord Triesman: The first thing I think any
and certainly the message that came across from ourgovernment has to do is make its position clear and
other witnesses just now was, you are supporting themake that position clear on the record. I have done
launch of a programme at a particularly sensitiveso myself a number of times. I have made it clear,
time in the Middle East, when the British reputationas I have today, on the record that any attempt, or
in certain areas is extremely low and it would beany suggestion that there should be an attempt, to
seen to be, to quote Lord Holme, in the strategicinterfere in the editorial independence of the BBC
interest of the British Government to get a betterWorld Service, whether it is radio broadcasting or
image for itself and its policy there? You are goingits websites or any of the new media or the new
in there, and with much more immediacy, viaArabic television station, which is a very important
television, risking the reputation of the BBC,venture, if that is compromised in any way then the
putting it in a much more controversial area, wherewhole of the objective would be foiled. I am wholly
people will not believe that it is independent ofon the record, as are other members of the
Government?Government, that there will be no interference in the
Lord Triesman: I think you are absolutely right. Theeditorial policies. Incidentally, I should add that
fact is there will be some governments and somewhen Lord Carter approaches these same questions,
other media outputters who will never accept thatand I hope it will be reflected in the Report when it
the BBC conceivably can be wholly independent. Onappears, those comments will be made in just as
occasions I run into the foreign ministers of otherrobust a way. I just say that again. Secondly, it is
countries who put it to me in terms that I shoulda very diYcult enterprise launching television in a
‘phone the BBC’ or intervene with the BBC and stopmarket which is already reasonably crowded and them criticising President whoever, and I say it is

where there are other stations which have had a nonsense, and I try to say it as diplomatically as I
number of years and have got going; they are can, of course, this is not the way we work and nor
serious competition. I think, if the BBC were is it conceivable. As to timing, I think it is a very
thought to be a vehicle for propaganda, rather than important issue. Personally, I would have hoped
a vehicle for impartial coverage, they would have that we could have got to the position where we had
not only the diYcult hill to climb in taking on an Arabic-language T.V. service rather longer ago.
competition in a crowded media market but they It would have required other changes to take place
would have failure built in from the beginning. I do rather earlier, which is why I made the point about
not think it would be in anybody’s interest for there making changes in a timely way, anticipating events,
to be any taint of that kind at all, if they are to but I am glad it is now happening. I think that what
succeed in that competition. The final point I would people will find is, in practice, whatever criticisms
make, very briefly, is this. Of course people there may be and the anxieties, that in a media
sometimes say that there is public money going in, environment in which there is a great deal of
does that not mean, as it does in other countries, misrepresentation of this country and of events
that the government which puts in that money exerts locally, where there is often a tolerance of terrorism
some sort of an influence; well, I think it is right that in broadcasting, the BBC is impartial in all of those
public money goes into the BBC, possibly people areas, that it tells a truthful story. I make that point
will always raise that question. The only answer to because, whatever the timing of the start of it, and
it is, day by day, content by content, can you often we do not get to pick the times exactly as we
analyse what they do and say it is genuinely might choose, it will then take time to establish a

reputation. Reputation is not established, as weindependent, clearly independent, reflects
know, overnight, but I would rather start now andimpartiality in the programmes that are broadcast.
feel that we have established a reputation over theIf anybody, as it goes forward, has criticisms on
next few years than wait until we feel there is a morethose latter fronts then I think we have got to be
propitious time. I do not know when that moreable to deal with them very strongly. We will not
propitious time will arrive.interfere in its independence.

Q993 Baroness Gibson of Market Rasen: Can you
Q992 Lord King of Bridgwater: I think one of the explain to us how some of the grant in aid is set?
problems you have got is that other governments do Also, can you explain to us what the benefits are of

the World Service for the UK taxpayer?not believe you. I think I recall ‘The Death of a
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unanimous view of the three witnesses we hadLord Triesman: Let me start with the benefits and
then come on to how we fund those benefits. I think before was that the funds available for launching

this, which I think are £19 million, are woefullythe benefits are that there is a first-class,
international, high reputation broadcaster, as I have inadequate.
said, independent and known to be independent, Chairman: I am sorry to interrupt. We are coming
even if there are squeamish people around in the rest later to that.
of the world about whether it is, but where
impartiality is the hallmark of what is broadcast.

Q995 Lord Peston: Could I still partly take us backAlso I think that, increasingly, because through
to what Lord King started us oV on a few minutesdigital radio you can hear broadcasts in this
ago, about the whole enterprise here. To mycountry, there is now a greater benefit, which could
knowledge, lots of Arab people believe that the BBCbe greatly extended. I will just make the point, when
is strongly pro-Israel and is in the pockets of theI go home at night and turn on my radio the default
Americans and is not to be trusted. Equally, manystation to which it goes is the World Service, which
Jewish people believe, largely because of the historyI find an extraordinarily valuable asset. I would like
of the Foreign OYce in this area, that the BBC isto feel that in many of the communities in, for
totally pro-Arab and traditionally so. I take the viewexample, the African diaspora there would be a lot
that if the BBC has managed to oVend both sidesmore of that available to them than there is at the
in this extreme way they must have got it exactlymoment. I think it has got very, very high values
right, but, following what Lord King was trying, Ioutside and very high values inside the United
think, to get you to say some more on, is this notKingdom for taxpayers. The budget is set in an
a very dangerous area at this time for the BBC toannual process. The process really goes ahead in
decide to expand into? In other words, in terms ofblocks which correspond to the Comprehensive
objectivity, in terms of what the BBC ought to beSpending Review periods so that there is some
doing, is the probability of it all going wrong not sostability in overall funding but there is a review
high that perhaps they ought to have stuck with thewhich goes ahead within that each year. For
Czechs and the Slovaks, and all of that? Did you getexample, during the 2002 strategic decisions on
involved in discussions exactly along those lines andspending there were decisions to increase the
do you have a view on that?amount that was available by an extra £48 million,
Lord Triesman: I do have a view. The first part ofbringing it up to £239 million in this financial year,
that view, I agree with you, is that if everybody isand in 2004 an extra £19 million to develop the new
disgruntled we are probably roughly on the rightmedia services, these are web-delivered services and
route. There is no question about it, whoever youthey deliver access in some of the ways which it is
talk to thinks the choices have been wrong. My viewevident people are now more attracted to, or find
is really this, if I can elaborate very slightly on theeasier to get hold of, and are very valuable assets as
points I made to Lord King, I believe that we shouldthey are rolled out. There is a forward plan which
have been more attentive to the development of thegets adjusted as these new things come along. The
Arabic-speaking world some time ago. I do notconsequence, just to put it in figures, for next year
think we have missed the boat but I think we wereof the expenditure will be that there will be £246
in real danger of having missed the boat, and thatmillion spent on the service next year. Part of this
is why I think it is right to do it now, and if Iprocess involves a very thorough discussion in the
thought if we did not do it now would it be slightlyannual scheme with the BBC and I have to say that
more favourable in a year’s time, I have no reasonthe World Service comes forward with some
to think that in a year’s time, or two years’ time, itelectrifying proposals which will involve very much
would necessarily be any easier. I think that is justhigher expenditure, and on occasions, valued as it
the hard, political reality of it. In thoseis, we have to say we think that is going rather
circumstances, if we are to try, not by propagandafurther than the taxpayer should allow.
but by honest coverage, to oVset some of the more
extreme propositions that are broadcast, every hour

Q994 Chairman: Could you let us have the figures of every day, in the Arab-speaking world then we
on perhaps the spending over the last 10 years, as ought to get on with that. Will that be of greater
far as the World Service is concerned? value than trying to broadcast in the former Soviet
Lord Triesman: Certainly. bloc? In my judgment, yes, not because I think the
Chairman: I think that would be quite helpful. former Soviet bloc is uninteresting but because we

did the fundamental job that was needed there atLord King of Bridgwater: I would like to raise a
the time that it was needed and it had the impactquestion about the cost of the particular funding of
that was intended, about opening the window onthe Arabic service. We have just had evidence Al-
what the world could be like rather than theJazeera are launching an English service. They are

raising, I think, $100 million to fund it. The shuttered-oV world in which those countries lived.
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for them,” but, from what I have heard, thatThat proposed change reflects, I think, modern
objectives and I think it is right to do it. As I have appears to me to be untrue, and I cannot follow all
said, sorry to repeat the point, had we done it three the languages that are used but from the ones I have
years ago I suspect the competition with Al-Jazeera heard in English that appears to me to be untrue.
and others might have been slightly easier; now it is Gradually, over a period of time, you do find people
quite tough but, tough or not, it is right to do it. who say, “Actually, I’ve got to accept there was

coverage which seemed to be good and objective
and reflects what you’ve said, what you’ve claimedQ996 Lord Kalms: I thought I would just pick up
for the BBC.” It is very hard. Is it worth taking ona point that Lord Peston made. The analogy
something that hard; in my judgment, yes. Do Ibetween the fact that the BBC is seen often in this
believe that the BBC will be able to step up to thecountry as being prejudiced towards Israel, that is
plate and succeed despite it being that hard, yes,alright here because we are, in a sense, outside the
precisely because we have seen them do it.conflict, but in the Middle East they are not outside

the conflict, they are totally within the issue, and the
fact is that the Arab-Israeli conflict is fundamental Q997 Lord Kalms: What we have heard from
to all the Arab countries, they are, in eVect, in total several of the people this morning were the words
conflict with Israel. Is it possible, within those ‘high-risk strategy’, that the BBC is now entering
absolute dimensions, that the BBC can come in and into an area of high-risk strategy. It seems to be a
somehow create a balance in the news that it gives? little bit that they are betting the company, one of
It would be a bit like saying that during the war the the rules you make in business, you never bet the
BBC ought to have represented Hitler’s view; company on anything, you take serious, calculated
obviously, it could not, we had to see only the decisions. In many ways we are betting the
British view looking out. Now you are trying to put company, we are betting the BBC will come through
the BBC right in the centre of what is the major this. If we get this wrong then our terrific reputation,
issue of the ideological battle between Palestine and which quite clearly has been established, is at risk,
Israel, and it seems to me that the BBC is going to the words ‘high-risk strategy’ come very much to
get a bloody nose out of this. I cannot see the line mind. I emphasise it to you.
it can take, it will naturally, inevitably, have to take Lord Triesman: The new service has got to succeed
the home side view, and that seems to me to be on a number of fronts. We talked about it
putting the BBC initially, or soon, at a

reputationally and whether it will establish itsdisadvantage. Do you not see this as the great big
credentials quickly enough and against pressuredanger of this whole concept, of moving into this
from others. It has also got to deal with this servicearea and taking a terrific reputation, which came out
financially. Broadcasting in the Arabic-speakingof every other witness, the terrific reputation of the
world has not been a secure financial project in theBBC, and putting it on the line?
past, so there are big issues there. I think it is rightLord Triesman: I think that the BBC has put its
to identify all of those issues. I do not believe it willreputation, in that sense, on the line many times. It
fail because I think they will succeed in this and Idid it throughout the cold war. It was routinely
think there is risk but I do not think it is andescribed by the regimes in Eastern Europe and by
incalculable risk in that ‘betting the company’the Soviet Union as being no more than a
mode. Even if it were not to succeed on either themouthpiece for the British Government and it was
reputational route, and it did not achieve the rightattacked roundly and, in many countries when they
sort of coverage and penetration into the marketscould, blocked as a broadcaster. It is blocked to this
in the Arabic-speaking world, or indeed if it failedday in China because it is simply a mouthpiece, as
financially, the BBC World Service would still bethey would put it, of the British Government, and
there across the globe and successful across thethe Chinese take great exception to broadcasting
globe, so I do not think the company goes down, infreely. I just make that point to you, Lord Kalms,
that sense. I do not want to finish on that kind ofbecause I anticipate also that there will be a good
negative note because, it is very interesting to me,deal of hostility on this occasion and this is a steep
all sorts of other providers in the Arabic-speakinghill to climb, genuinely I accept that. What I think
world have told me that it would be a disastrouswe should learn from the history of it though is that
enterprise to embark on. When a major competitorthe BBC’s capacity to build a reputation over a
tells me something is a disastrous route, you wouldperiod of time finally overcomes those gradients and
never open an electronics shop in the high street,I think it will on this occasion as well. It will be very,
would you, if you listened to the competitors.very hard. As Minister for Africa, as I go round
Chairman: I think, to be fair to our previous twoAfrica, I meet politicians in Africa who say “The
witnesses, that was not quite the flavour of whatBBC World Service only appears to support the

Opposition,” and I say “What they cover is a matter they were giving to us.
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about the possibility of finding that extra £6 millionQ998 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: Sorry,
just to press you on this point. The fact is that so that it was turned into a 24-hour service; we

gathered that was the extra premium that wouldtelevision is a very diVerent medium from radio and
has the ability to be much more provocative and, as have to be paid, as it were? The second point is the

point that Lord King was beginning to touch on,we have heard, this particular service is being aimed
at the working people, not at the elite, so it is not are we sure that £19 million is going to be enough

to finance this service? There was a reference to thequite the cold war analogy, where I think it was
more the governments, was it not, who were fact that Al-Jazeera is putting something like

$100 million into the provision of an English service.objecting to what was being broadcast? Just to go
back on this point, are you not concerned that the You are going to have to pay for a great many extra

people, some of them quite expensive people, inBBC World Service television channel, in an area
which is rife with sensitivity, might undermine both those countries. Would the Government be

amenable to the thought that in order to make thisthe reputation of the World Service itself and the
role it plays representing Britain. successful the funding will have to be a great deal

more than either £19 million or £25 million?Lord Triesman: Just for clarity, I think that during
the cold war period World Service broadcasting was Lord Triesman: The BBC has put together what

looks to be, in my judgment, a pretty robustaimed at all sorts of diVerent strata. There was a
very strong desire to get to the citizens of countries business case. One of the things that is true about

BBC World Service is that it does make use ofand open that window on what the rest of the world
was like when others tried to keep it closed. In this synergies within the BBC and news-gathering, and

so on, although of course it does need specialists incase, it is true that the ambition is to get to what is
called sometimes the Arab street; that is absolutely this area and they will be expensive. The synergies

are probably a bit hard to cost in an organisationtrue, I think it is possible to do that. I think it will
depend on some very astute programming that is like the BBC, but nonetheless they are there and so

I think that the plan looks reasonably sound. Thelikely to be appealing. I keep saying will sports be
shown on it, but I am told that the cost of getting diVerence with Al-Jazeera is that Al-Jazeera has

decided to be a global broadcast station. Itthe rights is prohibitive. I can imagine all sorts of
ways in which this can be more appealing to people broadcasts 24 hours, it does it right throughout the

world, not just in the Arabic-speaking countries.if it has got the right spread, the right cultural mix,
and so on. Will the Arab street start oV even more There is quite a high premium in doing that, as we

know, with all of the big global broadcasters. Thatsceptical than some of the Arab governments, I
think there is a real chance of that. Wherever the is a really tough business to get into, I think. That

is why, in the case of the BBC World Service ArabicBBC World Service has broadcast, I think over a
period of time—I hate to use the words ‘ordinary programming, we believe that it is right to start with

the 12-hour programming and see how that looks.people’ because somehow it conveys entirely not
what I want to convey—it has reached those There is a very good, logistical reason for it. If you

look at the time zones of the Arabic-speaking world,audiences and has finally become embedded in those
audiences because of its reputation. I do think that you can get, roughly speaking, 80 to 90 per cent of

most of the hours that people are awake with a 12-you make a very strong point about the diVerence
between television broadcasting and radio hour service. It is a very narrow time zone band.

Others may have made this point, my Lordbroadcasting. One of the points I have made
consistently to the World Service in the discussions Chairman, to you before, but it is a very significant

factor. I think, in justifying a 24-hour service andon this project is, are you 100 per cent sure you have
got the people who can do television; you have got any additional expenditure, whether it be £6 million

or more, you would have to say, “Well, what do youexpertise coming out of everywhere in radio but
have you got that expertise in T.V. They are really think audience penetration will be at three or

four in the morning in the Arabic-speaking worldconfident they have, they are bringing in people who
do look very estimable but I am going to keep with a television station?” I think that only solid

research, showing that there is some serious valueasking that question myself, because I think if
anybody relaxes on the assumption that you can do added by doing that, will be needed to convince

people to go ahead.television in the same way that you do radio they
will fail.

Q1000 Lord Armstrong of Ilminster: I can only
comment that the Arabs in my part of London,Q999 Lord Armstrong of Ilminster: We were told, I

think yesterday, that £19 million had been allocated which is near Bayswater, seem to stay up all night
already. Could I ask, and you may not want tofor the development of this new BBC 12-hour

service and I have two questions. First of all, I answer this question, whether the BBC actually
asked for more than £19 million to do this job?wondered whether you had talked to them at all
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and of very high quality, a real ambition to workLord Triesman: They wanted a 24-hour service; they
have that ambition. I must say, to their credit, when for the BBC, it is one of the great prestige steps on

anybody’s CV.we talked about what may or may not be the pros
and cons, and there was an open discussion of that,
not a sense of giving them a direction but an open Q1003 Lord King of Bridgwater: Tell us, because
discussion of it, they came back with a business plan you have not told us this, which hours are the
which, as you know, dealt with various of the 12 hours?
language groups and how they were going to Lord Triesman: I have not got those hours in front
generate resources inside the BBC, which indicated of me. Do you mean the British ones?
that, whatever their long-term aspiration, their
recommended position at the moment is the 12-hour Q1004 Lord King of Bridgwater: You know that it
and we agreed that was the right way to go. covers 80 per cent of the listening time, so somebody
Incidentally, I ought to make this point, and I do must know the answer?
not mean to go on too long about it, there are two Lord Triesman: Indeed, and I will make sure, my
features of this, and I do think there are two and Lord Chairman, that we provide that. I think it runs
they are distinct. The first is, of course, that there from something like six hours before GMT to six
needs to be proper balancing finance in order to after.
make this thing work, but secondly that it was
worth doing in its own right, that as we analysed it Q1005 Lord King of Bridgwater: Continuous hours?
out it was the right thing to do. Lord Triesman: Yes.
Chairman: Obviously, things have changed in
Government. I have never heard of public spending Q1006 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: Mine is a very
negotiations being called an open discussion, up to quick bit of future-gazing. There is clearly a
now, in my experience. The Treasury at the end disparity between views about how much this is
decides pretty firmly which way it is going to be, but going to cost to be really successful, but leave that
we will leave that to one side. to one side. In its early days, if it is up and going,

it is going brilliantly and everybody is absolutely
Q1001 Lord King of Bridgwater: You said at the delighted with it on all fronts but it is costing more,
start this has got to be well done and it is one of the what then?
criteria for the BBC in doing it. With the increased Lord Triesman: That is a very tough question and I
competition there is going to be, it could well be that guess there would be a pretty tough negotiation and
the BBC find it is rather harder to recruit competent, the Treasury—
Arabic-speaking journalists if there is competition
for them and that they cannot do it as well as they Q1007 Chairman: Another open discussion.
hoped within the budget that you have agreed. Have Lord Triesman: The Treasury would engage in that
you got any ability to ensure that it is properly open discussion, I think that is right. One of the
launched if they hit trouble? Will the alternative be things which I hope the BBC itself will continue to
to postpone it, or will the alternative be to give them do, and arguably could have done a little earlier if
more assistance? they were realistic about it, is continue to review its
Lord Triesman: I suppose I have not reached output and ensure that it is using the resources that
towards an alternative, Lord King, principally it has as eVectively as it should. I am not, in that,
because, when the BBC have discussed the detail of hinting at other language closures, the plan we have
this, one of the things they have felt very confident got needs to bed down and we have got to be
about was the quality of Arabic-speaking confident that it is working but, rather than
journalists, who of course principally will come encourage anybody’s thinking, including the BBC,
from those countries, they have been really rather that the first recourse will be to go back and knock
confident of that. I think it may well be that the on the Chancellor’s door, I think there is a key
burgeoning of the Arabic-speaking media has recourse, which is to make sure that, as they were,
generated a very considerable number of competent I believe, they are using all the resources they can,
journalists. we have in that a sum just under £250 million next

year, that they are using every penny of that wisely.
Q1002 Lord King of Bridgwater: What, currently
unemployed? Q1008 Lord Maxton: To ask you a question on

these costs, the BBC of course already employLord Triesman: Currently attractable to the BBC
Arabic service. I must say that one thing which has presumably a fairly large number of Arabic-

speaking journalists on their radio stations;to be said about the World Service is that, its world
prestige, as such, there is a real desire, particularly certainly in BBC Scotland the journalists move

between radio and television. When you looked atamong younger journalists who are very ambitious
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enterprise is, in business, as Lord Kalms remindedthe costs of this, was that taken into account, that
presumably some of these journalists would either us, not just they go wrong but they always end up
move over or would be employed doing both parts costing more than you think they will, whether that
of the service? is the case or not—we see the closure of some
Lord Triesman: That was really my point in saying services which really have been extremely important
that there are synergies across the BBC and within in these countries. I happen to know the Czech
the World Service. It is absolutely true, there are a situation very well and I think this will be a very
significant number of Arabic-speaking journalists great blow and I know that a number of leading
already in the BBC. I cannot say, I am not a Czechs already are very sad and worried that the
broadcaster, I have never been asked to put together Czech Service will be discontinued. I have to say,
a programming system of that kind, whether all of for some of the countries, I think it is a bit
those people are suYciently telegenic, or whatever complacent to assume everything is fine now and the
it takes, and they will have to make those kinds of very need that existed originally has disappeared. I
professional judgments. They do start with a very, think there are real issues in a number of these
very good base resource and it is one which is a very countries about the nature of the democracy, the
flexible resource, that is quite true. nature of civil society, the understanding of the sorts

of values which the BBC represents, and those are
very much valued by those who care about thoseQ1009 Lord Maxton: Which, of course, an
issues, so it is a sad development I think. Myorganisation like Al-Jazeera did not have and will
concern would be that has been done in the worstnot have, that sort of double pallium, if you like, in
possible way, “Oh, gosh, we’ve got to find theterms of journalists?
money somewhere so why don’t we close downLord Triesman: Interestingly, I think I am right in
some services and that will pay for it,” rather thansaying that it was BBC journalists, in a former
being led by the real demands and the real needs ofattempt to get an Arabic-speaking service, who were
those countries for the sort of service that the BBClargely the people recruited to be the journalists for
World Service oVers. I would be really most gratefulAl-Jazeera, so I think Al-Jazeera benefited greatly

from the BBC. for your opinion, because when the BBC World
Service made this review how far were people with
sharp pencils in Government sitting over theirQ1010 Chairman: I think we have heard that. Can
shoulders saying, “Oh, you can cut that one”?I just sum up, before bringing in Lord Holme. I
Lord Triesman: I suppose I have started from somethink one of the concerns is, and you expressed it
rather diVerent working assumptions, but let meyourself, that we were behind going into the Arabic
explore them briefly with you. I think that probablyservice. The BBC is now going to have the authority
there was a convincing argument for a number ofand finance to introduce a 12–hour service, not a 24-
years before the BBC did this review to discontinuehour service. You may feel that basically this is too
some of the services. A number of the countries arelittle, too late?
countries which have joined the European UnionLord Triesman: I do not think it is too little. As I
recently, they are now well-established, solidhave said, I think that is a proposition which will
democracies, a number of them are in our militaryget tested in practice. My strong sense at the
alliance, in NATO as well, they are not thought tomoment, having analysed the data that we had, is
be at risk in a general sense and one of thethat the BBC were right finally to pitch at the
characteristics of not being at risk is that they have12 hours and the period that the Foreign Secretary
flourishing media. I know at first hand, and I havewas prepared to sign oV. Is it too late, well, I think
seen it with a number of parliamentarians in ournot. As I have said, I think that it would have been

advantageous to have started this earlier. I think it own House but also, of course, in the House of
has still got every prospect of working and I would Commons, that it is very easy to publish articles
not be an advocate if really I did not think that, with strongly-held opinions on almost any subject
because I have got no desire to see public money and the Czech media is as good an example of that
spent fruitlessly. I think it could work but I believe as you could get, it is very open media now in which
it will. you can fight out ideas without restraint. I do not

think that necessarily we will be adding in some of
those countries a great deal of value, and theQ1011 Lord Holme of Cheltenham: I think one of
indications that the BBC took as evidence that wethe very sad things about this development is the
were not adding that much value were that the levelsfact that, in scraping together the pot of money to
of penetration that they were then achieving weredo it—and I share the scepticism of some other
falling to very low levels indeed. In many cases,members of the Committee about whether in the
people were picking up BBC broadcasts in English,end it will be enough, because this I think is a high-

risk enterprise, and the characteristic of high-risk in any case, because, fortunately, many people in
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whole thing. I do adhere to the point that it mustcontinental Europe make much more of an eVort to
learn our language than we make to learn theirs. be right for the BBC always to think about whether

they can do other things and more eYciently, that
would be true in any organisation. I could not sayQ1012 Lord Holme of Cheltenham: That is
of any organisation they should not do that. I thinkprobably true of the under-30s but not yet true
if there are other big questions, well, they will haveuniversally in those societies?
to be addressed, and the Comprehensive SpendingLord Triesman: No, not universally true, but I think
Round is coming up and some of those politethat, nonetheless, when we get to these very low
discussions no doubt will take place.levels of penetration and these very changed media

profiles in countries there is a diVerent picture. It
was perhaps the same decision that is coming round Q1015 Lord Peston: Just as a preliminary, of course
again that was taken about Germany and France in I agree entirely, since the individual taxpayer has to
the past. I think it is a pity, in a way, because, of use their budget wisely then it follows that public
course, there was some very high-quality work and sector institutions should be subject to exactly the
it was done by some very exceptional people, and same rules. That is not a problem, as I see it, quite
everyone will feel regret at that, but I think that the the contrary. I should think that the more they are
regret could be nostalgia now rather than the told they can do this and cannot do that really the
realities of the contemporary position. I do think it more eYcient these public institutions would be.
was the right review with the right outcome and it The fact still remains that one other aspect of this
was not to get the money. That review, I think, matter is that Britain is a country which has to
would have had to take place to enlarge the new survive in a very tough, global economic world. As
media, just to do the work that was necessary to get I look at the list of the countries that are before us,
these new forms of communication with people several of them, I bet, very definitely, the Czechs,
going, they would have had to think about whether without a shadow of a doubt, are going to be very
they were using all the money wisely. In the successful economies in the European Union and I
development of new media, I think that is an area am pretty sure that the Slovaks, the Poles and the
where the BBC did grasp the nettle actually, and Hungarians are also very important markets, where
pretty early, and they have been doing rather well. we will be competing like mad, where it is vital that

we succeed. My only worry then is has that kind of
Q1013 Lord Holme of Cheltenham: Would the consideration really had the weight put behind it
BBC, with or without your advice, have that it ought to have had? Really it is not for you
discontinued those programmes had it not been at the Foreign OYce to tell the BBC “You must not
necessary to find the money for this new Arabic give up the Czechs,” but it just needs airing, do you
service? agree, that one has to think often of these wider
Lord Triesman: I really do believe they would, yes. issues where, to go back to your point, the image
I think they would have held the reviews that they of our country will also help to sell our goods and
intended to hold and I think they would have come services?
to the same conclusion. Lord Triesman: I have felt right from the start of my

involvement in the exercise that the FCO did need
to be clear about what it thought were strategicQ1014 Lord Holme of Cheltenham: The worry is, if
priorities. This is not to compel people but so thatthe gloomy among us are right and the new Arabic
they understand our thinking that public diplomacyservice will end up costing significantly more than
delivers the best possible results. You are absolutelythe present estimates, for competitive and other
right about the economies of some of thesereasons, for establishing itself, will we see another
European countries, it is also true about some of thetranche of countries brought into the column of
big economies in Latin America, and I think that“Oh, well, compared with the burning need of
the response to that has been quite a wise one.having an Arabic service, we can close those down
Firstly, we do anticipate being able to accessas well”?
through English language and that will have aLord Triesman: In discussions with the BBC they
continuing impact. Secondly, there are a lot ofhave said that they want the new pattern to bed in.
broadcast outlets which we have an involvementI have said, on behalf of the Foreign OYce in those
with, which are not BBC World Service but whichmeetings, that I think it is very important that we
we use, and we try to make sure that in view of, fordo not simply go through one change after another
example, economic work together, businesswithout everybody being able to make what we have
opportunities are good, those are all there. Ofmoved to work. That is the approach we are taking,
course, the new media that I referred to a while agoin partnership with the BBC. I think that if the
are still going out as very important parts of thatArabic-speaking service turns out to be very

diVerent we are going to have to think about the and in the business community, of course, that sort
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Lord Triesman: No, I do not think any of theseof worldwide web networking is tremendously
performance-measuring systems compromise that. Iimportant. All of that is still there. I would doubt
truly do not believe that they do and we must ensurethat, if one looks at some of the levels of
that they do not.penetration, even in quite dynamic economies, let

me choose Poland, 1.82 per cent of the available
market, I doubt we were having the impact that, of Q1018 Chairman: You do not think therefore there
course, you are quite right, we should want, and so, is some sort of conflict between the view on the BBC
of course, we have got to find other means. There World Service as far as the National Audit OYce is
would not be any point in saying, “Well, we’re not concerned and the view on the BBC generally?
going to do that involvement and we’re not going to Lord Triesman: No, I do not, personally. We live in
do anything else;” we have got to find other means. an environment, and I think it is good that we do,

where people say, reasonably enough, “What is it
you say you intend to do?” and then later say “Are

Q1016 Lord Armstrong of Ilminster: This is a you doing it?” I think that is a perfectly fair question
change of subject. In our first Report we to ask of us, as parliamentarians, or anything. The
recommended that the BBC as a whole should be FCO has to be asked that. I do not think any of us
subject to a regular set of ‘value for money’ reviews are immune from it. I do not believe that the BBC
by the National Audit OYce. That is something that could point realistically to a single occasion when
the Government and the BBC have always resisted, such a question has compromised their editorial
for fear, they say, of compromising the independence.
independence of the BBC. Of course, the BBC
World Service is already subject to such reviews.

Q1019 Lord Maxton: Could I bring togetherThere seems to be a diVerence between licence fee-
perhaps two things you have said, one about thepayers’ money and taxpayers’ money in this respect.
growth of the number of people who speak ourI wonder if there are any fears that the National
language, or maybe it is the American languageAudit OYce’s work with the BBC World Service
rather than ours, across not just Europe but therisks compromising the independence of the World
world, and of course the new media. Is not the sense

Service, of the BBC? that the World Service is not yet irrelevant but that
Lord Triesman: You are absolutely right, that the it is being replaced for many people around the
World Service does have, in the six agreed key world by the BBC website, which gives, of course,
principles, a requirement to go through an exercise a much bigger and broader view of the world than
on monitoring and I do not think that any just the BBC’s World Service can give and it gives
monitoring, whether it is NAO monitoring, and I an impression of Britain which is open, democratic,
do not want to guess at what will be in Lord Carter’s liberal and has a whole variety of diVerent things
Report, if there is any notion of there being a going on?
general and heightened level of accountability for Lord Triesman: I think the BBC’s websites, of which,
public money across the public diplomacy partners, of course, there are quite a number, some of them
I do not think any of those should compromise the highly specialist and many of them very intriguing,
independence of the BBC. What I do think the convey exactly the impression, Lord Maxton, that
public are entitled to insist upon, that you describe and they have the added benefit that a
parliamentarians insist upon, is that if people say number of them are interactive, you can get a
they are going to do particular things, that is their discourse through them in a way you simply cannot
direction of travel and these are the milestones, they by broadcasting outward. I think there are real
are entitled to insist that they know whether they advantages in all of that. It is also true that on the
are going along that direction of travel and whether World Service, and at rather better broadcast
they are passing the milestones. I think that is the quality than often you can get through the net, there
least that the public should expect us to do. I think is a huge range of cultural materials, of things which

are deeply interesting and which rely on the specificsthat we must do that, we must do it in a way which
of the language that is used and of the music thatkeeps at the forefront of what we are saying, “This
is played, and so on. I use this just as an example.is where we’re going, we’re not telling you what you
I listened to the World Service’s material on theshould do in content, at any stage, in doing it.”
development of the jazz of Portuguese countries inThose are the distinctions we maintain as our
Africa, maybe it is something that I am particularlyguiding principles.
keen on, but I could not imagine either anybody else
doing it or it being done if you could not do it with

Q1017 Chairman: Does the National Audit OYce, a strong Portuguese element within it. I felt that it
in its inquiries, in any way compromise the just demonstrated how a degree of specialisation

mixed with a degree of real respect for theneutrality of the BBC World Service?
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Lord Triesman: It is still with Lord Carter and Idevelopment of music, in this case, in a culture was
think he is still talking to the principal partners.again a great hallmark of a great broadcaster.
I think I can say, hand on heart, that the decision
about whether he has arrived at the finalQ1020 Lord Maxton: I presume that is available on
formulations is wholly in his hands and I just hopethe website as well?
that we will see the Report soon. We have beenLord Triesman: It is, and because I liked it so much
waiting a good time and I know that he is keen toI went back to the website, which you can recapture
get it out.at another time of your choosing.

Q1023 Chairman: Thank you very much. You have
Q1021 Lord Maxton: You podcasted it, did you? been very patient. We are very, very grateful for
Lord Triesman: You could not quite hear the your replies and for the way you have handled the
trombones and saxophones at the same quality; it questions, and perhaps if we have got any other
just took the edge oV it for me. questions we could write to you and put them down

on paper. There are one or two which have come
Q1022 Chairman: Just one final question, for up but we may have a few extra. Thank you very
information. Lord Carter’s Report, which we have much indeed.
referred to a number of times, has been with the Lord Triesman: I will be delighted to do that and
Foreign OYce; for how long has it been with the thank you all very much.

Chairman: Thank you.Foreign OYce now?

Supplementary evidence from the Foreign and Commonwealth Office

You will recollect that when I met you and fellow Committee Members on 30 November to discuss the BBC
World Service I undertook to let you have a note in response to two questions raised by Members.

The first question related to the grant-in-aid. I was asked what the funding levels had been over the last
10 years. I attach a chart that shows figures from 1995 onwards, broken down into operating costs and capital,
with the total amount for each year in the final column. If the Committee would like the figures broken down
in any other way, please let me know.

The second question related to the new BBC Arabic TV channel. I was asked what hours the service would
broadcast. The transmission will be a continuous 12-hour service, covering peak evening viewing times cross
four diVerent time zones. Precise times will be decided closer to the launch date.

BBC World Service Grant-in-Aid figures

Operating Costs Capital Total
£m £m £m

1995–96 144.5 24.5 169.0
1996–97 144.8 19.6 164.4
1997–98 145.7 15.9 161.6
1998–99 145.6 16 161.6

CSR 98 1999–2000 150.6 25.5 176.1
CSR 98 2000–01 155.6 19 174.6
CSR 98 SR 2000 2001–02 165.6 17.7 183.3

SR 2000 2002–03 170.9 30 200.9
SR 2002 SR 2000 2003–04 189.1 31 220.1
SR 2002 2004–05 194.1 31 225.1
SR 2002 SR 2004 2005–06 208.1 31 239.1

SR 2004 2006–07 214.6 31 245.6
SR 2004 2007–08 221.1 31 252.1

9 December 2005
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Present Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury, B King of Bridgwater, L
Fowler, L (Chairman) Manchester, Bp
Gibson of Market Rasen, B Maxton, L
Holme of Cheltenham, L O’Neill of Bengarve, B
Howe of Idlicote, B Peston, L

Memorandum by BSkyB

THE BROADCASTING OF SPORT

Introduction

Sky notes the intention of the Committee to extend its inquiry into the BBC to cover a number of other
matters. These include the BBC and sport. The Committee intends in particular to cover the following
questions:

— Should the BBC have a duty to bid for certain sports events?

— Is the BBC too aggressive in the way it bids for sports rights?

— Should there be an independent review of the way the BBC bids for sports rights?

These are principally questions for the BBC, rights holders and for government, rather than for Sky. Sky
wishes to contribute to the Committee’s work by oVering the following background information which the
Committee may wish to bear in mind when investigating these issues.

Sky and Sport

Sky has been covering sport since 1989 and launched its first dedicated sports channel, Sky Sports, in 1991.
We now have five dedicated sports channels, which in 2004 broadcast over 38,000 hours of sport.

Sky broadcasts a wide range of sports content on its channels, with football, cricket, rugby union, rugby
league, golf and boxing being shown in greater depth than ever before. However, over 30 per cent of our sports
programming in 2004 was devoted to sports from outside this group, including athletics, tennis, sailing,
motorsport, and equestrianism. Over 100 diVerent sports were featured on Sky in 2004.

Sky covers a variety of sports in depth and at a grass-roots level, rather than cherry-picking only the most
prestigious fixtures. In the case of football, for example, this includes coverage at all levels: international,
Premiership, European, Football League, non-league, women’s football and youth.

Sky has maintained its outstanding track record of innovation in sports broadcasting and has developed and
invested in many production technologies since it started broadcasting sport, many of which are unique to the
relevant sport. In comparison with viewing in the past, sports broadcasting on Sky oVers a much richer
experience. For example, up to 30 diVerent camera positions and 20 directional microphones can be used to
cover a Barclays Premiership football match.

Sky covered 182 days of cricket in 2004. As well as being the first broadcaster to oVer live coverage of England
overseas, Sky has broadcast women’s test matches, under-19 and under-15 internationals, the Cricket World
Cup and the ICC Trophy, and Twenty20 cricket.

In cricket, we introduced innovations such as super slow motion replays, stump cameras and stump
microphones in the early 1990s. This was followed in the mid-1990s with “Skyline” the first virtual LBW
technology. In 2004 we introduced the super Ultra Motion camera. From 2000 we have oVered coverage with
interactive features which include diVerent camera angles, highlights and statistics which considerably
enhance viewer experience.

In 2006 we plan to launch an HD television service which will bring another dimension to the viewing of sport
and transform the quality of pictures and sound. In addition, Sky is shortly to include content for the mobile
phone and PC as an integral part of its monthly subscription for Sky Sports. The current England v Pakistan
test series is also available free of charge to all Vodafone 3G customers as part of a launch promotion for Sky
Mobile TV Service.
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Sky’s achievement in sport has been recognised by other broadcasters. Peter Salmon, until recently BBC
Director of Sport, has said: “Sky Sports raised the bar, and raised expectations, because of the breadth and
depth of their sports coverage. They have driven everyone in the pursuit of excellence . . .”

Television Viewing Data

Sky has nearly 8million subscribers, and 40 per cent of people aged between 15 and 25 have Sky.Among young
people, a recentGuardian/ICM survey indicated that one in five of those who had access to satellite nominated
Sky Sports as their favourite viewing.

There are about 45,000 non-domestic Sky subscribers, including leisure centres, sports clubs, pubs and clubs.
These venues attract 5.3 million viewers for televised sport in the average week, according to Continental
Research estimates.

The growth of multi-channel television has been rapid in recent years. According to BARB, 82 per cent of
children (aged 4–15) now live in multi-channel homes, and 75 per cent of adults aged 16–34 are in the same
category. In 2004 multi-channel viewing overtook both BBC1 and ITV1 for the first time with an aggregate
26.3 per cent share (BBC1’s share was 24.7 per cent and ITV1’s 22.8 per cent).

The Development of Sports Broadcasting

The impact of Sky in providing greater choice for sports viewers is clear from the broader development of
sports broadcasting.

In 1989, there were only 2,200 hours of sport on terrestrial television. Since the launch of Sky Sports the
availability of sport on terrestrial channels has more than doubled, with 5,747 hours being broadcast in 2004.

On the BBC, for example, football viewers are able to watch the FA Cup, the UEFA Cup, England home
internationals, the FIFA World Cup and European Championships. In addition the BBC carries Six Nation’s
Rugby, Wimbledon, the Grand National, the Olympics, the Open and Masters Tournaments, and the World
Darts Championship—over 40 sports in all. ITV carries live UEFAChampions League (shared with Sky), live
World Cup and European Championship football (both shared with the BBC), Formula 1 motor-racing and
boxing. C4 has a strong presence in horse-racing, including the Cheltenham Festival and three classics.

In 2004–05 the BBC increased its hours of televised sport on BBC1 and BBC2 by some 6 per cent (1,447 hours
compared to 1,359 hours in 2003–04), figures which exclude the extensive coverage of the Olympics,
Paralympics and the European Football Championships as well as sports news coverage on BBC News 24
(BBC Annual Reports and Accounts 2003–04 and 2004–05).

In total BBC1 and BBC2 oVered 2,465 hours of sport in calendar year 2004. According to Peter Salmon in
2004, the BBC had “the best sports rights portfolio in modern times”.

Sports Rights

Sports broadcasting rights are now a significant part of the funding of many sports. In the case of cricket, for
example, the England and Wales Cricket Board has stated that 80 per cent of the game’s income derives from
television revenues.

Sky believes that, unless there are overwhelming public interest reasons, both sport and the public are best
served by the holders of sports rights having unrestricted freedom to market their rights as they think best. It
is the governing bodies of individual sports that are best-placed to determine the right balance of income,
exposure and coverage for their sports, rather than broadcasters or third parties.

In the UK, the principal restriction on the freedom to market sports rights is the listed events system, which
ensures that certain universally available free-to-air television broadcasters (BBC1, BBC2, ITV1 and Channel
Four/S4C) have a reasonable opportunity to acquire and televise live rights to certain events. In practice this
means that such events will remain on free-to-air television and the value of those rights to the owner is sharply
reduced, as there is less competition for the rights than otherwise.

Requiring any broadcaster to bid for certain sporting events, as suggested in the Committee’s question about
the BBC, would appear to be a substantial additional distortion of the market, presenting many practical
diYculties of definition and implementation. It is not easy to see why any broadcaster should be compelled to
bid for particular sports rights, as opposed to exercising its judgement as to what is in its commercial interests,
or in the BBC’s case, as to what is an appropriate use of the licence fee.

November 2005
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Examination of Witnesses

Witnesses: Mr Mike Darcey, Director of Strategy, Mr Vic Wakeling, Head of Sports, and
Mr Martin Le Jeune, BSkyB, examined.

Q1024 Chairman: Welcome. Thank you very much per year. I think the output has gone up across other
channels as well, by the way, over that same periodindeed for coming. I think you know really what we

are about. As you know, we have done our first because if you look pre-Sky to 1989, for example,
there were on free-to-air TV, BBC, ITV and Channelreport and there were a number of areas which we

were conscious that we did not have time to do justice 4 at the time 2,200 hours of sport and last year, 2004,
across those three channels and Channel Five ofto and we are now trying to wrap those up in this

second session, which looks as though will also be in course, there were 5,700 hours of sport. I think what
has happened is that we have been part of a hugetime, the way things are going, for the Government’s

Green Paper which seems to be going backwards at explosion of interest in the live sports broadcasting,
we have played our part, but I think that the otherthe moment. Thank you very much for your

submission, the memorandum, which I thought was broadcasters, BBC, ITV, 4 and Five, have all come in
and they have shown a terrific amount of sport as wellvery interesting. I wondered whether just very briefly

Mr Wakeling or Mr Darcey would like to talk about and I think there is a marvellous choice out there.
how you have developed sports coverage over the
years, because you have obviously done so in a very Q1025 Chairman: So you have not so much created
major way, and why you have done it. demand, but you have responded to an inherent
MrWakeling: If I go first on this one, Sky Sports itself demand, you think, from the public?
was actually launched in 1991, but Sky was covering Mr Wakeling: I think we have looked at the various
sport before then. The first thing we covered in fact, sports as they are and, if you look at football, for
though I was not there, so I say “we”, but I was not example, we show football at all levels. We show
there at the time, but the first thing we covered in fact international football, we show premiership football,
was the England cricket tour of theWest Indies in the football league, and every one of the 92 clubs which
winter of 1989/90. At the same time, wewere covering feature in the premiership and the three divisions of
some, what we might call, “national league cricket” the football league have all been seen on Sky in the
and some football which was from something called time we have been covering the game and, in
the “Zenith Data Systems Trophy”, which does not addition, another 30 non-league clubs, we cover
exist now, that competition. When the merger with conference football and we cover the FA Cup from
BSB came along of course, Sky then inherited some the first round. No one was interested in the FA Cup
extra sports rights, FA Cup rights, England from the first round, but we established that there
international rights, some golf rights and a few other was an interest. We have covered schoolboy football,
things. Sky at the time of course had Eurosport and every Shield series which has been running for many
then decided to launch Sky Sports in April of 1991. years since the days of Stanley Matthews and
Because of the interest that had been shown in the Duncan Edwards and these types of people playing
sport that we transmitted over those two years prior this competition. No one was interested in showing
to Sky Sports being launched, and we launched in that. The under-21 internationals, no one was
1991, we had the FA Cup football, we had some interested in showing those. The FA Youth Cup
overseas cricket, there was more interest in overseas Final we show, and women’s football. I think it is
cricket coming in, and then of course over the years digging down and discovering that there is interest in
as the interest has grown and as more sports have the various sports at all levels, and it is the same with
become available to us from home and abroad, we cricket, for example. We cover everything that
have launched Sky Sports 2, Sky Sports 3, Sky Sports happens in English cricket, whether it be the national
Extra, Sky Sports News, the whole five-channel cricket league, the Twenty20 Cup, the C&G Cup,
package and we run those as subscription services. under-19 cricket and women’s cricket, and we cover
We also do some pay-per-view sport, football, them live because there is the interest at various levels
boxing, wrestling and in fact we have done pay-per- of course.
view darts, a one-oV. I think it was a response to the
interest from those early days, and the huge interest

Q1026 Chairman: And one impact upon youin the first overseas England tour to have been seen in
devoting these resources to sport has been that thethis country live from the West Indies, perfect times
other channels have also responded.of course. The cricket we have covered since then,
Mr Wakeling: Correct.and in fact we have covered 96 Test matches from

home and abroad over the last 15 years, the football
has developed, the hours have developed and we are Q1027 Chairman:Have you rather sharpened up the

game of the BBC as far as sport is concerned?now showing something like 38,000 hours of sport
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Q1030 Chairman: We will come on to listed events,Mr Wakeling: Well, I can only quote Peter Salmon,
who was interviewed earlier this year, and he was but in your heart of hearts do you really believe this

or do you really think that it should be that all sportsHead of Sport at the BBC at the time and they have
had four heads of sport and I am a veteran of the events should be open to competition and bidding?

MrDarcey: I think that is what we believe, yes. Sorry,industry—
you say we will come back to the listed events as if to
suggest that wemight believe that there might be a setQ1028 Chairman: You have been there how long?
of events beyond the listed events.Mr Wakeling: I have been there for 12 years and the

BBC have had four heads of sport. Peter Salmon
actually said that Sky Sports, with the technical Q1031 Chairman: No, I was going to ask Lord

Holme to ask a question.developments that we helped pioneer in a lot of the
sports, that we had actually given the rest a kick up Mr Darcey: I think generally that is where we come

from and I think that is the way Sky has grown up,the backside. It was very generous of Peter and I
know exactly what he means because every now and and that is the culture of the company. That is

genuinely what we believe, that competition and thethen of course, if you look at something somebody
else is doing, you respond because I think that in this market do a pretty good job and I think we are

sceptical of the idea that something should beday and age, apart from delivering live sport which
we started in 1989, and I keep going back to the West reserved and protected from competition. The listed

events exist, we accept that—Indies, I think people are aware that the technical
developments, whether it be Super Slo-mo, whether Mr Wakeling: And we have built to where we are

today without access to any of the listed events. Weit be the extra camera positions, the instant replays,
the extra soundbites that we put in for most big have always said that actually it is a matter for the

sports bodies themselves, that if we make them anevents, et cetera, I think the public is aware and they
expect it from us. oVer for whichever set of rights, we have to pay a

premium of course, but they should have the freedomMr Darcey: I was just going to comment on your
earlier question, did we create the demand or did we to decide in the interests of the finance they need and

where they invest it, and in the interests of theirrespond to it. I think our overall view would be that
the demand was there, it was latent, and in some way sponsors, et cetera, they should be able to look at an

oVer from the BBC and an oVer from Sky and decidewhen Sky arrived on the scene, therewere threemajor
broadcasters with four channels, and they had chosen for themselves.
for whatever reason not particularly to respond to
that. We did and I think it is just a general example Q1032 Lord Holme of Cheltenham: I would like to
that competition is a good thing and it has brought ask about the listed events and your attitude to the A
forth a great deal more broadcast sport and a lot of list and the B list, but perhaps I could just follow the
innovation. question of the Chairman’s first. Would it be fair to

say, and there is absolutely nothing wrong with this,
it is the way markets work, that BSkyB haveQ1029 Chairman:And this question of competition,

you say in your evidence to theCommittee that unless consciously used sport as a way of driving
subscription? If you look back over the 12 years, atthere are overwhelming public interest reasons, both

sport and the public are best served by the holders of the front end there must have been quite a
considerable investment on the part of the channel insports rights having unrestricted freedom to market

their rights as they think best, and I think I would sport to get the level and competence of coverage
which you oVer. Has that been a consciousexpect you to take that general view, but what I was

interested in is “unless there are overwhelming public commercial strategy which, given the tastes of the
British public, would drive subscription, after all, youinterest reasons”. What are those overwhelming

public interest reasons which would prevent this are a subscription channel, by oVering attractive
sporting events and, if so, how successful has it been?market from operating?

Mr Darcey: Well, I guess really what we are talking Is there any literature on this and is there something
we could read? Has somebody written up the success,about here is that the manifestation of this today is

the listed events rules, that a degree of market which is what it seems to be, of the commercial
strategy?intervention or a distortion in themarket process that

reflects a national view, I suppose, a governmental MrWakeling:The only book that has beenwritten on
it is by Matthew Horsman, I think, Sky High, whoview that there are certain sports events which for

some reason the country would prefer not to have the wrote the history of Sky.
MrDarcey:He was an investment banker at the time.potential to fall into the hands of some broadcasters,

that they should be made available to all on a free-to- Mr Wakeling: Yes, indeed. Was it a conscious
decision at the outset? Well, actually I was not thereair basis and that the construction of that is around

events of national interest and that sort of thing. at the outset, I joined about 13/14 years ago and took
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talking commercially, not about the benefit of theover as the Head of Sports 12 years ago. Needless to
say, if you go back to the interest that was created by sporting enthusiasts sitting at home?
that early investment in overseas cricket and then Mr Darcey:Well, I guess the first point I would like
again when you start to look at the various sports, to make is that there was no grand plan back in 1989
you can see there are other rights here which are not or 1991 or at any point which I think anybody
being exploited. Sky inherited the rights from BSB, foresaw where this would end up, and it is tempting
for example, for the FA contract, I happened to join to sort of look back over 15 years and see how that all
at around about that time, looked at the contract and evolved and say, “Wasn’t it clever”. I do not think it
said, “You’ve got the rights to under-21 football really worked like that. I think the fundamental thing
matches here and you are not exploiting them”, this whichwas going onwas that there was a four-channel
was to BSB, and they said, “Well, we don’t think world and suddenly there was a technology that was
there’s any interest”, and I said, “Well, I think there available to oVer many, many more channels and the
is”. Again you start to look at those opportunities very nature of that technology says that suddenly you
and it builds steadily from there. Of course we are have a lot of capacity, a lot of opportunity to put lots
always remembered, I suppose, for the first of things on, so you run around and you look for
premiership contract in 1992 which has been things that are not being exploited where there might
renewed, but again if you look back to the last season be some unmet demand, and there were many places
of the old football league and ITV’s contract, where to look for that. Sport is one obviously and it did do
I think they did 18 live games from the old football a good job for us, but it is far from the only one.
league, therewere five clubs in the first division in that Actually we were probably more known as a movies
time who had never been seen live on television. We provider in the early years and we have oVered a
went in, it was not our number of games, 60, that was series of movie channels for a very long time and for
the number of games that the Premier League put up many people that has been a very important part of
in their tender document, but they talked to us in the decision of subscription to Sky. Then the
advance and we said, “We will show all clubs. You development that came after that was the explosion
tell us the maximums and the minimums for each of in choice in basic channels, general entertainment
these 22 clubs” at the time, and we did that and we channels, documentary channels and so on.
were happy to do it. Again I think it is looking at the Nowadays, there are hundreds of such channels on
opportunities that were there which were not being the platform, some of them viewed more than others,
used beforehand. If you look at racing, for example, but all of them have an audience of some kind, a
the Grand National and the Derby are listed events, group of people, however large, for whom they bring
fair enough, but we have actually gone out and we value. What has happened, I think, is that over the
have shown for a number of years now evening racing last 15 years perhaps the balance between those sets
from various places around the country, Hexham, of channels has changed as regards what is
Towcester, we have moved around the country and important. Sport has played a major role. It is
shown those and theywere never exploited in the past probably not as crucial today in acquiring the
and there has been no interest since, although there marginal subscriber as we are out there in the market
are now two racing channels on the Sky platform today trying to hit eight million by the end of the
where people can see more racing than they have ever year, but it is still important. When we ask
done in the past. subscribers, as we do every month, why they have

decided to subscribe to Sky, themost common reason
is simply the breadth of choice in the general sense.

Q1033 Lord Holme of Cheltenham: Well, I think
Sport is clearly mentioned by them, but more

both the depth and the width of the coverage is
common nowadays is now the sheer breadth ofimpressive, but the point I was trying to get at is how
choice.far that has been not, as was suggested earlier,

responding to the demands of your subscribers, but
using those popular sports, and, as I say, there is

Q1034 Lord King of Bridgwater: The evidence younothing wrong with it, and investing them ahead of
have given here strikes me as very wrong reallythe profile in order to build subscription, and I am
because you said unless there are overwhelmingreally very curious whether that has been a
public interest reasons for the market to operate, andcommercially successful strategy and whether you
you do not think there are actually.now look at it and whether you are finding the law of

diminishing returns, for instance, because it has Mr Darcey:Well, I think that was an allusion to the
fact that we are not a great believer in the publicclearly worked extremely well for Sky in the early

days and for their predecessor. Have you reached interest reasons which have been put forward, but
they have been put forward and the Government hassome sort of plateau in that in terms of diminishing

returns for the investment you are making, and I am accepted them. The listed events—
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Mr Wakeling: I was there at the time and, to myQ1035 Lord King of Bridgwater: But you do not
believe it. It is contrary to your philosophy, which is knowledge, there was no survey done at that point.

Mr Darcey: A commercial decision for five years tofair enough.
Mr Darcey: I do not think we see much need for it. I spend hundreds of millions of pounds was made and

it was a judgment.guess the other point I would make is that
increasingly they are looking a little out of place, I
suppose. You could see the role they played at one Q1040 Chairman: I want to bring in LordMaxton in
stage and perhaps the logic is starting to break down, a moment, but let’s get the listed events position
or it might do— absolutely straight. There are listed events at the

moment, the Olympic Games, the Grand National,
the Derby, the Rugby League and the Challenge CupQ1036 Lord King of Bridgwater:Well, can I just ask
Final, but are you basically saying that the listedthis question: you are a very smart commercial
event system, if it was left to you, would be abolished?organisation and you know exactly, from the surveys
Mr Darcey: I am not sure what that means really. Ityou have done which you have just referred to at the
is not going to be left to us. I guess if there was a blankend, why people have decided to sign up to Sky, so,
sheet of paper, we might not be calling for it.as to Lord Holme’s question, you have got the

answer to that question because what in the early
days was the percentage of people who gave, as their Q1041 Chairman: Therefore, that is another way of
reason for signing up to Sky, sport? saying, is it not, that you actually do not want it, that
Mr Darcey: I do not know that surveys were being you would like to see it go?
done in the early days. I can only tell you about the Mr Darcey:No, I do not think that is quite the same
surveys which are being done now. thing. It is not something that exercises our minds

day to day. We do not cast our eyes down that set of
events and think, “Gosh, we really must tear downQ1037 Lord King of Bridgwater:With great respect,
this edifice so that we can bid for the Derby”. It is justMr Murdoch does not waste his money on fanciful
not what we do. I think, as a matter of principle, it isdreams. He is an extremely shrewd man and if he
something which just does not sit that comfortablydecides to reinforce the investment in sport it is by
with us, but we do not sit around all day, thinking,knowing precisely what it would bring him in new
“We must bring this to an end”.subscribers, and you do this the whole time, do you

not?
Mr Darcey:Well, I think we make estimates and we Q1042 Chairman: So you are totally relaxed about
have to make commercial judgments. It would be it?
nice to believe that you could do research and Mr Darcey: I think we are pretty relaxed, yes.
analysis and eliminate risk-taking and that sort of
thing— Q1043 Lord Peston: Before we give up on this, I am

really very disturbed by what you are saying. The
Q1038 Lord King of Bridgwater: So your evidence to classic case for listed events and other controls on
this Committee is that you have invested in sport and bodies like yours is that the ‘owners’ have
continue to invest in sport without knowing why or monopolies and it is absolutely standard in our
what it is doing in terms of the expansion of— country and our economy that if you have a
Mr Darcey: I do not think so at all. monopoly, like the Premier League, or whoever owns

the rights to the Derby, we do not allow you to
exploit that monopoly to get as much out of it as youQ1039 Lord King of Bridgwater: Well, that is what
can. The argument of exploiting monopolies isyou said. You obviously did surveys, it is known that
against the national interest. I find it amazing thatyou did surveys, so what was the percentage?
you, a reputable public firm, are saying, “Yes, weMrDarcey: I do not know what the percentage is and
think these monopolies ought to have theI do not know that we did the surveys then that I am
opportunity to maximise the revenue from theirreferring to today. What I am saying we do today is
monopoly”. I just find it unbelievable that you arethat after the fact, when customers come in to Sky, we
putting that view to us because that is the case forask them a series of questions. We ask them how was
listed events and for other controls on what people—their install experience, things like that, and we ask
Mr Darcey: I am a little perplexed as to what youthem what they say is the reason, but I do not know
think is the economic market within which the Derbywhen we started doing that precisely. In 1992, and I
has a monopoly. Is that the market—was not there in 1992, but when Sky formulated a bid

for the Premier League rights, as they were then, I do
not believe that bid was formulated on the basis of a Q1044 Lord Peston: The market is the controller of

the Derby. You see, you cannot come up and say,survey and a detailed model to try and estimate what
people would pay— “Well, there is that Derby and now I’ve got this
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written submission we talk about the youngerDerby, and now that I’ve got this Derby they can all
compete against each other”. It is not like selling audience for multi-channel TV and we also run
baked beans. The Derby is a unique event and it is a programmes which encourage young people to get
monopoly. I am not saying you should change your involved in sport. We have something very good
mind, but I am just amazed that you adopt this view going on in schools, Living for Sport, into which
as reputable businessmen because, on the whole, the about £1 million a year is invested. The answer to
philosophy on which our society is based is that your question of course is that I do not know the
monopoly is bad and where you cannot get an PowerGenCup figures, I am sorry, for the BBC.Over
alternative, it needs to be controlled, and that is the this weekend, I think we will show seven live matches
listed events position. I am just staggered at the view from the Heineken Cup, plus the Sunday night
you are taking. To put it diVerently, you must have a round-up which shows everything from everywhere
better argument. and of course—
Mr Darcey: I am trying! Competition law exists to
address concerns that arise from monopoly and

Q1047 Lord Maxton: I will be watching it!market power more generally in relevant economic
markets. I am not aware that any competition body Mr Wakeling: Thank you very much!
anywhere in the world has defined the market so
narrowly as to be one horse race. Now, if—

Q1048 Lord Maxton: Or some of it.
Mr Wakeling:Well, there is too much of course.Q1045 Lord Peston: So we are the only place in the
Mr Darcey: Seven matches.world that has listed events?
Mr Wakeling: Yes, seven matches and then youMrDarcey:That is not what I said either. If you were
spread it across. I need to come back after theto adopt that rule that said a horse race is a market
weekend and I will provide you with match averages,because it is unique because there is only one Derby,
I will give youmatch peaks, I will give you total reachyou could adopt that approach and apply it to every
over the three days because we are live on Fridaysingle television programme in the United Kingdom.
night, Saturday afternoon, one teatime game onThere is only one Simpsons, there is only one
Saturday and I think there are two or three games onCoronation Street, there is only oneHill Street Blues,
Sunday. I think this is one of our busiest weekendsthere is only one individual football game and I think
and I can provide that information for you next weekyou need an approach that distinguishes—
when we have all of those figures.Lord Peston: There is clearly no point in discussing it
Lord Maxton: That would be extremely helpful,further. You clearly do not understand the
thank you.economics of any of this.

Q1046 Lord Maxton: As far as I am concerned, and Q1049 Lord Holme of Cheltenham: I am curious
not the Derby or the Grand National I would accept, about one point which is: do you make any
but one of the reasons why government policy wants distinction between A list and B list? Even in the
listed events or wants sport on the terrestrial channels construct you have got of preparing an open,
at the moment, and I would accept it is at the

competitive basis for everyone, would you recognisemoment, is of course to get the widest possible
that those great national occasions, which the A listaudience to encourage participation in that sport,
is supposed to represent, where the maximumand there are some governing bodies who will take
number of people would want to experience it live asthe same view presumably. Let me just ask you,
an act of, I do not know, national solidarity where wetherefore, about the comparative figures, and we will
are all interested, would you make a distinctiontake my sport, if you like. Last Saturday, the
between the A list and the B list in your wish to openPowerGen Cup in rugby was being shown on BBC2.
up the market, and in your terms, not Lord Peston’sThis Saturday, the Heineken Cup will be shown on
terms? Would you make a distinction?Sky Sports 1, 2 or 3, I amnot surewhich one. Can you
Mr Darcey: I am not entirely sure what the questiongive us any idea of comparative viewing figures to
is. I think we understand the idea that there aregive us some idea as to whether or not the argument
certain sports events that are deemed to have a veryI ammakingmakes any sense in terms of encouraging
broad national interest and that is why they are onpeople to participate in sport by having bigger
the list. I think we understand why that concept hasfigures?
been extended to include a B list as well where thingsMr Wakeling: I think it is very important and it goes
which are regarded as perhaps not quite of theto answering Lord Holme’s question as well, that we
standing as would get them on to the A list,do not thinkwe have plateaued, but we think we have
nonetheless, some secondary coverage would bea duty actually to encourage more people to play

sport, we want them to be involved. I think in our desirable. I think we understand that, yes.
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they did not think they were getting a fair deal. TheyQ1050 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: I want
to ask about the Ashes of last summer. The whole had nowhere else to go. I appeared in front of that

committee and at the time I said we were quite happyevent became so popular that screens were set up in
public parks and people were able to watch it there with what we had got, but beyond the next

negotiation whichwas coming up I could not say thatwho were not able to get tickets for the event. Would
that happen now that Sky has the rights to cricket we would not bid for all Test matches at some stage

in the future, which is what we did in November lastcoverage?
MrWakeling: Sorry, would it happen that big screens year. The BBCwas certainly surprised when Channel

4 came in and took the rights away from them and Iwould be set up?
suppose I was surprised this time round that the BBC
did not bid for anything with English cricket,Q1051 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: Yes.
anything live, any highlights, any part of it, whether itMrWakeling: I do not see why not if the success of the
be Test matches, Twenty20, One Day Internationals,Ashes was repeated. In four years’ time Australia
nothing whatsoever. Why was it relegated to the Bmay be back here. Let us hope that we are still
list? Again it was Lord Gordon’s committeecompetitive. We have not done too well in the past
recommendation. I appeared there and I suppose Icouple of weeks in Pakistan. What happened there
said that I understood the ECB position, they hadwas quite unique in British sport. If you look at
nowhere else to go, they needed money forChannel 4’s experiences over the six years that they
investment and the same thing has happened thishave been covering Test cricket, for example, in the
time round and that was the recommendation. Wesummer of 2004 when Sri Lanka and West Indies
appeared, we gave evidence, but it was not ourwere here, the average audience for Test matches was
decision.1.13 million on Channel 4 and for the Ashes the
Chairman: Let us move on then to the questionsaverage was 2.16million.We have all heard of the 7.7
concerning the European Commission and themillion peak on the fifth day of a Test match after tea
issues there.as everyone is getting in. I think we have committed

toworkingwith the ECBagain to reach young people
Q1053 Lord Maxton: The Premier League has beenand to work with young people. We are looking at
the star of your programming. How do you respondvarious ways we can invest beyond that money that
to this European dimension? Are you responding?has been paid for the rights to encourage young
Do you welcome it? Do you think it is a bad thing?people to play. I think that cricket has done a
Mr Wakeling: I rather think that at the moment youmarvellous job before the Ashes. If you look at the
know as much about it as we do. We were not partysuccess of the Twenty20 competition which, bar one
to any negotiations between the Premier League andgame on Channel 4, has been shown for the past two
the Commission at all. We have seen the statementsyears only on Sky—and I am talking about people
that have been made and we have read thepaying to watch, not sitting at home watching it,
speculation. At some stage in 2006 I assume that theyoung families going along to watch it and the same
Premier League will issue a tender document. I amwith the national Cricket league as well, with floodlit
assuming the six packages of 23 games, which is whatcricket and the One Day Internationals—I think that
has been reported, is correct.the ECB has done a marvellous job of encouraging

more young people to go and watch the game. Mind
you, I do no know how they get from being Twenty20 Q1054 Lord Maxton: Of which you could buy five.
fans to watching Test matches. I think you are only MrWakeling:Ofwhich one broadcaster can buy five.
going to get a small percentage going up. Test Again I assume what has been published is correct.
matches are popular in this country but not so Mr Darcey: I think the press release only says six
popular elsewhere in the world. The answer to your packages.
question is that wewould love to do that sort of thing.

Q1055 Lord Maxton: But no one can buy all six.
Mr Darcey: That was in the press release, yes.Q1052 Chairman: I know this issue does not keep

you awake at night because you have said so. The MrWakeling:How dowe react to it?When we see the
ITT—because all of you know as much as we dologic of having the Wimbledon tennis finals in Group

A and cricket Test matches in Group B does, on face about what is going to happen with this next time
round—then we will probably have a view on how itof it, seem pretty diYcult to argue I would have

thought. will work. If you look at the present packages of four
games, there is a lot of detail in there on maximums.MrWakeling:That was the recommendation of Lord

Gordon’s Committee in 1997/98 and I think it was We cannot just do Manchester United, Chelsea and
Arsenal every week, we have got to cover each club athe result of a plea from the ECB who were stuck at

the time with only one terrestrial broadcaster certain number of times. There is a maximum in each
of the four packages at the moment. The 138 gamesinterested in the rights. I think it is on the record that
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about whether that was or was not legal andthat are shown now has got nothing to do with Sky.
I do not think the Premier League in the last round of eVectively said to the Premier League, “We think it

could be legal subject to us getting comfortable withnegotiations with the Commission was very keen on
that. Perhaps there is too much disruption to the the way in which the rights that flow from this

collective sale will in fact be sold”, so it was atraditional three o’clock Saturday kick-oV. That was
agreed with Brussels. The time slots of Saturday discussion between those two parties as to what was

necessary to get clearance.lunchtime and Saturday teatime, which we take a lot
of criticism for in terms of disruption, have nothing
to do with us, that is in the tender document and that

Q1059 Chairman: At no stage did you in any wayis theway it is. In terms of the rights fee that wewould
seek to influence those discussions, did you?pay, if we could have enjoyed the degree of exclusivity
MrDarcey: Several years ago the Commission issuedwe have enjoyed so far we would probably pay the
a statement of objections against the Premier Leaguesame amount of money for fewer matches, but it is
and we were a party to that and I think the BBCnowgoing to change andwewill respondwhenwe see
probably was as well at the time, and we were invitedthe ITT.
tomake a submission in response to that statement of
objections and it was a fairly thorough submission at

Q1056 Lord Maxton: There was a threat yesterday the time.
of another major player coming into the field, which MrWakeling:We were not invited this time round to
is NTL in combination with Virgin. Do you see that make any submissions at all.
as a genuine threat?
Mr Wakeling: I think there have always been other

Q1060 Chairman: I am asking whether you madebidders. ITV was the big bidder in 1992.
any kind of approach so that your view was knownMr Darcey: In 2000 NTL initially bid four in one for
to the Commission or to the Premier League.what was at the time described as the pay-per-view
Mr Darcey: The last extensive dealings we had withpackage of 40 matches. They then failed to agree a
the Commission were in respect of our contract forlong form agreement with the Premier League and
the current deal, the one to one we are in the middlethey ended up handing it back and the Premier
of at the moment. The debate between the PremierLeague subsequently went out and sold the rights to
League and the Commission at the moment is inthose matches on a platform by platform basis. So
respect of the next deal. When we concluded ourSky bought the rights to show those matches on
agreement with the Premier League last time thesatellite, NTL bought the rights to show them on the
Commission wanted to have a look at that and thereNTL platform, Telewest for their platform and on
followed about a nine month period in which we haddigital at the time for their platform. NTL has been a
various discussions with the Premier League and Ibroadcaster of the Premier League, although that
think we discussed most aspects of televised footballseems to have been written out of history in some of
during that period. That culminated in a set ofthe press articles.
agreements between us and the Commission in
respect of that contract and the way in which we bidQ1057 Lord Maxton: The one thing that did not
and what would happen to the rights.appear in almost anything you said there was the

BBC. Are you telling us that the BBC has really not
been competing at all? Q1061 Chairman: If I was you, given your position,
Mr Darcey: No. You were asking about a new I would be pretty irritated if it was all going to get
competitor. I think we are saying they will be there changed. I certainly would make it my business to
and they have always been there. make my views known. You seem a bit coy about

this.
Mr Darcey: I think everybody is entirely clear on ourQ1058 Chairman: You say that the negotiations

were between the Premier League and the views. I am not sure there is much more to say. We
have had regulators looking at the nexus betweenCommission and you had no part in it whatsoever.

Could you not have a view at all? What did you think football, Sky and the Premier League and television
since around 1996. I think it started in the restrictiveof it?What did you think of the idea of packaging up?

Mr Darcey: We have a view, many people have a trade practices court in theUK.We have hadmonths
and months and months of debate with the Premierview, but fundamentally the nature of the

conversation was between the Premier League and League. I do not think there is anybody left in the
country that is in any doubt of our views that onthe European Commission and the reason is that the

Premier League is an organisation that sells its rights balance we would like an open market and we would
like to be able to bid and that we value exclusivity andcollectively. That is an arrangement for which they

need clearance from the European Commission. The that is the nature of the pay broadcaster. I am not
sure there is more we can say.European Commission expressed some concerns
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Q1067 LordPeston:Doyou bid or do you negotiate?Q1062 Chairman: There are reports in a number of
newspapers that government ministers went in to bat Mr Wakeling:We bid.
basically on behalf of the kind of lack of restrictions
that you would prefer. Q1068 Lord Peston: Do you say to them that you
Mr Wakeling: I do not know anything about that. would like to buy it and you are oVering this or is it

that they say who is oVering us the best bid for
these games?
Mr Wakeling: There is a written tender documentQ1063 LordKing of Bridgwater:You are very coy on

lots of things. I am not quite sure what you are that comes out with the various packages identified
and we put a price against those packages.defending because I think you have a perfectly

respectable commercial approach and there is
nothing to be ashamed of in that. To what extent is Q1069 Lord Peston: So as a market it is quite
the Premier League a UK market, to what extent is it complicated because, for example, Chelsea versus
a European market for you in that way, and do you Liverpool will be on tonight on ITV. Do they then
on-sell to Fox and Star or is that something that is bid for a game whereas you bid for a whole group of
done direct by the Premier League? games? This incredibly complicatedmarket has never
MrWakeling: It is done direct by the Premier League. made any sense to me.
We have no rights whatsoever outside our territory of Mr Wakeling: It has worked quite well, of course.
the UK and the Republic of Ireland. They do their Mr Darcey: I think there were 17 packages.
own deals territory by territory worldwide. What we Mr Wakeling: When you look at the various
provide is our signal. So our coverage goes to packages, there is something like first choice
wherever they have sold it, into the US, around Wednesday, second choice Wednesday, first choice
Europe, Asia, Australia or wherever. We have Tuesday and so on and they are all itemised. ITV
nothing to do with the sale of those rights really only want the two games at the moment. I
whatsoever, nor do we get any return. They have the should think they will probably want more next time
right to our signal, to our commentary, et cetera. We around as they develop their services. They were
simplymake that signal available to whoever they tell quite happy to take first choice Tuesday, second
us to. choice Tuesday and we said we will take Wednesday

nights and the other games that are being played
tonight, ie AC Milan versus whoever, I cannot
remember. It does have a limited market because, ofQ1064 Lord King of Bridgwater: Free of charge?

Mr Wakeling: Yes. course, as you probably know, we show all games on
the Red button and there will be eight live games
tomorrow night. If you go back to the very first
broadcast we did for the Champions League, we hadQ1065 Lord Maxton: And it is included in the
something like Dynamo Kiev versus somebody elseoriginal price.
on screen eight and 10,000 people watched it. I do notMrWakeling:Wehavemade the bid for the rights, we
know where they came from. It is about widening thehave committed to cover a certain number of games
appeal of Sky Sports.to certain levels and then, of course, the Premier

League sells them.
Q1070 Lord Peston: I understand that because I buy
all the packages. You would be amazed at what I
watch. In my judgment the best football you show isQ1066 Lord Peston: I understood the bit that you
the Spanish football for quality. Is that a separatebid for the Premier League stuV and then that gets
deal altogether with La League?included in the package that I buy, for example,
Mr Wakeling: Yes.which in fact compared with going to a game is still

incredibly cheap. Because my son is using my ticket
at Highbury tomorrow it costs me £55 to watch the Q1071 Lord Peston: Is it a bid or a negotiation?

MrWakeling:That one was a negotiation with agentsgame, which is the same as I pay for the 60 games that
I get in the special package. What I am interested in representing the Spanish League. We did not

negotiate. They have hired an agency to representbeyond that is who do you negotiate with when you
are showing your European games? them worldwide. I do not know how they did their

domestic deal. I do not know if they did it direct withMrWakeling: The Champions League games that we
are showing tonight and tomorrow we negotiate with the broadcaster. They hired an agency to represent

their deals worldwide. That agency went to everyan agency called Team Marketing on and they
represent the rights for UEFA worldwide and they territory, France, Germany, the UK, etcetera and we

negotiated the price.negotiate territory by territory.
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between how much Sky is willing to pay for theQ1072 Lord Peston: So as you understand it the
BBC could have made an oVer for Spanish football exclusivity that it feels it would have, what a free-to-

air broadcaster might be willing to pay for theon Sky.
Mr Wakeling: Yes. highlights that might be oVered to it and the overall

money situation they face and the overall degree of
exposure they are looking for on television. It is aQ1073 Lord Peston: There was nothing to stop them
complex judgment. I think we tend to believe theat all. They simply had to come upwith a pennymore
rights owner who has the best interests of the sport atthan you oVered, did they not?
heart is the right entity to make that judgment inMr Wakeling: Yes, and the Champions League and
the end.the Italian League.

Q1077 Baroness O’Neill of Bengarve: Would youQ1074 Baroness O’Neill of Bengarve: Do you think
consider selling on highlights so that people canthere is any case for requiring rights holders to sell on
watch them on their mobiles?rights to free-to-air broadcasters to show highlights
Mr Wakeling: There is a hold back on mobile rightsor would that seem to be unreasonable?
at the moment. You can watch, for example,Mr Darcey: I suppose it is on the B list and there is a
Premiership football goals at half-time and on theset of sporting events for which that degree of
final whistle.intervention is deemed warranted.
Mr Darcey: That contract this time round was won
by a joint bid from Vodafone and 3. We bid for thatQ1075 Baroness O’Neill of Bengarve: And beyond
and we were not successful and 3 and Vodafone havethat?
that contract and they show clips.Mr Darcey: I suppose if it is not on that list then I do
Mr Wakeling: I think the same is true going forwardnot really see why that would be the case. As we were
with the new ECB Test cricket, that highlightssaying earlier, the rights holder has a lot of things that
packages are available now. I do not know if theythey are trying to balance. They are very keen onwide
have done a deal with Vodafone since it is them whocoverage of their sport, they are normally very keen
sponsor the England team. Again you will be able toon participation and all these things and they would
watch Test match highlights at lunch, tea and closeall love to be on the BBC, they would all love to be
of play.on BBC One, but not everybody can fit on BBC One.

They are interested in that but they are interested in
Q1078 Baroness O’Neill of Bengarve: Commerciallya number of other things as well. They are interested
speaking, you would sooner have clear, completein the funding that comes from the television rights
exclusivity than highlights being available by otherand that is another means by which they can try to
media or other channels, would you?foster participation in sport and the money might
MrWakeling: I amnot quite sure that I would includehelp develop the quality of the national team which
mobile rights in that.itself might help foster participation in sport if the

national team is successful. They are trying to
balance a series of things. The key issue to Q1079 Baroness O’Neill of Bengarve: They are
understand about a pay television broadcaster, which diVerent from highlights on free-to-air.
is fundamentally what we are, is that exclusivity is Mr Wakeling: As Mike has explained, a lot depends
valuable. We cannot sell people a subscription to on timing, for example, in that the semis and matches
something that is otherwise available for free. involving England are on the B list. We were aware

when we did that deal that there was a highlights
window there for a terrestrial broadcaster and IQ1076 Baroness O’Neill of Bengarve: I am talking

only about highlights at the moment. believe that was oVered around and the BBC is
showing highlights, but because it is coming from theMr Darcey: There is a continuum that full

exclusively, where no coverage whatsoever is West Indies and because of the time diVerence they
are not going to be showing those highlights until tenavailable by any other means, is the most powerful

and the more you chip away at that the more value to or eleven o’clock at night. We have shown it live in
prime time. There was an allowance in the bid. WeSky or any other subscription broadcaster declines.

Highlights can in principle chip away at that a great made two bids. There was a bid for exclusivity and
there was a bid for live and free-to-air highlights anddeal if the highlights were very extensive, if they were

for all matches, if they were full coverage and if, for they accepted the second one. It was their choice. We
looked at that and made that business judgment.example, they started straight after the live match

was over. That sort of highlights would undermine Mr Darcey: I would like to go back to the mobile
point. On mobile clips and highlights, again inthe value of the live rights to a pay broadcaster like

Sky a great deal. Lesser highlights would have a lesser principle it has the eVect of chipping away the
exclusivity available. At the moment you wouldimpact. The rights holder is trying to strike a balance
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Q1085 Lord Maxton: The English Rugby Unionprobably say that has a lesser eVect than if it were on
prime time on the BBC because fewer people have a witnesses last week were quite clear that that is what

they were doing.video enabled phone and subscribe to such services,
but I think that is going to grow through time and Mr Darcey: I am saying that the general trend is to

think about there being a live right and not to worrythat is part of the consideration, particularly going
forward with contracts that are going to last a so much about what is the nature of the distribution

technology and the nature of the screen upon whichnumber of years. We are starting to talk about
contracts running to 2010. By that time everybody it would be displayed. Very few people today sell

satellite rights distinct from cable rights distinct fromwill have to take a view as to how many people will
be watching highlights on a phone and the extent to DTT rights.
which that might chip away at the value of
exclusivity. Q1086 Chairman:What you are saying is that, if you

take football as a simple example, it is really up to the
league or whatever football body it happens to beQ1080 Lord Maxton: I can see with a World
whether they sell you exclusive rights or whether inChampionship boxing fight which you are showing
their judgment they think it is better (for which theylive, probably on pay-per-view at three o’clock in the
would not get such a high price) for them to sell youmorning because it is coming from Los Angeles or
live rights and then the BBC could haveMatch of thesomewhere in the middle of the States, you do not
Day in the evening, are you not?want highlights being shown at eight o’clock in the
Mr Darcey: Yes. We do not particularly insist onmorning, would I be right, because that would be the
anything. Very common would be, as Vic has said,first time most people would see it?
two bids. If they want to weigh things up then weMrWakeling:That is a very good example.Wewould
would say, “This is the amount we would pay if wenot want highlights being shown.
had total exclusivity. We understand you might want
to sell some highlights. This is the amount we would

Q1081 Lord Maxton: So you would insist on pay for just the live rights,” with the highlights being
exclusivity on that, would you? elsewhere and the decision is left to them.
Mr Wakeling: If it was pay-per-view, certainly. With Mr Wakeling: As far as all football contracts in this
pay-per-view boxing from the US we insist on a territory are concerned, with the Scottish FA, the
seven-day window. English FA, the Premier League and the football

league, they have all said there will be a highlights
window.Q1082 LordMaxton: So nobody can show that fight

on anything at all.
Q1087 Chairman: But that is their decision.Mr Wakeling: Under the code of agreement on user
Mr Wakeling: Yes.access people do tend to show the knockout.

Q1088 BaronessHowe of Idlicote:MrWakeling, youQ1083 Lord Maxton: This leads me to a question
gave a slight indication of surprise at something thewhere I think mobile phones is only one of the new
BBC had done by way of bidding. Put yourself for atechnologies, the other will be streaming down on
moment in the BBC’s shoes, how would you evaluatebroadband the internet services. Where do you stand
your own way of bidding given that they have certainon that? It is very diYcult to insist on exclusive rights.
rights which mean people overwrite yours?If someone is sitting in the audience with a video
Mr Wakeling: I think I said the BBC was surprisedcamera and amobile phone and is beaming it straight
when they lost the cricket rights to Channel 4 sixdown onto his computer and then out to anybody
years ago. I think I said I was surprised that they hadwho wants to pick it up, how do you stop that? You
chosen not to bid for live matches and highlights thiscannot.
time round. I have been in business a long time as youMr Darcey: I do not think there is much we can do
can tell, but I am not sure I can put myself in theabout that.
BBC’s shoes because I do not know how they work.
I have worked before Sky within commercial
broadcasting. I do not know how they put a value onQ1084 Lord Maxton: I presume so far it has not

happened. anything. I do know that they went public in advance
of the last round of cricket bidding. Peter Salmon,MrDarcey: It may have happened but it has not been

so prevalent that we have had cause to worry about it who was head of sport at the time, gave an interview
to theGuardian and said that—this was in advance ofa great deal. On streaming, I think the way the sports

rights market is moving is towards a general the ECB bidding—they envisaged having problems
with the scheduling of cricket, and it is diYcult. Iunderstanding that it is not particularly meaningful

to define live rights diVerentiating by technology. make no criticism of the BBC whatsoever. It is
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think there ought to be some sort of independentextremely diYcult to schedule cricket. You are never
quite sure when it is going to finish or when they are review of how they go about their bidding processes?

Mr Darcey: No, not particularly.going to play either. I have a lot of sympathy with
them, but I am not quite sure how they can put a
value on the rights. Q1091 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: You mean you
Mr Darcey: This is a general issue for all of the have never felt cross at the thought that they had bid
commercial broadcasters. We are all reasonably far too high?
straightforward in the commercial world in that we MrWakeling:You might be disappointed to miss out
are all trying to make a buck in a sense and we think on something but I do not think that necessarily
about the amount we would bid for a set of rights means you are asking for an intervention. The
according to the value we think it can add to the Charter is really the period when people have a
business. When we think about ITV and what we debate about what the BBC is for, what it should do,
might have to bid to outbid them, we are reasonably what are its priorities and then a licence fee settlement
comfortable that we can analyse their business, is reached, and they are given a degree of funding and
estimate how many viewers they will get, how much then the management choose how to allocate that
they would sell the advertising for and so on and money tomeet those objectives and I guess that is just
reach a view, but when it comes to the BBC all that part of the background of operating in the UK.
rather breaks down because they have quite a very
complex set of objectives that they are trying to meet. Q1092 Chairman: You do not want them to put any
We find it much harder to be able to predict what more priority into sport, do you, otherwise they are
value theymight end up putting on a particular event. going to end up outbidding you in a number of areas?
I suppose that must lead to many commercial Mr Darcey: Possibly, but that would probably leave
broadcasters sometimes being surprised at what they some gaps somewhere else.
choose to bid, either high or low, but in a sense we are
saying relative to the value a commercial broadcaster Q1093 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: You
would put on that that is a bit odd, but I do not think talked earlier about ITV developing sports services.
it means it is wrong, it just means that they are What would your response be to a BBC channel that
applying a very diVerent thought experiment to the was dedicated to sport?
whole equation. Mr Darcey: I suppose that would probably depend

on what sort of sports channel it was. Are you
thinking this is a channel that is going to a make aQ1089 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: Given that they
£1.2 billion bid for the Premier League or are youhave a duty to provide coverage for the licence fee
thinking it is going to show regional volleyball? There

payer, I think what one is trying to find out from you is quite a spectrum.
is whether the priority they give to sport is a high as
it should be given that overall duty because there

Q1094 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: Icertainly was some criticism of their rather low bid
would imagine it would be a channel that wouldunder those circumstance.
cover the areas that you cover. What would its likelyMr Darcey: I think it is very hard for us to put
market impact be?ourselves in their shoes. They have a very complex set
Mr Darcey: I think we have a channel that covers theof things they are trying to achieve and diVerent
areas we cover; it is called BBC One and BBC Two. Iobjectives. They have an extra one that we do not
am not clear how you think this would diVer from theever really have to think about that much and that is,
sports that they currently cover.

if they want to assign some money to one idea,
because they have a fixed income they really have to

Q1095 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: Itwork out where the money is going to come from, so
would only show sport.they have to work out what is going to lose out or
Mr Darcey: Are you thinking sport is going towhat else they might have done and they are not
transfer from BBC One and BBC Two or is it justgoing to do, whereas a commercial broadcaster tends
going to do more?to think of things incrementally. The Charter will set

down what are the objectives that they should pursue
Q1096 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: Both,and then I tend to think it is for the management of
I suspect.We are talking about the future where therethe BBC to think how they will allocate their money
is the opportunity for a BBC digital channel thatto deliver those objectives.
dedicates the channel to sport. What is the likely
eVect that would have on your services?

Q1090 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: Let us put it the Mr Darcey: I would go back to my previous answer
other way round. Supposing by your standards they and say that we have a Charter that will say what the

BBC is for, what it is trying to achieve, it will have anbid ridiculously high with public money, do you
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Mr Darcey: In the scenario we are talking about hereallocation of money and it will decide how best to
allocate that money to deliver the objectives. If the that would come in in a market impact assessment

and I think part of that would be what public valuemanagement decides that the one thing they should
do is bring forth a new channel then I am sure they would be created by such a channel given the

framework and the background of what other peoplewill do that. I suppose all we would really say is, as
for other new services that the BBC might propose, it are doing and a view would be reached as to that and

a view would then be taken as to the impact on thewould go through a market impact assessment and,
as we have said in our earlier evidence, wewould urge rest of the market and whether there were negatives

there that might flow from that. I think we would likethat that would be carried out by Ofcom, so there
would be an independent review of the impact on it to be Ofcom who would weigh those up and decide

whether that should go ahead. Within that processthem, but if it then passed through that and operated
according to a tightly defined licence then that too wewouldmake our views known andwewouldmake

observations about whether such a service waswould become part of the backdrop of operating in
the UK. wanted and whether it would deliver public value

given what was already available and so on. I would
distinguish that from just a decision day-to-day of theQ1097 Baroness Gibson of Market Rasen: I want to
BBC as to what to spend on particular sports rightsbe absolutely sure what you are saying because I am
to put on BBC One.finding it very, very strange. You are actually saying

to us that it is only at the time when the BBC Charter
is under review that you are thinking about the Q1099 Lord Peston: I want to take us on to what you

call minor sports and we have called minority sports,possibility of the BBC having a dedicated sports
channel, are you? It is not part and parcel of your which I think is the wrong expression because I am

pretty sure every sport is a minority sport in the sensemarketing of Sky because Sky is associated with
sport. You are giving me the impression that you do that no one has ever had more than half the

population to watch anything. I think your termnot think the BBC would do it but, in any case, you
only think about it at the time the BBC Charter is minor sports and what you include are right. You say

30 per cent of your coverage is dedicated to minorbeing considered.
MrDarcey:No, I do not think that is quite what I am sports. I take it that means time rather than audience.

Mr Wakeling: I am never comfortable with minor orsaying. I am saying that the main point at which we
have a major debate about what is the general scope minority because if you are a badminton player it is

a very important sport to you. Badminton is one ofof what the BBC should do is at Charter time and
then in the meantime they tend to discharge that. I those sports that the BBC walked away from in the

All England Championships which they covered fortend to think it is for the management to take a
decision day-to-day on how to spend the money and years and that are now on Sky and we cover it live

wall to wall for three or four days. In our submissiondischarge their obligations and meet their objectives.
There are provisions for what should happen if the we say it is something like 100 minor sports in the

year. A lot of those we are covering live but othersBBC want to propose the introduction of a new
service and that would have to have a service licence. will be in sports magazine programmes which are

scheduled. I think there is some sailing on tonight andWe think it should have a market impact assessment
and we think that should be carried out by Ofcom. It some powerboat racing on tomorrow morning, half-

hour programmes and half-hour signals. You willshould then have a very tightly defined service licence
and it should stick to that, but a proposal, whether it then get various other hour programmes, for example

Transworld Sport, which is also on Channel 4, whichbe for sport or whatever, passes those tests so I guess
that is part of the framework. will have reports of various sports around the world.

You will have features on sportsmen and on taking
part whether it be in BMX or croquet. We actuallyQ1098 Lord Peston: In the end you provide very
cover bridge. Last year we did six one-hour recordedgood sports channels and certainly people with my
programmes covering a bridge tournament. I am nottype of income could not remotely call them
quite sure if you can classify bridge a sport. There areexpensive. Whether you are talking about Test
people who are interested in it as a past time and wecricket in the last couple of weeks and our ludicrous
thought in the middle of the afternoon or in theperformance or some of the other things, it did not
morning—because we repeated it three times in a 24-cost very much for me to suVer! Could you not argue
hour window—there would be people interested inthat it should not be the BBC’s highest priority, being
that. We do try and cover as many sports as possiblea public service broadcaster by definition, if you are
because there is huge interest.doing a reasonably good job, to be doing your job?

We are not pressing you too strongly. Although one
would like to see more sport on the BBC, no one Q1100 Lord Maxton: What were your viewing

figures?could say you are not doing a fair job.
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a significant connection with an age group whichMr Wakeling: Not very good!
includes people who are forming their views,
acquiring knowledge and so on. During the evidenceQ1101 Lord Peston: Mr Darcey has constantly
you have given this afternoon it was said that peoplereminded us, quite rightly, that you are a commercial
are attracted to BSkyB subscription because of theoperation. Are you covering these sports that we are
breadth of choice available and I think at thatcurrently talking about because they are
moment we were not only thinking of sport but filmscommercially viable or because it is part of a broader
were mentioned and the news channels. What aboutpackage and a broader image that you want to create
religious broadcasting and religious programming,as to what you are doing? I am not saying you are
where does that fit into BSkyB?wrong to do it, but it is not obvious to me what the
Mr Le Jeune: We oVer on Sky One a religiouscommercial advantage is.
programmewhich runs for an hour early on a SundayMr Wakeling: I think the answer is the latter in that
morning.we think there are small pockets of people out there,

whether it be bridge or whatever, who might
subscribe to Sky Sports if we give that broader Q1105 Bishop of Manchester: What are the viewing
appeal. Theywill find something on our channel once figures for that?
a day or once a week that will interest them. If you Mr Le Jeune: I do not know, but I would be very
look at the terms of hours that we do on football, happy to find those out for you and let theCommittee
golf, cricket, tennis, Rugby League, Rugby Union, know. I looked at the very interesting evidence
they are our main sports in terms of hours. Let me sessions you had with the BBC and other
give you two examples in equestrian sport, the Horse broadcasters and also with the members of faith
of the Year Show and Hickstead. Years ago they groups before coming here and then as a consequence
were on the BBC andwere amajor event on the BBC. of that I took a look at the electronic programme
Now, for whatever reason, I do not know, the BBC guide which is available to subscribers to the digital
has dropped them. We have gone in in the past satellite platform. There is something of the order—
12 months and done three-year contracts to cover I would not swear these figures are absolutely
both. The audiences were 60,000 to 80,000 over the correct—of ten Christian television channels free-to-
three days of the event, not huge, but we are catering air on the platform, twoMuslim channels, oneHindu
for 60,000 to 80,000 people who wanted to watch channel, nine Christian radio stations, one Sikh radio
Hickstead and the Horse of the Year Show from the station and one station which describes itself as “a
NEC in Birmingham. multi-faith Asian radio channel”. It is interesting to

carry out that study in a sense because the discussions
Q1102 Lord Holme of Cheltenham: The business you had with the faith groups and with the other
model behind that would be, as a result of you doing broadcasters were focussed on a fairly narrowly
that, X thousand horsy people would now subscribe defined aspect of public service broadcasting which
to Sky and be able to watch their favourite sport. they were required to carry out. The channels we are
MrWakeling:That is exactly the business model, yes. talking about here are on the digital satellite
Mr Darcey: It may be that there is one person in the platform. We are required by law to give channels
home and they might be male, I do not want to be that have a licence fair, reasonable and non-
stereotyped here, that is a strong fan of football, but discriminatory access to the platform. We do not
the decision to subscribe or to continue subscribing exercise any control over them or their content. There
to Sky will typically be a household decision. It may is clearly a demand out there for dedicated religious
be that the wife is interested in horsy-type things. broadcasting both on television and radio which I

think puts into perspective some of the discussion
Q1103 Lord Holme of Cheltenham: And the you had with the terrestrial broadcasters.
daughter has a pony.
Mr Wakeling: Yes. Part of the commercial model is

Q1106 Bishop of Manchester: Do you allow aappealing to all members of the household.
discounted rate?Chairman: We have got the point now. I want to
Mr Le Jeune: We do. That is a discounted rate thatchange gear entirely. We are not doing only sports,
applies to charitable organisations organisingwe are doing a whole range of other things and one
channels. We do not discriminate between religiousof the very important things we are doing is religious
and other charities.broadcasting.

Q1104 Bishop of Manchester: In your written Q1107 Bishop of Manchester:What sort of discount
is it?evidence you said 40 per cent of 15–25 year olds have

Sky, 82 per cent of 4–15 year olds and 75 per cent of Mr Le Jeune: It is of the order of 40 per cent, so it is
substantial.16–34 year olds live in multi-channel homes. That is
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Q1112 Baroness Gibson of Market Rasen: I am sureQ1108 Lord Maxton: That would be to the other
community channels as well, would it? that you have been thinking about the BBC’s

proposals for a shared production hub inMr Le Jeune:Yes, to all channels that are charitable.
Manchester. What are your views on this?
Mr Le Jeune: We have a blank sheet of paper onQ1109 Lord Maxton: If one of the American more
this!right-wing religious channels came to you and said
Mr Wakeling: A few years ago I did go tothey wanted to broadcast on your platform would
Manchester where there was a small televisionyou say, “That’s fine, you are licensed and you are
studio and I did make a recommendation thatallowed to do it”?
perhaps more could be happening there, but theMr Le Jeune: The decision is taken out of our hands.
communications at the time and the costs of gettingBy law we must oVer fair, reasonable and non-
everything up there ruled it out. I am not quite surediscriminatory access to the platform. Making
that we have a view on where the BBC should basevalued judgments of that kind is not a thing for us.
itself. In broadcast terms nowadays it does notMr Darcey: They have a licence from Ofcom.
matter. I am talking about 15 years ago when I wasMr Le Jeune: Ofcom must make that decision.
trying to set up another operation within ITV and
the communications in and out of Manchester wereQ1110 Bishop of Manchester: Like it or not,
not at the same level as now. We could be inreligion is big news in the world today and therefore
London, we could be in Birmingham, Newcastle,it is very important when it is referred to in
wherever. As to basing yourself there, I am notaccordance with what may be happening in various
quite sure.parts of the world that there is some expertise, that

people are given a reasonably intelligent
Q1113 Lord King of Bridgwater: Do you not havebackground to why something may have happened.
a big sports unit in Manchester?What facilities do you have in forming the news
Mr Wakeling: We do not. We have a small sportsbulletins to access the kind of informed opinion that
news unit based in Manchester, another one insomething as serious as religion, belief or non-belief
Harrogate, another one in Newcastle and one inrequires?
Scotland. We have small Sky Sports news unitsMr Le Jeune: On that I think I would have to plead
based around the country.ignorance and ask if I might write to the Committee.

I think it is true that Sky News has a very high
Q1114 Chairman: Would there be any objection toreputation for the quality and the unbiased nature
having a shared production hub with someone likeof its reporting, but I am afraid I do not know if it
the BBC?has a specifically religious expertise in that way.
Mr Wakeling: In using their studios?

Q1111 Bishop of Manchester: If there was some
Q1115 Chairman: In using joint studios.scientific point which was being reported on the
Mr Wakeling: No, there would be no objection atnews it would be likely that you would be going to
all. In fact, in the past we have used OB trucks fromsomebody whose expertise in that was accepted.
the BBC because we have put everything out toThere can be a tendency when dealing with religious
tender, we do not own any of our own facilities. Thematters for it to be done in a slightly amateur way.
BBC has tendered in the past and they did win aI am not saying Sky News does do that, but I would
contract. They did not win it the second time round.be grateful if what you have just oVered the
We hire facilities from companies in BirminghamChairman could be followed up and we could
and Manchester and various other parts of thereceive that in writing.
country as well.Mr Le Jeune: Indeed. As a keen watcher of Sky

News I cannot say I have detected any of the
possible amateurishness that you have spoken of Q1116 Lord Maxton: Have you ever considered

moving much more into regional broadcasting sowhen dealing with religious matters in which I am
personally interested. I will ask the question and that you were doing maybe regional news and

regional sport and you might show Scottish footballwrite to the Chairman about that.
Bishop of Manchester: That may prove that you in Scotland but you would maybe show the

Newcastle against Sunderland game and make ithave got the knowledge and expertise available, but
it would be interesting to see how it is made up. exclusive to your viewers in the North-East?

Mr Darcey: Twice in my time at Sky the questionThank you very much.
Chairman: Can I change gear yet again at this point? has been posed as to whether we should develop

regional news services of some kind, setting news orWe are also looking at regional broadcasting and
broadcasting around the country. We have been to whatever you might want to call it and both times

we have looked at it we have found it commerciallya number of places including Manchester.
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Q1120 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: In terms of newunattractive. Essentially the challenge has been the
sets, industry research says there are going to benews gathering costs and we struggle to work out
over a million high definition capable television setshow we will make that up. I tend to wonder whether
sold this year, that was on the previous occasion andthat might change going forward in a broadband
you are saying you are rolling it out. There haveworld and whether the economics might improve,
been stories of the higher cost of high definition tobut in terms of television, it is pretty challenging for
other forms and I just wondered whether this hasa commercial operator like Sky.
made any diVerence to your assessment and the
speed at which this is going to be rolled out and the

Q1117 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: preferred choice. I can see the value. We have seen
Which means that it has got to be the BBC is what some of the ways it can be used clearly for sport but
you are saying. also for wildlife films.
Mr Darcey: If you are going to do news coverage in Mr Darcey: I do not know about the exact numbers,
the traditional way with the traditional news but I would say that as we have moved through 2005
gathering model. The reason I referred to things like I think we have probably become more confident
broadband is because we are starting to see the that high definition is going to make a substantial
emergence of behaviour on the internet in which the impact and usher in quite a substantial change in
citizen is becoming a journalist in one sense. If you the television market in the UK.
extrapolate some of that behaviour and you have
large portions of the population armed with video

Q1121 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: Are you going tocameras which masquerade as mobile phones or
be the leaders in this or are the BBC competitive?something like that and they are sending
Mr Darcey: I think Sky will have a major role toinformation in, you can perhaps see a business
play in getting HD set-top boxes out into themodel that evolves around fostering that activity
marketplace, but I think we will be one of manyand trying to coordinate it. If that were possible you
broadcasters who will broadcast in HD channels

might overcome some of those regional news that can be received by those set-top boxes and I
gathering costs. I do not know yet but I sense that think that the BBC will be a major player in that
there is something changing there. space as a broadcaster. The DTT platform is limited
Mr Wakeling: As far as regional sport is concerned in its ability to oVer HD services, but I think you
and Newcastle United versus Sunderland, I think will see the BBC doing things in HD that are
there are Geordies living everywhere who want to receivable by people who have bought a satellite
watch that and it is the same thing with Scottish HD box.
football as well. The Scottish Cup Final is listed in
Scotland but we do get decent figures in the rest of

Q1122 Chairman: Perhaps if there is anything youthe territory and the same is true for Scottish
want to add to that you might drop us a note. Justfootball internationals and Welsh football
one very last question. You may have noticed theinternationals, etcetera.
Committee’s first report where we recommended the
cost of digital switchover should be met by the
Government basically through taxation rather thanQ1118 Lord Maxton: But you do not bid for the
by the BBC through the licence fee. I do not knowScottish Premier League.
if you have any views on that or not?Mr Wakeling: We did put a bid on the table but we
Mr Darcey: We have a few views on digitaldid not succeed.
switchover. In terms of who pays, I guess our
starting principle would be to ask who benefits and

Q1119 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: My question to try and match the two up. It strikes me that there
really goes back both to your previous evidence and are two broad categories of cost. One is derived
a little comment you make in your latest update from the decision to convert to digital all 1,154
paper on high definition television which is due to terrestrial masts. That is going to cost a great deal
roll out in 2006. I just wondered whether your of money. The beneficiaries of that appear to be the
assessment of the number of television sets that terrestrial broadcasters themselves and their
could be available to put over high definition is the shareholders. The reason for that and the reason
same as it was a few months ago. I only mention they are interested in this happening is that they
this because of the very high cost of high definition have a strong preference for as many people as
television. possible to be able to choose a digital terrestrial
Mr Darcey: I do not know what the numbers were means of converting. The reason is that they
that we put over. strongly prefer the more constrained environment in
Mr Le Jeune: I am not familiar with that figure which they find that their viewing share is not

diluted as much as if somebody chooses anothereither.
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licence fee payer to bear the costs associated withplatform. They have an incentive for DTT to be
rolled out as far as it possibly can. It strikes me that delivering that benefit to the Treasury.
they and their shareholders are the beneficiaries of
that, where they are commercially owned, and it Q1123 Chairman: I think we regard that as a rather

useful view. It happens to coincide with our owndoes seem odd to ask the licence fee payer to pay
for that. The second category of cost I would put view.

Mr Darcey: They are always the best!down as the marketing costs, the disruption that will
be faced by people who are forced to convert, the
assistance to the vulnerable and that category of Q1124 Chairman: Thank you very much indeed.

You have been very patient. We have been going forcosts. They largely come about because of a decision
or a desire to be able to switch oV the analogue over an hour and a half and now you have answered

our questions extremely well. Perhaps if there aresignal and then to be able to sell on the spectrum
that is released from that. It strikes me that at least any other points we could put them to you and you

could write. Thank you very much for coming.in the first instance the beneficiary of that is the
Treasury and it might then be sold on from there. Mr Wakeling: We will come back to you on the

various bits of information you have asked for.Again it seems perhaps slightly odd to ask for the
Thank you very much.
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Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury, B Manchester, Bp
Fowler, L (Chairman) Maxton, L
Howe of Idlicote, B O’Neill of Bengarve, B
Kalms, L Peston, L

Letter and memorandum from Channel 4

Please find attached a short response from Channel 4 to the 2nd Call for Evidence from the Committee. We
have focused our comments on just two of the areas identified by the Committee for further inquiry—
Broadcasting in the Nations and Regions and The BBC as Commissioner versus Broadcaster.

We hope that the Committee finds these additional comments useful.

12 October 2005

1. Broadcasting in the Nations and Regions

1.1 Channel 4 strongly supports the BBC’s moves to decentralise and play more of a role as “venture capital
for the creative economy” in the regions and nations of the UK. As the BBC is funded by licence fee payers
from across the UK and as it has a duty to reflect the diVerent constituent parts of the United Kingdom back
to one another, it is important that it addresses the fact that historically it has been too much of a London-
centric organisation.

1.2 We are not in a position to comment on the specific question of whether the proposedmove toManchester
represents value for money for the licence fee payer. However, we would like to reiterate the points made in
our initial submission to the committee regarding the importance of the BBC using the opportunity aVorded
by the introduction of the WOCC to do more to support independent production in the regions.

1.3 If we are to develop an independent production community across theUK that supports cultural diversity,
is strong and vibrant and provides significant opportunities for locally-based talent to develop and succeed,
it will be important that the BBC does not simply concentrate any increased spend on independent production
in London. In Channel 4’s view the relative weakness of regional production today will mean that the BBC
will inevitably focus spend on London unless positive policy measures—such as an independent regional
production quota—are introduced.

1.4 We believe that if the BBC were to deploy a significant proportion of the licence fee in this way, alongside
Channel 4’s major investment in the regions, it could help to create and sustain strong clusters of regional
production, both in-house and independent, in a number of key centres across the UK. As we suggested in
our original submission to the Committee the BBC’s contribution could be further buttressed if it committed
greater resources to the training and development of independent producers in the regions to match the
commitment of Channel 4.

2. The BBC as Commissioner Versus Broadcaster—in the Context of the Digital Revolution is the

Future of the BBC Principally as a Producer and Commissioner of High Quality Programming or

as a Broadcaster?

2.1 Channel 4 strongly supports the proposition that the future for the BBC must be built firmly upon its key
role as commissioner and producer of public service content. Its role as “broadcaster” of that content is
becoming increasingly incidental. The key purpose of public service broadcasting, at both the BBC and
Channel 4, is to educate, entertain and informby investing in the widest possible range of content of the highest
quality and making this available to the widest possible audience through the most relevant means of
distribution. Ensuring that this content is easily and universally available, primarily on a free-to-view basis,
is clearly vital and PSB delivery should be fulfilled through all relevant media to ensure resonance with its
audience.

2.2 A key purpose of the BBC has been that it is both a producer and distributor of PSB programmes and
this principle should be maintained in a digital world to ensure the breadth and diversity of its PSB role is
adequately fulfilled. Channel 4 believes that it is important for the UK’s broadcast and production ecology
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that the BBC retains a specific role as a producer. BBC Production has historically played a very important
role in the training and development of skills of staV in the media sector. Retention of strong in-house
production units in the BBC, when coupled with a strong and vibrant independent production community,
should help to underpin choice, diversity and competition in UK production. We believe that it is important
that there is a significant proportion of the UK production sector focused primarily on the delivery of public
service content and not only on maximising commercial returns. This is particularly important if those areas
of PSB that oVer less potential for commercial exploitation in secondary markets or require significant
financial risk (eg news, current aVairs, documentary, original comedy) are to remain healthy.

2.3 In the old analogue world ‘broadcasting’ was eVectively the only way to ensure universal access to public
service content but in the new digital world there is an ever increasing array of ways to get content to viewers.
Viewer behaviour is being radically transformed as a result of the ‘broadband, download’ culture. Viewers
now expect to be able to get access to public service content from the BBC, and other PSBs including
Channel 4, as and when it is convenient to them and not to the Channel controllers and schedulers.
Furthermore, the traditional distinction between production and distribution in the analogue world will
increasingly blur in the digital world, as programmes and services exploit the choice and flexibility oVered
through new digital platforms.

2.4 It is essential that the public service broadcasters are able to meet changing viewer demands by ensuring
their content and services are available on the fullest possible range of new media platforms, including
broadband and mobile. It is for this reason that Ofcom’s review of the production sector that is set to take
place later this year is of such significance for the BBC and Channel 4. This review will set the regulatory
framework for the means by which the PSBs secure the rights in their commissioned programming necessary
to deliver their public service role in the digital age. Channel 4 believes that it is essential that this framework
enables public service broadcasters to continue to make their content available on a universal basis in the new
media world, without the imposition of prohibitive additional costs. If this is not achieved then public service
content will become less and less relevant, especially to the younger generation.

2.5 It is also important that public service broadcasters have the opportunity to develop and promote new
forms of public service content on these new platforms. This content, for example on mobile, may not be the
same in format or approach as that which has traditionally been the basis of PSB in the analogue world. The
BBC has already shown, through the success of its online activity, how public service values can be adapted
to remain relevant in the new media world. If PSBs are not facilitated to invest in content for the new media
space as well as for traditional broadcast there is a danger that the new media world will be dominated solely
by commercial content and that the value of public service and universal access will become increasingly
irrelevant.

2.6 Notwithstanding our ongoing support for the BBC as commissioner and producer of content and for its
need to expand its presence onto new platforms, we believe it will be more essential than ever that proposals
for new BBC services face proper public scrutiny before their introduction. The size and scale of the BBC and
the absence of any need to make a commercial return place it in a uniquely powerful position. There must,
therefore, be full market impact and public value assessments conducted on all new service proposals as well
as full public and industry consultation prior to the granting of any approvals.

Examination of Witnesses

Witnesses: Mr Andy Duncan, Chief Executive and Mr David Scott, Consultant, Channel 4, examined.

Q1125 Chairman: Good morning. Thank you very been sold, but has Channel 4 made any estimate as to
the value of its own allocation of analogue spectrum?much for coming again. You know where we are up

to in this inquiry; we have done our first part and I am Mr Duncan: Not in terms of what it might be worth
at the point of going to switchover, because it is a verygoing to come back to that, if I may, just on a few

points. We are now moving on to other areas which hard figure to predict. Clearly various estimates are
kicking around the place which other people havewe did not have time to consider properly in the first

part; I suppose notably sport in this session because come up with. Our view is that it depends partly on
what the spectrum is used for. For example, up to 14we have already taken evidence on religious

broadcasting. Just on the first inquiry, we were channels will be released and one of the things we
think would be a very good idea would be to reinvestunable to find a figure for howmuch theGovernment

stood tomake from the sale of the analogue spectrum a chunk of that capacity into building a seventh
multiplex which is going to be crucial in order to keepand I wonderedwhether you could help us in anyway

about this. Obviously, it will not be known until it has DTT up to date and technologically robust. It is also
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consumer benefits, choice and some of those sortsgoing to be crucial if we are ever going to see high-
definition television properly available on DTT. If of things.
that sort of policy decision were taken, clearly that
would not really generate any money at all, in fact Q1128 Lord Maxton: I must say that I am not very
quite the opposite, whereas if it were sold oV for other clear on this. The switchover to digital starts next
uses, potentially mobile phone companies or things year in some areas, but presumably the sell-oV does
along those lines, it could generate a significant not come until the final in 2012, is that right? So that
amount of money. It obviously depends heavily on means there is going to be quite a lot of expense
the economic cycle at the time and, to some extent, between 2006 and 2012, which presumably is going to
how some of the current activities that are taking reduce the benefits from selling oV in 2012,
place on developing 3G technology, on broadcasting particularly if by 2012 the technology is such that
on mobiles and so on, takes oV over the next few there will be practically no value at all in it. Would
years as well. Our view on the value of what we have that be right?
is that historically it has obviously been incredibly Mr Duncan: The marketing campaign has eVectively
valuable. When it was one of only four channels started already and the first area Border is switching
initially and latterly one of five it has clearly been the oV in 2008. You are right that there is going to be a
main public subsidy ormechanism by which Channel significant period of investment and a lot of eVort
4 has been allowed to operate. Any surplus we and upfront cost to drive the switchover through
generate through commercial revenue we keep and before potentially the whole spectrum becomes
reinvest, but it has been a crucial part of the whole available nationally. I am slightly repeating what I
model of Channel 4. It is reducing in value over time, said when I came to the Committee before. From a
so if you were to value it now, it would clearly be less Channel 4 point of view, it is an easier life if
than it was at its peak and our benchmark for that switchover never happens; the old analogue world
would be the lowering of licence payments which suits us rather well. With a broader hat on, we
both ITV and Channel 5 are making for their support the purposes behind it and think it is broadly
spectrum. To be honest, by the time we get towards a good thing to do, but I do not think the major
the end of the switchover process, it will clearly be arguments are economic. The major arguments are
worth significantly less again, unless it is used in some other arguments.
major diVerent way. Our feeling is that it is more
about trying to find a replacement for us for that Q1129 Lord Maxton: But in fact, the way the
indirect subsidy and possibly using some of the Government are doing it actually suits you best
spectrum at the end of switchover for new issues like really, does it not? It suits the terrestrial broadcasters
high-definition, but it is very hard to put an exact to keep digital terrestrial rather than going to some
value on it. other form, some other way reaching every

household.
Mr Duncan: What would suit us best is not to haveQ1126 Chairman: But if you were the Government,

you might look at it slightly diVerently and wonder switchover at all.
Lord Maxton: Given that, the next best is . . . ?what the value to you, the Government, would be if

you sold this?
MrDuncan:Yes. There is quite a wide range of views. Q1130 Chairman: As a working assumption, we can
There are some people who believe there is take it, can we not, that the Government are going to
potentially quite a bonanza in store and potentially have some receipts from the sale of analogue? There
the economic windfall could be one of the reasons for has been a slight assumption up to now that once we
going for switchover. Others are more sceptical as to have gone to digital, analogue will simply fall to the
whether there will be any real value in terms of cost ground and that will be that, but that really is not
benefit and even the report which was done a year or the case.
two ago indicated £1 to £2 billion maximum. Mr Scott: That is a correct assumption and it will

depend on the use that public policy puts this
spectrum to. There will be a process, which OfcomQ1127 Chairman: That is not an inconsiderable
will manage, of allocating the spectrum in due coursefigure. I do not know what your feelings are, but
and of course it is the Government which will get any£1 billion to £2 billion seems to me rather a lot of
receipt which comes from that.money.

MrDuncan: It is a lot for Channel 4. The point is that
it is predicated on a few key assumptions and those Q1131 Chairman: May I just ask you a second

question? Given that, what is your view on the costsassumptions do not have to changemuch towipe that
£1 billion to £2 billion out. Our feeling is that the of digital switchover? Should those be met by the

Government out of the receipts of general taxation,purpose of switchover is not really around the
economic windfall: it is more about citizen benefits, or should it all be placed on the licence fee?
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they are forced to do otherwise, will put aMr Duncan: It is a decision for Government. Their
current thinking that it will be done via the BBC disproportionate amount of extra spend into the big,

strong, London-based independents. In some cases—seems to us perfectly appropriate. The BBC have
historically taken on the responsibility for driving groups which have bought up one or two regional

oYces to satisfy round the back door—a realthrough some of the broadcasting changes that we
have seen. In particular, the BBC have this opportunity would be missed. If an appropriate

amount of thatmoney—in our case it would be 30 perimperative of universality, so they are putting
hundreds of millions of pounds a year into their cent and something similar for the BBC would work

very well—had to be spent properly to help drivevarious digital services and up to this point there are
licence fee payers paying who still cannot get those regional development, it would be a fantastic thing
services or certainly cannot get them free-to-air. So for the independent sector and it would also
the BBC seem perfectly appropriate to us and clearly strengthen the available supply base outside of
you have diVerent chunks of cost. You have the London for other broadcasters including ourselves.
transmission build-up which they absolutely have to My sense is that it has to be an absolute requirement
do simply to deliver their services to their audiences. on the BBC, otherwise, if it is just a good intention
Taking on a key role in the marketing and and they are given some indicative targets, it will
communications campaign is perfectly sensible and get lost.
they have air time availability to do those sorts of
training type campaigns and so on. There are clearly

Q1134 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury:other options, but it seems to us a perfectly
Picking up on what you were saying about thereasonable way to go.
regional companies, we were up in Manchester
recently and they were saying that a lot of the big

Q1132 Chairman: It does not trouble you that it is a London-based independents have opened oYces up
regressive form of taxation? there. Now those oYces will obviously employ local
Mr Duncan: You get into the whole issue of how the people. Does that not satisfy your desire for the BBC
BBC are funded. Our feeling is that it is appropriate, to invest in the region?
although there clearly are other options. Mr Duncan: That is part of the answer. It is perfectly

reasonable for some of the regional spend to be with
Q1133 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: I major groups which happen to have a regional oYce;
think they may need a little help from Channel 4 on that is perfectly legitimate. There are also
the marketing, but that is just a personal opinion. I mechanisms which could be put in place. In our case,
should like to ask you a question about the Window we source programmes from over 300 independent
of Creative Competition which you, in your previous suppliers, substantially more than anybody else does,
evidence, supported but you did say it had to be and quite a few of those are one- or two-person
managed very carefully in order not to, to quote you, operations which literally make perhaps one or two
“feed big fat indies”. Do you think that the way this programmes in a year. Out of that breeding ground
Committee have recommended that the BBC should you get some very innovative new companies
set indicative targets within WOCC satisfies your emerging and it is a real struggle regionally. Being
concerns? very specific, it would be fine for the BBC to put some
Mr Duncan: I first of all welcome the fact that the money into the Manchester branch of Endemol or
Committee have picked up on the issue. I guess my the Manchester branch of RDF, but you also want
honest view is that I do not think indicative targets BBC money going into the little independent in
are strong enough. Having spent three years at the Newcastle or in Bristol or in North Wales or
BBC, if there is not an absolute requirement, it will wherever it might happen to be. A regional quota
get lost in the wash. Even since we last spoke about could work with some sort of guidelines around
this issue our feelings on this have strengthened, spreading it across a mix of diVerent sized companies
because it is really clear now that within the as well.
independent sector a few very big independents are
merging, buying up other independents; you have

Q1135 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: Andprobably seen some of the deals yourselves, the likes
that regional quota would be operated through . . . ?of Shed, who recently bought Ricochet, RDF who
MrDuncan: There are several ways of doing it, but inhave just bought IWC and so on. They are very good,
the same way that the 25 per cent to 50 per centvery strong companies and in most cases Channel 4 is
WOCC has to be managed and, prior to that, the oldtheir biggest customer still, but it is getting harder
25 per cent quota had to bemanaged and reported onand harder in fact to secure quality programming
by the BBC, you would simply put in place withinfrom some of the small- and medium-sized
that, that a minimum of 30 per cent has to be spentindependents and that is a particular issue outside of

London. It is almost inevitable that the BBC, unless outside London.
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there is a very simple opportunity to rebalance howQ1136 Chairman:May I ask just one other question.
Do you think there is a case for Channel 4 as a not- that is allocated. We are using our spectrum very

eYciently. We have run out of spectrum actually andfor-profit broadcaster and, for that matter, the BBC
as a licence fee funded body, to be allocated free are having to buy it on the open market at a very

expensive price. The BBC are using theirs verydigital spectrum by Ofcom?
Mr Duncan: Yes. ineYciently. There is a very simple opportunity

which could be taken literally in the next six months
or so, alongside the White Paper and the licence fee.Q1137 Chairman: And have you put that case to
We are trying to diVerentiate between a very specificOfcom?
short-term opportunity to reallocate some capacityMrDuncan:Yes, we have. It is a very current and live
from the longer-term policy decision about whetherdebate for us at the moment, which is back to the
more capacity in total is put into PSB.conversation that we had before. We are doing very

well in the short term, but we are increasingly anxious
Q1139 Chairman: Is there any estimate of howmuchabout the pressures in the medium to long term and,
it would actually cost you if you were not allocatedalmost by the week, life is moving on. We saw the
free digital spectrum?Virgin/NTL deal, we have the cable merger which is
Mr Duncan: Yes. We have acquired two sources oftaking place, Sky have bought EasyNet and so on
capacity this year, two slots from National Gridand so forth. Our own sense is that some of the
Wireless, and although the figures are actuallycompetitive developments which are emerging mean
confidential in terms of how much we paid, the pressthat we are perhaps two to three years away from
has speculated that the last one was in the region ofwhen some of the pressures really start to bite, not
£12 million. We have certainly had to pay a veryleast with the switchover process coming in as well.
significant amount of money which we have decidedCapacity has historically been a very good way of
to do as a premium for certainty now. The market ishelping drive the public service model, both in our
obviously developing very rapidly and if we are goingcase and the BBC’s case and, going forward, we think
to get on and launch things like More4—and we areit is one of the best ways in which you could underpin
looking at other channel ideas including Film FourChannel 4. We are pushing quite hard on some
going free next year—we have to do them now whileopportunities, which we are discussing both with
the market is developing. Our assumption is that weDCMS and with Ofcom, which exist specifically at
will not have to continue to pay those very high pricesthe moment around possible use of some of the BBC
indefinitely and at some point it will be a clear way tocapacity and the possible windfall that will come
underpin us by providing capacity in some other way.through if 64 QAM is adopted through switchover.
Mr Scott:Certainly going forward there is the idea ofIn both cases we think it is a very good way of giving
spectrum charging, which I know the BBC haveChannel 4 more head space through capacity.
written into their licence bid. The concept of
spectrum charging was trying to look for eYciency in

Q1138 Chairman: That would mean Government the use of the spectrum and the allocation of the
giving up potential revenue, would it? spectrum, but the way the forecast spectrum is
MrDuncan: There are two quite distinct options: one allocated it is money which will just come straight
of which is complicated and I suspect will take some from the programmes, so it does not actually lead to
years to resolve and one of which could be done very any behavioural change.
quickly. The complicated longer-term option is what
you do with the released analogue spectrum. Do you

Q1140 Chairman: So the spectrum charging wouldsell it oV and maximise income or do you reinvest it
just be another cost.to create the chance to do high-definition, those sorts
Mr Scott: For us.of issues. I am sure that would be a process of some

years of debate and there is the big International
Q1141 Chairman: And for the BBC.Spectrum Conference next year which will be part of
Mr Scott: And for the BBC.that. The very specific short-term opportunity that
Chairman: Having said all this, let us move on towe see, that we are currently discussing, is that the
what we are looking at now. Thank you for thatBBC has a commitment to run Five and S4C and
précis of where we were. Let us go to sport.S4C2 on their BBC multiplexes, one of which is

controlled by Ofcom and one of which is licensed
directly by Government. Capacity will be available Q1142 Lord Maxton: I am tempted to ask you

whether you would have been so disappointed atoutside Wales, because S4C will run just in Wales on
DTT, and Scotland in the other case because of the losing the test matches if Australia had hammered

England last summer, but maybe I should not askGaelic service. It is very, very unlikely that the
Treasury or Government will take a decision to take that. You did say in the evidence to the House of

Commons Culture, Media and Sport Selectthat capacity out of public service broadcasting and
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on average to sell to somebody else, possibly Sky;Committee that you were disappointed that the
English Cricket Board did not look at a partnership they had more 20/20 internationals, they had more

one-day internationals. If they had driven the processbetween you and Sky. Did you make that proposal?
What was the proposal? Why do you think they down and made it very clear up front they wanted a

joint solution, my own view is that they couldturned it down?
probably have had broadly the same amount ofMr Duncan: We were very disappointed to lose the
money going forward as they had been gettingcricket, regardless of whether we lost to Australia or
historically and, at worst, if Sky had been preparedbeat Australia. The reality is that we covered cricket
to pay no more money, they would have only beenfor seven years and I think Channel 4 did an excellent
£5 million worse oV a year. What Sky did, once theyjob in terms of the innovation of the coverage. A lot
knew that the ECB would potentially go for anof money was invested in production, a lot of money
exclusive contract, was to oVer a lot less than theywas invested in marketing as well as the rights cost
had been paying on the basis of sharing it with us andand it was basically a very successful partnership over
oVer more on the basis of it being exclusive. I do notthose seven years between us and Sky together with
blame Sky: for Sky, it was a smart deal but inmy viewthe ECB. Having said that, we lost over £100 million
the ECB made a big mistake. The idea of having noover that seven-year period, so it had always been a
live cricket coverage in any form, winter or summer,significant loss-maker for us. The ECB had a very
on British television for five years and eVectivelysimple choice when the most recent contract
nearly three quarters of the country being unable tonegotiations came round. They could have driven the
see any live cricket—most people in this country willprocess to strive to continue that successful
probably never see Freddie FlintoV live again—is apartnership and gone for suYcient money and a
bizarre decision for a sporting authority to take.balance of exposure across both free-to-air

broadcasters like ourselves and Sky, or they could
have gone down a route of trying to maximise money

Q1144 Lord Maxton: “Most people” is probably aby going for an exclusive contract. Clearly in Sky’s
slight exaggeration.case, and you only have to look at the football debate
Mr Duncan: He may not be playing cricket in fiveto understand that, exclusivity does attract a
years’ time.premium. We put in what we thought was a very full

and fair bid. It would have meant us continuing to
lose the best part of £15 million a year and it was a Q1145 LordMaxton: I meant that people watch Sky
very full bid for the main test series of each summer. in a variety of diVerent ways, in pubs, in clubs and all
We were genuinely surprised and disappointed that the rest of it. I shall leave that one aside because our
the ECB did not try to pursue that more strongly as interest is the BBC. Did you not consider the BBC
some sort of partnership approach. being involved in this partnership? I know they did

not bid in any way.
Mr Duncan: Essentially the way the partnership

Q1143 LordMaxton: Presumably Sky oVered on the worked very well was the free-to-air terrestrial
overseas, which you do not? broadcaster oVering the exposure and the coverage
Mr Duncan: Yes. The ECB are quoting very widely to all homes and then the specialist pay/sports
this £80 million figure as being the diVerence between broadcaster, sports channel was able to oVer all the
what we eVectively bid and what Sky bid as a joint coverage including some of the county coverage as
bid, versus what Sky bid exclusively, but the reality is well. The BBC were in many ways replicating what
slightly diVerent to that, or I should say that we have we have been doing and so a joint Channel 4/BBC
a diVerent way of looking at it. Sky have for many thingwould not really have covered some of the other
years covered the international overseas cricket matches, if that is what you mean. They would have
extremely well and for reasons of scheduling, and it been presenting an alternative to us to partner Sky;
varies by time of year and time of day, they have done that might have been a diVerent option. My
a very good job with that through their specialist understanding is they did not make a serious bid at
sports channels. We have covered the main test series all.
of the summer and shared the minor test series of
each summer. For example, we shared one test each
with Bangladesh and that makes it more diYcult in Q1146 Lord Maxton: The whole problem with
marketing terms because you cannot own that whole cricket is that it is a long day and it disrupts every
series.We only bid for themain test series, we bid just other form of scheduling you have to do during the
over £3million a test, which was close to what we had day and, of course, there is no guarantee that it will
been paying, but not quite as much. In total it would not finish early, it will not be put oV because of bad
have meant about £5 million less from Channel 4 per light, that it will not rain, whatever. Did you have
year. The ECB had more rights to sell this time some form of deal with the BBC to use archive

material when you had breaks of that nature? If so,around because they had an extra one and a half tests
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course at key moments, when England were battingdid you have to pay them for it and what did you pay
them for it? or towards the end of the day when perhaps there
Mr Scott: I am afraid I cannot recall the answer to were more people around, you might get figures of
that question. three or four million in some cases. This summer was

obviously an exceptional series, a once-in-a-
generation series in many ways, and the averageQ1147 Lord Maxton: Obviously, if you wanted, in
audience was over two million, but at various pointsthe interval orwhen it was rained oV at some point, to
along the way it peaked at seven or eight million.show Ian Botham playing in a great test match, you
There is a diVerence between the hard-core cricketwould have had to obtain that material from the
lover, assuming they can aVord it, who might be aBBC. You presumably could not have obtained it
sports lover and subscribe to Sky Sport, and thosefrom anywhere else.
people who love cricket but either cannot aVord toMr Scott:We have gradually built our archive across
pay for subscription or who are occasional cricketthe seven years of our coverage.
lovers. This summer in particular we saw a lot of
people who were perhaps on the fringes who came inQ1148 Lord Maxton: You just use your own
to watch the sport. The simple facts are that Skyarchive?
Sport is only available in a quarter of homes. I amMr Scott: Yes.
sure a disproportionate number of cricket lovers have
Sky Sport but there are many, many cricket fans,Q1149 Lord King of Bridgwater:How much did you
people who would have watched cricket on Channelsay you lost over the period?
4, who are either unable or unwilling to aVord or doMr Duncan: Over £100 million.
not want to subscribe to Sky in order to get that
cricket.Q1150 Lord King of Bridgwater: Is that in lost

advertising?
MrDuncan:Essentially there are three blocks of cost. Q1152 Lord King of Bridgwater: In a population of
The rights cost is the biggest chunk of cost and then 60 million, what is your audience for cricket?
there is about a further £5 million pa for production, Mr Duncan: On average we had around two million
£5 million pa for marketing. We were spending with peaks of seven or eight million. We could go
around £25 million a year and the income we were back and try and do some sort of cross-analysis,
generating from our advertising was only about though it is quite diYcult, but our sense is at least well
£10 million, so it was actually a net cost of about a over half and probably two thirds of that audience is
£15 million pa. The actual opportunity cost was coming from non-Sky homes.
potentially even bigger, because we could have run
much cheaper programming during that time and
generated bigger audiences, but the pure factual loss Q1153 Chairman: The £100 million loss was over
that we made per year on average was about how many years?
£15 million. Mr Duncan: Seven years.

Chairman: Seven years; so £100 million over seven
Q1151 Lord King of Bridgwater: This thing about years.
the tragedy for the great British public and howmuch
of the audience cannot see cricket is that quite a lot of

Q1154 Lord Peston: My questions arethe public would actually hate the idea of having to
generalisations of those. You have public servicewatch any cricket at all. What percentage of the
broadcasting obligations and of course the BBC is aChannel 4 audience are actually cricket watchers?
public service broadcaster. I take it you wouldThis is what I am trying to get to. There is this point
interpret the loss on cricket and any other losses youwhen you say only so many people can get Sky. We
make on other sporting events as fulfilling yourwere talking to Sky yesterday who made a big pitch.
public service obligations. Therefore in a sense whatObviously they use sport to sell packages to people
you are telling us is that the ECB does not regardand obviously the sport lovers tended to sign up to
itself as having any public service obligations at all;that and people who are keen on bringing up their
they are simply going for the most remunerativechildren to be interested in sport would tend to sign
package they can sell. Is that not a bit bizarre? Theyup to that. I am trying to get a feel for what the truth
are in charge of an asset which actually really belongsreally is about it being awful because most people
to the public.cannot watch it. What percentage of people
Mr Duncan: My personal view is that they took ainterested in sport actually will get it on Sky?
strange decision. At the end of the day, as a sportingMr Duncan: Our average audiences for test matches
authority, they have to make their choices. One canin the first six years of showing them were just over

one million throughout the entire test match, but of understand why they made the decision.
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inflation has been very high and it is very diYcult forQ1155 Lord Peston: They wanted the money.
Mr Duncan: Clearly cricket is struggling financially. us to get sport at sensible levels.
There is a county structure which probably needs a
radical overhaul, but my slight fear is that the money Q1158 Lord Peston: I speak as someonewho regards
will largely be dissipated around county ground himself as very strongly pro the BBC for the sports
building projects and overseas players inflation and traditions and the BBC. However I get the feeling,
so on and although they plan to put a fewmillion into though I cannot quite put my finger on precise
grass-roots development, it cannot possibly make up evidence, that the BBC do not like cooperating.
for the fact that a lot of people will not be watching Would I be mistaken in saying that they would
and seeing cricket anymore. For a sporting authority typically, whatever they are doing, really like to do it
to put its entire rights throughout the year for live on their own if they possibly could? There is less
cricket away from the majority of the British public cooperation in sport for example than I would have
is a strange decision, but that is their judgment call. predicted a priori.

MrDuncan:Culturally that is exactly true. I think the
BBC are an incredibly important and goodQ1156 Lord Peston: I understand that; I just wanted
institution, but they tend to operate best when theyyou to get it on record explicitly in that way. Looking
are able to do everything themselves. Where they domore broadly at sporting rights, they are clearly
share things, and they have to share things like thebecoming mostly more expensive. The point the
World Cup with ITV, there is a reasonable sense ofChairman has led us towards is whether it would be
cooperation, but it is verymuch about the BBCdoinga good idea in other areas if you and the BBC
their coverage and ITV doing their coverage and thecooperated. You both have a public service
BBC do not have many good examples of sharingobligation. It seems a bit bizarre if you two are
activities. My understanding is that both Michaelbidding against each other to fulfil a public service
Grade and Mark Thompson have talked a lot aboutobligation.
partnership during the Charter process. It will beMr Duncan: The reality, to be honest, is that sport is
interesting to see whether that then comes throughprobably now our most diYcult genre to compete in
once the Charter is agreed.eVectively. Channel 4 has a fantastic tradition as a

sort of multi-genre channel and we aspire to deliver
our public remit whether it is through drama, Q1159 Chairman: To whom have they talked about
through news, through current aVairs, through the the partnership process? To the Government?
innovative way we did the cricket. Obviously we have Mr Duncan: A lot to the Government and other
horse racing, but in reality it is very hard and the people. It is fine to talk about it, but it would be quite
reason is basically Sky and the BBC. Firstly, with hard; the BBC would need to demonstrate some
Sky, sport more than anything drives their business action. Funnily enough, on some of the digital
model; they are prepared to pay huge amounts of platforms emerging now, there is a chance for
money. cooperation in a way which is easier than it was

historically.
Q1157 Lord King of Bridgwater: That is not what
they said. Q1160 Lord Kalms: A slight twist on the same

question. The BBC has an obligation, does it not, toMr Duncan: I am sure it does drive their business
model. My perception is that it drives their business bid against everybody for certain sporting events?Do

you think it is compatible with its obligation that it ismodel, but they ought to know better than I do. On
the surface it looks as though it drives their business always high competitive against people like

yourselves? Does the BBC fulfil its public servicemodel. They are certainly prepared to pay a lot of
money for it. The BBC changed tack on sport a few obligation by being very competitive in its bidding?

Can it get around the problem of its obligation toyears ago. I was obviously there whenGregDykewas
Director-General, but prior to that they had exited bid?

Mr Duncan: My own sense is that it is valid for thesport and not fought that hard when Sky and others
had come in. There was quite a level of BBC to do sport and to bid competitively to try to

secure sports. That seems to me a perfectlydisappointment from licence fee payers, particularly
younger males who did not feel that their sporting reasonable thing for them to do. They are in a

privileged position. They are able to put a lot moreinterests had been catered for, so the BBC actually
massively reinvested back into sport, did long-term money in than might necessarily be economically

justified. Where they perhaps need to be careful anddeals on tennis and rugby and so on, which broadly
was a good thing. It means a combination of Skywho where it can have an impact, radio is probably quite

a good example of this, is where the funding of BBCare able to pay a lot of money because of the business
eVectiveness for them and the BBC who have the Radio is at such a vast level compared to any other

radio anywhere else in the world. BBC Radio is verylicence fee, which actually means that sports rights
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interesting range of sports that run overnight,good quality but there is very little public service
competition for that and it would be almost extreme skateboarding amongst others. There are

some quite niche and minority sports. We had aimpossible for somebody to come in and perhaps
secure the sports rights on radio given the amount serious go at covering the World Rally

Championships two or three years ago, a bigthat the BBC will pay for football or cricket and,
regardless of how well you think they might do it, if investment which did not particularly work;

audiences did not come to it. You get back into someyou take the television equivalent with cricket, the
competition there really stimulates them to do a of the same kind of economic problem.
better job than for some of the rest of their sports.
They need to be careful there, but I am not sure that

Q1163 Lord Maxton: American football andyou can prescribe that the BBC should keep out of
rallying is hardly high participation sport in Britain.something just because Channel 4 is trying to go for
MrDuncan:No, not particularly, but you are back toit, for example.
some of the same economic issues, to take your
badminton example, because you would find

Q1161 Lord Kalms: Could you twist this around? audiences were extremely low. This is the truth.
Could you say that as long as those sporting events
are in the public domain on free-to-air or some of the

Q1164 Lord Armstrong of Ilminster: I wasother media such as Channel 4, why should the BBC
wondering whether the European Commission’sartificially compete? Is it because the BBC feel they
reform of the sale of Premier League broadcastinghave to have it on their channel? In other words, they
rights was going to present a genuine opportunity forare creating a market for a product which they might
terrestrial broadcasters to acquire live rights.not necessarily need but it might mean the consumer,
Mr Duncan: The decision that was made was ratherthe listener or the viewer, can have their product. Is it
disappointing. The situation where eVectively fivea slightly artificial pressure on that sports event?
out of six packages can still be bought by oneMr Duncan: There is an element of truth to that. To
broadcaster has not forced the extent of sharing thatbe very specific, if the BBC got there and I do not
one might have anticipated or hoped for. We shallthink they are quite there but they almost got to the
look at it. It is very unlikely that we should be able topoint, if the BBC were of the mindset that says “We
justify paying the sort of money that will be needed tomust get sport no matter what and we are prepared
secure one of those packages. Most people think thatto pay whatever it takes to get it”, that would have an
Sky will bid very heavily to get the five packages.impact in artificially inflating the price; that is
They even said to you yesterday and it was reporteddefinitely true. Probably themove theymade over the
in the papers today that they would be prepared tolast few years to strengthen their sports portfolio was
pay virtually the same for five of the six packages. Iappropriate, but they probably have adequate sport
am sure others will look at it, including the BBC andnow and if they were suddenly to decide they wanted
ITV. If you are only able to get 23 games, it is hard toto do even more, that would probably be quite
do much with that in terms of really promoting it ordistorting in terms of the market.
driving a business. Presumably, somebody will pick
up at least one of the packages, but it is quite diYcult.Q1162 Lord Maxton: I am a bit confused about this

public obligation to show sport. If you do have and
the BBC do have it, it is to encourage people to take Q1165 Chairman: Do you regard it as a sort of
part in sport for the general health of the nation. victory for Sky?
Otherwise, if you are just putting on football matches MrDuncan: I should have thought, given some of the
between two bunches of foreigners, it is as much an possibilities that have been talked about, they would
entertainment as putting on a play or putting a film have been very satisfied with the eventual outcome.
on really. You are not necessarily encouraging
anything. If that is the public obligation on you to

Q1166 Chairman:We talked to Sky yesterday and Iencourage people to take part, have you looked at
am not sure they were particularly informative onminor sports? Probably as many people play
this point. Did you do any lobbying yourself on thisbadminton and squash and sports like that
issue?throughout the country as play cricket. Do you ever
MrDuncan:No. We did not have a serious interest inthink about putting these minor sports on? It is
bidding for the football. It is something we shall lookrelatively cheap to purchase the rights, in fact some
at, but other broadcasters made various noises alongsports may even pay you to put them on.
the way. Obviously ITV and NTL put forward aMr Duncan: We have had a tradition over time of
suggestion of wanting to bid for up to half thetrying some rather unusual and interesting sports.
matches. But no, this was not something we wereThere was clearly a period when we did the American

Football quite successfully. We actually do a very lobbying behind the scenes on.
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Mr Duncan: DCMS have said they are going toQ1167 Lord Peston: It looks as though the
Commission, having talked very loudly on the review listing over the next two or three years. Our

view is that would be a sensible thing to do. We havedesirability of competition, suddenly lost their nerve
on the six packages. I was astounded that they would not particularly spent a lot of time thinking through

what changes, if any, are necessary. Particularlyallow that; to be able to sell five just makes no
economic sense at all. Would there be any possibility given the recent controversy over the cricket, it would

be a good time to dust them oV and take a view. Theof more than one terrestrial channel jointly bidding
for one of the remaining packages? Would that make listing of some crown jewels is very important.
any economic sense to you or to the BBC?
Mr Duncan: Back to the point, even having only one

Q1172 Baroness O’Neill of Bengarve:But you do notof six packages is quite hard to properly utilise as one
have a wish list.broadcaster, so the idea of further splitting that and
Mr Duncan: No, not that we have formulated atsharing would make it even more problematic.
this stage.Football is quite complicated because you have also

got the FA Cup, the Champions’ League,
internationalmatches, big tournament events like the Q1173 Chairman: Do you have criteria? Do you
World Cup and the European Cup, so if you are ITV have a sort of definition of the crown jewels?
and you are showing some other football anyway or Mr Duncan: To be absolutely honest with you, no.
if you are the BBC and you are showing some other Ultimately, it is an issue forGovernment towork out,
football anyway, I cannot speak on their behalf but I but the basic principle of having some listed events is
can imagine that you could think about how it is part a good thing. A serious piece of work has not been
of a wider football proposition. For Channel 4, we do done on it for a number of years and, given howmuch
not show any football now. We used to show Italian technology has changed and the whole digital
football. environment has changed, a debate back to first

principles would be a very good idea, but we literally
have not spent any time on it whatsoever.Q1168 Lord Peston: It was a marvellous way of

showing it, if I may say so. Bravo are nowhere near
your league. Q1174 Bishop of Manchester:May I take up a point
Mr Duncan:We are looking at it, but it is hard to see you made earlier this morning when you were
that with just 23 games you can really do enough. enthusing about regional development and you

mentioned several places, some of them relatively
small. You did also mention Manchester. Forget IQ1169 Lord Peston: You were talking in terms of a
am the Bishop of Manchester, because I want to bekind of halo eVect, when you were going back to the
absolutely fair on this one. When the BBC came totest cricket: it created a vision or view of you and that
us, on several occasions they emphasised theirwas part of the pay-oV. Do you not think that might
commitment to the move to Manchester. They havehappen with one of the Premier League packages or
also emphasised how that will depend upon thesomething like that? Obviously you have thought
appropriate licence fee being agreed. At variousabout it.
stages during ourmeetings, it is fair to say we have allMr Duncan: We are looking at it. We are yet to
expressed some concern about aspects of theconclude whether we are going to bid and if so, on
proposed Manchester move, for example, there havewhat basis we bid. It is less enticing than it might have
been some real worries over the cost, particularly thebeen, given the decision that was taken by the
early figures that we were given and whether or notCommission.
that is actually an appropriate use of the licence fee
and whether we ought to be protecting the interests

Q1170 Chairman: If the Commission had given half of the fee payers by saying that is too much. Then
and half or some other proportion, you would have there are the fears that if youmove departments up to
been more persuaded, would you? a region, you also move them away from what,
Mr Duncan: It would have opened up many more rightly or wrongly, could be regarded as some of the
options including partnership options and really corridors of power in London. Then there are all the
given ourselves and other people more opportunities domestic upheavals of people, with all their fears
to do something very imaginative. about what it must be like living near the North Pole

and all these sorts of things. It would be interesting
first of all to find out from your viewpoint as ChannelQ1171 Baroness O’Neill of Bengarve:May I turn to

the system of listing events? Do you think the present 4 what you feel about that proposal by the BBC. Just
forgetting for the moment how that might fit in withlists are reasonable? Do you think the criteria for

compiling those lists are reasonable, or would you you, as a professional company, what do you think
about this move?like to see them change?
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of debating and discussing it and very tangibleMr Duncan: I went to university in Manchester, so I
am quite proud of Manchester. I was also involved in concrete plans should be put on the table now and

they should demonstrate very clearly and very vividlytheManchester project when I was at the BBC. From
a Channel 4 point of view, our perspective is that it is how the partnerships would potentially work. It is a

very, very good test case to see whether thisactually a good thing that the BBC are looking to
invest significantly outside London and, being party commitment to partnership is something they really

mean or whether it was just fine words during theto the debates which took place two or three years
ago, I think that having one strong centre does make Charter renewal process. Before any licence fee is set

next summer, whenever the time period is, the BBCmore sense than trying to spread it too thinly. The
broad thrust of the Manchester proposal is a very should get that money subject to putting a very clear

plan together illustrating that. As far as Channel 4good thing. I should say that there are two very
significant points. One is that it should not be a are concerned, we are a kind of very lean mean

organisation. There are only 900 people; less than theManchester-only solution, going back to the earlier
WOCC debate. If Manchester is part of a broader old BBC HR department. We do not have regional

bases as such; we source our programmes from allstrategy to help the BBC really broaden out from its
over-London-centric approach, then that would be over the country. Our prime interest would be how

this could be used to help nurture the independentvery good; if it is a Manchester only thing, then it is
a big opportunity missed. Given that all licence fee production sector in the North generally, not just in

Manchester. Certainly indirectly we benefit frompayers across the whole of the UK pay for the BBC,
to have a broader spread like that does make sense. that: whether there are any direct cooperation

benefits is less likely. ITV have just walked into theIn particular, the North of England is a real weak
point. The second thing is, being very blunt about it, room, but I can imagine that there are more

opportunities for them because they have a physicalthat the costs are far too high. I think the BBC are
involved in some licence fee negotiation tactics. You base there.
could be much smarter and much more sensible
about how you could really build, creatively and Q1176 Bishop of Manchester: On the whole do you
imaginatively, the sort of centre of gravity around think it is a workable idea?
Manchester, perhaps in conjunction with the Mr Duncan: It is a really good idea. It is one of the
independent sector, perhaps opportunities for most important ideas in the Charter. It is an
cooperation with the likes of ITV who have a centre incredibly important opportunity. To repeat myself,
there. Certainly compared with some of the figures I it should be part of a broader strategy to broaden
saw before, they look very high indeed and it is a outside London, including the WOCC point from
classic BBC Rolls-Royce, “We’ll have a completely earlier, and it should be done more cost eVectively.
spanking brand new oYce and we’ll ship thousands
of people up there”. From a commercial perspective, Q1177 Chairman:Weneed to get the costs right. The
if you were Channel 4, you could probably pull oV costs are changing almost as we speak, but at one
something more creative, more imaginative at a stage there was going to be a 25-year payback. How
fraction of the price. They should be supported in many investments do you do on a 25 year payback?
doing it, but they should be pushed very hard on how Mr Duncan: None.
much it really costs and they should be encouraged to
do it in a way which really tests their commitment to

Q1178 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: I justpartnership.
want to go back to our WOCC conversation. You
were saying you thought the BBC needed mandated
targets for sourcing from regional companies, but IQ1175 Bishop of Manchester: May I now take up
did not quite get who you thought would overseesomething you said in providing that answer. You
that?were referring to “sharing” and of course having this
Mr Duncan: You have a number of options and itshared hub is meant to be one of the key features of
depends a bit on the Government’s whole debatethe move. You did say earlier this morning that the
which is still going on in terms of the Charter.BBC are not really very good at cooperating. You
Clearly, it could be something the Trust manages orsaid in fact that there are not many good examples of
it could be something that Ofcom manage. I suspectsharing activities. That does not sound hugely
they are the two options.hopefully prophetic given their plans. Could you

comment on what you feel their ability is, given past
evidence, to produce the hub thatwill reallywork and Q1179 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury:
would Channel 4 in any way benefit from that? Would you have a preference?
Mr Duncan: On the first point, my sense is, Mr Duncan: As long as they actually stuck to the
particularly given the amount of money that they are target and were given a target, then no, it would not

matter.requesting against it, that they have had several years
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substitutional from the main broadcast platformsQ1180 Lord Maxton: May I just look to what is
already becoming the future in a sense and that is, and subsequently some sort of fair share of any

commercial revenue which is generated betweenand it has happened, certainly so far as I am
concerned, since we saw you last?We aremoving into ourselves and the independent sector. If a fair

outcome is achieved by the Ofcom review, that wouldthe world of what I call multiple choice rather than
multiple channels. I am a cable subscriber and one of be very satisfactory. If in fact a bad outcome is

achieved, particularly for us and Channel Five, but Ithe things which is already happening is that I am
now being oVered what TeleWest call teleport, which should say especially Channel 4 with our public

remit, it would be quite devastating and our ability tois the ability to watch programmes from the last week
at any point, any time, forward them, fast forward deliver our remit going forward would be badly

damaged.them, reverse them, watch them, watch films, pay for
them, programmes and all the rest of it. At the
moment, as far as I can see, they are very largely Q1181 Lord Maxton: Presumably one of the real

problems is the advertising revenue. If I can watchshowing BBC programming. Are you in negotiation
with these companies for that sort of facility to show one of your programmes the following day or even

two hours later and I am able to fast forward throughyour programmes?
Mr Duncan: Yes, we are. Probably the single most the adverts every time they come on, then the

advertisers are going to look at you and say “Why doprofound issue that we are facing at the moment is
the Channel 4 position vis-à-vis rights. Essentially, we we bother”?

Mr Duncan: Yes, there are two very specific points.are a publisher/broadcaster, so we do not have our
own production base and in that sense we are The basic business model of paying for a programme,

showing a programme then getting the money backdiVerent to the BBC or ITV, the majority of whose
programmes are produced in-house. But for all of the via advertising would be broken. If people are

watching some sort of catch-up service or on demandbroadcasters there is a very profound issue, as the
audiences want to get programmes and content when or watching it after the event, you could have a

mechanism where they are still advertising there butthey want them, how they want them, on the device
that they want, around the rights management in it will have been substitutional from the main

broadcast platforms. If people are payingterms of new media platforms, which is very
important and is being looked at as part of an Ofcom subscriptions, particularly if we do not get that

money, thatmoney goes to the independent sector forproduction sector review as we speak. We are very,
very anxious about it. To be very specific, we fully example, that means our ability to fully fund

programmes is taken away. It is a very, veryfund the programmes, we take all the risk. At the
moment, we have, in exchange for fully funding the important issue. The BBC and ITV are also

concerned about it, but they are somewhat cushionedprogrammes, rights to show that programme on
Channel 4 twice, potential rights to show it across our because of their in-house production.
emerging digital portfolio, More4 and E4 and so on.
We think it absolutely essential that we also have the Q1182 Chairman: Thank you very much. Did you

want to make any other points to us?ability to show those programmes on broadband, on
demand, potentially versions of those shows via a Mr Duncan: I do not think so.

Chairman:Thank you verymuch; you have been verymobile and so on.We are particularly arguing for two
things. One is a public service windowwhichwe think patient with us. Thank you for coming again and

thank you for your evidence, which was very clear. Ifneeds to be around 30 days where we are able
potentially to oVer those for free. Advertising we have any extra points, perhaps we could write to

you.revenue might be generated but it would be largely

Memorandum by ITV
1. Introduction

1.2 ITV welcomes the opportunity to provide further evidence to the House of Lords Committee on BBC
Charter Review. This paper follows our previous submission which focused primarily on the key issues
concerning the BBC’s scope, remit, market impact, funding and Governance.

1.3 The particular issues that the Committee wishes to focus on are all important, and in response to these
specific questions ITV has a particular interest in the future of regional broadcasting, as well as in sports rights
and the BBC’s relationship with the external production sector.

1.4 Since the first call for evidence there have also been a number of announcements made by the BBC
regarding its future plans for growth across the new media space. These announcements raise a number of
serious questions reinforcing the importance of ensuring that the proposed BBC service licences and the new
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independent market impact assessments are eVectively introduced and enforced. In addition, the
Government’s focus has now moved to setting the level of the licence fee. The BBC has tabled an aggressive
pitch for a licence fee progressively increasing by twice the rate of inflation for a full seven year period. Yet,
there has been relatively little debate about the amount of funding the BBC requires in order to fulfil its specific
public service duties.

1.5 Given the importance of these issues, ITV’s comments on the Committee’s specific questions should be
seen in the context of the wider need for the BBC to be more accountable and transparent, its duty to compete
fairly and for its funding to be matched to the BBC’s needs.

2. The Broadcasting of Sport

— Should the BBC have a duty to bid for certain sports events?

— Is the BBC too aggressive in the way it bids for sports rights? Should there be an independent review
of the way the BBC bids for sports rights?

Free to air sport

2.1 The broadcasting of sport in the UK is shared between a range of diVerent broadcasters. The viewing
public enjoys the availability of many sports events, across a wide range of channels and platforms and
available free to air and on pay-TV. Certain “crown jewel” sporting events are “listed” with a view to securing
their transmission on free to air television. This includes events such as the FIFAWorldCup Finals, European
Football Championship Finals, the Rugby World Cup Final and the Olympics.

2.2 Sport has been a driving force behind the success of pay-TV, with Sky heavily dependent on its sports
channels, and in particular on its exclusive coverage of Premier League football. However, there remains a
significant proportion of the population who do not—and will never have—access to pay television, and even
more without access to premium rate sports channels. Sports channels are not part of the basic channels of
any pay-TV oVering and the minimum cost of watching premier league football through Sky is now £28 per
month. Free to air broadcasters including the BBC and ITV can therefore play an important role in making
sports events available free and to all viewers.

2.3 The European Commission is currently investigating the manner in which the FAPL sells its rights to
broadcasters. They consider it detrimental to viewers and to competition for the FAPL to sell its rights
exclusively to one broadcaster. Live Premier League football has been the preserve of pay television since the
inception of the League in the early 1990s. Other broadcasters, including the BBC and ITV, have long wanted
to bring live matches to their viewers and not simply highlights packages.

2.4 We are hopeful that the EC investigation will result in a genuine opportunity for terrestrial broadcasters
to acquire live rights. We think this will bring huge benefits to viewers and the wider game of football. After
all, some 18m TV households in the UK do not have access to pay television sport.

The BBC Bidding for Sports Rights

2.5 Many sports rights are negotiated on a purely commercial basis, with broadcasters prepared to invest
significantly in acquiring rights which are likely to deliver large audiences and commercial benefit. Sky has
built much of its business on its pay sports channels. ITV has the rights to sporting events such as UEFA
Champions League, Formula One and boxing. ITV had the Premiership highlights package until 2004, when
the BBC outbid all its commercial rivals, including ITV, by improving markedly on the market rate. In ITV’s
view it must be questionable whether it is appropriate for the publicly-funded BBC to outbid commercial free
to air broadcasters for the rights to sports which—even without licence fee funding—would be provided free
to air to all UK homes.

3. Broadcasting in the Nations and Regions

— Does the BBC’s proposed move to Manchester represent value for money for the licence payer?
Should the BBC continue to de-centralise?

3.1 ITV is the UK’s leading regional public service broadcaster, providing more regional television services
and sourcing more production from outside London than any other broadcaster. In its 50-year history ITV
has developed a unique regional structure that works in twoways: through a regional infrastructure providing
dedicated regional services; and by commissioning original network programming from across the UK.
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3.2 ITV is committed to moving to commission at least 50 per cent of original ITV1 network commissions
from outside London, in terms of hours and spend. ITV will also invest £9 million over the next three years
in a Regional Production Partnership Fund, which will fund commissions from new-to-network regional
producers and development in the regions. By contrast, the BBC’s commitment to network commissions from
outside London stands at just 25 per cent by volume and 30 per cent by value. ITV believes the BBC’s
commitment to original production outside London should move in line with ITV’s. After all, with well over
50 per cent of licence payers living outside London it would be reasonable for at least 50 per cent of production
to take place outside the capital.

3.3 ITV’s ability to support production in the regions is, in part, underpinned by our strong regional presence.
ITV has strong network production centres around the UK, including Manchester, Leeds, Bristol and
Norwich, as well as London. The value of ITV Plc in the regions to the country’s economy is put at 1.4 billion
pounds, employing directly and indirectly some 50,000 people.

3.4 The North-West has been a major production base since the early days of ITV 50 years ago. Today
Manchester produces some of ITV’s biggest programmes, including Coronation Street and other major
drama, entertainment and factual programmes. If the BBC is to maintain—and increase—its support of
production fromaround theUK it would benefit fromhaving a stronger regional presence, with an established
centre outside London. ITV is supportive of the BBC’s plans tomove part of its operations toManchester and
believes it can do so most eVectively by working in partnership with ITV and other media organisations in the
area. The creation of strong creative hubs outside London, starting with the Northwest, would be good for
the sector; for the commissioning and production process for in-house and independent producers; for
competition and for UK viewers.

3.5 ITV does, however, question the costs that the BBC has cited for the move to Manchester—some
£600 million. This seems extremely high and the BBC has not published any breakdown of how it has reached
this figure. The BBC should be encouraged as part of its assessment of the move to justify those costs and look
at cost saving measures that might be achieved by working in conjunction with other organisations based in
the region. Where possible the BBC should seek to find synergies and work in partnership to make the move
as cost eVective as possible.

3.6 The figures cited by the BBC for themove should also been seen in the context of the licence fee settlement.
The BBC has repeatedly cited the Manchester move as part of its plea for a licence fee rising by twice the rate
of inflation for seven straight years. ITV firmly believes that in reaching a decision about how much licence
fee funding the BBC will need to fulfil its purposes, it should be absolutely transparent about what it needs
the money for and how much it will need for each activity in which it is engaged, whether through individual
service licences or other projects.

Should the BBC move towards “ultra local” services? If so, what form should such services take? Should the BBC
provide stand-alone local services or work in partnership with other non-profit distributing organisations?

3.7 ITV provides more dedicated regional programming than any other broadcaster, including the BBC. ITV
provides news and current aVairs across the 15 main ITV regions, and within 27 regional sub-regions. Even
following recent BBC commitments to improve its regional services, ITV still oVers three times the volume of
regional non-news programming in English regions than the BBC. And with 27 sub-regions, ITV also oVers
more regional news services.

3.8 Regional news remains the most valued aspect of regional broadcasting, as demonstrated by Ofcom’s
public service television review. The review also showed that viewers would value more local services.
Technical limitations and cost have previously made it extremely diYcult for local and ultra local services to
be rolled out. However, the internet, broadband and access to digital spectrum mean that it is now possible
to provide services at a much more local level. ITV is trialling its own broadband local service at present in
Brighton and Hastings. As part of the trial users will be oVered a local television interface for viewers,
including local news and weather, community activities, travel and property advertising and ITV
entertainment content. As a commercial service we are also trialling advertising for local businesses as well as
local classified ads.

3.9 The BBC is also engaged in a number of trials for local services. ITV welcomes competition in this area.
Just as competition in news and regional services was important in the analogue world, plurality of supply
should be supported as far as possible in the digital world. But in launching new local services the BBC should
have regard to competitionwith other providers. This further supports the need formarket impact assessments
of all new BBC services to ensure that the BBC will not be encroaching on services already oVered by the
commercial sector, but rather that commercial and BBC services can co-exist.
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3.10 Ofcom’s public service television review also identified the potential threat posed to regional
broadcasting on ITV in the coming years. Unlike the BBC, ITV relies entirely on commercial funding for its
regional services, the cost of which outweighs the total of Channel 4 and Five’s public service obligations
combined. Regional broadcasting is hugely expensive as, by its very nature, it entails the duplication of
regional and sub-regional production for each single network slot. ITV invests around £150million in regional
broadcasting every year. Ofcom has identified the risk that with switchover the benefits of public service
broadcasting, and most starkly regional broadcasting, will be outweighed by the costs. If plurality of high
quality regional supply is to be maintained in the digital world, ITV believes consideration should be given to
public funding being made available to commercial regional suppliers to compete with the BBC, preventing
it becoming a monopoly regional supplier.

4. Religious Broadcasting

Do different faiths (including no faith beliefs) figure sufficiently in BBC programmes and services?

How should faiths be represented in BBC programmes, services and governance?

4.1 Religious programming has always featured in the schedules of public service broadcasters. Programming
includes coverage of religious acts of worship and programmes about faith and inspiration and moral and
ethical issues. Faith and religion are also reflected in news and current aVairs output, and at times is
incorporated in mainstream factual and drama programming. ITV is currently committed to broadcasting
52 hours of religious programming a year, which includes four acts of worship. In its Statement of Programme
Policy for 2005 ITV said it would seek tomake its religious programmingmore accessible, topical and relevant.
ITV is also looking to make its output more ecumenical, reflecting Britain’s multi-faith society and those of
no faith. To that end ITV has established an ecumenical revisions advisory panel. This year programming has
moved away from traditional Christian worship to programmes like Rageh Omaar’s Tsunami Journey in
which he travelled to Tsunami-hit countries to talk to people aVected about how the experience aVected their
beliefs; an in depth interview with the Archbishop of Canterbury; Mosque, a series about Islam; and Parish
in the Sun about the work of the Anglican priest in Mallorca.

4.2 As the leading public service broadcaster the BBC should be the leading broadcaster of religious and faith
based programming. Religious programming—particularly traditional worship based coverage—is diYcult to
sustain on commercial channels, as they tend to attract relatively low audiences of little appeal to advertisers.
Commercial broadcasters like ITV should provide complementary and more mainstream programmes
containing religious themes alongside the BBC’smore traditional output. TheBBC should also seek to provide
religious programmes to as wide an audience as possible, including at peak time and covering a range of
formats and faiths and beliefs.

4.3 The BBChas not put enough focus on religious programming, and should take steps to increase the profile
and broaden the range of religious output in the BBC’s schedules, including on BBCOne. The BBCGovernors
conducted a review of the BBC’s religious output in 2004, measuring the BBC’s performance against a strategy
set out in 2002, with a focus on BBC One. The strategy set out a commitment to putting more religious in
peak time, achieving higher impact and broadcasting more “landmark” programmes. ITV fully supported the
BBC’s strategy. However, the Governors’ review found that the BBC had failed to deliver against these key
objectives: in 2003–04 only one hour of religious programming was broadcast in peak time on BBC One. The
review also found that no steps had been taken to provide landmark programmes ormore impact. ITVbelieves
the BBC should take immediate steps to make improvements in these areas to ensure that the public service
broadcasting system continues to provide religious programming that is available in peak time to those who
wish to watch it. The natural home for this kind of programming, away from commercial pressures and as
part of a mixed schedule, is the BBC.

4.4 This further underlines the need for Service Licences to include specific commitments to key PSB genres—
including religion—for each BBC channel. Service Licences should be more akin to commercial PSB licences,
which contain explicit programme requirements, and coupledwith the annual Statement of Programme Policy
which gives additional commitments to output in other PSB genres such as Arts, Religion or children’s
programmes.

4.5 In terms of Governance, ITV believes that the Trust should represent a range of backgrounds and
specialist interests. However, the Trustees should together be representative to all licence payers rather than
seeking to bemade up of representatives of specific interest groups. There should therefore be scope to include
someone with broad knowledge of religion and faith issues to provide advice and expertise to the Trust.
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5. The BBC as Commissioner Versus Broadcaster

In the context of the digital revolution is the future of the BBC principally as a producer and commissioner of high
quality programming or as a broadcaster?

5.1 The BBC and ITV both have a long heritage of producing programmes in-house, as well as commissioning
programmes from the independent sector. Channel 4 andFive source almost all their content externally. Some
digital channels have in-house production capability (such as Sky and Flextech) but the value of their
programming is very small compared to that of the main public service broadcasters.

5.2 ITV commissions programmes centrally, through the ITV Network Centre. This ensures that
programmes are commissioned on a meritocratic basis so that the best programmes reach the screen, whether
produced by ITV producers or by the independent sector.

5.3 ITV benefits from a number of ITV owned production companies competing for commissions. But the
independent sector has also provided diversity of ideas and production formats. ITV recognises the important
role that public service broadcasters (including ITV and the BBC) have to play in supporting an independent
production sector. ITV—like the BBC—is required to commission at least 25 per cent of qualifying
programmes from the independent sector. ITV has consistently exceeded this target, sourcing around 30 per
cent of qualifying programme from independent producers. The BBC has, on the other hand, regularly failed
to meet the 25 per cent target. The Window of Creative Competition (WoCC) is an interesting potential
solution to the specific issues about the openness of the BBC’s commissioning system and should be welcomed
if it will improve the balance between BBC in-house and external programme making.

5.4 If the WoCC is introduced as currently outlined, the BBC should ensure that it is a genuine move to
diversify commissioning and support external producers. Therefore the BBC should seek to commission from
a wide range of producers, including in the Nations and regions, and from smaller producers who have not
had the opportunity to produce for the BBC before. It is interesting to note that ITV not only has a much
higher commitment to original network commissioning from outside London, but is also committed to
bringing on board new-to-network producers for ITV over the next three years through the Regional
Production Partnership Fund.

6. Connecting to the Licence Fee Payer

What more can the BBC do to better involve the public in its decision making process?

6.1 The Green Paper places the Public Value Test (PVT) at the heart of the decision making framework for
proposals to launch new services or make a significant change to an existing service. The intention is to ensure
that licence payers’ considerations are always taken into account, by demonstrating that the proposal delivers
public value and has licence payers’ support. However, it remains unclear how the BBCplans tomake the PVT
objective. In the past the public has been invited to respond to BBC proposals, on which the BBC has made
decisions to launch new services. However, the way in which public opinion has been measured in the past is
questionable, as proposals have tended to be presented in an entirely positive light. In future, the canvassing
of public opinion should be conducted in a more objective and rigorous way, with more emphasis on the
impact of the proposal on the wider market.

6.2 The Green Paper places a greater emphasis on the assessment of the market impact of proposed new BBC
services or changes to existing services. ITV fully supports this. The BBC has the capacity to damage
competition and stifle innovation in the commercial sector. This is not only potentially damaging to
commercial operators, but to the public if plurality and choice are limited. The White Paper is expected to
provide further details on how the public value test and market impact assessments would work. The BBC has
also outlined its own vision of how the model will work, but at this stage has provided very little detail about
the role of the market impact assessment and how it will weigh its findings into the decision making process.

6.3 It is vital that the process for assessing BBC proposals is a properly balanced and objective judgement that
takes into account both the interest of licence payers and the impact on competition and the market. While
licence fee payers should be consulted on BBC proposals, the view of the BBC’s competitors and an
independent assessment should be equally influential parts of the process.
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6.4 As part of the drive to make the BBC more accountable, ITV welcomes moves to make the Trust more
transparent, by publishing more detailed minutes and holding its AGM in public. However, these exercises
must be more than just window-dressing and must represent a genuine attempt to make the BBC more
transparent and reactive to the views and interests of licence payers, taking into account the BBC’s impact
with respect to pluralism and commercial competition.

7. Conclusion

7.1 Whether considering the BBC’s role in regional or sports broadcasting, its public service broadcasting
commitments or its relationship with the independent production sector, it is critically important that the BBC
does not abuse the licence fee and that it competes fairly with the commercial sector. The issues raised by the
Committee’s specific areas of interest underline the need for the BBC to be much clearer in its purposes in the
next Charter period. Every BBC service must be subject to a Service Licence, setting out the remit for each
activity. Any proposal for a new service or a significant change to the Service Licence should be consulted on
and subject to an independent market impact assessment.

7.2 ITV is concerned that there is still some uncertainty about how the Service Licences and new approvals
process will work in practice. The BBC has said that it intends to publish draft Service Licences for existing
services: these are yet tomaterialise. The BBC has also suggested that the Trust should have some involvement
in the market impact assessment: this would be very worrying as they would not be objective or independent.
It would be unreasonable for the BBC’s competitors to disclose the requisite commercial information to the
Trust—the “sovereign body” of the BBC; this would reduce the eVectiveness for the assessment.

7.3 Through the Service Licences and agreement on other specific duties placed on the BBC under the
Charter, it should be possible to set the level of the licence fee according to the BBC’s needs, rather than its
wants. The BBC has just published its first “pitch” for the licence fee for the seven years from 2007 to 2013. To
fulfil its duties it claims to need an above inflation settlement of RPI ! 2.3 per cent, providing an additional
£5.5 billion of funding over the period. The BBC has broken down the areas where it requires more funding
into broad headings—quality content; digital services; digital infrastructure; local relevance and base costs.
However, despite promises of greater openness and transparency, the BBChas provided very little detail about
how it justifies the figures.Many of the bigger costs have yet to be agreed, for example whether the BBC should
be spending large sums of publicmoney on “navigation and search”. Before the licence fee level is settled, there
should be more public discussion and consultation about the BBC’s exact scope and remit and a more detailed
breakdownof how theBBC intends to spend themoney. ITVbelieves that this would lead to a farmoremodest
funding settlement than that proposed by the BBC.

2 November 2005

Examination of Witnesses

Witnesses: Mr Charles Allen, Chief Executive, ITV Plc and Mr Clive Jones, Chief Executive,
ITV News and Sport, examined.

Q1183 Chairman: Welcome. Thank you very much a 22 per cent share and in a Sky home we get a 16 per
cent share, so as we transition from analogue tofor coming. It has been a very busy time for you and

we are evenmore grateful because of that.May I start digital our ratings will decline. It is not about the
performance of the channel, it is about an arithmeticwith the latest headlines that are being created by

ITV and ask you about your aim to buy Friends calculation, that people have more choice and we are
more aVected because we are a mass market channel.Reunited. I see in the Financial Times one fund

manager is quoted as saying “We cannot work out Sowhat arewe doing about it? The strategy is to grow
our business outside ITV1 in two areas. One is towhy ITV would want Friends Reunited. We cannot

see the industry logic, or how it would link to ITV’s create a family of channels that would compensate
for people who, once in multi-channel, wantedother businesses”. We are not a bunch of analysts,

but tell us what the purpose is. content of their choice; so ITV2 is younger female,
ITV3 is ABC1 and ITV4 basically is younger males.Mr Allen: This is part of our overall strategy. I laid
We also said that we wanted to try to create revenuesout a strategy 18 months ago which said that we
outside advertising and we created a whole newneeded to stabilise ITV1 but we needed to grow our
consumer division with the objective of buildingrevenues outside ITV1. People have more choice as
relationships with the consumers, ideally turningITV1 moves from analogue to digital and that has a

direct impact on our revenues. In an analogue home viewers into consumers. We have started down that
path: we have created something called ITV Mobile.we get a 27 per cent share, in a Freeview home we get
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were chatting about earlier. My view is that there hasRather than lose the viewerswhen they go out of their
front doors, they will actually get content on the been no public consultation on that and if there were

on umbrella BBC.co.uk, then that would cover amove, which we think is quite exciting. We have
created ITV Broadband which is our on-line oVer multitude of sins. There needs to be much greater

clarity on exactly what the current services are, soand we are piloting something called ITV Local,
which is a very local service in Brighton; the early that things do not go under the wire. There is

relevance related to this, related to all commercialsigns of that are actually quite interesting because we
are able to use themassive infrastructurewe have.We activities and the commercial activities of ITN—you

have heard from ITN before—and the worries whichsee it as creating communities of interest. Where does
Friends Reunited fit into that? It is a pay business; the commercial sector has that the BBC will be able

to do a number of these things under their existing80 per cent of the revenues come from subscriptions.
The core business was basically catching up with old service agreements and how we police that going

forward.school chums, but they have built a series of
businesses. They have built a genealogy business; if
you want to know where you are from. I am told we

Q1186 Chairman: So your real concern is fairare all six steps away from royalty; maybe if you are
competition and duplication of services.Scottish it might be seven or eight, but most people
Mr Allen: Yes; clarity of public funding. We want toare six steps away from royalty, or six steps away
know why public funds are being used to createfrom a star. We can see an opportunity to build up a
something that the commercial sector will providedatabase there for people to find out about their
anyway. That is a basic premise of the things we arerelatives and we use that to build that up. It also has
looking at: it has to be something that the structurea dating business in there and it also has a jobs
addresses.business. EVectively whatwe are doing is using this as

the engine room to drive ITV’s community of
interests. The way we see ITV is that it is about Q1187 Lord Maxton: Do you see Friends Reunited
bringing people together, it is about backing as a continuing growth? It seems to me that schools,
creativity and it is about acting responsibly. The colleges, everybody else have their own websites and
brands Friends Reunited and ITV fit well within that. their past members subscribe to it or log into it and

there are organisations like the Records OYce in
Scotland. It is cheaper for me to go into the ScottishQ1184 Chairman: It presumably shows another step
Records OYce to find out about my genealogy thanon the diversification of all the media groups?
it is to go to Friends Reunited. As you see more andMr Allen: Yes. When we joined the two companies
more people getting their own websites, do youtogether, Granada and Carlton, 90 per cent of our
actually see that as an area which will continue torevenues came from ITV1; just two years later, now
grow?30 per cent of our revenues come from outside ITV1
Mr Allen: The thing to remember is that Friendsand we know, because of the move from analogue to
Reunited has about 15 million members already anddigital, that we are going to have to build that and we
it is already a community of interest as such. One ofhave set ourselves public targets to do that. The
the interesting statistics I have found is that on therevenues from ITV1, because of the move from
genealogy side, when we started the due diligence foranalogue to digital, simply will not be enough to fuel
buying this business eight weeks ago, there weregrowth for ITV.
40 million names on it and six weeks later, there were
46 million names there because it is much easier than

Q1185 Chairman: What, if any, relevance does this any other option. What is happening is that people
have for the BBC? What implications does what is are populating that site with their relatives, their
happening here have for the BBC? friends and that is creating a really interesting asset.
Mr Allen: One of the most significant things which What I also see is that as we are able to introduce
worries people outside the public broadcasting space video capability, to have moving pictures there,
is the BBC’s untrammelled ability to move into a pictures of your children now and in the future,
whole range of services. So one of the key things pictures of your grandparents or whatever, that will
which would be an issue is if the BBC had been able make it very interesting. It really is a live, living
to create or buy similar products and one of the family album.
things you have touched on before is that there needs
to be absolute clarity on the service arrangements for
the BBC; not only new service arrangements, but, Q1188 Chairman: Let me go back to our first report

and ask you about one of the issues that came out ofreally important, public consultation on the existing
service arrangements, full debate, full review of all of it, which was the value of the analogue spectrum.

Have you ever made any sort of estimate of the valuethe services so we can then move forward. A good
example is the MP3 stuV the BBC is doing which you here? There was at any rate an assumption that once
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that is actually used, so a number of ratios could bewe went digital, analogue spectrum would actually
have no value at all, which is clearly not the case. used.

Chairman: We might come back to those points. LetMr Jones: Are we talking about what will be done
with the spectrum which remains? us get on to what our inquiry is about on this

occasion. We are looking at sports and other areas,
but sports in particular.Q1189 Chairman: Yes.

Mr Jones: I think the key issue here is that it can be
valid in a number of diVerent ways. There has to be a Q1192 Lord King of Bridgwater: You have

mentioned the issue of Sky scooping the pool onserious appraisal of what one should do with the
spectrum that is freed by the move to digital cricket and the issue around whether there is more

scope. You said that the BBC had a big role to playswitchover. One of our key concerns would be to try
to ensure equality across the digital platforms in in helping sports bemore available free to all viewers.

Can you work together more?terms of high definition television. We have an
opportunity next year when we shall hopefully be Mr Allen: We already work together on big events

like the World Cup; we tend to work together on bigdoing an experiment with the BBC around theWorld
Cup. We have wonderful television pictures in the international events and there are more examples.

The key to this is ensuring that we maintain the listedUK through the PAL system, but when one is able to
see anHDTV, particularly for sporting events or high public events; that is the key to it. Then both of us,

and for that matter the BBC/Channel 4 or BBC/ITV,quality drama, it is a leap forward again. Some
people have compared it with the diVerence between BBC/Channel Five, can work together. We do have

quite a close relationship with the BBC in buyingblack and white and colour; that is a slight
exaggeration, but it is very significant. One of the these rights together.
aspects of HDTV is that it is actually very spectrum
hungry. Skywill beginHDTVnext year, TeleWest, to Q1193 Lord King of Bridgwater: You did not see
which Lord Maxton subscribes, are talking about cricket as your sport really?
beginning HDTV services next year. It would be Mr Jones: No. ITV did briefly show cricket. We
deeply unfortunate if DTT, which we think would be showed the Gillette Cup about 20 years ago when
the most popular delivery mechanism to the bulk of Yorkshire were about to win it with a sterling innings
the population and of coursewill be free, did not have from GeoV Boycott. Unfortunately David Frost
an HDTV capacity on Freeview. I would hope that insisted that we switched to his programme, so we
some of the spectrum that is freed up is not missed the final two overs. Cricket has not been very
automatically put out to the highest bidder, but that keen on ITV since. It is problematic; given the length
Government and Ofcom make their own value of cricket games and our advertising break structure,
judgment and take proper concern for the citizen cricket is not a natural fit with ITV. Traditionally, it
consumer and use some of that spectrum for HDTV. has not been a sport we have bid for. We have bid for
We should certainly like to put some of our high everything else, for athletics, boxing, soccer, but
quality dramas out on HDTV, as would the BBC, as cricket has never been a natural fit with ITV, so we
indeed might Channel 4. Equally, as we move did not put in an oVer.
forward on the basis of listed events continuing, it
would be great to be able to put World Cups, Q1194 Lord Peston: More generally than cricket,
Olympics and other significant events on HDTV. you take the view, probably an arguable view, that if,

say, you were providing some free-to-air sport of
Q1190 Chairman: Valuation is going to depend some sort, it would be absurd for the BBC then to bid
exactly on purpose. against you to do the same thing. I understand the
Mr Jones: Absolutely; absolutely. argument, but the counter-argument which is always

there, which has been around for a very long time
actually, is that if the BBC does not show theseQ1191 Chairman: And there is really no guide, you

can put no guide on value, except that one does know things, then people will ask why they are paying a
licence fee to the BBC. It is quite tricky getting thethere is value.

Mr Jones: There is value, but also it depends on other balance right. My diYculty is that I can see both
arguments are valid, but you have to come to athings. For instance, if one, at the point of digital

switchover, and I hate to use technical terms, moved practical conclusion on this.
Mr Jones: When you have a major broadcaster likethe current system on Freeview, which is called 16

QAM, which means about 30 channels can be put the BBC, it is hard not to agree that they should not
provide a fuller range of services from sports,out, to 64 QAM, you could probably move the

number of channels you could put out to around 50. through current aVairs, through drama, through
entertainment. Our concern going forward has to beOne could make adjustments there and still create

space for HDTV. It is also dependent on the power that actually there is a logical and level playing field
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find amazing because I can get an enormous numberand our particular concern with the enormous licence
fee increases that they are seeking over the next of other channels I do not want.

Mr Allen: ITV4 is not only on Freeview; ITV4 is onnumber of years, not millions of pounds but many
billions of pounds, is that a very useful market Freeview, Sky and cable.
intervention, because that is what the BBC is, which
has produced one of the great broadcasting Q1198 Lord Peston: I am in a terrible area myself in
organisations of the world, does not use those very the sense that, where I live, on the one hand I cannot
large sums of money to create a major distortion in get Freeview and on the other hand I am in an area
the market. A number of years ago we faced the BBC of natural beauty so I cannot have a Sky dish either.
bidding against us for the Champions’ League, a This means that if I were stuck in the country I could
tournament which was designed for commercial not, to take a diVerent example, get the old Taggart.
broadcasters, a tournament built around Happily I was in London so I was able to get it, which
sponsorship, which frankly sits uneasily in the showed me that sometimes standards do fall because
licence-funded BBC. One does not in any waywish to it was great, which is why archiving is a dangerous
see a diminution of sport in the BBC, but one wishes business, let me tell you. Are you investing more in
to see a level playing field and one does not want to making sure that your Freeview stuV, or whatever it
see them using money which might be being supplied is called, is more generally available? It seems to me
to them to ensure digital switchover being switched that your case for sport would depend considerably
into overarching bids for sports rights. on that.
Mr Allen: May I just pick up on Lord King of Mr Allen: Our challenge is to show a sport across a
Bridgwater’s point and add to that. The reason the number of platforms.When you only had ITV1 in the
BBC and ourselves work together is that they do not old days you would only have been able to see one
often have the funds to do all of it. If they had the game anyway. This was an additional game that we
funds to do all of it, they would not talk to us. If you were able to show because we now have ITV4 which
look at their current proposals, of the £6 billion they has access to Freeview, cable and satellite. The good
are looking at, they are saying they want £1.6 billion news is that hopefully, with improvement as wemove
for additional quality and therefore if they had the fromanalogue to digital, youmay be in an areawhich
money, they would not talk to us. They are looking can then receive it. The signal will improve as we
at £1.4 billion for super inflation. Only the BBC and invest in the DTT infrastructure and hopefully as the
we have the capability to buy these rights, so if one BBC does.
party has £1.6 billion of funds, either they do it on
their own or they actually become the self-fulfilling Q1199 Lord Peston: Just to conclude this whole bit.
prophecy that creates super inflation.Whether that is The BBC clearly sees its role as being able to reach
for sports rights or buying the best talent or buying everybody. Is that your philosophy as well?
the best writers, or buying the best scripts, that is Mr Allen: Absolutely. We see our philosophy across
where we should have a material problem with the ITV1 and all of our channels as we move from
current proposal. analogue to digital as providing across a range of

channels.
Q1195 Lord Peston: What you are really talking Mr Jones: Under our digital licences, which we have
about is fair competition and a level playing field. only just agreed with Ofcom, we have agreed
Mr Allen: Yes; absolutely. alongside Channel 4 to replicate the map, in so far as
Mr Jones: Our annual programme budget on ITV1 it can be replicated because there are slight
for all our programme services is around £800million diVerences between the digital and the analoguemap.
and they are seeking £1.6 billion. That 98.5 per cent of the population which currently

receives analogue signals will get the digital signals.
As we move through to 2008 and on until 2012, weQ1196 Lord Peston: I understand that argument.

Concentrating largely on sport, Freeview, or shall provide the same universal service as the BBC
do and hopefully we are about to agree ourwhatever it is called, is very important to you and

when you showed your Champions’ League game on transmission contract with a supplier.
ordinary ITV, I cannot remember whether you had
another one on. Q1200 Lord Kalms: I think I heard you say that you
Mr Allen:We did; we had the other game on ITV4. are working closely with the BBC, though actually

they are your competitor and you expect to have
competitive bids. I am not sure how you can actuallyQ1197 Lord Peston: I thought you did. The thing

that troubles me a bit is that at the moment, whereas work closely with them and not break any anti-trust
law that exists. Perhaps you would explain to mevirtually everybody can get ITV as an ordinary

terrestrial channel, where I live in the country I what you meant. When the BBC makes a bid it is
excluded from the same rules and regulations thatcannot get the ITV channels on Freeview, which I
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would get head-to-heads; the previous managementyou may have to have in making that bid. Do you
think that is equitable? In other words, you already saw beating ITV as their principal objective.

Fortunately currently under the new managementstart with a slight handicap in that their bidding
process is more relaxed than yours; though there are that is not the remit and they are now back to

publishing what they are going to do and we canpunitive measures they are more punitive for you
than they are for the BBC and whereas they get their avoid frustrating the public. There will still be some

element of head-to-head, that is inevitable, but whathand slapped, you get your butt kicked, so there is
clear demarcation. Having said that, presumably you happened under the old regime was that they had a

brief to beat ITV and that was not necessarily in themight have a comment tomake on how can youwork
closely with a competitor. public’s interest because you would have common

shows then.Mr Allen: It is really worthwhile understanding that
although we compete with the BBC for viewers, we Mr Jones: There is also a limited number of events, in

terms of sport, on which we truly cooperate. Thisdo not compete with the BBC for money. Let me
explain that. If 100 people are watching television, I Friday the draw will happen on the World Cup and

England is obviously in that World Cup draw. It is aof course want asmany as possiblewatching ITV, but
say 40 of those people watch ITV, if the rest are not big tournament. It is one of the great major sporting

events. It would be crazy, as used to happen in thewatching ITV, I desperately, desperately, desperately
want them to watch the BBC, because we are past, if we were both trying to schedule the same

games. We shall sit down post Friday and agree arewarded on a share of people watching commercials,
we are not rewarded on ratings. Just to give you a concordat, so the first four England games will be

split two and two. Equally, we shall try to split somecouple of practical examples, a few weeks ago we had
headlines which said “The Daleks exterminate Ant of the other matches, whether Germany, Brazil or

Italy, so the consumers get the best possible deal overand Dec”. Doctor Who was getting nine million, Ant
and Dec’s Game show Marathon was getting seven. three weeks. We did the same with the European Cup

last year.We only work together on a limited numberOn that Saturday evening we had a 67 per cent share
of people watching commercial television. I opened a of occasions. There will be a point later in the

tournament, particularly if England progresses,bottle of champagne and that was good news. The
opposite can be shown when you read the headlines where we shall both want to show the games andmay

the best broadcaster win, but it is in the interests ofthat say “Fantastic X Factor on a Saturday night
wiping out the BBC’s show about aman and a baby”. the viewers.
We had seven million, they had two. That was
actually bad news for me because some people were

Q1202 LordKalms:Youdid not answermy questionnot watching us, they were not watching the BBC and
about the rules. Do you want the rules changed so thethey were watching my competitors. What you want
bidding process is an absolute level playing field, orwith a key public service broadcaster is
does it not worry you a great deal?complementarity. Yes, we competewith them, but we
Mr Allen: Because we do not compete, that part of itwant complementarity. The worst thing that can
does not worry me. There were two parts to thehappen to me is that I am doing a period drama and
question: there was that part, but there was also thethey put a period drama up against it. EVectively we
issue of the BBCand us bidding together andwhethersplit the audience that would watch period drama
we could do it. Absolutely we can do it; it isand, frankly, we frustrate the public because they
absolutely legal to bid for the football rights together,would want to watch both. The best thing for me is
there are no constraints on us. The only worry Iwhen I have a younger screen programme and they
would have comes back to the financial issue. If thehave an older screen programme, or vice-versa. It is
BBC felt they had so much money, then why wouldimportant to understand that that is where we can
they not just buy the rights themselves? Thework in a collaborative way.
constraints of the licence fee are the things that
actually made it work to the benefit of the public in

Q1201 Lord Kalms: Do you pre-agree not to have a the past.My serious worry is with what is on the table
costume drama at the same time, or is it just chance? currently and for the reasons I said earlier. We want
If it is chance, then you are not working together. a strong BBC, you can understand now why, but

people find it a bit strange that the chief executive ofMr Allen: The way the system works is that the BBC
are required to publish their schedules three weeks in ITV should say he wants a strong BBC. I want it for

the commercial hard-nosed business reasons I gaveadvance of us so we can have complementary
scheduling. Under the previous regime of earlier, but an over-funded BBC would have the

exact opposite impact: they would not work inmanagement, they still complied with that, but
against all of the key programmes it said “To be concordat with us and they would drive a level of

inflation that is just so significant; that is the bigadvised” and literally on the day we had to publish it,
they came out and changed it. That was why you worry. The numbers they are talking about, just to
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competitors. So, for the reasons I gave earlier, that isunderscore it, the £1.6 million they are seeking for
additional quality, is twice the level of our overall not a particularly unhappy situation. The good news
budget. The quantum is just so ridiculous that you for us is that key global advertisers will need to
really do need to focus on it. When I came to see you advertise around them, so the BBC might have them
last time, youwill see that I said I was very supportive but they will take some of their advertising time and
of the BBC, incredibly supportive of the licence fee invest with us. It is not a particularly bad situation as
because I thought it was the right way to do it, but the such. We do not have the distribution to take all of
quantum that has now been asked for is just so the rights anyway and the BBC have historically
ridiculous that I am slightly surprised, although there taken them. Historically, the BBC have done a very
has been some negative reaction, that nobody has good job. I chaired the Commonwealth Games in
really quite clocked the scale of it. Just one item alone Manchester which the BBC covered and they did a
is twice our overall budget and you can imagine how fantastic job. At the opening ceremony nobody
that would distort the market. expected anyone to watch and the viewing figures

were going up from seven to eight to nine million
which was fantastic for me as chairman of theQ1203 Chairman: It is a rather curious way of doing
Commonwealth Games but not so fantastic for ITV.it, but do you think it is just a sort of bid on the part
However, I do not see any particular problems withof the BBC so it can be scaled down?
the Olympics as such. I think the BBC will do a greatMr Allen: That has certainly been the situation in the
job and they have the rights.past and when you do have that, you tend to average

at somewhere between what you had and what you
were asking for. The point I am making here is that if

Q1205 Chairman: Let us just go back to that BBCyou got anywhere near a third of what they were
licence fee point again, which is rather an importantasking for, that would be ridiculous. My view is that
point for us. The BBC are bidding for RPI!2.3 or itthe BBC can bemademore eYcient and we should be
could be RPI!2.8 depending on what decisions arelooking for an RPI minus situation going forward;
made. You simply regard that as completely out ofthey could certainly aVord it. You heard from
the question.Channel 4 about the scale of their human resource
Mr Allen: I think it is the scale of it. Just to give youdepartment. We can give you figures for every single
a sense of the numbers, in 1999 before the licence feedepartment which just demonstrate that this is not
decision, ITV had revenues of £1.9 billion and thethe most eYcient organisation and when all of us are
BBC had revenues of £2 billion. Today, because ourbeing asked to be more eYcient, then surely building
revenues are declining in ITV1 with the switch fromin a structure which asks the BBC to be more eYcient
analogue to digital, we have £1.6 billion of revenuesover time will give them the benefits that we get. As
and the BBC have nearly twice that. If you thenwe move from analogue to digital we are not paying
project forward to the end of the licence period,for both analogue and digital. I do not see any of that
we should have revenues less than that, less thanin the document and the figures are so broad brush
£1.4 billion and the BBC would have revenues ofthat you cannot even go back and analyse them.
nearing £6 billion, depending on how you calculate it.What does £1.4 billion for super inflation mean?
The sheer quantum of it is just ridiculous. Surely youWhat does that actually mean? The quantum is just
would be looking for the BBC to be getting fitter forso great. I feel very passionately about it because I
the next licence round, whether or not there is athink that broadcasting is about an ecology and what
debate to be had on how they are funded, rather thanwe have had to date is the BBC and ITV and Sky and

multi-channel which have operated an ecology. If exploding in terms of costs. Mark Thompson talked
you significantly change that ecology, then you about the BBC having a Jacuzzi of cash when he was
damage it quite significantly. chief executive of Channel 4; this sheer quantum is a

Jacuzzi of cash. If I leave nothing else with you today:
£800 million is the total revenue investment we makeQ1204 Lord Kalms: We are talking now about big
in programming and across a number of areas theybucks, the Olympic Games. Do you see opportunity
are asking for twice that and one and half times thatand danger? You are talking serious money, so how
in key areas on figures which I just do notdo you see your position vis-à-vis the BBC? Are there
understand. They are light in terms of cost reductiondangers?
and heavy in all the costs. Another thing in thereMr Allen: There is definitely an opportunity with the
which I am very supportive of is the move toOlympics. I had the privilege of being the vice-
Manchester. Again, here is a quantum ofchairman of the London bid and I am delighted it is
£600 million to move to Manchester. That is a lot ofcoming to London; that is the good news. The less
Pickford trucks, that is a lot of money and I do notgood news is that the BBChave already secured those
see the £50 million they are getting from the North-rights for 2012. Having said that, I should rather they

went to the BBC than went to any of my other West Development Agency in any of their figures.
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watched digital channel; it is ahead of Sky One. ITV3Q1206 Chairman: We shall come to that precise
point but just a last point on this. Tell us about your is in the top five and ITV4 has recently been
own budget going forward. launched.
Mr Allen: What we are basically saying for the
ITV budget is that because of the constraint on ITV

Q1209 Lord Maxton: By 2012 DTT will be such anrevenues, because ITV1 revenues will continue to
outdated technology.decline, what we are attempting to do is constrain it
Mr Allen: It may be an outdated technology, but itat the current level. So the objective for our team is to
will be the onewhich is inmost people’s homes. It willtry to constrain it to the current level by changing the
absolutely be the technology.mix of the programmes. We are not looking at

inflation-busting increases in that; we have to do that.
Just to put that in context, going back five years Q1210 Lord Maxton: There are telephones in most
30 per cent of our revenue ended up on screen, now people’s homes.
over 50 per cent of our revenue ends up on screen but Mr Allen: Absolutely. The cost of putting our
with the revenue declining, though we are holding it pictures down telephone lines is too expensive. This
stable, an increasing part of our revenue will end up is the cheapest route to get mass market broadcasting
on screen. When we hear the BBC talking about to the viewers.
inflation plus, plus, plus, that just does not make
sense when the major commercial competitor is
moving in the opposite direction because of thismove Q1211 Lord Armstrong of Ilminster: Does the
from analogue to digital. European Commission’s reform of the sale of

Premier League broadcasting rights present a real
opportunity for terrestrial broadcasters to acquireQ1207 LordMaxton:On cost, one of the reasons the
live rights?BBC are asking for an increase is to cover the
Mr Allen: To be honest, we are very disappointedswitchover. Most of that money will be going to
with the current proposal. It does not bring in realmarketing but also into improving the digital
competition to the marketplace; it absolutely fails toterrestrial television. I have to say that it seems to me
do that. Just to give you the background to that, thethat the BBC would be on whatever platform the
last time round the agreement was that eight gamesGovernment had decided to use for digital
could be sold outside the overall package. Sky thenswitchover. You, however, are a major beneficiary if
put in place a minimum price which was so high thatit remains terrestrial digital rather than Sky, whether
none of the players could actually bid for it. This timesatellite, cable or telephone, which is the other
round I felt very comfortable that the Commissionalternative. In a sense the BBC licence fee payer is
was taking this very seriously and was looking atgoing to be subsidising you, are they not?
having real competition here. Just to explain howMr Allen: I find it diYcult to see how. Every single
that market works, Sky pays approximatelyviewer who moves from analogue to digital costs me
£340 million for FA/PL rights. There is a debatemoney, every single person, for the reasons I gave

earlier. about how much, but £180 million comes from them
selling those rights on to pubs and clubs,
approximately £100 million comes from cableQ1208 Lord Maxton: But if it is terrestrial, you are
companies, so Sky eVectively gets all the rights tomore likely to benefit, if you are still on that platform.
those football games for £60 million a year. That isMr Allen: It is better than them going to Sky. Let us
actually a very small proportion. What we werebe very clear that the figures I gave you earlier, 27 per
arguing was that the rights should be split into twocent peak time share to 22 per cent peak time share
packages. Why two packages? If you wanted tofor Freeview, every percentage point costs me
access that pubs and clubs market, if I were to come£20 million. There is no advantage to me from
to you as the owner of a pub or club and I said I hadeverybodywhomoves. In addition to that we have an
10 per cent of the games or 20 per cent of the games,£80 million licence fee to pay and we are funding our
you would not talk to me. If two players came to youshare of the roll-out. So I struggle to see where we get
and we both had 50 per cent of the games, you woulda benefit. Is it advantageous for us to be on DTT
be able to access that marketplace. The currentrather than Sky? Absolutely. Are we working hard to
proposal does not allow that. It allows one player tobuild up that platform? Absolutely. That is in line
have five or six packages and that may allow somewith government policy to ensure that there is a
access for free-to-air broadcasters, but it is quitechoice out there for people and 15 million people in
limited. An opportunity has absolutely been missedBritain have chosen not to have to pay and that is a
here and I only hope that the next time roundwe shallreally legitimate choice. That is why we have created
see the real benefits of having a couple of playersan investment in ITV2 and ITV3 and ITV4, to give

them the best choice in DTT. ITV2 is now the most bidding this out and see howwe and other key players
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would allow the consumerwhowantedmore than thecould have got together, with some rights for free-to-
air, either ourselves or the BBC and other rights free-to-air rights to buy some additional games but

not all of them. That was the idea. We aregoing to pay TV.
disappointed that did not happen.

Q1212 Chairman: What you were saying about
selling on, could you not have done the same? Q1215 Chairman: If I am in the Premier League, I
Mr Allen: The issue is that Sky has the incumbent just want to get the best price possible, do I not?
customer base, so they are incumbent players with Mr Allen: Yes.
that customer base. You would have to take it out of
that and bid against them. The real problem is that

Q1216 Chairman: It is a monopoly of the Premierone of the ideal partners for us would have been a
League, but goodness knows, there is enough sportcable company. If the cable company did bid up the
around to show. Why should the Premier League becosts and lost, that would bid up their own costs,
forced to give this portion here and a portion there tobecause Sky just passes the cost back to them. They
other broadcasters?are then in the invidious position that if they bid and
Mr Allen: Because we believe it would have broughtlose, they bid up the cost and Sky just passes the
real competition, there would have been benefits inabsolute cost back to them, whereas this would have
that competition exercise, benefits for the public, andavoided that as an issue.
you would have wider exposure for sport. They did
not choose to do that; they fought against this kind

Q1213 Lord Peston: What is puzzling me, certainly of thing. They fought against anything which the
wearing my economics hat, is that I took it for European Commission wanted to do and that should
granted that what the Commission were interested in be a question this Committee should rightly put to
was promoting competition and since the Premier them.
League has a monopoly of the highest level of club
football in this country, that is a monopoly the

Q1217 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: What do youCommission are saying must not be exploited to the
think the logic was for them to come to such anfull. Therefore, what they have done makes no sense
uncompetitive decision?whatsoever in terms of their own objectives. Would
Mr Allen: We found the decision very surprising,you agree with that?
considering that we had had detailed discussions withMr Allen:Not only would we agree with it, the input
Europe, very detailed discussions with our owncoming from Ofcom, the UK regulator, absolutely
regulator and we had made our case very clear.supports our argument. They fully supported the

argument that you need to break it up in a particular
way. You still have a dominant buyer; you have a Q1218 Chairman: Are you talking about the
single seller and a dominant buyer so it makes no Commission?
sense. Mr Allen: Yes.

Q1214 Lord Peston: As someone who watches lots
Q1219 Chairman: A certain amount of lobbyingof sport, we lose one of the best things which comes
took place. Have you heard that?from competition, which is innovation. In other
Mr Allen: There was indeed; allegedly.words, there is no incentive at all for Sky to find
Chairman: We still find it quite diYcult to get thediVerent ways. The one I should most like to have is
detail of this lobbying.the red button where you can switch oV the

commentator. The BBC did have that for a while and
you could just have the picture. I am still hoping that Q1220 Lord Maxton: It seems to me that the one

advantage in sport that you and the BBC have overone day someone will get the rights and I do not have
to have commentators boring the pants of me. Do Channel 4, Channel Five and Sky, is regional. In

other words, you ought to have the ability to showyou agree that this is a serious matter in terms of
innovation? regional sport within the regions where you operate

and the BBC should be doing the same thing. I comeMr Allen: I completely agree. The idea of having two
equal and opposite parties who were competing both from Scotland and I know you have no direct . . . It

seems to me, if anything, certainly STV are retreatingon quality and presentation would really have driven
it up and it would have allowed the consumer to have from that position. They used to do rugby; they do

not do rugby any more on a Saturday afternoon.access. At the moment, unless you are prepared to
pay the full package, because what Sky does is Where do the regions stand on this? Are they

providing that level of sport?package those contents within the total package,
unless you are prepared to pay £30 to £40 per month, Mr Allen: We cannot speak for Scotland but Clive

manages this for England and Wales.it is bundled so you have to buy the whole thing. This
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Q1224 Baroness O’Neill of Bengarve: And the otherMr Jones: We provide regular regional sports
way round, given that test cricket is lost from it at theprogrammes every Thursday night throughout
moment. Do you think there should be a publicEngland and Wales and certainly within our regional
process for considering listing events not currentlynews magazines we still provide the deepest and
listed?broadest regional news and sports coverage of any
Mr Allen: Yes, I should be happy with that. ThatUK broadcaster. We are providing 27 regional and
would be an interesting way to look at it and wouldsub-regional news services. Whether it is rugby,
work well. Reflecting on why we ended up where wewhether it is athletics, whether it is the Premier
are and why this is an issue, I am a great believer inLeague clubs or the championship, we are already
public consultation, because you will get everybody’sproviding detailed information and match coverage.
view through that process and nobody can then say
that they did not know or did not understand. If it is

Q1221 Lord Maxton: Do you cover rugby in Wales behind closed doors and lobbied, you would not get
it all out in the public domain. I do think youralong with BBC and S4C?
suggestion would also be a good one.Mr Jones:We bid for the rugby in Wales. The rights

are currently held by S4C and the BBC.

Q1225 Chairman: It is quite diYcult, is it not, to
define these crown jewels? You are the secondwitness

Q1222 Lord Maxton: You did bid for them. today who has actually referred to them as the crown
Mr Jones: We did bid for them. It is quite a small jewels. Wimbledon tennis finals and the Derby are in
market. You are talking about 2.5 million people, so the crown jewels category, but you find that the
the rights went for quite a high sum of money. Commonwealth Games are not in the crown jewels

category and test cricket as well of course. Are the
diYculties of definition so great that it is really notQ1223 Baroness O’Neill of Bengarve: Do you find
worth pursuing this?the current system of listing adequate for the listed
Mr Allen: That could be overcome with publicevents which do come free-to-air and which are
debate. If the debate were to say that the

guaranteed free-to-air? Do you like the list? Do you Commonwealth Games should become a listed
like the criteria the list is based on? Do you think event, then that is how you should approach it. From
there is a case for reviewing it? a purely commercial perspective the Commonwealth
Mr Jones: In general terms we are happy with the Games are very valuable if they are in a decent time
listed event structure. I was somewhat surprised that zone and they are not very valuable if they are not in
test cricket came oV the listed events list and it is a decent time zone. I know that. The Commonwealth
somewhat ironic that after the Ashes victory Games in Britain was fantastic for the BBC because
probably more people were watching test cricket on they were held in Manchester. They will be much less
terrestrial television than had done for many, many valuable now they are going to be in Melbourne next
years. It is now going to disappear for quite a long year. That is why it can be great. What is interesting
period of time, apart from the highlights on Channel is that if that were the debate which was being had, a
Five. One does not blame Channel 4 or the BBC for number of you wanted to do it, you would have the
that; it was a direct result of lobbying by the England debate and then all parties, all interest groups would
and Wales Cricket Board. They wanted them be able to comment upon it and flush through exactly
removed and as a result they were removed. If there the point we have just made to you.
is an issue around that it should be raised with the
England and Wales Cricket Board. Largely what the Q1226 Bishop of Manchester: I was just looking at
list does is identify and protect the crown jewel events what Mr Allen was saying on our last occasion with
going forward, the world cups, the European cups, you. You referred to the BBC’s proposals and said
the rugby world cups, the Olympics and ensure that that it was a great opportunity, a fantastic idea and
these are generally available to the mass of viewers you passionately believed in it. Since then we have all
because they are great big landmark events which had the cold shower of financial details, or seeming
unite and excite the country as a whole. details. Do you feel that the BBC is playing a bit of a
MrAllen:You need to have amore public and robust game over this in terms of negotiations for licence fee,
process when you are delisting events. That just or, to put it in another way, what would you, as a
passed us by; nobody picked up on it until it was too proven operator in this sphere, reckon the costs
late. There needs to be a far more public process ought to be for the move by the BBC to Manchester?
which says when an event is being considered for Mr Allen: I absolutely stand by what I said last time;
delisting. The public then are able to comment on it it is in Britain’s interest for there to be a centre of
and there is a more robust process. I just do not feel excellence which would host the BBC, ideally ITV,

we should like to work with them, the independentthe profile is high enough.
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which demonstrate that we can work together andsector which services Channel 4 and Channel Five, in
what I would call a creative hub in the North West. how we should work together as a common facilities

operation. I genuinely do not believe that the BBCIf the BBC have enough money, will they want to do
it together? I would question that. I do think, need to be in the facilities business. I am very happy

for a facilities company to operate that site, providehowever, that it is still the right thing to be done and
it would be a great move for the North West as such. us with the facilities we need, but we are all there

together, it becomes a creative honey pot. If you haveThe second thing is that I also believe that the BBC
should be asked to do as much production in the young creatives and they do not have a job in

Manchester, they come to London. If you then haveregion as we do. We do 50 per cent of our production
outside London. It is not all about having the facility, us, the BBC and independents all working together,

they stay in that area, young writers, youngit is about having a code of practice or something
which could be reviewed either by Ofcom or by the producers and directors, and then it works. I have not

heard anything from the BBCwhich says they cannotTrustees and that would alsomake it real andmake it
happen and make sure production is actually coming make it work. Yes, it would be unique, but it would

be a blueprint for the future.from the regions as such. I cannot reconcile the figure
of £600 million which is being quoted. I do not
understand how it works. I should like to see a Q1228 Bishop of Manchester: What opportunities
detailed breakdown of that to be able to answer your do you see for this kind of thing, not necessarily in a
question in a lot more detail. I do not see any of the brand new building, being developed in regional
£50 million which I know has been oVered by the cities other than Manchester?
North-West Development Agency and Manchester Mr Allen: There is an opportunity to do it. You
CityCouncil in the fundingmodel. I should like to see cannot have the same scale, because there is not the
a detailed breakdown, because I genuinely believe opportunity to create super units. You can probably
that if we were working together, then we, ITV and have three or four at maximum outside London
the BBC, could be sharing the costs and I do not see which are major production centres. A good example
how you could get anywhere near those figures. It would be to look at Bristol. The BBC based their
would be inappropriate for me to comment on what wildlife operation in Bristol. We closed our wildlife
the figures should be, but it would be great to see how operation in Anglia and moved it to Bristol, because
the BBC gets to the £600million and analyse it in full. that was then advantageous because the people in
To go back to your final point on whether it is a tactic this industry who knew about wildlife were then in a
of the BBC, I believe it is. We have had so many false central hub. There are models which demonstrate
dawns at the BBC, trying to find the M25 up to that we can do it. This would take it one stage further
Manchester and getting onto the M6. This time and I absolutely think that it is going to work. If the
round they cannot use the shoot-the-puppy strategy, BBC have too much money, they will not share, they
“If you don’t give us that amount of money we shoot will do it on their own.
the puppy and we don’t go to Manchester”. That is
unacceptable and I feel passionately that that is Q1229 Chairman: Presumably the proposal you
exactly what is happening. If you talk to colleagues in would put forward uses your site in Manchester.
the North West and people you know well, there is a MrAllen:The proposal we have put forward uses our
real fear that is what is happening this time around. site, but we have also said that we would be happy to

go to other sites. They have not said it is a condition.

Q1227 Bishop of Manchester: One of the worrying
Q1230 Chairman: So there are two other sites.things which has come up this morning in both the
Mr Allen:We are looking at other options.sessions that we have had in relation to the shared

hub proposal is the reputation the BBC seems to have
for not being able to share. Channel 4 said to us Q1231 Chairman: It would not be a bar if they chose
earlier that therewere notmany good examples of the another site.
BBC sharing. Earlier on you raised precisely the same Mr Allen: No; absolutely not.
point. What realistically are the opportunities as you Mr Jones:One of the things I find quite baZing is that
see them for sharing in this shared hub, or will it in ever since ITV began in the regions our major soaps,
fact end up just as a BBC hub? our major dramas have always been made outside
Mr Allen:We have put a joint proposal together and London. Obviously that is an historical tradition
put it to the BBC.Wehave very detailed plans for this with us, but also one of the reasons we make so many
hub where we, the BBC and the independents share a of our programmes outside London is that it is
common facility. While we are investing in new cheaper; it is cheaper to make programmes in
studios, while we are investing in new kit, surely we Manchester, it is cheaper to make programmes in
should be investing in a common infrastructure Leeds and in Bristol and in CardiV than it is in

London because of high transport costs, highwhich we can all use. There are detailed plans there
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high volumes of live and as-live programming. Fromhousing costs, so many other reasons. I cannot
understand why moving to Manchester is going to the data we are looking at, we are less aVected than

some of the couple of hundred small channels. If youcost the BBC so much money and why we do not see
a discount there for them coming in. really want to watch Fools and Horses again, it is

probably on your hard drive, so we are not as
disadvantaged as some of them, but nevertheless itQ1232 Chairman: To be fair, the cost is coming
does have a direct impact. Picking up the Channel 4down almost as we are speaking; certainly when we
point, we too have a similar issue on rights becausewent there, there was no question that the cost would
we pay for our content in full; we give them 100 percome down, but we take the point. There is also your
cent cost plus a margin and the big debate coming upidea of a regional production partnership fund. Is
with the independent sector is on how those rights arethere scope for a joint regional production and
used. We are fortunate in that we actually make a lotdevelopment fund with the BBC?
of our own programmes and most of them in theMr Allen: We believe something is possible. If they
regions, therefore it is not as big an issue. Those arewere given the same levels that we have, the 50 per
both issues for us but not quite as big as they mightcent outside London, then there would be a reason
be for others.for us to do things together and you could see why

thatwouldwork for themas well.Whether it is a joint
or two separate funds, we could certainly look at Q1235 Lord Maxton: So while I, if I wanted to, and

I do not, go home on Friday and watch every episodethat.
of EastEnders I cannot do that with Coronation
Street.Q1233 Chairman: How would this operate in
Mr Allen: No, you could not, unless we gotpractice?
regulatory change. Because we are currentlyMr Jones: We have committed £9 million to new to
managed on a process called contract rights renewal,network producers outside London. That can apply
for every viewer who does not watch it on ITV1 I getto in-house producers, people who have made
penalised. Until we actually change the regulation,regional programmes for ITV but never made a
there is a disincentive for me to provide that service,network programme, but it is equally applicable to
because I need you to watch ITV1.independent producers around the country. It only

began this year. It began through a process of
commissioning editors for this particular fund going Q1236 Lord Maxton: If I had SkyPlus I could have

recorded every programme and watched them all.around the whole of the UK with a caravanserai of
presentations explaining the forms of programmes Mr Allen: That gets counted, but the other way does

not and we are arguing that what gets counted inthat we are interested in, the slots which are available
in the various parts of the schedule. Basically it splits terms of our viewership needs to be changed and at

the moment that needs regulatory change.into two forms: it is either money for commissions,
new programmes, or it is sums of money for
development, for training, for seed corn. It might be Q1237 Lord Peston: I do not know whether you
a new writer who may have made a short, 10-minute have seen the evidence we took in Manchester from
film but now has ambitions to do more and that the BBC but when we put it to them that one of the
might be money which we would put out as a script whole points of this was to save money, they flatly
development fee, to see whether we can move them told us that we did not understand them at all and
from being a shorts writer to a major writer. That is that it had nothing to do with money. Did you see
the way it is evolving over time. that? Were you as astonished as we were?

Mr Jones: I was struck dumb. We are in the midst of
spending £45 million on completely upgrading ourQ1234 Lord Maxton: I do not know whether you

heard the question I asked about teleports and also whole regional news infrastructure and we are in the
process of building what will be briefly—because it islinked that in with PVR, SkyPlus and all the other

things which are coming along. This makes your always briefly where technology is involved—
probably the most modern newsroom infrastructurework even more diYcult, does it not? Are you

negotiating with the cable companies on the anywhere in the world. We have invested that money
for two reasons: one is that we think it will markedlyteleport thing?

Mr Allen: Basically PVR and teleport actually make improve quality because it improves our ability to
move pictures all around the country; 15 secondsour life much more diYcult as we go forward because

viewers can choose to skip the ads, viewers can after pictures are ingested in any part of the system,
they will be available all around the system inchoose to go back and look at programmes they have

seen before and when they do that they tend to skip diVerent newsrooms. Two is that it saves us money.
Once we move to a file server technology our abilitythe ads. We are quite fortunate in that we have a high

proportion of original programming and we have to edit pictures, to move pictures around is much,
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access and get a real review. It needs to go further; itmuch quicker, therefore we can have fewer people.
How they could argue that it does not save them needs to go back to the existing services and review

the value for money aspect. That is why the policy ofmoney astonishes me.
Mr Allen: That is why, to reiterate, it would be having the RPI minus structure in place which may

be reviewed in five years’ time might be a morefantastic to see that £600 million, or whatever the
figure is, broken down. I think we are only looking at appropriate way than an RPI plus, plus. One point I

did not make earlier was that there is always anone side of the equation; we are looking at cost and
not looking at the benefit. What are the properties inherent benefit for the BBC to be based on licence

fees from homes. In fixing the current licence fee theythey are vacating in London? Are the BBC able to sell
them? Even if they rented properties, I can assure you got £300 million of benefit because there were more

homes than there were at the beginning of thethat the cost of rents is a lot less in Manchester than
it would be in London, particularly because you previous licence fee. That £300 million is also built-in

going forward because it is calculated as somethingactually have the North West looking to subsidise
that to bring the BBC there. The cost of labour is like £380 million because there will be more homes,

more single parents, in the next 10 years than theresubstantially less. We have the facts, because we
actually operate there. We were completely were in the last. I do not see any benefit; they are

pretty heavy on costs and pretty light on any form ofastounded. Our managing director came and
presented to you. When we heard that we just could eYciency.We shouldwant to be as helpful as possible

and the National Audit OYce have already been tonot reconcile it with the facts we have.
see my finance people with this in mind, actually
looking at comparing and contrasting, andwe shouldQ1238 Chairman: Without putting words in your

mouth, you would be moderately in favour of our be very happy to help to compare and contrast our
cost base with the cost base of the BBC.proposal that the National Audit OYce should look

at the licence bid which the BBC makes. Chairman: We end on a point of agreement, which is
a good point on which to end. Thank you very muchMr Allen: Absolutely; I do think we need to go

through that, not only with the move to Manchester indeed for the evidence today, the evidence you gave
before and the way in which you have answered ourbut every aspect of these claims. We just do not

understand. With the limited information which has questions. If we have any other issues, perhaps we
might write to you. Thank you very much.been put in the public domain we are not able to get
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Present Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury, B King of Bridgwater, L
Fowler, L (Chairman) Maxton, L
Holme of Cheltenham, L O’Neill of Bengarve, B
Howe of Idlicote, B Peston, L
Kalms, L

Examination of Witness

Witness: Mr Mark McCafferty, Chief Executive, Premier Rugby Ltd, examined.

Q1239 Chairman: Thank you very much for Q1241 Chairman: As far as the Premiership is
concerned, you signed a five-year contract with Skycoming, Mr McCaVerty. Perhaps I should explain

that the Select Committee has done one report Sports in 2004?
Mr McCafferty: That is right, yes.already and we are now looking at a number of

areas which we really did not have time to do justice
to. Sport is one, the World Service is another,

Q1242 Chairman: That is for all domestic televisionreligion is another, so rather a mixture of subjects,
rights so it is an exclusive contract?but today obviously we are doing sport and what
Mr McCafferty: Yes, the highlights from thewe would like to understand is Premier Rugby
Premiership are part of a package howeverLeague and its implications. Perhaps I should
alongside the autumn internationals of Englanddeclare an interest straightaway in as much as I am
which are sold to the BBC alongside the rights toChairman of a company that sponsors Leicester
cover the Powergen Cup, as I mentioned.Tigers which, as you know, is the leading rugby club

in the country.
Mr McCafferty: Some people would take issue with Q1243 Chairman: So it is rather like Premier
you over that, Chairman, but I am sure we respect Football to that extent that the live rights go to Sky
your opinion! but the BBC can use the highlights, which is really

a recording of the games?
Mr McCafferty: Correct.

Q1244 Chairman: Do we know how much Sky paidQ1240 Chairman: There we are. Can you just tell
for those rights?us the role of Premier Rugby in relation to the sale
Mr McCafferty: It is not a public number, howeverof broadcasting rights?
there are two ways of looking at it. As far as theMr McCafferty: Yes, there are 12 professional
revenues which are generated centrally on behalf ofRugby Union clubs in the Premiership and they own
the 12 clubs by Premier Rugby, it is about one-thirdPremier Rugby Ltd, which is a company, and that
of the total revenues we generate there, and theis the company that I run executively on their
other revenues come from title sponsorship rights,behalf. One of the things that we are tasked by them
such as currently with Guinness, and partnerwith doing on their behalf is to sell the broadcasting
programmes which we develop around therights for the competitions in which they participate.
competitions. Looked at a second way, if you takeThere are three competitions: the Premiership itself,
the collective turnover of the 12 clubs and you netwhere we sell the broadcasting rights for that
out the transfers that go between us as their centralcompetition; there is the Powergen Cup which is
organisation and the clubs, then the turnover ofsometimes referred to in shorthand as the Anglo-
those clubs is probably in excess of £90 million.Welsh Cup, which is a new tournament for this year

where we operate in selling the broadcasting rights
with the Rugby Football Union and the Welsh Q1245 Lord King of Bridgwater: 90?
Rugby Union; and then the third competition in Mr McCafferty: £90 million, which makes it a larger
which they participate is the European Cup collective organisation than the Rugby Football
competitions, and there our clubs are clubs from Union, but within that £90 million about 15 per cent
one of six countries and we play a role in or so would be from television rights.
contributing to the sale of these broadcasting rights,
but they are sold by a separate organisation on
behalf of all of the clubs in the six countries involved Q1246 Chairman: I think I am still with you. The

third is the what, is the cost of the—?in Europe.
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Mr McCafferty: Our latest experience is with theMr McCafferty: The organisation of Premier
Rugby. The company Premier Rugby is at the Powergen Cup and we have had so far this season

three televised rounds of that, and of the games thatcentre. Of the revenues it generates, about a third
comes from broadcasting. were chosen for broadcasting I think the first two

games were 1.3 million and the last game, which was
a Leicester Tigers Northampton Saints game,Q1247 Chairman: What is the total of revenues it
which was a decisive game for qualification, wasprovides?
1.9 million viewers.Mr McCafferty: It is between £35 and £40 million.

Q1255 Chairman: Two million?Q1248 Chairman: Then another way, do I add one
Mr McCafferty: So closing in on two million whichto the other so to speak?
is a very significant number obviously.Mr McCafferty: Not quite. You have to take the
Chairman: I told you, yes! Lord Maxton?revenue of the 12 clubs and then you net out the

money that we transfer from the centre to them
Q1256 Lord Maxton: That is a very significantbecause eVectively the monies that are generated at
diVerence between free-to-air television and satellite,the centre, once costs are taken care of, are then
is it not?distributed out to all clubs, so you have to net oV

Mr McCafferty: Yes.to not double count.

Q1257 Lord Maxton: So surely the bigger audienceQ1249 Chairman: Okay.
encourages more people to actually take part in theMr McCafferty: Of the business of Premiership
game? Should you be looking more at not just theRugby’s clubs about 15 per cent of it is made up of
cash return but also the responsibility you have tobroadcasting rights.
the game at all its levels?
Mr McCafferty: I think we do. That is why from our

Q1250 Chairman: I am sure my economist friends point of view a balance between the satellite
around the Committee will have worked out the coverage of the Premiership and free-to-air coverage
exact figure by now; why do you not just give it of highlights and live coverage of cup competition
to us? is quite eVective in promoting the game as well as
Mr McCafferty: It is in the region of £12 to generating commercial returns for the organisation
£14 million. which has to sustain that game.

Q1251 Chairman: Thank you very much. In getting Q1258 Lord Maxton: What about the Heineken
that was there a great competition between the BBC Cup; how do you sell that? Do you sell that in
and Sky? relationship to whom? You are part of it but only
Mr McCafferty: Yes, it is a package that goes out a segment?
for competitive tender not only for the Premiership Mr McCafferty: Correct, we are one of six countries
but also the other package of rights that I involved in that.
mentioned of the highlights and the Powergen Cup.

Q1259 Lord Maxton: You form another company?
Q1252 Chairman:What are the audience figures for Mr McCafferty: There is a separate company called
Premiership Rugby on BSkyB; do we know that? ERC. In fact, the shareholders in that company are
Mr McCafferty: In terms of in-home figures it the Unions themselves.
averages about 120,000 to 130,000. Then it would
rise obviously as it goes through the season towards Q1260 Lord Maxton: The Unions, not you?
the end of season games and as we get towards the MrMcCafferty: Correct, however the participants in
Premiership Final it would probably peak at around the competition are the clubs and in our case in
200,000. That excludes any audience viewing within England six of the clubs would be competing in the
rugby clubs or pubs or any of that. Heineken Cup and there is also a secondary

European competition beneath the Heineken Cup,
Q1253 Chairman: And Sky sell that on, do they, to so we have a say (and I personally am a board
pubs and clubs? director of ERC) in how that process happens but
Mr McCafferty: Yes, but obviously we do not see we are one of six voices around the table.
the viewing figures that are captured from that. This
is just the viewing figures from within homes. Q1261 Lord Maxton: You have had some problems

in your relationships with the Rugby Union because
it is the clubs that contract the players and throughQ1254 Chairman:Do you know how that compares

with rugby on free-to-air television? the television pay the wages of those whereas in
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directly and that is where sometimes it can lead tosome of the other countries it is the union that
contracts the players; is that right? issues and problems.

Chairman: I am going to go on to Lord HolmeMr McCafferty: That is correct.
because we are straying a bit here. Lord Holme?

Q1262 Lord Maxton: There have been some
problems, and this presumably involves the
broadcasting rights as well, over players going to
play in games for the Rugby Union which the clubs Q1266 Lord Holme of Cheltenham: Could I just
do not actually think is worth the while of going to explore why you think BSkyB are willing to pay
play in; is that right? more money for a smaller audience than the BBC
MrMcCafferty: It generally does not aVect anything are for a larger audience? Let me put it this way, if
to do with broadcasting rights for international I understand the numbers you have given us (and I
games as compared to broadcasting of club games. simplify them to help myself) roughly speaking, you

are receiving £15 million income for an average
audience starting at 120,000 and rising towards theQ1263 Lord Maxton: It does not?

Mr McCafferty: No, generally it does not. As end of the season, let’s call it an average audience,
to 150,000, and BSkyB are paying £10 per seasonregards international games that are played

domestically in a season, there are three games per viewer, if I have understood your numbers. That
is quite a lot of money to pay unless of course youplayed in the autumn by England, which is a

schedule of games which has just been completed, are using the passionate interest that a relatively
small number of people have in Rugby as a formand that has been in place for a number of years

and the Premiership plays through those weekends of loss leader to lock people in to subscribe to your
channel. I am not suggesting there is anythingand then when it comes round to the Six Nations

where England obviously have five games and either unethical about this. I am just trying to understand
the business model concerned. Do you think theretwo or three of those games will be at home, so we

will typically play through the weekends when there is any question that the sort of sums BSkyB are
doing and asking, “It is costing us £10 for each ofis either not a game or where England are playing

away from home. these people, on the other hand we can see a revenue
stream over four or five years for each of them of
£1,000 and therefore it is worth investing £100 to getQ1264 Lord Maxton: I know this maybe is not
this passionately interested minority who can get theentirely to do with the BBC but does not that aVect
rugby they want nowhere else; is it worth payinga club like Leicester Tigers or Sale who have got,
that?” It is trying to understand the businesssay, six, seven or eight internationals from diVerent
motivation of Sky in this?countries in their squads and then they have to play
Mr McCafferty: I am not sure I can comment on thea game against another club that does not have
business motivation of either the BBC or BSkyB.anything like that? In other countries in Scotland

and Wales, as far as I am aware, the professional
clubs do not play on the weekend when the
international team is playing.
Mr McCafferty: Generally that is true, yes. Q1267 Lord Holme of Cheltenham:—You must

have a passionate interest in it because it aVects how
much money you get.Q1265 Lord Maxton: So is this because of your

contract with Sky? Mr McCafferty:—How they generate their return on
investment over the investment decisions they makeMr McCafferty: No, it is to do with the fact that

there are only a certain number of weeks in the year when they are purchasing rights such as sport.
Perhaps just to clarify though, when someoneand the internationals are accounting for a number

of those weekends and we have our competitions to acquires the rights to the Premiership games and
competitions they acquire all of those rights, so thefulfil as well and generally—and this is a diVerence

between say Rugby Union and Football—because number of games that they stage on any given
weekend is essentially up to them. The fact that theyof the nature of the game we would not want to be

playing more than one game a week because of the stage one game for instance on a weekend and it
generates a 120,000 viewing audience is a decisionphysical nature of the game, so it can put pressure

on the scheduling of games and that is why, as an they make. They could televise more than that in
terms of live coverage of games. Indeed, when theyorganisation, we would prefer there to be a defined

limit as there has generally been on the number of get to the end of the season—
Lord Holme of Cheltenham: Just sticking to myinternationals taking place during a season rather

than an expanding number because as soon as it calculation, which is £10 per season, it does not
matter how many games there are.expands it then puts pressure on our business
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Q1272 Lord Kalms: Part of my question hasQ1268 Chairman: These are the in-home ones?
already been asked. Is this £12 to £15 million paidMr McCafferty: Correct.
evenly over five years?Chairman: We are not counting in under that, are
Mr McCafferty: There is a small step up but it is notwe, the pubs and the clubs?
a significant one. Essentially it is fairly evenly
spread.

Q1269 Lord Holme of Cheltenham: No, I am
counting homes. Q1273 Lord Kalms: You talked about £14 million,
Mr McCafferty: How do they justify that? Is that you did not talk about the gross amount. Was that
your question? significant in itself?

Mr McCafferty: Can I just clarify that is per annum
over those years and there is a slight step up over

Q1270 Lord Holme of Cheltenham: I am saying the course of five years.
there are you, with two potential bidders; one will
pay more for less viewers watching and the other Q1274 Lord Kalms: So it does include some
will pay less for more viewers watching. You can formula?
quite rightly take the view that is up to them but I Mr McCafferty: I am sorry?
am interested as somebody trying to stoke up a
good auction so you can maximise your income Q1275 Lord Kalms: On some formula it does
what you think the respective motivations are. I increase over the five years?
think we know what the BBC’s is but what is the Mr McCafferty: It is slightly back end loaded, it is
motivation of BSkyB and the issue I am pressing is not a complex formula, and many contracts are
whether in order to lock up people very committed structured like that.
to a sport they are prepared to pay over the odds
as a form of loss leader in supermarket terms? Q1276 Lord Kalms: You mentioned £12 million,
Mr McCafferty: Our job as an organisation is to you did not mention £60 million. Is that significant
market the rights as eVectively as we can in order in any way? The contract is a £60 million contract.
to generate a return in order that we can distribute Mr McCafferty: No, I do not think it is significant.
that return. It is just the way we live from hand to mouth

sometimes in sport one year to the next.
Chairman: Did you want to come back, Lord

Q1271 Lord Holme of Cheltenham: Would you Maxton?
agree that a good marketer is trying to assess the
motivations of the purchaser? Q1277 Lord Maxton: The big diVerence of course
Mr McCafferty: Yes. I think from that point of view from your point of view is presumably that Sky last
one has got to remember that they have the rights weekend showed seven games plus a round-up
to all of those games each weekend and indeed as programme.
they go through the season they would televise more Mr McCafferty: At the weekend just gone?
of those as they got to the crucial stages of the
season. When we talk, as we have mentioned, about Q1278 Lord Maxton: Yes.
120,000 to 130,000 we should be clear it does not Mr McCafferty: That is a Heineken Cup weekend,
include the broad audience that would watch that remember, that is diVerent from the Premiership.
within pubs and clubs and rugby clubs, et cetera.
From our point of view, one has also got to Q1279 Lord Maxton: You will not get as much on
remember as a broadcaster we really want to that, will you?
commit to a continuous coverage of our product so Mr McCafferty: Correct, we would get a share
what we know when we enter into that kind of within that but there tends to be an extensive
relationship that somebody is covering the product coverage around the Heineken Cup because it is
and competition week in week out. It is a 22-week only a six-weekend tournament.
competition followed by a semi-final, a play-oV Lord Maxton: As a subscriber, I would not have to
game and then a final game, so we have got 24 pay but I would not subscribe to Sky Sports if it did
weekends during the year when at least one game, not carry rugby.
if not more, is being covered and promoted and Chairman: We know that, Lord Maxton! Baroness
shown to the audience so that continuity is also a Bonham-Carter?
factor, I think, and I believe that the BBC may have
more diYculty in committing to that kind of volume Q1280 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: In an
and level of coverage. earlier question Lord Maxton which asked you, you

responded by saying you think you get the balanceChairman: I want to bring in Lord Kalms.
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something like 100,000 man-hours of player timebetween free to air and subscription coverage about
right but previous evidence we had from David was given last season into community work to try

and get more and more people involved in the game.MoVett of the Welsh Rugby Union said they
received considerable complaints from fans when I am delighted to say also we have just been given

a Business in the Community Award for investingthe European Cup moved from BBC to Sky. Do you
think you have assessed public opinion enough 5 per cent of our revenue into community sport. So

I think as a sport we probably punch above ourwhen deciding how much rugby is going to come oV

the free-to-air channels? weight, if that is not a bad analogy to use in rugby!
Mr McCafferty: We do a survey of our fans each
year and that will comprise anywhere between 5,000 Q1282 Lord King of Bridgwater: Can I just ask you
and 10,000 surveys that we put out and we ask fans a couple of quick questions. What percentage of the
for their views on a whole range of issues, so we do clubs’ income—and you have talked about
that and we obviously also monitor the postbag and attendances improving—comes from gate money?
what might come in in terms of any issues or Mr McCafferty: At the club level, my estimate
complaints people have, and for our supporters would be about two-thirds to three-quarters.
generally it has not been a significant issue.
Remember, we are dealing with club supporters Q1283 Lord King of Bridgwater: Which is then
generally and people who are passionately involved topped up by a share in the television rights that you
in the club game and as they are pretty ardent sports have given?
fans they may be more inclined towards Mr McCafferty: Yes.
opportunities and so forth provided by satellite and
the density of sports coverage which is provided, Q1284 Lord King of Bridgwater: Is your remit from
whether it is in your own home or whether it is in the clubs just to get the best price you can for those
a club, but it has not been a strong issue from our television rights or is any consideration given to the
point of view in terms of feedback either through point that has come out about what sort of audience
that fans survey or through general correspondence. you will get? Is there any sense of that at all or do

people just do not think it matters?
Mr McCafferty: They do think it matters and theQ1281 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: It
remit we generally have as well as to maximisedoes not worry you that you are not increasing the
financial returns is to promote the professional clubnumber of rugby fans? You say that you are in
game on their behalf. They will do it locally in theircommunication with the more ardent ones. Does it
communities and catchment areas and they expectnot worry you that there are people out there who
us to do on a national level.do not have access to rugby who you could be

bringing into the sport?
Q1285 Lord King of Bridgwater: Let me ask youMr McCafferty: I think the fans survey that we do
this: did the BBC get anywhere near Sky in theiris out to all the fans, a random cross-selection of
bidding? We have been through the cricket situationfans and we do very deliberately split it between new
and the BBC did not even bid the last time roundfans and more established fans so that we try and
on this.poll the views of people coming in to watch a
Mr McCafferty: I personally was not involved inhandful of games a year. Correspondence obviously
that because I have joined the organisation sinceby the nature of correspondence, it tends to be from
that time.people who are either passionately for or

passionately against rather than the silent majority
Q1286 Lord King of Bridgwater: Since this contractbut we do not see any particular issues on that front.
was awarded?In terms of bringing people into the game, our
MrMcCafferty: Correct, but I understand that thereattendances as a sport last year grew by 15 per cent
was a clear distance between Sky and the BBC onover the prior year. This season we are tracking at
that.about eight per cent per annum growth which I
Lord King of Bridgwater: I think we are coming onthink in a very tough consumer environment is a
to a question later about how the BBC bid.pretty impressive number and overall there will be
Chairman: There is a series of questions on the BBC.just over a million and a half supporters who will
I will come back to satellite and free-to-air exposurego to live games during the course of a season. On
in a moment but let’s go to the role of the BBC.top of that we do a whole range of community
Baroness Howe?programmes which are driven by the clubs in the

local communities with a variety of organisations—
schools, hospitals, health departments, et cetera— Q1287 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: I think you have
and the players themselves are heavily involved in answered some of this but there was a comment

from one of the previous people who was givingthat. I think the last number I saw was that
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you that if the BBC are not particularly interested inevidence who said “BBC scheduling of Rugby
Special was confused and could not guarantee a paying independently for a highlights package then

it says something about their view on what theregular viewing slot” and he went on to say that he
reckoned BBC “have gone away from wanting to marketability of that is. My job is to find new ways

of marketing that aggressively with an emergingshow highlights packages at all.” Against that sort
of background we have heard a lot about the Rugby popular interest.
Specials and so on. From all aspects of why you are
interested in it, from grass-roots, the coverage, and Q1290 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: Just following up
so on, are you content with the current level of live from my viewpoint, given that the BBC is there to
and highlights television that the BBC gives to make jolly certain that right across the board there
rugby? is free access to some of the things that the vast
Mr McCafferty: I think at this point in time in majority of the population want to have access to,
general, yes. We are working a new competition this are you not from your viewpoint, by the way you
year that I mentioned, a Powergen Cup have negotiated all these things, losing out on the
competition, which the BBC is carrying on free to potential to get even more popular game by actually
air and our early experience of that has been good getting a wider coverage in the first instance, really
and those are the numbers I quoted to you earlier very much Baroness Bonham-Carter’s point?
on. We are now moving into the semi-final stage of Mr McCafferty: We are trying to strike a balance,
that game which is both semi-finals on the same day that is the issue. We do not want to be entirely
at the Millennium Stadium in Wales and then a final satellite or entirely free to air. We are trying to strike
at Twickenham, so we will be expecting now to see a balance that meets the objectives that you have
quite an uplift and I would hope to be touching just described as well as producing a good financial
some quite significant numbers in terms of television return that we can then invest back into the game.
coverage. I think if we did have an issue at this point At any point in time when these rights are up for
in time it would be in the highlights area and I renewal and bidding that is the balance that we
would echo the comments you referred to that I would look to strike. That is why we were
think have been made previously. In terms of particularly happy that the BBC did become
promoting the game it would be nice from our point involved in the Powergen Cup because it did give us
of view if two things were done: first of all, we had a what we loosely call a “terrestrial window” to
much more regular, predictable scheduling slot that promote the product. At this point we feel the
people could become addicted to again. Secondly, I balance is quite good. In a few years’ time when
think in terms of style we would like maybe a more those rights are up for rebid and renewal we have to
progressive approach to that, maybe some new reassess that and look at that at that point in time.
ideas, some new formats, to test the boundaries of
what people found attractive and acceptable in the

Q1291 Chairman: Are you saying the highlightsway highlights packages are presented. Part of our
used to have a regular scheduling spot?remit is to try and push partners, broadcasters, title
Mr McCafferty: Yes they did.sponsors to develop new things and innovations in

the area in the interest of promoting the game
Q1292 Chairman: What time was that?generally.
Mr McCafferty: Sunday afternoon.

Q1288 Lord King of Bridgwater: Let me just ask
Q1293 Chairman: What is the position now?you this; are you saying this particularly about the
Mr McCafferty: It moves around a bit and it is onlyBBC or are you trying to encourage all broadcasters
on a certain number of weekends. I think they areor do you think the BBC’s quality and imagination
committed to 12 weekends.is not as high as Sky’s?

Mr McCafferty: I think on the highlights package
we could improve with the BBC. We would like to Q1294 Lord King of Bridgwater: Are you in
do that and we will explore ideas of how to do that competition with Rugby League?
with them. I think as a general principle I am Mr McCafferty: We do not think so, no.
interested by virtue of the clubs to push continually
the boundaries of innovation and new ideas. Q1295 Lord King of Bridgwater: You do not think

the BBC thinks, “We will get some people running
around with a ball in their hand that keeps theQ1289 Lord King of Bridgwater: But you do not

think the BBC are as good as Sky? viewers happy?”
Mr McCafferty: No, especially since Rugby LeagueMr McCafferty: No, I did not say that. I think the

highlights package particularly we need to look at moved to being a summer competition. In fact, you
may know one of our clubs in Leeds runs both theas a way of improving that. Market forces would tell
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Mr McCafferty: I can tell you that when theLeeds Rhinos Rugby League Club as well as Leeds
Tykes and that is possible as a business model. highlights package was put together with the

Powergen Cup and the autumn internationalsChairman: We had better get back. Baroness
O’Neill? highlights, that package was marketed and we

approached ITV and I think Channel Four as well
and the BBC came out on top of that, so in thatQ1296 Baroness O’Neill of Bengarve: Some sports
sense they have free-to-air coverage of the gamebodies have seen merit in the idea of a dedicated
both at a club level and at an international levelfree-to-air sports channel. If the BBC had such a
outside the Six Nations, as it were. So from thatchannel would that make them more attractive as
point of view you would have to say that they wonpartners to you because they could perhaps give you
that bid. The generally held view within the sport ina regular slot or more time?
recent years seems to be that they possibly shouldMr McCafferty: I think from our point of view
have been a bit more aggressive on the Heinekencompetition is always to be encouraged because it
Cup and at that point should possibly have—creates more opportunities to increase the value of

our rights. I think we would probably address one
of the issues about the diYculties that can be had Q1302 Lord Kalms: Taking your product as you
sometimes on scheduling and the amount of have got it now, how do you think the BBC
scheduling time there is available for sport generally evaluates that? What do you think their criteria will
and then a sport in particular, and that possibly be because you are going to come up against them
would allow continuous coverage of the type that I in a few years’ time? What are they really looking
mentioned earlier in response to a question, which for from you for their audiences?
is a key concern for us, that that competition is Mr McCafferty: I think the way that I see our job
promoted continuously through the season. on that front is that we would be for the main

Premiership competition back out into the market-
Q1297 Baroness O’Neill of Bengarve: So that would place in about three years’ time. Our job in the
in principle perhaps make it possible for you to get meantime is to make our product on the pitch as
the exposure you want although the financial side successful as possible and as attractive as possible
would remain competitive bidding? to as many people as possible. That is a combination
Mr McCafferty: I think it would, in principle. Then of live audiences and hopefully an indication is
it would depend obviously and it is a decision for given to us in terms of growing live audiences that
the BBC how well they could utilise that possibility. the product is becoming more and more attractive

to a larger number of people. It could be a function
Q1298 Lord Kalms: Concentrating basically on the also of the highlights package season in and season
BBC, I do not think you have yet yourself out. That is why I make the point that having that
negotiated with them? showcase product on there for people who perhaps
Mr McCafferty: Correct. do not want to watch a whole game from start to

finish but are interested in watching the highlights
we can perhaps draw them into the game. All of thatQ1299 Lord Kalms: So it is not useful to ask you
put together in such as way as when we go back outquestions about their negotiating stance and
to market in three years’ time people will say,commitment or their outlook on purchasing your
“Look, this is an even more attractive product thanrights?
it was three years ago.” In terms of those who areMr McCafferty: I was not personally involved in
then willing and able to bid for those there is not athat, no, so anything I have is second-hand from
lot I can do to control that. That is a function ofwithin our organisation, yes.
how other organisations operate and what the
market-place looks like at that point in time. WhatQ1300 Lord Kalms: Do you have any view on the
I can control is that our product looks veryBBC’s role and how they have approached it before
attractive both from where it is today and where itand how committed they are? Are you satisfied as
is vis-à-vis other sports and that is the way we wouldan organisation that the BBC has the right outlook
look to evaluate each season, how are we doing,as far as the free-to-air facilities which is their
what does the product look like, how many peopleobjective?
are watching us, how attractive it is, how do we dealMr McCafferty: Are you asking me as consumer or
with things like speed of play and disciplinaryas a sport?
matters or areas like that.

Q1301 Lord Kalms: I am trying to get a view of
how you think the BBC approaches something like Q1303 Lord Kalms: One more thing on this because

if the BBC stopped bidding for you, you would beyour organisation. How competitive are they, for
a start? in a much weaker position vis-à-vis Sky. If the BBC
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are interested in going is there anybody who wantsdecided for one reason or another they did not want
your product, you would be in a much weaker to listen to it on the radio at all?

Mr McCafferty: I think I maybe take issue with theposition to negotiate a price, if the BBC came out
and said, “We do not want your product of Rugby statement that only 60,000 people are interested in

going.League.” Would you envisage a scenario where the
BBC had to make a bid for your product? In other
words, do you think it ought it be a listed sporting Q1310 Lord Peston: There are more than that at
event? Does it ever worry you that you might only Manchester United in one game?
have one buyer at some stage? Mr McCafferty: It is a function also of what ground
Mr McCafferty: It is not something we lose a lot of capacity you have.
sleep over currently because we know that we have
the next three or four years in which our main Q1311 Lord Peston: Okay?
concentration is not the actual bidding of those Mr McCafferty: We have nine of those 12 clubs
rights but the process I described in terms of making operating at over 75 per cent capacity and six of
the product more attractive. I think inevitably if you them are operating at over 90 per cent capacity.
think your customers or the market-place is going
to shrivel down to one potential purchaser then any Q1312 Lord Peston: It is not a question of the
business would be worried about that prospect. share, what is the radio audience?
That is a natural conclusion. There are other Mr McCafferty: May I just finish on that point
channels there that have shown interest in sport. I though. One of the reasons why the financial side is
think you have obviously had a discussion about the balance we have to strike and why it is
cricket as one for instance. Clearly Channel Four important to us is because it is crucial that we invest
did a very good job of moving cricket forward. I back into that game. It is public knowledge if you
think our job in the next few years is to make our take a club like Leicester they are sold out each week
product as attractive as possible to as many diVerent at just under 17,000 so they have to move that
broadcasters as possible, and that is the only thing stadium up now to try and create a capacity of
we can influence. I only worry about things I can 25,000. This is a professional sport which relatively
influence; I do not worry about things I cannot. speaking is in its infancy and needs to move on from

there. That is why the financial side is more
Q1304 Lord Peston: I am going to ask about radio important because we are not a mature business, we
coverage but could I just check I have understood are a growing business.
what you have said so far. You are involved with 12
professional rugby clubs and therefore on a typical Q1313 Lord Peston: I understand that but if the
weekend there would be six matches? BBC does have some radio coverage.
Mr McCafferty: Covered on television? Mr McCafferty: Yes, very good local radio

coverage.
Q1305 Lord Peston: No, I mean that they play
between the 12? Q1314 Lord Peston: But do you know who is
Mr McCafferty: Correct. listening?

Mr McCafferty: In what sense?
Q1306 Lord Peston: So the 12 play each other and Lord Peston: In the sense when I am talking here
there will be six matches. Do they play each other there is no-one listening. I do not mean in the
twice a season or four times a season? Committee; I mean in the House of Lords. What I
Mr McCafferty: Twice a season. am saying is the BBC broadcast—

Chairman: It is not true there either.
Q1307 Lord Peston: If we take the six matches what
is the average gate at those six matches? Q1315 Lord Peston: How many people are
Mr McCafferty: We would average about 10,000 in listening?
the ground per game. Mr McCafferty: I do not know oV the top of my

head whether we have those figures to hand about
Q1308 Lord Peston: So only 60,000 people watch the audience figures. What I would say is in profiling
real rugby in that sense? the sport it is very clear to us that there are certain
Mr McCafferty: Correct. parts of the country particularly that might be called

rugby heartlands and within those communities we
think it is a vital part of our marketing mix that weQ1309 Lord Peston: That is the perspective I

wanted, 60,000 people would be at the matches. do have local radio coverage and that is part of
promoting the game into that broader community.That is the background to the radio coverage. The

obvious question first of all is if only 60,000 people So to turn your questions on their head in one sense,
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Mr McCafferty: For a Premiership game, in otherit is not necessarily in the case of radio just a
function of how many people are listening but the words as part of the Sky package we would expect

about 200,000 for an end of season game.kind of promotion that that gives to the game within
the local communities. Chairman: 200,000? I beg your pardon, I got that

wrong. Lord Holme?

Q1316 Lord Peston: I am not against that. Nothing
Q1320 Lord Holme of Cheltenham: I would like toI am saying is the opposite of what you are saying
ask a question about the BBC’s grass-roots activityon that. I can see why you want radio coverage.
but could I just revert to the question Lord KalmsWhat I want to know is why the BBC wants to cover
was asking about bidding. Let us assume in the nextit. We are talking about almost minorities of
round you will be doing it and that you do marketminorities.
to Channel Four, ITV, BBC and Sky. I do not wantMr McCafferty: I think in the context of local radio,
you to betray any commercial confidentiality but doand I am putting words in their mouth, I would
you do that by a process of on-going bargaining orimagine that it is quite an important part of their
is it a sealed bid? How does that work? Are you ablelocal sport. If you take a city like Worcester which
to play bidders oV against each other in adoes not have a Premiership football side and does
commercial way?not even have a professional League football side,
Mr McCafferty: It would be a normal biddingit has Worcester Rugby League club which is in the
process. We would describe the rights; we wouldtop half of the Premiership table and that is where
then invite responses to those rights; it would thenyou go to in Worcester or listen to on the radio to
be narrowed down to a short list. There would beget top-quality, professional sport in your city. The
a selection committee and then a decision would beway in which that club has been built up in the local
made and in the final throes of that decision therecommunity is a testament to that.
would be some negotiating going on.

Q1317 Lord Peston: I can understand all that and Q1321 Lord Holme of Cheltenham: Once you got to
I think we are being unfair to you because the the shortlist you could say, “A is willing to pay more
people we ought to ask what is the audience size is than you, you had better up your bid.” You could
the BBC themselves and we will be having them do that?
back and they can explain it. What troubles me, and Mr McCafferty: We would negotiate in the final
it goes back to Lord Holme’s question, is why Sky stages.
are bidding for any of this. We are talking about
very few people in terms of who are interested in Q1322 Lord Holme of Cheltenham: I just wanted to
rugby. understand how that worked. My question was
Mr McCafferty: Everybody accepts that football is about the BBC. Do you think that the BBC with
in a diVerent league in terms of scale to any other both its coverage of Rugby Football Union and
sport but I think in terms of the other sports some of the big listed events and its general interest
beneath that we are talking in the case of Rugby in rugby should be doing more as grass roots
Union about quite a large scale sport within that promoters of rugby?
second tier within England, and we would be Mr McCafferty:We are always looking for partners
competing against other sports for a share of voice to work with in terms of grass-roots so I would like
and eventually getting people to part with their to see as many broadcasters or other types of
hard-earned money to come and watch the games partner involved in that.
or to participate in the sport.

Q1323 Lord Holme of Cheltenham: Are they good
partners at the moment in that respect?Q1318 Lord Peston: But to summarise your view,
MrMcCafferty: They are pretty good. There is morewould I be right in saying you see the BBC’s radio
that we can do but I always anticipate there is morecoverage as very much coverage that would be
we could do. I could give you one statistic. In ourhelpful to you in promoting Rugby Union Football
fans survey that I referred to earlier on, some 40 perin this country? That is your vision of it?
cent of those fans, which I thought was anMr McCafferty: It is certainly a very important part
extraordinarily high number, will go to the BBCof our marketing mix, yes.
Sports web site for information. Within that fans
survey over 80 per cent of our fans have Internet

Q1319 Chairman: Just going back on one of those access and are active users of the Internet. So I think
figures, do I not also remember you saying that for there are whole areas within emerging channels of
one of the games (this is top of the table) you had communication and broadcast that somebody like

the BBC is well-placed to work with us to exploretwo million people watching.
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Mr McCafferty: First of all, they bid and won onnot only covering the professional game but
covering work that we do in the community with the Powergen Cup. I am putting words in the BBC’s
local clubs and schools and so forth, as I mouth, I do not know this for a fact, but looking
mentioned earlier. at the business model from their perspective they

have the coverage of the Six Nations. As a result of
winning the Powergen they now have three gamesQ1324 Lord Holme of Cheltenham: When you say
of ours covered and could do more in the windowthey are pretty good, you feel they could do more,
between the start of the season in September andparticularly in respect of the Internet?
Christmas, and they also have coverage in the semi-Mr McCafferty: I always feel they could do more.
final and finals. In terms of the coverage of RugbyWe look for and expect to be challenged ourselves
Union as a sport during the season that is quite awith being creative because we are competing in a
neat progression, as it were, from Powergenpretty active market-place for sports, not only in
coverage, into Six Nations, they can use theterms of grass-roots—children’s, boys’, girls’—
highlights as they want from the autumninterest in the sport but also at the top-end
internationals and from our Premiership and thenprofessional area in terms of sponsorship money, et
they are into a semi-final of Powergen and into thecetera. I am always looking within the organisation
final of Powergen, and that would happen in April.and the partners that we work with for creativity,
So I imagine that one of the ways in which they lookinnovation and new channels to market, et cetera.
at it is they have got a whole series of sports toOnce you get bogged down in only looking at one
cover, how much Rugby Union do they want andbusiness model of the way in which a sport is
how does it fit into their scheduling when they dopromoted and developed and covered then that is
not have a dedicated sports channel.the day that you start to become complacent and

you go backwards. I personally come from a
background in consumer businesses so I approach Q1326 Lord Kalms: Why do they bother to bid at
it first and foremost as a sport I love, yes, but also all?
as a consumer business, and how do you speak to

Mr McCafferty: That is a question you will have toan audience and how do you build a brand over a
ask them to answer.period of time. I think in some of those emergent

channels for information and coverage, if you look
at what has happened in the film industry where Q1327 Lord Kalms: That is a rhetorical question.
people are able to make films at a much lower Nevertheless, if it went right to the end and at some
budget oV the high-tech equipment, should we be stage there were the two of them eye-balling and yet
looking at broadcasting in a more creative way and the other side paid substantially more for something
doing that type of thing as well. for which they did not get right the information
Chairman: We have got a whole series of questions regarding the BBC’s bid, and the BBC still bid
and I am just going to come back to you Lord despite having this big package. So I am trying to
Kalms? get the logic of the whole process of bidding. I do

not think you can give me the answers.
Mr McCafferty: On that level of detail I would needQ1325 Lord Kalms: Just coming back to a point
to come back to you because I did not have directyou made before, our role is to understand the
experience of what they were like in the final stages.BBC’s commitment to broadcasting sport. You said
I cannot give a qualitative answer to your questionbefore that the BBC was substantially outbid by Sky
about how they approached that.on the last bidding round. Firstly, I do not

understand how you can be substantially outbid on
the process unless it is an absolutely blind bid and

Q1328 Lord Kalms: When you told the BBC theyyou in your discussions might have marginally
did not get the last bid were there tears in the eyesindicated (and I will not tell you how to negotiate)
of the man who put the tender in?a little whopper as sometimes happens, but you said
Mr McCafferty: I do not know.the BBC was “substantially” outbid. Do you think

the BBC really was upset at not getting this? How
committed was the BBC? One of the great dangers Q1329 Lord Kalms: You were not there.
we see, and how I come to this question explores Mr McCafferty: I was not there, I cannot speak for
that aspect from our point of view, is if the BBC his emotions.
can always be number two and still make a
respectable bid but making sure it never wins, but

Q1330 Chairman: Just to get it again on the record.from your point of view, how was it that they were
I was rather concerned about Premier Leaguesubstantially outbid, and do you think they were

disappointed? Rugby being written oV as a minority interest.
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Q1336 Lord Maxton: And each individual club,Mr McCafferty: Not so much as I was, Chairman!
which presumably has its own web site, can show
its own games live on that, or not?

Q1331 Chairman: But I just wanted to get that Mr McCafferty: After the delay, it is part of that
figure on the record. It was 1.9 million, shall we say contract there is, that is the window.
2 million people looked into the Powergen final on
the BBC free to air. Is that the figure you are Q1337 Lord Maxton: So they cannot show it live?
giving us? Mr McCafferty: That is correct.
Mr McCafferty: The last pool game of the
Powergen, just to divert for a second, the way that

Q1338 Lord Maxton: They cannot show it live.competition works is there are 12 English clubs and
Mr McCafferty: That is correct but they can on afour Welsh clubs in groups of four and then in the
delayed basis once they are outside the window.case of the game that I am referring to, Leicester

versus Northampton, that was the final game of
Q1339 Lord Maxton: Do you have a web sitethree rounds in a pool which would decide whoever
yourself and do you show highlights?won that game is the side that would progress from
Mr McCafferty: Yes we do and no we do not.that group with three other group winners into the

semi-final stage. That is BBC free to air and it was
Q1340 Lord Maxton: I know what you mean. Thea 1.9 million audience.
SRU are now doing that. In fact, the only way you
can watch club rugby in Scotland is on the SRU web

Q1332 Chairman:Which by any measure is a pretty site. It is not very good, it is pretty limited, but if
big audience? you have an interest you watch it, but you are not

doing that?Mr McCafferty: It is and I think it demonstrates the
MrMcCafferty:We are not doing that currently, no.strength of the club game and it demonstrates what
In that case, apart from the window that Ia high stakes match can generate in terms of
mentioned of exclusivity in terms of delayedinterest. I think one would have to say, as you well
coverage but reasonably live as it were, that is moreknow, they are two pretty passionate rugby
a function of us just learning how to exploit thatcommunities.
market and what the level of interest might be inChairman: Lord Maxton?
that market, but personally I think it is a great
opportunity for the future, I really do. I come from

Q1333 Lord Maxton: Skill, passion and violence. most immediately two industries in the form of
Can I in a sense come back to the Internet question. travel and I also sit on the board of HMV Group
As you quite rightly say, your audience is likely to which is involved in digital downloading of music,
be more broadband literate and have computers and et cetera, and I have seen businesses that can
use them. How do you divide out your rights in embrace the changes in the distribution channels
terms of them? Do you separate them out or does and I think live sport has to be one that opens its
Sky get all those rights as well, or do individual mind to that.
clubs get them?
Mr McCafferty: We do seek to separate them and Q1341 Lord Maxton: How would a club sell except
Sky have a window of elapsed time—I do not know by some form of encryption which allows those who
what that is, it might be 24 hours—and then after pay for it to watch it to sell their own rights, which
that there is a greater ability to exploit those. presumably will happen eventually?

Mr McCafferty: It is one of the business models that
could work. You mean how will it technically work?Q1334 Lord Maxton: But the individual clubs

presumably are all contracted to you for all their
Q1342 Lord Maxton:Not so much technically; howbroadcasting rights? You have the right to sell them
will it make money out of it?for them?
Mr McCafferty: Like everything else, it needs toMr McCafferty: Yes.
have a suYcient number of customers willing to pay
a suYcient amount of money to avail themselves of

Q1335 Lord Maxton: Do they retain any? Could that service, and that is classically the thing in this
BBC North East do a contract to show Sale’s area that we have to learn as a business and as a
home games? sport. We do work, for instance, with O2, one of
Mr McCafferty: No, they are contracting into the our sponsors, on what is called an active service
centre in the area of broadcasting. In the area of where people can subscribe to delayed highlights of
local advertising and ground advertising that is not tries and so forth on their mobile phones. That is

very much in its infancy but we have to find howsomething we do on their behalf.
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development. We think we have that broadly at thebig that market is going to be and what price point
moment. It may change in three or four years’ time.people are willing to pay to do that.

Lord Maxton: It will be interesting whether the
Q1344 Chairman: You want to be the person in theHouse of Lords are prepared to do that with their
driving seat making decisions on it?now phones.
Mr McCafferty: Yes.

Q1345 Chairman:Without any outside interference?Q1343 Chairman: You have been very patient, Mr
Mr McCafferty: I think our obligation and ourMcCaVerty, thank you very much. Can I just ask
mandate from our clubs is to generate returns andone last question. I do not want to put words in promote the game. We think we do a pretty good job

your mouth but I assume that you are content with for them and they will always hold us to account if we
the present position where there are no controls on are not doing a good enough job for them. I think at
Premier Rugby in who you sell your television rights this stage from the position we are in it is a good
to? You want a free-market position? looking profile that we have got over the next few
Mr McCafferty: Yes we do and I should be clear, years.
obviously the remit is to talk about the BBC, and Chairman: The Committee will obviously have to
aside from any monetary issues Sky have worked decide whether that is right or wrong, but I think we
extremely well with us in this period in promoting have got your views absolutely straight. Thank you
the game and we would want the freedom and we very much. If there are any other points we have
would want to strike the right balance between perhaps we can come back to you in writing. Thank

you very much.satellite and free to air at any point in the sport’s

Examination of Witness

Witness: Mr Richard Scudamore, Chief Executive, Premier League, examined.

Q1346 Chairman: Mr Scudamore, welcome and had various attempts at working out how top
division football might be broadcast live on televisionthank you very much for coming. The Select

Committee has produced one report on a range of the top 20 clubs got together and formed the Premier
League not by way of breaking away (although thatissues but we were conscious of the fact that there

were other issues which we had not done total justice is what it is sometimes referred to as) but in fact it was
the opposite, it was a restructuring of Englishto, one of which is broadcasting of sport, and hence

our additional inquiry that we are carrying out. I football under the auspices and the sanction of the
Football Association in this country and that waswonder if I could ask you then as far as Premier

League Football is concerned could you just outline when it was formed. That took it into a new era in
terms of then there were matches broadcast live onthe history of Premier League Football on television

and your relationship with BSkyB. television. Then all of a sudden it went to 60 matches
being broadcast live and then all of a sudden clearlyMr Scudamore: In the history of Premier League
the income stream increased significantly. But just asFootball on television, 1992–93 was the first season
importantly, I have to say, as the move to payof the Premier League. It is worth just making
television for live matches was the continuedreference to the six or seven years before 1992
commitment of the BBC through the iconicbecause it is only 20 years ago this year, 1985, when
programme that is Match of the Day. That is asfootball had no television deal at all, so in the year of
important in terms of the evolution of television andHeysel, in the year of the Bradford fire, in the year of
the promotion of the Premier League at that timeMargaret Thatcher’s attempts to introduce
because clearly the free-to-air experience of a lot ofmembership schemes, somewhat in relationship to
people was, by most people’s argument, quite athose particular issues, attendances were literally at
strong promoter of Sky’s pay television service. Inan all-time low, so clearly it is not that long ago, in
other words, people saw a very nice, attractivemost of our memories anyway, that football reached
highlights programme and then thought, “I will buyits low point, and it had no television deal at all going
some more of that”, and therefore subscribed to theinto 1985–86. The BBC and ITV together semi-

seriously took some live football out of the top live oVering. I think generally people were very
impressed by the range and depth of commitment todivision of English football, never more than 18

matches a season, basically because between the two live broadcasting that Sky brought, not just in terms
of live matches and promotion but everything thatof them they were able to in some ways exact some

form of duopoly in negotiations with football and went with it. The quality of the programmes and the
production values that they brought to sport werealso because of the scheduling time and their

commitment to scheduling time. In 1992-93 having recognised as being diVerent and recognised as being
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Mr Scudamore: Generally they do quote about thatan improvement. That situation pretty much existed
until the next major shift in terms of Premier League number, you are correct.

Chairman: Okay. Lord Peston?broadcasting came five years ago when for the first
time we moved up to 66 matches live and then we
moved to 40 games on pay per view so we suddenly Q1353 Lord Peston: I am going to ask you about the
moved to 106 live matches out of the 380 matches European Commission and restrictive practice.
that are played. That was the television deal that Before that could you clarify one thing that probably
ended some 15 months ago. We have now just everybody knows but me. When we were talking
finished our first season and are almost halfway before about Premier Rugby they are owned by the
through our second season of the latest television 12 premier clubs. Can you tell us who owns the
deal which sees 138 matches live on television. Premier League?
Through all that time there has been a free-to-air MrScudamore:Yes, it is owned by the 20 shareholder
highlights package which has been with the BBC for member clubs, exactly the members.
all but the three-year period 2002–04.

Q1354 Lord Peston: That is the bit I did not
understand. Is it the original 20 or do you become aQ1347 Chairman: And you sell these packages
shareholder when you get promoted?separately?
Mr Scudamore: It is very clinical. You become aMr Scudamore: Absolutely separately but we have
shareholder the minute the season ends and the newalways subscribed to the principle that there will be a
season starts. It is usually around the AGM.free-to-air highlights package that is only

purchasable by a free-to-air broadcaster.
Q1355 Lord Peston: So on midnight the new ones
come in and the old ones leave?Q1348 Chairman: Is there any reason to believe that
Mr Scudamore: On midnight at the AGM we grabyou will ever change that policy?
back three shareholders’ certificates and we reissueMr Scudamore: I cannot see there is any reason at all
them to the three promoted clubs.why we will change that policy. There is something

very significant that we did introduce 18 months ago
Q1356 Lord Peston: That is absolutely fascinating. Iin response to the regulatory challenge from Brussels
take it your main criterion is to maximise income?and the European Commission which was this near
Mr Scudamore: I think it is a little more complicatedlive package, which is neither live nor highlights, it is
than that. There are qualitative criteria, there areextended highlights, so now you have a regime where
exposure criteria and there are production criteria.138matches are broadcast live, the remaining 242 are
We go through a process of vetting potential ownersavailable in long form beforemidnight on the day the
of our rights in terms of how they are going togames are played (so on a Saturday night that will be
promote them, how they are going to broadcastsix or seven matches on the Saturday night) plus we
them, and clearly there are criteria, but one of thehave got the free-to-air highlights in addition to that,
interesting evolutions of the regulatory interventionsso I think now there is extensive exposure of all
is that it is almost reducing itself to being whoevermatches.
bids the most has to win them because they are in the
regulatory environment and they are under sealed bidQ1349 Chairman: Remind us how much the rights
and open tendering processes and everything else. Itwere sold to BSkyB for in 2004?
is pretty diYcult to attach any other attributes otherMr Scudamore: In 2004 the live rights were sold for
than value.1024, which is £1,24,000,000 for the UK only. The

near live rights figure is not in the public domain.
Q1357 Lord Peston: But you would have other
criteria in mind? In other words, if you felt that the

Q1350 Lord Kalms: That is five years? top bidder was in some broader sense unsatisfactory,
Mr Scudamore: Three years, 1024. would you be in a position to say we would rather

lose a bit of money and have someone we felt was the
Q1351 Lord Kalms: Over three years? “right sort”?
Mr Scudamore: Yes. But the near live rights are Mr Scudamore:We have an overriding criteria which
significantly less valuable than the live rights. The is financial security.
free-to-air highlights BBC number is in the public
domain and that is £105 million. Q1358 LordPeston: Is it overriding to the extent that

no other criteria ever come into it?
Mr Scudamore:No, there are other criteria. Clearly ifQ1352 Chairman: So the highlights are £105million.

Everyone quotes your rights generally as being one an organisation came along and we did not think it
could produce the matches and more importantly weand a half billion.
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Mr Scudamore: How can it be a monopoly?did not think it was financially secure and would not
be able to make the guaranteed payments that our
contract provides for then we would not contract Q1362 Lord Peston: Because you cannot have two
them. premier leagues, one of them is premier and that is by

definition.
Mr Scudamore: I presume this inquiry is interested inQ1359 Lord Peston: So that is very unlikely, thank
its broadcasting implication. Our arguments in ouryou, I did not know that. Turning to the European
submission are that there is an awful lotmore contentCommission, when they were waxing very strongly, it
that is of interest to the broadcasters, far morewas all about restrictive practices in the classical
interest than our Premier League football.sense. Were you surprised by the outcome when it

occurred of this business of the six packages and the
Q1363 Lord Peston: Nobody is arguing with you. Itrestriction to—?
is just trying to get the nature of the product in orderMr Scudamore: The most recent one?
to understand the position of the European
Commission. Did you say that because of what is

Q1360 Lord Peston: Yes. going on you are not happy to comment on the
Mr Scudamore: I have got to be very careful what I outcome?
say about that because clearly we have only reached Mr Scudamore: I will take each question as it comes.
a provisional political agreement with the
Commissioner herself and the Head of DG

Q1364 Lord Peston: My question, which youCompetition and it is yet to go through the Advisory
sidetracked me away from, was whether you wereCommittee and it is yet to be signed oV by the College
happy with the outcome?of Commissioners, but certainly we have been
Mr Scudamore: I have to say I do not know if it is yet

fighting the case, as you know, for four years in terms an outcome.
of our case against the European Commission, and it
comes philosophically from a very diVerent view of

Q1365 Lord Peston: So you are not happy to answerwhat our competition is. It ostensibly starts from this
the question.idea that we are some form of cartel. That is their
Mr Scudamore: If the agreement we have reachedview; clearly it is not ours. In our view, when team A
with the Commissioner and with the Director-plays team B it is only in the context of the
General sees its way through the formal consultationcompetition, so whilst Arsenal can play West Ham
processes and is signed oV we (by definition theUnited on a cold Tuesday night as a friendly some
Premier League) are in the scheme of things satisfiedtime in June the media rights value are worth nothing
with that agreement. As with all compromises bothas a friendly but in the context of the Premier League
sides sometimes have had to agree to things we wouldcompetition, with three points or otherwise being
not ordinarily have agreed with so your wordextremely important, we believe that the value of
“happy” I would translate into my word “satisfied”.those rights is held at least jointly by the competition

if not jointly by the clubs in the competition, and
Q1366 Chairman: How long has the debate nowtherefore we start from a diVerent place in that we do
been going on between you and the Commission?not see collective selling as being a restrictive activity.
Mr Scudamore: It is about four years.The analogy we use is that you would not take the

windscreen wiper manufacturer and the car door
manufacturer and say because they come together to Q1367 Lord Peston: My other question which is
produce a car that is a cartel activity. You need both really what we have to focus on, and we are not
components before you get the finished product investigating the Premier League—
which is in the context of the competition and Mr Scudamore: Thank goodness!
therefore that is the thrust of it. If you start from Chairman: That is our next inquiry!
those two diVerent positions, you can see why it is
quite hard to reach agreement in the middle. Q1368 Lord Peston:—We are investigating the BBC

but do you interpret the putative deal as one that
would give a chance to free-to-air terrestrialQ1361 Lord Peston: I have always approached it
broadcasters?from the view that you have just put forward, that the
Mr Scudamore: Every time we have tendered ourproduct is the Premier League, the product is not the
rights free-to-air broadcasters have had a chance.individual game, and that makes good sense to me.

That means however it is not a cartel; it does not
mean it is not a monopoly. An economist would Q1369 Lord Peston:No-one is going to find a billion

quid, it is not a chance.describe the Premier League as a natural monopoly.
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Q1374 Lord King of Bridgwater:Malaysia.Mr Scudamore: Let me just explain. Our rights have
always been separated out into packages. Last time Mr Scudamore: In Eastern Europe we sell to a small

agency based in the Cotswolds who go round Easternour rights were put into four packages, two times 38
matches and two times 31, and therefore if you work Europe and do all that.
on the basis that the fourth package was fourth pick,
even if you did simple maths and divide a billion into Q1375 Lord Peston: All this peculiar stuV people
four, £250 million, producing a fourth package was keep telling me about there is a pub you can go to
only worth £150 million, for example in the old somewhere in East Finchley and you can watch a
rights, so you are talking about having to find £150 match that is broadcast by Sky. I have never been
million. Now that is a lot of money but it is not out clear whether that is legal.
of the realms of the sorts of money that any Mr Scudamore:That is a diVerent issue, that is illegal.
broadcaster in the UK could pay for rights. Clearly Lord Peston: I keep saying I cannot go.
in the way we have tendered the rights we have never Chairman: Lord Maxton?
stopped anybody from bidding for them. We
welcome all bidders, as you would imagine, because Q1376 Lord Maxton: What about Sky Sports in a
it creates a competitive market and in our view the hotel in Spain?
winners will be the winners. Mr Scudamore: Sky Sports in a hotel.

Q1370 Chairman: Out of this £1 billion that is spent Q1377 Lord Maxton: Let me ask you the question.
some of that they will have the right to sell on the Sky contract out to be shown not just in this country
rights to clubs or pubs or people of that kind, will but elsewhere in Europe in particular and in the
they not? world for that matter. Can they therefore not show
MrScudamore:Yes, basically they have thewholesale your games on those services?
rights for those packages and then they distribute Mr Scudamore: It depends, it is not a question of
them as they see fit. Clearly in a free-to-air whether Sky can show them or not, it is a question of
environment that sell-on right is really non-existent who owns the cards, so if you have paid for your card
because by definition it is free to air and available to and you have paid legitimately for that card.
everyone anyway. It is only in a pay environment that
you would introduce that notion of selling on Q1378 Lord Maxton: Anywhere?
wholesale. Mr Scudamore: Anywhere, and if that card,

depending on the technology as I understand, is
Q1371 Lord Peston: One last technical point, one transportable, then that card may well work
thing I do not fully understand is I buy the Sky elsewhere in Europe, but strictly under the
package and I watch the Sky games and clearly since encryption rules and with encryption getting tighter
I am not broke it is incredibly good value compared that happens less and less and less and you will have
with the cost of going to an actual match. One of the to have subscribed to whoever the owner of those
things that puzzles me is that other games are being rights is in Spain to get that particular service Sky do
shown all over Europe and I have never been very distribute Sky Sports News and other channels
clear. Sometimes my mobile phone goes and it is throughout Europe on to other European broadcast
someone I know in Slovakia who says, “Do you platforms.
knowArsenal have just scored a goal?” The answer is
I have got Teletext on at the same time so I do, but Q1379 Lord Maxton: That is how they do it, right. I
that is by the way. What I do not understand is have a question about separate club channels.
whether you are selling rights other than to Sky to, ManchesterUnited, Chelsea andArsenal, no I do not
say, the rest of Europe? think Arsenal do but Manchester United and
Mr Scudamore: Yes, we only sell Sky the UK rights. Chelsea—
The international rights are sold separately. Mr Scudamore: Middlesbrough certainly do and

Arsenal do in a broadband environment though not
Q1372 Lord Peston: You do sell the international in a television environment.
rights?
Mr Scudamore: We sell to 195 countries outside the Q1380 Lord Maxton: The other two do it in
UK. television, right, on a Sky platform, so you can get

those two channels. How do they operate? Do they
not use live games?Q1373 Lord Maxton: Separately?

Mr Scudamore: 54 diVerent contractors. In our major Mr Scudamore: It was remiss of me in giving an
explanation of how we sell our rights at the start notmarkets we sell directly to the broadcasters so to

Japan, to Asia, to the US we sell to individual to say that live is sold collectively, near live is sold
collectively and free to air highlights are soldcountries.
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make any calculation on that historically. I cannotcollectively. That leaves space on a delayed basis for
clubs to have their own rights that revert after a see that would change either.
certain window, so generally midnight the day of the
match the clubs are allowed then to exploit the rights Q1385 Lord Kalms: What is the BBC’s view about
on their own channels. If you like, it is part of the getting the rights of football broadcasting? How high
windowing and we have had that now for some time. a priority has it got? It seems tome they can never win

a big battle. It always has to buy the smaller package,
does it not?Q1381 Chairman: Take that in stages, I am not quite
MrScudamore:Again it is hard forme to saywhat thesure I understood that.When am I as a viewer, if I am
BBC’s strategy is in terms of any content. Clearly thelooking at the Manchester United Channel, able to
BBC and ITV to some extent are not the sameview that?
broadcasters as they were three years ago, five yearsMr Scudamore: To be absolutely precise, and you are
ago and seven years ago, and in a digital environmenttesting my memory, for a Saturday match if it is
they clearly are not just single channel or two channelplayed on a Saturday, by Sunday midnight you
analogue terrestrial broadcasters. They do havemorewould be able to see that match on a club channel. If
content, they have more capacity, they have morethat game was played Sunday, Monday, Tuesday,
channels, and in a digital environment they have aWednesday, Thursday, Friday, you could see it
diVerent way and they are clearly evolving into beingmidnight the day of thematch. It is only the Saturday
digital content providers just like many others. Igames that have got midnight the day after and every
think that they take a very sensible approach to it.other day is midnight on the day. However, in a
They know what they are good at and they knowbroadband environment if you are on the Internet
what they are supposed to be doing. They have publicand clubs can prove to us that they can geo-block and
service obligations clearly but they also have sometherefore they are only capable of being watched in
iconic programming that competes very well withtheUK (and the technology exists to do that) you can
Premier League football. Quite frankly, they havehave your own club rights on a broadband Internet
other programmingwhich it does better than Premiersystem at midnight on the day of the match so
League football whether that be in the liveSaturday night midnight. That is what Arsenal do
environment or other environments, so if you haveand Liverpool do and various others do in a
got Eastenders or if you have got Strictly Comebroadband environment.
Dancing, we sit here understanding that it would be
very hard for Premier League football to compete

Q1382 Chairman: In that situation Manchester pays and generate those sorts of audiences at those sorts of
you nothing; is that right or not? times of night, and they have a scheduling issue and
MrScudamore:They do not payme anything because they have to weigh up the value of our rights versus
they are their rights and all 20 clubs have those rights what they can do with other programming, and in
and all 20 clubs do have moving image on their web that sense whilst they are not supposed to be
sites. commercial, it is an entirely business-like approach,

it seems to me.
Q1383 Lord Maxton: They are all subscriber
channels, are they not, you have to pay to watch the Q1386 Chairman:Correct me if I amwrong, it is also
Manchester United Channel? quite diYcult for them to compete in any event
Mr Scudamore: Some do. That is a subscriber financially because, as you have said before I think,
channel. Other people use their moving image BSkyB sell on rights to clubs, pubs and people like
content in a more promotional environment. that? For your free-to-air broadcaster there is not a

great deal of point in doing that, it is impossible to do
that because they are free to air in any event. If for theQ1384 Lord Kalms: When the BBC bids for one of
sake of argument BSkyB pay £1 billion and get backyour programmes as a public sector broadcaster, is it
three-quarters of a billion pounds in the rights theyinhibited because of the disciplines of promotions
sell on, for the sake of argument—and advertising, or lack of advertising? Is it a level
Mr Scudamore:—A compelling one!playing field for the BBC when it is up against an

organisation like Sky?
Mr Scudamore: I can only speak for the Premier Q1387 Chairman:—Then that is quite a good deal as

far as BSkyB are concerned.League clearly and it is an entirely level playing field.
We would make that decision pretty much on a value Mr Scudamore: Let’s go back to whether they can

compete. The reality is that the BBC, particularlybasis only, we would not go through any
permutations as to what the value of exposure or lack with an income that they know because it is a fixed

income by way of the licence fee, could if they choseof exposure or lack of commercial imaging or
commercial messaging would make. We would not to compete purchase Premier League rights. It is for
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Q1390 Chairman:We say it is a three-year contract.them and them only and not for me (and maybe it is
for you and your Committee) to have a view as to We talk about a billion pounds, so do we roughly say

that that is just over £300 million a year?what proportion of that licence fee is justifiable to put
towards sports rights. It is not for me to say. It is not Mr Scudamore: Yes.
true they cannot compete; it is just a question of how
much do they want to compete, because they Q1391 Chairman: Just to go back to the point, it
certainly have the money. would mean the BBC, to compete with that, using a

very big percentage of their annual income?
Mr Scudamore: But that is for the whole 138 games.

Q1388 Lord Kalms: Has the BBC ever expressed to
you their mission statement regarding public sector

Q1392 Chairman: I realise that. I am not arguingbroadcasting football? Have they expressed to you
whether it is up to them or not. I am just commentingwhat their philosophy is or is it just a tender that goes
that that is the case.in at a certain stage? Do you understand their
Mr Scudamore: Yes, it is a true comment, but if youthinking?
break it down into its component parts, it is £330

MrScudamore: In fairness to the BBC,we understand
million a year for 138matches. It is about £2.7million

their thinking. We look at their annual reports and a match which, in terms of 90 minutes of compelling,
we look at their mission statements generally. The unscripted drama,—
Director-General has always taken a keen interest in
sport and also the Heads of Sport at the BBC meet

Q1393 Chairman: That is looking at it one way, butwith us and they take us through their philosophies
if you are looking at your income going down theand mission statements. We understand where they
other way, it amounts to over a tenth of the incomecome from in terms of sport but we are not, as much
of the BBC spent on Premier League football.as we are very proud of our competition, so
Mr Scudamore: If it were to buy it all.presumptuous as to say everybody should have a

huge interest in buying all of it. Clearly we open up a
Q1394 Lord Maxton: Your clubs, of course, play intender process. Lots of people come along and talk to
other competitions which are shown on the BBC?us and those that bid, bid and those that do not, do
Mr Scudamore: Yes.not and those that win, win; and that is the way I

think it should be.
Q1395 Lord Maxton: Have you any idea what the
BBC pay, for instance, for the FA Cup, and also

Q1389 Lord King of Bridgwater:We have heard lots some of the European competitions are shown on the
of comments that the BBC are skilful negotiators and BBC, are they not?
very imaginative in the way that theymight approach MrScudamore: I do not knowbecause it is a joint deal
this to try and create diVerent packages on things that between the BBC and BSkyB that shows the FA Cup
maybe you had not originally suggested. Do you matches and I do not know what the split of the

money is within that class. It is not my business.have any comments on that?
There are some UEFA Cup matches which the clubsMr Scudamore:No, not really. I think the BBC, quite
own themselves which sometimes are shown on therightly, play to their strengths in any negotiation or
BBC but not too many of those, and the Championsany promotion of what they do in terms of the equity
League clearly is currently on ITV and Sky.that comeswith having your programming broadcast

on the BBC. I think it relates back to the previous
question about are they disadvantaged in terms of Q1396 Lord Maxton: The Scottish clubs seem to
not being able to commercialise some of their have a deal whereby they are shown on BBC.
exposure. The balance is that in a sense any Mr Scudamore: As I understand it, most of the

Scottish club matches are in a pay-per-viewnegativity, and there is not much of that, which is
environment with the Sentanta organisation on theattached to that is more than made up for by clearly
pay platform and there are a handful of matches thatthe very, very credible nature of being on the BBC
are exposed on a free-to-air basis in Scotland.platform. No sports rights’ owner underestimates

how significant it is to be seen to be on the BBC
platform. In a sense they work very hard at Q1397 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: You have said
marketing even though you might not necessarily quite a lot about your view of the expertise and
think of them as a commercial organisation. Clearly negotiating skills of the BBC but, looking at it the
if you look at their promotional work, their other way round, when you are looking at who to
promotional trailers, the way they cross-promote, choose, as it were, what sort of financial judgments
they clearly have some hugely impressive marketing do you make between the revenue and the exposure
people who do a very good job in my view of when evaluating a TV rights bid from the BBC? I am

thinking particularly, of course, of the importance ofpromoting the BBC oVering.
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now come back? What is the overall attendance nowit to your growth; I know you are very popular, but
nevertheless the continued growth of football grass that you have got pay TV evenmore pervasive?What

is happening overall to attendances compared to fiveroots, so exposure versus finance.
years ago?Mr Scudamore: We are cognisant of it but I have to

say in all honesty that we do not attach much Mr Scudamore: Attendances are very strong. They
have grown consistently since we started. We havesignificance to it because we are extremely popular

anyway and, whereas many sports would give their pretty much reached our plateau level in the last two
or three yearsmainly because the occupancy rates areright or left arm (if it did not stop them performing

the sport) for free-to-air exposure, we are not in that over and above 90 per cent, and now the only
alteration youwill see in our attendances is accordingposition. We do not need that exposure for a number

of reasons. Remember, a lot of our economics are to which teams are in the league or not. If a big stadia
club comes up or a big stadia club gets relegated, thatdriven by attendance. If you look at a club’s

economic basis it is usually about a third, a third, a is the only eVect you will see on our attendances. It is
third: a third from central television, a third from interesting that we are here today because
match day revenue and a third from other mathematically, as of tomorrow night when Everton
commercialisation such as sponsorships and other and Manchester United catch up and play two home
kinds of exploitation. If you go back to the history of games that were displaced fromAugust, I predict that
the Premier League, one of the reasons it has been the league average by Thursday morning will be back
successful in our view is that the virtuous circle from past where it was last season, and therefore all you
day one was large income from a pay television have every year is an August eVect. There is an
service where the numbers of viewers were not in the August eVect every season where at the start of the
first years huge. Combine that with free-to-air season in the first five weeks the average is less than
exposure promotion through Match of the Day on for the whole season. Football comes into its own
BBC and it led to this rather virtuous circle where we when the clocks get altered and it becomes dark and
managed to keep attendances rising extremely fast. If grey outside and that is when attendances peak,
we had gone on day one to full free-to-air exposure round about Boxing Day, or Christmas and New
one wonders whether the attendances would have Year, to be precise, and therefore we are back past
suVered, or not risen as highly as they did rise, last year’s attendances.
because a lot of that money in the early days, as you
know, in the early nineties, was invested in stadia, so

Q1399 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: Funnily enough, Iimproved stadia with live matches to a relatively
was about to ask that sort of question but, thinkingsmall audience when the Sky platform was in its
about whether the BBC was interested, say, on theinfancy together with the promotional value of free-
cricket side, it clearly at some stage dropped itsto-air highlights made for quite an interesting
interest. It did not think it was getting the samevirtuous circle. We recognise the fact that right now
coverage et cetera. Are you saying, because this isthe old dynamics of 138 live matches with the sort of
what I have picked up, that if the BBC suddenlypenetration that pay television has are altering and
completely lost interest (for whatever reason) inthere is now an eVect on attendance when games are
covering any of your football, it would have no eVectbroadcast live, even in a pay TV environment.
at all because you have got so much Sky and otherCertainly when games are broadcast live in an FA
forms of coverage?Cup environment or a UEFA Cup environment on
Mr Scudamore: No. I think we have achieved a veryfree-to-air television you see a marked impact on
good balance up till now where the cocktail that isattendance. Therefore, whilst we do not really do a
live matches in the pay TV environment andcalculation about media exposure, we do an overall
highlights in the free-to-air environment has actuallylook at the eVect of media exposure vis-à-vis
worked; they have helped each other.attendance because we still are, I am glad to say, first

and foremost a competition that is in a spectator
sport and the secondary consideration, although it is

Q1400 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: That was nota big financial consideration, is the broadcasting.
quite what I was asking.
Mr Scudamore: In answer to an earlier question, I
cannot envisage where we will not have some sort ofQ1398 Lord King of Bridgwater: When the test
free-to-air exposure of our football in a highlightsmatch was getting rather exciting football

attendances were seen to slump quite a bit and there form. Whether that is the BBC, ITV, Channel 4, Five
or any other free-to-air broadcaster, I am not weddedwas some unfavourable comparison about

unsporting behaviour on the football field as against to any particular broadcaster. As you have probably
gathered, we are more wedded to extracting the valuea verymuchmore sporting contest on the cricket field

and people were then supposed to be very worried of our intellectual property than we are to any
particular broadcaster.about what was happening to attendances. Have they
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Mr Scudamore: Yes, and that is all to come.Q1401 Chairman: Your concern is that there should
be some competition?
Mr Scudamore: Yes. Q1406 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury:

Moving on to the question of listed events, what is
your attitude to the existence of listed events and doQ1402 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: I have
you think that it makes it more diYcult for the BBCone question in response to your answer to the
to bid for premiership games because they are not onChairman’s question about whether the BBC should
the list?bid more. You said it would cost £2.7 million for 90
Mr Scudamore: I would rather come at this the otherminutes. That is before production costs?
way. Clearly there is a place for listed events. They areMr Scudamore: Yes, and they are not huge, as you
the iconic, more single match or condensed series ofcan probably imagine.
matches such as the FA Cup, such as the World Cup,
but 380 games, 10 of which are played every weekendQ1403 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: There
for nine months, do not lend themselves in my vieware a lot of people involved.
to anything like a listed event environment.Mr Scudamore: Yes, but in the scheme of

programming costs they are not huge. These are all at
Q1407 Chairman: That is quite interesting. You dothemoment, shall we say, last year’s prices, of course.
not actually contest the concept of listed events?That is the current deal. Who knows what the future
Mr Scudamore: No, I do not contest the concept. Icompetitive environment may hold?
contest the practicality of its applicability to
something like the competition that I run because itQ1404 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: You
just would not work for us.talked earlier when you gave us a history of football

about 1985 being an all-time low and it has built up
Q1408 Chairman: Can we just go back to Lordsince then and the importance of Match of the Day.
Peston’s point about the European Commission? WeWhat eVect do you think the lack of premiership
have now got this rather curious position where,football on free-to-air platforms has on the game?
providing it goes through all the stages that you haveAre you concerned that there is a danger that young
said, no-one is going to be allowed to buy all sixpeople are not being drawn into the game in the way
packages but someone would be allowed to buy fivethat they were through the late eighties and nineties?
of the six, so there is this one sixth thing. It does notMr Scudamore: No, because there was never very
sound to me on the face of it one of the world’s mostmuch football live on television anyway. The
attractive packages. What is your view on that?maximum it ever got towas 18 in the season. They did
Mr Scudamore: I will come at it the other way.not schedule anything in August and September. We
Nobody is guaranteed to buy anything. The wholealways got the FA Cup, we always got the World
point is, now that those rights are in six packages,Cups and the European championships and people
now those rights have a balance, we have guaranteedthought they were watching Premier League football
what we call the top five club matches. Other peoplewhen they were not. With the uptake now of pay
want to call them top qualitymatches (and, of course,television generally with the consistency that Match
we have quality matches at all our matches).of the Day has brought to that highlights
Anybody involved in the top five clubs, thoseenvironment and the advent of the Sunday morning
matches will be spread throughout the packages.programme, the earlier programme which has been
Everybody is concentrating on this five/one conceptre-engineered and re-edited for the audience and
but that is rather a negative construct. The fact is thatincludes a special section on community involvement
anybody can step up to the plate and buy onewith young people and is edited with less analysis and
package, two packages, three packages, fourmore action, deliberately aimed at the younger
packages, and I think it is certainly not a foregonemarket, I think we are probably as well served now as
conclusion that we will end up in a five/onewe have ever been, whether it be young people or any
environment. If the market is prepared to step up togroup. For those who have not got access to satellite
the plate and take part I think we have got a veryplatforms, usually everybody knows somebody who
good chance of a very vague outcome, sitting herehas and there is always for older audiences the pub
today.environment which is an extremely attractive

environment for a lot of young adults to watch
football, so in terms of access we are as good now as Q1409 Chairman: So you could have a three/three,
we have ever been. for example?

Mr Scudamore: Yes, easily.
Q1405 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: And
you were saying earlier about the whole broadband Q1410 Chairman: Who, apart from BSkyB and the

BBC, would be in the bidding?capability.
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Mr Scudamore: That is entirely diVerent. Serie have aMr Scudamore: Again, in the nature of things it is
anybody and everybody; all UK broadcasters. I am club rights model where the government passed a law

that said that said collective selling was not legal, andsure there will be some foreign broadcast interest.We
would not rule out, subject to them having some the individual clubs sell there which clearly leads to a

huge disparity in incomes between the top club,definitive plans by the right time, venture capital
interests. It is impossible to say, sitting here. We will, Juventus, and the smallest clubs. There is a ratio of

something like 17 or 18 to one in terms of televisionas we always do, advertise in the correct trade press
and some time in the new year we will go to market. income.
The ITT will be issued to everybody that shows an
interest and we will hopefully have interest from Q1417 Lord Peston: Just to interrupt you on that
everybody. one, when I watch Inter against Milan on Bravo,

Bravo would have bought that from either Inter or
Milan in order to show it to me?Q1411 Chairman: So, rather than being a defeat, it
MrScudamore:Yes, that is quite diYcult because thatsounds as though it is a plus for you?
is the international distribution. It depends on whichMr Scudamore: But that is how we have always done
matches have been put into that package. A group ofit. There are some diVerences now, there are some
clubs have got together and pooled their rights for thetechnical diVerences; we are being forced to sell at
purposes of selling them internationally. In Italy theyleast one package to somebody else but, as I say, that
have sold them individually.is the agreement we made with the Commission in

December 2003.
Q1418 Lord Peston: So if were an Italian I would
have to—Q1412 Chairman: So we have taken two years, have
Mr Scudamore: You would have to buy the matches;we, to get to the final bit?
you can buy them individually because clubs sellMr Scudamore: To get to the definition around what
them individually.a balanced package is and what that would look like

in qualitative terms.
Q1419 Lord Peston: I was asking you about La Liga.
Is that yet another?Q1413 Lord Kalms: You said a foreign broadcaster
Mr Scudamore: La Liga again is individual but whenmight buy it. Do you think a foreign broadcaster
I last checked, which was a couple of weeks ago,might buy it and then try and sell it back to a UK
Sogecable have bought every single club’s individualbroadcaster or that they would broadcast into the
rights, so they have got themselves back to aUK or what?
collective position, having bought them allMr Scudamore: No. I should have said owners of
individually.foreign broadcast channels. Clearly, there are other

people who have ownership interests in channels that
Q1420 Lord Peston: Is there also pay-per-view inare distributed in UK television.
Turkey?
Mr Scudamore: Yes.

Q1414 Lord Kalms: For the UK?
Mr Scudamore: If you were to run yourself down the

Q1421 Chairman:We have more or less come to theEPG currently on your satellite system or on your
end. Again, I will ask the question we asked ourcable system you would see a whole lot of channels
previous witness. I assume that you, irrespective ofthat are not owned by UK broadcasters, sports
what the European Commission have done, want thechannels included.
minimum of interference in your freedom?
Mr Scudamore: Only because I think we have acted

Q1415 Chairman: I think Sky have said, have they quite responsibly. I think we have let more and more
not, that they would be happy to pay the same content into the market. We have managed it in such
amount as they currently do for five packages, so it a way that we are not over-exposed and therefore
sounds as if you have come out of this rather well? attendances have held and attendances have grown
MrScudamore:Do not believe everything you read in some 67 per cent since we started, and we have
the press but my recollection was that they would be created this virtuous circle that says, “Here is the best
prepared to pay the same amount as they pay for the football competition in the world”; we use that
current level of exclusivity, which is a diVerent point. interest, we generate the income and we distribute it.

There is grass-roots investment. Five per cent of all
our TV money goes into the Football Foundation.Q1416 Lord Peston: Your model is that you are

Premier league and you have a package and it is bid There is a whole virtuous circle that says you sell
collectively, you generate the value through yourfor. Is there also La Liga and Serie A? Is their stuV

also always pay-per-view? intellectual property, you redistribute the money to
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selling, which only means that the richer clubs getkeep the league very competitive by reinvesting it in
richer and the poorer clubs get poorer.stadia, by reinvesting it in the best playing talent in

the world, you meet your corporate social
Q1426 Chairman: You said a number of times thatresponsibility requirements by redistributing money
what you foresee as the future is live games on payTVto grass roots and you keep this virtuous circle going.
and the highlights on free-to-air. Is that right?We have managed to do that without too much
Mr Scudamore: No. I do not see the future asregulation and interference and in our viewwe should
anything other than that the bidders that bid will win,be allowed to continue.
and if that is free-to-air that is fine. If that is pay, that
is fine. We are technology neutral now. If aQ1422 Chairman: When you were doing the
broadband operator wishes to put it out into anegotiation with the European Commission
controlled broadband environment, that is also fine.presumably you lobbied pretty fiercely, did you not?

Mr Scudamore: We have always within the political Q1427 Chairman: Imust havemisunderstood in that
circles, certainly at Westminster and Brussels, had case. Did I not hear you say that you envisaged a
huge support for the idea that we are intellectual position where the highlights would always be on
property rights owners who should be allowed in a free-to-air?
responsible way to sell our intellectual properties to Mr Scudamore: That is free-to-air highlights.
the highest bidder, and ultimately that is the bit that
wins you through. Q1428 Chairman: Yes.

Mr Scudamore: I think the diVerence between
Q1423 Chairman: I am not sure if that was a yes or highlights and live—
a no.

Q1429 Chairman: Yes, that is what I am talkingMr Scudamore: I would not say we lobby. We talk to
about.a lot of people whom we find it very easy to get
Mr Scudamore: Because we are technology neutral,support from for this particular topic. Whether that
whether that is free-to-air, pay, broadband, we areis a heavy lobby—I do not particularly see that it is.
completely neutral as to where those end up. I cannot
envisage a position where we would not in anyQ1424 Chairman: Did you manage to get the
circumstances, no matter what happens to live, haveGovernment to help you as well in putting your case?
free-to-air highlights.Mr Scudamore: I think the Government were very
Chairman: That was the point I was getting at.supportive, yes.

Q1430 Lord Kalms: You described your
Q1425 Chairman: So the Government were putting organisation several times as a virtuous circle, which
your case in Brussels? is quite an interesting comment. As a market
Mr Scudamore: I do not think they necessarily were economy man, would you mind if I suggested that it
directly putting our case. They were certainly very is also a golden circle that you have created? Virtuous
supportive of collective selling and very supportive of and golden—it is a unique combination.
the way the Premier League redistributes its money Mr Scudamore: It is.
for the benefit of grass roots in this country. Because Chairman: You have been very patient. Thank you
of that I think they are very supportive and they are very much indeed. There may be one or two other
also very wary of the alternative, which is the Italian points that we would like to raise, so perhaps we

could write to you on that. Thank you for your time.model or the Spanish model, which is individual
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WEDNESDAY 14 DECEMBER 2005

Present Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury, B Howe of Idlicote, B
King of Bridgwater, L Kalms, L
Fowler, L (Chairman) Peston, L
Holme of Cheltenham, L

Memorandum by Ofcom

Introduction

The OYce of Communications (Ofcom) submitted an initial memorandum of evidence to the Select
Committee and gave oral evidence in April 2005. Following the extension of the Committee’s inquiry,
Ofcom would now like to submit supplementary evidence on two particular issues that fall within our remit;
broadcasting in the nations and regions and the BBC as commissioner versus broadcaster.

Ofcom embarked on its first statutory review of public service broadcasting (PSB) in late 2003. We are
charged by the Communications Act with assessing the eVectiveness of the designated public service
broadcasters (BBC, Channel 3, Channel 4, Five, S4C and Teletext), taken together, in delivering the public
service purposes set out in the Act. We are also charged with reporting on how the quality of public service
broadcasting can be maintained and strengthened in future.

One of our main conclusions from the review of public service broadcasting was that, as a society, we
demand a wider range of high quality UK content than would be provided by the market—even in a more
eVectively competitive environment. We value trustworthy and independent news, programmes which
increase our knowledge of the world, and content which reflects the diVerent parts of the UK, and informs
our cultural identity.

Ofcom believes the BBC, funded by the licence fee model, should remain as the cornerstone of PSB, with
a special responsibility to invest in distinctive content which strives always to meet public service purposes
and characteristics. However, we also believe that the BBC should strive to ensure that all its programmes,
not just its services, reflect the purposes and characteristics of PSB to some degree.

One of the most challenging issues for the future is securing the eVective provision of PSB in the Nations,
regions and localities of the UK. For the commercial PSBs, this programming has a high cost of provision
and is most at risk as competition increases. Viewers tell us that their priorities are regional news and
current aVairs, delivered by more than one provider, although many viewers would like the news to be
more locally relevant than that currently provided. Viewers also like to see their own nation or region
reflected on network television. The distinctive circumstances of the devolved Nations mean that meeting
the needs of audiences in those Nations requires both more, and a greater range of programming specifically
for each nation than is the case in the English Regions. We therefore believe an increasingly important
role for the BBC in the provision of news and a range of other programming for both the Nations, and
the English Regions.

Broadcasting in the Nations and Regions

The BBC’s role in the Nations and Regions

Ofcom set out its recommendations for the BBC’s role in broadcasting in the Nations and Regions in Phases
2 and 3 of its Review of Public Service Television Broadcasting, published in September 2004 and February
2005 respectively.

In the context of the inevitable decline of ITV1’s regional service as switchover approaches, we proposed
that the BBC should adopt an enhanced role in meeting the needs of the UK’s nations and regions (in line
with its own proposals), particularly in the English regions, where its non-news output has historically been
more limited than in the devolved Nations. This should not involve the BBC providing a direct replacement
of programming no longer available on ITV1. Nonetheless Ofcom considered that the BBC should be asked
to develop new proposals of its own, which go beyond the use of local new media, to help provide more well-
funded television programming for the English Regions in addition to its ongoing activity in the Nations. In
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adopting any new regional commitments, we suggested the BBC should undertake to support a plurality
of regional producers.

We noted in our final Statement on Programming for the Nations and Regions, published in June 2005,
that the BBC agrees that it will need to take the lead in providing programming for the Nations and English
regions, as ITV1’s presence and obligations are reduced. We welcomed its commitment to developing plans
for further regional output in England including current aVairs, targeted regional programmes and regional
inserts in network output. So far, the BBC’s development of its English regional services has been mainly
in the form of programming associated with major network projects, such as British Isles: A Natural
History. A more extensive response could be looked for.

Production outside the M25

Most UK network production still comes from companies based in London, although all five main channels
have some level of out-of-London production quota. In 2003, 33 per cent of network originations across
the five main channels combined came from outside the M25, accounting for 37 per cent of total spending.

Viewers tell us that they value representation of their Nation or Region on network TV, although audiences
in the Nations are sometimes concerned about misrepresentation, and some feel that their local accent or
culture is often portrayed in an atypical or awkward way on network TV.

The BBC has an important role to play in reflecting the Nations and Regions of the UK on its networks.
In the early 1990s, the BBC set itself a target to increase the proportion of network programming made
outside London from a fifth to broadly a third. In 2003, 31 per cent of its produced hours were made
outside London, accounting for 33 per cent of its network production spend. The Governors’ Review of
Services for 2003–04 stated their particular concern that not enough material from the BBC Nations is
shown on network television.

We intend to consult with the BBC about increasing its out-of-London production quota, as part of the
follow-up to Charter Review. We believe it is reasonable to expect the BBC over time to achieve a similar
position to ITV1—50 per cent of network production made outside London, measured by both volume
and spend, across BBC One, BBC Two and its digital services.

We expect that the changes announced by the BBC in December 2004, which proposed a significant move
of production and commissioning responsibility to Manchester, would represent a significant contribution
towards this increase, and welcome this proposal. However, further steps may be worth considering, in
particular increasing the BBC’s representation of the Nations and Regions in its network drama,
entertainment and factual output. The BBC might also be able to complete the Manchester relocation
programme faster than currently envisaged to help meet our proposed target.

Local services

Ofcom is the licensing authority for existing local TV services, broadcasting on analogue to particular areas
around the UK. There are currently 11 services on air.

Looking to the future, we believe digital local services have the potential to create significant new value
for citizens and consumers and be a source of innovation in the UK broadcasting sector. In the PSB Review
we identified digital local TV as a potentially important element of the future PSB mix, serving audience
needs that are not fully met by the current blend of national and regional broadcasting.

However we recognise that the economic viability of local services has not yet been established and that
audience demand for them has not been adequately assessed. We are currently carrying out further work
on the prospects for digital local content services as part of our follow-up to the PSB Review.

We welcome the BBC’s interest in “ultra-local” television news services for 50-60 cities and counties across
the UK, initially on broadband (and satellite in its West Midlands pilot), and its oVer to share its evaluation
data with Ofcom to contribute to our own ongoing work in this area.

We note that “ultra-local” is something of a misnomer for the BBC’s plans, given that the initial intention
is to base coverage areas on existing local radio service areas. In many cases these are not particularly local,
and are not the kind of community-level services that some local TV stakeholders envisage.

Nonetheless we recognise there are concerns from the local press and from some commercial and not-for-
profit local TV operators about the potential impact of the BBC’s plans on their markets and potential
audiences.
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It is diYcult to reach a firm view about the relationship between the BBC’s plans and the prospects for
alternative providers without more information about the likely future development of the BBC’s services.
However the growth of digital platforms oVers substantial growth opportunities to commercial and not-
for-profit local TV operators and there is a risk that the BBC’s early entry to this field could discourage
potential investment in this market, closing it oV before commercial and community providers have had
a chance to explore fully the emerging opportunities.

We therefore suggest that the BBC’s detailed plans, and any future extensions to them, should be carefully
assessed with respect to their public value and their impact on both existing and potential future markets
before they proceed beyond the current pilot in the West Midlands.

One option that may be worth further assessment is for the BBC to develop partnerships with other local
operators, including both commercial and community providers. However, a significant disadvantage of
this is that if other stakeholders join with the BBC in sole operations in particular areas, this may have
the eVect of stifling not only commercial but also creative and editorial competition.

Our detailed work on the future of digital local content services, including an assessment of the possible
role of the BBC, is now underway, and is being carried out collaboratively with DCMS. We will set out
the full range of options that we believe deserve consideration in our initial report, which we currently plan
to publish by the end of the year. We would suggest that no further decisions on the BBC’s plans should
be taken until this research is complete.

Other issues

In addition to the issues covered above, the aspect of broadcasting in the Nations and Regions in which
the role of the BBC is critical is the delivery of indigenous language services. Although not specifically
covered by the Committee’s questions, we include a summary of our proposals in this area in case the
Committee should wish to address these important issues.

In the short term, the key issues to be resolved include:

— S4C’s relationship with the BBC in Wales;

— in Scotland, the creation of a Gaelic digital channel with the support of the BBC and provision
of Gaelic programmes on ITV1; and

— the extended transmission of TG4 in Northern Ireland and the role of the BBC in serving the
needs of Irish language speakers.

The BBC and S4C should develop a new relationship driven by three core principles: transparency, financial
commitment and editorial control. We welcome the constructive steps already taken by both broadcasters
to develop such a relationship, and support the BBC’s proposals to establish a new Strategic Partnership
between itself and the S4C Authority.

However in certain respects we feel that more could be done to ensure that S4C has eVective control over
the nature of its service, its programme strategy and the direction of investment.

The overarching goal should be to ensure that accountability for the S4C service, and the powers needed
to carry out its strategy, clearly rest with the S4C Authority. Our Statement on Programming in the Nations
and Regions contains more detailed proposals that we would be happy to make available to the Committee
if that would be useful.

Longer term, consideration should be given to alternative funding models for Welsh broadcasting based
on contestability, including a review of the possibility of a Welsh Public Service Publisher funded partly
by a transfer of the portion of licence fee revenues spent by the BBC on Welsh broadcasting.

In Scotland, suYcient funding and in-kind support for a Gaelic digital channel could now be secured from
a number of sources. We recognise the BBC’s vital role in supporting the Gaelic language over many years
and believe that it would be the preferred broadcast partner for any new channel.

Looking further ahead, we recognise that other delivery mechanisms (broadband, DTT, interactive Web
services, mobile, digital radio) might represent a rich and powerful way of engaging the Gaelic audience,
particularly younger people.

In order to most eVectively exploit these new opportunities, one option would be to introduce creative
competition into the provision of Gaelic through a contestable funding mechanism. This could either be
achieved by channelling funding to a single body after a competitive tender process, or by awarding
contracts to a range of providers providing diVerent aspects of a broader Gaelic service.
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We believe that this could help generate a new wave of creative thinking about ways of reaching the largest
possible audience, and exploit the best ideas from all those with an interest in supporting the development
of the Gaelic language. Ultimately, of course, this is a matter for Government.

The ultimate goal for Irish language speakers should be a dedicated digital service broadcasting to all
viewers in Northern Ireland. The main Irish language public service channel in the Republic of Ireland,
TG4, would currently appear to be the obvious vehicle for such a service. Consideration needs to be given
as to whether and how it might be possible for TG4 to continue to be broadcast in Northern Ireland after
switchover.

However it is not appropriate for the provision of services from the Republic of Ireland to be the whole
of the solution to Irish language broadcasting in Northern Ireland. The matter most often raised with us
by respondents from Northern Ireland in the final phase of the PSB Review was the absence of statutory
provision and of suYcient funding via the licence fee for dedicated programming in Irish, with content
produced in and about Northern Ireland. They pointed to a perceived lack of equity in the treatment of
Irish compared to that accorded Welsh and Scots Gaelic.

It is true that Irish language speakers continue to be under-served by UK broadcasters compared to
speakers of other indigenous languages. We believe that Charter Review should provide suYcient funding
for BBC Northern Ireland to continue and expand its commitment to Irish language television broadcasting.

However, enhanced funding raises further questions about where and how new programming should be
broadcast. We have argued that provision through dedicated services and the exploitation of new media
are more attractive than opt-outs on the main channels, and the BBC has said in its response to our
consultation that in scheduling Irish language programmes it “must take into account the potential
‘deprivation’ factor for the monolingual English-speaking audience.”

Therefore other options should be examined, including an enhanced relationship between the BBC in
Northern Ireland and TG4, for example involving greater use of co-productions. There may also be scope
for enhanced new media services, especially those relating to news and current aVairs, pre-school children,
school pupils and drama.

The BBC as Commissioner versus Broadcaster

The UK television industry generates annual revenues exceeding £9 billion, and spends almost £5 billion on
programming—of this, around £2.4 billion 4 billion represents spending on original programming by the five
main terrestrial broadcasters. This means that UK television viewers enjoy one of the highest levels of
domestically originated programming in the world.

UK programming is delivered by a production sector comprising programme-making activity both within the
main broadcasters (in-house production) and without (independent and external production). This part of the
industry has been and remains an integral part of UK television.

Ofcom is conducting a review of the television production sector. This review commenced in May 2005, and
is expected to be completed by April 2006. This submission to the Lords Charter Review Committee
summarises the key issues being addressed by the review.

Background

Ofcom is conducting this review since we are looking to secure the delivery of high quality television content.

More specifically, this review is being carried out in the light of our statutory duties set out in the
Communications Act:

— To secure the availability throughout the UK of a wide range of television and radio services which,
taken as a whole, are both of high quality and calculated to appeal to a variety of tastes and interests

— The maintenance of a suYcient plurality of providers of diVerent television and radio services.1

1 Section 3(2) of the Communications Act 2003.
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This means that the interests of viewers are at the heart of Ofcom’s work on the television production sector.

In order to meet this overall objective, Ofcom has a number of responsibilities which relate directly, or at least
indirectly, to the television production sector. These include:

— The setting of quotas regarding original production on the main terrestrial channels, designated as
public service broadcasters (PSBs) under the terms of the Communications Act.

— Setting out-of-London production quotas for the PSBs.

— Recommending quotas for the commissioning by the PSBs and other channels of programming
sourced from independent producers.

— Monitoring the operation of codes of practice for dealing with independent producers.

— In addition to its formal powers, Ofcom needs to take account of the impact on the overall
production sector of proposals made in the context of the Review of the BBC’s Royal Charter.

The last major review of the sector was conducted by the Independent Television Commission (ITC) in 2002.
As well as reviewing existing quotas, the ITC’s review recommended that new codes of practice should be put
in place between independent producers and existing public service broadcasters. These have since been
implemented by the broadcasters, based on guidance issued by Ofcom.

The sector was also considered as part of Ofcom’s recent review of public service television broadcasting (PSB)
in 2004. In the PSB Phase 2 report,2 Ofcom suggested that the new codes of practice should be given time to
work before any detailed assessment of them could take place. Ofcom therefore concluded that it would be
sensible to wait for 12 months before conducting a further review of the production sector.

The current review

Overall, Ofcom’s review concerns essential aspects of the relationship between television broadcasters
(including, but not limited to the BBC) and the production sector—focusing in particular on the key
production quotas, and the operation of the commissioning system between producers and broadcasters. Our
overall objective is to define the appropriate nature and scope of intervention that is necessary in order to
secure the highest quality content for viewers.

Intervention in the production sector has been an important contributor to the sector’s development. Ofcom
is using this review to re-examine the case for this intervention.We are considering whether changes to existing
regulations are necessary, and assessing the continuing need for intervention in the sector.

More specifically, the review is covering:

— The economic and public policy arguments for intervention in the production sector.

— The eVectiveness of existing quotas on origination, independent production, and production outside
the M25.

— The extent to which the new codes of practice have helped the market to function more eVectively.

— Issues surrounding the exploitation of programming rights on new distribution platforms.

— The transparency of the commissioning process.

— The case for further action or for alternative solutions, which if required may mean investigation of:

— The appropriate definition of an independent producer, and of qualifying programmes.

— The appropriate level of the independent production quota, and whether it should be defined
by volume or value of programming.

— The circumstances that might result in the relaxation or withdrawal of intervention.

This review comes at a critical time for the UK television broadcasting sector in general, and for the
production sector in particular. For instance, the Government’s review of the BBC’s Royal Charter is now
well underway. The recent Green Paper3 indicated that the future of independent production is a key issue,
and the Paper also highlighted the need to give detailed consideration to the BBC’s plans for the reform of its
commissioning system (including the proposed Window of Creative Competition).

2 Ofcom review of public service television broadcasting, Phase 2—Meeting the digital challenge (“PSB2”). Published on 30 September
2004.

3 Review of the BBC’s Royal Charter: A strong BBC, independent of Government. Published on 2 March 2005.
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The BBC’s proposals are intended to enhance creative competition for access to the BBC’s commissioning
structure—and so aim to ensure that the best possible ideas reach viewers’ television screens. This is therefore
an important issue for Ofcom’s review.

November 2005

Examination of Witnesses

Witnesses: Lord Currie of Marylebone, a Member of the House, Chairman, and Mr Tim Suter, Partner
for Contents and Standards, Ofcom, examined.

Q1431 Chairman: Good morning. It is very good to governors have responsibility for tier three powers.
In the case of commercial broadcasters, we have a co-see you again. I gather you decided not to bring

Stephen Carter today? regulatory arrangement.
Lord Currie of Marylebone:We felt that the two of us
would be able to handle your questions Q1434 Chairman: If someone makes a complaint to
appropriately. Tim Suter is head of our contents and the BBC and they are not satisfied with it, that is
standards area. perhaps the end of the matter but if someone makes

a complaint to ITV do you act as a final court?
Lord Currie of Marylebone: Yes and also in respect ofQ1432 Chairman:As you know, we are now into the
the BBC.Wemade the final adjudication on the Jerrysecond part of our review.We have published the first
Springer Opera.part and we are now looking at various other areas
Mr Suter: It is important on issues like that that thebut perhaps we could jog back to the first part and
BBC is regulated in exactly the sameway as any othersome of the recommendations and proposals that we
broadcaster. If it is an issue of harm or oVence, whatmade there and also in light of the debate we had in
used to be described as taste or decency that is athe House of Lords on Friday. One of the things
matter for Ofcom. A complainant to the BBC haswhich is constantly said about Ofcom is that you are
exactly the same status as a complainant to ITVjust an economic regulator, nothing more, nothing
about a similar programme or a complainant to anyless. Do you accept that?
other broadcaster. The broadcaster may respond toLord Currie of Marylebone: I would certainly not
it and may satisfy the complainant or may not, or theaccept it. Our public service broadcasting review and
complainant can come direct to the regulator and inthe whole process around it indicate the much
those instances the regulator is us. In Jerry Springer,broader range of responsibilities that Ofcom has
the BBC received a lot of complaints. We received agiven to us by Parliament, enshrined in the
lot of complaints directly as well. We waited, as weCommunications Act. We have a very clear
always do in situations like that, for the broadcasterresponsibility for the citizens’ interests as well as
to determine their own response, whether they thinkconsumer interests and we have to balance those
what they did was appropriate or not appropriate,where they might come into conflict. We have a very
before we come to our regulatory decision. In thoseclear responsibility tomaintain and strengthen public
senses, the BBC is in no diVerent circumstance to anyservice broadcasting which is reflected in our PSB
other broadcaster.review. We have a much wider range and we regulate

not just the private sector but the state owned
Q1435 Chairman: When it comes to accuracy andChannel 4 and we also have regulatory powers over
impartiality the BBC is a special case?many aspects of the BBC’s activities.We are certainly
Mr Suter: That is right.not a pure economic regulator.

Q1436 Chairman: They are judge and jury, to put itQ1433 Chairman: Remind us of the two powers, the
in an emotive way?powers you have with the BBC and the powers you
Mr Suter: They regulate their own output in relationhave with the commercial broadcasters in the non-
to accuracy and impartiality in news programmes.economic field.

Lord Currie of Marylebone: We have over the
Q1437 Chairman: They are judge and jury.commercial broadcasters, including Channel 4, tier
Mr Suter: If regulators are judges and juries that isone responsibilities for harm and oVence, fairness
what they are.and privacy and accuracy and impartiality. We also

have those powers over the BBC except in respect of
accuracy and impartiality of news. Then we have Q1438 Chairman: You say that you will consider

charging companies who use the spectrum from 2006powers at tier two in terms of quotas of regional
production, origination and so on. The BBC and you also say that if you decide to go ahead
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Q1442 Chairman: What we are talking about is acharges would apply to the BBC and Channel 4. As
spectrum tax?far as the BBC is concerned, obviously it would push
Lord Currie ofMarylebone:Yes. It is a price for the useup the costs and the licence fee costs. Have you
of spectrum.therefore decided whether the BBC is to be charged

for spectrum from 2006?
Lord Currie ofMarylebone:No, we have not. We have Q1443 Chairman: The Treasury will be very
made it clear that there will be no charge for analogue interested in this, will they not, because they can raise
spectrum unless a broadcaster was wilfully late with more money? You are saying that is an independent
the digital switchover process. The question of decision for yourself?
whether we should charge for digital spectrum for Lord Currie of Marylebone:Yes. One of the key points
broadcasters is a question that we will be going out is that in making that decision the maximisation of
for consultation on next year. We have not taken a revenue for the Treasury is not the main
view on it but it is a question that we will come to as consideration.
part of the broader review of spectrum pricing and
spectrum trading. This is part of a much broader

Q1444 Chairman:Why have we not charged before?picture but whether we would wish, after
Lord Currie of Marylebone: Historically, we have hadconsultation, to charge broadcasters is an entirely
a diVerent arrangement. We have slowly beendiVerent matter.
implementing charging for spectrum across the
board. We saw that with the mobile phone auction.

Q1439 Chairman: Is the decision entirely up to you? We have increasingly applied administrative
Lord Currie of Marylebone: Yes. incentive pricing to the Ministry of Defence and

other public sector users. Interestingly, in the case of
the Ministry of Defence, it has been releasingQ1440 Chairman:What is the case for adding to the
spectrum and it has been made available for othercosts of the BBC?
users. We have seen the eVect of pricing, encouragingLord Currie of Marylebone: I would not wish to say
exactly the type of eYciency benefits one would like,that there is a case for adding to the costs of the BBC
given the highly valuable spectrum. In the case ofin its own right but there is a case—here again the
broadcasting, we have not charged. We have had thebroader spectrum review is relevant—for spectrum
analogue compact, where in return for the gifting of

pricing in order to encourage eYcient use of spectrum there has been a requirement of public
spectrum. For example, if one was rolling out a new service broadcasting which has been laid upon the
broadcast network, a system ofmasts and so on, with commercial broadcasters.
spectrum being priced you would arrive at a very
diVerent configuration of masts than if there was no

Q1445 Lord Holme of Cheltenham: There ischarge, just as if you do not charge for electricity you
obviously a strong prima facie case for looking atwould have a very diVerent usage of electricity by
spectrum between broadcasters to arrive at a levelbroadcasters and others. We are asking the question:
playing field and a fair definition of entry cost in theshould broadcasters pay for spectrum, which is a very
way you describe. The bit that is worrying in thevaluable resource, but nobody asks should the BBC
evidence you have just given is the role of thepay for its electricity usage. It is also worth making
Treasury. When you go out to consultation next yearthe point that we are talking about a prime bit of
is the Treasury simply one of the bodies with whichspectrum, 112 megahertz of ultra high frequency
you consult or does the Treasury have some specialspectrum. That is about two thirds of the equivalent
role in this?of the 3G spectrum that was auctioned a number of
Lord Currie of Marylebone: Clearly the Treasury willyears ago, so potentially it is a very valuable resource
take an interest in it but it is a decision for Ofcom.and one wouldwant to encourage broadcasters to use

that spectrum in the most eYcient, possible way.
That is the rationale, not pushing up costs. Those are Q1446 Lord Holme of Cheltenham:Will you consult
arguments that will have to be considered and with the Treasury?
balanced in the consultation and the decisions which Lord Currie of Marylebone:Of course. We will consult
we take next year. with all relevant bodies.

Q1441 Chairman:What would happen to themoney Q1447 Lord Holme of Cheltenham:Will they be like
that you raise? any other stakeholder or will they be a special stake
Lord Currie of Marylebone: Like all spectrum receipts holder?
which we collect across the range, they go to the Lord Currie of Marylebone: I do not think they will

be special.Treasury.
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or would you just discover it and pass it on to theQ1448 Chairman:When the consultation document
goes out, will you have shown it to the Treasury OFT and the Competition Commission?

Lord Currie of Marylebone: There would also be thebeforehand to see if you are putting the right points?
Lord Currie of Marylebone: That is something I have question of whether it rests within UK competition

law or whether it is a European matter and thereforenot considered.Wewouldwant to get the views of the
Treasury but it will be an Ofcom consultation whether the jurisdiction is with the Commission

rather than the UK competition authorities.document that goes out. I do not think we as a
regulator have been seen to be in thrall to any
particular department of government. We are an Q1453 Lord Peston:What if it clashed with the UK
independent regulator set up by Parliament with our to start with?
statutory duties and I think we have been quite Lord Currie of Marylebone: If it was purely UK, we
vigorous in pursuing those independently. would be very much involved with but we would be
Chairman: I have not put out a Green Paper yet working closely with the OYce of Fair Trading.
which has not been pored over by the Treasury but
you might say I was a government department and Q1454 Lord Peston: If it were international or
not an independent regulator. European?

Lord Currie of Marylebone: It would be a matter for
Q1449 Lord Peston: Obviously the other the Commission.
comparison would be with road pricing. Essentially,
all you are enunciating is the view that if something Q1455 Lord Peston: Just for the Commission? You
is scarce it is appropriate to get the optimum use of it would not draw it to their attention if you came
through pricing. I am right, am I not, that in across something?
economics there is nothing that says that should be Lord Currie of Marylebone: If there was something
used as a revenue raising device? In other words, that we felt was remiss, we would have the scope for
there is no reason why that money should accrue bringing it to the attention of the Commission but it
permanently to the Treasury? would not be a matter for us.
Lord Currie of Marylebone: It could be recycled back,
for example, into public service broadcasting, the Q1456 Lord King of Bridgwater:You said youmight
broadcasters themselves or some new concept like the charge the BBC if you thought they were being too
public service publisher that we have talked about. slow hanging on to spectrum when they should have

switched over. Are you or the BBC taking
Q1450 Lord Peston: Normally the economic responsibility for this issue about who is going to lose
analysis of this is that it is revenue neutral, is it not? coverage when we do the switch over and people who
Lord Currie of Marylebone: Yes. On the other hand, will be disadvantaged by that? Is that your
what that money is used for is not a matter for responsibility overall? If people have complaints, do
Ofcom. they come to you?

Lord Currie of Marylebone: The relevant body is
Digital UK which has responsibility for overseeingQ1451 Lord Peston: You said that you were not
the whole process of digital switchover.purely an economic regulator but you are to some

degree concerned with economic considerations. Are
there limitations on that? For example, do you have Q1457 Lord King of Bridgwater: Who do they
the right to look at the sellers of broadcasting rights report to?
of all sorts? Obviously, sporting rights are the ones Lord Currie of Marylebone: The government.
that particularly interest us. If you believe that the Mr Suter: And the Secretaries of State.
sellers of those rights are abusing their dominant
market position, do you have any role there or is that Q1458 Lord King of Bridgwater: It is a government
a matter for OFT and the Competition Commission? department?
Lord Currie of Marylebone: We have competition Mr Suter:No. It is an organisation. We suggested in
powers concurrently with the OYce of Fair Trading. our report on digital switchover last year that the
In the media area, we would work with the OYce of implementation of digital switchover should be put in
Fair Trading on any possible breach of competition the hands of a body that drew from the broadcasters
policy. Ultimately, those decisions then go to the and the relevant industries and stakeholders who
Competition Commission. would ensure that switchover happened. There

should be a body set up that would report through to
government on implementation. Our role is aroundQ1452 Lord Peston: If there were explicit or implicit

collusion, for example, between the owners and ensuring that the spectrum coverage is going to meet
the requirements as set out for digital switchover. Ittherefore the sellers of broadcasting rights and one or

two of the buyers, would that fall within your remit is the role of Digital UK which has representations
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Q1462 Lord King of Bridgwater: Obviously everyfrom the broadcasters, the manufacturers and the
relevant bodies to ensure that the marketing works. possible care has been taken but from the evidence we

have had people are not quite sure how it is going to
pan out until it happens. Who do they then turn to?Q1459 Lord King of Bridgwater: If there is one
We seem now to have three bodies: yourself, Digitalparticular area of the country that is going to be
UK and DCMS and maybe even the BBC.seriously disadvantaged by the switchover and plans
Lord Currie of Marylebone: I would argue that theare not in place or there are no arrangements to
creation of Digital UK was precisely to avoid thatprovide alternative broadcasting coverage, who
muddle. Digital UK is the body that hastakes the decision that would delay the switchover
responsibility for managing this process andbecause it is going to disadvantage one group too
delivering it operationally. You say that people areseverely? Is that you or Digital UK?
unclear. They are at this point but we have toLord Currie of Marylebone: Any decision for delay
remember that it is barely three months since thewould be amatter for DCMS. The government made
decision was taken. Digital UK has since come intothe decision to proceed with digital switchover. On
being and is starting the process of communication.the question of disadvantaged areas, there are very
It has some very active plans in that direction.detailed plans to ensure that digital coverage at least

matches the current analogue coverage. Stephen
Carter and our people gave evidence to the House of Q1463 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: There are about
Commons Trade and Industry Select Committee on four bodies involved in the whole switchover but you
exactly this point yesterday. say it is Digital UK who are overseeing it. Is the

consumer suYciently represented on that body?
Mr Suter: In the end, the issue is whether the publicQ1460 Lord King of Bridgwater:We are back to the
have confidence in the representation that is aroundpoint I tried to make in a speech on Friday. It is
the table. Government, having constituted that body,average coverage. We will have the same coverage,
believe that it has suYcient representations fromyou think on average, aswe have at themomentwhen
those with a direct interest in making this work,we do the digital switchover but there will be diVerent
which are the broadcasters, the consumer groups andpeople. Some people do not get any reception at the
the manufacturers.moment and some people will not get any reception

in the future.
Lord Currie of Marylebone: The vast majority of Q1464 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: In other words,
people who do not get digital reception at the you are saying consumer groups are represented?
moment will get it once you have digital switchover. Mr Suter: Yes.
The great advantage or one of the many advantages
in terms of increased choice and one of the key merits

Q1465 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: In whatof it is that it will not be until the analogue signal is
proportion?switched oV that the digital signal can be boosted to
Mr Suter: I am afraid I do not have the precisereach the vast majority of the country.
constitution of Digital UK.

Q1461 Lord King of Bridgwater:You use the phrase
Q1466 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: You referred“the vast majority”. If Parliament has a role, it is also
previously to your public service publisher idea. I wasto defend minorities. I am interested in the
wondering about the independence of your views onadministration of it. You said you were going to take
that because if you are going to decide whether tothe decision or you might take the decision to impose
charge for spectrum you might be slightly inclined toeVectively a fine on the BBC because they have been
charge if some of that money was going to one ofslow but they might have taken the decision to be
your ideas.slow because they thought a minority otherwise
Lord Currie of Marylebone: That would not be awould lose out.
consideration. It could not be since it is entirely aLord Currie of Marylebone: We have done a very
matter for the Treasury how it uses its spectrumdetailed analysis of the costs and benefits of digital
receipts.switchover because of all the issues potentially that

could be raised against the process around state aid.
Our analysis supported the view that it would be Q1467 Chairman:LordKing raised some interesting

points. The House of Commons Select Committee isappropriate tomatch the analogue coverage, 98.5 per
cent of the country, but not to go the extra margin looking at these points as well. We will probably try

to keep to our role at the moment although the twojust as we have not as a government or as a country
felt it appropriate to boost the analogue signal to 100 do intertwine. To sum up on the spectrum tax, I do

not see how you can describe it as anything else.Whatper cent. We have lived with that position ever since
the beginning of television. would happen is that the person who pays the licence
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Can Ofcom estimate the value of spectrum to thefee would pay more and that more would go to the
Treasury in receipts. government after analogue switch-oV?

Lord Currie of Marylebone: It is not easy to have aLord Currie of Marylebone: I think that is a fair
description. precise estimate. The lesson we have from the 3G

auction is that timing is everything in terms of
valuation. It is prime spectrum we are talking about.Q1468 Chairman: That is what you are going to be
The analogue spectrum is very useful and inconsulting on?
quantitative terms it is about two thirds of theLord Currie of Marylebone: Indeed. We have no
quantity that was auctioned at the 3G. I am notpreconceived view as to which way we will go on that
suggesting youwill get two thirds of 22.5 billion. Thatquestion, except we are conducting that review in the
would be nonsense.context of the broader reform of spectrum pricing.

Q1474 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury:WhatQ1469 Chairman: When do you expect your
figure would you put on it?consultation paper to go out?
Lord Currie of Marylebone: I do not think we couldMr Suter: We are just scoping out that project now
put an estimate on it.and I suspect it will be some point during next year.

I will confirm the date.
Q1475 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: A
range?Q1470 Chairman: Some point during next year is
Lord Currie of Marylebone: I would be very happy toeven more imprecise than the average government
undertake to come back to the Committee to seeminister.
whether we could answer that question but estimatesMr Suter: Forgive me but we have our own diVerent
in this area are exceedingly imprecise.bits of responsibility and that bit is not mine.

Lord Currie of Marylebone: We could provide that
answer to you. Q1476 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: You
Chairman:We might give you some free advice. said at the beginning that there was no charge for

analogue spectrum. That is the situation now.
Lord Currie of Marylebone: And continuing untilQ1471 Lord Holme of Cheltenham: Would you
switchover.envisage in your consultation paper saying whether

Ofcom should be paid for eVectively acting as a
collection agent for the Chancellor? Q1477 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: One
Lord Currie of Marylebone: Ofcom’s income streams of the things I think we can agree on here is that it is
fall into diVerent buckets. We are able to oVset the very important that Channel 4 remains a strong
administrative costs of all our spectrum work against player in the PSB market. Do you think the
the receipts for the money which comes from government should consider allocating free digital
spectrum. The spectrum work includes not just the spectrum to Channel 4? They, as you know, have
collection, the licensing and so on, but also the access to analogue spectrum.
enforcement of stopping interference in spectrum Lord Currie of Marylebone: As we made clear in the
and keeping spectrum clean as a major part of our PSB report, we think the question of maintaining the
field work which goes on around the country. strength of Channel 4 as a public service broadcaster
However, we are not looking to increase those costs. is very important. We want to strengthen PSB but we
Over time, we have been quite eVective in reducing also want to maintain diversity and even expand
costs and we are considerably increasing the diversity. Therefore, the question of the future of
eYciency with which we license in the whole Channel 4 is important. Today we have published
spectrum area. our annual plan for next year. One of the streams of

work that we have flowing out of our public service
broadcasting review is a review of the position ofQ1472 Chairman: You will take into account that
Channel 4 because it is something that we want tothe Treasury will then be receiving money from what
keep closely monitored, to consider whether thereis a regressive tax?
will in the future need to be ways of helping ChannelLord Currie of Marylebone: Those will be
4 which could involve the gifting of spectrum or grantconsiderations that no doubt will be very thoroughly
in aid. There might be a number of diVerentexplored in the consultation.
mechanisms.

Q1473 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: You
have been asked a lot of intellectual questions about Q1478 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury:

Coming back to the BBC, as I understand it, highthe role of the Treasury. I am going to ask you a very
crude one. Can you tell us what value you think the definition television is very spectrum greedy. Do you

support the BBC’s pursuit of HDF?money that you say is going to the Treasury will be?
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areas: the adjudication of appeals about the BBC’sMr Suter: The question of high definition, how much
spectrum it will use and therefore what that will do to public value tests about complaints on accuracy and

impartiality as an ultimate forum, the role ofother potential users of spectrum, both within the
public service multiplexes and elsewhere, is an approving the BBC’s own fair trading rules and

empowering you to demand information from theimportant consideration for that review going
forward. Clearly, we are looking at the most eYcient BBC and, perhaps most crucially, strengthening the

Content Board in order to cope with at least two ofuse of spectrum going into the digital age. That will
balance consumer issues, the desire to have an those functions. What was the general reaction of

Ofcom to our report?enhanced service which will be appropriate for some
kinds of service but not necessarily for all, against Lord Currie of Marylebone: I thought the report was
citizen issues, ensuring that there is a plurality and very helpful in clearly separating the three aspects of
diversity of services being made available. That is an governance, accountability and regulation. We see
important issue that we will need to address. Lord our role as regulation and not those other functions.
Currie has said we are looking at the next set of With respect to the Content Board and the
implications for public service broadcasting. A year recommendations there, to give it a little context, our
ago we finished our public service broadcasting annual plan is for the fourth year running setting out
review. There are continuing implications in there for a plan for reducing the overall cost of Ofcom. We do
howpublic service broadcasting will develop. Among not think the additional duties that you are
those is how will public service broadcasters, recommending that we be given in the content area
conventional broadcasters, be able and want tomake are a huge increase in what we are doing.We do quite
themselves available in future and what kinds of a lot of tier one and tier two for the BBC already. If
services will they be, alongside what other kinds of those recommendations were followed, no doubt we
public service content should be made available and would wish to increase the resource going into the
what demand might that have on other kinds of content area but we could do that, we believe, within
spectrum or distribution. We have to ask those an overall declining budget. We would want to
questions and the question of Channel 4 is clearly an strengthen the resources available to the Content
important one. Possibly the answer to the question Board.We think our Content Board is quite a strong,
about the consultation will be contained in our draft powerful body. The report refers to it needing to
annual plan for you, so we may be able to get that to become semi-autonomous. That is a fair description
you even quicker. of wherewe are because all content issues are handled

by the Content Board with the support of a very able
team run by Tim Suter. Yes, we need to strengthen itQ1479 Chairman: You were very kind to say, Lord
but I am not sure we need to change its operationsCurrie, that you would try to give us an estimate on
hugely.the sale of analogue and how much that could raise.
Mr Suter: I think that is right. Your overall thrust isWhen do you think you could do that by?
very helpful in that it simplifies a system that isLord Currie of Marylebone: Fairly quickly. High
currently complex and not necessarily in thatdefinition brings huge benefits. It is stunning towatch
complexity the best vehicle going forwards when thetelevision with high definition, but that is one area
kinds ofmedia people are going to consume, the wayswhere the consideration of the costs of spectrum and
they are going to consume them and where they arethe whole question of the pricing of that into the
going to consume them are going to becomedecision is pretty central because it is also very greedy
increasingly complicated. It is the bit that is relativelyof very valuable spectrum.
simple called broadcasting that is complicated in its
regulatory arrangements for where and how peopleQ1480 Lord Holme of Cheltenham: No doubt you
complain and how they seek redress. That seems to ushave had a chance to read our first report?
not terribly optimal and it would be better to simplifyLord Currie of Marylebone: Indeed.
the system. That is our position and therefore we
welcome the general thrust of your report.

Q1481 Lord Holme of Cheltenham: It does envisage
quite an enlarged role for Ofcom. Some Members of

Q1482 Lord Holme of Cheltenham: Thank you.the Committee probably felt that Ofcom’s position of
Presumably from Ofcom’s point of view, with theseauthority and impartiality made that plausible and
extra responsibilities as well as the issue of extrasome might even felt faute de mieux because we felt
resources which youmentionwhich seems on the facethere had to be a body that was not the BBC itself if
of it reasonable, there would be issues ofwe were to get a proper division between regulation
organisation. Is it your case that the organisationaland governance. For whichever reason, it does
shape you have—after all, it is quite early in the lifeenvisage quite substantial extra duties being laid on
of Ofcom and I doubt you have reached your final,Ofcom. What is your general reaction to the

proposals in the report which contained several immutable organisational form—without any
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themselves which on the whole I think they do prettysignificant changes could, with resources, assimilate
these new responsibilities? well anyway, but preserving our statutory powers to

intervene where we need to and to operate on behalfLord Currie of Marylebone: Yes. We have just gone
of the citizen if they have not had fair enough redressthrough an organisational change reflecting the fact
in the first instance. That is not something we wouldthat Ofcom is now up and running and starting to get
want to do diVerently with the BBC. Indeed, ourinto its stride. We felt it was appropriate to make
argument—and I welcome its echo in your report—changes. The one area where we have not needed to
is that there should be a single approach tomake changes is in the content and standards area.
broadcasters in relation to issues of standards, taste,This is working well. We need to put in some
harm, oVence, fairness and accuracy and impartialityadditional resources but in structure terms I do not
because of that separation between regulation whichthink we would need to make major changes.
is an external validation and approval, andMr Suter: Importantly, it is not least because you are
governance, which is the internal process ofnot asking us to change what we do but to extend
guaranteeing the highest of editorial standards. Itwhat we do to include the BBC. The areas you are
seems to us that that is an appropriate and importantasking us to cover are areas that we already cover for
distinction and could be made to work across theevery other provider of news and information in
whole system.regard to ITV news, Channel 4 news, the ITV news

channel, Sky news and any other news channel that
is broadcast. We are already responsible for ensuring

Q1484 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: As you havethat it is accurate and impartial and upholding the
already heard, a number of us came to the conclusionlaw. It is not the arrival of a new set of skills that will
that Ofcom would be the best at dealing with thebe required within Ofcom to make those judgments.
other aspects of the BBC via diVerent methods ofIt is an extension of those judgments beyond the
thought processes. Perhaps there are already toorelatively large number of broadcasters to whom we
many regulators being set up and the idea of the courtalready provide them to the BBC, which is obviously
of appeal to let the broadcasters get on with it in thea significant broadcaster and a very significant
first instance is very important. You will rememberaddition, but it is not a change in what we do.
that the main reason that there is concern about the
Content Board not being on the same parallel as the
consumer panel is because the Content Board wasQ1483 Lord Holme of Cheltenham: If you were to
very much a last minute add-on. The concern peopletake on these court of appeal functions in respect of
were expressing in the debate on the Broadcastingcomplaints and maintenance of public service values,
Act was very much concentrated in this last minuteare you confident that you could operate the right
eVort to set up the Content Board. Subsequently youmixture of light touch in the sense that you want the
will remember the view that it is an economicBBC to deal with complaints and you want them to
regulator first and foremost, though it has contentbe concerned as a matter of governance to have the
power. You will remember that there was a fillipright implementation of public service? Are you
about the citizen consumer or consumer citizen. Isatisfied that you can operate as an ultimate arbiter
gather you have addressed that and you do not thinkwith a light enough touch to encourage the BBC to do
in those terms anymore which is reassuring, but thereit right in the first place so that your final regulatory
is still the desire out there on the content side thatrole is limited?
there should be greater transparency in what you areMr Suter:That is the way we want to operate with all
doing on the Content Board. The argument that webroadcasters and the way I think we operate now
have made for giving a parallel situation to thewith the BBC in relation to the large amount of
Content Board that you have already there in theeditorial content it is our role to regulate. The large
consumer panel, which reports and we can see wheremajority of complaints in the broadcasting sphere
you have been discussing with the panel and thealready go to broadcasters to be dealt with. Those
board getting together on some of the issues, is thatwho wish to make a more formal complaint can and
this would be a beneficial and reassuring approach todo come to us. We are looking at whether it would be
the citizen group, those who are very concernedappropriate for us in the future to have as our first
about content and would like to hear more, moreresponse formally to invite the complainants to go
regularly, about what you do.back to the broadcaster to seek the appropriate form
LordCurrie ofMarylebone:The architecture which theof redress, apology or whatever it might be and
Communications Act gave us, in my view, is workingreserving, therefore, the right for them to come back
very well indeed. The Content Board takesto us in relation to whatever complaint they have
responsibility for all content matters and worksmade if they are not satisfied with the response they
exceedingly eVectively in that area. Where there arehave got. That seems to be a sensible balance going
issues where content and economic issues comeforward of establishing the right framework, giving

broadcasters an incentive to deal with issues together, the main board listens very carefully indeed
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citizenship issues? I am talking about the boardto the advice it gets on the content issues from the
Content Board but in the end it has to make a overall. How can we see this more transparently
balancing decision and those issues arise from time to unless you have something that for the licence fee
time but by no means very regularly. The consumer payer looks as transparently clear? Sometimes the
panel is independent because it is not a decision consumer panel says something to you and
making body. It advises us. The Content Board is sometimes you accept it; sometimes you do not, but
making decisions on behalf ofOfcom, very important it is out and public. How can you do that if you are
decisions in the content area. To make it as not slightly separate? I hear what you are saying, that
autonomous as the consumer panel would create very you think you have more power, but from the point
serious diYculties in those areas where content issues of view of the licence fee payers that is not entirely
have to be balanced against broader economic issues. clear.
That change would be disabling for Ofcom. The Lord Currie of Marylebone: The question of how we
present arrangement does allow us to work very are seen to be serving the interests of consumers and
eVectively in combining the content of other issues in citizens is a very important one. One thing that we are
a way that I think is linked to the needs of citizens and considering which could be very important is a
consumers. proposal by our consumer panel that we should find
MrSuter:The transparency point is essential.We can a mechanism for doing an audit of our work which
always learn lessons from how others make examines how and how eVectively we take account of
themselves transparent and make sure that our consumer interests and citizen interests. That would
decisions are well understood. At the moment, we be a way of making it transparent. Any such audit
have programmes of research which are published

would be published, to make transparent the way inand which I think are quite authoritative. We will be
which we operate and pursue the citizen andholding seminars in relation to key aspects of public
consumer interests. I believe we are doing that and Iservice broadcasting. We publish every fortnight our
believe the mechanism we have is achieving the goalsbulletin which contains all our findings and, where
Parliament set us, but we need to be able tothere are no findings of breaches but there are
demonstrate that absolutely firmly. Onenevertheless editorial issues that need to be
demonstration is our public service broadcastingpromulgated widely across the industry so that
review, looking at economic matters and very clearlypeople can see where our thinking is coming from,
at citizen matters. A pure economic regulator wouldthat happens every fortnight. We have just issued our
not have come forward with a report of that kind atcode in the summer, the first ever combined
all. It would have reached a very diVerent conclusion.broadcasting code.Nodoubt there will be others who

will do it better but it was a pretty good example of
us trying to be as inclusive as possible in that Q1486 Chairman: Perhaps we can come to our
consultation because it was a lengthy consultation second report.We seem to have come upwith a broad
process with 900 responses to get at a single code. I formula which will reduce complexity, whichmust be
think it is a pretty authoritative piece of work. I have to the advantage of the public and broadcasting, and
no doubt there will be other ways in which we can do

also which can be managed without a big increase init better. Transparency of our decision making must
resources and cost, which from the Treasury point ofbe our goal. We started from the position that said
view must again be extremely important.there should be simplicity in our rules and
Lord Currie of Marylebone: Not from the Treasury’sapplicability of our guidancewhich should be kept up
point of view; from the point of view of broadcasters.to date through dialogue with citizens and
Chairman: I take back my customary insult to thebroadcasters. That is what we have adopted. That is
Treasury. Let us move to our second inquiry. We areall available online in our guidance and it is regularly
looking at religious broadcasting, the broadcastingupdated.
of sport and various other aspects.

Q1485 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: From the
Q1487 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: In your phaseviewpoint of the licence fee payer, what is going on is
one of the public service broadcasting review andnot as transparent to them as what is happening
various consultations you did make the point thatbetween the board and the consumer panel. It is that
you had found there were too few religiouswhich is underlying the process. You are seen very
programmes in peak time viewing, thatmuch as an economic regulator with the priorities
demonstrated the moral, ethical and philosophicalthat you have because if you remember quite a lot of
relevance to topical or factual issues. Since thatthe argument was, “Not yet. We may look at that
review, have you seen any evidence that the BBClater” but perhaps you could take on more of the
is scheduling rather more of this type of religiouscontent at a later stage. Given all of that, surely there

is a case for saying where is your priority for broadcasting in peak time?
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the sorts of programmes they think will best meetMr Suter: I do not think there is any evidence that
the public service purposes of the BBC.the BBC is scheduling more religious programmes

in peak time but the issue that frames this is the
distinction between religious programmes that are Q1489 Lord Kalms: If they ignore you, what is your
defined as religious programmes and returned by the purpose? The executive summary is quite critical of
broadcasters as religious programmes, as opposed what the BBC should be doing in religious
to programmes that will deal with issues of morality, broadcasting. There are strong words here. If that
ethics or religious faith in a broader or diVerent criticism does not impact—it is now six or seven
way. That is always the challenge. It is the challenge months since the criticism—what is the purpose of
we laid out in the public service broadcasting review the whole exercise?
which we hope commissioners and producers will Mr Suter: It is a review that we do every five years.
rise to, which is to find ways that are more likely to Annually, we report statistically what is going on in
attract the large audiences that you need to hold a terms of broadcasting. Secondly, this is an area

where we do not regulate the BBC. We do notprogramme within the heart of the peak time
regulate the religious output of the BBC in relationschedule, that will tackle those diYcult subjects, but
to its public service broadcasting obligations. Thatusing genres or formats that are more
is a matter for the governors. It is our job to putconventionally likely to attract those large
forward our perception of the whole broadcastingaudiences. What we are expecting broadcasters to
system. Commissioning cycles are quite long. Itdo is to balance those more traditional, protected
takes time to change the nature and balance oftypes of programme that are likely to have smaller
output, especially if you are talking aboutaudiences and therefore are likely to struggle if put
developing new approaches or new commissioninginto the peak time schedule with programmes that
strategies. Those are not going to happen withinare more likely to sustain a large audience because
seven months.they are tackling those subjects in diVerent ways.

That is what we hope broadcasters will do. To the
straightforward, factual question are more religious Q1490 Lord Kalms: Do you think the BBC is
programmes being scheduled in peak time, the listening to you? Listening to the BBC, I did not

hear in their comments a reflection of theseanswer is no. Do we expect to see broadcasters
criticisms. In other words, they must have read itcommission more inventive ways of getting religious
but one did not get the sense that they had pickedprogrammes into peak time? We certainly hope so.
up these points and were going to run with them. If
you are only in an advisory capacity and you do not

Q1488 Lord Kalms: Your executive summary dated have any powers other than mild persuasion, it is
May 2005 rather damned with faint praise the not a very satisfactory role.
BBC’s eVorts in religious broadcasting. We have Lord Currie of Marylebone: The key point is that this
interviewed the BBC on this and they made a very is a role that rests with the governors. We are
impressive show but I did not have the sense that charged as the overall regulator in broadcasting to
they were responding to the points that you were take a periodic look and that is a sensible thing that
making. It is a diYcult area. You are walking on Parliament asks us to do. Therefore, it is quite
eggshells all the time and there are lots of forces germane to your consideration of the charter
which have impact and they have their slots and process that is under way. Tim has articulated the
popularity. Nevertheless, I did not get any sense that key point that the challenge in this area is one of
they were moving in the direction of your executive finding new formats that grab people’s attention and
summary. I do not know how you interface with enthuse people, presenting religious and ethical
them. I have a feeling that the BBC reads your issues in a new way, in the way that you are
executive summary and puts it into a pigeon hole. reinventing other formats in other areas of
Would that be unfair? broadcasting more generally. It is not necessarily an
Mr Suter: It is important that the arrangements for easy thing but broadcasters need to be

experimenting to bring that about. It is quitethe qualitative aspect of public service broadcasting
interesting that the BBC programme The Monasteryregulation, what is commonly referred to as the tier
had more viewers than Celebrity Love Island andthree stuV in relation to diVerent kinds of public
that is encouraging. We would like to see a few moreservice output, are a matter in terms of the BBC for
successes of that kind.the governors. We do our review which looks at all

of public service broadcasting. We try to draw out
the threads that we think are common across the Q1491 Lord Kalms: You do not have adequate
piece and challenges that we hope broadcasters powers to implement your review. You have purely
collectively and individually will rise to. It is then a advisory powers; you have no stick and perhaps a

little carrot somewhere.matter for the governors to ensure the delivery of
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statements of programme policy as delivered to usLord Currie of Marylebone: I think that is right but
that is how Parliament set us up. They felt it by the public service broadcasters constitute a

significant change from the way it was beingappropriate that the power should rest with the
governors and broadcasters without us having an delivered before, and if so whether that change is

beneficial.influence on those decisions.
Mr Suter: If I may just supplement that. We do have Lord Currie of Marylebone: Just to be clear, suppose

Parliament had decided to give us more regulatoryvery significant powers in relation to enforcing
public service obligations in relation to ensuring the levers in this area, I submit that those levers would

not have been eVective, what you would arrive at isquantity of original programming that must be
made. We said in our Public Service Broadcasting a process of box ticking. In the end, as Tim has said,

it is the commissioners who have to do the creativeReview that it was an absolutely fundamental
requirement going forward that there should be a act of finding new formats; regulation cannot make

that happen.heavy investment in original programming. That
requires broadcasters to spend that money across
the schedule that they are going to deliver. That is Q1495 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: You
not an insignificant lever with which to influence the have talked about formats but what about subject
behaviour of public service broadcasters. matter. In their evidence, Channel 4 suggested that

the BBC’s approach is monotheistic and within that
Q1492 Chairman: Lord Kalms is absolutely right, it concentrated too much on Christianity and
is he not, because your paper makes a fairly Judaism. Is that something that you have a view on?
persuasive case for having more entertaining, more Mr Suter: It is not something on which we have a
innovative religious broadcasting and it is also formal view, other than we believe the public service
critical of a number of points, that particularly obligation is to present programmes and ideas that
industry professionals, let alone the public, think cover a range of beliefs, a range of faiths, a range
that audiences are currently poorly served by of attitudes, and that is something we expect all
religious broadcasting in a number of ways? We broadcasters to do.
have got the diagnosis but how are we ever going Lord Currie of Marylebone: Public service
to get to a better outcome? broadcasting is about reflecting our multicultural
Mr Suter: I think the outcome is one that can only society and that is a core aspect of the ambition
be achieved by the broadcasters themselves exerting there.
influence over their commissioning strategies. It is
not for us as regulators to be setting up Q1496 Lord Peston: I want to ask you about the
commissioning strategies for broadcasters. It is not Central Religious Advisory Committee. Perhaps I
our job and, frankly, I do not think we would be ought to declare an interest: I think there is far too
very good at it. It is our job to point out what we much religion that is broadcast and I cannot see any
believe the citizen deficit is and how we believe necessary connection, which Tim seems to take for
broadcasters could address it. It is then our job to granted, between religion on the one hand and
come back and review whether they have done so. morality and ethics on the other. I would regard it
We have not found a better way of doing it. as your duty to say that we ought to have

programmes that show that. Is not the Central
Q1493 Lord Kalms: You have got one every five Religious Advisory Committee a rather anomalous
years which means nothing is going to happen body and in practice they are just a religious
between now and four and a half years if your pressure group, are they not? They consist only of
recommendations are not implemented. religious people who believe in things. Why should
Mr Suter: No. Every year, every broadcaster has to there exist such a body and why should you take
publish a statement of programme policy. That is in any note of them, other than you take note of all
relation to, and takes account of, our Public Service citizenship issues?
Broadcasting Review. There is an annual process. Mr Suter: I think the first thing to say is that it is

not a committee of Ofcom, it is a BBC committee.
Its membership and constitution and constitutionalQ1494 Chairman: So you could go on banging

away at it year by year. When it comes to it, Lord arrangements are really for the BBC to respond to
rather than us. It is an organisation that will needKalms was right, if the BBC wishes to ignore, they

can ignore. I am not saying they would, but that is to respond to the diVerent roles that the BBC as
constituted in future will have of it, and one of thosethe power structure as it stands at the moment.

Mr Suter: The formal lever that we have to pull is is assisting the regulator in forming conclusions
about issues in relation to whether a particularinsisting on the amount of original production that

they make, on setting out the purposes of public programme was appropriate and whether it was
oVensive to diVerent groups, and another role isservice broadcasting and judging whether the
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Chairman: You think that is up to somebody else toassisting commissioners and broadcasters to ensure
that their range of subject matter or their treatments set up?

Lord Holme of Cheltenham: Lord Peston!are appropriate or are sensitive or well enough
thought through. I think those are diVerent roles
and the Religious Advisory Council will want to Q1502 Chairman: Just one point of fact. You
address how it meets those and whether a single answered Lord Peston and said basically it is a BBC
body can do those and how it is appropriate in the committee, but I understood its members are
new BBC structure. It is for the BBC to determine appointed jointly by the BBC and Ofcom Content
what that is. From Ofcom’s perspective, we do not Board?
have any other formal advisory bodies than those Mr Suter: They are appointed by the BBC; the
that have been set up by statute. We seek advice Content Board has been consulted on recent
from a wide range of people to ensure that our appointments.
judgments are well rooted and we try to be as open
as we can about those from whom we seek that

Q1503 Chairman: So are they jointly appointed?advice.
Mr Suter: No.

Q1497 Lord Peston: When Dr Siddiqui told us that
Q1504 Chairman: They are appointed by the BBC?CRAC was an unoYcial advisory committee to
Mr Suter: They are appointed by the BBC.Ofcom that was wrong?

Mr Suter: The important word there is “unoYcial”.
It is an advisory committee to the BBC with whom Q1505 Chairman: But the BBC goes to the Content
we meet a couple of times a year. Board and says, “Have you got any suggestions or

proposals”?
Q1498 Lord Peston: You meet CRAC? Mr Suter: And advises us of who they are intending
Mr Suter:We meet CRAC but it has no formal role to appoint.
in advising us.

Q1506 Chairman: If the Humanists or others were
Q1499 Lord Peston: Are there any other pressure an inside body you would consult with them as well?
groups of that sort that you meet formally? Mr Suter: Of course.
Lord Currie of Marylebone: We meet a whole range
of bodies.

Q1507 Chairman: Do you at the moment?
Mr Suter: With the—

Q1500 Lord Peston: Formally, regularly?
Lord Currie of Marylebone: Yes. I am meeting with

Q1508 Chairman: With non-religious bodies. Dothe CBI this lunchtime. We take a view that it is
you talk to the Humanists or someone like that?appropriate for us to expose ourselves to the views
Mr Suter:We will talk to any organisation that canof ordinary people and organisations out there that
help us in forming the judgments we have to form.have views and interests in what we are doing.

Q1501 Lord Peston: You do not feel, for example, Q1509 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: I just want to
come back to your document and the programmethat what we really need is not a body of this sort

but a body that would be called the Central code review where I think you printed some very
interesting comments by people which give the rightMorality and Ethical Advisory Committee? Is that

not the body you ought to be looking for balance of where people might have concerns if
broadcasters were not taking the right view of thingssomewhere? Is that not the issue?

Mr Suter: There are specific issues when it comes to that are being put over. Perhaps being a little bit
specific, getting a bit too like some of the stuV thatoVence in relation to religious programming where

we do not necessarily have the sensibilities within goes on in American broadcasting of religion. Given
the diVerent areas in which broadcasts are nowOfcom, or the range of faiths or knowledge, to be

able to respond to issues of oVence that are brought being heard and accessed and so on, are you at all
concerned that some of the areas that are quiteto us by, for instance, the Tamil community in

relation to a piece of broadcasting. It is important clearly the responsibility that your code is concerned
about will just drift in and people perhaps will befor us to have access to people who can

authoritatively tell us where a line has or has not persuaded in areas that certainly religion in this
country would not want them to be persuaded:been crossed. It is important to have that resource.

Lord Currie of Marylebone: I have no doubt that if giving money, watching certain forms of religious
activity that might influence children, you knowthe body you have mentioned existed we would be

meeting with them. what I am talking about, that are in the code?
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Q1515 Lord King of Bridgwater: Was radio notMr Suter: Beyond question, the environment we live
in now makes those sorts of channels available to something for the Commission?

Mr Suter: It is a separate issue. The issue that Talkpeople who have access to satellite and cable
technology, for instance. They can get those Radio brought to us was in relation to the BBC

purchase of those rights which we stood oV until wechannels. They are not licensed in the UK, they are
licensed elsewhere, but they are freely available here. knew where the FAPL and the Commission would

come out.It is not that this broadcasting is not available. The
question for us is what broadcasting we wish to
license, and that is an important distinction. Just Q1516 Lord King of Bridgwater: Television appears
because something is available elsewhere does not to be a matter for the Commission, radio does not,
mean to say that it should be licensed by us. It might but they have both got exclusive coverage, one in
mean we should license similar programmes but it radio and one in television.
does not necessarily mean that we should, we may Mr Suter: They would both be a matter for the
take a stricter rule in regard to some kinds of Commission, but the Commission is deciding on the
broadcasting that prey on particular sensibilities. appropriate allocation of FAPL rights going
Until now we have taken that line with some kinds forward.
of religious broadcasting on television, limiting the
ability to appeal directly for funds, for instance,

Q1517 Lord King of Bridgwater: You waited untilbecause of the concern we have about sensibilities.
you saw what the Commission had to say. Are you
now going to say any more on the radio issue?

Q1510 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: Is that available Mr Suter: I think it is not yet clear where the
via the Internet? Commission is going to end up. We have indications
Mr Suter: Of course it is available via the Internet of where it will end up but I do not think it is yet
and it is available from— clear.

Q1518 Lord King of Bridgwater: Is Talk RadioQ1511 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: But you have not
waiting to hear from you? Have you said to them,much control over the Internet.
“Hang on; we will wait to see what theMr Suter: No, nor indeed over channels that are
Commission says”?licensed outside the UK.
Mr Suter: We said to Talk Radio we will wait to
see the outcome of the European deliberations, and

Q1512 Lord King of Bridgwater: On this business that is still the position.
about the European Commission’s Premier League
rights, Talk Radio complained to you about the Q1519 Lord King of Bridgwater: Would it be inradio rights being exclusive to the BBC and you

your power to say, “The Commission says sixwaited to see what the European Commission were
packages; nobody can have more than five”? Aregoing to do about television. Did anybody complain
you likely to do that with radio and say the BBC canto you about the television situation or did the
only have that and somebody else can have some ofEuropean Commission do it oV their own bat? You
the gains?had a complaint only on the radio rights that came
Lord Currie of Marylebone: That is a matter forto you, you do not seem to have had a complaint
consideration when we know the outcome of theon the television, is that right?
FAPL.

Lord Currie of Marylebone: Are you talking about
the Premier League?

Q1520 Lord King of Bridgwater:Would it be within
your power to do that?

Q1513 Lord King of Bridgwater: Yes. Lord Currie of Marylebone: I am not sure. Does this
Lord Currie of Marylebone: That is a matter for the fall within our power?
European Commission. Mr Suter: I am not sure.

Lord Currie of Marylebone: Could we write to you
on this? I think that might be sensible.Q1514 Lord King of Bridgwater: Somebody

complained to you about the radio rights, Talk
Radio, but did anyone complain to you about the Q1521 Chairman: Let us ask you about television

then. Do you think that the sale of Premier Leaguetelevision?
Mr Suter: We have had no complaints on the broadcasting rights and what appears to have been

the Commission’s view does present a genuinetelevision. We knew this was a subject that was for
the Commission anyway and which the Commission opportunity for others to acquire live rights, that

you cannot have more than five parts of the six?would be picking up.
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Lord Currie of Marylebone: If we found a breach inLord Currie of Marylebone: This whole area is one
that needed a detailed look. The fact that the competition law of an auction process we would

certainly have powers. This one rests with theCommission has taken up the issue has been helpful.
The fact that there will be more than one acquirer Commission because of the inter-connectivity

between the diVerent markets in the diVerentis a significant step forward. Our understanding is
the Commission is currently looking to get national countries.
undertakings from the Premier League, the fact that
in the market mechanism for allocating the rights, Q1527 Lord Holme of Cheltenham: To the extent
the auction processes, there will be some quite that you are the UK market I have two questions.
detailed rules to ensure that process is fair and if First of all, do you think it would be appropriate to
that is indeed the outcome that is an important step extend those powers to the BBCwhich at themoment
forward, yes. are not subject to you playing that role? The second

question is, given how important these great sporting
rights are to the British public and, therefore, howQ1522 Chairman: Do you think it is an important
they are prone to all sorts of lobbying, do you thinkstep forward? On the face of it, it seems that if you
it would be appropriate that all bidders should haveare only able to acquire one-sixth of it—
to declare any lobbying of public oYcials they makeLord Currie of Marylebone: That is not necessarily
in the course of trying to acquire sports rights?the case.
Lord Currie of Marylebone: I think the latter one is a
rather hot potato that I prefer not to be drawn on. OnQ1523 Chairman: No, it is not necessarily the case.
the first, we are in discussion as part of the CharterLord Currie of Marylebone: If there is a fair auction
Review process about the question of whether thereit may be that there will be a bidder who will come
are certain specific competition powers that wealong and acquire more than the minimum one-
should be given over the BBC in addition to thesixth; indeed, you might find a bidder acquiring a
powers that we already have, because we are athird or more. That is the relevance of the fairness
competition authority that does include the BBC inof the auction process which is a rather critical
those powers. The question of how far that should beelement in this. Even if it is the one-sixth, I think
extended is an interesting set of issues.that is a step forward in this market.

Q1528 Lord Peston: Very briefly, you do have these
Q1524 Chairman: To put it the other way round responsibilities to the public as citizens, it is not just
and I now come from the opposite direction, why economic.
should the Premier League not just sell whatever Lord Currie of Marylebone: No.
they want to sell? They are the owners, why should
there be any restraints placed upon them?

Q1529 Lord Peston:What interests me is if we lookLord Currie of Marylebone: I think there are
at outcomes so that free-to-air broadcasting includesquestions about the fairness and the openness of the
no test cricket, no top class football, who would theprocess. This is not a matter for Ofcom, let me
citizens think would be standing up for them withinemphasise. We have provided some research to the
the broadcasting area to say these outcomes are lessCommission, they asked for that, but it is not for
than satisfactory? I thought it was you.us to decide these issues. There are questions of the
Mr Suter: Our role is to define what we think publicappropriateness of all the rights going in one
service purposes are and how they can be used. Candirection and not necessarily changing hands. In
sport be legitimately part of public serviceother countries you have them all going to one
broadcasting? Clearly it can be. Clearly we wouldacquirer, but diVerent acquirers over time have been
expect to see public service broadcasters positionable to get into the business.
themselves in relation to how do we meet that public
need, how do we meet that public purpose. They will

Q1525 Chairman: So you really have no say in this do that in a variety of diVerent ways and some of
at all? those will be driven by the extent to which that sport
Lord Currie of Marylebone: No, this is purely a activity is already available elsewhere and the extent
European Commission matter. to which it is not, and therefore there is a prima facie

role for them to get involved. If you ask the question
whose job is it to define that space, I would say it isQ1526 Lord Holme of Cheltenham: As I understand

it, you have got a duty to ensure that due process is our job in relation to the public service broadcasters
to define the parameters of the interaction betweenobserved in bidding so that if non-BBC broadcasters

provide false information or withhold material public service broadcasters and sport. It is not our
role to define which public service broadcastersinformation in the bidding process you can fine them,

is that right? should carry which kinds of sport, that is for them to
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know that you do not go into a battle if you are goingdecide in relation to their own objectives and
priorities. to get beaten up, so it shapes the BBC’s thinking. I

can bring this down to one simple question. There is
a problem there which you have half recognised butQ1530 Lord Peston: I will give you one specific
you have ducked away from it. Would you supportexample and then I will stop. Someone pointed out to
an independent review of the way the BBC bids forthis Committee that the way the Test rights were sold
sports rights because it is an unsatisfactory processmeans that a young person from a not very well oV

and it ought to be reviewed properly and in publicfamily who could not aVord pay-per-view in the next
with a transparent look at the process?We did not getfive years would not see the rest of Freddie FlintoV’s
a transparent look at the process; we got a lot of halfcareer, perhaps, because he might be gone in the next
truths, half expressions and platitude after platitude.five years. I was rather shattered by that because it
Would you support an independent review of thehad not occurred to me at all that that is the outcome
process of bidding for sports rights? It is a simpleof this kind of market process. You say you have got
question.no duty to say that at least consideration ought to be
Lord Currie of Marylebone: I am not sure that is aput that people as citizens have the right to see a team
question that we, as a body, have considered. Thecalled England available to them when they cannot
prime question is, is there a major problem in thisaVord pay-per-view?
area and, if so, where does the responsibility lie? ItMr Suter: I take the force of the question but you
seems tome the BBCGovernors have a responsibilitycould argue the same for a whole load of other
for appropriately managing the way in which theyactivities that may well be constituted equally as
bid and pay for programmes they buy, includingpublic service—great musical careers that we ought
sports rights, and it may well be that the BBCto find access to, great acting talent, great moments
Governors should be asked to look at that questionof heritage—which would all form part of public
and be held to account for it.service ambition, public service purposes. It is our job

to define that challenge, and representing those
Q1534 Lord Kalms: They may be happy to keep onaspects of our culture and our heritage are part of the
losing bids because a lot of people are happy to beresponsibility of public service broadcasters, but it is
second, it keeps their budgets intact. I think therenot our job to say, “That means youmust cover these
ought to be a public review, not a private decision asindividual things”, it is for broadcasters themselves
to whether the process is right. This is about theto decide how they rise to that challenge.
public interest. As Lord Peston just said, people are
being denied, therefore, it is not the BBC, who areQ1531 Lord Peston: So you do not feel you should
very happy not to spend whatever millions in gettingspeak up for the citizen who does not like the
the rights, the public ought to understand the processmonopolistic outcomes that occur?
of why the BBC comes in at number two regularly. ItMr Suter: We feel very much that we should speak
is an issue of public interest and, therefore, you oughtout for the citizen in defining what their expectations
to be involved.should be and for the broadcasters to rise to it.
Lord Currie of Marylebone: If there was a review we
would certainly wish to contribute to it and help to

Q1532 Chairman: You do not want a wider role facilitate it.
than that?
Mr Suter:We do not seek a wider role than that. It Q1535 Chairman: You could not do it yourself?
seems to me that the consequence of the wider role Lord Currie of Marylebone: I think it would be a
than that is to start to determine precisely what matter for Government if it wished to ask us to do
broadcasters should or must carry and actually gets that. It would be a matter for you if you wish to
us into the business of dictating their programme recommend that as a course of action.
planning.

Q1536 Chairman: You have been very patient,
Q1533 Lord Kalms:We have been talking around it thank you very much indeed, both Lord Currie and
and we have spent a lot of time talking to the BBC MrSuter, for your evidence. I am very grateful. There
and the providers about the Premier League, rugby were a number of points that came up and if you
and cricket, and it is quite clear that in the bidding could let us have those as soon as possible we would
process all the time, whatever happens, Sky get the be very grateful.
cream and the BBC is lucky if it gets the skimmed Lord Currie ofMarylebone:Thank you verymuch.We
milk. The process has been conducted in a totally look forward to your report in due course.

Chairman: Thank you.unsatisfactory way, and anyone in business would
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Supplementary evidence from OFCOM

NOTE ON THE VALUE OF SPECTRUM RELEASED BY DIGITAL SWITCHOVER

The Committee asked for further information on the value of the spectrum that might be released by digital
switchover (“DSO”).

It is important to emphasise at the outset that it is not the aim of Ofcom to raise revenue for HM Treasury.
Ofcom’s duties in relation to management of the radio spectrum are set out in statute, and relate principally
to securing optimal use of the spectrum for the benefit of the citizens and consumers in the UK. Ofcom’s
primary concern when assigning spectrum, whether through spectrum auctions or otherwise, is to maximise
the social and economic benefits that can be generated from the use of spectrum.

Ofcom’s general policy is to prefer auctions as a means of assigning spectrum because auctions are (in general)
an eYcient, transparent, objective, and non-discriminatory mechanism for assigning scarce resources. The
revenue eVects of auctions are not, therefore, a consideration to which Ofcom has regard in taking regulatory
decisions about spectrum.

The best estimates currently available of the social and economic benefits likely to be generated by DSO are
those compiled by the DTI and DCMS for the regulatory impact assessment of digital switchover published
in September 2005. Based on the completion ofDSO in 2012,DTI andDCMSassessed the likely benefits to be:

Benefit NPV £ million (2004)

Benefit of extending DTT to current non-DTT areas 2,725
Benefit from additional services in retained spectrum 659
Benefit from re-use of released spectrum 1,011
Imputed benefit of compulsory migration 657
Benefit from savings on analogue transmission 1,191

Total benefits 6,244

The total costs of digital switchover were similarly assessed to be £4,551 million NPV (2004), and hence the
net benefits to be £1,692 million NPV (2004).

It is worth noting that, on this assessment, only about 16 per cent of the benefits of DSO relate to re-use of
the released spectrum, while about 44 per cent relates to the provision of DTT in areas currently unable to
receive it, and 19 per cent relates to the cost savings for broadcasters from no longer having to broadcast in
analogue. The benefit of extending DTT to areas not presently served by DTT derives principally from the
additional channels available on DTT. It reflects the fact that about two-thirds of the spectrum that will be
released by switching oV the analogue signal has already been assigned to achieve near-universal coverage
for DTT.4

The proceeds of any auction for the released spectrum will depend on two sets of factors that are logically
distinct but both highly uncertain at present.

The first is the estimates that bidders make of the benefits that they can derive from use of the spectrum. This
will depend on a wide range of factors, including:

— what they plan to use the spectrum for, the business model they plan to use, and the synergies (if any)
with their existing business;

— how much competition they expect to face in downstream markets;

— how eYcient they expect to be in capturing the value available; and

— the cost of any alternative means of achieving similar benefits.

Bidders’ view of these (and similar) factors will determine how much they would be willing to pay for the
spectrum, as a maximum.

The second set of factors concerns how much they judge that they should actually bid in the auction. Bidders
will obviously seek to pay the minimum that they can to secure an asset, and should always aim to pay less
than the full amount of the future benefits, as otherwise they will make no surplus.

4 Broadcasting of the five main analogue TV channels on DTT could be done using a single DTT multiplex, requiring only 48MHz of
UHF spectrum. Hence if no other spectrum were assigned to DTT, analogue switch-oV would release 320MHz. However, nearly two
thirds of this released spectrum (208MHz) has already been pre-assigned to DTT, to permit the transmission of five additional DTT
multiplexes. Hence only a little over a third of the spectrum released by analogue switch-oV (112MHz out of 320MHz) is being released
for other purposes.
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How much the successful bidders actually pay will therefore depend on factors such as:

— the degree of competition for the spectrum at the time of the auction;

— the detailed design of the auction; and

— market expectations as to the availability of alternative spectrum in the future.

Given the uncertainties involved in relation to all these points, and given that raising revenue is not an
objective of management of the spectrum, Ofcom has made no attempt to estimate the revenues from an
auction of the released spectrum.

January 2006

Complaint about the joint selling of national radio broadcast rights to Football Association Challenge
Cup (“FA Cup”) matches by the Football Association to a single purchaser

Complainant: The Wireless Group plc (the “Wireless Group”).

Complaint against: The Football Association (the “FA”) and the British Broadcasting Corporation (the
“BBC”).

Case opened: 17 December 2004.

Case closed: 19 October 2005.

Issue: It was alleged by the Wireless Group that an agreement between the FA and the BBC regarding the sale
of national radio broadcast rights to FA Cup matches was contrary to Article 81 of the EC Treaty and/or
Chapter I of the Competition Act 1998.

Relevant instruments: Chapter I of the Competition Act 1998 (anti-competitive agreements) and Article 81 of
the EC Treaty.

The current arrangements for the selling of the national radio broadcast rights for FA Cup matches result in
a maximum seven matches per round (excluding replays) being broadcast on BBC Radio Five Live and Five
Live Sports Extra.

Ofcom has considered whether demand for further FA Cup matches exists from other national broadcasters
and further evidence obtained in September 2005 indicated only limited interest in the currently unsold rights
and that a low value is placed on these games.

Ofcom has also noted that the current FA Premier League rights investigation by the European Commission
includes an examination of issues raised by the scope of any exclusivity granted to the BBC, which are very
similar to the issues in this case.

For these reasons, Ofcom does not propose to allocate further resources to a detailed examination of this
complaint at present and has therefore closed the case.

Case Leader: Martin Hill (020 7783 4334 e-mail: Martin.Hillwofcom.org.uk)

Case Reference: CW/00790/09/04.

Text published when the case was opened.

Complaint about the joint selling of national radio broadcast rights to Football Association Challenge Cup (“FA
Cup”) matches by the Football Association to a single purchaser.

Complainant: The Wireless Group plc (the “Wireless Group”).

Complaint against: The Football Association (the “FA”) and the British Broadcasting Corporation (the
“BBC”).

Case opened: 17 December 2004.

Issue: It is alleged by the Wireless Group that an agreement between the FA and the BBC regarding the sale of
national radio broadcast rights to FACupmatches is contrary to Article 81 of the ECTreaty and/or Chapter I
of the Competition Act 1998.

Relevant instruments: Chapter I of the Competition Act 1998 (anti-competitive agreements) and Article 81 of
the EC Treaty.

Under the agreement controlling each individual football club’s participation in the FA Cup, the FA has the
exclusive right to sell the national and local radio broadcast rights in respect of matches for each and every
participating club.
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Local radio rights for FA Cup matches are currently sold, via the clubs, to BBC local radio stations and
commercial radio stations licensed by Independent Radio News (“IRN”). These arrangements do not form
part of the Wireless Group’s complaint.

On 27April 2004, the FA invited tenders in respect of a number of packages of rights to broadcast live national
radio commentaries to FA Cup matches for the seasons 2004–05 to 2007–08, with bids invited for either
individual packages or for all rights in a “global” bid. The national radio broadcast rights to a total of four
FA Cup matches per round were oVered for sale in the original tender.

At the outcome of the tender, the BBC was successful in its bid for all the FA Cup radio rights packages on
oVer by the FA.

The Wireless Group has submitted a complaint that:

(i) the agreements between the FA and individual clubs are anti-competitive in that they prevent
individual clubs from oVering for sale on a national basis the radio rights to matches in which they
participate;

(ii) as the only supplier of broadcast rights, the FA is able artificially to fix prices and create a high barrier
to market entry;

(iii) by oVering for sale only four matches per round the FA is restricting supply;

(iv) the exclusive sale of national broadcast rights to the BBCprevents competition in radio broadcasting
markets for four years; and

(v) the agreement regarding the sale of rights with the BBC has the eVect of unnecessarily tying the
purchase of the rights to unrelated individual matches to one another.

Ofcom has considered the Wireless Group’s complaint and has held initial exploratory discussions with the
Wireless Group, the FA and the BBC.

On the basis of a preliminary examination of the complaint and subsequent discussions, Ofcom has concluded
that there are reasonable grounds to suspect that Article 81 of the EC Treaty and/or Chapter I of the
Competition Act 1998 may have been infringed. Ofcom therefore believes that it is appropriate for it to
formally investigate the substance of the issues raised.

Case Leader: Martin Hill (020 7783 4334 e-mail: Martin.Hillwofcom.org.uk

Case Reference: CW/00790/09/04.
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TUESDAY 20 DECEMBER 2005

Present Fowler, L (Chairman) Manchester, Bp
Howe of Idlicote, B Maxton, L.
Kalms, L O’Neill of Bengarve, L
King of Bridgwater, L Peston, L

Letter from the England and Wales Cricket Board Limited

The England andWalesCricket BoardLimited (ECB) is the governing body for the sport of cricket in England
and Wales. Our remit is to develop and nurture cricket from the Playground to Test arena. The ECB recently
published Building Partnerships, cricket’s strategic plan for 2005–09. A full copy of the strategy and more
information on our business is available at www.ecb.co.uk

Broadcasting revenue and the quality of coverage is extremely important to cricket. It delivers the majority of
the income that we then reinvest in the game and is also the primary means by which cricket fans across the
country can follow our sport.

Few sports are as reliant on broadcasting as cricket in this country which derives 80 per cent of its income from
our broadcasting contracts and this source of revenue funds the majority of our grass roots and England
Teams (Mens,Womens, Youth andDisabilities) programmes. For example broadcasting income ismore than
10 times the sum we receive from Lottery and Public Sector support, more than 10 times the figure we receive
from sponsorship income and 20 times the income we receive from the surplus on staging major matches. In
2004 our spend on community/recreational cricket was £10.634 million. Our UK domestic broadcasting
income was £47.4 million and overseas TV licence revenues were $2.7 million.

As a percentage of UK Broadcasting income our investment in grass roots cricket is 22.4 per cent. This is
extremely high as compared with other major sports and more than four times the 5 per cent target set at the
time of de-listing.

Being the lifeblood of the game’s financial health, broadcasting income also provides the funds necessary for
ECB to invest in programmes, facilities and initiatives designed to safeguard the future of the game in England
and Wales. The following is a snapshot of the benefits we hope our investment will bring by 2009:

— Our England teams (Men, Women and Disability) to be ranked in the top two places in the world
in Test cricket and the World Cup.

— 7,500 coaches and 85,000 volunteers registered nationwide to help teach the game to a new
generation.

— A Cricket Centre of Excellence within 30 miles of 85 per cent of the population.

— An expansion in the number of ECB recreational focus clubs from 165 to 1,000.

— 20,000 school and club coaching sessions, delivered by working alongside the Cricket Foundation
and the Lord’s Taverners to reintroduce competitive cricket into state schools and forge strong links
between schools and local clubs.

— £5 million of ECB interest-free loans to clubs for investment in the development of the game.

The ECB owns the media and broadcast rights around the following domestic competitions and events:

InternationalCricket

— International Test Match Cricket (7 # 5 day matches per year) all featuring England against a
touring nation.

— InternationalOneDayMatches (10# 1 daymatches) all featuringEngland against a touring nation.

— International Twenty20 (a maximum of 4 # Twenty20 matches featuring England and both touring
nations).

— Womens International ODI andTest cricket.

— EnglandUnder 19 Test andODI cricket.
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DomesticCricket

— Liverpool Victoria County Championship (144 x 4 daymatches played in two divisions featuring the
18 First Class Counties).

— The C&G Trophy (73 # 50 over matches played in two conferences (North and South) featuring the
18FirstClassCounties, IrelandandScotland culminating in afinal tobeplayed atLord’s between the
highest placed team in both divisions).

— The Twenty20 Cup (79 # 20 over matches to be played by the First Class Counties split into three
regional conferences of 6 teams. Quarter finals, semi finals and a final.) The group stages of these
matches are played in a three weekwindow inmid-summer.

— The 40 Over League (73 # 40 over matches played by the First Class Counties split into two
performance based divisions).

RadioCoverage

TheBBC’s radio coverage of cricket is rightly famous theworld over,withTestMatch Special recognised for its
dedicated, thoughtful and entertaining broadcasting of cricket. BBC radio also streams audio coverage
worldwide by agreement with ECB.Our radio rights with the BBC are in place until 2009.

TVBroadcasting

Sky television has secured the exclusive rights to live television coverage of the ECB’s properties, including the
TestMatches, from 2006 to 2009. This has created a great deal of interest. TheCommitteemight like to note the
following:

— Neither theBBCnor ITVbid for anyofECB’s television rights in the period2006–09despite the rights
beingdivided into27diVerentpackages, specifically tomake theprocess accessible toall broadcasters.

— There was no interest from terrestrial channels to televise overseas cricket tours, One Day
Internationals ,Womens TestMatches orODIs ,Under 19 Tests norDomestic cricket.

— Channel 4 bid for a selected fewTestmatches, at a price thatwouldhavemeant a reduction in cricket’s
income (in comparison to 2005) of £80million over four years.

— A key component of the new arrangements is the package we have agreed with Five which will
broadcast highlights of all major matches (except floodlit matches which will still be in progress) on
terrestrial television between 7.15 pm and 8 pm. This is the time when most children, families and
working parents can view cricket.

— The rights were awarded following extensive consultation with Ofcom and DCMS, who both gave
their full approval to the process and outcome.

TheECB is delighted to continue and extendour relationshipwithBSkyBwhohave consistently demonstrated
excellence in their coverage. BSkyB has shown a real commitment to cricket through the 16 year relationship
with the governing body for the game. It was Sky who first introduced coverage of overseas Test Matches in
1989–90 and it is Sky who currently make available Test and One Day International cricket from around the
world. Sky regularly coverWomens International cricket , domestic competitions andUnder 19matches.Were
it not for Sky’s commitment to global cricket, there is little question that cricket fanswould not be able to enjoy
this range of cricket on TV.

The ECB wishes to see a vibrant broadcasting market with many channels interested in showing cricket. We
hope that the success in theAshes andnational interest this has createdwill increase interest in our future rights;
indeed this surge of interest in cricket following the Englandmen’s andwomen’s team success can be put down
to the level of investment which ECB has dedicated to identifying and nurturing talent.

During the past five years cricket has invested in aNational Academy andCountyAcademies which have been
fundamental to the successof theEnglandTeam.Withoutbroadcasting revenue this investmentwouldnothave
beenpossible.Anysignificant reduction in this revenuewouldput themaindriverof interest inanysport,namely
a successful national team, at serious risk.

ECB has already oVered to meet with a range of broadcasters to pro-actively ensure that schedules and new
opportunities canbe identified tomaximise thenumberof broadcasterswhowill express an interest in televising
and transmitting cricket from 2009.
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It has recently beenannounced that theBBChas agreed the rights to screenhighlights of theCricketWorldCup
in 2007. We are delighted that cricket is returning to the BBC in this way and that there will be highlights of
England’s attempt to win this prestigous tournament.

Sport is an issue of immensenational importance—not just in termsof its contribution to thekeeping thenation
healthier and reducing crime but more fundamentally because it instills a set of core values especially amongst
our young people and can bind communities.

The ECBwould like to suggest that as part of the Charter Review the BBC is given an enhanced responsibility,
and generates a new opportunity, to support the coverage and development of sport across the country.

ECB understands the very specific challenges that cricket poses to terrestrial broadcasters in terms of the
longevity of some of its formats and the associated scheduling issues it carries with it.

The establishment of a dedicated BBC sports channel would create a platform that would mean not only more
spaceavailable toschedule top-level sport,butalsocreatecapacity for thebroadcastingofminoranddeveloping
sports, such as junior andwomen’s cricket. Itwould alsoallow thebroadcastof coachingand trainingprograms
plus other initiatives which BBCnow successfully publishes online at www.bbc.co.uk.

The BBC has a long and proud history in covering sport. Recent statements expressing renewed interest in
televising cricket are greatlywelcomedby theECBand cricket supporters.ECB furtherwelcomes the statement
that the BBC will be seeking to acquire rights at a fair market value. This policy is both enlightened and would
not only protect the core revenue for the game of cricket but would also provide an opportunity for terrestrial
television to transmit livematches ofDomestic and International importance.

4November 2005

Examination of Witnesses

Witnesses: Mr David Morgan, Chairman, and Mr David Collier, Chief Executive, England and Wales
Cricket Board, examined.

Q1537 Chairman:Thank you verymuch for coming. Select Committee. So we will try not to jog back over
all that because that is already on the record. For theThis is probably the last Select Committee of the

House of Lords meeting before Christmas. One can record, just explain to us, Mr Morgan or Mr Collier,
how important the income from television rights isalmost feel the heating being turned oV! Thank you

very much for coming. We are particularly grateful to cricket.
MrMorgan: It is vitally important. It provides 80 perbecause I know you have literally flown in a few

hours ago from Pakistan. I am not quite sure how to cent of our total revenue and that is the situation
thanks to open competition for the sale of thoseput this question but reactions on what has happened

in the series? rights. So that figure speaks for itself; it is vitally
important.Mr Collier: I think we have been outplayed. I think

the Pakistan side has played exceptionally well.What
has been wonderful is to see the intensity and passion Q1539 Chairman: And the position before BSkyB
for cricket in Pakistan. It really was a joy to behold. had the exclusive rights, correct me if I am wrong
We were in Karachi at the weekend and the crowd with these figures, was that when Test cricket was still
there was quite outstanding. All credit to the a listed event you received £33.5m from the BBC?
Pakistan authorities and the Pakistan Board. They Mr Collier: That is correct.
have looked after our team exceptionally well. The
President was there at the game yesterday. It really

Q1540 Chairman: For four years of coverage?was a wonderful occasion.
Mr Collier: Three years.

Q1538 Chairman: Good, that is very generous. I
hope you are not too jetlagged for this. We are Q1541 Chairman: Three years, thank you. The

contract that you have signed with BSkyB forlooking at the BBC Charter process. As you know,
we have already produced one report but we were exclusive live coverage of all domestic and

international cricket is valued at £220 million overconscious of the fact that we had not done some
subjects justice of which one was sport. Thank you the period?

Mr Collier: That is right. That includes Channel 5very much for your written evidence which I thought
was extremely useful as far as wewere concerned, and which is a small element of that totality of the

broadcasting income. The totality over a four-yearwe have also, of course, had the benefit of being able
to read the evidence that you gave to the Commons’ period is £220 million
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Q1545 Chairman: When has your audience—andQ1542 Chairman: So it is obviously vastly
you have had various broadcasters doing it—peakedimportant; you view it in that way?
as far as audiences are concerned?MrCollier: I thinkwhenwe look back over the period
Mr Morgan: The peak was the fifth day at Oldsince we were delisted, you can see the success of the
TraVord in Manchester where we had 8.4 millionEngland side and you can see the amount that has
viewers. But as David Collier suggested, the averagebeen invested in grass-roots cricket. We are very
Channel Four audience has been somewhere belowproud of the ECB. At the moment we invest 18.5 per
two million, and BSkyB are now in seven and a halfcent of our total income in grass roots cricket and
million homes in Britain. They have a campaign tothat compareswithCricketAustralia at eight per cent
encourage members of cricket clubs to subscribe inand compares with the target we were given by
the next year and I think they are confident that theyGovernment of five per cent. Without that level of
will match the Channel Four average level. Havingincome we could not invest in that. Without the
said that, I think it will take them a little time tosuccess of the England side I do not think we would
match the peak level of 8.4 million on that wonderfulbe generating the amount of passion and interest
fifth day in Manchester.there is in the game today.

Q1546 Chairman: Was there ever a golden day
before this when it was on the BBC and even moreQ1543 Chairman:You said in your written evidence
people, not the 8.4 million, but more than the twothat broadcasting revenue and the quality of
million people, were watching?coverage is extremely important to cricket. We have
Mr Collier: Certainly 8.4 million is the record byjust dealt with broadcasting revenue. What do you
some considerable distance for cricket as far aswe aremean by “quality of coverage”?
aware from when records first started. It was an

MrCollier: Broadcasting has progressed very rapidly exceptionally unusual and exceptionally large
over the last seven or eight years. I think Channel audience. We are not aware of a BBC audience for
Four and BSkyB have done an outstanding job in cricket at either a domestic game or international
helping us educate the general public, with things like game in this country that has reached that level.
the “Analyst”, the “slow mo” replays and the “Hawk
Eye” so people can see leg-before-wicket decisions. I

Q1547 Lord Maxton: On these figures I must say Ithink it has helped demystify cricket. I think that has
find the promise that BSkyB are making quitebeen something that has been particularly important.
astonishing. First of all, to reach the two million itI am sure that other broadcasters will catch up with
means over a quarter of their total subscribers (andthat in the future. I think it is encouraging that the
not all of them subscribe to sport remember) areBBC are looking at cricket again and certainly in
going to watch cricket. I find that diYcult to believe.bidding for World Cup rights in the West Indies that
Mr Collier: I think if I may that is of their currentwill be a big step forward. We hope the quality of the
base. It is obviously expanding very rapidly. They arecoverage will mirror what Channel Four and BSkyB
hoping, as David Morgan has just indicated, thathave managed to achieve over the last three or four
their promotion of cricket will help expand thatyears.
audience as well. I think during the period of this
agreement from 2006 to 2009 we will see the satellite
television audience grow substantively.

Q1544 Chairman: It is not just quality, it is also the
size of coverage as well. How does the audience on Q1548 Lord Maxton: If we look at the equivalent in
BSkyB compare with the audience on the BBC? terms of rugby, we had the Rugby Union here and I
Mr Collier: If I may refer, Chairman, to the DCMS think 190,000 was their figure on Sky for the end of
Select Committee which you mentioned earlier. The season Premier League championship decider. The
ManagingDirector of Sky said openly in his evidence PowergenCupwhich is shown on the BBC for a game
that he hoped their audiences would be growing to just at this point of the season, not the final, but at
similar levels to Channel Four, the average audience this point of the season, was 1.9 million. Those are
being slightly less than two million on Channel Four, not the sort of figures you are giving us in terms of
but that did expand at peaks at certain periods of the cricket.
Ashes series to some eight million at Old TraVord in MrCollier:Certainly we can rely on the evidence that
the last half hour of that particular match. It is VicWakeling, theManagingDirector of Sky, gave to
interesting that that was a higher peak than we the DCMS Select Committee. They are the experts in
achieved at the Oval later on. What is also interesting the field and I think we would have to defer to them
is that almost double the percentage of young people on those predictions they have made.
watched SkyB programmes compared to some of the Chairman: Anything else on these points? No?

Baroness O’Neill?terrestrial broadcasters.
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Although there were 27 packages, people were alsoQ1549 Baroness O’Neill of Bengarve: We are all
aware that cricket poses particular problems for given the freedomwithin those 27 packages to bid for
scheduling because of the length of matches. Do you all or part of that package, so if it was a package of a
think that those problems might be in part addressed Test match series people were still free to bid for one
by having a BBC free-to-air sports channel or do you Testmatch and I think the BBC have stated—back to
think there would still be terrible scheduling the scheduling issue—that the Test matches clashed
problems for cricket? with three or four major events, Royal Ascot being
Mr Morgan: I think certainly a free-to-air dedicated one major event it clashed with. Fortunately, there
sports channel would help, but I think we need to was no clash with the Open Golf or Wimbledon but
remind ourselves that the BBC did have an excellent they had got prior commitments on a number of
track record of covering cricket from 10.30 in the those occasions. I think it was amatter for each of the
morning, with rain delays, on one famous occasion broadcasters to then determine exactly what they
delaying theNine O’Clock News in high summer. It is wished to bid for. I think they have already answered
diYcult to schedule there is no doubt about that. to this Committee as to why they did or did not bid
Channel Four found it diYcult to schedule. They for various packages. Clearly as far as ECB was
frequentlywanted us to guarantee a particular cut-oV concerned, what we wanted to do was to create the
time, but we need only look to Australia where Test most competitive market that we could, to create the
cricket is broadcast on free-to-air television quite widest range of opportunities for people to bid that
successfully. we could, and I think that was very satisfactorily

achieved within that tender process. I do not think
anybody could complain. Nobody has complainedQ1550 Baroness O’Neill of Bengarve: So do you

support a BBC free-to-air sports channel or do you that there was not an opportunity to bid for all or
think that is really unnecessary and it is a matter of part of either our international series or domestic
there being a will and then there is a way with existing series.
channels?
Mr Morgan: I think it would be very handy if such a

Q1552 Lord Peston: I do not want to prolong thischannel were available and we would be supportive
too much, but I understand an auction where there isof it, but I think we need to simply remind ourselves
a simple product that is being bid for in secret, but ifthat in other parts of the world free-to-air
I am bidding for the lot and you are bidding for thebroadcasters do ball-by-ball commentary on Test
one day game, how does the seller or auctioneermatch cricket and it used to happen on the BBC in
determine the outcome?Would they come to you andthis country.
say, “Would you like to accept the bid for the oneBaroness O’Neill of Bengarve: Yes, we all remember.
days?” and tell the people who have bid for the lot,Chairman: Lord Peston?
“You now cannot bid for the lot”? How would it
have worked?Q1551 Lord Peston: I at least, and I am not sure
Mr Collier: I think the scenario became very simpleabout my colleagues, am rather confused about the
because a number of broadcasters determined verybidding process and the switch from terrestrial
early that they were not bidding for a significanttelevision. I think in your written evidence you refer
number of those packages. That obviously simplifiesto these 27 diVerent packages which I knew, I must
the whole process very quickly. A number of othersay, nothing about at all. Then as far as I can see from
broadcasters did bid for either all or part of thewhat was said at the Commons’ Select Committee,
packages. I think in their evidence again BSkyBthere are remarks like Channel Four would only bid
outlined that that was their approach to the biddingfor a highlights package if there was an element of
process. It really became a very simple process at thelive coverage and the BBC said they would not bid
end because there were a limited number of bids forbecause they thought Channel Four were bidding.
the invitation to tender in each of the package areas.The whole thing was extraordinarily confusing or

confused or both. I am wondering whether you could
enlighten us fairly briefly what happened.

Q1553 Chairman: And only one bidder for theMrCollier:Yes, in the bidding process, the ITT, there
whole thing?was a lot of discussion and I know in the evidence the
Mr Collier: Only one bidder for the whole thing.BBC provided to this Committee, they referenced a
There was no bidder, other than BSkyB, for anynumber of meetings that we had in preparation for
domestic cricket; there was no bidder for any one-daythe invitation to tender. That was done very
international cricket; there was no bidder for anyspecifically to try to create the broadest possible
international Twenty20 cricket or the Twenty20range of packages so that people could bid for all or
competition, and there was no bidder for the firstpart of the Test match series, the one day

international series, domestic cricket, or whatever. Test match series in the summer other than BSkyB.
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Q1557 Chairman: The European Commission whenQ1554 LordMaxton: BSkyB presumably wanted an
it was looking at Premier League football has moreexclusive package if they could get it. Did they bid
or less said six packages and no one broadcasterconsiderably more to get an exclusive package than
should havemore than five.Would something of thatthey would have done if they had had part of it and
sort be attractive to you? You have got 27 packagesothers other parts of it? Would your total income
but there is no compulsion in there, is there?have been less?
Mr Collier: There is no compulsion but the packagesMr Collier: If we had had a mixed bid of a terrestrial
are there for people to bid to. So I think that thatchannel for one of the Test series and then a satellite
environment had been created within the tenderchannel, our income, as we have said in the evidence
process. Obviously as part of the process with Ofcomto DCMS Select Committee, would have been
and the European Commission all of that wasreduced by £80 million on our current level of
considered during the whole tender process.income, so that is a fall of £20 million a year or 40 per
MrMorgan: The decision, if I may say so, to providecent of our total annual income. That would have
27 rather than 17 or seven packages was to encouragebeen disastrous for the game of cricket. The Board in
competition and to give broadcasters the opportunityour fiduciary duties could not accept a drop of that
to take advantage of some cricket, and I suppose onesort of magnitude because imagine the success of the
needs to say that it was a surprise to ECB not that theEngland side and the impact on that and imagine the
BBC did not bid (we understood their schedulingimpact that it would have had on our investment in
diYculties) but it was quite some surprise they did notgrass-roots cricket. It would have decimated it. I
bid for the highlights, which is what I think the

think the Secretary of State has put it very well that gentleman there was questioning about earlier on.
cricket was left behind a hard rock and had very
little option.

Q1558 Chairman: But do you regard cricket as a
monopoly product? Trying to get into the European
Union and how they seem to have regarded PremierQ1555 Baroness O’Neill of Bengarve: So you are
League football; would you see cricket in that waytelling us that in this case the absence of eVective
as well?competition in the bidding produced a greater sum of
Mr Collier: No I think it has a diVerent audience tomoney for the ECB and for the game?
football, certainly that was the advice that weMr Collier: I would not say there was an absence of
received, that it was treated very diVerently.competition. I think that the competition was
Lord King of Bridgwater: It certainly is in Europe.generated by having a broad range of packages

within the invitation to tender. The fact is very few
Q1559 Chairman: The advice from?people bid for those. The fact that those tenders were
Mr Collier: From the European Commission.there and open for people to bid actually created a

competitive environment. If there had not been that
competitive environment I am sure the bids would Q1560 Chairman: And throughout this process you

kept in contact with the Commission?have been much lower.
Mr Collier: There was legal advice taken all the way
through the process.

Q1556 Baroness O’Neill of Bengarve: I think many Chairman: Thank you very much. Baroness Howe?
of us would think if there are no bids for products the
market is not being organised to the best advantage Q1561 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: I really do find it
of the vendor? extremely diYcult to understand exactly what
Mr Collier:We cannot answer for broadcasters who happened. I think we all do; perhaps you do. I
choose not to bid.What we have done is we have tried wondered whether subsequently anything had come
to work with those broadcasters. I think we are on to your notice which might have helped explain why
record as saying we have sat down with all the there was this sudden lack of bidding?
broadcasters and talked through things like Mr Collier: I think the DCMS Select Committee was
scheduling issues. The scheduling issue is something most helpful and most constructive. It outlined the
I hope will be alleviated in the future. I hope when we fact that certainly for Channel Four there were a
come to the next tender process there will be a very number of serious financial constraints in terms of
competitive market, I think the success of the the bidding process. I think Channel Four openly
England side that we saw last summer has generated stated a significant amount of money that they had
a lot more interest. We are already seeing that with lost on cricket from the last rights package. Certainly
the BBC bidding for the highlights of the 2007 World in terms of the BBC the scheduling issue was a
Cup. I think this is tremendously good news and it significant issue. That came out very early on, that
just shows that the market is becoming more vibrant the scheduling issue was always going to be their

major constraint. That, if you like, was twoand more competitive.
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Mr Collier: Where we are sympathetic is to the factsignificant broadcasters and it gave them significant
problems with bidding competitively for several of that the BBC had contractual commitments to other
the packages. Cricket has obtained no more money sports. In the same way we as the ECB when we
from this deal than it is currently obtaining, so it is negotiate rights we do like to see within our
not additional or incremental revenue for cricket. agreement the maximum amount of coverage per
Lord King of Bridgwater: Just a couple of quick day because the last thing we want is for cricket to
points. First of all, I ought to declare that Giles be switched on and oV every half an hour during
Clarke is my nephew and he was one of the two the day of a Test match. That clearly is something
negotiators on this. I have declared that interest in the our viewers do not enjoy. Once the BBC have
Committee. I am also the occasional captain of the entered into a contractual commitment, let’s say,
House of Lords’ cricket team and a participant in with Wimbledon or with the FA Cup Final or with
the field. Royal Ascot, they have a commitment to a certain
Chairman: Is that televised? amount of coverage on those days. That clearly

creates a scheduling issue and we have to recognise
that. That is why it is important that we prepare forQ1562 Lord King of Bridgwater: And I am not a
the next round of bids very early, we discuss withSky subscriber, and I have already made my views
all the broadcasters (not just the BBC) what theyknown to Giles Clarke. First of all, the 27 packages
might or might not be interested in, so we are tryingthat have been talked about, are those confidential
to mix and match their schedules and opportunitiesor have they been made available? Could we see
because we believe that is in the best interests ofthem?
ECB as well to create the most competitiveMr Collier: I see no reason at all why we should not
market place.release those and I would be very happy to send

those on to you, Chairman.

Q1565 Chairman: The next round of bids is not
Q1563 Lord King of Bridgwater: Can I ask you if until 2009.
exclusivity was ever one of the original packages? I Mr Collier: Correct, but if you think that a lot of
got the impression from the Commons evidence that these contracts will be entered into in probably
it became evident to Sky during the bidding process 2007, so some of the contracts that broadcasters
that they might be able to get exclusivity as though have with other sports or other events expire in 2006
it had not been one of the original packages; is or 2007 and that is where we need to be.
that right?
Mr Collier: There was no total exclusivity in the
original packages. One of the packages was for all Q1566 Chairman: Mr Morgan, I am sorry I
seven Test matches so that was one area that people interrupted you.
could bid for, but then the one day internationals, Mr Morgan: Just going back to Lord Kalms’
the ODIs as we call them, were separated from that, question, it was not our intention to be sympathetic,
as was domestic cricket, as was the Twenty20 we simply recognised that they did have a
competition, so they were all separate packages and scheduling problem and our assumption was that
then there were subsets of those packages. they had believed that Channel Four and Sky would

be both bidding again and I think they took a
business decision (they being the BBC) to procureQ1564 Lord Kalms: One question that keeps
other sports for the period of this deal. Now, nextcoming up is you are very sympathetic to the BBC
time round they have made it very clear to us thatbecause of what you are saying are scheduling
they will be extremely interested in coming to theproblems. When you negotiate, one of the first
table at the bid.things you do is not worry about the other side, you

just worry about the product you are selling. All of
sudden scheduling is a big problem. Scheduling is

Q1567 Chairman: You obviously have this unusualalways a problem to the BBC. Why are you so
if not unique problem that the weather might get insympathetic to it because when they want to
the way and you have a six-hour slot that has notintroduce a sports programme they find time. They
been filled with anything. It is all very well playingalways have time for Royal Ascot, they fill as much
last year’s Test matches but they begin to pall aftertime as they want with snooker but all of a sudden
a bit.they are saying, “Cricket? No, scheduling
Mr Morgan: Indeed.problems,” and you roll over and say, “Yes, we
Mr Collier: There are nearly 300 hours in an Englishunderstand your problem.” They did not make one
summer of international cricket. That is quite a lotsingle eVort to take cricket into their programmes.

Is that a correct analysis? of cricket.
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Mr Collier: Yes.Q1568 Lord Peston: It has just dawned on me, and
I will get you to clarify following what the Lord
Chairman has said, that you sell the rights to show Q1572 Lord King of Bridgwater: You were asked in
the cricket but there is no obligation to show it, is the Commons’ Select Committee whether the game
there? Supposing Sky were to decide that one of the was all over in this respect or whether the Irish
touring sides was so tedious and the audience was analogy where Sky were called into a meeting with
so low that they really could not fill Sky Sports One the Taoiseach and persuaded to allow some more
or Two (I think it was One yesterday, I cannot terrestrial coverage of the Irish World Cup football.
remember, whatever I was watching) and they might You gave an ambivalent answer, if I may say so,
say “We have bought it but we are better oV now on that, I thought. Is there a possibility of further
not exercising the right.” Are they obliged once they discussions in view of the public reaction to the
have bought the package to show it no matter how existence of the Sky exclusivity?
awful it is? Mr Collier: In the DCMS Select Committee I think
Mr Collier: Certainly I can answer that in terms of it was most helpful in his summation at the end that
BSkyB; they guarantee continuous coverage of the the Minister for Sport made that commitment that if
Test match. Likewise, going forward with the parties were interested he would seek to bring them
Channel 5 highlights we were very anxious that they together. Clearly it would be up to the broadcasters
were on at peak viewing time—7.15 to 8 o’clock— themselves if the broadcasters were interested—and
and that that was a guaranteed slot at a guaranteed there have been some statements since then that
time. Wherever possible we would seek to obtain the some broadcasters have stated that their position
maximum amount of coverage within the contract. has not changed.
Clearly with Channel Four there were times when
Channel Four had to switch to a racing programme Q1573 Lord King of Bridgwater: They have said
during the last contract so we were not guaranteed their position has not changed?
totally extensive coverage of all the Test matches. Mr Collier: That is right. There was some comment

resulting from that select committee that the
position had not changed.Q1569 Lord Peston: Under the current deal you are

absolutely guaranteed the coverage?
Q1574 Lord King of Bridgwater: If you were invitedMr Morgan: Chairman, they have bid against a
by Mr Caborn would you be able to go into it in aschedule of matches against a four-year period so
constructive frame of mind?they know which tourists are coming essentially.
Mr Collier: The ECB would be willing to attend any
meeting with the Minister. Certainly the Minister

Q1570 Lord Peston: Therefore they do take some has been most helpful in seeking all options. That
risks, do they not, because interest in cricket might said, we do have some contractual commitments,
conceivably have a fleeting character that might well but clearly again I think BSkyB and Vic Wakeling
go as well as stay. Yesterday’s match was fascinating made a similar commitment in his Commons
how England managed to guarantee to lose it, then testimony to say that he would be willing to attend
looked as if they were going to win it, and then they such a meeting as well.
decided “we have really made up our mind to lose
it”. It was fascinating yesterday; it is not always Q1575 Chairman: It would be very unusual, would
quite as fascinating as that, is it? it not, for BSkyB who have entered into an exclusive
Mr Collier: I certainly think there are some unique contract with you, they might have made a
challenges but also some great rewards. We think commitment to go to a meeting but I would not put
cricket provides exceptionally good value for the too much money on them coming out with a change
amount of money paid for those rights comparative of policy, or would you?
to other sports. Mr Collier: I think that is something that

broadcasters themselves would have to answer. It is
very diYcult for me to speculate on what BSkyBQ1571 Lord King of Bridgwater: Reference has
would say. They do have a contract with ECB.already been made by the Chairman to the paper

you produced. At this point you say your relations
with the BBC have been good in the past, you have Q1576 Chairman: What about you? You are not

going to change your policy presumably verya long and proud history, and that you welcome the
statement they have made looking forward. I think willingly?

Mr Collier:We always look for the best deal for theMichael Grade is on the record (he was not the
Chairman then like you were not the Chief sport of cricket and I think what we have done is

achieved the best deal for the sport of cricket. WeExecutive then either) as saying that they were sorry
they did not do more then. do believe we have safeguarded the income stream
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Q1587 Lord Maxton: When you are selling rightsfor the game. We do believe that it was the right
package from the options that we were given at the like that do the broadcasters make any demands in

terms of when the matches will be? They dotime. Clearly if new options come on to the table
that were of similar values then we would always obviously with football. I just wondered whether

Sky made it a condition that “you must play Testlook at other options, but I think it is very unlikely.
matches on those dates because we have got
something else on or we are broadcasting a biggerQ1577 Lord King of Bridgwater: Mr Caborn has
event or equivalent value event” or whatevernot pressed the issue.
Mr Collier: No, what we do try and do, as IMr Collier: I certainly think the Minister has
mentioned, is schedule our Test matches to avoid asfollowed through but there has not been a meeting
many clashes as possible with major events in thecalled at this time.
United Kingdom. That is not always possible with
seven Test matches over the summer period. We do

Q1578 Lord Kalms: You mentioned before that the try to avoid Wimbledon Finals weekend, for
BBC are bidding for the rights for the West Indies. example. We come under very little pressure from
They are going to bid? other broadcasters in terms of scheduling but from
Mr Collier: No, they have bid and they have won time to time broadcasters do say they would prefer
the rights for the Cricket World Cup for the us not to run into the evening news programmes,
highlights in 2007. for example, and therefore in World Cricket I know

that David has had comments from the President of
Q1579 Lord Kalms: Did Sky bid for that? the ICC, the International Cricket Council, on the
Mr Collier: Sky will be televising the World Cup fact that over rates are a big issue to make sure that
live. we finish playing at a specific time.

Q1580 Lord Kalms: They have got it live? Q1588 Lord Maxton: So you have changed the time
Mr Collier: They have covered live cricket of our of some of them from half past 10 to six rather
international series for many years and the World than 11?
Cup is one they have bid for and won. Mr Collier: Yes, we have, half an hour earlier.

Mr Morgan: We will revert to 11 o’clock once the
Sky deal comes in next year. That is a much moreQ1581 Lord Kalms: They bid for it live and the
customer-friendly time, 11 till 6.30.BBC bid for the highlights?

Mr Collier: Yes.
Q1589 Bishop of Manchester: I would like to widen
the discussion to bring in an exploration of yourQ1582 Lord Kalms: For once the two fitted
opinion in relation to the BBC Charter Reviewtogether?
process. In your letter of 4 November, if I mayMr Collier: Very nicely.
remind you, you said that the Cricket Board “would
like to suggest that as part of the Charter ReviewQ1583 Lord Kalms: No problem of scheduling for
the BBC is given an enhanced responsibility, andthe BBC?
generates a new opportunity, to support theMr Collier:No, because they bid and won the rights.
coverage and development of sport across the
country”, and in the two final paragraphs of your

Q1584 Lord Kalms: What else did you say about letter is a summary of things that might include. It
2007 and the BBC bidding? is a tantalising paragraph and I wonder if you would
Mr Collier: That is the Cricket World Cup. like to be more expansive to us this afternoon. What

would you really like to see coming out of the
Q1585 Lord Kalms: That is the one which we were Charter Review in terms of the BBC in sport?
just talking about? Mr Morgan: This is the education area where we
Mr Collier: Yes. would wish them to expand the use of websites, on-

line children’s television and so on. We believe this
to be particularly important.Q1586 Lord Maxton: You presumably do not sell

those rights?
Mr Collier: No we do not. Those rights belong to Q1590 Bishop of Manchester: So this would be an

educative process rather than anything to do withthe International Cricket Council, they will put
them out to tender but clearly they always follow wider coverage?

Mr Collier: I think there is a mix between the twowhat has happened in the UK, which broadcasters
are interested in bidding for rights, and clearly the areas. We mentioned in our letter a dedicated sports

channel. We do believe that oVers up far moreBBC showed an interest in those rights.
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because you feel this is what the licence fee payer isopportunity and the opportunity of a mix between
coverage of events and training programmes, wanting?

Mr Collier: I think the whole issue of thecoaching programmes, education programmes,
magazine programmes, as David has just commercial arrangements is for the BBC to

determine its own priorities on. One of the thingsmentioned. With the expansion of the internet, the
BBC with BBC On-line are working with us very that is true of sport is that the production costs are

much lower than the production costs of some otherclosely on a number of coaching programmes.
Radio programmes are producing a number of programmes, particularly costume drama, for

example. We understand it is less than 10 per centprogrammes that have been most helpful to us in
terms of educating young children in coaching for the cost per hour. It is just a question of

priorities, for broadcasters to determine whattechniques. That broader agenda is something we
would very much welcome. priority they put to diVerent events.

Q1595 Baroness O’Neill of Bengarve: We can seeQ1591 Bishop of Manchester: What about the
the up side that you have from the flow of moneyproposed move they are making to Manchester? I
into the game and it is splendid that you have beenwas delighted about the peak viewing when the Test
able to distribute so much to grass roots cricket, butMatch is in Manchester, but from your point of
the issue on the down side is that a lot of theview, if you are thinking in terms of a BBC which
children who one hopes might be going into themight do what you have just been describing, is it
game will be having much less opportunity to watchgoing to help or hinder or is it not going to make
first-class cricket, to watch Test cricket, becauseany diVerence at all if the department moves from
their parents do not aVord a channel for which youLondon to Manchester?
have to pay. Have you done anything to measure orMr Morgan: We think the move to Manchester
gauge the impact of that eVect on BSkyB?would reduce costs and make the BBC more
Mr Collier: We did a lot of consumer research thatcompetitive.
showed that the time when schoolchildren,Mr Collier: I think it is a matter for the BBC.
particularly in working families, want to see cricket
is in the peak time in the early evening. That is why

Q1592 Chairman: Not the way they are doing their we believe that the Channel Five highlights package
sums at the moment! is so important; to get that package on at 7.15 to
Mr Collier: Clearly we would welcome any move eight o’clock every night, guaranteed, throughout
that assists in expanding the amount of sports the summer we believe is exceptionally important.
coverage on television. That is when we can bring cricket to young people.

It is when mum and dad can sit down with their
children and watch the cricket together. We doQ1593 Bishop of Manchester: In terms of the
believe that is a very big plus. If we just creatededicated channel, which presumably, as we were
interest in the game of cricket without being able tosaying earlier, would be on Freeview from the BBC,
invest in facilities at grass roots we are making thehow do you then reckon the other broadcasting
problem far worse. At the moment we know therecompanies would relate to that? What you would be
is a £50 million shortfall just in basic resources forpushing for would be for the BBC to be the major
cricket. That is artificial turf pitches, practicesports broadcaster in this country—is that what you
facilities and renovating cricket pavilions. If we hadare saying?
a downturn in income it would enhance theMr Collier: No, not necessarily. I think it would just
frustration. It is a delicate balance for us. We wantopen up opportunities for the BBC to be able to get
to encourage young people by providing facilities.away from the scheduling issue that we have had.
To do that we have to have the income to provideThat is the issue that it would cure. It would still
facilities.mean that the BBC would have to be competitive in

the way that they bid for rights with other
broadcasters, but what we do see with a dedicated Q1596 Baroness O’Neill of Bengarve: I appreciate
sports channel is the opening up of more active that you want to have both the coverage and the
competition and better competition. We believe that revenue. Is the answer not to look for a situation in
would be good for broadcasters and the consumer which the same broadcaster cannot have the live
as well as sport in general. rights and the highlights?

Mr Collier: The same broadcasters do not have the
live rights and the highlights package.Q1594 Bishop of Manchester: And presumably

there would be costs, as you are implying, and
therefore you would be quite happy about Q1597 Baroness O’Neill of Bengarve: There are not

free-to-air highlights or continuous coverage?significant increases in the licence fee to cover that
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then we normally enter into some form ofMr Collier: Yes, but there are free-to-air highlights
on Channel Five from 7.15 to 8.00 pm. commercial arrangement to acquire those rights.
Mr Morgan: Which, Chairman, is an extremely
important part of the package. It is the first time Q1603 Lord Maxton: As a source of income DVDs
that cricket has been available, early evening of great games of the past, like the Botham game or
highlights on free-to-air television, in a very long something like that, would be a source of income to
time. That is the time when our research tells us you, would they not, if you had the rights to them?
more children and more parents are able to watch Mr Collier: It is very true that that is something that
television together. we identified in the last broadcasting package. That

is why we released the Ashes DVD from the
Edgbaston Test Match, which I think was dubbedQ1598 Lord King of Bridgwater: They claim 95 per
the greatest Test, and then from the whole Ashescent coverage of that.
Test series which has become the largest sellingMr Collier: Ninety three per cent, Lord King, I
sports DVD of all time, so it was particularlybelieve is the figure at present.
important.

Q1599 Lord King of Bridgwater: Rising to 95 per
Q1604 Lord Maxton: It is not on my Christmas list.cent?
Mr Collier: It should be!Mr Collier: Aiming to rise to 95 per cent, yes.

Q1605 Chairman: How far do these archives go
Q1600 Chairman: Just to sum up that point which back?
Lady O’Neill has made, which is very important, Mr Collier: I have some in the twenties and thirties.
you would regard live on pay TV and highlights on
a free broadcaster as being an ideal package? Q1606 Chairman: So you would take in Len
Mr Collier: We believe it is a very good package. Hutton’s 364 runs?
Children are at school when we play Test cricket in Mr Collier: They would not belong to us.
the early part of the season. Therefore, to be able
to come home from school and watch cricket in the

Q1607 Chairman: Who would they belong to?evening and see that on free-to-air television from
Mr Collier: There is a whole variety, Chairman, of7.15 to eight o’clock, particularly with father sitting
diVerent broadcasters, not only the BBC. I thinkdown with them and walking through the game of
Pathé News has some going back a number of years.cricket, is very important.
Chairman: It is a fascinating little byway we are
going down but I will bring us back. Lady Howe?

Q1601 Chairman: It enables you, does it not, to
meet this point about supporting the coverage and Q1608 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: We are now
the development of sport across the country which turning to radio, and again, to quote what you say
an exclusive package with, say, a normal pay in your written evidence, “The BBC’s radio
channel does not exactly? coverage of cricket is rightly famous the world over,
Mr Collier: It does not. That is why the mix was so with Test Match Special recognised for its
important, as David Morgan said. dedicated, thoughtful and entertaining broadcasting

of cricket”. Obviously, things have changed over the
years but I certainly am one of those who, whenQ1602 Lord Maxton: The BBC, despite the fact

that they have not been covering it for the last five television first started with the Test Match, turned
down the sound and kept the sound of the radioyears, still have been over the years a major

broadcaster of cricket on television and we will going. That was the way I preferred to watch
cricket. Thinking about the future of the radio side,come to radio in a moment. On the television side,

who owns the archive that they must have, the rights do you think the future of the BBC lies primarily in
providing radio and on-line coverage ofto that? Do you have it or is it the BBC who have

it and, if they have it and you wish to use some of international Test cricket only?
Mr Morgan: I think Test Match Special is a top-it for coaching purposes, what sort of operation do

you have with them? class product. Like you, I am an ardent listener and
I believe that they do a first-class job and I believeMr Collier: There is a mix. It depends on the timing

of the diVerent agreements. With the current that it is quite remarkable that in terms of cricket
Test Match Special has more listeners than free-to-contracts the ECB has rights to archive material.

Going back a number of years the ECB does not air television has viewers. I do not think that
happens in other sports and maybe it is becausehave those rights. We do work in close co-operation

with the broadcasters when we need footage to other sports are of 90 minutes’ duration as opposed
to cricket which is 30-plus hours’ duration. I amobtain that footage from those broadcasters and
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of two million or just under two million, radio is farconcerned that the BBC should continue to invest
in Test Match Special and I have no reason to in excess of that.
believe that they are not going to continue to invest
therein. Your question as to whether that is where Q1614 Chairman: Is it possible to find out?
the BBC should concentrate rather than on Mr Morgan: Indeed. When TMS is broadcasting
television, I think they need to concentrate on home Test matches it goes out on the internet as
producing the ability to televise international cricket well. The worldwide interest is quite remarkable.
again, and I am delighted, as is David Collier, that
they have successfully bid for the highlights of the Q1615 Chairman: As you say, it is a slightly
ICC Cricket World Cup from the West Indies in unusual position, is it not?
2007. Radio is very important but not to the Mr Morgan: Very unusual and it is an area where
exclusion of their ability to televise international the BBC do an incredibly good job. It is a top-class
cricket. programme.

Q1616 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: One other point:Q1609 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: I gather also that
you stream the audio coverage worldwide by what happens after 2009?

Mr Collier: In terms of the radio rights specifically?agreement. Do you get extra payment for that? How
does it work?
Mr Collier: It is part of the rights packages. The Q1617 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: Yes.
rights packages have the streaming element. The Mr Collier: They will be part of a new tender
ECB also runs its own website, which is process, so again there would be a new tender going
www.ecb.co.uk, and we put some audio streaming forward after 2009 and I am sure there will be a
on there as well. number of companies bidding for that. Test Match

Special has become an institution in this country
and is very special. It is a worldwide quality productQ1610 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: Do you get extra
and I would be very disappointed if that did notmoney for that?
continue.Mr Collier: No, because that is our own site. It just

gives us a new audience. We are trying to reach the
Q1618 Lord Kalms: One of the purposes of thisbroadest possible audience. We see things like
committee is to evaluate the BBC, not the ECB, andmobile rights and internet rights as well as
it would be helpful if you could give us somebroadcasting in its traditional sense as being ways
comments on your reaction to the way the BBCin which we can reach the broadest possible number
negotiates with them. I know there is a tendency notof people.
to be critical of the BBC because you do not
normally bite the hand that might one day feed you,Q1611 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: But again,
but nevertheless it might be helpful if you couldthinking of the pretty solid coverage on radio that
evaluate for us their whole approach to sports rightsthe BBC give, are those rights sellable on, as it were?
for their bidding processes. Do you think they oughtCan the BBC pass them on and you pass them on
to be bound to bid for certain processes? What isand bring in extra revenue? Who owns them?
your evaluation, not as a principal but as anMr Collier: The BBC would bid for the rights to
observer?produce the audio broadcast for that match but
Mr Collier: Our observation would be that theyonce they have won those rights it is up to them how
should not be bound to bid but that we would wishthey utilise them.
to encourage them to bid because we do believe that
cricket delivers very good value for money. It should

Q1612 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: So they could be a priority. If it is a priority for the BBC then we
charge for passing them on? will have cricket on BBC television. It is a matter
Mr Collier: I think it would be unusual for them to for the BBC’s own judgment as to what audience
then broaden that out into competitive they can achieve against what the costs would be of
broadcasting. I am not aware of that happening in that broadcast. I would like to see cricket being a
the past. much higher priority. That is the comment that we

would reiterate, as we have done to the BBC in the
last few months and years.Q1613 Chairman: You made a very interesting

point about the audience on the radio. How big is
that audience? Q1619 Lord Kalms: Is the bidding a quality

process? Do you have a sense that they are seriouslyMr Morgan: I do not have that number in my head
but I do know for certain that, when we talk about involved in the subject or do you feel sometimes that

it is only a notional interest?the Channel 4 average audience being of the order
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Mr Collier: Yes.Mr Collier: I came into this post in January this year
and I have had a number of meetings with Roger
Mosey as well as with Mike Lewis on the radio side, Q1625 Chairman: Do you think that is right?
and I sense that there is a significant renewal of Mr Collier: As I say, Chairman, it is still within the
interest in the game of cricket. I think that is budget, provided that it is seen as a number one
evidenced by the 2007 World Cup. I think it has priority. I do not think that the sum of £55 million
been evidenced by the amount of coverage there was a year in terms of what is paid for the totality of
on Radio 5 Live of the Ashes series at the end of cricket comparative to the total BBC budget is
the summer. I think there has been a number of new exceptional.
programmes that have entered into the BBC
programming schedule that have been very helpful Q1626 Lord Kalms: Do you know how much the
to cricket, so I do sense that there is a renewed BBC budget is for sports rights?
appetite for and interest in the game of cricket. Mr Collier: It is a multiple of five or six times that.

Q1627 Chairman: But highlights they could easily
Q1620 Lord Kalms: I just want to take up a note aVord?
in your letter where you say, “ECB further Mr Collier: Easily.
welcomes the statement that the BBC will be seeking
to acquire rights at a fair market value”. They have

Q1628 Chairman: Would you regard that as theindicated to you that that is their attitude but a fair
ideal solution?

market value is miles outside their resources, is it Mr Collier: I think the ideal solution is that the BBC
not, so why are you encouraged by a statement bid for all aspects of cricket, not just highlights.
which is rather hard for them to realise? Mr Morgan: I think this takes us back to why there
Mr Morgan: We would question the belief that it is is a large number of packages. The large number of
way outside their resources. We believe that cricket packages existed in order to give free-to-air
is good value for money in terms of televising. broadcasters the opportunity to bid for what they

could aVord.
Chairman: I see that. We have certainlyQ1621 Lord Kalms: Yes, but anybody who has a
distinguished three or four. I am fascinated to seeproduct must think that they should not be in the
this list and how you get up to 27, but doubtless weselling business. In the real world the price that a
can see that when you put that in.product has gone for is normally, within the terms

of the BBC, well outside their possibility, ignoring
Q1629 Lord King of Bridgwater: You mentionedthe scheduling, just talking about pounds.
you were not here when this process was going on.Mr Collier: I do not think that is the case. Certainly,
Neither was Mr Mosey, who came and appearedin terms of other programming it would be a lot less
before us, although Mr Coles was, who was theexpensive than a number of other programmes.
financial man. When is the next bidding round going
to start because it seems to me that there are quite
a lot of lessons to be learned on both sides. Are youQ1622 Lord Kalms: For instance?
having discussions with them about the nextMr Collier: Things like a highlights package would
bidding round?not have been anywhere near outside the parameters
Mr Collier:We are certainly having discussions withof a commercial deal for the BBC. I am sure that
all broadcasters, not just the BBC. I would see thethey will be looking at that very hard in the future.
next bidding round commencing in earnest around
2007. There has to be at least a two-year lead period
because otherwise other contracts for rights do getQ1623 Lord Kalms: Do you think it is realistic for
added into it and we are back to this schedule issuethem to pay a fair market value when they have
that we talked about earlier. Just to clarify, I was ahovering over them BSkyB which can always outbid
director of the board last year, so obviously I didthem if they choose to?
have knowledge of what was going on, as I think IMr Collier: I think it is a question of priorities for
said to the DCMS committee.the BBC. I do not believe that it is outwith the remit

of the BBC to be able to aVord the rights for cricket
Q1630 Baroness O’Neill of Bengarve: Whocomparative to other programmes and other rights
determines what is in the 27 packages?that have been acquired.
Mr Collier: That was a matter for discussion. This
is why we had all these diVerent meetings with

Q1624 Chairman: It may not be the case but live diVerent broadcasters, to try to determine what
would be the best sub-division packages to be ablecricket is getting outside their budget?
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to your website? You say you show highlights ofto allow people to choose and to bid. That was why,
even when we created the 27 packages, we games on the website.

Mr Collier: Yes.determined that people should be able to bid for all
or part of those packages themselves. In fact, some
mathematician somewhere worked out how many Q1637 Lord Maxton: I had a quick trip there this
diVerent combinations (and it was many million) morning and I could find highlights from last
that people could bid for if they so wished. summer’s games but I could not find the Pakistan

games.
Q1631 Baroness O’Neill of Bengarve: Did it Mr Collier: That is right.
therefore follow that there was no exclusivity in any
of the 27 packages since any combination was Q1638 Lord Maxton: I could find those on Sky but
possible? I would have to pay on the Sky website if I were
Mr Collier: That is right. If you look at the list of prepared to pay eight or nine pounds a month for
27 packages, which we will send to you, there was the right to be a member of the Sky Sports channel.
no total exclusivity. One of the packages would have Mr Collier: There is a technical issue with overseas
said, “Here is a package for the seven Test matches” matches of getting the feed back to us. In Pakistan
that we hold, but it would not then have included in the last few days a company called Ten Sports
the One Day Internationals and they could have bid was doing some of the actual filming of those
for them separately. matches, so it is something that we are looking to

expand in the future, but at the moment you are
Q1632 Baroness O’Neill of Bengarve: I may be absolutely correct: it is our home matches that we
slightly confused but what I meant by “exclusivity” put through our website.
there was that it was not that you could not have
diVerent broadcasters being successful bidders for Q1639 Lord Maxton: Do you film yourself or does
diVerent packages but rather that when a Sky give you the film?
broadcaster was successful in acquiring a package Mr Collier: No. We take the feed oV whoever is the
did that broadcaster acquire the exclusive right to host broadcaster. It is not live for the whole match.
the components of that package? These were non- It is highlight packages of the match.
overlapping packages?
Mr Collier: Yes, that is right. It was for that specific

Q1640 Lord Maxton: Do they then lay down whenpackage.
you can show the highlights on the website? Do they
say you cannot show them until so many hours haveQ1633 Baroness O’Neill of Bengarve: So for each of
passed from the end of the match or whatever? Thatthe packages it was exclusive?
is what they do with football.Mr Collier: That is right.
Mr Collier: No, they do not. We have set our own
limits as to what we will show as the amount of

Q1634 Lord King of Bridgwater: Did you say that coverage, which is something like seven instances or
you actually consulted the broadcasters in putting one and a half minutes of highlights in an hour
together the packages? period.
Mr Collier: Yes.

Q1641 Lord Maxton: Do you intend expanding
Q1635 Lord King of Bridgwater: So the BBC were that because to some of us that is the future? Do you
able to put forward their views as to what a suitable think that is where eventually broadcasting will be?
package would be for which they then did not bid? Mr Collier: It comes back to this balance between
Mr Collier: I think the evidence you have already commercial reality and what we can achieve in terms
received stated that there were a number of meetings of additional income from ECB. Clearly, there is no
with the BBC. I think a figure of 15 was quoted of sense in us trying to sell rights to broadcasters if we
meetings that were held. Yes, there were meetings are competing against that broadcaster ourselves.
to discuss how the invitation to tender could be put What we are having to try and do is work out how
forward, so that people could hopefully bid. we get the widest possible audience whilst also

getting the value of the commercial rights packages.
That is why we believe the best balance for us andQ1636 Lord Maxton: Can I ask in all of this that we

remember that the BBC is the British Broadcasting for the consumer is for us to show highlight clips
rather than becoming directly competitive with theCorporation, not the English Broadcasting

Corporation, and certainly some of us were looking broadcaster, because if we did we would downgrade
the value of our own rights. We would be shootingquite horrified at the idea of the BBC giving up the

Open Golf to show Test cricket. Can I come back ourselves in the foot.
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Q1643 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: I asked thatQ1642 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: I wanted to ask
a slightly broader question. You were talking about question with tongue in cheek because I was taught
Sky and how they had introduced quite an cricket at school and consequently have followed it
interesting range of how cricket has been seen and ever since, so I have a slightly biased view on that.
explained to those who perhaps do not understand Having said that, the question really was also,
it. I was intrigued to see that women’s cricket was because we are looking at the BBC Charter Review,
one of the areas that they covered. I wondered what do you think now, having seen what Sky have done,
was the point of that. Cricket is a pretty masculine that the BBC are going to be able or will want to
game and I wondered what you thought the do the same, encourage women—bigger audience
motivation was for that side and whether the BBC and all sorts of other reasons?
would be quite as good at it as Sky clearly has been. Mr Morgan: There is no reason at all why the BBC
What do you think their motivation was?

should not cover women’s cricket and cover theMr Collier: Certainly ECB were very keen within the
aspects of the game that are not normally associatedbroadcasting agreements to ensure that not only did
with the Test Match and One Day Internationalwe cover our international game but that we also
cricket played by other players.covered a wide aspect of cricket, that the domestic

game, our county game, as well as our women’s
game, as well as our under-19 international matches Q1644 Chairman: There is one last question whichwere covered. The only broadcaster which has

I think will require a one-word reply. I imagine thatcovered the women’s game and our under-19 games
you are not in favour of cricket going back tohas been BSkyB. I think it is again because of the
Group A in the listed events?range of opportunity they have in terms of a
Mr Morgan: Correct.dedicated sports channel that they have been able

to do that. There was massive interest in our
women’s side when they regained the Ashes this

Q1645 Chairman: I thought that might be the case.year. There was a wonderful reception at the Brit
I would like to thank you very much indeed forOval when they paraded the Ashes around the
coming. How many more one day matches areoutfield there. They were part of the Ashes parade
there?in London. That gave women’s cricket the biggest
Mr Collier: One.boost, and certainly the discussions at the
Chairman: We wish you luck in the last game.International Cricket Council were that England
Thank you very much. You have put yourselves outand Wales has been a world leader in promoting the
incredibly. I hope the jet lag is not too bad and havewomen’s game in the last 12 months primarily

because of the coverage that we received on BSkyB. a very good Christmas.

Supplementary evidence from the England and Wales Cricket Board Limited

APPENDIX 2

Invitation to Tender (ITT)

SCHEDULE 1

ECB Invitation to Tender (ITT)

The Packages of Rights—per season

International Matches

1. Test Matches (7)—Live.

2. Test Matches (7)—Highlights.

3. ODIs (10 all involving England team)—Live.

4. ODIs (10 all involving England team)—Highlights.

5. Twenty20 internationals (4)—Live.

6. Twenty20 internationals (4)—Highlights.

7. Radio rights to 1 above.
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8. Web radio rights to 1 above.

9. Radio rights to 3 above.

10. Web radio rights to 3 above.

11. Radio rights to 5 above.

12. Web radio rights to 5 above.

Other Matches

13. totesport League—Live—minimum broadcast commitment of 30 Matches.

14. totesport League—Highlights—minimum broadcast commitment of 30 Matches.

15. C&G Trophy—Live—minimum broadcast commitment of one quarter final, both semi-finals and final.

16. C&G Trophy—Highlights—minimum broadcast commitment of one quarter final, both semi-finals
and final.

17. Twenty20Cup—Live—minimumbroadcast commitment of 10Matches plus one quarter final, both semi-
finals and final.

18. Twenty20 Cup—Highlights—minimum broadcast commitment of 10 Matches plus one quarter final,
both semi-finals and final.

19. Other—County Championship/Tourist Challenge/Under 19 ODI/Women’s International Matches/
Cockspur Cup—Live/Highlights—minimum broadcast commitment of two County Championship
Matches.

20. Radio rights to 13 above.

21. Web radio rights to 13 above.

22. Radio rights to 15 above.

23. Web radio rights to 15 above.

24. Radio rights to 17 above.

25. Web radio rights to 17 above.

26. Radio rights to 19 above.

27. Web radio rights to 19 above.
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Present Armstrong of Ilminster, L King of Bridgwater, L
Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury, B Manchester, Bp
Fowler, L (Chairman) Maxton, L
Gibson of Market Rasen, B O’Neill of Bengarve, B
Howe of Idlicote, B Peston, L
Kalms, L

Examination of Witness

Witness: Mr Philip Lowe, Director General of Competition, European Commission, examined.

Q1646 Chairman:MrLowe, welcome to you. Thank price together elsewhere, it might be regarded as a
cartel but in this area there are specifics. The reasonyou verymuch for coming over.We are very grateful.
why we believe it is permissible under certainAs you know, we are conducting a review of the BBC
conditions is where the product being oVered has ain the context of the Charter Review and we have
value added for the consumer over and above thealready produced one report, but we are now looking
particular services oVered by individual clubs. Ifat a number of areas which we could not do justice to
Manchester United, Chelsea or any other club in thein the first report. One of these is the issue of sports
Premier League was marketing its own audiovisualrights. Can we start from the beginning? We are
rights to its matches, that would represent a certainobviously interested in what you are proposing as far
value but there is an added value from the Premieras the Premier League is concerned. Could you
League’s marketing of its rights, a showcase forexplain first why the Commission is involved in the
competition which makes sense.first place in television rights and the Premier League,

given that the present system appears to allow
Premier League to maximise its income? Q1647 Chairman: Even if the proposals that you put
Mr Lowe: The involvement of the Commission in the forward lead to a drop of income for the individual
sale of audiovisual rights for football originated from clubs?
complaints made to the Commission before 2002. Mr Lowe: I will come back to that later on. Our case
Since 2004, we have a parallel application of started principally on the basis of saying, “Under
European competition law by national and what conditions would it be acceptable for joint
European authorities. Perhaps this case would have selling to take place?” First, there must be value
been dealt with directly by the OFT and the added ultimately for the benefit of consumers or
Competition Commission if necessary were it to take something extra for consumers. Secondly, there
place today. However the historical aspects of it were should be open competition for the rights in a
that we received complaints. We also received transparent way and, thirdly, any exclusivity which
complaints in respect of similar cases in Germany was given to any broadcaster at the end should be of
and with respect to the sale of rights of UEFA limited duration and scope, oVering the maximum
Champions’ League and the EBU. The essential basis choice for consumers. That is where we started from.
for those complaints and our initial concerns that We were particularly concerned in the Commission
while any individual company selling its services has in 2002–03 that the successive purchase of all the live
a right to restrict output and fix prices, if there is television rights for Premier League matches by one
collective selling of rights, there is prima facie a case single supplier/broadcaster would in the longer run
for saying that that could be in the interests of foreclose competition in that market, reducing the
restricting output and simplymaximising revenue for incentive for others to invest in possible entry into
the companies concerned at the expense of the that market. That was aggravated by the fact that in
consumer. Our main concern in attacking this case the UK situation as opposed to other situations there
and indeed all our competition cases is the ultimate is only one dominant operator on the retail
benefit to the consumer. The Commission’s line on subscription market. The purchase on an exclusive
the Premier League case and in its previous decisions basis of all the premium content of live football
on the German Bundesliga and on UEFA upstream would not only successively foreclose
Champions’ League is based upon the following competition possibly for competitors upstream but
principles: that joint selling is possible in this area in also downstream it would reinforce the dominance of
particular given the specific nature of sports, contrary the broadcaster who had the retail subscription
to other areas where it might be considered a cartel. rights. At least that reduced choice for consumers

because there are consumers who want to buy all liveIf you think of companies operating to fix output and
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which would cut out competition and choice forTV matches; but there are consumers who perhaps
consumers. We placed emphasis in our settlementwould like to buy a few. Our concern was that there
with the Premier League on six packages oVering thewas not suYcient potential choice in the way in which
possibility for broadcasters to choose to combine.the Premier League were oVering matches in order to
They can even bid jointly if necessary. The packagesleave it open for the market to oVer to consumers the
are based upon amodule of 23matches which is whatmaximum benefits. We started oV from that point.
the free to air broadcasters believe is what they canWe entered into negotiations with the Premier
tolerate in their programming. It equally allows otherLeague in early 2003 on that basis. They had already
larger or joint bidders to bid for half the rights, foragreed at that point to increase the number of live
example. We want to determine the process, not thegames which could be oVered. They also agreed to
precise outcome. However, if we were to leave all sixincrease the number of packages of rights. The more
packages open to exclusivity by one bidder forpackages you have, the more chance there is that
another period of three years, our concern was thatpeople will bid for diVerent types of combinations.
that situation would in the end lead to furtherSome free to air broadcasters do not want more than
foreclosure in the wholesale market for the premium23 matches per season; others want to use the
content and further dominance of the retailmatches on a pay TV basis. At that stage, and on a
subscription market. That is the logic of what wepreliminary basis we were working towards four
are doing.packages with a total of, 138 matches. Indeed, the

Premier League operated on that basis for the
tendering of the 2004–07 rights even before they Q1648 Chairman:You said the whole process began

by complaints. Who were these complaints from andreached an overall settlement with us in December
were there many of them?2003 to do that. The result of that bidding however
Mr Lowe: The number of operators or broadcasterswas that one broadcaster got the entire rights. So we
on the UK markets is limited. I do not think it wouldconcentrated the 2003 settlement on the issue as to
be correct for me to indicate to the Committee thehow bidding should take place for the next round
names of our complainants.which is 2007–10. Our concern about the

downstream eVect, strengthening the position of
retail subscribers on the pay TV market as well as Q1649 Chairman: It was operators who
reducing choice for consumers generally as to how complained?
much football they want to watch and at what price, Mr Lowe: Broadcasters and also downstream
led us to the conclusion that it was advisable not to operators. Of course there were countervailing views
have a situation where again, for various reasons but from other bodies. The Consumer Association was
for the third and fourth time, only one broadcaster also in favour of the major complainants at the time.
got the entire live TV rights. As a competition
authority, I can say that this type of solution is not a Q1650 Chairman: You have done what you have
solution which we would ideally go for. A done and proposed what you are proposing as far as
competition authority is interested in creating Premier League football is concerned but does it
structures, and processes which make the market thereforemean that if, for example, we look at cricket
work, not in determining outcomes. We thought very you are going to do exactly the same in that area?
long and hard before we proposed a no single buyer Mr Lowe: As I said at the beginning, I personally
rule in the context of the commitments in December believe that the issue of the market for live rights to
2003. The subsequent reaction of a market test to for games such as cricket is a national one and not a
those provisional commitments was mixed. The vast European one. The way in which we have
majority of other broadcasters thought we had not modernised our competition law framework in the
gone far enough. In some cases, some of the European Union allows these problems to be dealt
regulatory authorities here thought we should have with at the level at which it ismost appropriate, where
imposed a split of rights eVectively, 50/50, between there is the most proximity to the facts and where the

national regulatory authorities can deal with it. In thethe existing dominant broadcaster and others. We
situation of cricket, we have not received any direct,felt that the way to go was to have the maximum
formal approaches from any of the parties. We havenumber of packages of live rights open for themarket
received a number of letters but we have not receivedto bid for, which is why we subsequently agreed on
any formal complaints. We know that Ofcom hassix packages. We have also placed emphasis on the
also intervened in relation to the award of highlightsneed for stand alone bidding. That is to say,
of cricket matches to, for example, Channel 5.broadcasters cannot simply bid on the basis that, “If

you giveme one, I will give youX. If you giveme two,
I will give you 2X plus a premium. If you give me the Q1651 Chairman: In précis, it is not as far as I know
whole lot, I will give you amassive premium”because widely played in France and Germany and there is

regrettably no sign that it is going to pick up interestthat would encourage again this serial exclusivity
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happen in the next fewweeks and at the very latest wethere. As far as that is concerned, that you would
leave at the national level, basically? should have taken a decision by March of this year.
Mr Lowe: Certainly. The only argument for looking
at football at a European level is the degree to which

Q1654 Lord Maxton: I am a trifle confused by this.there is similarity in the cases and also the degree to
You said that youwould not consider cricket becausewhich the rights are not just sold nationally but also
it is a national issue but the Premier League is aacross Europe, which is the case.
national thing, or are you telling us that some of the
complainants about the Sky contract came from

Q1652 Chairman: What are other potential sport outside of the United Kingdom?
areas which could be brought into this? Would MrLowe: I am sorry I was not clear. Historically, this
athletics be brought in? Would rugby be brought in? has become a European issue. There is arguably a
Mr Lowe: Sport is a specific area for application of precedent value across the EU because several
competition law because a sports competition in markets have similar problems but I believe that if the
principle adds something to the individual case arose today under the new framework for
performance and events presented by one or two European competition law it would have been dealt
clubs. Therefore, I think there are particularities with by the OFT and other bodies in the UK.
which will always be taken into account by the
competition authorities, whether it is the European

Q1655 LordMaxton:You would not therefore haveCommission, the OFT or the US FTC. We all
come to this decision. You would never have had tostruggle with the same sort of problem in this area.
deal with it.We have dealt on occasions with specific cases. In
Mr Lowe: We would never have had to deal with itparticular, for example, we have an ongoing case as
unless,—as many commentators have suggested—itfar as the European Broadcasting Union is
was felt that the European Commission should takeconcerned, because many of the private broadcasters
a clear line on this we must as 25 national authoritiesin Europe believe that the combined purchase on an
and the Commission have a similar approach,exclusive basis by the public broadcasters throughout
applying the same competition law. In certain sectorsEurope of theOlympics and other activities precludes
such as energy policy or airline alliances, you wouldcompetition for them, particularly when some of the
expect the Commission to take the lead in showingrights which they purchase are never used. For
how the law should be applied. In this case, due to theexample, some of the public broadcasters in the
history of the cases, we have developed an approachEuropean Union are buying rights to pay TV which
which has been broadly followed by the Dutchnever get used, but they get bought up. Our overall
authority, by the German Cartel OYce and by theapproach to these cases is to apply some general
OFT.principles. I have told you what they are: value added

for consumers, reducing exclusivity in scope and in
duration to the minimum necessary to ensure

Q1656 Lord Maxton: I am even confused a bit oncompetition, open tendering procedures to ensure
that, because the Premier League is not a monopolythat competition takes place. But we do not have a
for football in England, let alone the rest of theproactive approach in this area.
United Kingdom. Last weekend, there was major
football being shown on the BBC, because it was cup

Q1653 Baroness Gibson of Market Rasen: I would and not league. If you like, there was a competition
like to ask you about where we are with the draft for television watching and football even within that
decision at the moment. Has it been prepared by the one area which you are considering is a monopoly. Is
Commission and sent to Member States for that not right?
consultation? If it has, have there been any responses Mr Lowe: This is a question of degree and
so far? What is its status? Finally, when will a final proportionality. Seventy-three per cent of the live
decision be made, because I understand it is due to be rights available for premium football shown in the
made in the first quarter of this year. UK come from the Premier League.
Mr Lowe: Under the law which we are applying, this
is a decision which enables the Commission to obtain

Q1657 Lord Maxton: Those of us in Scotland mightfrom the Premier League legally binding
find that helpful.commitments to behave in a certain way and change
Mr Lowe: I am talking about the Champions’things in a certain way. This decision is already
League, national matches, cup matches, et cetera.prepared inside the Commission. We have not

formally adopted it yet and it will be preceded by a
consultation of the advisory committee of experts of

The Committee suspended from 15.52 pm to 16.00 pmthe Member States who are experts from each of the
for a division in the Housenational competition authorities. We expect that to
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are largely operating in the realm of commercialQ1658 Chairman:Having gone through this process
slightly reluctantly—may I paraphrase?—can you activity, notwithstanding the fact that the national

governments can take decisions to foresee listednot now repatriate it back to the United Kingdom
authorities? events whichmust be shown for the citizen in general.

That is the distinction I would make. We are talkingMr Lowe:Once we have taken our decision which we
intend to do by the end of March, it will be up to the here about the way in which markets are working for

consumers as opposed to what the citizen must beUK authorities in our view to take any further action
which they may believe necessary in the interests of provided by a decision of government and

Parliament.consumers either at the retail level or at the wholesale
level. What we have tried to indicate here are some
principles, which I believe the UK authorities share, Q1661 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: Is this an
on the way in which you deal with exclusivity and the additional argument for a subsidiarity approach so
way in which you have an open tendering procedure. that more decisions are taken at the local country
The Premier League have been very open to ensuring level?
that the tendering procedure is fair and non- Mr Lowe: The whole purpose of moving to a parallel
discriminatory. The more packages of rights which application of our European competition law across
are open for oVer, the more opportunity there is for the European Union was precisely to allow national
competition to take place. I do not think the result in authorities to deal with problems which were
terms of the application of law will be any diVerent primarily national and yet the major problems—for
particularly between the Commission and the OFT. example, the energy market is one of them where the
The proximity of both the OFT and, for example, problems in energy are beginning to go beyond
Ofcom to the realities will help in reaching a more national boundaries—need to be dealt with arguably
rapid decision. by European action. To take another example which

has occupied me personally for the last three or four
years, it would be extremely questionable whether itQ1659 Chairman: As we go forward after that, will

it become a matter for the OFT and for Ofcom would be useful for the 25 national competition
authorities in the EU to pursue complaints againstinitially, first?

Mr Lowe: FAPL’s commitments, if the Commission Microsoft on a parallel basis. Arguably, there is a
case for having an investigation done on atakes the decision in the next few months to accept

these commitments, which I believe it will, will be comprehensive basis where the negotiation can take
place, which is most highly informed by the situationvalid for as long as necessary. If FAPL believe they

are no longer relevant, they can come back to us and across all the EU markets, because the remedies will
be applicable everywhere. In the case of FAPL, thereargue that they should not be bound by them. The

commitments essentially relate to the way in which are specific national elements where, normally
speaking, national characteristics will dominate overaudiovisual rights for football are sold. The crucial

moment will be later this year when the process of the continent-wide aspects.
tendering for the period 2007–10 begins. We will see
as a result of that what the outcomes are for Q1662 Lord Kalms: When you first decided to
competition. No doubt between 2007 and 2010 the investigate the UK situation, were there no
various competition authorities, particularly the authorities that were capable of doing this themselves
national ones, can judge whether any further or did you decide that you would rather take it over
intervention is necessary. from them and you could do a universal, European

view and pass back to the local authorities the
implementation of those views? The first question isQ1660 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: You talk the

whole time about doing whatever you are doing and what was there before you interfered or took powers.
You then made another statement that the remediescoming to whatever decisions you come to in the

interests of the consumer. Is there a diVerence in your are universal. They are not universal. The whole
raison d’etre of subsidiarity is that the remediesmind between the interests of the consumer and the

interests of the citizen? Might there be a diVerence should be suitable to the appropriate country. I am
not sure I understand why you took the powers orliterally between nations as well?

Mr Lowe: The interests of the citizen are in principle why you took them awaywhen there were already the
OFT and the Monopolies Commission and therereflected by the decisions of government and

Parliament. For example, in relation to the definition were suYcient safeguards in this country to deal with
the complaints, which would have been directedof public service broadcasting and the provision of a

varied and wide scope of broadcasting. The interests through the OFT et cetera instead of coming to you.
Nevertheless, you grabbed them, then set a universalof the consumer relate primarily to themarkets which

exist to provide him or her goods and services. In the standard and said to the local boys, “You deal with
it from now on.” Would that be misleading?area of purchase of audiovisual rights of football, we
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distributor could buy as many as five hardly seems toMr Lowe: I think it would be a misrepresentation of
the facts on legal grounds because there was no issue take us forward at all. I am trying very hard to
of competence. If a complaint comes to the European discover the economic analysis that leads to the
Commission under European competition law, we outcome you have given. I am not saying you are
have to address it. If we take no action, there will be wrong; I am simply saying I have great diYculty
legal consequences in the courts. I have indicated that understanding it at all. It certainly does not
since the time when these first complaints were made, correspond to what I would expect wearing my
we have had a much more rational arrangement, in economics hat.
our view, so that national authorities and national MrLowe: I apologise for responding to your question
courts can deal directly under European competition with a certain degree of delay. I omitted to mention
law with cases which are primarily national. That that our complaints were preceded by a considerably
certainly avoids the impression which you have that activity by the UK Restrictive Practices Court and
we are grabbing competence. On the contrary, given national authorities, particularly in the downstream
the mass of cases that the Commission has to deal market for subscription for football rights. It was a
with, we would prefer not to deal with cases which are failure of the competition authorities in the
primarily of a national nature because there aremany complainants view to impose an eVective solution
pressing cases of European if not global dimension that led them to come to Brussels. This is often why
which are much more important at European level. people do come to Brussels, because they do not feel
What we did in this case was to respond to the they have found an adequate solution at home.
complaints and express a statement of objections Whether they are right or not depends upon the
after which the Premier League and ourselves entered results of our decision. As to the questionwhich Lord
into settlement negotiations which we have now Maxton raised—what is a monopoly?—if in terms of
finished. Examining particular eVects in a national our analysis, the absolute standard for a monopoly
jurisdiction is one thing. Establishing principles was to be 100 per cent owner of all the rights in a
which are broadly applicable everywhere is another. particular market, I would argue, and I think most
If you are applying the same law in the EU as awhole, competition authority heads would argue, that is too
the principles should be correct. The principles of the high a standard. The Premier League accounts for
analysis should be consistent and similar as indeed over 70 per cent of the live rights for TV. It is a
the Premier League has argued in the comparison “must” have if you are going to deal with football on
with us and the French or Bundesliga case. The television. You have to have part of your programme
eVects have to be looked at nationally or indeed even devoted to Premier League activity because it is so
locally in some cases and the remedies have to be much related to the others. The reason why you have
adapted to the eVects, which is why we think the next Champions’ League on your television is precisely
stage will probably be national in this case. because the European Commission imposed on the

authorities the need for greater distribution of the live
rights for Champions’ League matches. You mightQ1663 Lord Peston: I am a bit lost on the economics
argue that that is too much from the citizen’s point ofof all this. The Premier League by definition is not a
view. Some of the correspondents to our newspaperscomplete monopolist of football. Searching my
say that there is now too much football on television.knowledge of monopolies, I can think of no other
The second point on the question is that aeconomic activity in our country corresponding quite
monopolist, whether it is 100 per cent or 73 per cent,to that degree of monopoly. It seems to me it then
is someone who can to a large extent determine whatsells its product to a monopoly distributor, namely
happens in the market, in terms of price and output.BSkyB. It has been doing that for some time. I would
It is the capacity for a monopoly seller to drive thehave thought any economist would argue that,
whole market process, and especially if there is onlywhatever else that is, it cannot be in the interests of
one exclusive purchaser. This analysis has beenconsumers. It might be in the interests of the Premier
supported by UK authorities. Will our solution beLeague and BSkyB but the one thing it does not do,
adequate? Some are puzzled that we have not goneto use old fashioned terminology, is maximise utility
far enough. Some are puzzled that we have evenor welfare. I am totally puzzled by what I might call
intervened at all. I believe—and my Commissioner,the fairly relaxed view that for the moment you, as
having settled this agreement with the Premierthe European Commission, take of this
League, is of the view—that in a situation where allphenomenon. I am equally puzzled by how relaxed
these rights were historically bought successively byour own competition authorities seem to be about it.
one purchaser, there will be no diYculty in sellingIt seems to me prima facie therefore that the role of
these rights again at a quite high price to onethe authority trying to stop abuse of monopoly
purchaser for five of the packages and the sixth, ifwould be surely to limit what they could sell and how
that is needed, will go to a second broadcaster at athey sell it. What puzzles me is you come up with a

solution of six packages. The notion that any comparable price.My view is that themarketmust be
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Q1665 Baroness O’Neill of Bengarve: I am stillmade to work. If the value of these rights is so high,
it is very good that there should be competition for lagging a little bit in understanding this. First of all,

why themagic number six? At one point you said thatthem. If there are other broadcasters who would like
the rights, they have the capacity with six packages to youwere looking at amaximumnumber of packages.

Why is six the number for which you went?bid for them and get them. We regard the ‘no single
buyer’ rule which we have imposed on the one Mr Lowe: When we were first discussing the whole

question of how rights should be sold with thepackage as a failsafe mechanism in the event
eVectively that the market does not work for the Premier League, there were over 300 matches played

in the period and they were marketing something likebenefit of the consumer. A substantial part of the
revenue from exploitation of Premier League rights 104 matches. They agreed with us in early 2003 that

they should increase that number becausedoes not come from individual retail subscriptions to
pay TV but from pubs and clubs subscriptions. One maintaining this artificial output restriction could be

seen as designed to increase the value of eachwould expect that. This a very growing market for
live TV. One would expect that there would be individual game. That could have some

compensating factors but we then agreed with themcompeting bids in this next round as compared to
previous rounds. The market has in that respect that 138 matches was a reasonable proportion of

matches to bemarketed jointly. The question arose aschanged significantly since 2004.
to how many and what kind of packages the 138
matches could be divided up into. Themore packages
you have the more chance there is that people
compete for them in various forms because they fit in
with their programming schedules. We then reached

Q1664 Lord Peston: I am really not satisfied. It is the situation where they marketed four packages
diYcult to find another example. Coca Cola has rather than two as before. Because of the conditional
considerable market power although nothing like the bidding by themajor bidder, thatmajor bidder got all
power of the Premier League. Supposing a large the packages last time. The creation of six packages,
supermarket chain were to do a deal with Coca Cola is a response to the market research which indicates
and they said, “We will pay you much more than you that particularly the free to air broadcasters believe
are currently getting on one condition. We are the that in their programming schedules 23 live matches,
only retailers for Coca Cola.” Surely the competition which is broadly speaking one a week, is what they
authorities in any country would stop that and want.
simply say that that must be against the interests of
the consumer. Why are you so relaxed about it? Was

Q1666 Baroness O’Neill of Bengarve: That explainsit La Liga where we were told that the clubs have the
the six.individual rights and they sell them jointly? They all
Mr Lowe: Yes. There are other players in the marketend up with a single monopoly model, as far as I can
who say also that hearing six packages it allows themsee. I would have thought a tough competition
to bid for three packages individually and get a veryauthority in Brussels would start oV with the simple
substantial proportion of the rights.proposition: no way. If I were a competition person I

would want to see real competition. I do not see it.
Mr Lowe: You have omitted our emphasis and Q1667 Baroness O’Neill of Bengarve: There is one
stipulation in the presentation of the six packages well organised bidder who might well bid for five out
that they have to be the subject of “stand—alone” of six and might get them. Do you regard that as a
bidding. There is no conditional bidding allowed. satisfactory outcome?
Last time, the primary broadcasters who got the Mr Lowe:We have thought very long about the issue
rights bid conditionally. On this occasion, they will as to whether we should be looking at a much higher
have to bid for each of the packages of rights proportion of the rights which in some senses should
individually. It is the highest bidder for each of those be “oV-limits” for the major bidder. Our view—and
individual packages who gets the rights. There is no it is the considered view of my Commissioner—is
question of giving an exclusivity premium. This was that it is better to have a situation where there are
extremely important in the decision which we are more packages available to be bought under open
preparing and extremely important in the way in competition, on a stand alone bidding basis rather
which for example the French competition than to predetermine the result by, for example,
authorities attacked a similar decision on the French reserving two out of the six packages for a second
league. We regard that as a very clear indication of bidder. The one disadvantage of that kind of
our determination to ensure that competition takes solution—also there has been a proposal of a
place correctly. What the result is remains to be seen. 50/50 split—is that, supposing the dominant bidder
A lot of people confuse money to football as benefit bid for 50 and there was no bid for the remaining 50?

If there was not a bidder you would have to have allto consumers.
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Q1670 Chairman: As far as government ministerssorts of other arrangements for reserve prices to
are concerned, is the answer to that yes?cover the residual amount which had not been bid for
Mr Lowe: Government ministers have said that thealready. All the packages of comparable quality will
case is important for the UK.at least allow a second broadcaster to re-enter the

market for live TV Premier League which they had
not been in for the last 10 years. Q1671 Chairman: In what respect?

Mr Lowe: They have not elaborated on it in detail
because they were not aware of the details of the case.

Q1668 Baroness O’Neill of Bengarve: I can see that it
is an advance but some might say it is a rather small Q1672 Chairman: The only thing they said was,
advance. We can see why putting an end to “This is important for the UK”, but they could not
conditional bids is an advance but it is diYcult to see define how it was important?
why stand alone bidding is going to do much to Mr Lowe: Correct. I am not talking only about
impede the bidder who would gladly pay again for all ministers of the Crown but about many
six and has the facility in and beyond Europe to use representatives of political opinion in the UK.
those six very profitably but also has the facility to
use five profitably. Why is stand alone going to make Q1673 LordMaxton: I am still a bit concerned about
it a diVerent outcome or is it just that you felt you the monopoly thing because the assumption is that it
could not go very far and at least allowing one of six is a monopoly maybe within football but football is
packages to go to other hands was a gesture in the one of many sports. My concern is much more with
direction of competition? the almost monopoly that Sky have in bidding for a
Mr Lowe: We are looking for a proportionate lot of other sports which in some ways is more
solution. The Commission’s view at this stage— dangerous than bidding for football. At the end of
hopefully it will be the formal Commission view of all the day, is not technology going to overtake all this
of the college of Commissioners—is that in a anyway? Manchester United may very well come to
situation where we are covering 73 per cent of live TV a decision that they would rather show all their own
rights and not 100 per cent, in a situation where we games on their own channel or on their websites and
have “stand-alone” bidding, in a situation too, where wherever and Arsenal and others will do the same
the market has developed such that other and not bother selling the rights at all.
broadcasters are now very interested in taking a Mr Lowe: To answer that last question, clearly if
larger proportion of the rights, we should let the technology is going to solve the problem we do not
market work out what the outcome is and not need to intervene, but where there is a collective
predetermine the outcome by a very high percentage agreement between all the Premier League clubs to
for a second bidder, by eVectively reserving more sell their rights jointly—which there is from nowuntil
than one package for a second bidder. Yes, it is less the year 2010—we have to do something about it. As
than what one might think of as a desirable outcome, to the issue of intervention, the question of what is a
but the purpose of our intervention is not to monopoly and what is important downstream and
determine outcome but to determine process. The upstream of the retail subscription market is a very,
process, in our view as a competition authority, very important one. I also said the revenue from pubs
should be driven by themarket, by people bidding for and clubs subscriptions was very important for the
the rights at a value which is correct. If our research revenue of football. I do not think, coming back My

Lord Chairman to your initial remark, that theis correct, these rights are valuable and the Premier
intervention here is susceptible of causing any majorLeague is one of the most successful leagues in the
problem to the revenue stream of football.European Union. It would be normal that
Chairman: We are coming into the last few minutes.broadcasters alternative to the one you imply also bid
Lady Howe.at the same rate.

Q1674 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: You have
Q1669 Chairman: Did you have the benefit of mentioned some of these areas so perhaps we could
government ministers giving you advice on the go quickly, confirming oneway or the other. Looking
outcome that you wanted prior to your decision? at related Commission decisions in the past, certainly
MrLowe: It is fair to say that not just any government you have brought a number of cases against
minister but virtually every representative of the broadcasters on the grounds of their acquisition of
United Kingdom in any other form has always exclusive rights to categories of content, and that is
mentioned the Premier League to any Commission what you have mentioned. Equally, you have said
oYcial who is remotely concerned with the case, that in the process you have been trying to define the
although they were never clear as to precisely what principles against which these decisions are taken. In

three particular cases the Commission found againstsolution should be found.
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because they believed that the sub-licensingEuropean public service broadcasters for their
collective acquisition of sports rights that was judged conditions which the EBU placed upon potential

users were so restrictive as to be unacceptable, andto restrict competition. However, the Premier League
is able to collectively sell the rights without a similar the European Court of First Instance maintained

their objections. For the moment, therefore, we haveadverse eVect upon competition—or was in the past
anyhow. What are the common principles there absolutely no decision of the Commission on EBU.

That leads me on to the question what is the rightwhich underline the decision?
Mr Lowe: As I mentioned before, the collective formula for dealing with these situations of joint

selling and exclusive purchasing? It could be that inselling, if it is not to be anti-competitive, must be
delivering some value-added for consumers in some some circumstances we will insist, as we have done

with Premier League, on stand-alone bidding plus aform of an additional service or product for
consumers who watch the games or indeed are in “no-single-buyer” rule. But it is conceivable too that

one can envisage alternative remedies whichreceipt of information. In that sense the joint selling
of the rights of games within a competition can comprise an element of compulsory sub-licensing.

That is not something which we investigated veryarguably be said to be oVering that value-added. The
principle which we have adopted in looking at other extensively with the Premier League, given in fact the

lack of interest in that solution from themarket itself.cases is to say that where rights of this kind are
available, they should be tendered in an open way, in Chairman: Unless anyone has got any urgent

questions, there might be one or two points that wea non-discriminatory way, that if there is exclusivity
it should be limited in duration and scope. In respect would like to follow-up, if we may, by letter, and it

would be very kind if you could respond to that.of the precise solutions in individual cases, in fact the
decision which was taken by the Commission against Thank you very, very much, Mr Lowe, for coming

today. You have been very patient with our questionsthe European Broadcasting Union was a decision
taken settling our case for the EBU, but indeed was and we are very, very grateful to you. Thank you very

much indeed.challenged twice in the courts by private broadcasters

Examination of Witness

Witness: Lord Carter of Coles, a Member of the House, examined

Q1675 Chairman: Lord Carter, I apologise for Lord Carter of Coles: It is more managerial than that,
keeping you waiting. The position is that we are I do not think there is any political dimension to
looking at the BBC in relationship to the charter this, it does not really read in that way.
renewal. We have done one report, there were a
number of areas where we were not able to do
justice in the first report and one of those was the Q1677 Chairman: Who chose the advisers? We are
World Service of the BBC. We have with us, for obviously fascinated with what you have to say
which many thanks, your review, Public Diplomacy. about the FCO and the British Council, but that is
If I could just ask some general questions, you say not our area; the World Service is a media
that this was an independent review. It was staVed organisation and I notice that the only media
by the Foreign OYce, as I understand it and read representative you had as an adviser was the Sports
it, it came from a public spending talk between the Editor of The Guardian. Without in any way
Foreign Secretary and the Chief Secretary and you, decrying that—we are spending a lot of our time on
as we know, are a Labour peer close to the sport at the moment—do you think you would not
Government: how independent is this review? have benefited from a bit of media experience of the
Lord Carter of Coles: I have done a number of kind that, say, a foreign correspondent like Martin
reviews, as you perhaps know. It is very Bell could have provided?
independent, within the confines of trying to Mr Lowe: It is always diYcult putting together a
produce something which will work, so that is the team of advisers, and it is people’s willingness to
caveat I would give. I could produce a review which give their time that is often one of the things, so you
was very fundamental and basic, but was not very might have had a wish list of who you would like
helpful; this is meant to be helpful to the to get. We looked around, sought advice and talked
administration, if you like, in a non-political sense. I to various people; possibly, in retrospect, that may
think it is independent and I hope it is taken as such. be right, but we did not get one.

Q1676 Chairman: That will work in the context of
Q1678 Chairman: You did not find that that wasthe Foreign OYce and how it can be organised

from there. a defect.
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Q1681 Chairman: We all agree it is a diYcultLord Carter of Coles: No, I have to say that we did
balance, but you do not feel that putting it under,not find that hampering at all. We consulted a wide
for example, a Public Diplomacy Board or havingrange of people, we had some very good advice and
a Public Diplomacy Board involved actually giveswe got good advice from people who were not
the appearance to the outside world that the Worldactually serving as advisers to the committee. We
Service has ceased to become an entirelywere very well served by them in every respect.
independent service?
Lord Carter of Coles: There is already a Public
Diplomacy Strategy Board and that has worked for

Q1679 Chairman: The report itself is called Public some time; I do not think there has been any
Diplomacy, but as you say on page 25, as I read it, negative eVect in perception terms in the world
“Public diplomacy is arguably not the primary because of that. No, I do not think that is the case.
objective of the World Service . . .” That is right, is Chairman: Thank you. Lady O’Neill.
it not, it is not the primary objective of the World
Service, the job of the World Service is to report

Q1682 Baroness O’Neill of Bengarve: In manyindependently and objectively what is going on
formulations you speak about Government mediumaround the world, but not just that, to be seen to
and long term goals, and I think there was a timebe doing that?
when a document on public diplomacy would haveLord Carter of Coles: That is absolutely right. It is
talked about the long term goals and interests of thethe trust factor that makes it valuable in public
United Kingdom, but not of the Government. Idiplomacy. When I was first asked to do this review
found this a curious transition between publicI spent a lot of time looking back over the history
diplomacy and then government policy in theof the BBC; one of the things that strikes you, if you
medium and long term. Was that intentional? If so,look particularly at the Second World War and how
what were the reasons behind it?

these things were reviewed afterwards, was the fact
Lord Carter of Coles: I do not want to stray into a

that they reported with integrity in good times and constitutional point, but the sense is that it is a
bad, that they always reported the truth. For me question of accountability for the money for
that was a fundamental guiding principle of that, Ministers is the line I was going down, and therefore
that that had to be maintained, and from that comes the accountability to Parliament is Government and
the reputation of the BBC and then the reputation that is the way the reporting line in simple terms for
of Britain, based upon that reporting truth. me goes. That is why I expressed it in that way.

Q1683 Baroness O’Neill of Bengarve:What I would
Q1680 Chairman: What concerns me is whether it have expected would be a statement of
is possible to have your concept of public diplomacy accountability for the long term interests,
and independent reporting standing side by side. perception, influence of the United Kingdom rather
The Review Team recommends the definition of than the long term perception and influence of the
public diplomacy as “work aiming to inform and Government of the day in the United Kingdom.
engage individuals and organisations overseas in This seems to me actually quite constitutionally
order to improve understanding of and influence for fundamental and fully compatible with serious lines
the United Kingdom in a manner consistent with of accountability. It is something that for me jars
governmental medium and long term goals.” No repeatedly in that.
media organisation I have ever worked for quite has Lord Carter of Coles: Possibly we would have a
that as a shield over the board table. diVerent view, but to my understanding the

Government is accountable for the money. I amLord Carter of Coles: To me this is probably the most
following the money argument more than anythinginteresting point in the whole review. On the one
else, the accountability for the £225 million, howhand you have got public money, you have got £225
does it go and if this money is properly spent or itmillion of public money, and on the other hand you
has to go to the PAC to be explained or whatever.have the absolute necessity to preserve the
That is the line it will travel down, so in a sense theindependence of the BBC. How do you balance
Government is accountable for those policies in thethose two things? Government is accountable to
long term.Parliament, it has to come and explain how it has

spent the money; to be able to say we will just give
the money and there is no accountability is a Q1684 Baroness O’Neill of Bengarve: That is a
diYcult position, so it is trying to keep that balance, diVerent accountability, that is accountability of the
to keep the editorial independence and integrity of Government for what it does, whereas this appears
the thing but at the same time actually be to be, in public diplomacy, being held accountable

to the Government for pursuing its long term goals.accountable.
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Q1689 Lord King of Bridgwater: I am sure it is notThe Government is the representative of the United
Kingdom at a time, but not for all time, so this is the intention.

Lord Carter of Coles: It is something that I can see.a curious addition in my mind.
I can see having a board which questions things, butLord Carter of Coles: Obviously, I take a slightly
I cannot actually see how it would intervene.diVerent view and think that that is the line of
Chairman: I would like to bring Lord Armstrong inaccountability. At any one moment in time we have
because we are slightly straying into his bailiwick ata Government to be accountable and there is not
the moment.anybody else. It is that accountability I was

highlighting.
Q1690 Lord Armstrong of Ilminster: It is really
following on the point that Lord King was making.Q1685 Chairman: Are you saying the two mean the
Having this board, chaired by a minister, andsame, the Government and the United Kingdom in
having the BBC World Service sitting on the boardthe way that you are looking at it?
with full membership—is there not a great dangerLord Carter of Coles: Yes, at that moment.
of that prejudicing the independence of the WorldChairman: Thank you. Lord King.
Service? They will be sitting there on the board,
chaired by a minister, much less able to assert and
maintain its independence and its freedom fromQ1686 Lord King of Bridgwater: Did you give any
pressure from the Government than it is under theconsideration that the Board should not be chaired
present arrangements. Why do we not have anby a minister?
arrangement whereby the minister is accountable toLord Carter of Coles: Yes. We discussed that at some
Parliament for the amount of money it grants to thelength and why we came down on the balance for
BBC World Service but the BBC World Service ishaving a minister chairing it was again back to this
then accountable as an independent body for thequestion actually of accountability, that it was
way it spends that money, whether it is to thebetter to have somebody there who was in the
National Audit OYce or whether it is direct to thedriving seat and clearly accountable. It was
minister. This seems to be a strange extra wheel onsomething we discussed for a long time.
the coach. It is not clear to me how the concept of
the board fits in with the concept of independence

Q1687 Lord King of Bridgwater: You have the BBC of the World Service if you have the FCO as
World Service of course and you have the BBC with chairman of the board and the BBC World Service
£3 billion worth of public money from the citizen. sitting as a member of the board, not summoned to
No minister ever runs the strategic board for the talk to it or to observe or anything, but actually as
BBC. a member.
Lord Carter of Coles: That is correct, but this is from Lord Carter of Coles: Actually, if I may, the proposal
separate funds, this is Foreign OYce money which is that they are observers. We discussed this with the
is actually given to the Foreign OYce by the BBC and the BBC made that point and we accepted
Treasury for the pursuit of the financing— it totally, that they should be observers in fact and

enjoy that status so they could be there to share and
discuss the strategy but they were not actually in anyQ1688 Lord King of Bridgwater: That is an
way bound by the board.embarrassment because the great strength of the

BBC is it can claim that it is totally independent and
Q1691 Lord Armstrong of Ilminster: They are notit is objective. This is not party political, it is about
bound by the board?the political government of the day and that is its
Lord Carter of Coles: No, absolutely not, that is whygreat strength, and that is why it is widely admired
they are there as observers, to deal with that point.around the world. It seems to me that we are

actually reinforcing a suggestion that a minister
should tighten up on what you state is really a Q1692 Chairman: What does an observer mean? If
managerial solution, tighten up on that and put a I turn up as an observer to a board, what do I do?
minister in charge. If the minister is responsible for I do not talk unless I am spoken to or what?
the administration of the money ultimately, as you Lord Carter of Coles: It depends how the chairman
say accountable, then he who pays the piper is wants to run it, My Lord Chairman. The whole
deemed to receive; if something goes wrong and if purpose of the board and really my main thrust of
there are objections to the view the BBC has taken, the report is that there should be more joining up
very quickly it will be attributed to the fact that strategically, there should be some better alignment
there is political intervention. of priorities; I think, frankly, everybody agreed with
Lord Carter of Coles: I would hope that would not that. That is something which came from the World

Service and this is a further step in that. The way Ibe the case, it is certainly not the intention.
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the FCO had either too much or too little influencesee this happening is that the BBC would come to
the board, they would make a point, somebody in the role they play?

Lord Carter of Coles: Yes to both, and I will explainwould discuss whether or not to increase resources
going into the Arab World, into Iraq or somewhere why. In terms of strategic influence, first of all,

probably too little in the sense of discussing with itslike that, and if the British Council was going to be
doing more, the World Service would discuss partners where the resources should be deployed; in

terms of anything to do with content, none at all. Iwhether it would be and the FCO would be talking
could not find anywhere that the FCO had actuallyabout it, how do we actually gather together our
tried with the BBC to influence content at all, soresources, and so we have the benefit of leveraging
there was none there but too little in terms ofthem collectively as opposed to doing it separately.
actually giving a clear and strategic role to whichThat is the purpose.
countries and particularly which media were
important.

Q1693 Lord Peston: Just a little clarification
because I really was surprised by your answer to

Q1695 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: You would notLady O’Neill in particular, but also to Lord King.
have regarded that as too much interference?In the sentence we have got before us, where you
Lord Carter of Coles: No. Inevitably, the BBC is arefer to “in order to improve understanding of and
strong organisation after all and it is strong enoughinfluence for the United Kingdom ...” it seems to
to engage in a debate with the FCO. It has doneme that there can be no argument about that as an
so continuously, has held its corner and has doneobjective, but you add on “in a manner consistent
extremely well, and I think the way it is set up iswith ...” If you were to ask some of us we would
designed to do that. It works very well in that sense.say the BBC using public money to improve

understanding and influence of the United Kingdom
is precisely through its independence. The moment Q1696 Chairman: You have said we should gather
you add “in a manner consistent with ...” you are together our resources and look at a particular area.
actually contradicting yourself, and that is what you That does seem to indicate that you regard the
did not seem to me to deal with when you were World Service as one part of the resource that the
answering Lady O’Neill and, for that matter, Lord Government can put in a particular area.
King. It would seem to me again on the board that Lord Carter of Coles: It is interesting, but I am not
the one thing the Government should say to itself sure the BBC’s interests and the Government’s are
is we had better not chair that board, rather the dissimilar. If we look at the move by the BBC into
other way round. Can you clarify that? Arab television, it would seem that the interests of
Lord Carter of Coles: The issues really for me I the BBC and the interests of the Government are
suppose were where, how, what? The what, the BBC synonymous and so they have acted together in that
says, is guaranteed absolutely editorial sense. The money does come from the Treasury to
independence, nobody has ever questioned that. The the FCO with the intent of improving the image of
question of where, in other words which countries Britain in various places, and it is important to
they put their resources into is something which is understand whether the money is being spent to
a bona fide reason for discussion with the FCO and deliver what we are setting out to deliver, which is
the prioritisation which has to be done in that way. a positive perception of this country. If you are
The question also of how, to whom if you like—in looking, for example, at a country like Pakistan, I
other words are we going to deal with this through think it is important to understand which things are
radio or through television, are we going to do it working well from the £600 million we spend on
through the internet or other electronic media—that public diplomacy. It may well be, for instance, that
is a discussion which it is quite proper that the FCO the BBC spend is particularly eVective and more
should hold with the BBC or, in similar terms, with resources should be given to the BBC for that
the British Council. There is an important diVerence particular country. That is the sort of direction in
between the absolute freedom of the BBC to say which I was trying to take this, so it is about
what it wishes to say, but the point about the rest resources backing up things that work.
of it is to have a discussion about those other two
points.

Q1697 Chairman: It also has something to do with
reputation, does it not, as well? The World Service

Q1694 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: Returning, if I has a reputation—you mentioned at one stage at
may, to the definition of diplomacy that you gave, page 28, the Voice of America. I would have
and obviously explaining it all to be within the thought there is a big contrast, frankly, between the
editorial situation, when you were actually looking BBC World Service and the Voice of America in as

much as the BBC speaks with authority. It is reallyat this situation were you in any way concerned that
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Chairman: I am glad you replied in that way. Let usthe ability to cover news objectively from which
Britain, I suppose, might get some advantage. go to Lord Maxton.
Lord Carter of Coles: That is absolutely right. If you
just look at the trust ratings between Voice of Q1701 Lord Maxton: I would like to switch a little
America and the BBC it is absolutely clear the great bit to the governance of the World Service within
benefit we have got. I think the only country I could the BBC itself where there is of course the
see where the trust ratings were similar was Governors’ World Service and Global News
Indonesia, and all foreign broadcasters into Russia Consultative Group. You are not quite critical of it
where the trust ratings were the same. in the review, but you believe it is (a) too small, do

you, and (b) that it does not seem to have any input
really into decision-making, it is an advisory body.Q1698 Bishop of Manchester: Just exploring a little
Would you like to see it beefed up?bit further and looking at the issue of China, the
Lord Carter of Coles: Yes, I think so. It meets twicefact is as we know that China constantly jams any
a year as I understand it—broadcasts which come from this country, and we

have no idea when that may alter if it ever will alter.
Were you satisfied though that the BBC has got the Q1702 Lord Maxton: It is entirely made up of
kind of preparedness in terms of back-up governors, is it?
technologically and financially to be able to get fast Lord Carter of Coles: No, it is not, it is actually made
into that market if the situation arose that such up of outsiders. They commission work and then
broadcasting was available, or would there be a bit review it at the second meeting, so it is infrequent
of a vacuum which might enable other broadcasters and it did not seem to me to be one thing or the
to get in? other in governance terms. The sense, I hope, from
Lord Carter of Coles: It is interesting in China. There the report is that we would like to see that
has been a proliferation of satellites going in where strengthened to oVer more input.
people are picking up the BBC, though it is
probably not recognised by the authorities, and I Q1703 Lord Maxton: How would you like to see it
think there are 2000 TV stations in China which evolve? What should happen?
may provide some way to do this. The example of Lord Carter of Coles: First of all I am not sure how
Iraq is a very good one for the BBC, who actually transparent it is and with the coming of FOI these
did manage to get into Iraq very, very quickly and things are going to be accessible to people anyway
to actually be a very positive force in that country. and the questions it asks should be a matter of
They can respond but I think China, with 2000 TV public record and available, and the whole
stations, would be a very big and diYcult market discussion going on within the World Service about
and the jamming is set to continue, both in terms of what its priorities should be. I see this body as quite
TV and of course on the internet. They do seem to important to that.
have the most eYcient firewalls in the world. Lord Maxton: That almost leads you into the next

group which is about where the World Service goes
Q1699 Bishop of Manchester:Given the influence of next, but that is for someone else.
China in that whole area, to be able to get in there
one day would presumably be a very good example Q1704 Baroness Gibson of Market Rasen: I notice
of the BBC and the United Kingdom Government in your report that you state that the Review Team
working together. questioned whether a radio service in 43 languages
Lord Carter of Coles: Absolutely, that is very was still relevant. What was your personal view
important, but it is also interesting that the BBC on about this in relation to the existing services and
the other hand has not discontinued its Japanese how has the BBC World Service responded to your
service some years ago. It is this point of continual proposals that there should be a continuous review
reprioritisation. on a country by country basis to make the case for

funding for each service, which seems to put a much
bigger onus on the BBC than previously?Q1700 Chairman: It also matters does it not that if

the Foreign OYce was to say our priority was to Lord Carter of Coles: Starting with the fact that
resources are finite, I would come from the positionget better relations with China—which it might well

say—would it then be legitimate for the Foreign of how would you prioritise this. We were obviously
working on the review and talking to the BBCOYce to say to the BBC World Service we are

having a bit of trouble with your reports out there, before their announcement in October of the
reduction in the number of stations. My own sensewould you mind modifying them? Would that be

legitimate or not? was that the money could be better deployed
elsewhere; I did not have a specific view about whichLord Carter of Coles: I should think there would be

a constitutional crisis. services should or should not be continued, I think
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Lord Carter of Coles: It is very diYcult to get thatthat is for the BBC to discuss with the FCO, but I
suppose you could argue that post the Cold War the balance, and if you are trying to get an objective

measurement of that it really comes to the point—shortwave service in Czech probably was not the
best way to spend the money and we should spend as in the case of Thailand where it was declining so

steadily—where you say if that trend is going tothat somewhere else. That is the constant thing for
me, it is the continual reprioritisation because if we continue and we cannot reverse it, we should stop.

It is very interesting to look at the Voice of Americalook back 20 years the BBC was broadcasting on
shortwave into Eastern Europe with a very specific who actually made the same reprioritisation three

years before. I do not know whether it was lessaim, 10 years ago we were actually in a sense in a
transition with the accession countries of Eastern consultative, but it was certainly quicker.
Europe, it was a diVerent message, and going
forward from there who knows, 10 years on. The Q1707 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: Obviously, the
case for broadcasting in the sense of the recipient lack of being able to access “independent” news or
countries has changed and, secondly, the technology information would perhaps have greater priority for
has changed and we have the question of whether somewhere like China because there are other
we put more into TV or in fact into electronic reasons, but nevertheless that particular aspect must
media, so we have such a dynamic situation, that is have some weight, though not a huge amount.
why I was making a recommendation that this thing Lord Carter of Coles: That is where the internet
should be continually under review by the BBC, and becomes important because that is not country-
it is for them to do this. specific. Although there is a language issue, at least

actually you can get access to those services, and I
suspect that is the way it might go.Q1705 Baroness Gibson of Market Rasen: Can I ask

you a little bit more then about the actual
continuous review. Are you thinking of every year Q1708 Lord Kalms: Lord Carter, it is not entirely
or every five years? within the remit of your committee but I wanted to
Lord Carter of Coles: Probably every two years, but raise the issue of Arabic language television because
looking at it I think the wave of information leads you have made several comments and it seems to me
us to the question of how do you rate success of the that there is a fair amount of ambivalence about
BBC? Is it by audience numbers, is it by the your own comments—I think you were being
segments of the people you are trying to reach, the tentative. We have had quite a lot of discussions
target audience, or what? That needs to be clear and around this table with others who were talking
then in the case, for instance, of services to about setting up the service, and one of the
Thailand, it was clear that the service was declining conclusions was that it might be substantially under-
rapidly, people were not listening to it, so it seemed funded and there were many doubts expressed about
to self-present if you wanted to reprioritise. I think this whole venture, including who is going to fund
the BBC will just continuously look at it in some it and the Government saying if they wanted the
way. It is not a matter of every week, but money they would find it from somewhere else. I
presumably every year as they come through their thought you might just expand a little bit on this
budgetary cycle they look at it and say is that a good service. How do you judge this? This is potentially
place to spend money this year? If for three years a very important enterprise by the World Service
you get declining audience numbers and it is not and/or dangerous.
explicable or reversible, then probably it would lead Lord Carter of Coles: It is important and I agree it
to a question whether that should continue. is dangerous because it is the first step into foreign
The Committee suspended from 17.06 pm to 17.16 pm language TV and therefore it is important to get it
for a division in the House right. In terms of success, I think that actually

delivering it on time to the budget they have got at
the beginning is probably quite an importantQ1706 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: I wanted to

follow up with a question on the decision that the starting point, and the second point is to get the
audiences that they are setting out to get. They haveBBC ultimately makes about exiting from 43

countries. I just wondered to what extent in the made statements about how many people they
expect to see it—I cannot recollect what it is and onrepresentations the Government must be making

they dwell a little on their own inclusiveness what basis—and they have made very clear
indications that they are prepared to be measuredprogramme because of course there are people who

would be listening to the BBC in areas like against. The most important thing, probably, to get
back to the original point, would be the integrity ofThailand, for example, only able to understand it in

their own language, who would be disadvantaged. how they are perceived in the Middle East. They
would be the three measures but how those trustTherefore, how much weight really would be given

to that? ratings come through in this diYcult situation
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in moving resources out of Europe into key regionswould be the most critical. On the funding point,
when we looked at this of course comparative in the Middle East. How do you think that could

be improved in the future—in part picking up onfunding for other stations like Al-Jazeera, or CNN,
or whatever, it means that they look better funded, the Bishop of Manchester’s point about identifying

China? You also talk about the need for the Worldbut of course this is a marginal cost to the BBC,
they already have news-gathering systems et cetera Service to move from radio more into television—

which I agree, having come back from Morocco andand those things can flow through into this which
makes them well-placed to do it. My own sense is seen all the satellite dishes—and that does seem to

me to imply the need for a lot more resource. Whereto monitor it very closely and see how it goes in the
first period, and see then what sort of audiences they is that going to come from?

Lord Carter of Coles: That is always the question forget and whether consideration should be given to
extending it to 24 hours; 12 hours is a very good TV. The reprioritisation, if you look at it, Voice of

America was quicker; it made a policy decision thatplace to start, the BBC feel it is adequately funded,
and they are not going to come forward with an it would stop broadcasting in the native language to

Eastern Europe and the BBC’s numbers are, withimpoverished service they are going to come
forward with something which is competitive and I the sort of savings they have got out of that, around

£30 million a year. Looking at it simplistically, hadthink it stands a very good chance. But it is a
crowded space and the dominance of Al-Jazeera is we stopped doing it three years ago we would have

had £100 million to spend on something of greaterobviously well-established. It does not seem as if the
American Alhurra has done particularly well, but significance, so I do think there is a need to be really

quick oV the mark in reprioritisation, it is a verythat may be for content reasons and not for any
other reasons or independence reasons. dynamic thing and you need to keep looking at it.

On the question of BBC World, the strength of the
BBC brand is so powerful and with the reliance ofQ1709 Bishop of Manchester: Are there any
the world if you like on TV an English language TVprojections about potential audiences?
station is of great value. What it should be I do notLord Carter of Coles: Yes, I think there are. They did
think I have a clear view on, but clearly we need tosay what they are aiming for and perhaps I could
be in that space. If you look at the sort of standingcome back to you on that. I think they are aiming
it is held in where it does go through, people relyfor 30 million people a week within five years—it is
on it, people do like it as a service. Whether it isquite ambitious.
good enough is a separate issue.

Q1710 Chairman: You really think that the budget
they have been given is an adequate budget? Q1713 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury:

When you talk about further foreign languageLord Carter of Coles: Their feeling is that they were
prepared to start on that and felt they could actually television services, you are talking about using BBC

World television.meet the criteria and that audience, so on that basis,
yes, given that it is marginal cost. If they were Lord Carter of Coles: BBC World is just English and

I think that will always remain English, that is thehaving to set up a whole news-gathering
organisation— way it is organised within the BBC. For further

foreign language TV stations there are various
options. The Americans have looked at Urdu andQ1711 Chairman: But you do have to translate
Persian, they have given some thought to that, andeverything, do you not? We have already had
if the BBC saw that the Arab station worked veryevidence which pointed out that the cost of this is
well they would have to give consideration tonot insubstantial.
extending that, but I think one step at a timeLord Carter of Coles: That is absolutely true, that is
probably, you prove one point and then go ona cost, but I do not have any idea what that
from there.specifically would be.

Chairman: Thank you. Lady Bonham-Carter.
Q1714 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury:
Going back to the answer to the first question as toQ1712 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury:

Picking up on that, I am not sure quite how how to speed up the BBC World Service’s decisions
about moving its resources around, I was notmarginal it is. Television is very diVerent from radio,

much more expensive, and also this is not just about absolutely clear as to who you thought should be
doing that.using foreign correspondents who feed into the rest

of the BBC because we are talking about providing Lord Carter of Coles: It is the BBC that should be
doing that, but they should be asked a question inArabic speakers and so on, so I wonder how

marginal the cost is. In your report you said that terms of their accountability down the chain, what
are your priorities? Are you making these decisionsyou thought the BBC World Service was very slow
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quite envious about what the BBC has managed toquickly enough? It is really just the accountability,
do in electronic technology.I think they should make the decision and they

should be pressed to do it speedily.
Q1716 Lord Maxton: The great beauty of the
internet as opposed to television or radio is its
ability to link, but it brings us back almost to theQ1715 Lord Maxton: You yourself mentioned the
question where we started and the Government’sinternet and broadband technologies and we have
ability to influence in a way the World Service,considered them as well, but to some extent do not
because if in fact the BBC website has a story andthe broadband and, probably more importantly
says you can link to 10 Downing Street and watchmobile, wireless technology, to some extent make all
the Prime Minister talk about this, is that not maybeof this, introducing television services, rather
defeating the purpose of the World Service?irrelevant? Certainly it is in China; you can put a
Lord Carter of Coles: It is up to them to decide that,firewall up against any form of landline but you
they must make that decision. If they think that iscannot put a firewall up against wireless technology,
good news reporting I presume they should be

so they should be into China and the Chinese should allowed to do that.
be able to get it. Is that not the future and is that
not the way to go, and the BBC website is where we Q1717 Lord Maxton: I think that a great strength
should be looking to see how we develop? of the internet is this ability to link from one across
Lord Carter of Coles: The BBC has got this tri-media to diVerent things—it will give you more news, more
strategy which I think is right. If you look back over ideas, more thoughts on diVerent subjects, that sort
20 years, the BBC has successfully migrated away of thing.

Lord Carter of Coles: The great strength of the BBCfrom shortwave radio, but if you look at
is content. What the internet is about is content andcommunication patterns, the growth of FM radio
the BBC has got historically some of if not theand drive time radio in the United States and drive
greatest content in the world. That is what gives ustime radio in developed countries, I do not think it
this wonderful position and the coming of theis a market you cannot be in if you want to
internet actually gives us a real chance to leveragecommunicate and reach the population. That is the
that.distinct segment which I think will remain. TV is

important, particularly in developing countries
Q1718 Chairman: That sounds like an extremely

where you have got media fragmentation but the good point to actually bring this to an end unless
way in which television is watched still lends itself to any of my colleagues have further questions. Lord
investment in TV. As the thing develops and looking Carter, thank you very much for making the report
forward 20 years from now, significant resources available to us and thank you very much for the
will have to be going into the internet because with manner in which you answered our questions.
broadband growth and the growth of mobile Perhaps if we have any other points we could write
phones, how people receive information, it is there. to you.
The BBC has done a very good job on that; if you Lord Carter of Coles: Of course. Thank you, My
go and talk to other governments about how they Lord Chairman.

Chairman: Thank you.perceive us as a competitor in this area, people are
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Present Armstrong of Ilminster, L Kalms, L
Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury, B Manchester, Bp of
Fowler, L (Chairman) Maxton, L
Gibson of Market Rasen, B O’Neill of Bengarve, B
Howe of Idlicote, B Peston, L

Examination of Witnesses

Witnesses: Professor Martin Cave, University of Warwick, and Dr David Cleevely, Chairman,
Analysys, examined.

Q1719 Chairman: Professor Cave and Dr Cleevely, intensively in the future. So the question then
becomes: how do you try to challenge their holdingswelcome. You will know that we have already

produced one report and we are now producing of spectrum and how can you introduce a regime
which imposes some kind of financial discipline uponanother. One thing we are interested in is very much

this issue of spectrum. We have known for some time them which actually gives them a continuing
incentive to cut back on their spectrumuse and returnthat you, Professor Martin Cave, were coming. Dr

Cleevely, I think you are a fairly recent addition to unwanted spectrum.
the cast list.
Dr Cleevely: I think you can put that down to me not Q1721 Chairman: That is very clear. I am always
responding to emails. very suspicious when I hear that the Treasury want to

set up a review to improve eYciency. It always seems
to me that that might be another way of sayingQ1720 Chairman: I have great sympathy. We have
raising money.your biography, so we will not ask you to repeat that.
Professor Cave: I am not really in a position to doProfessor Cave, obviously we have your report.
anything except take their motives and their remit atCould you explain why you were asked to make this
face value. I must say that personally I have alwaysreport in the first place?
regarded it as a huge mistake to use spectrum as aProfessor Cave: Certainly. I have in fact done two
way of raising money, just simply because in order toreports: one in 2002 was a general review of spectrum
raise the money you have to restrict its use, and bystrategy for the UK, which covered the whole range
restricting its use, you are depriving consumers of lotsof spectrum use, both public sector and private
of benefits. I have always been very strongly opposedsector; the second report, which the Treasury
to that particular approach. Indeed, I believe it iscommissioned at the end of 2004, was specifically to
contrary to European legislation to do that, althoughaddress the question of what could be done to
identifying what is happening is of course ratherimprove the eYciency of spectrum employed for
diYcult.public purposes. It was characterised as an audit of

major spectrum holdings, up to 15 GHz, which
includes the most valuable spectrum. In fact, a large Q1722 Chairman: You say, as of course we knew,
part of that is used by organisations such as the that broadcasting was excluded from your review.
Ministry ofDefence and theCivil AviationAuthority Why was that?
for public purposes. There was a focus upon that. As Professor Cave:Most of the focus of the work was on
you may know, it specifically excluded broadcasting, public sector, unexplored aspects of spectrum use,
which had been dealt with by othermeans. I think the particularly involving the Ministry of Defence. It
concern behind it was that whereas, as far as private was, to a considerable extent, pretty virgin territory
spectrum users are concerned—mobile phone as far as investigations of this kind are concerned.
operators and people of that kind—they have a There may have been a feeling that it was quite a big
strong incentive to use their spectrum eYciently pay-oV to making a start with drilling down into
because they have had to pay for it inmany cases, and those areas. On the other hand, the broadcasting
ordinary commercial pressures impose a kind of issues have been subject to very considerable debate
operational discipline on the way in which it is used, following my earlier report and the Government’s
on the other hand, with the public sector, a lot of the response to it, which allowed it to introduce spectrum
spectrum is just allocated free of charge for them to charging for broadcasting under certain conditions.
use; therefore, they have an incentive to ask for a lot No doubt, there was a feeling that quite a lot of work
of it and they have a further incentive not to give any had been done on that and, moreover, we had now

got to the stage where analogue switch-oV was beingup if they do not necessarily need it to use it very
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economic growth and the greatest benefit for theimminently decided. Presumably any advice that I
could give them on this rather diYcult issue was people of the United Kingdom.
superfluous. I think that is why it as not included.

Q1725 LordArmstrong of Ilminster:As I understand
Q1723 Chairman: Explain to us for the purposes of it, the spectrum is the property of the Government. I
the minutes of our report the importance of radio believe our access to it is controlled by international
frequency spectrum for broadcasting. agreement. I would be grateful if you could confirm
Professor Cave: It used to be of absolutely that. The other question is: to whom is the BBC now
fundamental importance because in the world before accountable for its use of spectrum? Is there any
1980 all telephone calls went on wires and all process by which their use of it is reviewed and
broadcasting went over the airways. What we have justified?
seen since then is the development of a range ofmulti- Professor Cave: I will try to deal with those points in
purpose platforms, which are capable of providing order. I think there still may be some residual
services, such as telecommunications services and uncertainty about precisely to whom the spectrum
broadcast services, some of them wireless and some belongs. Clearly it belongs in the Government camp,
of them using wired methods. As a consequence, we or it is to be disposed of by government. The
now have a much greater degree of choice over how Government has committed itself through a United
broadcasting services should be delivered to Nations treaty-based organisation, the International
households. You can obviously rely upon analogue Telecommunication Union, to respect certain rules
terrestrial transmission or digital terrestrial concerning the use of spectrum. Broadly speaking,
transmission or satellite, which uses much higher these rules say that particular tranches of spectrum
frequencies. Obviously all of these are spectrumusing under this international treaty should be used for
technologies. Then, in addition, there are cable TV particular very broadly defined purposes, such as
networks, and also increasingly the use of a broadcasting or telecommunications or things of that
telecommunications network upgraded to provide kind. That does not, however, necessarily impose
broadband services, which is capable of providing very strong restrictions on what happens within the
video on demand. In a sense, the importance of United Kingdom. It obviously leaves it open within
spectrum for broadcasting has diminished to some the United Kingdom for the Government to assign
degree by the introduction of these other alternatives spectrum to particular firms and organisation in
but that, of course, makes it particularly important order to fulfil the very general functions which are set
that we devise ways in which pressure can be put out in the international treaty. As far as the BBC is
upon people providing communication services to concerned, I think I am right in saying that the BBC
provide those in the right way. There are some holds a wireless telegraphy licence, which permits it
services which have to be provided using spectrum, to have access to spectrum. That spectrum is, to a
likemobile communications. There aremany services large extent, planned by the BBC in conjunction with
like broadcasting where you actually have a choice. the Radiocommunications Agency previously and
In a sense, the introduction of these degrees of subsequently Ofcom, and decisions are made in
freedom and the existence of thesemultiple platforms conjunction with other broadcasters about how
makes the issue of spectrummanagementmuchmore precisely spectrum should be used in order to
diYcult and it is much more important to get it right, maximise broadcasting eYciency.
just simply because the demand for spectrum has
increased in so many diVerent ways. Q1726 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury:

Pursuing the questions from a point of real
Q1724 Chairman:DrCleevely, have you anything to ignorance, you mention the fact that cable does not
add to that? use spectrum. Is that correct?
DrCleevely:No, not really; I think Iwould agreewith Professor Cave: That is broadly correct. It is a wire-
Martin on this but say in particular that there is based technology
enormous economic potential value, not in the sense
that you were talking about with the Treasury, in

Q1727 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: Whospectrum. It is a significantly under-exploited
owns/controls the cable access to channels?resource, both for broadcasters and for other
Professor Cave: Companies like Telewest and NTLpotential users of spectrum. It is very important that
hold franchises to run cable networks and then theyover the next 10 or 20 years, in a world where we are
decide which channels they want to admit to thosetalking about broadcasting that is going to move to
cable networks.multiple platforms, we get the economic incentives

correct so that then people can take the right kinds of
decisions and innovation can take place. That is Q1728 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: Is

there an infinite number of potential channels?where we are going to create the greatest amount of
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Q1732 LordMaxton: Is not that the mistake that weProfessor Cave: No. They would have something of
made in this country and in other countries they havethe order of 250 channels on an upgraded cable
not made in not ensuring that the country is properlysystem,whereas of course the limitations forDTTare
cabled to take this sort of television?in a 50 to 60 level at the moment, depending upon
Professor Cave: I think that is a very diYcult questiontechnological developments, whereas satellite is 500
to answer because the costs of going snap on aplus, very large numbers.
particular technology at any particularly point in
time and of laying down a permanent universal

Q1729 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: Is the infrastructure are very considerable indeed. It is very
fact that spectrum is so important because the nice once you have done it because you have it; on the
Government has decided to do analogue switch-oV other hand, it may turn out to be a bit of a white
and the BBC and so on will be using spectrum? elephant.
Professor Cave: As I have said, spectrum has
traditionally been the foundation of all broadcasting.

Q1733 Lord Maxton: Countries like South KoreaTwenty years ago, just about every broadcast was
and Japan have done it and it has been very successfuldelivered by spectrum. What has happened now is
in terms of providing television by a diVerent route. Ithat people have moved, first of all, to other
see Dr Cleevely nodding.frequencies, which are satellite frequencies, so we
Dr Cleevely: Steam will come out of my earshave both terrestrial and satellite delivery using
presently, if I am not careful!spectrum, and also both cable companies and

telecommunications companies like BT are now
capable of delivering broadcast services to homes Q1734 Chairman:Youmay come in at any stage. Do
using wire5 rather than using spectrum. not wait to be asked.

Dr Cleevely: On the issue that was first raised, which
was about whether you can use spectrum or whether

Q1730 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: The you can use cable, Martin has been quite correct in
television channels could pursue an alternative way talking about the “as is”. My view will diVer from
of getting channels, other than through spectrum? Martin’s because I will not talk about the “as is” but
Professor Cave:Yes, they certainly can but, of course, whatmight happen over the next 10 to 20 years.What
whereas satellite is available to just about everybody, you will see over the next 10 or 20 years is what is
even though only about 10 million households take it already happening -as you say- in Japan and South
up, cable networks are only available to two-thirds of Korea. You can get far more capacity: hundreds and
the population of the country and have a relatively thousands, if not millions, of channels, if you wanted
low take-up level. Analogue terrestrial and in the to, over wire line or optical fibre systems. If you
future digital terrestrial will be available universally. actually do the calculations over a greenfield site for
If you want to get through to everybody, the simplest the UK, economically that has now started to make
way of doing it is by getting on those platforms. a great deal of sense. You have to ask yourself: why

are we still broadcasting? The answer is that we still
have satellites flying around in the sky and we still

Q1731 Lord Maxton: I am not contradicting you have people with television transmitters.What we are
because you are the expert and I am not, very far actually looking at is the period of transition from a
from it. ADSL and DSL technologies surely are point where most of this stuV goes over the radio
potentially available to anybody who has a telephone waves and is broadcast, to a position where the vast
line and that, in theory, particularly in terms of some majority will be accessed by cable systems because
experiments actually being done by some companies ultimately they are economically a great deal more
in London, is already being done and they are eYcient. Indeed, you can change the way in which
providing television services down the line. Does that you access the broadcast channel. In fact,
notmean that basically potentially everybody can get broadcasting over the next 10 to 20 years might start
broadcasting without using spectrum? to start to look rather antique; to be honest, because
Professor Cave: Yes, that is certainly true but the if I want to watch something, I want to watch it now.
number of subscribers to broadband in the UK at I can do that oV a personal video recorder, if that is
present is, say, 25 per cent of the population. If you what I want to do, but it is a lot more convenient if
actually have a channel and you wanted to make it the supplier, as in Japan for example, simply allows
available via ADSL only, then you would have a me to watch whichever programme I want to at
limited clientele. I believe there are also some doubts whichever time. Broadcasting is an incredibly
about the capacity of DSL to deliver broadcasts to ineYcient and wasteful way of doing that. It is much
those who are located some distance from the more cost-eVective to do that using other wireless

systems.exchange.
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Dr Cleevely: I was using the term loosely.Q1735 Chairman:Why is it ineYcient and wasteful?
Dr Cleevely: That is because, as Martin has said, for Professor Cave: I think David has used the term

“infinite” rather loosely. At any point and with anyexample with satellite, you are broadcasting to the
whole of the United Kingdom but only 10 million given set of technologies, there is only a certain

amount that you can do with it. Just jumping overhouseholds take it up. In the meantime, satellites are
using as much spectrum as the military do, below 15 that point, if I may, I have tried throughout to avoid

taking a position about what is the most eYcient orGHz. There is a lot of fuss made about the military
using a great deal of spectrum. I declare an interest in the most desirable way of delivering services to

people. As far as I am concerned, I am somebodythat of course. You have to understand that you are
now broadcasting huge amounts of data for large who advises governments and regulators, and I do

not think they should take that kind of decision. Iamounts of people, many of whom do not necessarily
want it. Where you have such a huge amount of think that is a decision that ought to be taken by

people who make the investments.information being broadcast, it is probably better to
start to build systems that are directed to the people
who actually want that, as opposed to just about Q1738 Chairman: I do not know if you can, but if
anybody who could receive it. you were to take that hat oV and express a personal

view, would you have sympathy with the point that
Dr Cleevely has put?Q1736 Lord Armstrong of Ilminster: The underling

base of this is that the spectrum is a finite resource Professor Cave: No, because spectrum is available
free; it is a non-depletable resource. It is going to beand the wire systems are infinite.

Dr Cleevely: Yes, almost, but spectrum is not a finite there for ever. We should use it as much as we
possibly can because it is a very valuable input.resource. Let me justify that very unexpected

statement on the following grounds. If I have a Subsequently, we may have to resort to other
technologies to achieve diVerent things. Basically, Itransmitter that is covering 10 or 100 square

kilometres of territory, then I need a certain amount think we are going to end up with a quilt of diVerent
colours involving diVerent technologies andof bandwidth to transmit a certain amount of

information. But if I have a transmitter that is providing diVerent services and also, perhaps most
fundamentally, constantly changing as newcovering 100 square metres, I can use the same

bandwidth to transfer the same information and a technologies come in. For anybody to try to control
that process, except through very general regulatoryfew hundred metres away I can re-use that spectrum.

Just in the same way as mobile telephony chops up parameters, I think is a huge mistake.
the territory into smaller and smaller pieces in order
to be able to carry more and more traYc in the same Q1739 Chairman: May I ask one very obvious
amount of spectrum, we could continue to do that question? What determines the range for a broadcast
with broadcasting and any other use of the radio signal? You said that you could use the same
spectrum. It is a very simple piece of arithmetic to do bandwidth for 100 kilometres or for a much small
a calculation to demonstrate that for 2 GHz, (and the range. What is the other variable, as it were, which
audit that Martin did was for 15 GHz from 0 to 15 - determines whether it is going to be 100 or 10? Is it the
not quite 0 of course), you could give everybody in strength of the signal?
this country 100 megabits per second quite Dr Cleevely: It is the strength of the signal; it is the
economically; 100 megabits per second translates amount of power that somebody uses. Your mobile
into several simultaneous high definition TV phone, for example, which transmits generally over
channels, plus all the mobile telephony they want, relatively short distances and is very sensitive to how
plus all the internet access they want. Of course far it has to get to the transmitter, and actually
“infinite” is a word that is used with precision by transmits at extremely low power so as to conserve
mathematicians and very loosely in a context like your battery, for example. The BBC transmitters for
this. There is no real shortage of spectrum. The broadcasting can be transmitting in hundreds of
pricing that Martin has been involved in, for watts; they are very powerful and go over a very long
example, is specifically directed at opening up this distance. May I also add that Martin and I may
resource, so that we can actually use it more appear to be slightly at odds but we are coming at
eYciently and more eVectively and not be exactly the same point but just from slightly diVerent
constrained in the thinking that we have had for the directions? The real issue here is that in the directing
lat 50 to 100 years. of spectrum pricing, particularly as applies to

broadcasting in this case, I share Martin’s view that
that will then generate this innovation, which will, inQ1737 Chairman: Professor Cave, do you want to

respond to that? I read from your report here that the end, determine, through people’s preferences and
the operation of the market, without any singlespectrum is a finite resource. That seems just to have

been slightly challenged. regulator or any central body determining what
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idea that if only a few people listen to Radio 3, that istechnology is best; a whole series of things, many of
which we have no idea about yet, apart from vague not allocating the resources properly. Surely that is a
ideas that are sitting around in laboratories and in complete mistake as far as economics is concerned. I
people’s heads. I am absolutely at one with Martin think I am right on that. Now, let us go on to the
on that. point, and I entirely accept the view that if we place
Chairman: I hear what you say. I would like to move a value on something, that requires people to use it
on to the world as it is, which I think was the point economically. It will also cause them to innovate, we
that you were putting, Professor Cave, and the hope, to use it even more economically. That is
impact of spectrum pricing. commonplace. Is not that experience of pricing that

it also has all sorts of other eVects which may be
adverse? Take your view, Martin, of the Ministry ofQ1740 Lord Peston: I am bit lost by what both of
Defence. Can you imagine if we were involved inyou have said. I am used to economics and the
some military conflict and the Minister of Defenceconcept of eYciency bears no relationship to
said, “I am sorry we lost that but of course we did aneconomics or what one of our witnesses was talking
analysis of the cost of acquiring some extra spectrumabout at all, as far as I know, but maybe the subject
and we decided not to buy it. It is too bad we losthas changed. I am right that you said in reply to Lord
100,000 troops because we could not communicate”.Armstrong that the spectrum in some general sense is
The notion that you would even introduce that ideawithin the Government’s domain. which might also
into the analysis of defence would be regarded asthen be interpreted as belonging to the citizens of this
ridiculous. It does not solve the problem of how youcountry. The Government then would use it for

optimum public purposes. Would that be a fair way allocate spectrum to them. The answer that we did a
of putting it? That is what wemean by things being in cost-benefit calculation and that was our answer
the public domain. would never stand up at all. A government would fall
Professor Cave: I hesitate to describe it legally in those within a minute.
terms. In eVect, it is at the Government’s disposal. Professor Cave:Could I interject here because it seems

to me that when the Government determines what is
the appropriate scale of the defence budget, it isQ1741 Lord Peston: That is right. Normally, what is
making a balance between costs and risks. It isat the Government’s disposal, subject to some
abridging the nation’s capacity to respond because itdistinction, is meant to be allocated for the benefit of
costs money. It costs money to buy weaponry fromthe people of this country. That is normal. I used to
theUnited States. It costsmoney to employ people toteach the subject and it is certainly what I used to say.
be members of the Armed Services and things of thatProfessor Cave: It would certainly be a very
kind. My view of spectrum pricing is that because itrespectable objective.
is a resource which has considerable alternative
opportunities for use and there are thereforeQ1742 Lord Peston: Therefore, to take an obvious
substantial opportunity costs in using spectrum forexample, if one of the objectives of the general views
one purpose rather than another, it is important, if weof what the people of this country wanted would be
are operating within a kind of market economy of thevirtually universal coverage of television, then that
kind I have described where you buy defencewould be a perfectly acceptable thing that they would
equipment and you hire soldiers, sailors and peoplewant and they may like spectrum to be allocated to
to fly airplanes, that that discipline should applyachieve that. I would be right on that, would I not, if
uniformly to all the inputs which are purchased. Onlythat is what they want and if that is what is regarded
by that means are you going to get people makingas in the public interest?
appropriate trade-oVs between, for example, slightlyProfessor Cave: The public interest would be in the
more expensive American equipment, which usescapacity of the population to receive broadcast
much less spectrum, and much cheaper Americanprogrammes, which may or may not be spectrum
equipment which uses a vast amount of spectrum andbased.
which therefore deprives, say, Vodafone or Sky of
access to spectrum which it would use to provide aQ1743 Lord Peston: But if it were to be spectrum
whole range of services to the British people whosebased, that would be one way of doing it. The notion
interests the Government is quite rightlyof universal coverage does not imply the notion of
encouraging.universal watching. In other words, if I look at my
Lord Peston: That is not my question. Really what IRadio Times, I want access to everything in theRadio
am trying to get you to focus on, turning it the otherTimes, but that does not mean I am going to watch
way round, is this. Supposing the generals and all theeverything. I certainly do not regard the systemwhere
others all say that we need this spectrum. Would notmost of us do not watch as ineYcient, and that is why
the system work—and Lord Armstrong understandsI regard your use of the word eYcient quite as quite

erroneous. In other words, it is nothing to do with the this much better than I do—if the generals were to
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some time round about 2007, but let us not get toosay, “We have got to have this”. Spectrum is priced
at such and such and their budget will then be much into that. To go to your point, it is extremely

important for defence, for example. I see myadjusted so that they could buy the thing; in other
words, it would not actually economise in the sense in particular role as a non-executive director as being

absolutely to make sure that defence is usingwhich economist often talk. It is rather like the
argument, looking at St Thomas’s over there, that if resources eVectively and, if I dare say so, eYciently.

When it comes to things like spectrum, I see that aswe attach pricingmechanisms to theNHS, which this
Government is keen on, it raises the point that there a major component of the way in which these things

work. It is absolutely vital that we start to bringis no point in keeping old people alive; the benefits
comparedwith the costs are justmassive. It applies to prices to bear on this stuV because otherwise you

have no mechanism for working out, in Martin’sme as well. If the Government were to take note of
pricing mechanisms seriously, it would lead to results word, whether you are using the right inputs to

produce the desired outcome. That is precisely thethat no-one would be willing to accept. Supposing it
did lead in this case to the BBC not putting on the problem that we struggle with. I can see your point

about losing 100,000 troops. Nobody would everkinds of programmes it wanted, could you imagine
the Secretary of State saying, “It is too bad. The want to do that if it could possibly be helped. I think

we are moving to a situation where we are less likelyspectrum has been priced. We need lots more mobile
phones. We do not need public sector broadcasting”. to do that than more likely.
Is there not a certain naivety amongst us economists
when we put this sort of thing forward that we do not

Q1746 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury:seem to understand the real world?
Speaking as someone who has worked in
broadcasting rather than as an economist, I am going

Q1744 Chairman: We have got back to the BBC to ask a straight question, which is: does the
now, which is good. How do you reply to that? Government not need to allocate spectrum to ensure
Dr Cleevely: I reply on two counts. Firstly, I public service broadcasting? By taking money from
apologise for being slightly short in the way that I the broadcasters, from the BBC and from Channel4
explained my argument about eYciency. It is simply et cetera, to pay for spectrum, is that not taking
that if you know there are alternative technical means money directly out of programme-making budgets?
for providing exactly the same level of service and Professor Cave: The overall view of spectrum
you know that somebody is then using a resource management, which I have espoused, is that there
which they are getting free, and if they did not get it should be two processes going on. One is a process
free and it was traded in the market at a reasonable which relates largely to commercial use of spectrum,
price they would use some alternative method, then and that is a market process. In essence, you create
that does count for economic eYciency. I hopewe are spectrum licences as tradable property and you allow
back on sound economic grounds, even if the various firms to buy and sell this property in order to
mathematics earlier was a little bit risky. I think I achieve a market objective of providing services to
have to talk about the defence issue for a moment, homes and customers. That is the first world. There is
if we may move away from broadcasting, since I also a second world in which the Government, quite
am a non-executive director of the Defence rightly, allocates spectrum for specified public
Communications Services Agency, and some of this purposes, of which defence and public service
stuV impinges directly on this. In fact, I was at a main broadcasting are obvious examples. The diYculty
board meeting yesterday. We sit there and we take arises to some extent in the co-existence of these two
decisions of exactly the kind that you are talking worlds. Clearly, the commercial spectrum users will
about. We have to allocate resources and we have to be under commercial pressures to economise on
think about how you meet the Treasury guidelines spectrum. There is, however, a concern in some sense
and the Treasury imposes extremely strict views on that if the public sector spectrum users get it free, they
exactly how much we spend on communications, for will get too much and we will have an imbalance and
example. consumers will be deprived of the benefits they would

otherwise have derived. For that reason, I have
proposed the extension of a system that wasQ1745 Lord Armstrong of Ilminster:Do you allocate
introduced in 1996 which means that public sectorfrequencies?
spectrum users actually make some kind of payment.Dr Cleevely: No, some of that is done within other
A calculation is made of roughly what the spectrumparts of the Ministry of Defence, although Martin
could have done had it been used for other purposes,recommended that there should be some changes
and they are charged that as an administrativewithin the Ministry of Defence as to exactly how
incentive price as an input into their decisions. I thinksome of that is done. That will undoubtedly play out
that has two consequences. Firstly, it makesbefore the big stick that I think you were mentioning

comes along to beat up the Ministry of Defence at transparent or more transparent how much public
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Q1748 Lord Armstrong of Ilminster: In the case ofservices are actually costing. If the Ministry of
Defence, for example, is sitting on̈ 5 billion worth of the BBC, if we were charging for spectrum, it would

be up to the BBC to say whether they wish to recoverspectrum, and you would normally expect it to earn
a return of 10 per cent on that, that is £0.5 billion this from an increase in the licence fee or by reducing

expenditure on other things. That would be a BBCpounds of expenditure, so that the defence budget in
a sense is more than we first thought. The same of decision?

Professor Cave: Or possibly by reducing expenditurecourse would apply to the BBC and to Channel 4. It
would not apply to ITV and to Channel 5 because on spectrum by identifying more eYcient ways in

which it can use spectrum in order to achieve thosethey have in some sense been engaged in a
competitive process to acquire their licences and that objectives.
competitive process includes an implicit payment for
access to spectrum which gives them the opportunity Q1749 Chairman: The diYculty, of course, that we
to broadcast to households. It is really only the BBC have with the BBC is that if you were to do that, if for
and Channel 4 which are involved in this particular the sake of argument you were to have the impact
discussion about the price of spectrum. That is one Lady Bonham-Carter was talking about and you
reason—transparency. The second reason is that reduce the programmes, and I think the fear is that
pricing provides signals for broadcasters to make this might take place, the only way that money could
sensible decisions about how to achieve their realistically be raised in terms of the BBC is by
statutory or other objectives. For example, they may increasing the licence fee, which is already a
have an objective to ensure that their programmes are regressive tax?
available as widely as possible and on as many Professor Cave: That is indeed a consequence but,
platforms as possible. Then, having an arrangement broadly speaking, if the BBC is making a lot of
by which the platforms are priced to reflect their decisions at the margin about the kind of activities
actual economic cost, including the cost of spectrum, which it would undertake based upon the licence fee
is going to help them make those decisions. Another and if those decisions include margins of spectrum
issue is the question of analogue switch-oV. Perhaps use, then there is a considerable potential pay-back in
I could just say in general terms that this is a terms of greater eYciency by focusing their attention
transition. It is a margin of discretion which is on that amount. The second point to make is that we
available to the broadcasting world, including of might not be talking about vast sums of money.
course its regulators and the Government, and prices Dr Cleevely: I was going to make precisely that point.
of spectrum can play a role in generating sensible, We are not talking about huge amounts of money.
rational and eYcient decisions which ultimately
benefit consumers.

Q1750 Chairman:What do you mean by that?
Dr Cleevely: If you moved to fully digital on
broadcasting, you save something of the order of
£225 million a year. I think that the BBC would cut
its costs down: the BBC would be paying out

Q1747 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: You something of the order of £20–£30 million a year for
do not think that that is money that should be being that. We are not talking about a huge chunk of their
spent on programmes or content? budget. Martin probably knows the figures better
Professor Cave: The administrative pricing for than I do. I would not rely onmy figures. By the same
spectrum is in respect of things which the token, the BBC is taking decisions about how it
Government declares ought to be done: such and distributes its content, so it is paying for IP streaming
such defence capability, such and such public service which costs roughly 20 to 30 times the cost per
broadcasting. What I am suggesting is that the viewing hour of a broadcast transmission. I cannot
Government should allocate the appropriate amount see the argument, to be frank, for saying that they
of money to provide the level of defence services or should stop doing that because they should put the
public service broadcasting services to cover all the money into programmes or that they should stop, as
costs. At the moment, the Government allocates they are doing at the moment, distributing content
money through its licence to cover the BBC for the over mobile phones because they are taking a
cost of hiring its staV, the cost of paying for its decision about how they wish to reach their audience
transmission, and the cost of buying its electricity, and fulfil their remit. What we are doing here is
but it does not in fact allocate money for the cost of actually giving the BBC considerably more freedom
buying its access to spectrum. What I am suggesting to be able to do that kind of thing. In the long run,
as a general rule is that that should be included as a whilst it is nice to think that the Government can
cost and that there should be an appropriate somehow decide how people should do things,
adjustment to the revenues which the BBC makes in frankly, it is better if the people decide how these

things are done. Obviously you have to internaliseorder to cover that cost.
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value whatsoever. Let us just stick to the price. If it issome of the externalities of universal coverage and so
on; there are roles for regulation there. But we are marketised to a greater degree, then people will pay
talking about giving all broadcasters a link to the and your argument is that they will use it more
market so that they can actually start to do things eYciently or they will pay for bits of it and use it more
which people prefer. People may prefer in the long eYciently. The particular case that interests us is the
run to get what we now regard as broadcasting over consequence of analogue switch-oV. Will that
completely a diVerent medium. analogue spectrum find purchasers or is that an open

question? If it does, what might it be sold for and to
whom might it be sold?Q1751 Lord Maxton: In a sense, that is my point. I
Professor Cave: Can I begin with a modest preambleam quite ignorant about this. How much spectrum
about the diYculty of answering that particularcould a five-terrestrial channel use in comparison to,
question? It arises for the following reason—that wesay, a giant satellite? Have you any idea what the
have very few actual observations of spectrum trades.figures are? Sky is providing up to 500 channels, you
We have some slightly aberrant ones which date backsay. Is Sky using a lot more spectrum in the five
to the year 2000 when the 3G licences were sold andchannels or are the five channels using as much
we have some rather interesting leasing contractsspectrum?
relating to free-view channels, which give us someProfessor Cave: Can I try to evade that question by
idea of the current value in 2006 of access, but thesaying that even though there is a physical unit of
position in terms of scarcity of spectrum across thespectrum, the megahertz, across the whole range of
relevant bit of spectrum we are talking about is likelyvery low frequencies to very high frequencies, the
to change very substantially over the period up toactual economic value of it varies so hugely that it is
2012 and thereafter when the analogue switch-oVvery diYcult to compare quantities of terrestrial
spectrum will be available for other uses for twotransmission which uses spectrum absolutely at the

“sweet spot”, the most valuable spectrum that there reasons. Firstly, Ofcom has published plans for very
is, with the spectrum that is used by satellite substantial spectrum awards, which it proposes to
broadcasters, which is way up there and is competing carry out over the next three years. These include, for
withmuch less eYcient uses. I think the broad answer example, a very large amount of spectrum in what is
to your question is that to provide a channel of known as the 3G expansion band, which can be used
national coverage by satellite is, in spectrum terms, for a range of mobile communication and
an awful lot cheaper than it is to provide a channel of broadcasting services. It also includes a plan to
coverage by terrestrial means. auction spectrum licences in what is called the L-

band, which is a band which is particularly suitable
for mobile broadcasting. There will be a lot ofQ1752 LordMaxton:Perhaps I should not really ask
additional spectrum coming on to the market overthis. Would not it be more eYcient and cheaper in
the next, say, five years. As far as the demand isspectrum terms to give everybody a satellite dish or a
concerned, there are various views that you can take.telephone line, an ADSL, rather than going to
In the course of the report which you referred toterrestrial digital?
earlier, my Lord Chairman, we commissioned someDr Cleevely: You do not know because it is about
work forecasting the balance between supply andpeople’s preferences. If you go back to the point
demand of spectrum. It became apparent that thereabout where people live and how they wish to gain
were some states of the world in which very extensiveaccess to these kinds of things, you do not necessarily
use was made of wireless technologies, for example,want to be forcing that decision. That decision will be
for broadband services using technologies such as wi-taken by people taking their own individual decisions
max and then 4G mobile communications and itsand the broadcasters using their inputs and

producing the outputs accordingly. successors and also for broadcasting. There were
Professor Cave: Statements of that kind have been states in the world in which there will be very
made but the conclusion seems to be that the cheapest substantial growth in demand for spectrum and that
method is to use a combination of all the known would obviously have the consequence that any
technologies, subject to quantification. spectrum releasedwould increase in value. I guess the
Chairman: I want to move on to the value of conclusion of this is that any estimate that somebody
spectrum. gives you of the value of spectrum over a period of 20

years after 2012 is going to be subject to a very broad
range of doubt. Having said that, I think there is aQ1753 Baroness O’Neill of Bengarve: Professor
way in which you can try to unpack the problem.Cave, we have found ourselves meeting a number of
Might I suggest how that might be done? You canclaims both about the value of the price of spectrum,
think of the value of the spectrum licence asand I do not want to get into the more metaphysical
consisting of two components. One is the intrinsicthings because I can see that you are looking for an

array of things, some of which you may say have no value of the spectrum based upon its capacity to
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quite possible that we would lie outside even the largeprovide services. As I have said, some spectrum is
better than others spectrum, just as some land ismore range that he was talking about the £05 million to

£1.5 billion. I would like just to give you a couple offertile than other land. Just simply by making
calculations about the extra productivity of other pointers as to why it is as uncertain, if not more

uncertain, than Martin has just said. First of all, youparticular bits of spectrum, you can produce some
kind of estimate of how much spectrum at that level actually need some equipment or some technical

reasons for wishing to use that spectrum. We areof scarcity would be worth. That is one element of it;
it is a kind of scarcity rent. The other element of it is sitting here in 2006; in 2012 we should have some

extra available spectrum but if it is only this smallthe degree to which ownership of a spectrum licence
gives you market power in some downstream market group of islands here oV the north-west corner of

Europe that is doing this, then we are likely to findand enables you to get some kind of monopoly
profit in the downstream market. By a process of technical solutions that are relatively high cost and

are not necessarily going to be commerciallycalculation, you can try to figure out what the
scarcity value of spectrum is. Then of course you attractive. The second point is that whilstMartin was

indicating, and he is right to do so, that generallyhave to take a view about what degree of monopoly
power it is going to confer upon the owner of the lower frequencies are of more value than high

frequencies, in fact that is not necessarily quite thelicence. That is obviously much more conjectural
because it depends upon market conditions that case because if I have a relatively low frequency, it

tends to travel further. Therefore, if you recall, I wasprevail at the time. I am just coming to what I hope
is the bottom line. If you address the first element of talking about the idea of making small cells to make

eYcient use of the spectrum; the idea that you can doit, then I think for the value of spectrumyou are likely
to end up as an annual charge with something in the that with lower frequencies starts to become

technicallymore diYcult. Then there is the final pointrange per MHz of £0.5 million to £1.5 million. If you
then gross that up at 112 MHz which are under that there is a huge momentum building up, as

Martin said, for example in the range of the 3Gconsideration, that gives you an annual charge of
something between £50 million and £150 million. If expansion bands, which are in the range of 2.5 GHz

plus. These seem to be very high frequency andyou capitalise that, which I propose you do very
roughly by multiplying by 10, you get a value of technically quite diYcult, but, because there is so

much R&D going into using these things and sosomething of the order of £0.5 billion to £1.5 billion.
I do emphasise that this is based upon our current much investment in technology going on, those areas

start to become rather more valuable. The wholeunderstanding of technological capabilities, and it is
subject to a very wide margin of error. I am not thing could be described as a mess or as us being a

long way away from being able to put any reasonablesuggesting that it will lie within that range. I would
not be at all surprised if it were more or it were less. estimates onwhat this spectrumwould actually yield.

We will be in for a surprise.That provides, in my mind, some kind of general
figure. Baroness O’Neill of Bengarve: I think that is a very

full answer because it explains why there is
uncertainty about the answers in this area, which has

Q1754 Baroness O’Neill of Bengarve: So the auction been one of our problems.
that went on in 2000 is no model for the sell-oV of
analogue spectrum in this?

Q1755 Chairman:We could go round this for a longProfessor Cave: No. I think that has no value for
time and not actually come, in the end, to any betterprecedent at all.
position than both of you have just explained. ThereDr Cleevely: Could I add that having been involved
is uncertainly but I think we take away that £0.5in the original working in setting up the auction of 3G
billion to £1.5 billion. Would you accept that, Drand doing some of the technical economic analysis of
Cleevely? There is a long pause here.3G networks, (which then led to the idea that we
Dr Cleevely: I have a great deal of sceptism about thecould have five operators and therefore it would be
long run, high value of spectrum. That is because Ipossible to auction) the original estimates for the
think there are a lot of technical and technologicalvalue were of the order of £3 billion to £10 billion,
developments coming along which will enable us toand the upper end of that was based on preciselywhat
do a great deal with very little spectrum at very lowMartin said, which is the market power; that is, you
cost. Because of that, then spectrum as a substitutecan extract more value further down the chain and
will command a relatively low price in the long run,that is why that valuewas in there. The inflated values
hence my long pause.that were paid of the order of £23 billion were due to

particular circumstances prevailing at the time. If we
go back to the spectrum that we are talking about, Q1756 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: I have certainly
this broadcast spectrum, Martin quite rightly points picked up the message that the value of spectrum and

so on is changing literally moment to moment. I amout that there is a huge range. He also said that it is
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have been moving towards the price of allocation ofjust thinking about the public service broadcasting
and particularly about the BBC, and I think spectrum. Iwondered if you could clarify the position

for us on that, if you do know it, and whether or notsomebody put a figure on the value of their spectrum
as £26–£30 million a year, something around that. the kind of experiences that they have had on this

issue are relevant to what we are talking about now.Have you any views about how well the BBC and
other public service broadcasters use spectrum they Professor Cave: Australia and New Zealand have led

the way in introducing market-based methods ofcurrently have? Let us give one example at the
present. Are their transmission networks geared to spectrum management. However, the broadcasting

systems in both countries are controlled by anbest use and so on?
Professor Cave: I am afraid I cannot really speak with additional overlay of specifically broadcasting

regulation, which has imposed very considerablegreat authority on the engineering aspects of this. I
believe it is generally agreed that, given the restrictions upon who can own what broadcasters

and the purposes to which they can be put. I thinkconstraints of providing near universal coverage in
an environment in which there are a lot of obstacles that in practice they have a good framework for

spectrum but their broadcasting regulation is asto it in the form of hills and valleys and so forth, we
do have a system in which the analogue spectrum is idiosyncratic and restrictive as it is in many other

countries.used eYciently and subsequently the same basic
structure of 1,180 transmission sites will be used for
digital, so I am sure that, subject to that constraint, Q1759 Bishop of Manchester: So it is not very
there will be reasonably eYcient technical use of helpful?
spectrum. Professor Cave: I do not think in relation to

broadcasting you will find that particularly helpful.
Dr Cleevely: There is just one small point.Q1757 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: Just comparing

the BBC andChannel 4 and the other twowhich have Particularly if you take New Zealand, it does not
have as many countries surrounding it as, forsome degree of public service responsibilities, would

you say the second group, ITV and Channel 5, are example, Germany might or the United Kingdom,
and so they can aVord to experiment a little bit. Theymore eYcient in the use because they have paid

something for it? a have conducted quite a few experiments in various
forms of communications regulation. The onlyProfessor Cave: I do not think I would want to make

that claim in relation to the operation of the existing problem that both the Australian and the New
Zealand markets have in engaging in this kind oftransmission system. Clearly, of course, the actual

transmission activity is done not by the broadcasters thing is in setting the price because the markets are
relatively small. Whilst you do not have thebut by Aqiva or the National Grid Company, which

actually does the heavy lifting as far as the restrictions that we have here, it is then very diYcult
to set a price, quite apart from the very specificengineering aspects of it are concerned.

Dr Cleevely: Just to intervene on that, I would expect regulations that apply in the case of broadcasting.
whichever broadcaster to try to minimise their cost
anyway, so there are costs associated with Q1760 Lord Kalms: Would you agree that high
transmission sites and things that Martin was talking definition TV would be one of the obvious
about, the 1,100 sites and so on, which would reflect manifestations of the benefit of spectrum? Could you
in some relatively reasonable use of spectrum. The amplify a little about the demand for spectrum from
point is that those other broadcasters cannot trade the wide number of sources that will want to use this
that spectrum. They cannot say, “I am going to give particular facility?
up a few MHz and get some rent from doing so”. Professor Cave:HDTV is a very interesting challenge.
They do not have the incentive to be eYcient in their If very roughly you suppose that moving from
use of spectrum. The question cannot be answered. analogue to digital reduces the demand for spectrum
You say they were paid money for it, but it is not by about five, going back to HDTV increases it by
linked directly to a decision about the use or non-use five, so you end up with similar limitations on the
of spectrum, so you would not expect them to behave amount of spectrum that you will be able to have. I
any diVerently. believe, for example, that if you took the whole of the

UHF band that is currently used for analogue and
you put digital high definition signals into it youQ1758 Bishop of Manchester: I visited the

Australian Broadcasting GDS in Melbourne a few would end up with something like eight channels.
That means that a single HDTV channel has anmonths ago and for a short time dipped into a

conversation not unlike the one we have been having enormous opportunity cost in terms of normal
definition channels and all the other things whichthis morning, but then I was moved on before I

discovered what they were really up to. I gathered spectrum could be used for such as mobile
broadcasting, and mobile telecommunications.that in Australia, and I think in New Zealand, they
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that there are some areas in the country—mid-Wales,Heaven knows what will be thought up by 2012 when
for example—where there are relatively few peoplethis spectrum comes on the market. My inclination
and you can have quite a free rein with quite a lot ofwould be to take HDTV as an indication that it is
spectrum; whereas in a dense urban area like Londonhighly desirable to have some kind of spectrum
it is a rather diVerent matter. Going back to Martin’spricing regime which means that, when decisions are
point about why youmight needmany diVerent waysmade by a public service broadcaster about whether
of getting this stuV, in an urban area like London theto exhibit HDTV programmes on a terrestrial
spectrum may be a very high price and therefore ittransmission mechanism or alternatively to put them
would be a strong incentive to go for cable, for sayon a satellite or alternatively to put them on a cable
HDTV. The same thing would not apply in mid-system or onADSL, you will have some kind of price
Wales or Scotland.One of the advantages of this kindsignal which will encourage it to make sensible of mechanism would be, I would hope, that we get

decisions. I regard this HDTV decision as one of the better coverage for more people than you would by
key margins in the future where having some kind of any other mechanism. I just wanted to make that
spectrum pricing will have a considerably beneficial slightly non-technical point.
eVect upon rational decision taking within the Chairman: It has been a fascinating session. Thank
industry. you very much for coming. We are very grateful.
Dr Cleevely: I would absolutely agree. There is one Perhaps if, as may be likely, we have some further
point that we have not mentioned, although it was questions we might write to you and you can come
hinted at by Lord Peston, which was about the back to us on them. We are enormously grateful for

the trouble that you have taken.geographical split. It is worth thinking about the fact

Examination of Witness

Witness: Lord Puttnam, a Member of the House, examined.

Q1761 Chairman: Welcome, Lord Puttnam. You Q1765 Chairman: Tell us about your concept. Cost
is on one side but you take the view that television canknow only too well about the progress of this

Committee. Since we last spoke to you, you have now be very local indeed and there could be—I
remember youmade an analogy betweenChelmsfordbecome deputy chairman of Channel 4.

Lord Puttnam: I will be at the end of February. and Northampton—a television station in
Chelmsford and a television station inNorthampton.
Would that be fair?Q1762 Chairman: Congratulations on that. Can I
Lord Puttnam: Yes. The example I was using wasrefer to your speech to RTS North East and Borders
from my own background of 20 years as a non-which you sent to us, given at the Throwing Stones
executive director of Anglia Television. I think IRestaurant at the National Glass Centre? I assume
know a reasonable amount about what we termsuch does exist?
“regional television”. Regional television as we knowLord Puttnam: And stones were thrown.
it existed because there were a number of places in theChairman: You talked about the potential for really
country where you could put up a transmitter mast,local television.One of the reasons you said that there
get a signal, put a circle round that and call it awas potential was the question of costs. You can go
region. These regions were always totally illusory. Iinto Dixons and for as little as only £2,000 buy a
do not think anyone would pretend that even today,digital camera.
after 30 years ofGranada, Liverpool andManchesterLord Kalms: That was before the sale. I think you
are entirely harmonised and see themselves as amean £200.
region. I would defer to the Bishop but I do not think
that is the case. In Anglia, we never reconciled

Q1763 Chairman: I knew it was a mistake to quote Norfolk and SuVolk. The situation in a sense became
Dixons. But you made the point that such cameras worse, not better. At the time of the 1990 charter
have better resolution than anything the BBC owned review and renewal of the licences, we had a long
five years ago. discussion about the possibility of a triple opt-out.
Lord Puttnam: That is correct. That was the idea of having a news gathering service

in Cambridge. Local news would be oVered from
Q1764 Chairman: The barrier to entry that there Ipswich, Norwich and Cambridge. There was an
once was in terms of technical equipment and the cost enormous debate about this. The argument from
of that has simply vanished. many of the executives was that it was a waste of time
Lord Puttnam: I was using it as an illustration of the because the maximum Cambridge reach was only
pace of change and the collapse of the barrier to 300,000 people. I have spent a lot of my time working

in the United States. There are people who probablyentry.
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speech was our need to understand that the local haswith Mafia backing would kill for an audience of
300,000. 300,000 is regarded as a very big and not been served at all by television and yet the

technology now exists to do it.profitable audience in the United States. I think we
lapsed into an acceptance of the fact that we had a
market which was fragmented into these so-called

Q1766 Chairman:You referred to the United States.regions, which started with no geographical rationale
Does that mean that in the United States there arebutmerely a technological rationale, andwe have not
such local television services?got around to challenge that thinking. In the eight
Lord Puttnam: Very much so. The example I haveyears I have been in your Lordships’ House, I have
used has been going for 50 years. It is run bygone around the country a very great deal, mostly in
Wisconsin State University. It is a marvellousconnection with my work for the Department of
example of what is possible. International news isEducation. What you quickly come to terms with is
taken down from the BBC.National news is obtainedthe desperate need of communities to talk to each
from PBS. But most of it is local, local footballother and identify themselves as a community. I think
matches, local news, and local events. About two-it is a need that has grown in those eight years, not
thirds of the output on an average evening is local butdiminished. Here we have the technology to at last to
it does not ignore the national and the international.be able to do it. It has been done very eVectively for

many years by local newspapers but local newspapers
have their own limitations. Here is the chance to Q1767 Chairman:Has a market survey been done in
move into another area. One of my concerns is that this country to see if there is potential?
the only movers at present are the BBC. All my Lord Puttnam: There have been some attempts using
concerns with the BBC are to do with what I would analogue spectrum to do it, some more successful
term as the over-professionalisation of the local. My than others. What I believe is that once you go out to
concept is some what diVerent. My concept is that if communities, once you are prepared to invest in and
you see someone reading the news who Monday, take a chance on what local people do, you have to
Wednesday and Friday is on the check-out at Tesco accept a fair amount of crash and burn. If you go
your reaction to her is, “She is doing remarkably down this route there will be failures, but there will
well.” It is not, “Is she as good as Anna Ford?” It is also be successes.Mybelief is if you staywith it, if you
possible that most local, technical colleges could get allow the successes to be well publicised, you will
eight small cameras, send students out on a Saturday begin to emerge over 15 years, I would say, with a
to cover three weddings each in the region, come back pattern of very successful, maybe formulaic but very
on Sunday, edit them into a programme and on the successful, local stations which serve a defined public
afternoons of the following week you have need and which tie very neatly into all the other
communities looking at themselves, seeing their own developments taking place in technology. The
weddings, possibly not as beautifully shot as the BBC Wisconsin station, for example, is very closely tied to
might do it, but something of real community value. its web based service. Everything is on it. Much of it
I have brought along a video and it illustrates the fact is also webcast. You can constantly update yourself
that everything changes and nothing changes. I do on what is happening. These are very complementary
not know if you are familiar with this wonderful media and the web gives a lot of advantages to the
series of films, The Lost World of Mitchell and potential at local broadcasting that have not existed
Kenyon, put out by the BFI. This was a stash of films in the past.
found in Blackburn shot very locally, in the early
years of the twentieth century by local cameramen

Q1768 Chairman: What kind of operators do youwho went to workplaces, the football ground and
envisage running these services?various other places and filmed people coming out of

work or the local football ground and, the following Lord Puttnam: I would like to see a number of
diVerent versions, maybe local councils inweek, screened them at the equivalent of Blackburn

Odeon. People turned up in their droves. Why? cooperation with local NGOs. It would be very nice
to think—I do not think it will happen—that theBecause they were seeing themselves, and their own

communities reflected within their own context. I do BBC could be a key partner with local organisations.
I bow to nobody in my admiration for thenot think that instinct has ever in any way been

removed. We have not had an audiovisual medium corporation. Unfortunately, the BBC traditionally is
a horrible partner. It does not “do partner”. Thatwith which to allow people to reflect on their own

interests: on people they know; the girl they were at would be desirable but in the end unlikely. I think it
would be community organisations of diVerent types,school with. That is a completely legitimate form of

television but we have allowed ourselves to lapse into sometimes maybe involving local businesses and
sometimes not. It would be very interesting to seethe notion that television is something far more,

national and rarefied. My key argument during that what type of patterns of ownership would emerge.
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visionary Home Secretary, Willie Whitelaw. It is aQ1769 Lord Maxton: You mentioned the web and
the internet. If the internet develops, broadband marginal organisation doing quite well at the

moment. Three or four years from now it might be inbecomes commonplace and people watch television
on their television but beamed to it by their computer some diYculty. The cost of spectrum to Channel 4

might be the very thing that tips it over into seriousthat surely is the best way of providing this local
service rather than having it as part of the BBC’s problems. Do you as a Committee really want to be

looking at a situation in which you are being asked tobroadcasting. I am not saying the BBC website
cannot be used. It is already being used for exactly recommend whether to release Channel 4 from some

of its BSB obligations because it has been so hardthat sort of purpose. I do not see why you think it has
to be television run rather than just using the internet pressed as a result of spectrum charging, using all the

same arguments that ITV listed, or would you ratheras it develops for that purpose.
forego spectrum charging and know that you have aLord Puttnam: Simply time. I was very interested in
reasonably healthy Channel 4 moving forward. Iwhat Dr Cleevely was saying. If you are prepared to
certainly would be more than unhappy if a series ofwait five, six, seven or eight years, without doubt, you
events was set in train by my government whichcould get this type of broadband or cable direct to
resulted in the diminution let alone the elimination ofyour PC. But it would be a pity to wait that long
Channel 4, which has proved such a spectacularbecause the period between now and five years’ time
success for the Conservative Party. That would be acould be well spent discovering what does and does
very poor bargain and it would be a classic form ofnot work locally, what resources can be brought to
unintended consequence.bear, the degree to which, for example, local council

meetings could be shown even planning decisions
could be broadcast. There is awhole plethora of areas Q1771 Lord Peston: I was following your lead on the
that I would like to see experimented with. It would local, which I found very impressive. I am surprised
be a shame if the delay was a technological one. I you call themunintended consequences since they are
have no doubt whatsoever that in six or seven years’ so obvious, it seems to me, that you have to regard
time that will be the chosen delivery route. them as intended consequences.

Lord Puttnam: I do not think for one moment
Professor Cavewould be a happyman if he knew thatQ1770 Lord Peston: The more we ask questions
he had been directly responsible for the collapse ofabout spectrum and charging for it the less I seem to
Channel 4.understand. We have been approaching spectrum as

if it were a scarce resource and therefore the
economists say that scarce means charge. To take an Q1772 Lord Peston: If we take Channel 4, if we start
obvious example for your local stuV, if it were to go from a logical position and you want Channel 4 in its
out on spectrum as opposed to broadband they public service context, it follows that you have to
would simply be priced out of thismarket. If they had facilitate this happening. You can say you facilitate it
to meet the market price of what you call Tesco TV happening because you are going to charge them but
and so on, it would mean that none of these people then you could give them the money back that you
could operate at all. are charging them, which seems rather ridiculous.
Lord Puttnam: One of the reasons I am pretty You are much better oV just giving them the ability
ambivalent about spectrum charging—I admire to do it in the first place. All you have done is create
Martin Cave’s report very much indeed—is that he bureaucracy. I hope Channel 4 is not in danger but I
has a series of targets, some of which are probably am much more intrigued by your suggestions about
utterly legitimate. The Ministry of Defence would be all these local things which do require an approach
one. The problem is the law of unintended which is a citizenship approach of “Let us facilitate
consequences. If you took a rather broad brush on this.”
spectrum charging and applied it, for example, to the Lord Puttnam:Of course you are right. It comes right
BBC you have an already relatively cynical public back to the Chairman’s question which is what sort
knowing full well that this is what’s known in the film of groupings might be put together that might
industry as double dipping. The public are having facilitate community television. I would like to see
their pockets picked for a licence fee and that licence this being community driven. I think that is where we
fee is being picked again so that money can go back will learn something and that is where the value will
to the Treasury. If the figure is indeed, let us say, 30 lie. If all of a sudden there were another unintended
million, surely that 30 million could be far better victim of a spectrum tax, where there was a
spent on the sorts of services I have just described. It requirement to put down £250,000 in a small area in
is peanuts when it gets to the Treasury. It creates order to pay the spectrum tax, I would argue that you
cynicism in the electorate and potentially damages begin to drift into what I am terming Tesco television
the BBC. In a sense, I suppose I now have to declare because immediately the powerful player is the

person, maybe a large retail outlet, who can comean interest. Channel 4 was a brilliant concept of a
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They make poor partners. If I had a wish list of thealong and say, “I will pay the 250 but this is what I
want. I want these advertising breaks and you can fit things the BBC could better learn how to do, it would

be partnerships. Lastly and most importantly, if theythe programming in between.”Youwill begin to have
a diVerent economic mix one that becomes are remarkably successful in moving into this space it

is likely to deter rather than help other people findingprincipally driven by a fiscal imperative. From my
perspective, that entirely misses the point. ways of putting this kind of community project

together.
Q1773 Chairman:You argue you do not want Tesco
television. You do not want council television either, Q1777 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury:
do you? Picking up on your scepticism about the BBC being
Lord Puttnam: No. involved in this, going back—

Lord Puttnam: Not involved; dominating. I have no
problem with the BBC being involved at all. I wouldQ1774 Chairman: I was a bit worried by one of those
want the BBC involved. I have a certain scepticismreplies because if you are going to have genuine
about the BBC dominating this space.community television it is going to need to be

independent and one of the things it is going to need
to be independent of is councils. Q1778 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: You
Lord Puttnam:Absolutely. This is why I suppose I am can imagine them being part of it?
arguing against any fiscal imperative placed up front, Lord Puttnam: Very much so.
which plays into the hands of any one of the vested
interests, be it the local newspaper, the council or the

Q1779 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: Onedominant retail outlets. When I use the word
of your first answers was about how technology“community” I mean community, a means by which
means that this can be so much cheaper than it hascommunities can express who and what they are as
been up until now. The BBC is estimating the movesfreely and as honestly as possible, including holding
that they propose for the nextCharter period tomakethe council to account.
their services more local will cost £55 million per
annum. In the light of your comments about whatQ1775 Lord Maxton: Can I be slightly a devil’s you can buy at Dixons, does this seem a realistic sum

advocate here? That is fine if you talk about Tesco of money?
but what about John Smith, the local grocer, and

Lord Puttnam: I have tried to push the BBC on this
George Brown at the local garage? Surely, if you are and maybe you can be more successful than I have
having this local television, one of the things people been. My concern is that, assuming some of these
are entitled to get from it is what local commercial plans for buses and local community involvement are
services are available to them. remarkably successful, how scaleable are they? What
Lord Puttnam: I could not agree more. I am talking would happen if they are genuinely successful and we
about the local dominant advertiser. It would be want to move from 15 or 115 buses to 1,500 buses or
almost absurd to not allow local retail advertising. I we want to move rather more rapidly in pursuing the
was brought up in an era in which the cinema had local reach of the BBC? I cannot get a sense that the
those terrible slides that used to be pushed across the BBC’s figures account for that level of scaleability. It
screen during the interval which promoted small is quite diYcult to unravel what that will pay for let
local retailers. I am not suggesting we go back to that alone what happens if some or all of it takes oV like
but I do think there should be a very good a rocket.
opportunity to promote local retail outlets. There is
a lot of good stuV in the Building Public Value

Q1780 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: Youdocument but my argument against if is it assumes a
do not think they are over-estimating the cost?level of professional output which I think will defeat
Lord Puttnam: No. The BBC are pretty good atthe purpose behind real local access, but I would love
costing what they do, they do overspend but theyto be proved wrong.
normally have some contingency for that.

Q1776 Chairman: You are obviously fairly sceptical
about the BBC providing these services. Q1781 Lord Maxton:Do you think the BBC should

be involved in the digital switchover?Lord Puttnam: I am sceptical for two reasons. I am
sceptical because I do not think they know how to do Lord Puttnam: I do. It would be illogical for the BBC

not to work with government in enhancing,anything inexpensively and somewhat amateurishly.
I use the word “amateurishly” as a positive, not a encouraging and driving forward digital switchover.

They know more about it. They are well resourced.negative. I do not think they are very good at
involving local communities on anything other than They have the relationship with government and in a

sense they have the public service remit to ensure thattheir (the BBC’s) terms and working to their rules.
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Q1784 Lord Maxton: I know it is technical but oncedigital is made available to the poorest, least
advantaged and geographically most challenged. you move on to mobile telephones, using the internet

and broadband, you are talking about
narrowcasting, not broadcasting, technically.

Q1782 Lord Maxton: I can see that but why should Broadcasting implies something that is put out that
the licence fee payer finance it? Why should not the everybody canwatch if they turn on their television at
rest of us pay for it? that particular point in time. Narrowcasting implies
Lord Puttnam: That is a perfectly good question. In a that you watch it when you want to watch it and
sense, it is the reverse question of why the BBC where you want to watch it. That is what you are
should pay a spectrum charge. You are right. It does describing in the second part of that answer.
encourage cynicism on the part of the licence fee Lord Puttnam: Yes. That is where we will end up.
payer who feels, “Is this the very first phase of top There will be elements of broadcasting but essentially
slicing? Is this first bit of top slicing of the licence fee the market for narrowcasting will grow
to pay for other things?” If it is, does it set the wrong exponentially, whereas the market for broadcasting
precedent? It is a very correct question. On balance, may well drop.
if you are asking me should the BBC be engaged with
the government in driving this forward, yes. Should

Q1785 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury:Goingit be paid for by the licence fee? I am not sure about
back to the use of the licence fee for analogue switch-that.
oV, we have been hearing from quite a lot of people
that the government is likely to get a considerable
amount of money from the sale of spectrum. ShouldQ1783 Lord Maxton: Personally, I have some
it not be using that money to pay for the analoguereservations about the technology to be used. It may
switch-oV, rather than expecting the licence feebe that by 2012 the BBC will be a producer of
payer to?programmes rather than a broadcaster and that we
Lord Puttnam:Yes. I think that is a more appropriateshould be looking at other technologies to ensure that
source of funding.everybody has digital services rather than just digital

television. Would you agree?
Lord Puttnam:We may find it quite diYcult to define Q1786 Chairman: Your position is that the BBC
what a broadcaster is by 2012. If by “broadcaster” we should be a pivotal force, if you like, as far as
still include the key archivist, the organisation that switchover is concerned but the finance should come

externally, not through the licence fee?makes material available, sometimes quite unusual
Lord Puttnam: Yes. I am concerned about using thematerial, if that still is a broadcaster, the BBC will
BBC internal resources to fund things which areretain that role. There is something very interesting
essentially not related specifically to the output of thehappening in video and in publishing. It is not a
BBC because I think we are there setting a harediversion; it is fascinating. The average large book
running and sooner or later someone is going tostore carries 130,000 titles and sells about ten per cent
suggest more that is similar and we will be seriouslyof them on a regular basis; yet more than half of
into the top slicing argument, which is a completelyAmazon.com’s book sales come from outside of its
diVerent debate.top 130,000 titles. What this indicates is that there is

a market out there for material that is not available
on the shelves but which people would like access to. Q1787 Bishop of Manchester: One of the things we
I hope I am not complicating your question, I believe have talked about quite a lot in this Committee is the
the bookshop analogy will hold up. Who will be the proposal that has been made about Manchester.
organisation—I think it will be a publisher/ There are three areas I would be very grateful to you
broadcaster—who will make available all of its for sharing your views on. The first is that the costs of
products on demand? We can argue what demand the move have seemed quite enormous. As time has
might mean. I would probably still end up calling progressed, the projected costs seem to have come
them a broadcaster. The BBC’s resources down a little. Nevertheless, that is an area of concern.
increasingly will be available to all of us all of the The second point you made earlier about the local
time. I have an I-Pod Nano slightly smaller than this community is how far it is realistic for the BBC to be
downstairs. I checked before coming up. I have 1,112 saying that the move to a shared hub in Manchester
tracks on it. That is almost inconceivable when I look would be of enormous benefit to the local
back 20 years to my first Walkman. I think television community. Thirdly, in the light of the points you
will move in exactly the same direction. That type of have made about the BBC’s very poor reputation in
access will be available to us well within 20 years. I sharing—that is a point that has been made by other
think 2012 is about right. But that would still be a people as well—what chances do you think the
broadcaster. I will still be relying on the BBC to call proposal has for success anyway as a concept of

sharing between the BBC, ITV and the independents?up my material.
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archive seemed to make the greatest sense—but itLord Puttnam: My experience of moving centres of
activity is that it is, to all intents and purposes, proved absolutely impossible. Everyone had their

own reasons why this had to be here and you couldillusory unless you also move the decision making
process and the financial clout that goes with it. Why not possibly move that to there. You were led to

understand that if we had got rid of this or thatdo I say that? When I went into the film industry in
the late 1960s, people talked about Hollywood. No warehouse in Swindon the entire nation would

collapse. I became pretty cynical about the excusesdecision was made in Hollywood. All the decisions in
the film industry were made in New York. It was not for putting things together. It would be a first in

broadcasting to get independents and the majoruntil the mid-1970s when, for their own reasons,
partly property based, the studios moved to the west players to work together harmoniously to an

improved end product. It might save costs along thecoast and the decision making processes began to
take place in Hollywood. The decision to move sport way but I do not believe the end product would be

enhanced or improved.to Manchester is a good and very positive one. It is
the sort of shift I would like to see take place rather
more generally in this country. I will not be totally Q1789 Chairman: That depends on the BBC.
convinced until I know that the head of sport is living Lord Puttnam: Entirely.
there, that the decisions are being made round a table
in Manchester and that the resources that fund those Q1790 Chairman: Is it a two way thing? Is it just that
decisions are also available in a bank in Manchester. the BBC are bad partners?
I do not like token regionalism. I think it is bad for Lord Puttnam: I am afraid so. I can only repeat that,
the regions and for everyone involved. I am very in my experience, they do not know how to do it. It is
much in favour of moving the non-metropolitan not part of their culture. Lord Kalms will have his
aspect, particularly of the BBC, out. I work a lot in own experiences. There are businessmen who cannot
the north east and I would like to see muchmore take be partners. It is not that they do not want to be; they
place in the north east, but the north east will only just do not know how to be a partner. They know
have the confidence to perform as I believe it could how to use someone else’s money in a joint venture
once the decisions the resources and the mistakes can but they do not know how to be a partner.
all be made there. That is another very important
point. Regions must step up, have the ability to make Q1791 Bishop of Manchester: If this is going to cost
decisions, face their mistakes and solve them. I am as much as people are saying and you are telling us
not sure nationally we have come to that point. that you do not think it is going to work, ought not

the plug to be pulled on the idea?
Lord Puttnam: I would be sorry if that happenedQ1788 Bishop of Manchester: It has certainly been
because there are people who are very keen to movethe experience in the religion and ethics department
sport to Manchester. I think there is enoughwhich moved to Manchester much earlier that they
impetus—there certainly was under Greg Dyke—tofelt very distanced from where decisions are made. It
do it properly, to re-locate it there, put thewould be very unhelpful if that kind of experience
management and resources there and make thewere to be repeated in the sports area. I think there is
decisions there. Whether there has been somea view among some people that when the move is
backsliding since Greg went I do not know but itmade to the hub, if it does happen, departments like
would be a pity if the idea was allowed to atrophy.religion and ethics will disappear or be changed.

Could you share with us your views about the kind of
Q1792 Bishop of Manchester: It would be a goodthings that you see happening in this proposed hub?
idea?How would it work between the BBC, ITV and the
Lord Puttnam: Yes.independents?

Lord Puttnam: I think it could work in niche areas but
Q1793 Chairman: There are two issues, are therenot without enormous diYculty. Can I go back to the
not? There is the issue of putting sport and otherperiod when I was at Anglia? I was chairman of a
things there and there is the issue of the sharedwonderful subsidiary called Survival. We made
production at the hub. The two perhaps are not thewildlife films. It was a very successful small company.
same.Because so much of Survival related to footage we
Lord Puttnam: It will only work if the BBC arehad commissioned, we used to own our archives
prepared to relinquish a fair amount of control and Iwhich was quite unusual. I spent a lot of time dealing
suppose what I am saying is I think they are going towith BBC Bristol to try to create a national wildlife
find that agony.archive. It seemed to me to be completely sensible—

there were only three players, the BBC, a small
organisation owned by HTV in those days, and Q1794 Bishop of Manchester: Interestingly, Charles

Allen is very enthusiastic about the idea.ourselves—to pull that together as a comprehensive
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burden too far extended to the BBC. Your notion isLord Puttnam: It is a win win for Charles Allen. It is
hard to convince the BBC it is a win win. a diversity of forms of peer review, not just the

National Audit OYce and Ofcom?
Lord Puttnam: Yes. I am an enormous fan of expertQ1795 Chairman: Why is it a win win for Charles
peer review. Training is a very good example becauseAllen?
there are people who really do understand where thisLord Puttnam: Because he lowers his costs. I do not
industry is going, what the needs of 2012 are likely tothink he feels all that proprietorial about the decision
be and whether there is going to be a suYciency ofmaking issues and again it is a diVerent culture.
this or that type of training. I am not prepared toCharlesAllen is a dealmaker.He knows how tomake
trust the Corporation with this enormousa deal and he knows how to walk away from the
responsibility, with no one commenting annually asdetails having made it.
to whether it is meeting its targets because they are in
themselves shifting targets. We are talking aboutQ1796 Baroness O’Neill of Bengarve: As you know,
2012 and maybe 2020 and all of a sudden we couldin our first report we suggested that Ofcom should
find ourselves with a really serious skills deficit. Thesehave comparable powers for content regulation to
things have to be monitored, analysed andthe BBC and other PS broadcasters. Would you
commented on and that cannot be done by the Trust.agree with that recommendation? Do you think that
It can be commissioned and published by the Trustwould add a sensible form of regulation to the BBC
but it has to be carried out by someone who reallyor do you think it would be a little diVerent?
knows their business.Lord Puttnam: Ironically, in view of what I have been

saying, I am not a supporter of that. There are two
Q1798 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: Quite apart fromreasons. The core suggestions the BBC are making
suggesting that Ofcom should take over the review ofalong the lines of the Michael Grade Trust concept
content, one of the comments you made was that theare worth a go. I am not sure it will work but I
whole of the Content Board might need a littlecertainly think it is worth a run. Conversely, Ofcom is
reappraisal. I wonder if you have any views on howa very young organisation with an enormously broad
you see the workings of the Content Board?remit. There is a lot of work to do and I frankly think
Lord Puttnam: We fought jolly hard to get it and toit could do without the additional responsibility of
give it some teeth.With the change over in Chair, thisthe BBC for the time being. I am on record as saying
would probably be a good moment to appraise thethat I think there is a strong argument for a mid-term
performance and work out whether it is doing thereview. I would not blame the BBC if eyes went to
job. It is a little large. I am not a great fan of ratherheaven at the idea of a mid-term review. I would
crude, regional representation. Forme it is rather likerather see something more. I would like to see the
a football team. Yes, it maybe a good idea to have atrust itself commit to commissioning some form of
Chinese fullback but it is also a good idea if he is apeer review of those areas in which the public value
good fullback. I would really like to think thattest is involved. I have a shortlist: certainly its
everyone on the board is appraised for their skill setcommitment to training and training for the entire
as well as their representational value. My concern isindustry. I am not comfortable with the idea that the
that on the one occasion when the Content Board inBBC decides itself how well it is fulfilling its
its area if responsibility advised the main board thatcommitment to the rest of the industry. I would like
it wasmaking amistake it was ignored. Thatwas overto see that peer reviewed and I would like to see that
the removal of the totality of the ITV PSBpeer review published. In the area of curricular
obligations. That is a pity.Whilst I gather it was donesupport, there is no reason at all why the Trust should
pleasantly at the time, it would be quite nice to see thenot have a rolling contract with the Institution of
two conflicting arguments put side by side, to beEducation to appraise the BBC’s performance in this
assessed possibly by yourselves. There has been anarea of educational output, comment on it and
important development which is that the Contentpublish their appraisal. Diversity would be another
Board’s recommendations appear in the main boardone. Parliamentary coveragemight be another. These
minutes. That is a very important and could be aare key areas of public value that the BBC is
significant development. That is one to applaud butresponsible for and where it cannot honestly, without
it would be a great pity if the Content Boardblushing, make the argument that it could be the
somehow gets reduced to being a mere advisoryjudge and jury of how successfully these are being
attachment to the main board.carried out.

Q1797 Baroness O’Neill of Bengarve: This is to take Q1799 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: One of the hopes
that we had when we were putting forward this ideathe notion of content regulation very much further

than the Ofcom definition of content regulation of a strengthened Content Board was that somehow
the Content Board would be more accountable andwhich was extremely minimal and perhaps even so a
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relationship with the education world.” Yes, and No.more open to licence fee payers, which is the group
who clearly feel very strongly about issues of content. If the trust would show a willingness to acknowledge

that it cannot be expert in every area and it isCan you see any way in which that could be done?
Lord Puttnam: You and I have met the Consumer prepared to take expert advice and publish that

advice and back it in the form of improved output, IPanel and I think we were both rather impressed by
the seriousness with which they are taking their job. would have thought the trust would have done itself

an enormous favour.The key here is the relationship between the
Consumer Panel and the Content Board. It is a fairly
clumsy structure. No one invented it; no one really Q1802 Baroness Gibson of Market Rasen: You do
wanted it; it was something of a lash up. There is no not think annually is too short a period of time?
question about that. But so long as there is a decent Lord Puttnam: Personally, I would prefer a rolling
relationship between the Consumer Panel and the review, certainly in the case of education which is the
Content Board, as long as the Content Board is taken area I am most familiar with. So many things just do
seriously, as long as the views of the Content Board not happen annually. What one might have is an
become public through the publication of the annual report to the trust, which the trust would
minutes, that is probably in the short term as good as then publish.
we are going to get.

Q1803 Lord Peston: One is very sympathetic to the
Q1800 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: Would there be examples you give but would it not also be useful if
any case for holding some of the hearings in public? there existed a committee like this Committee which
Lord Puttnam: There would. It may be better that every year would have the BBC before it to say, “We
there should be a public annual review, an ability for are very puzzled, for example, as to why you did not
stakeholders—an awful phrase—to be able to turn bid for one of the six football packages” and things
up and question the Content Board on the decisions like that? Would that also be included in your need
that have been made and the pressures they find for the BBC to explain itself more generally?
themselves working under. I have been chair of Lord Puttnam: Absolutely. There is no serious
enough meetings to know that whilst it is a lovely argument for not having a permanent select
idea, in practice it can be a nightmare. committee looking at these issues. This is an

important area of public life. This Committee is
perfectly able to do it; it has the resources to do it andQ1801 Baroness Gibson of Market Rasen: I
it is a very good way of going about it. You are seeingunderstand that you are in favour of an annual
Michael Grade this week. If I were Michael Grade, Iappraisal of the BBC or certain parts of it. Could you
would welcome the opportunity to explain myself toexpand on your thoughts on that, particularly in
people who have the time and the interest and whorelation to how it would work?
probably share my values. I have never reallyLord Puttnam: For the first five years I would like to
understood the reluctance on the part of people insee a statement from the trust acknowledging the fact
public life to appear before select committees. Itthat they have a tremendous amount of evidence of
seems extraordinary to me. When I was chair ofperformance in a number of specific areas, a lot of
NESTA I used to look forward to select committeeexperience of performance in these areas, but that
hearings because it gave a real opportunity to airthere are other areas, which we tend to refer to as
your problems and grievances. If you have apublic value areas in which they have a limited ability
reasonably sympathetic chairman and informedto oversee and appraise. This is where my concept of
members, it is a marvellous way of getting out intoa peer review comes from. In those areas, they should
the media some of the problems that are worryinggo out and seek really good advice. Were it me, if I
you.were Michael Grade, I would go along to the

Institution of Education and say, “We would like a
contract with you for the next three years on a rolling Q1804 LordMaxton: The BBC already produces an

annual report. Annually, the chairman and thebasis. You appraise our education output. Look at
the intention that lies behind it. Look at the director general appear along with other members of

staV before the House of Commons select committeebudgets—look at the outcomes and tell us if it is
working. Are we really supporting schools as well as and answer very diYcult questions on that report. I

do not think we want to run away with the idea thatwe could?” It would eVectively become the interface
between the measurable impact of the BBC’s output nothing happens at present.

Lord Puttnam: I am not. Qualitatively, what is likelyon education and the people who are making the
programmes. Some very interesting things could well to come from a standing committee in the House of

Lords will be somewhat diVerent from the House ofbegin to emerge. Nothing like this really existed. The
BBC will say quite seriously, “We talk to the Commons committee because your agendas are

necessarily slightly diVerent. You are more a fan ofeducation world all the time. We have a deep
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their own way, we will always get back to thisthe previous chairman than I am but I felt that the
House of Commons committee had at times national, top down concept of what television is.

“This is what we are going to do. This is what is goodunnecessarily hostile agenda and certainly it was felt
to be a hostile agenda at the BBC. for you. These are the questions we will ask you and

we will do it beautifully and professionally.” I am
suggesting that there is a diVerent form of televisionQ1805 Lord Maxton: Not by everybody.
that you have made possible through technology. ILord Puttnam: No, but among people at the BBC.
do not know if it will work but I would love to see itThat is not helpful. As chair of an organisation, again
happen inmy lifetime and find out what communitiesmy experience was at NESTA. Yes, you are prepared
are capable of. I live in west Cork, in Ireland, and weto take hostile questions but you are also looking for
have an enormously thriving farmers’ market. Everysupport when the answers you oVer are good and
one of those people has a story. We have for examplevalid they deserve backing. That is the reason to be
a very successful cheese maker in west Cork. Wethere, to seek support for the things that are most
come together on a Saturday and if I miss thevexing.
farmers’ market I miss out on what is happening inChairman: Lord Maxton is a well known refugee
my locality each week. That is where we find outfrom the Commons committee.
about each other. All I am suggesting is I think there
is a thirst for local knowledge and a thirst among

Q1806 Lord Kalms: I very much enjoyed reading the people to have a sense of who their community is and
speech. It is a very good insight into the BBC and the what members of their community are doing, which
way you described it rather amused me. I want to inevitably national or even large regional
come back to the theme of your speechwhich is about broadcasters tend to trivialise.
local content. At some stage in our report will have to
deal with this. It struck me that you were being

Q1807 Lord Kalms: If you have this idea that yousomewhat over-ambitious. You said you felt you
want to incorporate local programmes, why do youcould fill most of the time in that local slot with local
not try and sow the seed and plant the seed into it? Ifnews. I would assume that you are going to run local
we insisted or recommended that there were so manynews from six in the morning, say, until midnight. It
hours of local and that seed is planted, if it is a goodseems to me that you were talking about a few news
idea it would develop and go from three hours to six.reports downloaded from other programmes, but
It would become totally local. I am trying towould it not be more likely that you could achieve
transplant the seed into the BBC’s mind followingwhat you wanted if you did not aim so high? I rather
your suggestion, which is excellent and which Isuspect what you are asking is just going to be a no
totally support. Youmust have a content of one, two,no, whereas we could insist, for instance, on the BBC
three or four hours a day or so many hours a week ofgiving you, say, three hours local. In otherwords, aim
pure local stuV. Plant the seed. Argue that planting ofa bit lower and hopefully achieve something. If the
the seed and you might get somewhere. Argue yourBBC, on the basis of low cost, had to provide three
case for total dedication and I can see a resistancehours locally for areas, would that not be a more
from the BBC. “It is a good idea but come backlikely target to achieve rather than insisting they give
later, son.”a whole dedicated programme? Surely all day locally
Lord Puttnam: I have been toHull where the BBC haswould be a bit mind boggling? You can watch a local
a very good centre indeed because of the history offootball match and the local council but you are
the way the telecom market developed in Hull. Thetalking about filling a lot of slots every day, seven
BBC have used it as a test bed. A lot of what they dodays a week, 12 hours a day. That could be from
is very good but it is very clearly BBC driven, drivenfamine to over-indulgent feast.
from the centre. I do not get a strong sense of theLord Puttnam: There would be a lot of repeats. I do
voice of the people of Hull dominating that thenot mean that in a negative sense at all. Take my
output. At the end of the day, I am a deal maker but Iexample of a weddings programme and let us say it is
would love to see at least an attemptmade to see whatone hour. There is no reason at all why it should not
happens when you take a housing estate and get it tobe three afternoons a week because people do dip in
look at itself, look at its problems, identify who itsand out. Many women particularly work part time,
heroes and villains are and see what happens. Weso you schedule it to ensure that in any given week
have the technology, we have the resources, the witthere is a very good chance that any woman working
andwisdom to do it. All we need is the will. In the endin that locality had an opportunity to view it. Yes,
of course I will settle for whatever deal is possible.there would be quite a lot of repeats but my concern

about it being a three hour opt out of the BBC is
honestly to dowith the fact that unless we try to build Q1808 Chairman:Going from the local to the rather

bigger stage, the World Service to which you refer inthis bottom up, unless you give people a chance
locally to express themselves in their own time and in one of your memoranda and of which you appear to
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to resource it without cuts but I do not know enoughbe a great admirer, have you had any views on the
idea of this Arab language service being introduced about the detail.
and whether the funding for that is going to be
adequate? Q1809 Chairman: You would argue for additional

resources?Lord Puttnam: I talked to Richard Sandbrook who is
responsible for it and my sense is that, yes, the Lord Puttnam: Yes. Just to show that even the oldest

product can have new life, The Wizard of Oz wasresources will be adequate and that there is quite a lot
of regret within the BBC about the cuts that had to be made the year before I was born and has been

watched by people ever since. This D.V.D versionmade in order to do it. It was a decision made at the
top. I am not so much worried about resources. I am went into the shops yesterday. It is possible to give

new life to even the oldest concepts.worried about the precedent that it sets, that we begin
to trim away the World Service in areas that are seen
to be “non-essential” in order to focus on areas which Q1810 Chairman: You are the only person who, in

our evidence so far, has brought along a sort ofare seen to be politically sensitive or even politically
essential. I would have thought that if there was an teaching aid. Thank you very much for coming. We

have enjoyed your evidence, as always. Perhaps if weoverwhelming argument for an Arab service
television station to be supported by the BBC thenwe have any other points we can come back to you.

Lord Puttnam: Thank you for listening to me.are a big enough and ugly enough nation to be able
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TUESDAY 17 JANUARY 2006

Present Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury, B Kalms, L
Fowler, L (Chairman) Manchester, Bp of
Gibson of Market Rasen, B Maxton, L
Holme of Cheltenham, L O’Neill of Bengarve, B
Howe of Idlicote, B Peston, L

Letter from the Football Association

The Football Association is looking forward to meeting with the Select Committee on 17 January 2006.

In consultation with David Davies and other colleagues, we are happy to oVer the following written
observations and we trust that these will be of assistance to the Select Committee, forming the context of our
appearance before the Committee in January.

Introduction

The Football Association (“The FA”) is the governing body of association football in England. The FA was
founded in 1863 and is responsible for all regulatory aspects of the game of football in England, the promotion
of the game, the governance of the administration of the game and for exploiting The FA’s key assets in order
to generate funds for distribution throughout and investment in the development, of the game of football. The
FA’s activities are many and varied. They including promoting the development of the game amongst all ages,
backgrounds and abilities in terms of participation and quality, and promoting the availability of the sport to
the greatest number of people. It includes regulating the game on and oV the field through the relevant Laws
and Rules, sanctioning either directly or indirectly all matches, leagues and competitions in England and
overseeing the administration of the disciplinary system and the administration of refereeing throughout
the game.

The FA organises a number of senior men’s, youth and women’s national competitions and a number of
representative England teams at all ages and for all abilities. The FA’s main commercial assets include The
FA Challenge Cup and the England Men’s Senior Team, events, the rights to which are of great interest to
radio and television broadcasters both in the UK and overseas. It is from the exploitation of broadcast and
sponsorship rights to these primary properties that The FA is able to generate the revenue which in turn is
used to develop the game of football at all levels, improve standards and increasing participation, and is
distributed to clubs, leagues, counties and associations throughout the game.

The Select Committee’s Questions

1. “The audience figures for live football on the BBC and on other channels”

We attach at the end of this letter audience figures for live matches that the BBC has broadcast from The FA
Cup and England Internationals for the three previous complete seasons.

2. “The importance of BBC television and radio to football”

The BBC has broadcast football, whether on radio or television for over 70 years. As the nation’s publicly
funded broadcaster, and as a free-to-air channel, the BBC has always been an important outlet for the
broadcasting of top sports events. For many years the BBC has broadcast The FA Cup Final, and as
independent television developed and as the amount of football available to be broadcast on television
increased, main matches in The FA Cup together with The FA Cup Final and England matches have been
shown on free-to-air television between BBC and ITV attracting huge audiences. On radio, The FA has had
an almost unbroken relationship with the BBC allowing both live commentary of main FA Cup and England
International matches, as well as scoreflashes, news, reports and features.
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In the broadcasting environment of 2006 the BBC is still a major player in the broadcasting of football. In
relation to the rights held by The FA, we have a four year agreement with BBC television expiring in June
2008, allowing the BBC to broadcast live matches from The FA Cup, live Home England Internationals and
matches from the Women’s FA Cup and other FA tournaments. Other broadcast rights are owned by BSkyB
to broadcast in partnership with the BBC. For example, in each round of The FA Cup, four live matches may
be broadcast, three by the BBC and one by BSkyB. Each broadcaster is able to broadcast highlights of each
round.

BBC Radio Five Live has an agreement, also expiring in June 2008, to broadcast live commentaries of up to
seven 7matches in each round of the FACup, together with Home England Internationals, and is able to oVer
Scoreflashes and updates from all other FA Matches.

The BBC is currently an important broadcast partner of the Football Association, and we enjoy a successful
and fruitful relationship with them. As can be seen from the viewing figures set out under question one, the
BBC enjoys extremely healthy viewing figures from its broadcasts of FA Cup and England matches. It is
through this arrangement that The FA has been able to ensure that its main football properties are available
to the widest possible audience. In that respect the BBC is an important part of the broadcasting landscape
in general and a key partner of The FA in particular.

3. “The effect on the game of the decreasing amount of live football on free-to-air television”

The FA disputes the suggestion that there is a “decreasing amount” of live football on free-to-air television.
In relation to The FA’s own rights, in its current broadcasting arrangements, there are currently morematches
available live on free-to-air television than was the case under our previous broadcast agreements.

The FA also notes that the UEFA European Championship and FIFA World Cup are available live on free-
to-air television, and are, in addition, listed events. UEFA Champions League matches are still live on free-
to-air television, with a wider choice being oVered to subscribers to pay television and there are an increasing
number of matches within the UEFA Cup which are available on free-to-air television on an ad hoc basis.

The FA would ask the Committee to note that there has not been live coverage of top league matches on free-
to-air television since 1992, and that there has been comprehensive highlights coverage of the FA Premier
League and Football League matches in that period.

We would argue that the balance of coverage between free-to-air television and subscription television across
all of the football properties available for exploitation within the UK is fair. In particular, the rights exploited
by The FA tend to be “major events”. All those matches are available on free-to-air television.

4. “Whether the BBC should have a duty to bid for certain sports events”

The FA does not express a view whether the BBC should have a duty to bid for sports events. However, as a
publicly funded broadcaster which draws its funding from a compulsory licence fee, we would observe that the
BBCmust always seek to ensure that it is oVering a spread of programmes that appeals as widely as possible to
as many of its licence fee payers as is possible. On that basis, since football is the nation’s most popular sport,
and football broadcasts are amongst the most viewed broadcasts in any particular year, the BBC will retain
widespread support and credibility amongst licence fee payers if it is able to oVer a good mix of attractive
football broadcasts as part of its public service obligations.

The FA notes that the BBC has always taken the approach that it should bid for key sports events, and has
always expressed an interest in bidding for rights to The FA’s properties. As part of the current broadcasting
arrangements between The FA and the BBC, not only can the BBC broadcast live themost attractive matches,
but it also exercises a public service remit in giving coverage to matches within the “grass roots” level of the
game, such as the Women’s FA Cup and other FA competitions. This assists the development of the game at
the “grass roots” and provides wider exposure of certain of those events. In that respect, the BBC is exercising
its public service remit and providing a service to the public that helps it to retain support and credibility
amongst licence fee payers.
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5. “The BBC’s approach to bidding for sports rights”

We would be pleased to answer the Committee’s direct questions on this point when we appear before the
Committee.

However, we would hope whenever the BBC is bidding for sports rights, that it participates openly and fairly
in any bidding process, that it oVers what it considers to be a fair market value for the rights in question,
reflecting the value of the rights to the BBC, and that it does not attempt to rely on legislation or other
regulation to attempt to secure rights below the market price. The FA is pleased to assure the Committee that,
in our experience, the BBC has always operated in this way in its negotiations with The FA for our
broadcast rights.

6. “Whether there should be an independent review of the way the BBC bids for sports rights”

The FA oVers no comment on this question.

7. “Whether the BBC can provide enough air time to fully realise the value of your rights”

We are satisfied with the amount of coverage that the BBC provides across television and radio for the rights
of The FA which it exploits.

8. “Whether a specialist BBC sports channel is desirable”

The FA expresses no position on this question.

9. “Whether the listed events system provides sufficient balance between protecting free coverage of sporting events and
securing income for sports”

The listed events legislative regime has existed since the mid-1950s. At that time, it was devised to protect the
BBC against competition from the newly created independent television. Since then the regime has been
adapted to oVer protection for free-to-air broadcasters against the arrival of subscription and pay-per-view
broadcasters, so as to ensure that the so called “crown jewels”, being themost popular and iconic sports events,
should remain available to free-to-air viewers on a live basis.

Since the listed events regime has been a part of the broadcast market environment for many years, we have
seen no basis for intervening and changing it. The FA Cup Final has been a listed event ever since its inception
and it would not be The FA’s position to argue for either removing The FA Cup Final or for adding any
additional matches within our inventory onto the list. We do not believe in making any further alteration to
the balance of the broadcast market by either removing events from the list or by adding to it.

If there were no listed events regime in place now, wewould not argue for there to be one. However, since there
has been a listed events regime for many years, we believe that the market is mature enough to deal with the
balance caused by some events being reserved for free-to-air broadcasters. We are aware that many have
challenged the whole concept of listed events on the basis that it distorts the markets and reduces the income
available to rights owners whose events are on the list. We do not believe that this need necessarily be the case.
As long as the free-to-air broadcasters continue to oVer a fair market price, reflecting the value of those events
to those broadcasters, then there is no reason why the listed events regime should distort the market.

The Select Committee will be aware of the CCPR Voluntary Code on broadcasting rights, which all the major
spectator sports have signed up to. This Code guarantees that at least 5 per cent of all TV revenue derived by
the signatory sports is reinvested into the sport. This illustrates how most major sports take a responsible view
of raising broadcast revenue. Of course, The FA invests considerably more than this in the sport at all levels.

10. “Whether the European Commission’s reform of the sale of Premier League broadcasting rights present a genuine
opportunity for terrestrial broadcasters to acquire live rights”

The FA oVers no comment on this particular question.

We hope that this information is of assistance to the Committee and look forward to appearing on
17 January 2006.

5 January 2006
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APPENDIX 1A

FA CUP VIEWING FIGURES

2002–03

Average
Season Round Broadcaster Day KOT Match Rating (’000)

2002–03 1 BBC Sun 13.00 Forest Green v Exeter City
2 BBC Sun 13.00 Oxford United v Swindon Town
3 BBC Sat 17.45 Southampton v Tottenham Hotspur 5,587
3 BBC Sun 13.00 Manchester City v Liverpool 6,111
4 BBC Sun 13.00 Manchester United v West Ham United 5,591
4 BBC Sun 18.30 Shrewsbury Town v Chelsea 6,259
5 BBC Sat 12.15 Manchester United v Arsenal 6,426
5 BBC Sun 19.00 Wolverhampton Wanderers v Rochdale 3,591
6 BBC Sat 17.15 Arsenal v Chelsea 7,401
6 BBC Sun 13.30 Watford v Burnley 2,473

SF BBC Sun 13.30 Watford v Southampton 5,477
Final BBC Sat 15.00 Arsenal v Southampton 6,161

APPENDIX 1B

FA CUP VIEWING FIGURES

2003–04

Average
Season Round Broadcaster Day KOT Match Rating (’000)

2003–04 1 BBC Sun 13.00 Accrington Stanley v Huddersfield Town
3 BBC Sat 17.35 Southampton v Newcastle United 5,788
3 BBC Sun 13.00 Yeovil v Liverpool 5,387
4 BBC Sat 17.35 Liverpool v Newcastle United 7,364
4 BBC Sun 13.00 Manchester City v Tottenham 4,548
5 BBC Sat 17.35 Sunderland v Birmingham City 4,979
5 BBC Sun 12.30 Arsenal v Chelsea 5,426
6 BBC Sat 18.00 Portsmouth v Arsenal 6,877
6 BBC Sun 13.00 Millwall v Tranmere 3,197

SF BBC Sat 12.00 Arsenal v Manchester United 6,291
F BBC Sat 15.00 Manchester United v Millwall 6,322

APPENDIX 1C

FA CUP VIEWING FIGURES

2004–05

Average
Season Round Broadcaster Day KOT Match Rating (’000)

2004–05 1 BBC Sun 14.00 Thurrock v Oldham Athletic 1,702
2 BBC Sun 14.00 Hinckley United v Brentford 1,956
3 BBC Sat 12.30 SheYeld United v Aston Villa 3,062
3 BBC Sat 17.30 Plymouth Argyle v Everton 4,973
3 BBC Sun 13.45 Yeading v Newcastle United 4,821
3

Replay BBC Wed 19.45 Exeter City v Manchester United 6,835
4 BBC Sat 12.30 Southampton v Portsmouth 3,586
4 BBC Sat 17.20 Manchester United v Middlesborough 6,553
4 BBC Sun 13.45 Oldham Athletic v Bolton Wanderers 3,961
4

Replay BBC Sat 17.30 Tottenham v West Bromwich Albion 5,781
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5 BBC Sat 12.30 Arsenal v SheYeld United 4,012
5 BBC Sat 17.30 Everton v Manchester United 7,577
5 BBC Sun 13.40 Burnley v Blackburn Rovers 3,683
5

Replay BBC Tue 20.05 SheYeld United v Arsenal 7,599
6 BBC Sat 12.15 Bolton Wanderers v Arsenal 3,740
6 BBC Sat 17.15 Southampton v Manchester United 5,632
6 BBC Sun 13.05 Blackburn Rovers v Leicester City 3,617

SF BBC Sun 14.00 Manchester United v Newcastle United 6,208
Final BBC Sat 15.00 Arsenal v Manchester United 9,839

Source: Sponsorship Science

APPENDIX 2

ENGLAND VIEWING FIGURES

England Match Average Figures—Live BBC

Average
Season Competition Broadcaster Date Match Rating (’000)

Final Tournaments
2000 Euro 2000 ITV 12 June England v Portugal 15,400

ITV 17 June England v Germany 17,800
ITV 20 June England v Romania 14,600

World Cup
2002 2002 ITV 2 June England v Sweden 9,200

BBC 7 June England v Argentina 10,200
BBC 12 June England v Nigeria 9,600
BBC 15 June England v Denmark 12,400
BBC 21 June England v Brazil 11,700

2004 Euro 2004 ITV 13 June England v France 17,700
ITV 17 June England v Switzerland 14,200
BBC 21 June England v Croatia 18,200
BBC 27 June England v Portugal 20,700

Qualification and
Friendly Matches
2002–03 ECQ BBC 12 October Slovakia v England 9,200

ECQ BBC 16 October England v Macedonia 9,900
ECQ BBC 29 March Liechtenstein v England 8,100
ECQ BBC 2 April England v Turkey 10,700
ECQ BBC 11 June England v Slovakia 8,600

2003–04 ECQ BBC 6 September Macedonia v England 7,400
ECQ BBC 10 September England v Liechtenstein 10,300

2004–05 Friendly BBC 18 August England v Ukraine 6,200
WCQ BBC 9 October England v Wales 7,700

Friendly BBC 17 November Spain v England 8,700
Friendly BBC 9 February England v Holland 7,900

WCQ BBC 26 March England v Northern Ireland 7,500
WCQ BBC 20 March England v Azerbaijan 9,400

Friendly BBC 31 May England v Colombia 6,500
2005–06 WCQ BBC 7 September Northern Ireland v England 8,900

WCQ BBC 8 October England v Austria 8,700
WCQ BBC 12 October England v Poland 10,100

Friendly BBC 12 November England v Argentina 9,600

Tournaments Match Average 14,308
Qualification Match Average 8,962

Friendly Match Average 7,780
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Examination of Witnesses

Witnesses: Mr Brian Barwick, Chief Executive, and Mr Simon Johnson, Director of Corporate Affairs,
Football Association, examined.

Q1811 Chairman: Welcome to you both. Thank game and also the ability for people to see the game.
We have to balance that duality really.you very much for coming. It seems to me, reading

your biographies, that you have a combination of
experiences because both of you come from the Q1816 Chairman: Would it worry you that so
world of television. Mr Barwick, you were comparatively few people watch BSkyB?
Controller of Sport for ITV for seven years and you Mr Barwick: No, because I think broadcasting is a
also ran Match of the Day on the BBC for a long changing landscape. Some of the bigger and more
period before that. important games on BSkyB now are watched by
Mr Barwick: I did indeed, yes. significant numbers. Earlier this season I might have

been right to suggest to you that when Manchester
United played Chelsea on a Sunday afternoon in theQ1812 Chairman: Simon Johnson, you were ITV’s
Premier League, 3.6 million watched. These areprogramme commissioning and acquisitions
becoming significant numbers.business manager, very much including sport?

Mr Johnson: That is correct.
Q1817 Chairman: Even so, they are a long way
behind the BBC?Q1813 Chairman: You therefore speak with
Mr Barwick: That is absolutely true.authority. We are grateful for you very clear letter.

I will not go through all the points that you include
in that, but, just so that we can get everything clear, Q1818 Chairman: Therefore, you are in a very good
you say that the FA Cup is one of your main position, given your diVerent jobs, for this next
commercial assets, to use your phrase, that it is now question. How much did the BBC pay to the FA for
getting to an interesting stage. As a Midlands the rights?
member, I am wearing the Tamworth Nuneaton and Mr Johnson: I do not think we have put that
indeed Burton colours in a sense at the moment; we information into the public domain. The deal was
will see what happens. You set out very clearly the done a couple of years ago. I was checking that this
audience figures for the BBC when they are morning. It is not in the public domain. Our present
televising the FA Cup. How does that compare with deal that I told you about in the letter is a four-year
Sky? What kind of audience figures do Sky have? agreement between ourselves and jointly the BBC
Mr Johnson: My Lord Chairman, we are at a slight and BSkyB. There is a total figure for that. That is
disadvantage in that we have been unable to supply not a public figure. Also, we do not divulge how the
you with the viewing figures for BSkyB. They follow division for payments is made between the BBC and
some time behind, and so the information we Sky. If it would be helpful to you, I can give you
supplied to you was up-to-date information for an indication of the FA’s overall income, but I think
the BBC. you are specifically trying to get the value of the
Mr Barwick: I could give you a general comparison, television rights, which unfortunately, because this
which is probably in the region of 1:5. is a public session, I cannot help with any further.

Q1814 Chairman: So the BBC has five times more Q1819 Chairman: As a matter of policy, you just
audience than Sky? do not get that information?
Mr Barwick: Yes, and that is approximate. Mr Johnson:We have not published it in this current

deal. Whether that remains a policy for the future
is something we still need to resolve, but in thisQ1815 Chairman: Do you take that sort of thing
current deal, we have not publicised the amount ofinto account when you are thinking about your
television revenues that we receive.responsibilities to football generally?

Mr Barwick: Yes, I think so. I have to say that the
last time the Football Association sold its rights, I Q1820 Chairman: What is the total number for

the FA?was trying to buy them. The next time they sell
them, I will be trying to sell them. It will be quite an Mr Johnson: The FA’s income is made up of various

sources. The largest section is television but there isinteresting change of position. I think the Football
Association has a responsibility to the game, which also income that we receive from sponsorship, gate

receipts and other grants. In our last publishedmeans that it should, as one of its core ambitions,
try to maximise revenue, but equally try to make accounts, our total income was over £206 million

from all the sources of revenue that we have. Thatsure it encourages the wider participation of the
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and England internationals; there are internationalis distributed in ways that you may have an interest
in later on. competitions, the UEFA Cup and UEFA

Champions League; and then you have the World
Cups and European Championships. We haveQ1821 Chairman: The bulk of that comes from
always argued that there is plenty of football aroundtelevision rights?
for the broadcasting market.Mr Johnson: It is the largest section of our revenue.
Mr Barwick: I became involved in television in 1979
and I have worked, as you have suggested, 25 yearsQ1822 Chairman: The other thing I would like to
in television, including eight years as the Editor ofbe clear about in your evidence is this. The clubs
Match of the Day and ultimately I was Head ofobviously benefit from this income, including the
Sport at the BBC before moving across to ITV astelevision rights. How does that work?
their Controller of Sport. The one thing that I sawMr Johnson: Would it be helpful if I just explained
in that 25 years was just the great range, depth andbroadly what the FA does with its income? From
diversity of the amount of football that wasthat £206 million that we earn, we firstly deduct the
available to be broadcast or available to be boughtcost of actually selling the rights, administering the
for broadcast. With the explosion of channels, therecontracts that we have. There is then a deduction
was enough football to handle that. That is the casemade for the operating expenses of the Association;
today. There is a lot of product.that is the operation at Soho Square and running

the game and our various operations. There is then
an element for the cost of specific programmes that
we run. There will be some small-sided football
programmes, for example, our medical work and Q1825 Lord Peston: I was a bit puzzled by Mr

Johnson’s point about monopoly. You are aware ofour drug testing. Those are just some examples. The
rest of that is then distributed by the Football the competition legislation that pertains in this

country. Monopoly in practice is defined in hours,Association pretty much on a 50-50 basis between
what we call the national game—that is the amateur, controlling about a quarter of the market. You are

not for one moment suggesting that Premier Leaguegrassroots game—and the professional game. When
we say, as I think we did say in our letter, that the has a share as low as that, are you, of the saleable

market? By any standards that I am asking you asFA’s revenues are used for the development of the
game, that is absolutely true. Really the very largest an economist, Premier League is about the most

powerful monopoly of any product I know in thispart of our income is redistributed through the game
and it is fairly equally split between entitlement for country. I am rather surprised. As someone who

used to kick a ball around on Hackney Marshesthe clubs in the professional game and then also
counties, grassroots football, the development of between two coats, I appreciate there is a hell of a

lot of football played by a lot of us and we get toldfootball at that level.
Mr Barwick: It is interesting to make the point that oV by our mothers when we come home covered in

pure mud. That is not what we are talking aboutwe are an association that reflects the interests of
37,000 clubs. That is the scale of the game: over 1 today, much as one wants to see it fostered.

Mr Barwick: That is very critical to our aspirations.million players, 400,000 volunteers. Recent research
suggests that up to 12 million people have been Mr Johnson: To be fair, I think the European

Commission’s case was actually about the principleinvolved in football in some way, shape or form this
year. We do have a responsibility across the of collective selling, the decision taken by the clubs

banding together to sell their rights, rather thanspectrum of the game. We take that very seriously.
whether they were a monopoly or not. I was not
involved in the case. Obviously I am aware of theQ1823 Chairman: When there is some talk, as by
collective selling aspect of it. That was their mainthe European Commission, about Premier League
area of interest. We have a common interest in thatbeing a football monopoly, that hardly seems to be
because, of course, we have an element of collectivethe case on the basis of our evidence.
selling of our rights. I did not mean to mislead onMr Johnson: I am sure you will want to talk about
that. The Chairman had referred to the wordthe European Commission.
“monopoly” and I think I made the link with the
case.Q1824 Chairman: We will.

Mr Barwick: I do not think we would ever agree that
the Premier League is a monopoly. If you simply
look at the amount of football that is played, the
amount of football that is shown on television, you Q1826 Lord Maxton: Can I get one or two things

clear? You are the controlling body which lays downhave: Premier League; Football League; within
what we are able to sell, you have FA Cup matches basically football in England—and Wales?
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course, the FA Challenge Cup and the EnglandMr Johnson: In England.
Men’s Senior Team. We are able to generate income
from the rights to those events. We are a non-profitQ1827 Lord Maxton: Quite rightly, you have said
organisation and so broadcasting sponsorshipthat one of your aims is to ensure through
primarily has the right to exploit those assets andbroadcasting that that game is encouraged. You
that is the way we generate revenue to develop thespend some of the income on the grassroots, I think
game at all levels and improve standards. We are a50 per cent of it, of the game, quite rightly. I think
diVerent organisation with diVerent aspirationseverybody would be delighted about that. The fact
dealing with the same handbook.is that 73 per cent of the live football matches shown
Mr Johnson: Chairman, I am aware that you tookon television in this country are not under your
evidence from Richard Scudamore of the Premiercontrol. Do you have any say at all in the sale of
League and I know you pressed him on what theirPremier League rights?
objectives were. I wondered if this would be helpfulMr Johnson: We do not.
to the committee. When we put our rights out to
tender a couple of years ago, we published to thoseQ1828 Lord Maxton: None?
bidding broadly what our objectives were at thatMr Johnson: No, because that is a league that
time, which are broadly similar to what they areaYliates to the Football Association, so they have
now. With your permission, might I read those toto be part of the rules of the game, the regulations
the Committee? It might be helpful to this elementof the game, but they are free to deal with their own
of your discussion.commercial rights exactly as they choose. That is the

same with the Football League, the Football
Q1830 Chairman: How long are they?Conference and any organisation. Because the
Mr Johnson: There are six of them. The first is toPremier League is the biggest of the leagues, a
maximise revenues for the benefit of the game as asuccessful league, they obviously deal with their
whole. Number two is to increase activerights in their own way. To a certain extent, I think
participation in all forms and at all levels. Numberthe FA is proud of the development of the Premier
three is to extend the appeal and influence of EnglishLeague because the amount of income that it has
football to both the domestic and a global audience.generated for the game of football, the way that the
Number four is to raise the level of exposure of theleague has become a league of such interest and such
FA’s events. Number five is to reinforce the valuesexcitement, I think reflects well on English football.
of the FA’s brands—the word they used at the time.Clearly, there is an element of what the Premier
Number six is to provide support and exposure forLeague earns from the distribution of their income
our commercial partners. I know you pressed Mrthat is redistributed into good causes and, through
Scudamore, quite rightly. I thought it would bethe game, through the Football Foundation. That
helpful to know broadly what our objectives were.is something that we support, but we do not have a

role; we cannot direct, nor would be choose to, how
Q1831 Lord Maxton: Would it be better if, in fact,they would deal with rights.
more of the money of that 73 per cent of the total
income—or is it 73 per cent from broadcasting goesQ1829 Lord Maxton: Take it that you give 50 per
to Premier League—was going down to thecent of your income after your costs, so to speak.
grassroots of the game and therefore maybe it wouldIn the Football League, the Premier League is not
be better on the BBC?giving anything like 50 per cent for the grassroots
Mr Johnson:We can speak to this Committee aboutof the game, is it?
the FA and the way we spend our money.Mr Johnson: No, they are not, but we do have

diVerent objectives.
Q1832 Chairman: I think you have enough issuesMr Barwick: We are a non-profit making
with the question.organisation. It might be worth spending a minute
Mr Barwick:We like to think we have to deal todayor so on this. We are the governing body of the
with the FA’s situation.game in England. We are responsible for regulation,

governance, promotion and administration of the
game. In the context of this inquiry, we use the FA Q1833 Lord Peston: Your aims obviously, as

someone who is keen on football, are tremendouslyas a key asset to generate funds for distribution
throughout the game. We organise senior men’s, sympathetic to me but you kept using the words

“English football”. It is very rare that in the teamyouth and women’s national competitions and a
number of representative England teams at all ages I support there is an English player on the field. If

you look at the Premier League, with an average ofand for all abilities. We have 16 teams. Everybody
talks about England but there are 16 teams that 30 men in a squad, 20 to 10, there are only 600

people, and at a rough guess half of those areleave our door. Our main commercial assets are, of
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Q1836 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: ThisEnglish, maybe fewer. I try to count them up when
I am looking at the Sunday results. It is that order is the broadcasting income?

Mr Johnson: Yes.of magnitude. Is there not a serious question for you
as the governing body anxious to promote English
football that you do not seem to have any way, as Q1837 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury:What
it were, to encourage the use of English players? happens to the broadcasting income that is not
Mr Barwick: I think it is an interesting point. Let reinvested in the sport?
me answer it in two or three ways. Firstly, I am Mr Johnson: It is up to the sport to deal with that.
intensely proud of the Premier League as a
competition. I was the Editor of Match of the Day Q1838 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: In
on the very first Saturday it started. It was an your case?
exciting competition on that day and remains an Mr Johnson: In our case, as I explained earlier, from
exciting competition. One of the reasons it is an our income we take out the costs of servicing the
exciting competition is because of the quality of the income, the costs of running the organisation, and
players that the product has brought to the game. I then we distribute it throughout the game. The
don’t know which team you follow. If you tell me, largest part of what we generate is reinvested back
I will tell you your best player. Two of the things into the game of football.
that follow are, I think: one, we have an English
national team which is possibly as strong as any in Q1839 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: Do
my lifetime, and I think that is because they are you believe that it is important, indeed necessary,
playing with good players all the time; and, beyond for the BBC to retain its position as the dominant
that, there is an academy system now behind the broadcaster of the FA CUP?
game which is trying to bring in the next generation. Mr Barwick: It is interesting that the BBC’s re-
Of course, as the Football Association, we have to involvement in the FA Cup has coincided with the
be concerned with the next generation that is elevation of the competition again. The FA Cup has
coming through, of course we do, and we are. It is had to fight for its place in the modern football
an interesting point. calendar. There are some really seriously strong

football products, if you can use that word, out
Q1834 Lord Maxton: One week’s salary for some there now, and the FA Cup has been a wonderful
of the players playing in your team would meet the competition. It is recognised throughout the world
expenditure of a top level amateur team for a whole as the finest domestic cup competition in football,
season. Amateur teams would roll over to get but it has had to punch its weight. One of the ways
£100,000 on an annual basis. That is the sort of it has punched its weight I think is to have a
money that is going to foreign footballers. Would it relationship with the BBC, and indeed in our
not be better spent in the game? current programme arrangement with Sky where
Mr Barwick: I think Mr Johnson will deal with they have given the competition a real boost, both
that one! in match coverage but also in promotion around the
Mr Johnson: I wonder whether we are slightly matches. The very fact that the BBC has a number
straying away from the BBC when we talk about of television channels, a number of radio channels
players’ salaries. and a sophisticated website operation means that
Chairman: If we are not careful, we will get on to when they tend to get behind something—Strictly
the future of the English football manager any Come Dancing for example—you know it is on the
moment. Let us move on to Lady Bonham-Carter. BBC. I sense that this has happened with the FA

Cup. I have to say that the FA Cup has rewarded
both broadcasters richly with some remarkableQ1835 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury:
games, even in the last three weeks.Curiously, in your letter you talked about the CCPR

Voluntary Code and said that this guarantees that
Q1840 Baroness Gibson of Market Rasen: Howat least 5 per cent—only 5 per cent—of all TV
many games are there in the FA Cup on average?revenue is reinvested in the sport.
Mr Barwick: On any FA Cup weekend from theMr Johnson: I put that in just to help the Committee.
third round to the sixth round there are fourThat is a voluntary code that members of the CCPR
matches, three on the BBC and one on Sky, andsign up to. Of course, ours is entirely diVerent;
then in the replays they have one each.considerably more than 50 per cent of our revenue

is distributed. When the members of the code first
signed up to that a number of years ago, I think all Q1841 Lord Holme of Cheltenham: Could you help

me understand the sponsorship aspect of yourthe members of the CCPR at that time agreed that
whatever they do, they will always make sure that income? Out of the £206 million, you have already

said that the largest proportion is from television5 per cent of their income will be used in that way.
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knowing that for that money they will be seen notrights. Roughly, what is the figure for sponsorship
income? just by the fans at the ground but by people sitting
Mr Johnson: Again, I do not think that is public at home watching it on television?
either. We have tended to just report it grouped Mr Johnson: That is correct.
together. To explain how that comes about, we
currently have five partners, five sponsors, of the

Q1847 Lord Holme of Cheltenham: If I could comeFootball Association, each with the right to have
back to the question which is preoccupying me, it isbranding representation around the FA Cup and the
this. We have already identified that there is perhapsEngland team, and then we have specific responsibly
a proportion of 5:1 of viewers at home watchingfor particular areas of the game. For example,
BBC as opposed to Sky, and, even with theNationwide have an involvement with England
qualification Mr Barwick made, it might be 3:1.teams right the way through the levels; Carlsberg

have a role with our other trophies, such as the FA There are a lot more BBC viewers and therefore,
Trophy and the FA Vase. So we have had what we from the sponsor’s point of view, that is more
call in our building a pillar arrangement where each attractive because their brand name will have
sponsor is able to take a part and associate greater exposure if it is a larger audience for the
themselves with a part of our activities. That BBC. What I am trying to work out is this. In
obviously knits quite neatly together with the designing these pillars or packages, do you
television exposure. Quite clearly, sponsors will deliberately—there is nothing wrong with this but I
want to know what sort of exposure on television want to understand it—put together a mixture of
they are going to get before they enter into a the less widespread exposure of Sky with the greater
negotiation with us. The two are tied together. exposure of the BBC?

Mr Johnson: It is possibly not as stark as that. What
Q1842 Lord Holme of Cheltenham: Would those I explained to you about the pillars is what we have
pillars or packages that you sell to a sponsor for the had for the last few years. What we have announced
whole season cross over both BBC and Sky going forward is to have a particular partner who
television exposure or would they all be BBC or will be able directly to associate themselves with the
all Sky? FA Cup, and a particular partner that will be able to
Mr Johnson: We do not sell the broadcast associate themselves with the England Senior Men’s
sponsorship element of it. The BBC, of course, Team, as well as other involvement with other parts
cannot have sponsorship. The ability to have Sky, of our products. When we are out in the market
or if it were ITV, and to have a little commercial talking to potential sponsors, we are explaining to
going into the break is not something that we can them what they will get at the ground, what they
sell. will get around the events, and what they can expect

to get in terms of exposure. There is not a direct
Q1843 Lord Holme of Cheltenham: I am not talking correlation between the price that we get and where
about commercials and breaks but the visibility on we are a broadcast.
screen of “Carlsberg” or whatever it is. Mr Barwick: I can add that there are other ways of
Mr Barwick: Visibility on screens comes in several commercial people exploiting their association with
ways. For example, in the interviews after the games us. It can be a photograph of the player on a pack
you will often see a backdrop which is

of biscuits or whatever, on any commercial goods,commercially driven.
or indeed the use of players at events that
commercial companies wish to use. There is a

Q1844 Chairman: The point is this. The company number of ways that a commercial company can
takes that ability into account, that it is going to be have an association with us. One of the ways,
shown on the BBC, just as it is going to be shown obviously, is by exposure through our television
on ITV and Sky?

rights.Mr Johnson: Yes.

Q1845 Lord Holme of Cheltenham: To pursue the Q1848 Lord Holme of Cheltenham: It would be fair
point, although of course the BBC is not selling to say that that is the primary thing because the
sponsorship, you are selling sponsorship? primary thing is: how many people at home am I
Mr Johnson: I think we are selling exposure. You going to get for this sponsorship?
can then have a perimeter board around the game. Mr Barwick: Historically, it has been.

Q1846 Lord Holme of Cheltenham: You are selling
Q1849 Lord Holme of Cheltenham: Although thereexposure and Carlsberg or the insurance company

or the bank, whoever it is, has the comfort of are refinements to that, that is the primary thing?
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perspective, we are right now evaluating how weMr Barwick: Yes.
might put our rights out on to the market. We do
not need to go out to the market for another yearQ1850 Lord Holme of Cheltenham: I am still
or so. Our rights have another two and a bit yearspuzzled. It means, therefore, that any pound paid
still to run and so we are evaluating what we oughtby the BBC is geared up, from your point of view, in
to do. Obviously it is of interest to us that that issponsorship income because by definition the BBC
the way that the Premier League might be selling itsaudience is bigger? At the top line, when you look
rights, but we also take a look at how UEFA areat your income for the exploitation of broadcast
selling their rights to the Champions League andrights, you may well be getting, as it were, a
how other sports deal with their own rights. Wepremium from Sky, but, when it comes to the
consider how best we think that we should get valuesponsorship component of your income, if I am
for ourselves, generate competition and help to meetright, it is highly related to the audience delivered,
the objectives that I read out a few moments ago.which must automatically make to a potential
We are interested to see how the Premier Leaguesponsor the BBC more attractive and therefore your
rights might go and whether what we have done hassponsorship income, whatever your broadcast
the impact of creating more buyers in the marketincome, must be weighted towards the BBC
than might have been the case last time they wentaudiences, which are larger. Is that right or not?
out.Mr Barwick: It would be easier to say “free to air.
Mr Barwick: The interesting thing from myIt happens to be the BBC at the moment; it is free
perspective is that we are selling our rights after theto air. The rest of what you surmise is pretty correct.
Premier League sold their rights. We will have the
benefit of knowing how they spend their money.Q1851 Lord Maxton: You do not have total control

of sponsorship. Each individual club presumably
has its own jerseys, for instance? Q1854 Chairman: On this business of having three

on BBC and one on Sky, to some extent you haveMr Barwick: Exactly, and we have just our piece of
the action. already done what the Premier League are being

pressed for?
Mr Barwick: That happens to be the configurationQ1852 Lord Peston: We have talked a bit about
of the current deal. As a broadcaster, I have workedcompetition already, so we do not need to go over
for the FA Cup on other occasions when the dealthat ground again. You mentioned, I think, Mr
has not been struck that way. In fact, I worked atJohnson, the European Commission. Presumably
one period of time in ITV where the split wasyou have seen the evidence they gave. They have
diVerent and what you would call the main glamourinvented this peculiar thing of the six packages, as
game in the FA Cup went to Sky as the first choice.I understand it, and you cannot buy more than five.
I was working in ITV then, so we used to get theOne immediate question is: do you see that as
second choice. I always remember when the cupsomehow at least an improvement of some sort? Let
draw was made, a fantastic game would come outus start with that?
of the hat and everyone would think “great”, and IMr Johnson: If I was at ITV, I would have a
would remind them that was on Sky and we had tocomment to make on whether it is an improvement
wait for the next one. There is a reconfiguration infrom their perspective.
this current deal whereby the BBC has what would
be, before a ball is kicked, potentially the best game.Q1853 Chairman: What would that be? I get the

impression that that would not be an improvement.
Mr Johnson: On the question of whether that way Q1855 Lord Peston: You are clearly right on

collective selling because what is being sold is theof packaging the rights is helpful for the sports
market—remember we are looking at this as competition and, even if you take a great club like

Manchester United, if they have not got thesellers—what we were pleased about with the
European Commission was that they supported the competition to play in, gradually no-one would

want to watch them. The important point I supposeprinciple of collective selling. I think we always felt,
and we supported the Premier League very strongly for us is that you are the governing body of the

game. Did the European Commission consult youin this, that the European Commission was wrong
to argue that the principle of collective selling was at all in all of this or, if not, did you tell them?

Mr Johnson: We have dealt directly with thea breach of competition. I think we are glad that
that is their outcome. The specific outcome they European Commission in a number of areas. They

are doing an investigation on mobile rights andseem to have come up with in relation to the Premier
League I think is specific to the Premier League and internet rights. We have directly responded to that.

I have to say that since I have been at the Footballtheir circumstances as to how they sell their rights,
to whom and how they package it. From our Association, this past calendar year, we did not
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say, women’s and youth football and to supportdirectly respond to a request from the European
Commission. As I said earlier, we did co-operate their development, given the real element of public
with the Premier League when we were asked to service broadcasting in what they do.
because the attack was on the basis of collective Mr Barwick: I think I can be positive in the answer
selling and about the way that rights are sold into to that. Euro 2005, which was the first time the
the market. Certainly, while I have been at the Women’s European Championships had been held
Football Association, I am not aware that we have in this country, was a massively successful event at
been directly asked to contribute to the European all levels; firstly, on the level of playing, it was a
Commission. great event and because it happened outside the

regular season, it had a terrific profile. We managed,
Q1856 Lord Peston: This is a hypothetical question, through really hard work at the FA, to get a lot of
so I will give you a chance not to answer it. If you people to go and see it. It was great because they
did feel, in due course, that what was actually were mums and dads and boys and girls. There was
happening, because you are the governing body, was a really good feeling at the games. We had an
not in the interests of the whole game, would you England team that did extremely well because for us
feel able to say in public, “We are not happy with it is the fastest growing element of our sport; in fact,
what is going on”? women’s football is the fastest growing women’s
Mr Johnson: I am fairly certain, and thank goodness sport in the country. The BBC covered every
it is a hypothetical question, that if the European England game live and the final. They did highlights
Commission had decided that the whole principle of every night during the competition. In fact, on a
collective selling was anti-competitive and therefore Saturday evening when England played I think
illegal, we would not just have publicly come out Sweden, there were 3.5 million people watching
and said that but we would have made formal BBC2 at 8 o’clock in the evening, which is probably
representations to the European Commission about close to what the Lottery has on the other side. They
that. I think that was an issue wider than maybe the worked very hard at supporting the event and we
Premier League. thanked them for that. They also carried the

Women’s Cup Final. This is moving in the right
Q1857 Chairman: What do you think they may direction.
have come out and said?
Mr Johnson: I think that every time the European
Commission has examined the way that rights are Q1860 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: Do you think
sold, whether that is the UEFA Champions League they did better, say, than Sky on the promotion of
case, the Bundesliga case which they examined, and women and youth?
the Premier League, they have started oV by Mr Barwick: On the promotion of women’s
attacking the principle of collective selling. In fact, football, I think one of the things that is critical to
our competition authorities, if you remember, at the it is accessibility to the largest audience. This is
Restrictive Trade Practices Court examined this where the BBC will score for us in this particular
question at the end of the Nineties. Everybody has area because 3.5 million people, as I say, watched
examined collective selling from a competition the women’s international. That is a fantastic
perspective, and no competition authority has number.
concluded that it is anti-competitive. We would
endorse that; we always have done.

Q1861 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: Do you haveMr Barwick: Returning again to my previous life, I
specific arrangements with the BBC where you agreealways believed collective selling was the only way
that they will aim specifically to promote footballyou could actually broadcast the right: you need a

beginning, a middle and an end of an event. and encourage grassroots participation?
Mr Barwick: I think whenever you are involved in
negotiations, as I must have been involved in dozensQ1858 Chairman: Going back to your previous life,
of negotiations from the other side of the table, whatif you were still in charge of BBC sports, would you
a rights seller must do is maximise the opportunity.be bidding for one in six of the Premiership games?
Sometimes that is beyond revenue; it is about howMr Barwick: I am not where I used to be and I will

watch with interest when the person who currently you want your product best distributed, best
is does, or does not. portrayed, best promoted. Certainly, when we go
Chairman: That is a very frank answer. out in 2007 to re-sell the package in the market, the

FA properties, one of the things we will want is an
acknowledgement that the FA has a broad spectrumQ1859 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: Listening again
of football played in many ways and we will wantto the six aims that you have, I wondered whether

the BBC does provide a suYciently high profile for, it supported properly.
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a very interesting man, having been on both sidesQ1862 Bishop of Manchester: Could I ask another
of the fence. What we are trying to understand is thequestion in the grassroots area in the sense that the
process and the thinking process of the BBC when itsports department of the BBC is coming to what
has to go out and bid for whatever product theysome might term to be the grassroots, other than the
want at any one time, bearing in mind that theyheadquarters, in Manchester? Do you have a view
have a limited budget, or not so much that but thein the Football Association about that or is it really
other side have an unlimited budget, so you are nota matter of little importance to you where the BBC
on a level playing field. What we are trying tosports department is based?
understand is the process of the BBC when it wantsMr Barwick: I have no view personally. I am from
a premium product, how it will play out its bid andthe north of England and I moved down to London
the considerations it makes, bearing in mind that itto work for the BBC. It would have saved me a train
knows that it may well be out-bid. Arising from thatfare or two, I suppose, if it had been in Manchester
question, we are wondering about the role ofin the first place! I have no view, other than that I
Ofcom. Ofcom does regulate, to some degree, theam interested to see how it will work on a day-by-
other bids. It does not have any influence over theday basis. They are four or five years away from
way you bid. Do you have any thoughts about this?this. They have to work the practicalities through.
The third question which these two questions leadI see no reason why it should not move.
to is this. Do you see any case for an independent
review of the way the BBC bids for sports rights?

Q1863 Baroness Gibson of Market Rasen: As you That question has been raised quite a lot. Should
know, we have been taking evidence and one of the the whole thing be exposed as a particular exercise
things that has been quite interesting is the views on for others to see how transparent the whole process
a BBC sports channel. What are your views? Do you is on both sides?
feel that the BBC at the moment can really give you Mr Barwick: Why does the BBC buy sport? That
the coverage you require and need and would you would be the first question you asked, broadly
be better with a BBC sports channel? speaking. I think it does that because it is a licence-
Mr Barwick: I will allow myself a personal comment funded organisation which has a responsibility to
here. I have always thought that if any free to air provide a mix of programming that reflects the mix
broadcaster has the facility and ability to put a of interests in the country. I think also it recognises
sports channel on the air, it probably is the BBC. I that sport is exciting television; it is dramatic and
do not mean a premium sports channel. I think it variable in its life and it is guaranteed to have a
has two genuine assets: one is its range and depth diVerent ending every time. That is what sports
and the divergence of its portfolio. The year I left television gives you. By its nature, it can be the glue
the BBC, it had 56 sports; I defy anybody to name between the bricks in the nation. If you, as we hope,
56 sports, but we had them. I moved to ITV and in this summer, see England doing well in the World
a week we had three sports. That was the diVerence. Cup, then millions upon millions of people will
In ITV the criterion was commercial return with watch it. When the games are on the BBC, they will
good product in a mixed schedule. With the BBC, watch it on the BBC. It embodies a diverging
their responsibility I think is basically to play across television industry. Sport has almost a unique
the whole field. That means that they do have lot of capacity to draw a collective audience together in
product. Secondly, I think they probably have the remarkable numbers. I cannot think of anything else
best sports archive in the world. I cannot possibly that achieves that. It can also attract a variety of

demographics to a channel which makes it appeal.tell the BBC how to run their business. I did not do
Certainly when I was at ITV, one of the issues weit when I was at the BBC.
looked at when we were buying sport was the
demographic appeal of those who watch it.Q1864 Chairman: Did you ever put this up when
Undoubtedly, that was the same for the BBC, albeityou were there?
in a non-commercial way. It is also part of the richMr Barwick: It was always discussed. Some of it was
heritage of the BBC; certainly it was before I arrivedpre multi channel. It has never got there. It seems
at the BBC, while I was at the BBC, and subsequentto be an idea they did not want to pursue yet. It is
to me leaving the BBC, although it had to learn toan interesting point for me as to who could possibly
live in a modern television economy where it cannotachieve that. Just on the amount of material they have everything, cannot aVord everything, and

have, it must be them. probably has not the room to fit everything in. The
Chairman: Thank you for that bit of your memoir. sports rights market has changed; it has exploded.
That is great. I think I have answered your first point.

Q1865 Lord Kalms: Our job is to look at the role Q1866 Lord Kalms: I made the slight mistake in
of the BBC rather than inside out. What we are asking you to speak as if you were still a member

of the BBC. Once you are a member of the BBC,trying to get are perceptions of the BBC. You are
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Mr Barwick: It would be fair to assume that perhapsyou can never stop thinking BBC. Let us reverse the
position and look at it from the outside looking in. ITV spend the same amount on sport; they do not.
We want to know what happens when the BBC goes
into the process of bidding, knowing that it reports

Q1869 Baroness O’Neill of Bargarve: I want to askto the market.
you a little bit more about the listing system. YouMr Barwick: I think it has to reflect the market. It
wrote to us that as long as the free to aircertainly has to reflect whether there is going to be
broadcasters continue to oVer a fair market pricecompetition for the rights. If you are asking me the
reflecting the value of those events to thosequestion “how do they come to the position where
broadcasters, there is no reason why the listedit is a specific rights game?” I think they have to go
events regime should distort the market. If I maythrough the same process of value to the licence
say so, that is rather standing on both sides of thepayer as ITV does, which is the value of return on
fence, which is generally reputed to be aninvestment through commercials.
uncomfortable position. I wonder whether you areMr Johnson: I think they do. Our experience when
really with the free market or for the listed eventswe were competing with the BBC and now when we
system, or you are with the listed events systemare preparing to go out in the market and negotiate
providing it turns out to be entirely compatible withwith them is that they do look at it as a two-stage
the free market?process. I think they work out the genuine cost to
Mr Johnson: If I could answer that, maybe I wasthe BBC according to their own economic model,
trying to sit on both sides of the fence. The listedwhich I think is something called “cost per viewer
events regime in the UK is a fact of life. We havehour”. I think they then also try to work out what
had it since 1956. In fact, the broadcast market hasthis is worth to other broadcasters. I am interested
matured around it, funnily enough. What isin what you said, Lord Kalms, because you said that
interesting is that if you look at other countriesothers have unlimited budgets. I do not think that
where they have not had a listed events system andis the case. I think everybody has a finite amount of
then have introduced one, it has had a number ofmoney. The decision the broadcasters have to make
eVects. Firstly, it has distorted the market; secondly,is how they choose to allocate their resources.
it has created legal problems; thirdly it has created
huge political controversy. It has had a really
distorting impact, whereas here in the UK it hasQ1867 Lord Kalms: I should have said “larger
been rather more genteel and gradual. There hasbudgets”.
been a listed regime. I think the FA Cup Final hasMr Johnson: The BBC would make choices, just as
been on the list right from the beginning. Theall broadcasters would. The first question they
broadcasting market has grown up around it. Thewould ask is how much they wish to win these
broadcasters are used to operating within it. Theparticular rights if somebody else is after them.
BBC, ITV, Channel 4 and Channel 5 are used to theFrom our perspective as a seller, what we are
protection that it gives them. Sky is used toentitled to ask of the BBC, and the same I suppose
competing, if they choose, on those particular eventswith ITV and Sky, is that people would come and
and people are comfortable with that. Therefore, Imake oVers for our rights that reflect the value of
think that it would distort the market to remove thethose rights to them in the marketplace. I have to
list now and just to make it a complete free-for-allsay that all my experience of seeing the BBC bidding
because the market has become accustomed to it.for the FA’s rights and then for the one or two
You can argue around the edges: is it right thatevents when ITV and BBC bid together, they do bid
these particular events are listed? A matter forin an open market. They do not try to rely on
debate has surrounded the World Cup. I think weregulation. They do not keep one eye on listed
are the only country that lists all 64 matches in theevents and say, “Do you know what, we have to
World Cup. This summer Mexico versus Angolahave that anyway, and so we will put in a low bid
deemed is worthy of protection in the Unitedand require the Government or the regulator to help
Kingdom. It will not be anywhere else in the world,us”. I think they do value their rights.
probably not in Mexico or Angola. You can haveMr Barwick: One other important point to make is
those sorts of debates. I remember that the Housethat there is a misconception that the BBC spends
of Commons got themselves very worked up in 1997less money on sport. In all my time both at the BBC
when England had to play a qualifying matchand at ITV, certainly when Sky came on board, only
against Italy and they needed to get a particularSky spent more money on sport in the United
result to qualify for World Cup ‘98, that match wasKingdom than the BBC.
on Sky. That was the nature of the deal at that time
between the FA and the broadcasters. A lot of
politicians got quite heated about this. There was anQ1868 Lord Kalms: That is what we are talking

about. argument that key England qualifying games should
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Mr Johnson: I believe so.be listed. I think even then at ITV I felt, and I still
feel this now, that if you start listing particular

Q1871 Baroness O’Neill of Bargarve: It is acceptedevents to suit the market at that particular time, you
that changing it would have costs?are creating a distortion that is unnecessary. As I
Mr Johnson: If you were to remove it, it wouldsay, I believe this is a mature market that can deal
distort the market.with the fact that a number of events are listed.
Chairman: You have been extremely patient. Thank
you very much for coming and giving us very clear
evidence. Thank you for your clear paper. Perhaps

Q1870 Baroness O’Neill of Bargarve: So the listing if we have any other points we can come back to
is just seen as part of the framework for the market you. For this afternoon, thank you very much for

coming.at this stage?

Examination of Witness

Witness: James Purnell, a Member of the House of Commons, Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State
for Media and Tourism, Department for Culture, Media and Sport, examined.

Q1872 Chairman: Thank you very much for consultants, PKF, and we and the Treasury will
jointly look at that evidence and make our decisioncoming. As you know, we are extending our

investigations into other parts of the BBC. Can I ask some time after the White Paper. That will also be
based on a further round of industry consultationyou first: when do you expect the White Paper to

be published? on the model of having these industry seminars
along the lines of the Burns’ seminars. It was veryJames Purnell: Shortly.
helpful for the Green Paper and we intend to do that
for the licence fee session as well.Q1873 Chairman: You have no other guidance

than that?
Q1876 Chairman: You used a very interestingJames Purnell: No. Obviously I am delighted to be
phrase “opening bid” by which I imagine you meanhere. We value this inquiry. It has been extremely
that you do not regard what has been put in fronthelpful for us in developing the White Paper. We
of you at the moment as being the final word onhad hoped to finish it before Christmas. My short
the subject?experience in government is that White Papers and
James Purnell: You have been in this situation moreGreen Papers often take slightly longer than
than me. You will know very well that allanticipated. This is a very complex set of issues and
organisations will expect the Government toI am sure you want us to get it right rather than
scrutinise their proposals extremely carefully and werushing it out. It is due shortly. Having passed on
would not be being thorough with the use of publicthat piece of experience, I am not going to start
money if we did not do that. That is exactly whygetting myself hooked on any other date.
the process with those consultants has been set up.
We will be scrutinising all of their financialQ1874 Chairman: When we were set up, we were
proposals extremely carefully.asked to get our report ready by the end of October,

which is some months away now. What are the
Q1877 Chairman: You say that the process isissues that are holding you up?
between you and the Treasury?James Purnell: People should not read any
James Purnell: Yes, we have a joint committee withconspiracy theory or anything significance into that.
the Treasury to do that.It is purely the issue of the complexity of the matter

and desire to get it right. When people see the White
Paper, they will see there was no underlying reason Q1878 Chairman: Both sets of ministers will go
why we delayed it, other than just the desire to get through it?
it right. James Purnell: Yes. We have collective responsibility

to the Government in the end but the issue of the
licence fee clearly touches on public spending andQ1875 Chairman: When you come to the White
there is a direct role for the Treasury being involvedPaper, will you be announcing the licence fee
in that process.increase at the same time?

James Purnell: No. We are intending to do that later
on. We are currently engaged in a process where we Q1879 Chairman: Would you be disappointed if

you were not able to reduce some of the figureshave received the BBC’s opening bid, I think you
call it. That bid has been submitted to review by which have been quoted from the BBC?
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Q1882 Chairman: So I think we can take it fromJames Purnell: I am not getting into a running
what you are saying, leaving aside what the figurescommentary on what the level of licence fee will be.
are, that you are seeking to work to oversee this bidWe will make those decisions based on a very robust
and if possible to bring it down?analysis.
James Purnell: Yes, we want a strong and
independent BBC. We will look at what services will

The Committee suspended from 4.33 pm to 4.43 pm be necessary to deliver that. We will be robust in the
way that they propose to finance those services andfor a division in the House.
we take the acceptability of the licence fee into
account in making those decisions.

Q1880 Chairman: Let’s then go back to where we
were and what you referred to as the BBC’s Q1883 Lord Holme of Cheltenham: I understand
“opening bid”. The history over the last 20 years has that you do not want to negotiate publicly with the
been quite interesting because the licence fee was BBC at a delicate moment, and that is quite
first linked to RPI in 1988 and until 1998 it went on understood, but since one of your principles is
matched to RPI and below. Since 1998 the licence public acceptability, would it not be fair to say that
fee has been more than RPI in each year and we the reaction to the BBC’s opening bid was surprise
are now coming to the situation where if the BBC’s and I would even say shock at the quantum that
proposal were to be accepted it would be RPI ! 2.3 they seem to envisage as being necessary to
per cent and that does not take account of the costs discharge their responsibilities?
of switchover so it could be in fact with the elderly James Purnell: I do not want to start sounding too
and disabled something like 2.8 per cent. Do you much like a broken record but there are pitfalls on
think that this size of increase is sustainable year both sides here. If the BBC were not adequately
after year after year? funded to deliver services which would enable it to
James Purnell: As I was saying before we broke, I retain audience reach in particular, having services
am not going to give a running commentary on which people are using pretty much every week and
what we expect the level of the licence fee to be which they value and see as an important part of
however I think we can set out some clear principles. British culture, if they were not doing that, there
We will look at the services proposed by the BBC, would be a problem with acceptability. On the other
we will take an overall policy decision on what the hand, if they also thought that they were not getting

good value for money from the licence fee then thatBBC should be doing for the next Charter review
would also be a problem, so acceptability and theperiod, and we will want to make sure that the BBC
value for money of the BBC’s services will be a keyis adequately funded. We will look at their financial
part of how we decide to level the budget.proposals and we will scrutinise them in an

extremely robust way and we will also want any
decision we arrive at to be bounded by the public Q1884 Lord Holme of Cheltenham: And you could
acceptability of the licence fee. So those are the not imagine any situation where they would get
principles within which we will make that decision, more than what they have asked for?
but I cannot at this stage give you an indication of James Purnell: I think that is unlikely.
where that will end up.

Q1885 Lord Maxton: I argued at the last review for
RPI plus on the basis that one of the things that has

Q1881 Chairman: Just taking those principles, what to be done is the digitalisation of the whole archive
you said about public acceptability seems to me very of the BBC however the only way really that the
important. Are you not concerned that if it goes on public can have access to it is through the Internet
like this year after year after year the public through the BBC’s website, and that is great, that
acceptability of the licence fee is going to reduce if is fine, and I fully support that. The problem is that
not disappear? that archive is not just available to the licence fee
James Purnell: I think public acceptability is a very payer in this country; it is available to every person
important point. The next Charter review period on the Internet in the whole world, and that means
presumably in 10 years’ time will be happening in an the licence fee payer is basically subsidising the
all-digital environment (assuming the Government’s broadcasting of material for other people elsewhere,
policies are successful) and to achieve Charter is he not? I believe it is right but I think there is an
renewal at that time the BBC will have to have a argument there that people will increasingly make.
significant level of consensus for the continuance of James Purnell: Yes, at the margins I think that is
its role in a digital world, and acceptability of the true. It would be interesting to think through
way that it is funded will be an important part of whether that is a good thing or bad thing overall

for Britain, in the same way people using the Worldthat.
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appropriate to use the licence fee to supportService is a good thing for Britain in a general sense
for people understanding us and our point of view. switchover costs and also the package for the

vulnerable that we have identified.Whether the cost of preventing access to those
programmes (and I do not know if it would be
possible) would be justified, given the marginal Q1888 Lord Maxton: Let’s leave the package for
benefit of other people around the world seeing it I the vulnerable to one side. The actual switchover
do not know. Obviously the BBC does exploit its cost will be of benefit to a small percentage by 2012
programmes in other markets and should continue who are not already paying for digital. A large
to be able to do so. percentage of us are already paying. It is not rich

and poor, by the way. If you go to any council house
area in Glasgow and see the number of Sky dishesQ1886 Lord Maxton: In my view, by the time of
and so on there, you will know it is not a povertyswitchover in 2012, and I will come to digital
thing, it is an area thing and a variety of otherswitchover, most broadcasting will be done by
reasons. So why should those who have already gotbroadband in this country and elsewhere so, given
digital be paying for the rest of the population tothat, why has the Government set its face, as it
get it?already has, against the proposal in our first report
James Purnell: Your first point is quite well madethat the taxpayer should pay for the digital
which is the diVerence in proportion of people whoswitchover rather than the BBC, which is only one
have digital TV between the top half of the incomeof the broadcasters of course which will benefit?
scale and the lower half is pretty minimal, but weJames Purnell: We will be commenting formally on
think this is an important use for public money fromthe recommendations in your previous report—
the licence fee for exactly the reasons I have just laid
out, which is that we think people should haveQ1887 Lord Maxton: In a Parliamentary Question
access to services they are paying for. They areon 19 December the Secretary of State made it
paying for BBC services through the licence fee andclear—
therefore they should have access to them. Also inJames Purnell: We will be reporting back to you on
general if we did not have a policy of switchover, inyour recommendations, again very shortly before
eVect, people would be wasting a public resource.the White Paper is published and we will give full
The spectrum is a very important public resourceresponses to all of the points that you made. As you
and it is important—say, the Secretary of State answered a question on

that and indeed I gave evidence to the Culture,
Q1889 Lord Maxton: No-one is arguing with theMedia and Sport Select Committee on this issue last
importance of switchover. What we are arguingweek. The reasons are that we believe that
about is whether it should be the BBC who pays forsupporting and spreading Digital Britain is an
it rather than coming out of general taxation when,important part of the BBC’s role. It has always been
after all, it is the government and the taxpayer thatpart of the BBC’s role to support new technology
is going to benefit from the sale of the analogueand to provide content for new technology, for
spectrum, not the BBC, unless you do intend givingradio when it was created, television, the Internet
all the money from the analogue switchover to theand now digital TV. Therefore we think there is a
BBC and reducing the licence fee.general public benefit in the licence fee being used
James Purnell: I would question your premise thatfor that. We also think there are important BBC-
it is the government and the taxpayer who are goingspecific reasons. First of all at the moment the BBC
to benefit from switchover. I think it is right for theis funding a number of services that people can only
country and I think it is right for British television.access with digital television and we think that is
British TV, arguably, has been the best in the worldright. It is right for the BBC to be able to pioneer
because we have been at the forefront of technologytechnologies that are not yet universally available
and I think we need to maintain that. If we did notbut I think there comes a point at which you do
and if we started to go to a world where we werehave to seek to make universally available the BBC-
falling behind compared to other countries then Ifunded services. This approach will mean that
think in 10 or 20 years’ time people would criticiseeverybody will have the opportunity to have digital
us for not having taken the right decision. I thinktelevision and be able to access BBC Three and
the BBC is the right way.Four and other services on digital. Also there is a

benefit for the BBC—and I think the BBC said this
in their last session to you—which is they share an Q1890 Chairman:We are slightly at cross-purposes.

The point being made is who actually bears the cost?interest in there being universal access to public
service television. They also share a financial return Is it the licence fee payer or is it the taxpayer? This

Committee supports the licence fee but we dobecause they will not have to broadcast in analogue
and digital. I think for all of those reasons it is quite understand that it is a regressive form of taxation,
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economy and specifically in terms of revenuethere is no question about that. Would it not be
fairer and more sensible for the switchover costs to coming. I think that this really makes the previous

questioning by Lord Maxton and the Chairmanbe borne by the general taxpayer?
James Purnell: No, I do not agree with that. I do not even more relevant because what does the

Government propose to spend that money on? Whywant to repeat myself but we think there are BBC-
specific reasons for why the licence fee is the would it not most appropriately be spent on paying

for the digital switchover which is highly relatable?appropriate way to do this. We think it helps make
sure that the BBC’s digital services are universally James Purnell: I think we are a long way from being

in a position of deciding how to spend any of thatavailable. We think that it is a progressive use of the
licence fee because it will be benefitting in particular money. If I can just lay out the process by which

this happens. The decisions about how to allocatepeople who are vulnerable—people over 75 and
people who are disabled. I think that helps to spectrum in particular and whether to charge for it

are for Ofcom. That decision was taken by theanswer the point about regressivity. As the BBC
themselves said, they share an interest in there being House of Commons and the House of Lords in the

Communications Act and we charged Ofcom withuniversal access to digital television and they will
also share an interest in their not having to that responsibility. Ofcom will now carry out what

they call their digital dividend review in which theybroadcast both in analogue and digital. We think
that using the licence fee (which is paid by virtually will look at the uses to which the spectrum will be

put and the most eVective way of allocating it. Theeverybody in the same way that taxation) is the
appropriate way of funding it. general approach of Ofcom and the Government is

we believe that the market mechanism is the right
way of ensuring eYcient allocation of spectrum, butQ1891 Chairman: Okay, we will go on to the value
we will make those decisions taking into account theof the spectrum and Lord Holme but just to pick
interests and the views of other stakeholdersup the point on the response from the Secretary of
including the public service broadcasters. So weState to our first report, you said shortly; in fact,
have not completed consultation, we do not knowyou mean on this occasion very shortly because I
what the spectrum will be used for, and we have notthink it has to be by the end of this month?
got anywhere near allocating it, so decisions aboutJames Purnell: That is right.
what to do with any money which was raised by thisChairman: Just so we are planning on the same
would be made by future Ministers.basis. Lord Holme?

Q1892 Lord Holme of Cheltenham: I would really Q1895 Lord Holme of Cheltenham: You do not
even have any estimates of what the likely revenuelike to pursue the point we have been talking about

because presumably you would concede that if the or possible revenue might be or a min and max
range of revenues?BBC are to bear the cost as the Government

proposes then whatever the increase in the licence James Purnell: No, we do not and we have answered
Parliamentary Questions on that. It is important tofee would have been it will be higher because of

that? realise that the policy is generally not led by a desire
to raise revenue; it is led by the importance ofJames Purnell: Because of the cost of the spectrum?
allocating the spectrum eYciently. I am sure that
you would all accept and support the importance ofQ1893 Lord Holme of Cheltenham: No, the
spectrum allocation. If we do not use it properly weswitchover. Whatever the increase in the licence fee
are preventing people from launching new services,would have been it will be higher if the BBC is
we are damaging consumer interests, we arebearing the cost?
potentially raising prices, we are undermining theJames Purnell: Of switchover, yes.
competitiveness of British industry, and therefore
spectrum allocation is an important issue that needsQ1894 Lord Holme of Cheltenham: This brings us
to be led not by any revenue raising goals but byto the question of spectrum because the analogue
the issue itself, how you promote eYcient spectrumspectrum that is left after this switchover of course
allocation.is of value and it is of value two ways. We have the

Government’s own estimate that it is worth between
£1.1.and £2.2 billion to the economy but there is Q1896 Lord Holme of Cheltenham: It is very

diYcult to argue with that but I think the thing thatalso the issue which we explored with Ofcom, whom
I gather will be charged with selling it, of the is exercising this Committee is there is direct cause

and eVect here. As a result of switchover revenuespotential sales value of the spectrum. So the
Government and the Treasury, and I do not know will accrue, so if you look at the whole project,

Project Switchover let’s call it, it seems diYcult towhether it is an uncovenented bonus, but they
certainly have a bonus accruing both to the understand why at least a possibility would not be
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James Purnell: There are general public policy gainsto defray or meet the cost of switchover from these
uncovenanted revenues that accrue as a result of this and there are also BBC-specific gains. As I say, the

BBC has always played a key role in supporting theswitchover. I think that is the part people find very
puzzling. spread of broadcasting and communications culture

and that is completely in keeping with its traditions.James Purnell: We are firm in our belief that we
think the licence fee is the right way of funding the Not having to transmit in analogue will be a saving

for them and the fact their services will beswitchover. As I say, we think there are general
public reasons but also BBC-specific reasons why universally available will be a bonus for them as

well.the licence fee is the right way of doing it. One of the
BBC’s specific purposes is to build Digital Britain. It
is in keeping with their tradition of supporting the Q1901 Lord Peston: Obviously I do not understand
spread of radio, television, the Internet and digital so I will look at the transcript and try and follow
TV. As I have just explained, that revenue if it does the argument you are putting forward. I cannot see
materialise is dependent on a whole range of anything BBC-specific in digital switchover at all. It
decisions which have not been taken yet and so may be just a use of words rather than anything else.
therefore we think that is the right way of James Purnell: I am really not attempting to
approaching that policy. obfuscate the matter. I think this is exactly the same

argument that the BBC made when they came to
you.Q1897 Lord Peston: I am very lost by all this. I used
Lord Peston: Maybe they did; it does not mean theyto be a Reader in Public Finance in the University
are right.of London when I taught the subject and anything

that was right for the country I then went on to say
Q1902 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: Theretherefore that is what you use taxation for. I am
is one thing I want to clear up that others mighttotally at a loss as to what has happened to
have understood but I am not absolutely cleareconomics since I gave up the subject, and
about. When you and indeed the Secretary of Stateeverything you are saying is denying that
talked about special help being supplied by theproposition. I simply do not understand the BBC-
Government to those who need it, will that comespecific thing that you mentioned. That means the
out of Government funds or is that another thingBBC will get gains that no other broadcaster will
that you expect the BBC to fund?get; is that what you are saying?
James Purnell: That will come out of the licence fee.James Purnell: Yes.

Q1903 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: ThatQ1898 Lord Peston: Could you give us some
will also come out of the licence fee?examples?
James Purnell: That is the package for the vulnerableJames Purnell: I thought I just had. They will not
so there is the switchover cost and then there is thehave to broadcast both in analogue and in digital.
package for the disabled and those over 75.They are providing services at the moment to homes

which have got digital and once we have analogue
Q1904 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: Soswitchover every home that has a digital TV will be
that is also licence fee funded. You have said youable to receive that and that is a specific gain for
do not know what is going to happen to thethem, that they will be funding services which
spectrum that is released. At the moment there is noeverybody can receive. At the moment we get quite
charge for analogue spectrum. Is the Governmenta lot of criticism saying, “My licence pays for BBC
considering allocating free digital spectrum to PBSThree and BBC Four, I cannot receive it, that is not
channels like Channel 4 and the BBC or do youacceptable.” The BBC’s specific gain would be by
support the decision by Ofcom that everyone shouldhaving universal access everybody will be able to
pay for digital spectrum?receive those services.
James Purnell: I do not think that is the decision that
Ofcom have taken. Lord Curry said in terms that a

Q1899 Lord Peston: I thought what you meant by decision had not been taken and the process is for
BBC-specific—and obviously I do not fully them to look at the digital dividend consultation
understand this—specific to the BBC and not to any process that I refer to. The advantage of having
other broadcasters. regulators is that they can weigh diVerent objectives
James Purnell: Both of those are BBC-specific. against each other, for example, both the

importance of public service television and the
importance of allocating spectrum eYciently. WeQ1900 Lord Peston: I would have thought that

digital will benefit ITV, Channel 4 and everybody will look at their recommendations. We also have
backstop powers so if we disagree with the decisionelse. There is nothing BBC-specific about it at all.
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stations, new TV services, new mobile phonethey have taken we can intervene, but we are a long
way from taking decisions on that. services, new data services, all of those services

would be prevented and the consumer would suVer.
What we need to weigh up is the various policyQ1905 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: I
objectives here, and the right way to do that isunderstood him to be saying he very much felt it
through proper consultation.should be a market for digital spectrum in order that

the broadcasters were eYcient about the use of it.
Q1908 Chairman: Where you have made a decisionJames Purnell: I think that general approach is right.
that it is not from Ofcom (and it does not appearWe are just not applying it to broadcasters; we are
from what you are saying to be from consultationapplying it to emergency services and we are
either) is that the special help as far as people withapplying it to the whole range of public sector uses
special needs is concerned is a cost that is going toof spectrum. This is not something specific for
be borne by the licence fee payer.broadcasters but, as I say, the Digital Dividend
James Purnell: Yes.Consultation Group will look specifically at that

issue. The general approach is that market
mechanisms have been the best way of allocating Q1909 Chairman: What is the diVerence between
spectrum. We do not always take those decisions. that and currently what we do as far as licence fees
For example, in radio licensing we have continued for the over-75s are concerned? Surely the cost of
to make decisions where diVerent considerations that is not picked up by the licence fee payer, it is
have applied but we will take those decisions in due picked up by social services funding?
course based on the consultation which Ofcom is James Purnell: That is essentially social policy
carrying out. whereas the other is essentially broadcasting policy.

As I said, we believe there are BBC-specific reasons
why switchover will be of benefit to them, why up toQ1906 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury:
five million homes who currently do not have accessBecause it would seem to me that in the instance of
having access to digital television will be of benefitpublic service broadcasting, money would be better
to the BBC. It will mean that people can access BBCspent in pursuing those programmes rather than
services. I think most people would think in the longpaying for spectrum which will be an additional
term it is not sustainable for the licence fee to becost.
funding services which licence fee payers were notJames Purnell: Sure, there are two issues there and
able to access. That is why we say there are BBC-one of the issues is programme making resources
specific reasons for doing that.and whether the BBC and indeed Channel 4 and

other broadcasters are properly resourced to achieve
their public service goal. There is also the issue of Q1910 Chairman: I do not see the sharp diVerence
eYcient allocation of spectrum and it is important that you are trying to make between the two. One
for all users of spectrum to have the right incentives is social policy you are saying and one is strictly
to do that. One of the ways of doing that is through broadcasting policy?
auctions. There are other ways of doing it and James Purnell: One way of looking at it is that the
people can also take decisions not to allocate social policy about help for the over 75s will
spectrum on that basis. We are not ruling anything continue and is not bound by any one project. The
in or out. We are just saying that we will look at whole point of the switchover policy is to achieve
the consultation which Ofcom will do and we will switchover and once that is achieved that particular
take decisions from there. package will not continue. The diVerence is this is

about achieving a broadcasting policy objective
which is digital switchover. It has benefits for theQ1907 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: In
whole of the industry but it also has benefits for thethis particular case of the BBC it could be seen as
BBC, in exactly the same way for example as thea spectrum tax on the licence fee payer.
BBC gets involved in the use of the licence fee forJames Purnell: As I say, we have not made any
training which is not just for the BBC. The wholedecisions on that and we will look at their proposals
thrust of the Green Paper was to say that we believeas part of the licence fee and we will take decisions
that the BBC underpinned the whole of thebased on what Ofcom says in their consultation. I
broadcasting ecology and we believe that that is anthink there is a legitimate point about weighing
appropriate use of the licence fee for exactly thatthose two objectives against each other. There are
reason.plenty of people who complain to us about spectrum

hoarding by various organisations. That is not a
cost-free option. If spectrum is not properly Q1911 Baroness O’Neill of Bengarve: Just a

supplementary on that. I think we can all see whyallocated people who want to oVer services like
extra community radio stations, extra local radio the BBC should lead on the task of digital
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which do not use spectrum, which are cable andswitchover, that is not the problem, but the question
might be formulated why is it not a win/win telecommunications, which to me is the way to go

to switchover? If you do that the argument the BBCsituation for the Government and for the BBC to
distinguish those costs which legitimately fall on the pays for it becomes irrelevant because BT and the

cable companies will be the major beneficiaries andlicence fee payer from those costs which more
appropriately fall on the taxpayer? Although nearly may well wish to pay for it.

James Purnell: I can answer that because I spent anall taxpayers live in households that pay a licence it
is not the case that the class of taxpayers and the hour and a half answering exactly those questions

in front of the CMS Select Committee last week.class of licence fee payers is one and the same
because any household with more than one person Briefly, we believe it is vital for people to continue

to have access to television without having to pay ain employment earning income has multi taxpayers
but a single licence. The question we are raising is subscription and the only way of guaranteeing that

is by having the option of digital terrestrial there.distinctly a question about the appropriateness of
loading the charge on the licence fee payer. It is not People may want to buy other options like cable and

broadband and other technologies may come alonga question of the appropriateness of the BBC
leading on the institutional and technical and but we believe that having that basic easy access to

DDT was important and is the only way ofcultural task.
James Purnell: I am really starting to sound like a guaranteeing that we will be able to have

subscription-free television otherwise we will bestuck record but the point is the BBC has always
carried out policies which have helped the whole of relying on commercial operators to be prepared to

deliver, for example the Freesat from Sky oVer, andthe broadcasting environment. It has always used
the licence fee to do that, from training, to R&D, we do not think that is the right approach. We also

think it is important to have a choice of platformsand now digital switchover. It is completely in
keeping with that tradition to use licence fee money and people should be able to choose between DDT,

cable, satellite, broadband and the other options.for those projects because there will be general
policy benefits but there will be also be specific The final point is if you are right and it does turn

out that another technology is much more successfulbenefits for the BBC. If we started to try and work
out which ones of those were general benefits and than DDT that underlines the case for switchover.

It does not argue against it.which ones were BBC-specific benefits and split the
funding of that appropriately, you would get into a Lord Maxton: We are all in favour of switchover, it

is how it is done.very diYcult policy decision issue.

Q1912 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: I want to be quite Q1915 Chairman: Let’s cut it oV at this particular
clear about this, following on Baroness O’Neill’s point. I would like to move on to the Bishop of
point, that as a result of the second policy we have Manchester but I think perhaps you have got the
heard your views but as a result of that second message from this Committee that we are unhappy
policy if it comes into being, and if there is to be a with several aspects on the way that costs are being
charge, the settlement will have to take account of put on to the licence fee and to the licence fee payer
the extra costs of the BBC? when we believe that there are better ways and more
James Purnell: Yes, absolutely. just ways of that money being raised. You have got

that message.
James Purnell: I can hear that in the Committee’sQ1913 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: So that would
voice.have to go up?

James Purnell: Yes, absolutely.
Q1916 Bishop of Manchester: Can I look at another
area of costs. This afternoon the BBC announcedQ1914 Lord Maxton: You see all this is based upon

technology as it is now and what it would appear that it is focusing on two of the suggested sites for
the move to Manchester and that suggests to meyou have decided will be the form of technology in

2012, six years from now when the switchover that the momentum is building up towards that
move. I have to say that on this Committee we havecomes. If you look back six years and see the way

technology has changed and now go forward six looked a little askance at some of the financial
figures that have been presented to us over this. Atyears, then what you are going to have in 2012 will

be totally diVerent from what it is today. In the very beginning we were being told the cost
would be £600 million which spanning out was anparticular if you are talking about scarce spectrum

why is the Government deciding to use that equivalent of £50 million a year. Later we have been
told it is down to £400 million, £25 million a year.spectrum (because if it has got high-definition

television included in it it will be using a lot of These still seem to be very considerable sums and
when I pressed the Director-General on hisspectrum) instead of looking at other solutions
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proposals was by engaging PKF to do that workcommitment to this move to Manchester he added
that although he wanted it to happen it still and we believe that they provided a very good

service. It is not a question of whether there is adepended on suitable funding being agreed. So my
first question to you is to ask your opinion about value-for-money audit, there is a value-for-money

audit and there may be various roles for the NAOthe costings as we know them for this move to
Manchester? at various times. We will make a decision on that

in the White Paper.James Purnell: We have, as I say, our consultants
PKF who are looking at those costs in detail and
they will be thoroughly scrutinising not just the Q1919 Bishop of Manchester: Can we explore a bit
costs of the move but also the savings that could be further this concept of value. As you know, if there
made because of the move. We will also be assessing is something new happening then there is a public
it in terms not just of the purely financial aspects value test whether the BBC pursues but it is said in
but also the benefits to the regions, the economic the move to Manchester it is not going to do that
and cultural benefits which come from that and also because the departments are not new in that sense.
generally the benefits to the licence fee, the I think what is slightly disturbing about that is we
acceptability of the licence fee and to the BBC. We heard from Pat Loughrey when he came to see us
think that having a BBC of which the whole country that the prime concern of the BBC over the move
feels ownership will be an important part of building to Manchester was not in terms of public value, and
that consensus around the BBC and that will be an I wonder what your view is on that because it seems
important consideration in the matter. to me that we are all concerned about protecting the

licence fee payer and value for money being given
to them.Q1917 Bishop of Manchester: Presumably some of

the savings you are talking about will be from the James Purnell: The public value test is really
designed for services and changes to services so wevacated assets in London when they move?

James Purnell: Sure, one could imagine savings from would not anticipate it being applied to, for
example, property decisions or location decisions.vacated assets, one could imagine savings from the

costs of employing people outside London rather We see those as management decisions for the BBC.
You could imagine certain changes by the BBC thatthan in London. I think also at the time we would

want to move to a situation where there was a they might want to involve licence fee payers or
other partners in discussing or having consultationsgenuine critical mass of production outside of

London and that will bring down the cost of that but I do not think the mechanism of the public value
test should be transferred over to managementproduction. If you are in a situation where people

are just being trained up and down from London to decisions of this kind. It is really about what services
the BBC should involve itself in. That is not to sayvarious parts of the country to make productions

that may have a certain amount of benefit but may there are not public value considerations in those
decisions; it is just the public value test is designednot be terribly cost-eVective. If you develop a

genuine production infrastructure in other parts of for new services.
the country they can start to compete on costs.
Bristol is a great example of that. The fact that Q1920 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: I want to turn to
natural history programmes have been in Bristol for local services. In fact we have heard some comments
a while now does mean that there is a network of that the BBC is not a very good partner; it prefers
independent companies round there which are also to do things in its own way and on its own terms,
able to provide good programmes at competitive but we have also of course heard if they do go local
cost. We would hope that the out-of-London in this way it may well inhibit the development of
strategy would support development of that competitive commercial services or indeed damage
critical mass. existing services. I just wondered what your view is

about this because obviously this is an area where
with the new technology and so on there are a lotQ1918 Bishop of Manchester: You were explaining

a moment ago the Government has got people of opportunities so what sort of role really should
the BBC sensibly be playing?looking carefully at these costings. Would you not

think it is good idea for the National Audit OYce James Purnell: Our view is that this is an area where
the public value test is extremely important and weto come in on this?

James Purnell: The National Audit OYce has a role would expect the launch of any new tier of ultra
local services to be subject to a public value test,in terms of value-for-money studies with the BBC

already and we will look at the recommendations whether it happens before or after the Charter is in
operation. I think local TV does illustrate why thewhich you made on that in a previous report and

we will make a decision on that in the White Paper, public value test is so important because there are
lots of diVerent considerations here. There are issuesbut we felt the right way of scrutinising these
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not mean entirely local, and then the concept is thatabout the impact on local newspapers and local
broadcasting services. There is also the issue of the they may impose what they call local so instead of
licence fee payer and services they expect, the fact creating local it might be imposed local. The point
that the BBC already has an infrastructure I want to make to you is what contra force is there
providing this content which could be very going to be to make sure that there is not this
eYciently used to support public benefit in terms of concept of the BBC steamroller with 60 stations
spreading that value around. One could imagine all with one footprint which might not produce the
sorts of services which local communities would local bottom-up concept that is more desirable for
benefit from having. Coverage of local authority our listeners and for our viewers? I am not sure that
decisions which are often underreported. Looking, if the BBC is allowed to run untrammelled we will
in my region, at how cultural events are developing, get the best product. Are you concerned about this
for example, local Rugby League, we often feel that potential danger that by going into local
Rugby League is not focused on as much as broadcasting we will not get the best outcome?
football. There is a whole range of services where James Purnell: I am concerned about putting in
there might be a real public value and if the place a process or mechanism to ensure that
Government were trying to take those decisions or management are not untrammelled in those
Ofcom were trying to take those decisions it might decisions. Indeed, Tessa Jowell made an extremely
not be in the right position to weigh that public important decision on BBC Three in rejecting the
value against the market impact. That is why we original application for that and I think the service
said in the Green Paper we thought the ultimate which has emerged since is much more in line with
decisions about the public value of those services the BBC’s public service objective than it would
and whether they outweighed the market impact have been. I think that experience ought to have
should be taken by the Trust. I think the point you taught us the Minister taking that decision is slightly
make about partnerships is important and I think uncomfortable (although she took what I thought
that would be a fair point to make about the BBC was very much the right decision) and that is why
over a longer period. I have quite a lot of the BBC’s creating the Trust with the right level of
partners now coming to me and saying they have understanding of the BBC’s objectives and the right
really noticed a diVerence (not in everything) a real incentives in terms of accountability to licence fee
diVerence. Pact, for example, have been very

payers but also being trustees of the market impactappreciative of what has been developed on the
and making sure that they do not have anWOK(?). The Film Council are working closely with
unjustifiable market impact, is the right place tothe BBC to develop their film strategy. In Wales and
locate those decisions. Thus decisions about exactlyScotland there are again productive discussions
how local it should be, should it cover Stalybridgearound national language provision. So partnership
and Hythe or Manchester or the North West willis clearly a very, very important part of what the
be, quite rightly, decisions taken by the managementBBC does and we would encourage them to
of the Trust working through the public value testcontinue to improve their record.
mechanism.

Q1921 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: That is the other
Q1923 Lord Peston: I, at least, was very impressedargument of course for having more local oYces too
with David Puttnam’s evidence to us last weekfor the BBC and a more local presence—and I am
where he essentially told us that the BBC does notthinking of a visit that we did to Bristol where we

saw quite a lot of interaction between schools and do partnership; it is either done their way or not at
the BBC and a lot of encouragement to use the all. I could be wrong but he was our evidence, as it
creative side of the BBC for that. were, therefore it seemed to me to follow that it
James Purnell: There is clearly a real potential for would be in the national interest if somehow one
public value there and we will need to set up a facilitated the growth of local service broadcasting
framework in which they can judge that properly in some other way, I thought your reference to local
against the market impact. There are also genuine newspapers was a rather relevant one here because
considerations that I can see. we do not subsidise local newspaper and they are

successful a) because they are good and b) because
they carry advertising. Would it be your view thatQ1922 Lord Kalms: Listening to the some of the
if a local body wanted to get together (and againadvice we have had from diVerent people who have
one accepts your view that if you want spectrum tocontributed to our discussions, I think there is a
be used eYciently you must price it in some way orslight problem regarding local broadcasting and
other) that some of this local broadcasting, whetherlocal services. If the BBC are committed to 60 local
it is radio or more importantly television, could bestations and they are perhaps going to choose the

footprint of the radio areas, which for a start may advertising financed even if it were run say by the
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Commission (as in this case) as competitionlocal authority? Has that been at all a part of the
Department’s thinking? regulator.
James Purnell: A mixed ecology of local services is
definitely a part of our thinking. There are already Q1926 Baroness O’Neill of Bengarve: Do you think
a dozen television stations around the country six packages of which five may go to a single bidder
which are doing quite well and I think that is an represents a genuine protection of the public interest
area which is going to continue to grow, through the in free-to-air access to live Premier League football?
Internet, with people providing audio-visual services James Purnell: I think having a competition
over the Internet, so there will be a commercial role regulator which makes decisions independently of us
in this. There will also be an important role for is the right way to do it.
partnership. The provision of local content is
obviously enhanced by working with local

Q1927 Baroness O’Neill of Bengarve: You wouldauthorities and local groups. I think the danger of
merely say process okay; outcome let’s see?the BBC taking advertising—
James Purnell: It would be odd in one sentence to
say that we think competition commission decisions

Q1924 Lord Peston: I do not mean the BBC; I mean should be taken independently and then go round
the non BBC. If you and I decided we wanted to set saying we think they should have done this or that.
up a local station, just us, the equivalent of a local
newspaper, we would have to finance it in some way,

Q1928 Baroness O’Neill of Bengarve: I take thata fortiori we would have to finance it if we had to
point but you have no view whatsoever on whetherpay for the spectrum, and the only way we could
anything can be foreseen about committing five offinance it would be by advertising. In other words,
six packages of equal value to go to a single bidder?could one have the equivalent of a local newspaper
If they did in fact go to a single bidder would youin this area, is what I am asking you?
consider that showed it had been an inadequateJames Purnell: Of course, and the economic viability
decision?of those services is a really important question. We
James Purnell: I give you exactly the same answerhave commissioned research with Ofcom which will
I just gave you which is that competition decisionsbe published very shortly on whether there is an
should be taken independently of government andeconomically viable model and I think there is real
if the competition commission, whichever one, thepotential there.
European or national one, started to think we are
going to double-guess them once they taken those

Q1925 Baroness O’Neill of Bengarve: We have decisions that will inhibit their ability to take those
spent a lot of the last month thinking about the sale decisions. I am interested in the benefit that
of sports rights and sports broadcasting and the collective selling can bring and in redistribution
BBC’s role in it. I wanted to ask you a little bit within football and if there is a benefit in terms of
about the Premier League’s agreement to market competition and therefore the TV consumer but also
rights in six packages following a ruling by the in terms of football and therefore the football fan
European Commission. First, did the Government and people who play football, then that would be a
make any representations to the European good policy outcome.
Commission in the process leading up to that
decision?

Q1929 Chairman: But you do not make anyJames Purnell: We always wanted the parties to
proposals and you did not actually put anythingcome in an ideal world to an amicable arrangement
before the Commission leading them to the kind ofand we always made it clear to all parties including
position that you yourself would want?the Commission two things really. One is we believe
James Purnell: No we have set out our policy stancecollective selling is important for football. That was
and we encourage all partners to come to anthe case for the previous review by the Commission
amicable arrangement.and indeed for this one. Indeed, we also said that

we thought that collective selling was particularly
important because it could support redistribution Q1930 Chairman: Nothing more specific than that.

James Purnell: No, as I say, our general view waswithin the game. That is most obviously the case
with the Football Foundation which supports these are public policy objectives. There was an

important discussion both in the last deal andgrassroots football but also with a range of other
initiatives within football. We made our general indeed in this one which was about whether the

Commission was able to weigh those general publicpolicy stance clear. It is not our policy to intervene
in competition cases. That is clearly a mater for the policy objectives against competition policy and we

believed that they could and that is why we madeCommission and that would be exactly the same
whether it was an Ofcom review, OFT or the those views clear.
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James Purnell: In the Charter and Agreement?Chairman: I am going to call on Baroness Gibson
to talk about religious broadcasting in a moment
but just to say this, I am very much aware that you Q1934 Bishop of Manchester: Yes.
need to be away by quarter to six and I am also James Purnell:We will publish the draft Charter and
aware of the fact that a Minister is at this moment Agreement at the same time as the White Paper and
summing up in the House of Lords so we may get we very much hope that there will be an opportunity
interrupted by a division and if we do get for debate in both the House of Commons and the
interrupted by a division (because past experience House of Lords. That will obviously be up to the
shows I cannot speak above the bell in this place) House authorities, not us. The White Paper be will
we will call it a day. Lady Gibson? be a statement of our policy on it. There will be

opportunities then to look at the way that is
reflected in the Charter and Agreement so there areQ1931 Baroness Gibson of Market Rasen: It is the
opportunities to reflect the new recommendationsthorny question of religious broadcasting which
that you make or indeed any points made in otherdoes seem to elicit very strong responses in people.
debate by other voices.Obviously the whole question of religion is very

important in world aVairs at the moment. Do you
Q1935 Bishop of Manchester: In light of the recentthink that the BBC should be given a specific public
statement by the Chancellor of the Exchequer thatservice duty to a) educate and b) inform the public
we need to be more upfront about our Britishness,about the role of the major religions?
would you think it appropriate for the BritishJames Purnell: Yes, we do. We believe they have that
Broadcasting Corporation to allow proper time forobligation eVectively now. They have got a duty on
views and education on other faiths in this country,education and they have got a duty on religion. If
those who have no faith view, and also that therethere are specific ways in which you think that
then should be an adequate and propershould be financed we are able to look at that in the
representation of the view of that particular faithjoint Charter and Agreement but we think broadly
which has been part of our culture for about 1,700that that is the thrust of their duty in this area.
years and which in the national Census 72 per cent
of the population in this country said that they

Q1932 Baroness Gibson of Market Rasen: And supported? In other words, what I am trying to say
what about the position of the three minutes of is in this very complex area we do need to be fair
religious broadcasting at the moment that occurs and even-handed but the even-handedness must also
every morning? There has been quite a lot of reflect the very substantial place that Christianity
discussion about whether or not this should be has within this country?
purely a religious spot or whether it should be James Purnell: Of course, and again those decisions
opened to, shall we say, atheists who would be able are properly taken by the BBC in deciding exactly
to put some view forward. what programmes they make and how to reflect
James Purnell: It would be a dangerous setting of that. They also need to consult people who are
precedent for a government minister to get involved experts on this issue to make sure that those services
in telling the Today programme what to broadcast are up-to-date. I do not think I dissent from the
and so I am not going to breach that precedent. I general thrust of what you say.
saw the evidence which the BBC provided to you
which was that this is an opportunity for religious

Q1936 Chairman: Okay, I am going to draw it tothought to be discussed in the context of a set of
an end at this particular point. Allow me to say thatprogrammes on the BBC where many other non-
when you mentioned that the White Paper would bereligious views get their opportunity to be aired
presented and there would be debate in the Houseelsewhere. That is one view. If the BBC decided they
of Commons and debate in the House of Lords, thatwanted to have secular views as part of the Thought
does beg quite a number of questions. For instance,for the Day again that would be an editorial decision
there is nothing much the House of Commons orfor them and I think it is important that ministers
the House of Lords can do about it. As you welldo not get involved in telling the BBC what to
know from our first report, it is not an Act ofbroadcast.
Parliament and nothing that is going to be proposed
is going to go through, in any meaningful way,
either the House of Commons or the House ofQ1933 Bishop of Manchester: I am interested in

what Mr Purnell said about that because as the Lords.
James Purnell: There is a slight danger of theCharter and Agreement is being put together the

opportunity might arise for input on this issue. I am parliamentary equivalent of double jeopardy here
but if I could just repeat what we said previouslywondering what he particularly had in mind over

that in terms of process? about it which is that we believe if you look at what
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look at the detail of that because they neither seemlicence fee payers said when they were consulted
about this they did not want the new arrangements to trust Parliament nor the Government as far as

that is concerned!to bring the BBC closer to Parliament. They thought
that would not be the appropriate thing. It is a James Purnell: But the question is is there a problem,

has this situation which has developed over manydelicate balance in preserving the BBC’s
independence. I believe we have a system that has decades under many diVerent governments

managed to deliver a BBC which is independent andworked well. The fact that they are not incorporated
by statute but by Charter means that they do not trusted editorially around the world? And I think it

has and that is why we would propose tohave the day-to-day accountability to Parliament
which could end up influencing their independence. maintain that.
I think that settlement has worked well and that is
why we propose to maintain the current system. Q1938 Chairman: That sounds to me as though we

will not have to wait to see your response to theThat was our proposal in the Green Paper and we
will make our final decisions on that clear in the White Paper to get your final position.

James Purnell:We will make our final decisions clearWhite Paper.
in the White Paper.
Chairman: Okay you have been very patient. ThankQ1937 Chairman: I think, if you do not mind me

saying so, to rely upon the opinion polls that you you very much indeed for coming. Thank you very
much indeed for your evidence, we are very grateful.have just quoted is a pretty slender fence when you
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Present Armstrong of Ilminster, L Kalms, L
Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury, B King of Bridgwater, L
Fowler, L (Chairman) Manchester, Bp
Gibson of Market Rasen, B Maxton, L
Holme of Cheltenham, L Peston, L
Howe of Idlicote, B

Examination of Witnesses

Witnesses: Mr Michael Grade CBE, Chairman and Mr Mark Thompson, Director General, BBC,
examined.

Q1939 Chairman: Welcome again. We are in the Treasury and you realise you are putting in too
much because you can then cut it back. Thelast lap now of our investigation and we heard from

the Minister yesterday that the White Paper is to be Treasury make a bid back to you in which they
argue friendly things like abolishing the old agepublished shortly, which is something we have been

hearing for the last few months actually, but we pension or something of that kind and you then
have an agreement at the end.shall see what happens. May I start the questioning

with the licence fee which is obviously one of the Mr Grade: It is for the Government to decide what
the process should be. What I am particularlyissues of interest? The Minister yesterday described

your proposals as an “opening bid”; I quote. Is that pleased about is that we have a more transparent
process now than we have ever had before. The BBChow you see them?
has gone public with its bid. That is now the subjectMr Grade: Not at all My Lord Chairman. The
of considerable scrutiny by the DCMS and theirprocess that led to the publication of the BBC’s
consultants and arising out of that hopefully willlicence fee bid has been a very orderly process. It
come a settlement which reflects the expectationshas been a process designed to reflect, as far as is
and the needs of the licence fee payer.possible, the views, the expectations of the licence

fee payers. It began with the BBC’s publication of
the Building Public Value document which set out a Q1941 Chairman: And are you working to try to
potential vision for the BBC. That was refined by reduce it?
the Government in their Green Paper and in the Mr Grade: The governors would certainly like the
Green Paper was contained a clear view of what the bid to be as low as is consistent with what the licence
Government wanted from the BBC in the next fee payers tell us they want from their BBC over the
charter. We took that away and we costed it; the next ten years; absolutely.
management initially did the work. At that point,
the governors got into the frame, scrutinised the

Q1942 Chairman: What I find quite diYcult tocostings which the management had presented, we
understand is that the licence fee was first linked tobrought in independent consultants working to the
RPI in 1988 and until 1998 each year’s increasegovernors and not to the management, adjustments
matched RPI or was below. Then from 1998, wewere made, there was a rigorous scrutiny of that,
have had a situation where it has been anythingbut what we presented to the public in that bid was
from RPI plus one point five per cent to RPI plusas accurate a costing as we could possibly manage
three per cent. Have BBC programmes improved togiven the number of variables in it at that time.
that extent over that period?Based on what views we had received from the
Mr Thompson: The fundamental change whichpublic on our vision, the Government, the
happened at the end of the 1990s was thedepartment, the DCMS had done extensive research
Government asking the BBC to take a leading roleon the Building Public Value document which led to
in helping to lead the processes of creating a digitalthe Green Paper. So that bid is not an opening bid,
Britain by launching entirely new digital services init is a costing for the vision which has been endorsed
television and radio, by investing more in interactiveby the Government. We go forward from there into
services and so forth. The Green Paper of 2005 isthe next round of conversations.
actually part of a bigger thrust of public policy
which began at the end of the 1990s. The central

Q1940 Chairman: So it is unlike the ministerial part of the next stage in this digital build-out is the
process that one or two of us are accustomed to for public policy around the switching of analogue

television to digital television where, as you know,public spending, when you make a bid to the
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services; that costs money. There are several thingsthe Government see the BBC playing a central role.
From the late 1990s onwards, the Government was in our bid which arise directly from what we

presented to licence fee payers and what they havenot merely asking the BBC to continue with its
existing analogue age services, but to launch many told us they want. There is a cost for that. We have

to arrive at a number that the board can support,new services and to take a bigger role involving
capital investment and also the running costs of new which we feel is consistent with what the licence fee

payers tell us they are prepared to pay and whichdigital services as part of a new vision for what the
BBC should do. It is quite possible for someone to is consistent with us having a reasonable chance of

delivering what it is they tell us they want us to do.say that actually the Government should not have
asked the BBC to do that, but if you go back and The benchmark for resistance to price increases

seems to me to be this statistic that Mark haslook very closely, look at the settlement between the
Government and the BBC in 1999, the letter from described which is the percentage of disposable

income in households at all diVerent levels ofthe Secretary of State, what the Government asked
for was a number of new things from the BBC. The income. That is a key benchmark for us and we need

to see the licence fee continuing to fall as aGreen Paper asked for a number of additional new
things from the BBC. If you look at like for like, if percentage of disposable income.
you look at the BBC’s expenditure on like-for-like
services over the entire period, the BBC has found

Q1945 Chairman: You also have opinion pollseYciencies and is delivering existing services for less
which actually show public acceptability, do youyear on year in the period. However, because new
not?things have been required the licence fee has grown
Mr Grade:We and our sponsoring department havein real terms, though it is also worth pointing out
done a great deal of research which suggests, atthat over this period the licence fee has declined as
various diVerent levels, that there is very, very littlea proportion of disposable income, not just for
resistance to the current levels and the projectedmedian households, but also for the poorest 10 per
levels.cent of households all the way through the period.

So as a burden on even the poorest licence payers,
it has declined. Q1946 Chairman: So very little resistance and that

resistance is not getting greater at the moment? Is
that what you are saying?Q1943 Chairman: Your latest proposal is RPI plus
Mr Grade: No; there is no evidence of that.two point three per cent, plus anything that is
Obviously it is for the governors and the trust in therequired in terms of social provision for helping
future to keep very, very close indeed to that level.disadvantaged people with the switchover, which
It terms of targeted help, which is the generic termthe Minister regards as broadcasting policy and not
for helping the lowest income groups to achievesocial policy. The licence fee now is £126.50. What
digital switchover, in agreeing with the Governmentdoes it actually mean in real terms that the licence
to use the licence fee for that purpose, it isfee is going to be in seven years’ time?
conditional that it is not so onerous that it bringsMr Thompson: In real terms, it would mean a licence
into question, or increases resistance to, the licencefee of about £150 in today’s money; if you take a
fee. It is also a condition that we must not be in amedian view of RPI over the period, probably a
position where, in using the licence fee for thisheadline number at the end of the seven years of
targeted help purpose, we have to cut services inaround £180.
order to meet that requirement. There is a large
measure of conditionality in terms of our support.

Q1944 Chairman: What concerns me and probably
what concerns the Committee is that we support the

Q1947 Chairman: But will you put it up from pluscontinuance of the licence fee, as you know from
two point three per cent to two point eight per cent?our first report, but are you not concerned that the
Mr Grade: We do not know yet.licence fee is going so high that the public are not

going to accept the height that it has got to?
Mr Grade: Let me say first of all that I and my Q1948 Chairman: Is that a working assumption?
colleagues on the board of the BBC do not regard Mr Grade: No, there is no working assumption.
the highest possible licence fee settlement as a badge
of honour. We are there to represent the licence fee
payers. We must argue for a licence fee which is as Q1949 Chairman: Do you regard it as

broadcasting policy?low as possible, but which is capable of meeting
what the licence fee payers tell us they want from Mr Grade: It is consistent with the BBC’s mission

to be universally available throughout the nationsthe BBC over the coming years. They want fewer
repeats; that costs money. They want more local and it is entirely consistent with that.
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Government. In proposing this new licence fee bidQ1950 Chairman:When it comes to free licences for
the over-75s, that presumably comes out of social for the next charter, again we said that part of the

way in which the BBC should pay for its future isbudgets, does it not?
Mr Grade: Yes, it does. through self-help and through eYciencies. Indeed, if

you average the eYciencies the Government asked
the BBC to make in the last charter, two point eightQ1951 Chairman: It seems a very odd division to
per cent a year, in this bid we said that we believemake.
we can stretch, on average over the next seven years,Mr Grade: We are in a unique set of circumstances.
to three point three per cent per year; a figure aboveThe digital switchover is an unprecedented
inflation. In terms of like-for-like services, therevolution in broadcasting.
routine running of one of our radio networks, we
should expect to achieve RPI minus, to make deeperQ1952 Lord Holme of Cheltenham: I am very
savings than we get from inflation, so we can takeinterested in what you have both said about
some of the money we save to put against theeYciency savings and one of the things which
various new things which the Green Paper asks usworries me slightly is the notion that we discuss
to do. In the bid, laying out the combination ofpaying for your extra commitments and your extra
what we believe are inevitable rising costs and, moreresponsibilities and the Committee can well
importantly and by far the bigger element ourunderstand the case you have made there. I am
costing, what we believe achieving what is set out inpuzzled why RPI is taken as a given, why it is what
the Green Paper would cost, we arrive at a sum ofthey call in the European Union an acquis. Why do
about £5.5 billion over the next seven years. Wewe assume that RPI should be and is a starting
believe we can achieve 70 per cent of that throughpoint, a sort of platform from which extra
becoming more eYcient, absorbing our own risingcommitments are then costed? A lot of regulated
costs, but also then making further eYciencies soutilities would have a model which had RPI minus
that we can go as far as possible to meeting whatand that is for a really good reason, which is that
we are being asked to do through our ownof course there are extra costs, salaries and wages
resources. At the moment we are engaged in ago up and other costs go up, but, on the other hand,
programme of reducing the headcount of the BBCthere are possibilities of operating more eYciently
by some 6,000 to 7,000 people; one quarter of thewhich would produce, for large organisations, at
organisation either leaving through outsourcing orleast an oVset to those general inflation costs in
many thousands of people being made redundant.society and would therefore represent an RPI minus
We are engaged in by far the biggest eYciencymodel. There is a danger, both to the public and this
programme that the BBC has ever been through. ICommittee, in thinking about it, in assuming that
should not want you to think that self-help andthe RPI is somehow a given from which you bounce
eYciency are not at the front of our minds. Whatupwards with extra commitments which need extra
we are saying though, and it really comes back tofunding. I should really like to explore that, if you
the first point, is that the mission for the BBC laidwould.
out in 1999 and even more laid out in the GreenMr Grade: Before I hand over to the Director
Paper is not like for like. It adds a large number ofGeneral, could I just make a point about the RPI
new elements and indeed some of the elementsminus formulae for regulated utilities? They are
agreed in 1999–2000 are now coming on stream. Wevirtually monopoly suppliers of the commodity to
are about, in ten days’ time, to launch the digitalthe public for profit, nothing wrong with that, but
curriculum which is £150 million, a new educationalthe calculation of RPI minus is based on an
service available to every child, every classroom inacceptable return on capital for the selling of a
the UK, to support curriculum learning, done inmonopoly to the consumer; it is there for consumer
partnership with the Government. It is going to beprotection. May I just make that distinction?
a wonderful service, but it is something entirely new.
We accept the broad principle that the BBC should

Q1953 Lord Holme of Cheltenham: But you would accept that it should absorb inflation and become
not still argue that the pressure it engenders in more eYcient like every other part of the public and
driving down costs is a valuable one? private sector. If you look at what we are being
Mr Thompson: What I should like to say is that at asked to do, the list of new things is very long.
no point has the BBC suggested that it should not
ensure that it achieves testing savings eYciency

Q1954 Lord Holme of Cheltenham: Thank you fortargets as part of a broader agenda of self-help, of
that, it was extremely helpful and well understood.finding the resources itself for what it needs to do.
May I just ask, in terms of governance, which is aFor a number of years now the BBC has, as part of
point of disagreement between our Committee andprevious licence settlements, been engaged in

meeting targets for eYciencies agreed with the the BBC at the moment, taking the present model
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Q1956 Lord Peston: The bit where I cannot quiteof governance, how far does the board, which Mr
follow what happens in practice is that in additionGrade chairs, represent the interest of the viewers,
to responding to outside suggestions, what you arelisteners, licence payers in pressing the management,
really saying is that there are things you want to do:Mr Thompson and his colleagues, to produce the
more programmes, diVerent programmes, morebest possible deal for those who pay for and enjoy
channels, all sorts of things. You are an innovativethe service of the BBC, rather than the natural
body and you want to do those things because youpressures on management to meet these demands
think that is what the licence payer would want youwhich are now being put on them? Is there a
to do. What I am not clear about is the processtension there?
which lies behind that. Do you say to yourselvesMr Grade: There has been unprecedented
that you really could put on more drama but youindependent scrutiny of the management’s initial
need more money for it, therefore you have toproposals in respect of the licence fee bid. Under the
calculate a licence fee which enables you to do that?new governance arrangements which anticipate the
Mr Thompson: May I begin from the managementway the trust will operate, there was a lot of tension,
side and Michael might want to talk a bit about thea lot of scrutiny, we the governors brought in PA
role of the governors and potentially the future roleConsulting and as a result of our own scrutiny and
of the trust. From the management point of view, IPA’s scrutiny, considerable adjustments were made
should distinguish between continuous incrementalto the bid. This was why I was prepared and the
improvements for which we should all striveboard was prepared to support the bid when it went
everywhere in the BBC all the time, withoutpublic, because we felt we had really gone through
demanding bigger budgets and things which goit and we improved the incentives to eYciency which
beyond those. We want the Today programme, weare contained in the bid, what is colloquially known
want our classic adaptations of Dickens’s novels, toas self-help, which we did not feel were stretching
grow in ambition and imagination and qualityenough and we pushed those a lot harder. We
without putting more money into them. We talk andthought the estimates for the profits that the BBC’s
listen to our audiences all the time and sometimescommercial activities were going to be able to
our audiences ask us for things which go beyondcontribute were over-ambitious. We pegged those
what I would describe as incremental improvements.back, which put pressure on the self-help targets and
An example would be the balance of repeats andso on. There was an unprecedented, in the history
original productions on BBC1. We know, again itof the BBC, level of independent scrutiny of the
is reflected in the Green Paper, that there aremanagement’s bid, but this was not a management
widespread public views out there that, certainly asbid designed to get the most amount of money
far as BBC1 peak time is concerned, that they wouldpossible. This was, as best we could at the time given
like to see fewer repeats and rather more originalthe variables in the bid, as accurate a costing as we
programmes. It comes out very strongly in almostcould get to at that time of what the Government
all the research we do. Moreover, the public at large,had asked us to cost in the vision for the future of
licence payers at large, opinion formers, critics,the BBC contained in the Green Paper.
some politicians also believe, and they are right, that
the BBC should think very carefully about the

Q1955 Lord Peston: Essentially, what you are balance between high quality documentary, drama,
saying is that your first calculation will always be comedy, current aVairs and so forth, proper
the cost of doing like for like over the relevant investment in news and the use of some of the
planning horizon and that makes perfectly good cheaper forms of factual programming, reality
sense to me. Then you say there is a second bit, programming. If you look at the BBC1 schedule and
which is an outside force, really the Government. I you want to make significant switches from repeats
am not sure whether they ask you to do things or and low-cost factual programmes on the one hand
tell you to do things. and Bleak House at £600,000, £700,000, £800,000
Mr Thompson: I do not want to be disingenuous per hour on the other hand, you very quickly get
about this. The BBC itself has, since the mid 1990s, into an economically very significant shift in
believed that it could do a great deal in the digital investment. I am quite clear that it is what the public
space, that it could launch an eVective website, that would like us to do. When we have programmes like
it could launch interactive services, it could extend David Attenborough’s Life in the Undergrowth and
its educational mission to projects like the digital Bleak House in the schedule, Stephen PoliakoV on
curriculum. We have been enthusiastic about this Sunday, there is an overwhelming sense from the
development of the BBC. Crucially, it is for public and indeed from others as well, that the BBC
Parliament and the Government to dispose. is doing what it should be doing, but over the course
Successive governments have felt that that was the of a year we are talking about literally tens and in

some cases hundreds of millions of pounds whichright thing for the BBC to do.
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key question is whether an incentive to eYciency isyou cannot achieve by the kind of small per cent of
changes. So we start gathering up a number of ways built into the financial infrastructure of the BBC
in which we could respond to what our audiences spending plans that people can rely on, that is
are asking for and then in addition there are ideas transparent and that can be policed and measured
like the digital curriculum or like digital switchover month-in, month-out by the trust, through the
which are, if you like, structural changes in the management accounts and so on and so on.
shape and character of broadcasting. Some of these Mr Thompson: Practically, in terms of programme
we can very quickly value very precisely. We can production, we want to improve quality
predict very accurately the genre mix changes on incrementally across our output, we want to deliver
BBC1. Other things, such as precisely what it is three point three per cent of savings across the BBC.
going to cost the BBC to build out the DTT digital Technology is one of the main ways we are going
terrestrial transmitter chain, are for commercial to do that and we believe we can do that with several
negotiation and it is less easy to be absolutely thousand fewer employees than we have at the
precise. We build that up into a model of what a moment.
BBC would look like which met the challenges of Mr Grade: I should just like to add, if I may My
the future and also met the challenges put to us by Lord Chairman, a very brief coda to that.
our licence payers. Then we shape that into a Historically, the BBC has been accused of generally
complete economic picture and then propose that to being an expansionist institution. In some cases that
the board of governors for them to consider. is a fair criticism, in some cases it is not. What the

governance reforms are designed to achieve going
forward and are presently achieving are that beforeQ1957 Lord Maxton: My only concern about RPI,
any expansion plans that the management wishes toand in the past I have supported RPI plus on the
propose to the trust or to the present board ofbasis of digitalising the archive, which is a very
governors, are even going to be considered, we haveimportant part of the job you have to do, is that
to be satisfied that these plans are underpinned bylower pricing in technology is what drives the RPI
a clearly demonstrable support from the licence feedown to the level it is. You are in a technological
payers. This is not just the institution expanding forbusiness and therefore I do not understand why you
the sake of it, saying “Would it not be nice to doare not, if you like, perhaps using more technology,
this?”. Yes, it would, but is that what the licence feefor instance in the production of plays. I do not
payers want? The whole of the governance reforms,know how much technology you now use but it
culminating ultimately in the formation of the trustseems to me you can use a great deal of computer
are designed to put a check and balance in thatgenerated scenery and so on, which allows you
natural state of any well-funded institution to go onmassively to reduce the cost of production.
expanding and so on. We have to be absolutelyMr Grade: RPI is a measurement tool in common
certain, and I am certain, that everything that isusage throughout industry, public and private

sector. The key issue in terms of the BBC is what contained in the BBC’s licence fee bid arising from
incentive to eYciency is built in to the BBC. How the Green Paper has been tested against licence fee
can the public be guaranteed that, where you have payers’ needs and expectations. That is what is
a fixed income laid out for, in this case, seven years, driving it.
there is the incentive to eYciency. An incentive to
eYciency has to be built absolutely into the water

Q1958 Chairman: It is not the only thing you havesupply of the BBC. Where the current bid stands
been accused of in the past. The chief executivepresently, the incentive to eYciency, a figure of
oYcer of Channel 4, Mr Mark Thompson, said thatsomething like 70 per cent of the incremental
the BBC had, and I quote “a Jacuzzi of cash”. Iambitious plans that the BBC has to meet licence
assume that those were in the old days before youpayers’ expectations and needs, is going to be paid
got to the BBC.for out of eYciency savings. The figure that Mark
Mr Thompson: Perhaps I might remind you of thementioned, three point three per cent per annum
context. The then Director General of the BBC,across seven years, assuming that to be above RPI,
Greg Dyke—and it is interesting to see the way theis a pretty ambitious target. We shall see whether or
world has changed—said that Channel 4 was awashnot the Treasury, the Government and so on, accept
with cash. Now this was a time over the turn of thethat interpretation of that number. I feel that it is
century when advertising as a whole had collapsedpretty ambitious, given the base from which we are
and Channel 4 in particular—I remember because Iactually starting, which is that the value for money
had arrived two weeks earlier as chief executive—changes which are being implemented at the
was £40 million in debt at the bank and there wasmoment will make us as eYcient as we can be, given
no money at all. I was just kind enough to point outwhat we know we have to do presently. So the key

question is not what measurement tool you use. The that if anyone was sitting on cash it was he.
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certainly would verymuch favour you taking the leadQ1959 Chairman: You were swapping insults.
role, but we have some diYculty working out why, ifMr Thompson: I was returning a kind thought from
it is in the national interest, it should not be paid fora colleague.
in the normal way if things are in the national
interest, namely out of general taxation. What areQ1960 Lord King of Bridgwater: You said how
your thoughts on that?important it was that the public had confidence in
Mr Grade: There are several constituent elements tothe justification levels of the licence fee and the
the cost of digital switchover. There is the cost of re-BBC. You said that you gave it unprecedented
engineering the transmitters, which is a reasonablescrutiny this time in making this bid and you
cost for the BBC to bear since that is the means bybrought PA Consulting in to advise you. Did you
which it will get the signal into the homes and is nopublish that report?
diVerent to moving from 405 to 625 lines, from blackMr Grade: No we have not yet; no.
and white to colour and so on. Re-engineering the
transmitters is unquestionably a matter for the BBC.Q1961 Lord King of Bridgwater: Would you be
In addition to that, the Government are potentiallywilling to?
concerned about the ability of Channel 4 goingMr Grade: In due course; yes.
forward, which is a statutory corporation, it has no
shareholders and may—I am not sure whether it will,

Q1962 Lord King of Bridgwater: This is my but it may—depending on the state of Channel 4’s
ignorance, but I am not quite clear about how long finances ask us to help in the quite low cost of
this settlement is supposed to run. Channel 4’s switchover. The costs are not greatly
Mr Grade: Seven years. material in the great scheme of things. The issue of

targeted help seems to me to be the issue that has
Q1963 Lord King of Bridgwater: Are you then raised eyebrows around the place using the licence.
going to call in the trust, presumably, at arm’s- Those who argue against our involvement suggest
length which will want annual confirmation, as will that using the licence fee payer to pay for equipment
the licence fee payer, that in these rapidly changing in the lowest income homes and so on is a form of
circumstances the original judgments remain valid? social policy which has no part in the licence fee. It is
Mr Grade: Absolutely. a debate we can have. So far as the BBC are

concerned, it is entirely consistent with our objective
of making all our services available universallyQ1964 Lord King of Bridgwater: Would you
throughout the four home nations in every singleenvisage calling in maybe PA or other consultants
home. That is an absolute pre-requisite of the licenceevery year to advise the trust on the annual
fee and we have to achieve that. Targeted help issituation, looking at the annual budget, looking at
directly designed to achieve universality which seemsthe annual expenditure, the experiences which have
to me entirely consistent. I would lay down somecome out, the variances from budget during the year
conditions on that, which I have done with theand, as a measure of public confidence, publish their
Government. One is that if the quantum of targetedreport, the report that goes to the trust.
help were to put at risk support for the licence fee,Mr Grade: Yes. I have no problem with that at all.
then I thinkwe would have serious objections and/or,
if there were a risk that in order to meet the targetedQ1965 Lord Armstrong of Ilminster: Do we know
help quantum we had to cut services to licence feewhat your licence fee bid would be if you were not
payers, that would be absolutely unacceptable onmaking these eVorts to achieve eYciency savings?
behalf of the licence fee payers. So overall, to achieveRPI plus five per cent or ...?
universality is entirely consistent with the BBC’sMr Grade: It would be even higher than that. I
raison d’être.should have to go away and look at the compound

arithmetic, but yes, it would be substantially higher,
Q1967 Lord Peston: Just to make sure I understand,very substantially higher. universality would still mean universality for all

broadcasters. It would not mean just for the BBC. In
Q1966 Lord Peston:Wehave partly covered some of making this technological change all broadcasters—
this, but I am still very lost in following the argument Mr Grade: Yes, the commercial players will pay
put forward by the Government rather than by you. their share.
The Government seem to be saying that it is in the
national interest that we have digital switchover. Q1968 Lord Peston: I did not realise that.
They think it would be a good idea if you took the Mr Grade:We are not paying for ITV.
lead in it, but then they come to what seems to us to
be a completely illogical conclusion that it ought to Q1969 Lord Peston: Are you saying that the cost of
be paid for out of the licence fee. We can understand digital switchover will be borne in part by the

commercial players?the argument that we should switch over. We
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those over 75 and those in households with peopleMr Grade:We are not paying for ITV’s transmitters.
with severe disabilities—to pay for and to eVect the
change to digital. This is a government plan to easeQ1970 Lord Peston: I do not mean that. There is
the universal switchover and specifically the ability tomuch more to it.
switch oV the analogue signal by making sure thatMr Thompson: Just as point of information, the
these disadvantaged groups are in a position tounique part for the BBC alone, which the
receive digital television. The Government areGovernment are proposing to pay through the
proposing this tranche of costs should be borne in thelicence fee, is around targeted help. The broader costs
licence fee. The biggest point of contention in thisare being borne by all the broadcasters with the
area is the so-called targeted help costs, just toexception, potentially, of Channel 4 bearing some—
clarify that.

Q1971 Lord Peston: I can understand about
Channel 4. Q1978 Chairman: You said the over-75s. Is that one

of the broad definitions?Mr Thompson: It is proposed that targeted help
should be— Mr Grade:We do not know yet My Lord Chairman.

Q1972 Lord Maxton: And Sky? Q1979 Lord Peston: Could you give us some idea of
Mr Grade: Sky is already digital. how much of the total cost corresponds to these? I

shall very soon be one of this deserving group.
Mr Thompson: There is currently a large-scale trialQ1973 Lord Maxton: I appreciate that, but it is not

paying anything towards the costs of setting it up. going on in Bolton, which is fairly advanced now, to
try, as it were, in microcosm to gauge what the likelyMr Thompson: The costs the other commercial

broadcasters are paying are the costs of conversion costs of this are going to be by trying it with real
households and real people. When the results of thatfrom analogue to digital. That is not a cost that is

relevant to Sky because they are already a digital trial are clear we shall have amuch better idea of both
the organisational challenges in achieving it, whichbroadcaster. The same will be true eVectively of the

cable operators. are probably not inconsiderable, and also what the
likely costs will be.

Q1974 Lord Peston: Just to make sure I really
understand this, there are equipment costs— Q1980 Chairman: What does this do to your
Mr Grade: Transmitters. argument about top slicing? You are giving help to

Channel 4; you are giving help, which is questionable,
in social policy as well. Do you not think you areQ1975 Lord Peston: These apply specifically to

diVerent broadcasters. sliding into that?
Mr Grade: It is a one-oV cost. This is a unique eventMr Grade: Yes.
in the evolution of broadcasting in this country. It
brings huge benefits for viewers and listeners and soQ1976 Lord Peston: And then there are further
on. The problem with top slicing the licence fee,digital costs.
which is another argument for another day, is that itMr Grade: There are some marketing costs for
would be an annual event and it would entirelyensuring that the public gets what one might call
confuse the public as towhere their moneywas going,customer service to enable them to make the
who was responsible for the spending of their moneyswitchover eVectively and eYciently. So there is some
and it really cuts right against what the whole of themarketing; there is a lot of public ignorance about
governance reform and the reform of the BBC iswhat this all means, so there are some marketing
designed to achieve, which is a direct link between thecosts around what it means, how it is going to be
trust and the licence fee payers.eVected, how they are going to be aVected, helplines
Chairman: I have to say that they might not beand all the rest of it, which we shall pay our fair
entirely unconfused by this targeted help situation forshare of.
the over-75s.

Q1977 Lord Peston: Leaving Channel 4 on one side,
what you are really saying is that it is only, in a sense, Q1981 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: I just want to

clarify one small point. I understand that targetedthe BBC side of the costs of digital switchover that
the licence fee payer is paying, is that right? Leaving help will be rather costly for the over-75s, not least in

getting over to them how everything works, butChannel 4 on one side.
Mr Thompson: No. I think it is fair to say that the having said that, are we also taking into account any

extra costs of actually getting the digital wavelength,contentious part of the costs of digital switchover is
around the so-called targeted help costs. These are whatever you call it, to the areas which cannot receive

it currently? Is that your cost?the costs of helping some disadvantaged groups—
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quite apart from targeted help, is spreading at anMr Thompson: Yes. Within the licence fee bid are
estimates for the cost of building out the digital extraordinary speed; a million Freeview boxes were

sold just in December last year, about ten millionterrestrial transmitter and repeater chain to a level of
coverage at least as good as the current analogue boxes have been sold. People will have a choice. To

be clear, there is a diVerence between oVering people,television coverage in the United Kingdom.
as we all believe we have to, universal access to free-
to-air public service, indeed other free-to-airQ1982 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: That is not very
channels and the whole issue of whether people wantgood in some areas.
to elect to subscribe to pay services. This exercise isMr Grade: It is 98.5 per cent of the population.
about making sure that every household canMr Thompson: It is 98.5 per cent; at least as good as
continue to receive television after analoguethat. We should like to be better.
switchover. Sky and other pay operators will
continue, of course, to market pay services to theQ1983 Baroness Howe of Idlicote:And what is going
public, as they have every right to do.to happen to the remaining percentage? Will they

have to be dealt with by going through Sky and that
being paid for by Government or by whom? Q1988 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury:
Mr Grade: It is hard to predict, but we are working Freeview does help ITV and Five.
on the possibility with other partners of a free Mr Thompson: There is a very small number of
satellite, the satellite equivalent of the Freeview box, households using digital terrestrial television for pay
which would be the answer to all those small pockets. services, the top-up TV venture with a few hundred

thousand subscribers, but the overwhelming
Q1984 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: Free of charge? majority of people using Freeview are using it to
Mr Thompson: A low-cost single payment satellite watch free-to-air channels, the public service
solution for people who, largely for topological channels and also some other free-to-air channels.
reasons to do with the physical geography of the
United Kingdom, cannot get line of sight to a Q1989 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: Theretransmitter.

are already rumblings and grumblings about
analogue switch-oV. Are you worried that the BBC’s

Q1985 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: What does low very close association with it might possibly lead to a
cost mean under those circumstances? Would lack of popularity?
somebody on social security be exempted from MrGrade: The industry organisation has been set up
paying the low-cost charge? to manage the switchover. Digital UK will manage it
Mr Grade: We are not anywhere close to struggling and the issues of where the risk will settle are yet to be
with that issue yet. discussed.
Mr Thompson: It is worth saying that so far the only
proposed help that the Secretary of State has

Q1990 Lord King of Bridgwater: Having had aannounced in switchover relates to the groups that I
constituency with a number of curiosities abouthave mentioned: households with serious disabilities
reception, it seemed to take an awful long time to sortand those over 75.
out. Am I right in thinking that when you switch over
a lot of it will be suck-it-and-see and find out whereQ1986 Chairman: So the over-75s are definitely in.
actually the new problems arise? When you said youOkay.
were going to move towards better coverage, howMr Thompson: Definitely in.
quick can this be for people who you find to your
surprise cannot get the reception and then you startQ1987 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury:
to do something about it?Presumably the DTT, which you are financing,
Mr Grade: I hope it is going to be fairly predictablewould be accessible through Sky. So in a sense you
in the sense that if you can get the analogue signalare subsidising Sky?
now from a transmitter or a booster station or aMr Thompson:No. I am sorry this is so complex. The
feeder station, that will prettywell guarantee that youproposal emerging around targeted help is that a sum
will be able to receive the digital signal. I do not thinkof money will be made available and households
that is a real problem.would have a choice about which digital platform
Mr Thompson: We have very, very good predictivethey wanted the money to be spent on so we are
computer modelling now of signals.platform neutral. I have to say that the very low cost

of digital terrestrial television means DTT is moving
very quickly through the population and may make Q1991 Lord King of Bridgwater: You are putting

yourself on the record and I am very pleased toall of these questions less diYcult than they appear
now. Freeview now costs below £30 and, by the way, hear it.
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Q1993 Lord Holme of Cheltenham: Yes.Mr Thompson: That is the first thing. The second is
Mr Grade: No, we have no fix on that at all.that we are still sending people out in Land Rovers
Mr Thompson: I have to say that the spectrum is ato test the signal on the ground to make sure. There
great public resource, it does not belong to us in theare sometimes signal problems which relate to a
end and you can see why it is not part of our bid.chimney pot or a tree or something which literally
What I want to say as a public service broadcasterrelates to a single house. There are some parts of the
though is that it is our position that we do not havecountry where houses, particularly in hill country,
enough spectrum. We are unable to show BBChave unique attributes because of the topography
Parliament full screen currently on Freeview. Wearound an individual house or new building
believe that going forward important developmentsdevelopments. By the way, generally when we
are happening in television in particular, radio ascannot solve a signal problem quickly, it is because
well but television in particular. I mentioned highthere is some, as it were, in principle problem.
definition television. There should be a publicHowever, I believe that we shall deliver a very, very
debate on the best use of the spectrum as it becomeshigh level, to the level we said, 98.5 per cent or
available. It would be very worrying for the long-higher, everywhere where we do the switchover at
term future of public service broadcasting if free-to-the time of switchover. It is worth spending a
air public service broadcasting were unable to keepmoment perhaps on one of the reasons why we
up with developments in broadcasting. Althoughcannot do it before switchover. In many areas where
the band width used by high definition will reduce,analogue reception is diYcult because of
it will be very considerable and, in my view, we shalltopography, in addition to the main transmitters, we
begin high definition transmission on satellite andalso need a number of repeater stations which
cable this year. As a trial, we hope to show theirradiate from the main transmitter, the Rhondda
World Cup in Germany in high definition. We shallValley would be a good example. The sweeps of
also do some test transmissions from at least onethese repeaters overlap with each other and you
digital terrestrial transmitter in high definition. If wehave to use a lot of diVerent frequencies to stop the
are to safeguard the future of free-to-air publicrepeaters interfering with each other. In areas like
service broadcasting on all platforms, there needs tothe Rhondda Valley we are using much more
be a debate about exactly what the use of thefrequency to deliver our 98.5 per cent than we are
spectrum is. In other words, should it be sold oV orin London or elsewhere. What we shall do, as we
should the value of the spectrum be gifted, not just

plan switchover, is get the entire alternative DTT to the BBC but to the public service broadcasters,
system ready to go and there will be a day when we so we can maintain and indeed improve the quality
pull one lever and pull another one and you flip to of our services?
a system of a DTT master transmitter and DTT
repeaters.

Q1994 Lord Holme of Cheltenham: That is veryLord King of Bridgwater: I live in hope.
interesting and, if I may say so, quite a persuasive
point. In a way, what it underlines is that the
analogue spectrum will have value, however thatQ1992 Lord Holme of Cheltenham: If you look at
is utilised.the whole switchover project, if you think of it as a
Mr Thompson: Yes; definitely.switchover, it has costs, which you have been

discussing, and the issue of who should bear them.
Equally, it has now become apparent that there are Q1995 Lord Holme of Cheltenham: I just wonder
revenue benefits in terms of spectrum becoming whether there is any view within the BBC, rather
available. We have been told by the Government than going back to the licence payer to pay for this
that the value to the economy as a whole might be or the taxpayer in general, about whether there
between £1.1 and £2.2 billion, but as well as that would not be a symmetry about using potential
general economic benefit to the country there is also revenues from the spectrum sale to oVset the costs
the question of what the sale of spectrum itself will of digitalisation.
represent as a revenue stream for someone. At the Mr Grade: It is a matter of public policy and a

matter for the Government, not a matter for themoment, Ofcom sell it on behalf of the Government.
BBC. The diYculty, not insurmountable, is that itIf you look at the project as a whole, one cannot
is much easier to predict the costs of digitalhelp wondering why the revenue, that is the
switchover than it is to predict how the market willspectrum, is not oVset against the costs so that you
value vacated analogue spectrum. Very diYcult.look at the project as a whole. I just wonder whether

the BBC have themselves got any estimates of the
likely value of the spectrum sold. Q1996 Lord Maxton: My concern with all this is
Mr Grade: Are you referring to the sell-oV of the that by using DTT as your method of ensuring you

are going to get the digital switchover, firstly,analogue?
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many, many millions of them out there now makingparticularly if you are going to provide high
definition television on that and interactive services the choice.
much better than you can do at the present time,
you are actually going to use a large amount of Q1998 Lord Maxton: Why then, are we not
spectrum; of digital spectrum I accept but it is developing a Freeview box which can be expanded
digital spectrum. Surely what we should be looking to be used by other digital broadcasters?
at is how we can do the switchover using means Mr Thompson: It is worth saying that the BBC does
which do not use any spectrum such as cable or not make Freeview boxes. Freeview is a standard for
telephony. BT are moving into the television market a decoder of the DTT signal. We are already
this year. They are going to provide television beginning to see boxes which use DTT and which
services. I do not know what their penetration is in can be used for pay television, top-up television. We
terms of landlines, but it must be not that far short are seeing Freeview boxes which have personal
of your 98.5 per cent; it is not that, but I think over video recorders, hard disks built into them. I am
90 per cent have landlines. sure that you will see, both with Freeview and we
Mr Thompson: It is not as high as that yet for the hope free sat, boxes which combine that with
delivery of broadband. broadband and so forth. It is not for me to say that

you are going to see an extraordinary plethora of
diverse boxes for getting content from PC toQ1997 Lord Maxton: I accept that. We are talking
television, to record, to playback, to have a returnin 2006 now and we are talking about switchover in
path and so on. I should say the more choice the2012. Go back six years and see how technology has
better. The only point I am making is, given whatchanged; move forward and undoubtedly telephony
is actually happening in terms of the public take-upwill provide that in 2012.
of digital and terrestrial at the moment, it isMr Thompson: The broad point to make first of all is
manifestly a solution which is working for manythat we are not solely relying on Freeview to achieve
millions of households.switchover. There is already an installed base of

eight million households with Sky digital television.
There are some millions of households with cable. Q1999 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: Last
It is possible that we shall see some households who, time we were talking together you said that in the
quite quickly, do their entire viewing via ADSL or digital age there was no shortage of spectrum, which
some other fibre optic or other landline technology. does not seem to be the view of lots of other people
All of this is possible. We do think, however, that and indeed there is a feeling, you mentioned high
the public should have a choice of platforms. We definition television, that the BBC is potentially a
think that the extraordinary rate of sales of bit greedy about it. As you know, Ofcom have
Freeview suggests that the particular proposition of stated that they are going to consider charging
being able to buy a very simple low cost receiver companies who use the spectrum from 2006 and that
with a single payment without the complexity of a that would give broadcasters an incentive to use as
subscription or a bundling of your television little as possible. What do you think the eVect of
viewing with your choice of telephone is something charging for spectrum would be on BBC and indeed
which manifestly many, many millions of public service broadcasting and do you think it
households are opting for. Almost everyone else, in would increase eYcient use of spectrum?
particular, understandably, the telephone and cable Mr Grade: May I respond to my comment about
operators, have models which are based on unlimited spectrum? That was in the context of
subscription. Their basic model is subscription. I am looking at the digital world against the analogue
not suggesting that they will not, in some cases, oVer world. In the analogue world, pre satellite, pre
free-to-air television perhaps as a free add-on to digital, spectrum was a very, very scarce
subscription. In some ways what Freeview oVers the commodity. It took British broadcasting 50 years to
public is a rather reassuring continuation of what get to five channels, because of our proximity to the
they expect from broadcasting, which is that you continent, frequency agreements and so on. It was
purchase a receiver, it then works and is free at the a very scarce commodity. Comparatively speaking,
point of delivery forever. You do not get phoned the digital world is a world of plenty. Now we see
from a call centre; nobody tries to tell you that in what the demand is for the spectrum, obviously
order to get this you have to take this subscription there is more demand than there is potentially
out. It is very, very straightforward and, as a matter supply outside of the satellite option, but you can
of fact, in the last couple of years the enormous always add on satellite capacity, so there is in a sense
movement of people into Freeview suggests that this unlimited capacity. It is the terrestrial, the use of the
is one of the most powerful platforms in their view analogue, the use of DTT now, which is finite. It has
of how they want to convert to digital. You may say added considerably to viewers’ choice and listeners’

choice but it is finite. In respect of spectrumthat the public are wrong, but, as I say, there are
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moment. It is certainly a relief that we have comecharging, it is reasonable to make a distinction
between the private sector for-profit organisations down from that enormous £600 million to £400
and the BBC. There seems to be a lack of logic. The million and maybe there is another £200 million to
justification for charging the private sector for-profit go as well, but maybe not. What I really want to
organisation for the use of the spectrum seems to ask though is in the light of one of the things which
me intellectually perfectly justifiable in the sense that the head of public aVairs says and it is on page two.
this is a national resource, the airways belong to the He says that the key driver for the move to
nation, shareholders are making hopefully a decent Manchester is not to generate savings. Then at the
return on their exploitation of that publicly owned end of that paragraph he says that you clearly want
utility. They should therefore pay something back to identify the most cost-eVective way of
to the nation; give the nation back a return on its undertaking the move and to realise savings. That
own resources. It seems to be inconsistent to apply obviously is very important, very laudable, but my
the same logic to the BBC, because the BBC is there question is: what advice are you receiving on how
to provide a public service for which the public pays these savings can be achieved? In terms of the
and to take money back through spectrum charging licence fee payer, what assessments are being made
seems to me to be fundamentally illogical. That is in terms of value, to quote the Chairman earlier this
not to say that some mechanism needs to be arrived morning, the importance of any expansion being
at which ensures that the BBC is an eYcient user of underpinned by clearly demonstrable support from
spectrum, but to penalise the licence fee payers for licence fee payers? I want to explore this issue of the
the use of spectrum seems to me to be unacceptable. value for money of what you are doing.

Mr Thompson: Perhaps I should begin about how,
as a management team, we are looking at the projectQ2000 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury:What
and working up the proposal and Michael shouldabout other public service broadcasters? What

about Channel 4? talk about how the governors would expect to
Mr Grade: Channel 4 is not for profit; it is a scrutinise the proposal. From our point of view, we
statutory corporation and it is in a sense in the same have spent the past few months working at a much
league. In fact in the private sector advertisers closer level of detail on how practically Manchester
supported the world of broadcasting hitherto and might work. We have been through the process of
Channel 4 has been exempt from spectrum charges looking at and short listing progressively fewer and
that the ITV companies, Five and so on, have been fewer sites which we believe, and there is good
subject to. evidence to believe, would be the right places to
Mr Thompson: Professor Kay, whose work related achieve the vision we want to achieve. The nature
to the spectrum, described the BBC as an eYcient of doing that means that the costs involved become
user of spectrum, having actually studied it. much clearer. We have also achieved a
Inevitably our competitors may want to cast breakthrough, absolutely thinking with colleagues
aspersions, but there is no evidence that we are not and other stakeholders on the ground, the local
very eYcient users of the spectrum. councils, the North West Development Agency, also

other broadcasters and other players in the creative
industries, about whether the BBC could achieveQ2001 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: It is
what it wants to achieve in partnership with others,people thinking about the future and the pursuit of
creating a so-called media enterprise zone and, inhigh definition television which is very spectrum
particular, thinking about achieving its resourcinggreedy. So you are really agreeing that if the BBC
needs, studios and so forth, in a way which is sharedwere to be charged for spectrum, that would be a
with other broadcasters rather than a separate buildtax on the licence fee payer.

Mr Grade: Absolutely. solely for the BBC. Now, if achievable, and we think
Mr Thompson: All other things being equal, it would the media enterprise zone is an exciting idea for us,
take money out of the licence fee and out of also potentially for the creative industries in the
investment in programmes and move it into the West and indeed North West and indeed the whole
general exchequer, to achieve quite what is not clear. of the North of England, that potentially is a very

substantial impact on costs of what is being
achieved. We are trying to look at every part of theQ2002 Bishop of Manchester: If we can talk for a
vision that we have laid out for Manchester to seemoment about the Manchester move, at the very
whether it can be achieved at the minimum possiblebeginning of our discussions and when you,
cost consistent with what we want to achieve. ThatDirector General, were with us before, you talked
process has been going on. We have been working;about the move depending upon the right funding
you have met some of my colleagues and heardsettlement being achieved. We had a helpful letter
about it. Where that will lead to is a moment whenyesterday from the head of public aVairs outlining

some of the issues and where you have got to at the the management formally put a proposal up to the
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Q2005 Bishop of Manchester: What about a publicboard of governors for the board of governors to
value test?consider and, in a nutshell, there are three things the
Mr Grade: I think a public value test is applicablegovernors have to look at: they need to look at
to new services and so on. This is an investmentwhether they believe what is being proposed is
decision and that is not really applicable. A publiccongruent with the BBC’s overall strategic ends and
value test to a change in an existing service isthe best long-term interests of the licence payer;
designed to measure market impact and public valuesecond, whether or not the proposal represents
created and to balance those two things. That hasvalue for money, literally, once you accept that it is
been designed entirely for the specific purpose ofthe right thing for the BBC to do, whether it could
looking at material changes to existing services orbe achieved for less money; then third, whether it is
the creation of new services, not applicable to aaVordable. So it is possible for someone to think it
development project like this.is a great idea and, for what it is, value for money,
Mr Thompson: I am sure that is right, but I shouldbut for it not to be aVordable because the BBC does
not want you to think therefore that we do notnot have the resources to do it. So strategic fit, value
believe there is any public interest in doing it. Onfor money and aVordability and it is the last of those
the contrary, we think that a very substantialthree which obviously relates to the licence fee
investment by the BBC, not just of money but alsosettlement. The scrutiny of this will be done by
moving talent and bringing broadcasting to theMichael and his colleagues with outside experts.
North West, will make a big impact in the
development of Manchester, the North West and
the North. It will provide new opportunities andQ2003 Bishop of Manchester: When you mention
hopefully will be a magnet for other broadcasters,outside experts, what about the National Audit
other producers and other people in the creativeOYce. They are doing some value for money
industries. It is part of a bigger vision of the futurereviews already in the BBC, why not in an
of the North of England in particular, of theimportant area like this?
creative industries in the North of England whichMr Grade: When it comes to proposed spending
we think will, in the long run, add real value forplans, that is a matter for the governors, provided
licence payers across the country.the governors do take independent advice; that is

not a matter for the NAO.

Q2006 Bishop of Manchester: Let us explore what
you just said about the opportunities with otherQ2004 Bishop of Manchester: What is the
broadcasters and industries, focusing now on theindependent advice you will be taking?
two sites in Manchester and Salford announcedMr Grade: Deloitte & Touche are presently
yesterday, which appeared on the surface to ratheremployed by the governors, not by the management,
push ITV at least slightly out of the picture. We allto scrutinise the way the management is developing
remember the great enthusiasm of Charles Allenits proposals for Manchester. The governors have
sitting there and saying how wonderful it was all

agreed in principle that investment in Manchester is going to be. Can you reassure us that the whole
in the best interests of the licence fee payers. We are concept of the media hub with ITV and independent
much heartened by the results of our investment in broadcasters is still as strong a hope as it was when
the three home nations, as it were, Scotland, you first mentioned it?
Northern Ireland and Wales. That has produced Mr Thompson: It is. I wrote to Charles yesterday just
great benefits for licence fee payers in the nations. to emphasise that we want to go on talking to ITV
The English regions have fallen way behind. and involving ITV in our plans. Clearly, they must
Everything that the licence fee payers tell us in the end make their own choices, but ITV, I think
indicates that they want greater identification with it is fair to say, face many of the same issues that
their own region, with their own nation, with their we face. There is a step change in technology, new
own area, with their own community and so on. formats like high definition are arriving and ITV,
There is a clear signal coming to us, the governors, just like the BBC, will have to think about the future
that that is what the licence fee payers want us to do. of their resource base and about the capital costs of
That is why, in principle, we approved the notion of upgrading their resource base. Both sites oVer ITV
a significant move to Manchester, not a token move a range of choices: the central site very close to the
but a very fundamental move to Manchester. We city centre, very close indeed to Quay Street: Salford
shall take a lot of satisfying that what is proposed Quays somewhat out of town but very competitive
is value for money and then we get on to the in terms of the economics. The kinds of choices we
question of whether we can aVord it or not. The first are making are very similar to the ones ITV will be
question is whether it represents value for money making and the numbers will look very similar to

both of us. I should want to assure you that we veryand we are scrutinising it at every stage.
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broadcasting could bring to the community with themuch hope to continue to talk to and engage with
ITV as possible partners in this. concept of digitalisation and the ability to data

transmit good local programmes very quickly. If
you could give us a little bit more of your thinkingQ2007 Bishop of Manchester: That sounds very
and take some of the criticism and respond to it, itexciting, but I do recall that on at least three
would be helpful.occasions in evidence that we have received on this
Mr Thompson: Michael might well want to talkCommittee, there are people who have said
about what will happen when the local TV idea, ifsomething like “Well, the people at the BBC are
it becomes a proposal, is put before the BBC trust,lovely people but they are awful to work with”.
the steps that will then be taken by the trust toThey certainly said the second bit and I am sure they
ensure that it really does deliver public value and inwould have said the first bit as well. Can you just
particular that any adverse market impact it mightaddress this point? It has been repeated that the
have is understood and weighed in the balance asreputation of the BBC is not very high when it is
the trust decides whether or not to give thethought of in terms of being a potential partner.
management permission to go ahead. I am veryMr Thompson: Historically, it sometimes may well
clear that we cannot just launch this sort of stuVhave been true that the BBC was not a good partner;
without external and objective scrutiny of whetherit may well have been true. If you look at what we
or not, taken together, it actually makes sense. Thehave achieved in partnership over the last 18
idea of local TV, as set out in Building Public Value,months, if you look at the Freeview partnership, if
and as developed since, is really to say that we haveyou look at the way in which the BBC’s relationship
a very strong heritage going back getting on for 40with Pact and the independent sector has changed
years in local radio, one of the best loved servicesover the last 18 months, if you look at the way we
of the BBC. In recent years we have also launchedare going about thinking about this Manchester
websites which broadly mirror the local radioproject, I should be surprised if any of those
stations; you now can get, where I live in Oxford,partners would say that we were not being upfront
both a website showing you the journalism of BBCand supportive of them. The Minister yesterday was
Oxford and also a radio station. The idea is tomaking this point. We are trying extremely hard to
complement that also with a relatively modestset a new path in terms of the way we work with
journalistically based television service for the sameother broadcasters, other key stakeholders and, in
area, paralleling radio and the web, so that thethe change in the climate, with the independent
BBC’s oVer of news and information and commentsector, with the success of platforms. Freeview is a
for the people who live in and around Oxford isvery good example of that; you can see tangible
oVered on all three media. What is most convenient?results of that. Although that was said historically,
Do you want to sit down to watch some television?I hope that that is the kind of comment you will
Do you want to catch it maybe on a mobile device?hear less and less of as we go forward.
Do you want to listen to the radio in the morning?
It is also very eYcient. We have one centre there.Q2008 Lord Kalms: One of the advantages of
Increasingly we shall have people who are traineddigital will be the opportunity to expand into local
to work in all three media, so we can actually deliverbroadcasting and you have some fairly big plans;
this added service with relatively modest extrayou intend to open some 60 stations. We have had
investment and for the television component we arequite a lot of lobbying about this. This might be an
not talking about 24 hours, we are talking aboutopportunity perhaps for you to expand on it. Some
quite small segments of news and so forth, beingof the lobbying follows up the Bishop of
delivered on broadband and also potentiallyManchester’s views that you state that you want to
delivered on digital satellite to consumers. We arego into some sort of partnerships and the point was
testing this idea at the moment in the Westrepeated to us time and again that you are not the
Midlands. In the West Midlands we have a numberpeople to jump into bed with, particularly if you are
of very diVerent communities, urban communities,going to have a broad number of local stations.
rural communities, and we are trying out variousThen a further point has been put to us that you are
ideas to see what works for the public. A big say ingoing to use the existing radio footprint for your
what happens will be listening to the people usinglocal broadcasting and it has been pointed out that
the trials and listening to the public more generallythis is not quite local broadcasting, in other words,
and trying to build what they want into the eventualthe footprint is not absolutely appropriate. Then of
plan. We are also very aware that, although thecourse it goes further to what you actually mean by
BBC has a big local presence already, this idea oflocal broadcasting and how many hours, what the
local television sounds worrying to some of thecontent will be, what the impact on the community
other commercial players, particularly localwill be vis-à-vis local newspapers. There have been

some very good ideas of the potential that local newspapers. One general caveat: when we talk about
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the United Kingdom in a manner consistent withlocal television we are talking about something
which is happening at the level of BBC local radio, governmental medium and long term goals”. Does

it concern you that this is the view? Is it going towhich is therefore nothing like as local as
community radio or most local newspapers. Second, influence in any way the editorial independence of

the World Service and how it operates? Is it ato state the obvious but I shall say it anyway, the
BBC will not be competing for revenue with the good thing?

Mr Grade: In the course of the gathering of evidenceother players. For example, we shall not be oVering
classified advertisements which are critical to the and Lord Carter of Coles putting together his

report, I can assure this Committee and the worldbusiness plans of local newspapers. Third, we are
going to learn from the review and be very careful outside that there were some very robust

conversations indeed between the board ofalso not to replicate those parts of web services and
newspaper services which are particularly important governors, particular our international governor Sir

Andrew Burns, but also supported by the governors.in terms of revenue generation and which are well
provided by local newspapers, both through their There were some very robust conversations, the

result of which is a report that we do not feel in anywebsites and newspapers. So, for example, we shall
not get involved in listings and the ability to buy way undermines the independence of the World

Service. There was a robust debate.tickets for the cinema and other local attraction
which, again, local newspapers see as an important
revenue stream,. In fact, in the West Midlands and Q2010 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: That is good to
I hope around the country if we go ahead with this, have on the record too. Nevertheless he suggested
we are actually in partnership with local also that a representative of the World Service
newspapers, sharing journalism, expecting to link on should sit on the public diplomacy board which is
our website to the local newspapers’ websites. We to be chaired by a minister. Is that a good idea?
should see ourselves very much in partnership with Mr Thompson: It is what happens at present. There
other players and I understand absolutely why, at is no change there.
national level, there is a lobbying going on. We need
to try to do everything we can to reassure them that Q2011 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: And you think it
we understand the dangers of market impact. On the is okay, you are not worried?
ground, I have to say, collaboration between us and Mr Grade: Yes. There is a diVerence between being
local newspapers is going very well. We hope we can an observer and being a member of that body.
evolve a proposition which adds real value to licence Mr Thompson: It is worth emphasising that the
payers, works on the ground, is based on the actual World Service representative will be an observer
experience of people using our pilots, which works rather than a participant. We are currently
in partnership with other players and which fits into represented as observers on the public diplomacy
a bigger idea of the BBC’s information oVer at local, strategy board. It is not a great change. I should
regional, national and global level. Once we have emphasise that we are very grateful that Lord Carter
done all of that, we shall pass the proposal over to of Coles repeatedly makes it clear that he accepts the
the board of governors to consider objectively. BBC’s editorial independence should be complete.
Mr Grade: May I reassure the Committee that the Certainly from our point of view the World
trust—by the time this is ready for sanction we shall Service’s editorial independence is precisely why the
have turned into the trust—is not going to put its World Service is valuable to the United Kingdom
signature to a proposal to roll out local television because it is a credible voice around the world.
without applying the public value test, which will Editorial independence is a very, very important
assess market impact, both negative and positive, central point, the central point for us, but we are
public value created, value for money and all the satisfied that, as it is laid out, Lord Carter of Coles’s
issues which are now familiar. I can reassure the report will not compromise that and that the
Committee that there is going to be no blank cheque observer status which exists currently in the context
to roll this out, it will be subject to the public of the diplomacy strategy board, will not of itself
value test. compromise our editorial independence. If we

thought it did, we should say it was impossible and
we could not do it.Q2009 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: Can we just have

a look at the World Service/FCO/Government
interaction? I am sure we all remember Lord Carter Q2012 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: It is perfectly fair
of Coles’s definition of public diplomacy and he that he did emphasise the context of the editorial
certainly regards the World Service as a diplomacy independence, but it is good to hear you confirm
tool. He defines it as “work aiming to inform and that. Just one point about the funds allocated to
engage individuals and organisations overseas, in launch the new Arabic service. In contrast to Al-

Jazeera’s English channel which is being launchedorder to improve understanding of and influence for
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and indeed all of us who value the BBC Worldand will cost £100 million a year, Channel 4 News
is £20 million a year and yet the service you are Service, are going to need very specific reassurances

that there has not been some step change in theabout to launch is £19 million a year for 12 hours
as opposed to 24-hour programming. Are you approach towards the World Service.
happy with this and do you really think you can Mr Grade: The governors of the BBC have proven
achieve the right sort of competition for what over the years and will continue to prove, whether
already exists? they are governors or trustees, more than capable
Mr Grade: I regret that we are not able to launch of defending the independence of the World Service
with a 24-hour service, the costs of which have been and indeed every other service of the BBC. We did
calculated at around an additional £6million, so we not have the privilege of drafting the report for him
shall be on the air for 12 hours a day. Everyone, and the use of the word “tool” is perhaps an
including myself, seems satisfied that we can present unfortunate word but at the end of the day, it is the
a very respectable service for the money which is audience perception of the services that we actually
available. The diVerence between us, Al-Jazeera and provide and they will continue to be independent
anybody else is that this is an activity at the margin, and the board of governors and the trustees will
a marginal cost for the BBC; we already have the carry out their public responsibility to the licence fee
international news gathering capacity which Al- payers to ensure the continued independence of the
Jazeera will presumably have to build for themselves World Service vigorously, robustly and aggressively,
from scratch, that already exists across the BBC. if I may use that word.
Mr Thompson: And indeed an Arabic radio service Mr Thompson: Notwithstanding his broader
and a very rich Arabic website, so our complete definition of public diplomacy, he does repeatedly
investment in broadcasting in all media to the Arab emphasise the importance of the BBC’s editorial
world is much larger than this £19 million suggests; independence. I should certainly want you to be in
having said that, we should rather do 24 hours no doubt that we do not believe there has been any
than 12. change in the Government’s intention that the

World Service should remain wholly editorially
independent of the Government.Q2013 Chairman: You are saying that only £6
Mr Grade: I am very grateful that the Committeemillion actually stands in the way of having a 24-
has picked this issue up. It just reinforces very muchhour service.
what we have been saying and what has led to theMr Thompson: Yes.
drafting of Lord Carter of Coles’s report, with
which we feel comfortable, but we have taken aQ2014 Chairman: But that is pathetic, is it not?
very, very deep serious interest in the drafting ofHere we are trying to start what I imagine and hope
this report.would be an important service and for the sake of
Chairman: As you know from our first report, we£6 million we cannot go 24 hours?
are concerned about the independence of the BBCMr Grade: Indeed.
from government. You do not necessarily agree withMr Thompson: That is the position.
all the proposals in ensuring that independence.Mr Grade: But happy to be accused by this

Committee of giving too good a value for money at
£12 million. Q2016 Baroness Gibson of Market Rasen: What
Chairman: It depends what you mean by value for progress is being made—and I hope it is being
money. made—with the employees aVected by the changes

at the World Service? I know that you have been
having discussions with the unions and I justQ2015 Lord Holme of Cheltenham: I must say that
wondered how they were progressing.I am impressed by your equanimity at being

described as a tool. The World Service has an Mr Thompson: Rather like the bigger redundancy
programme across the rest of the BBC in the Worldenormous reputation throughout the world and if

on every broadcast that goes out on the World Service, we are in detailed conversations with the
trade unions and individual members of staV to try,Service you were to put a sub-title which says “A

tool of British governmental goals”, how do you where we can, in every case to deliver the best
outcome we can for individual members of staV.think people would feel about it? Although we have

heard reassuring words from Lord Triesman, the Clearly there are particular challenges in the World
Service where, in time, radio services are beingsort we have had from you about the respect for the

independence of the BBC, it does not seem to me a closed. I believe it is the right strategy, but clearly
it is a very tough message for the teams who havepromising development that the BBC World

Service, which is one of the great decorations of this made these services so successful over many years.
We are trying to do everything we can to get thecountry in the external sphere, should be described

as a governmental tool. I think that this Committee, best outcomes for those individuals. Across the BBC
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aspects of contemporary events or contemporaryas a whole, we have made good progress in
minimising the numbers of redundancies we are life. It is something we can look at from time to

time; it is not something I should want to reject outgoing to have to achieve through compulsory
means. Overall we are spending a great deal of time of hand for ever. It was very thoroughly debated

inside the BBC and indeed outside in 2004. I do notin recent months trying to make sure that although
these changes clearly will be unwelcome to many think it is the right moment to come back and

review it again at the moment. I am very content tomembers of staV, we handle them in a way which is
flexible and which puts the welfare of the individuals remain with the recommendations which came out

of the review in 2004.involved very high on the agenda.

Q2017 Chairman: Remind me. How much is BBC Q2021 Chairman: Just before you leave that point,
World now losing? you do not actually follow the same policy in
Mr Grade: In the last report and accounts £16 Northern Ireland. When we went to Northern
million was the loss. Ireland we were told that in the equivalent of
Mr Thompson: Sixteen million pounds. Thought for the Day four contributors a year, who

are non-believers and who are chosen because it is
considered they have something useful andQ2018 Chairman: Where does that money come
important to say, are able to do Thought for thefrom?
Day.Mr Grade: Commercial activities; there is no licence
Mr Thompson: Let us just be clear about this. Acrossfee money in that.
our coverage as a whole there are many
opportunities for people, both with a religiousQ2019 Chairman: They are resources which are
perspective and a non-religious perspective to makeavailable to the BBC.
contributions, to make documentaries, to take partMr Grade: Yes.
in debates and so on. What happened in 2004 wasMr Thompson: Yes.
that the BBC looked at the particular circumstances
of Thought for the Day in the middle of the TodayQ2020 Baroness Gibson of Market Rasen: I have a
programme, weighed it up and on balance—therecouple of points about religious broadcasting
was some conversation with the governors as well—particularly for Mr Thompson. You are on record
decided to leave it in this case as a window foras saying that you do not have a closed mind about
people from a particular perspective. We try not toThought for the Day and the possibility, as already
deal with every editorial question on an absolute,happens in the BBC Northern Ireland, for those
one-size-fits-all basis; this was in the context ofwho have heartfelt belief systems other than
looking at the Today programme. I take a very highreligious systems speaking on it. I wondered
level of humility about editorial questions. It waswhether there were any actual plans to bring anyone
looked at thoroughly, I do not believe there is ainto Thought for the Day. My second point, which
strong argument for a review today but we shallI raised with the Minister yesterday and quite rightly
look at it again and when we do in due course lookhe said that it was your decision rather than the
at it we shall certainly see whether we have anythingGovernment’s, is about the importance of religion
to learn from the way we broadcast in Northernin world aVairs which I think we would accept has
Ireland.increased. Should the BBC be given a specific public

service duty to educate and inform the public about
Q2022 Lord Maxton: In Scotland, where 27 perthe role of the major religions?
cent of the population in the last census said theyMr Thompson: What I said about Thought for the
had no religious views whatsoever, can I assume, inDay was as follows. It is rather equivocal. “On the
view of what you have just said about other peopleone hand he” that is me “considers Thought
getting their point of view across, that 27 per centsuccessful so not needing to be changed”. Then he
of broadcasts relating to religion is done by peoplesays, with a deftness of which a politician would be
who do not believe at all?proud “You can make a case for opening it up to
Mr Thompson: I do not think that follows at all.people with other heartfelt belief systems; I would

not close my mind to it”. The situation is that as
recently as 2004 the BBC looked quite closely, after Q2023 Lord Maxton: Why not?

Mr Thompson: Thought for the Day was set uprepresentations from a number of groups, at this
question and decided on balance to keep Thought specifically with the purpose of enabling a window

for a religious perspective on events. That was thefor the Day as it currently is, in other words an
opportunity in the schedule for people with a original point. It began predominantly as a

Christian religious perspective from the diVerentspecifically religious perspective, diVerent religions
but a religious perspective, to comment on some churches and has been broadened in recent years to
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have to have this very special committed group ofinclude perspectives from other religions. That is the
people doing it?point of that.
Mr Thompson: Let us not over-simplify what is
going on here. We certainly feel as an organisationQ2024 Lord Maxton: That was at a time when, if
that we should reflect the religious life of thisyou go back to Thought for the Day, if you looked
country and the world.at the censuses then you would find that a very, very

small percentage of the population said they had no
Q2027 Lord Peston: There is nothing between usreligion. Now that is a larger and growing
on that.proportion of the population which is not ever
Mr Thompson: There is an interesting signal in therepresented on Thought for the Day. fact that we now call the department which makes

Mr Thompson: I should say that Thought for the Day many of these programmes the Religion and Ethics
is not a piece of radio which we are trying to handle Department. There are certainly some programmes
in the way we might handle a party-political which that department has produced and indeed
broadcast on the basis of a precise allocation. other programmes as well—The Moral Maze would

be a good example—which do take philosophy and
Q2025 Lord Maxton: That is what it sounds like ethics seriously. You cannot listen, for example to
morning after morning. Melvyn Bragg’s programme on Radio 4 In Our Time
Mr Thompson: If you want to ask whether the BBC, and not think the BBC is interested in exploring the
across its output, reflects suYciently the diversity of world of ideas, absolutely touching on religion and
belief and non-belief, that is a reasonable question issues like intelligent design, but ranging far beyond

that to other broad issues of both philosophy andto ask. I have to say that I think we do not do a
other ideas and belief systems. We are rather goodbad job. I should say that is a broader question. We
at that and I certainly should want to encourage ourwould have the same debate about Prayer for the
Religion and Ethics Department to take the ethicsDay. I think that most people would accept that you
half of their title seriously as well as religion, whilstwould probably only want to have people on Prayer
recognising that the central part of their mission isfor the Day who thought prayer had some point to
around reflecting the specifically religious aspect ofit. A broader point is whether the BBC has a duty
British national life.to reflect the diversity of belief in the UK and also

to educate and inform its audience about the
Q2028 Bishop of Manchester: In a country where 72diversity and significance of diVerent religious and
per cent, according to the census, say that they arenon-religious beliefs around the world. Absolutely;
Christian and another ten per cent belong to otheryes. I am not sure it needs to be written into a
faiths, with that substantial majority I suppose thatparticular public purpose: it is there and we take it
it is understandable that the 5,000 members of thevery seriously. Particularly since 9/11 I should say
British Humanist Society and 3,000 members of thethat the prominence of religious questions more
National Secular Society occasionally feelbroadly in all media in news and current aVairs has
marginalised. I also think that one has to take intobeen very prominent.
account the fact, as I understand it, that all the
audience research which has been done on Thought

Q2026 Lord Peston: Declaring an interest as an for the Day indicates that, as it is at the moment,
atheist, my only question is on the diversity of view. there is very, very substantial backing and I think
I am worried as a former educationist that one that I am right in saying that Thought for the Day
might include the setting out of nonsense, because is regarded by audience research as one of the most
a lot of people believe a lot of nonsense, that you popular bits of the whole programme.
should portray that. We can discuss that on another Mr Thompson: Yes.
occasion. The problem for those of us outside the Chairman: We might draw a line here. I should like
BBC is that you have a specific religious group to thank you very, very much indeed for coming
within the BBC, which I referred to as a religious today. What I should also like to do is thank the
pressure group when we saw them, but you do not BBC and its staV for all their helpfulness and
seem to have any equivalent groups for any other kindness over the last months. We could not have
philosophies. There is no philosophy department, to done this inquiry without that help; they have gone
take an obvious thing, sitting there saying there is to every length to answer our questions and we are
a need to create a set of philosophy programmes. very, very grateful for that. I hope you will pass that

on. Thank you very much.What is there about religion that makes you feel you
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TUESDAY 24 JANUARY 2006

Present Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury, B Manchester, Bp.
Fowler, L (Chairman) Maxton, L
Holme of Cheltenham, L O’Neill of Bengarve, B
Howe of Idlicote, B Peston, L
Kalms, L

Memorandum by the Voice of the Listener and Viewer

1. One of the central issues underpinning the second stage of the inquiry by the Lords BBC Charter Review
Committee is the degree and nature of the BBC’s accountability to the British public. In its Green Paper,
Review of the BBC’s Royal Charter; a strong BBC, independent of Government, (May 2005) the Government
proposed a revised structure in which the BBC Governors would be replaced by a BBC Trust which would be
responsible for policy issues and be more accountable to the public than the Governors had previously been.

2. In general, VLV supports this division of responsibilities between the BBC Trust and the BBC Board of
Management, although as will be seen from our response to the Green Paper, we believe that many legal and
administrative details have yet to be sorted out.

3. The Government’s aim is to ensure the editorial independence and security of funding necessary to enable
the BBC to continue in its role as the cornerstone of British broadcasting. VLV is pleased to note that the BBC
has made a good start in implementing reforms in its governance structure in line with the suggestions in the
Green Paper. Whether the proposed arrangements will prove successful in combining public accountability
with editorial freedom, however, remains to be seen. We can, for instance, envisage some problems and
possible conflicts of interest arising over the handling of complaints. VLV, will do everything it can to help
make the new arrangements work successfully.

4. The second issue that we believe it is important to note is the changing nature of British society and
television. Under Lord Reith, the BBC adopted a centralist top-down editorial policy but after the arrival of
ITV it changed to a more populist approach in order to maintain audience share in competition with the
advertising-funded TV network.

5. The philosophy behind the Green Paper was, broadly speaking, one of adding public value to the BBC’s
services—stressing in particular the importance of the educational and informational roles of the BBC. VLV
believes the entertainment provided by the BBC is also extremely valuable. We were therefore pleased to note
that the Secretary of State for Culture, Media and Sport reported recently that the majority of responses she
had received from the public to the Green Paper shared this view.

6. In the digital environment viewers will increasingly be able to pick and choose which channels they wish
to watch. Simply increasing the number of channels available will not necessarily lead to more choice or to
better quality programming. Nor is it possible to ensure that viewers will watch a programme that the BBC
or the Government feels is good for them. The most important thing is to ensure that public policy supports
a broadcasting ecology in which a range and quality of programming can flourish, including educational and
entertainment programmes.

7. In tandem with the digital revolution, Britain is experiencing a period of major cultural change and
becoming multi-ethnic and multi-faith, indeed in some places also multilingual. These viewers now have the
option of looking outside Britain for choice. Thirteen Asian channels are currently available on the Sky
satellite platform, for instance, and hundreds of others on the hot bird satellite.

The Broadcasting of Sport

8. Sport is a traditional component of the broadcasting mix and both the BBC and other terrestrial
broadcasters have the power to influence the popularity of a sport. For example, Strictly Come Dancing, one
of the BBC’s recent successes, not only provided good entertainment but also encouraged many viewers to
take up the pastime, while Channel 4’s innovative coverage of cricket has added greatly to the popularity of
that sport in recent years.
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9. Some sports, such as Association Football, are so popular they have a unique ability to bring the nation
together. We believe that there should be no restrictions therefore on which sports the BBC and other public
service broadcasters are allowed to bid for. We welcome the fact that under European rules major sports
fixtures are included in the list of protected events which may not be sold for exclusive showing on a
subscription service—and the fact that the list also includes cultural and national events. The definition of
which events should listed may vary from time to time but it is important the principle remains to protect the
public interest.

10. VLV sees no reason to change these arrangements. We believe the BBC has a duty to provide licence
payers with a range of sports coverage. We do not consider that the Corporation has abused its position when
bidding for sports rights and we see no need for an independent review of the process.

11. The Lords Committee has suggested that the BBC might have a duty to bid for certain sports events. We
do not believe this to be a practicable proposal, since if the BBC did not wish to bid for a particular event, it
could simply get around its legal duty by submitting an one that was unreasonably low. There is only once
circumstance in which it might make marginal sense to require the BBC to bid for a listed event—if no other
free-to-air broadcaster wished to bid for the rights to cover it—but this seems an unlikely situation in which
the BBC might be forced to bid for an event that few people wanted to watch.

Broadcasting to the Nations and Regions

12. We are not in a position to judge whether the BBC’s proposed move of some of its departments to
Manchester will represent value for licence fee money. Nor is it possible for us to judge whether the move will
successfully overcome a London-centric commissioning process.Much will depend onwhether the investment
is suYciently large to establish a critical mass in the climate of creative production.

13. Digital technology, in particular digital terrestrial transmission, oVers the possibility for establishingmore
local services throughout the United Kingdom, including city television stations and ultra local television and
radio services based within existing BBC premises and radio stations. Following devolution it is important for
the BBC to develop new ways of serving audiences in the nations and regions. It is already experimenting with
some but we feel it is too early to assess how successful they are, or what the extra costs might be.

The BBC World Service

14. VLV considers that the BBC World Service does a superb job, not only in providing a well-trusted source
of news and information to the world, but also in promoting British culture, goods and services to the world.
We understand the arguments for introducing a television service in Arabic, but in view of the number of
services now competing in the Middle East (compared with those existing when the BBC first attempted such
a service 10 years ago) we cannot say whether the advantages that will derive from the new service will
outweigh the disadvantages that will flow from the loss of the proven value of the 10 vernacular radio language
services being sacrificed to fund it.

Religious Broadcasting

15. In general, VLV considers that the mission statement agreed by the Committee of Minister of the Council
of Europe in 1994 is still the most sensible course for the BBC to follow in relation to religious broadcasting.
The resolution stated that a public service broadcaster should “reflect the diVerent philosophical and religious
beliefs in society, with the aim of strengthening mutual understanding and tolerance and promoting
community relations in pluri-ethnic and multicultural societies.”

16. The BBC already features many diVerent faiths, including occasionally humanists, in its current
programme output. We believe that it would be better for the BBC to comply with the Council of Europe
resolution rather than require it to represent specific faiths in its programmes, services or governance.

The BBC as Commissioner Versus Broadcaster

17. Whilst VLV considers that the BBC’s primary duty to licence fee payers is to provide them with a wide
range of high quality programmes and services that seek to make the good popular, and the popular good,
irrespective of their source, the BBC may be one of the few broadcasters in the multi-channel future with the
ability to commission and broadcast a wide range of indigenous programmes. Whether the BBC produces
these programmes itself or commissions them from independent producers, is to some extent of secondary
importance. Nevertheless the central role that the BBC has traditionally played, both in the creative process
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of programme making and in training programme makers, cannot be ignored. As the industry becomes more
competitive and fragmented it is vital that the BBC uses the stability oVered by its privileged position and
funding to sustain a critical mass of creative production in order to enrich and sustain the British broadcasting
industry.

Connecting to the Licence Fee Payer

18. VLV welcomes the proposal in the recent Green Paper to reconstitute the BBC Governors as an outward-
facingBBCTrust, although aswill be seen fromour response above and fromour response to theGreen Paper,
we have reservations about how some of the new arrangements will be implemented.

19. We welcome the positives steps the Governors have already taken to improve their relations with the
public, including the commissioning of independent research , the establishment of a separate oYce and an
independent unit to handle complaints. They have also moved to strengthen the roles of the Broadcasting
Councils and English National Forum. VLV also welcomes the move to set up in some specific cases,
independent inquiries such as that into the BBC’s reporting of the Arab-Israeli conflict.

General Observations

20. Many of the Lords Committee’s concerns appear to be related to the editorial responsibilities and
independence of the BBC. In VLV’s view these should continue to remain independent of Government or of
any outside regulator, including Ofcom or a possible new Broadcasting Council . The BBC should continue
to be accountable to the public through its Board of Governors or through the proposed new Trust if it is
established under the BBC’s new Royal Charter.

21. VLV’s concern is to ensure that, in line with the Government’s intention outlined in the Green Paper, any
change in the arrangements for governing the BBC shall safeguard the Corporation’s independence and its
traditional remit. They should also reinforce its duty to serve the public interest andmaintain its accountability
to licence fee payers.

22. Finally, VLV considers it most important that the principal source of funding for the BBC should
continue to come from a universally imposed licence fee which is hypothecated to the BBC’s sole use.

October 2005

Examination of Witnesses

Witnesses: Ms Jocelyn Hay CBE, Chairman, and Mr Robert Clark, Member, Voice of the Listener and
Viewer, examined.

Q2029 Chairman: Welcome, and thank you very could start the questioning. One of the things that we
much for coming. Mrs Hay, we have seen you before are interested in obviously is the cost of the licence
and your colleague is, just for the record? fee. We have come from a position where we have
Ms Hay: My colleague is Robert Clark, one of our supported the principle of the licence fee, but is your
Voice of the Listener and Viewer members. organisation concerned that, as the licence fee

appears to be going up and up in real terms, let alone
in cash terms—by 2014 the fee will be around £180 inQ2030 Chairman: I think we saw you before, did
real terms, so in cash terms much more—that it iswe not?

Mr Clarke: Only in the public gallery. going to lead to a greater level of public resistance
about the whole licence fee itself?
Ms Hay: I think that will depend on a number ofQ2031 Chairman: Your face is certainly familiar.
issues. It will depend partly on the BBCMs Hay:My apologies if I am slightly out of breath.
demonstrating that it is giving very good value forI thought it would be much better to get a taxi and I
money. In comparison with subscription services, ithave been sitting for half an hour in a traYc jam.
certainly is. We are looking ahead eight years here,
which is a long time away. The environment will haveQ2032 Chairman: I think you know where we are at
changed; a lot of other factors will have changed. Athe moment. We are coming to the end of taking
lot of people are prepared to pay more for theirevidence. You are our last public witness before we
television and audio-visual services—that is obviousget back to the Secretary of State again. We are
in the rate at which subscription and other payproducing our report on a number of issues which we

have gone through, so, without more ado, perhaps I services are rising—but I think it will depend on the
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to be cost-eYcient because it is assumed that yourBBC showing that it is not profligate or wasteful with
its money, and which costs of digital switch-over and costs are going to advance in tandem with RPI or

should they produce a saving? The other problem isdemonstrating very good value for money are being
palmed oV on the BBC. one that anybody who is fortunate to have a saving

account knows about, which is compound interest,
and if you add compound interest to compoundQ2033 Chairman: We will come to those costs,
interest, as the banks would like to tell you, it canwhich, as you put it, are being palmed oV on the BBC
amount up to a tidy sum. I wonder whether there is ain a moment, but from your experience is there a
problem in the notion of taking RPI as a startinggrowing resistance to people paying the licence fee?
point rather than trying to take a figure which is theMs Hay: There is some resistance, definitely, and it is
appropriate figure with cost eYciencies on one sidevery much orchestrated by the press. One sees, every
and extra requirements on the other. Is there atime there is a mention of the BBC or the licence fee,
problem there, do you think?it is a very easy cause to take up, but when you
Ms Hay: There may be, and certainly the RPI is notactually look at the numbers of people who, when
an indicator of broadcasting costs, because thethey think about it and when they actually know
broadcasting market works diVerently from normalwhat the BBC pays for, I do not in there is such a
markets, and, because of the competition now fromgreat resistance. Amongst some people, yes, but what
new services, particularly for talent and forthat fraction of the total population is I do not think
programme rights and sporting rights and anythingis significant yet, and, provided the BBC continues to
that is attractive, the bidding process goes up.show that it is not profligate or wasteful of the licence
Therefore inflation in broadcasting costs haspayer’s money and that it is providing very good
increased enormously with the growth in the numbervalue for money, then I think that that can be
of services.demonstrated to be reasonable.

Q2034 Chairman: How does it absolutely show that Q2037 Lord Holme of Cheltenham: Although some
would argue that there are savings in other areas, init is getting value for money? How does it

demonstrate that? technology and in more eYcient use of—
Ms Hay: Yes, there are certainly some savings inMs Hay: Partly in its popularity, partly in the

knowledge that people and the viewers and listeners technology, but I think in many cases that is oVset by
the competition for sporting rights for popular eventsand licence payers have of the services that it

provides, because, in our experience, very few people and for talent. One can see this in the way that
popular figures are being poached fromone service toappreciate the breadth of the BBC services, not only

across television and radio and, indeed, its on-line another, and, indeed, in the cost of programme rights
now that we have satellite services. In particular, theandwebsite, but in the BBC’s patronage of things like

music and the arts and the spoken word in drama. irony is that many people are paying subscriptions
for channels which are largely repeating programsWhether that should originally have fallen to the

BBC is a separate point, but if the BBC were to drop that were originally commissioned and made and
broadcast free-to-air by one of the four public servicethat patronage now, whowould pick it up? The result

would be that, right across the board, frompopmusic broadcasters, either the BBC Channel Four or Five.
If you look at a whole string of the satellite services,to classical music, the visual arts to the spoken word,

I think the nation would be poorer. they are broadcasting largely repeats of programmes
that were made by the terrestrial broadcasters which
are now being bid up in cost. It is very diYcult,, forQ2035 Chairman: Perhaps there needs to be a little
anyone outside the broadcasting industry to calculatemore open scrutiny, public scrutiny of the costs that
what those costs are, and the RPI is a bluntare involved, just demonstrating to the public that
instrument, I think.money is not being wasted?

Ms Hay: That is right. The public is, I think, largely
unaware of how the BBC’s money is spent and it Q2038 Lord Maxton: You used the term ”BBC
should be transparent. being palmed oV with the costs of digital switch-

over”. Dowe take it from that that you do not believe
the BBC ought to be carrying that cost?Q2036 Lord Holme of Cheltenham: In that context,

Ms Hay, I wonder if could ask you whether you are Ms Hay:We do not believe that the BBC should be
carrying all the costs. The cost of developing newhappy with this notion that the RPI is a sort of

starting point fromwhich we add costs, because there technology has always been part of the BBC’s remit,
and its research and development department,are two possible objections to it. One is if you take the

RPI as a given and then add an extra amount for new together, indeed, with the research and development
department of the old Independent Broadcastingrequirements to generate it forward by the BBC, the

danger is that there is not a physical enough incentive Authority, were largely responsible for creating and
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of them all, and if that can be now assisted throughdeveloping new technology, including digital. We
would not have digital terrestrial had it not been for broadband or the telephone, then that is excellent.
the research and development departments of the
IBA and the BBC—a lot of the Blue Sky thinking,

Q2044 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: Youbefore it became economically viable, materialised
have said that you do not think the BBC should bethere—but what we do not think is right is that the
responsible for paying for the vulnerable. What issocial costs of helping vulnerable viewers to access a
your attitude? There are going to be some people whohighly desirable service which should be paid for
just do not want to convert?publicly, but somehow normally would be paid for
Ms Hay: That is right.out of general taxation. So it is that additional cost of

paying for helping people, both in providing
equipment and in providing the expertise and the Q2045 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury:
one-to-one help that a lot of the vulnerable viewers Whose responsibility should they be and how does
will need, that is what we think is not fair, for the one deal with that element?
licence fee payer to bear that social cost, highly Ms Hay: It is going to be very diYcult, because
desirable and necessary as it is. probably this is going to be a more rapid change than

previous technologies and there will be some
resistance. I think the resistance is growing less, butQ2039 Lord Maxton: Some of do not believe that
perhaps more determined, amongst those thatdigital terrestrial television is the best way of
remain, and it will be a diYcult one to manage. It isswitching over. Do you have a view on that?
government policy, so in the end it should come downMs Hay:We certainly believe that there should be a
to government, I believe.free-to-air satellite service that should be launched,

and we have been advocating that for some time, a
genuinely free one. Sky services provided a free Q2046 Lord Peston:We certainly took the view, and
satellite, but it does have some strings attached to it, this Government told us, that it was in the national
and we believe that, again, this is the only area of interest. As you know, our earlier report arguing it is
broadcasting where there is no actual free market in for the national interest not for the general tax payer
the supply of goods, because Sky at the moment, who should take it is your view?
more or less, has a monopoly on satellite and a Ms Hay: It is in the national interest, we believe, yes,
genuinely free-to-air satellite, we believe, would and it is a new technology that will bring benefits. It
provide some horizontal competition for the first cannot be uninvented, so let us make the most of it.
time at every level of the market.

Q2047 Lord Peston: You have really answered, I
Q2040 Lord Maxton: There is another one. BT are think, what I was going to ask you about who should
launching television services this year? bear the cost of the social side of all this. You are
Ms Hay: Yes. saying it should not fall to the licence fee-payer?

Ms Hay: That is true. We have just come this
Q2041 Lord Maxton: The telephone line has two morning from a meeting with Digital UK, whom you
advantages? have already interviewed. They are responsible for
Ms Hay: It does. managing the project. The BBC is contributing

enormously to the costs of Digital UK and to the
communications programme that it is preparing. IQ2042 Lord Maxton: One, it can provide television,
cannot quite remember now the actual costs, but Ibut also does not use up any spectrum?
thought it was 95 per cent of the costs, which is aMs Hay: That is true.
considerable amount that is already coming out of
the licence fee. So, together with the development of

Q2043 Lord Maxton: Would you consider maybe a the technology, the build out of the transmitter
free telephone line into every house and a box as I network, the work that the BBC has put into
way of doing this? developing digital radio, for instance, that is a
MsHay:Certainly with wireless communications for considerable amount which is already coming out of
telephones as well as for broadcasting services, that is a limited pool of people, the licence fee-payers.
another way which is coming and which is being
developed and might be a very feasible way of doing
it, but certainly we believe that there should be an Q2048 Chairman: We keep on talking about

vulnerable groups. Have you any thoughts on whoalternative to cable, which will not reach
everybody—digital terrestrial will not reach everyone these vulnerable groups are? The government appear

to have decided the over 75s is by definition aand satellite will not reach everyone—and so we
believe very strongly there should be a combination vulnerable group. The disabled?
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Ms Hay: It is very diYcult. I would not like to say.Ms Hay: Yes.

Q2054 Chairman: In your experience, has a greatQ2049 Chairman: How does one draw it? Have you
deal of thought been given. One could paint a picturegiven any thought that at all?
which gets in a quite substantial body of theMs Hay: Certainly not all over 75s are vulnerable;
population actually.some of them are far less vulnerable than some
Ms Hay: Yes.

younger people.

Q2055 Chairman: Has any serious thought been
Q2050 Chairman: I think we can probably talk with given to who we are talking about: how many people
experience in this House on that subject. we are talking about?
Ms Hay: I do not like to be patronised myself. MsHay: I do not think it has. I do not think anybody

knows. Ofcom has estimated ten per cent. I have seenNevertheless, there are, and I am not saying that
some other estimates, but ten per cent of thethere are not, some people who do need help and
population is actually quite a lot of people.particularly with the technology and learning how to
Chairman: Six million.understand it, and a number of people with

disabilities, whether they are physical or mental; but
I think some of the groups who may not be exactly Q2056 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: Following that
vulnerable but who will disproportionately have one up, we had evidence from the BBC not very long
diYculty in making the move, include those who are ago that there was going to be a very small percentage
living in very isolated areas, those who are living in that they think would not have access of a suitable
particular areas where it is not so easy to get switched quality. There are other people, of course, who have
from satellite or they cannot get Freeview, for responsibility—Ofcomwith media literacy, and all of
whatever reason, or digital terrestrial. Then there are that is part of it.
people who live in mobile homes, or in flats or in the Ms Hay: Exactly.
lea of another big building, or whatever; so I think
there is quite a range of people and also a lot of young Q2057 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: You have
people who are on very low incomes. One tends to obviously given some ideas to some of the problems,
think of the over 75s, but there are a lot of young but to what extent should the local communities
people with young families who may be on benefits themselves get involved with this? I am just going
who could find it much more diYcult, and, of course, back to the days when electricity and gas suddenly
anyone on a low income is much more dependent on appeared and, surprise, surprise, surprise, there was
television for every service from entertainment to a Women’s Gas Federation, a Young Homemakers’
information. Organisation set up and an Electricity Council that

were specifically to deal with making certain those
who were mainly in the home, if you like theQ2051 Chairman: It is going to be a pretty
disadvantaged, actually to cope with the newcomplicated business bringing aid to all these people?
technology.MsHay: I think it is going to be, and perhaps in some
Ms Hay: I think that is part of the responsibility thatways it should be tied more, much more with greater
has been given to Digital UK, and they are beginning

diYculty, to means-testing rather simply than age. to get to grips with it. I do not yet know that anyone
Chairman:Yes, that takes us right into social security has realised the full magnitude of the job. I think it is
policy, does it not? probably the biggest infrastructure project since the

end of the Second World War. It is far bigger than
North Sea Gas, because every home in the land willQ2052 Lord Maxton: Except that there is a bit of a
be involved this time no matter how remote ormyth that somehow those who are not taking up the
whatever level of aZuence they are. It is a colossalnew technologies are somehow the poor than the
project.better oV, but that is not the case.

Ms Hay: That is not the case, no.
Q2058 Chairman: I had a letter the other day and a
discussion yesterday in which the person who wrote

Q2053 Lord Maxton: Let me come to a point where to me, who is in the university field, was saying that
the last resisters are those who simply do not want to under-graduates, people studying at universities,
do it. Surely we are not going to start subsidising could be brought into this for an advantage to both
them if they canwell aVord to take it up.What do you sides, I suppose, in terms of costs but also one
do with them? Do you just say the television gets generation speaking to another. Do you think there

is anything in that?switched oV and that is the end of it?
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the BBC. Those are the two that will feel it most. ITVMs Hay: Yes, I would think it would be a very good
thing. We have recommended, and I am glad that has already been relieved of a lot of its licence costs—

those fees have been reduced—and, so far as I canDigital UK are doing this, that they will need to
involve voluntary organisations on the spot, because tell, we do not think it is a good idea, but we have not

seen the full justification or the cost and benefits ofwhat will be required is an enormous amount of one-
to-one passage of information from trusted people, the policy.
particularly amongst the elderly—they are not very
keen to welcome a total stranger into their homes to Q2062 Lord Holme of Cheltenham: Could I further
help them adapt—and also, with new technology, ask, not on digital spectrum but on analogue
you can be shown how to use it one week—and I spectrum where it is quite apparent, as we have just
know this with the computer—and three weeks later, been discussing, that there are a lot of costs
you have not used that particular facility and the associated with ditigal switch-over but there is also a
buttons seem not quite the same! So it is going to potential revenue bonus, which is the sale of the
happen in the same way. One might need to show analogue spectrum which will be liberated by the
some people two or three times how to use it and to switch-over. I wondered whether, as some have
get the best out of it. There is also the question of is suggested, you feel that in anyway this revenuewhich
it just the first set in each house. I think the average is results from the digital switch-over should be used to
2.5 television sets per household; so the cost is going oVset—and we do not know yet what it will be worth
to be quite considerable. It is not simply one set that and how valuable it is, but to the it is of value, it
has to be adapted. should be used to oVset some of the costs or all of the

costs of digital switch-over?
Ms Hay: Yes, we do quite definitely believe that thatQ2059 Chairman: No. I think we can point out the
should be used within that direction. Having had ascale of the problem.
meeting with Ofcom, just before Christmas when,Ms Hay: I think involving voluntary organisations,
they said they had three, at least, commercialvoluntary labour and eVort on the ground will be
operators queuing up to buy that spectrum. I think itabsolutely essential.
could be worth quite a lot, particularly in another five
years’ time. Twoor three years ago it was being pooh-Q2060 Lord Holme of Cheltenham:May I ask you a
poohed as worthless, but now it is pretty obvious thatcouple of questions about spectrum?
a number of commercial companies would verymuchMs Hay: Yes.
like to get their hands on it, as I say. It will have a
value, and it is an obvious source of funding to be

Q2061 Lord Holme of Cheltenham: As you know, it used to implement government policy of furthering
is contemplated, possible, may be likely, that switch-over.
broadcasters will be charged by Ofcom for the use of
spectrum and it is possible that public service

Q2063 Lord Holme of Cheltenham: Yourbroadcasters, the BBC, will be charged for the use of
organisation does not by any chance have anyspectrum. It is argued that this will be a discipline on
estimate of the potential value of the sales ofthem and make sure they do not waste it—this is the
analogue spectrum?argument for it—but I wondered what your attitude
Ms Hay: I am sorry, no, we do not.both to the principle of public service broadcasters

being charged for the use of spectrum was and the
Q2064 Lord Holme of Cheltenham: I think we are allappropriateness of Ofcom for doing it?
in the same boat.MsHay:As to the second part, Ofcomhas been given
Ms Hay: Yes. It would be nice, but I am afraid not.this task. I think a lot will depend on the transparency

and the manner in which they handle that
Q2065 Chairman: You mentioned theresponsibility, but as to whether the public service
Communications Act, which we all remember.broadcasters should pay spectrum tax, it is going to
Ms Hay: Yes.be another charge on them. Whether it will create a

stricter discipline, I do not know. If it does create an
extra charge on the broadcasters, in the case of the Q2066 Chairman: But I, for the life of me, cannot

remember howmuch attention was given to this issueBBC that is going to fall on the licence fee payer
again, and I notice that I think it was the National of Ofcom being allowed to make the charge to decide

which broadcasters to charge for spectrum. Was itStatistics OYce last week have redesignated the
licence fee as a tax, so this could then be construed as something which was well debated?

Ms Hay: I do not think it was. There was a report,a form of stealth tax, could it not? It is taking with
one hand and giving away with the other. I do not see and I suspect that the present policy is largely based

on that, by Professor Martin Cave three or fourthe justification for the public service broadcasters
being charged spectrum tax, either Channel Four or years ago.
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cases, I like it to be there but I know there is someQ2067 Chairman:We have seen that.
Ms Hay: In which he advocated spectrum charging. pressure from some quarters to remove it. I think it is

a good thing, and I do not think it is too intrusive. II personally have not seen much else on the subject.
To my knowledge that is the principal report, can put up with some programmes that I do not like,

and I think other people should also be able to do thealthough I may have missed other ones.
Lord Kalms: Can we cover a little bit about religious same thing for the general good. I think the same

about the Morning Service. I do not personally listenbroadcasting?
Chairman: We have now got the Bishop of to it, but I know quite a lot of peoplewho do, and find

it of enormous comfort. I think it is one of thoseManchester with us, who has come back from the
floor of the House where he has been doing service, things that the BBC should be broadcasting. (In the

list of questions that you sent to me in advance youwe notice.
mentioned that Mark Thompson, the Director
General of the BBC, said there had been moreQ2068 Lord Kalms: We are not doing Manchester
complaints received. I think some of those weretoday! I was reading in your letter the
inspired by the Jerry Springer incident, which was arecommendation of the Council of Europe on
special phenomenon, did bring the whole issue intoreligious broadcasting, and this somehow combines I
the public eye, and in which the use of modernthink the most noble of thoughts that man has ever
communications orchestrated the response to ahad in this declaration. You recommended the BBC
hitherto unknown extent.should follow it, which suggests that the BBC is not

following it. I am just trying to find out how you feel
Q2070 Chairman: Thought for the Day, I do notthat the BBC is erring from the Council of Europe’s
think anyone was thinking, or certainly on thisrecommendations? How could the BBC improve?
Committee—at least I was not thinking—I had betterMs Hay:We did not actually mean to infer that the
not try and talk for the whole committee on anythingBBC was erring from that. The BBC is not doing too
to do with Thought for the Day—but it is not mybad a job really. It does provide religious broadcasts.
view that we should get rid of it, but there is anThe Council of Europe recommends the public
argument for extending it so that other people apartservice broadcasters, provide a service that builds
from the recognised faiths, humanists, for example,understanding within and between communities and
who might believe very strongly in a set of principlestolerance and understanding of diVerent faiths, and
which could also be expressed. Would you bethe BBC and indeed Channel Four, are pretty good
against that?at doing this. There have been two excellent
Ms Hay:Not necessarily, no. Again, I think it wouldprogrammes this year, one on the BBC with Rageh
depend on the question of balance and context. WeOmar and one on Channel Four with Waldemak
in VLV do not normally get involved in criticism ofJanusek on Islam, for instance, and the BBC recently
individual programmes, so I am speaking personallydid a series with Jonathan Miller on non-believers,
now, not on behalf of the organisation. But in mynon-belief and atheism. I think they are doing a
experience Thought for the Day is not a programmereasonably good job, but from the point of view of
that proselytizes on behalf of any particular religion,going further than that, I am not quite sure what the
it is a thought for the day which is generally gearedCommittee is looking for here on the question of
to be uplifting for people of any faith, I would havereligious broadcasting.
thought.

Q2069 Lord Kalms:We have had several interviews
Q2071 Chairman: Any faith or no faith.on religious broadcasting and the BBC puts forward
Ms Hay: Or no faith, yes, in most cases. Nota very strong case. I was trying to seek the diVerences
entirely—sometimes it errs one way or the other, thatbetween their case, which is quite a powerful and
is down to individual speakers—but I think it is fairlywell-presented argument, and the rather broader
uplifting.nobler concepts of Europe. If you cannot define it,

then it is not definable. In other words, they probably
Q2072 Chairman: We are entering dangerousblend together, but unless you have a particular view,
waters here.let me ask you a particular question, for instance.
Ms Hay: I am not speaking for Voice of the ListenerWhat is your view of Thought of the Day?
and Veiwer here. That is my personal view.Ms Hay: I personally enjoy Thought of the Day

although it varies greatly from day-to-day. It is
sometimes better quality than others. It does now Q2073 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury:

Picking up on the question of breadth of coverage,cover other faiths than the Christian faith, but
quality depends very much on the competence of the one of our witnesses from Channel Four did suggest

that the BBC tended to confine religious coverage toindividual speakers. Personally, I listen to it almost
every day and I enjoy it and find it uplifting in most the Judai/Christian area?
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Q2077 Baroness O’Neill of Bengarve: Let me turn toMs Hay: Rageh Omar did a brilliant series on Islam
this year on BBC Four, and it was repeated on BBC the move to Manchester, which is expected to be

rather expensive the BBC was suggesting, £400Two but fairly late at night.
million. On the other hand Pat Loughrey, the
Director of Nations and Regions, stated that valueQ2074 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: I
for money is not the prime objective of the project.think hewas talking about Hinduism, Buddhism, but
Do you think value for money should be a primegetting slightly beyond—
objective or that it is appropriate that value forMs Hay: Channel Four did a brilliant series on the
money is set aside in evaluating the move toKum Mila, a Hindu festival a couple of years ago.
Manchester?
Ms Hay: I do not think it is necessarily the onlyQ2075 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: There
objective. Did he say what the objective was if it waswas a suggestion that the BBC’s is a little bit stuck on
not value for money?Islam and Judaism. I wondered what your view was

on that, but your companion seems to be shaking his
Q2078 Baroness O’Neill of Bengarve: That wouldhead vigorously.
require me to draw on memory more than anything IMr Clark: The In belief programme on Radio Three,
have in front of me, but I think that what he had inJoan Bakewell, covered all spectrums. She
mind when we discussed this with him was breakinginterviewed Hindus, Sikhs. It is a programme that
an over metropolitan culture within the BBC ingoes out at Easter and Christmas or two
favour of something that was more reflective of theprogrammes—I am not sure—but, yes, the full
diversity of the country.spectrum is covered and the good ones are repeated.
Ms Hay: There is certainly, I think in many areas ofIf you take broadcasting as radio and television, I
life, a London centric view which, as an organisationthink it is very wide. I cannot comment on religious
that has members in almost every county in thetelevision.
Kingdom and certainly representation in almost allMsHay: I think after all Indarjit Singh’s Thought for
of them, it does not support a totally London centricthe Day is one of the best of those, and it gives a Sikh
view. On the other hand, we have not seen evidencepoint of view.
yet of the benefits of moving to one single place like
Manchester. Why was Manchester chosen over otherQ2076 Bishop of Manchester: Let me ask the one
centres like Birmingham, Leeds, Liverpool,question which arises, again, from what Mark
Newcastle, for instance? Why is the move beingThompson has said and not simply on the
centered on one particular metropolitan area likecontroversy side but more in terms of what he has
Manchester? I thinkwhatwewould like to see is somedescribed as something of a cultural shift and that
evaluation of the moves that have already beingduring his tenure of oYce he sees himself as being in
made; the religious department, for instance wasa situation where any broadcasting organisation
moved toManchester a few years ago. I have not seenfaces the importance of religion on a worldwide scale
any recent evaluation of how eYcient that was,in a manner that has not quite been so intense for
whether it was eVective, and again some of themany a generation. I do not know whether from your
arguments for moving departments, like children’s,organisation you pick up any kind of increase in
up to Manchester. What the actual benefits will be,interest in that sort of way or not?
and again, on a service like Radio Five Live, which,Ms Hay: It is very diYcult, I think. In some ways the
being a news service, wants very often to interviewevidence is conflicting. In some ways we are into a
people who may not be available in Manchester. Wemuch more secular world and there is an apparent
have not seen all the arguments, the costs or theturning away from the established churches; in other
alternative objectives. So I think at the moment it isways people appear to be seeking a spiritual life that
open to question and it is up to the BBC to prove thethey do not have at the moment. I do not think I am
value, because it will be an expensive move.qualified to comment on that, quite frankly. I see a

place for creating greater understanding. I see a place
Q2079 BaronessO’Neill of Bengarve:Would you notfor religious broadcasting because it brings a comfort
expect it to be a cost-cutting move to no longer beand fulfils a need that a lot of peoplewho are confined
paying London costs for certain things?to the home have, and they cannot find the means of
Ms Hay: One would hope so. If it is simply going tomeeting that need in any other way. There is also a
mean more people travelling up and down toneed—and there is also perhaps a growing number of
Manchester it might increase the costs.people—who have no belief and would like to see a

wider range of philosophical and ethical debate. And
I think it is up to the BBC to reflect that as well, but Q2080 Baroness O’Neill of Bengarve: Would the

Voice of the Listener and Viewer be keen on thealso to try to create a better knowledge,
understanding and tolerance between diVerent faiths. National Audit OYce looking at this?
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MsHay: I do not know.Again, I think it is somethingMs Hay: I think we need transparency from the BBC
and they themselves, I think, should show the benefits that should involve more pilot schemes, and more

experience before they invest the total amount. Iand show some of the costs as well as the benefits of
such a major move. Whether in fact the cost, as I think when the BBC moved into local radio they

invested in some pilot projects, because it is veryunderstand it, of building a new headquarters in
Manchester is going to be the best way of using that diYcult in advance to predict what kind of service

viewers will take up, until they have actuallymoney and make sure that it does not turn out to be
another white elephant; because the BBC has a experienced them. Some people will say they would

like it, some will say they would not, but until theyrecord of investing in new projects, building projects,
and then successive chairmen or directors general have actually experienced it, they do not know.

Predictive research is always very unreliable and verychange the policy. I am not sure that it is necessarily
the best thing, but we have not yet seen all the speculative. I think here what would be most cost

eVective and most beneficial is if the BBC tried somearguments, costs and figures, and it is open to
question. It is very much up to the BBC to prove its pilot schemes. The ones they have started are too

recent to provide any proper figures, but, on the basiscase, I think, , looking at experience that it has
already had of moving some departments out of of some of those and one or two more, they should

provide progressively rather than invest the wholeLondon.
amount in one go initially.

Q2081 Baroness O’Neill of Bengarve: I think that
Q2085 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: Butthey have not, in fact, fully committed to Manchester
you do not share the scepticism about the BBC’sat this point and are waiting for the licence fee
ability to work with others?settlement. Do you think that I something that is
Ms Hay: I do not think so. I think BBC local radio,causing diYculty, particularly, of course, for those
in the face of a great deal of criticism when it was firstdepartments that may move from Manchester and
mooted, has proved immensely popular andfor Manchester that no decision is made?
successful. But it has taken time for that audience toMs Hay: Certainty is something that would help any
grow and it is now totally diVerent to the commercialplanning process, because the more certainty you
local radio oVering.have got the longer your planning can be. The

question you had put to me—in how written
question—was whether this was not a form of Q2086 Baroness Howe of Idlicote:What I wanted to
blackmail. ask youwaswhat your reactionwas in oneway to our

first report, because I think you will have seen, we
suggested that if Ofcom, which seems sensible to this

Q2082 Baroness O’Neill of Bengarve: I think that is Committee, was to take on additional regulation of
a slightly strong way to put the question; I so fend it? the BBC then there would be a need to strengthen the
Ms Hay: Yes. I do not know that it is that, but I content and be more open and transparent to the
certainly think that the costs as well as the benefits licence fee payer. I wondered what you thought of
should be transparent and be debated. that reaction. I should say that their view was it
Baroness O’Neill of Bengarve: Thank you very much. would make them less eVective, because the

consumer panel we suggested as a parallel was less
powerful, even though rather more open, they couldQ2083 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: One
see what we are were getting at, but less powerfulof the down sides of not being transparent is that you
because they were reporting direct to Ofcom and toget selective exposure, as the BBC have this week
nobody else.about their expenses, which seems to involve a rather
Ms Hay: The content board.excessive amount of travelling according to the

newspapers?
Ms Hay: Yes. Q2087 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: No.

Ms Hay: The consumer panel.

Q2084 Baroness Bonham-Carter of Yarnbury: As
Q2088 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: The consumerwell as move to Manchester the BBC is planning to
panel.spend £400 million on new ultra news and television
Ms Hay: It is an advisory panel.services. Do you agree with this idea? Lord Puttnam,

who appeared in front of us, likes it but is sceptical
that the BBC is the type of organisation that can Q2089 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: The Chairman of
actually tap into the local. He thinks they are the content board is vice chair of the whole set up.
potentially envisaging a professionalisation of local What your view is of the content of the board if you

have got one?rather than improvisation of local.
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Q2092 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: The ChairmanMs Hay:We have heard remarkably little about the
activities of the Contents Board, and I think that is a was certainly here at the early part, yes.

Ms Hay: We have had members of the Contentbit disappointing. It is very diYcult to see exactly
what they have been doing because most of Ofcom’s Board speaking at diVerent conferences, including

our conference on children’s broadcasting, but again,communications are conducted on their website
rather than in any other way and it is not a particular although I think the member was in favour of

keeping the quota on ITV, ITV has been relieved ofuser-friendlywebsite. I do not know if I amalone, but
I personally find it irksome to have to stop what I am some of its obligations, its hours in regard to

children’s television; so it is diYcult to see what thedoing, log on, go through a slightly tedious website
then print oV what I want to keep and so on. I do not board has been doing and how much notice the main

board actually takes of its recommendations.think it is user friendly. The Content Board, as I say,
we have not heard a lot of. It is not easy to find out
what they are doing. The main board ignored one of Q2093 Chairman: In principle, without putting

words in your mouth, the idea of strengthening thethe recommendations that the Content Board made.
We had Stephen Carter, Ofcom’s Chief Executive, board would seem to flow very naturally from what

you have been saying.speaking at our conference in November and he
confirmed that when the content board Ms Hay: Very much so, yes. We would like to see

that. We have pinned a lot of hope on the Contentrecommended that the main board’s decision to
relieve ITV of its responsibilities in regard to non- Board. The Content Board was not in the original

White Paper. It was put in at the last minute, and Inews regional programming, the Content Board
opposed it and said it should be delayed for one year believe I am right in saying that the Chairman of

Ofcom actually spoke against it, when it wasbut the main board overrode them. So I do not know
what influence the Content Board has with the main discussed at Bill stage in the House of Lords, and I

think the chief executive also on another occasion atboard. In Ofcom’s work plan last year the Content
Board was scarcely mentioned. It was only a diVerent conference during the preliminary period

also spoke against it,, before Ofcom was legallymentioned one diagram, nowhere else. So Ofcom is
not as transparent in its working as it might be. operational. So it has been pushed into the structure

of Ofcom and in some ways it does not seem to haveTherefore it is diYcult to know exactly what it is
doing. The Content Board handles complaints, but such an obvious, clear, transparent or eVective role as

the consumer panel. So, yes, it would be good to seeagain it is diYcult to know exactly how those are
handled. It is not as easy as it used to be with the it strengthened because we believe it is very necessary.

Ofcom is operating very much as an economicBroadcasting Standards Commissin to see what the
content board is actually doing. regulator and we had pinned a great many hopes on

the Content Board being able to influence content.
Chairman: I am immensely grateful. You have beenQ2090 Baroness Howe of Idlicote:Have you got any

suggestions of how that could be remedied? very patient and I think you have made some very
strong points in the evidence. Thank you very much.Ms Hay:We would like to see it more transparent.
If we have got any other points following up perhaps
we could be in touch with you, but we are slightlyQ2091 Baroness Howe of Idlicote: How?

Ms Hay: If it could publish reports of what it has running out of time at this point. Thank you very
much, and thank you, Mr Clarke, for coming as well.done. Presumably you have interviewed members of

the Content Board here, have you? We are very grateful.
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Written Evidence

Memorandum by P Arnold, MBE

Why should churches be given broadcasting time at our expense? It sounds as if the UK government wishes
the BBC to encourage Churches to function as an arm of government in controlling the rebellious peasants.

10 October 2005

Memorandum by M Atkins

I wish to comment on the following questions which are under consideration

1. Do different faiths (including no faith beliefs) figure sufficiently in BBC Programmes and services?

— Faiths of all descriptions have a disproportionate representation in all aspects of broadcasting. Not
only are there programmes that are unambiguously religious but religious representation appears in
many guises; videlicet; when seeking the views of a community it is all too frequently a vicar or some
other religious devotee who is interviewed and purports to represent the view of the community.

— Those of no faith, a great proportion of the population, rarely have programmes devoted to their life
ethos. The socialmores denoting altruistic behaviour are show as emanating from religious teachings
whereas the reverse is often truer with religions promoting strife.

— In general therefore faiths figure to a disproportionately large amount in what is a publicly funded
broadcasting system. In eVect the BBC is proselytising religion at the licence payer’s expense and
without their consent.

2. How should faiths be represented in BBC programmes, services and governance?

— The BBC should stand aside from faith based content and abjure any faith representation. Faith or
non faith is a matter of personal choice.

10 October 2005

Memorandum by S Beere

My view is that there should be less religious broadcasting. We are a secular nation, as evidenced by the ever
declining numbers going to church, and there is no special reason why religion should get airtime.

12 August 2005

Memorandum by the Broadcasting Entertainment Cinematograph and Theatre Union (“BECTU”)

1. BECTU has already submitted evidence to the current inquiry into the Green paper. We note that this will
be considered relevant to the extended inquiry without any need for resubmission.

2. Against this background of our earlier submission, we wish to submit some additional brief comments on
some of the points raised in the extended inquiry.

Broadcasting in the Nations and Regions

3. We have a clear interest in the issue of the proposed move to Manchester and BBC decentralisation. Our
views can be summarised as follows:

4. We support, in principle, an increased emphasis on production in theNations andRegions.We believe such
production should be genuinely rather than notionally based outside London ie using staV, freelances and
facilities based locally rather than brought in from London. We accept, as a consequence of this that there will
need to be a relocation of some resources from London to the Nations and Regions.
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5. This represents a potentially large redeployment of the BBC’s most important resource—its staV. In our
view, the crucial issue is the manner in which any such redeployment is to be achieved. The transition to “a
BBC which is less London-centric” should, in its implications for staV, be subject to a number of basic
principles:

— Relocation should be voluntary rather than compulsory.

— The transition should be accomplished without net job losses for the BBC as a whole.

— The procedures and terms for any such relocation should be subject to full consultation with the
relevant trade unions.

6. These issues are, in our view, not marginal but central to the BBC’s ability to achieve its aim of a
significantly increased level of activity in the Nations and Regions. The project will ultimately stand or fall on
the Corporation’s ability to redeploy its human recourses to achieve this. We believe that early agreement on
the underlying principles for managing such a transition is therefore both desirable and necessary for the
project’s success. We hope such agreement can be achieved and that the Corporation can move forward to a
more active role in representing the Nations and Regions of the UK.

BBC World Service

7. The future role and development of the World Service was referred to in the Green Paper and we have a
clear interest on behalf of our members working in this area.

8. Our view, in summary, is that we support the retention of the World Service as a Government-funded area
of the BBC.We see no justification for reducing the number of vernacular languages it broadcasts in but would
welcome the development of television as well as radio services.

The BBC as Producer/Commissioner versus Broadcaster

9. We very strongly believe that the future of the BBC is as a producer and commissioner of programmes
rather than solely as a broadcaster. We would particularly emphasise the Corporation’s role as a producer—
and would therefore query the heading in the call for evidence which poses the issue as “The BBC as
commissioner versus broadcaster”.

10. Some of our background arguments are set out in paragraphs 3-4 and 17-21 of our initial submission. We
believe that the BBC’s role as our benchmark public service broadcaster will become more not less relevant
in the fragmented digital future and that such a role can be sustained only if the Corporation retains a critical
mass of in-house production capacity. Additional arguments for a strong in-house production base in the
digital future have been well set out in the recent report from the Work Foundation.

Connecting to the Licence Fee Payer

11. We believe that the BBC can better involve the public in its decision-making process through greater
accountability and openness in its system of governance. Some useful proposals were put forward in theGreen
paper when discussing the operation of the proposed BBC Trust ie meeting in public; webcasting of meetings;
publication of minutes/research; and publication of voting records. We believe that by demystifying
proceedings in this way, Trust members could win greater public confidence.

12. We further believe that further consideration needs to be given to the balance and composition of the
Board of Governors or of any future Trust. We favour a system in which Governors/Trust members would
be more broadly representative of the country as a whole. Within any such system we specifically believe there
should be some representation from among those who work in or for the BBC.

Conclusion

13. We look forward to the further progress of the Committee’s Inquiry and to the publication of the
Committee’s findings.

September 2005
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Memorandum by the Catholic Bishops’ Conference of England and Wales

STRATEGIC COMMUNICATIONS COMMITTEE RESPONSE TO THE HOUSE OF LORDS BBC
CHARTER REVIEW COMMITTEE

1. The Communications Committee of the Catholic Church in England and Wales is pleased to respond to
the call by the House of Lords Select Committee on BBC Charter Review for submissions on religious
broadcasting and other matters. Our comments are principally on religious broadcasting but we have also
made comments on other matters as they aVect the BBC’s wider functioning.

Broadcasting in the Nations and Regions

— Does the BBC’s proposed move to Manchester represent value for money for the licence payer?
Should the BBC continue to decentralise?

— Should the BBC move towards “ultra-local” services? If so, what form should such services take?
Should the BBC provide stand-alone local services or work in partnership with other non-profit
distributing organisations?

2. The BBC must continue to find ways to ensure that it can be truly representative of, and responsive to,
audiences across the United Kingdom. Since the formation of the Corporation, the BBC has had to find
imaginative solutions to the challenge of striking the right balance between its national and local
responsibilities. It is also vitally important that the BBC continue to identify and develop broadcasting talent
wherever it is to be found while contributing to the health of the creative industry across the country.
Moreover, it is indisputable that the public served by the BBC can only benefit to the extent that the
metropolitan “London” perspective is complemented and challenged by the range and variety of voices from
around the country.

3. The recent resurgence in BBC local radio and the creation of “Where I Live” websites indicate how a shift
in priority and resources has resulted in the BBC playing a more relevant and active role at the local level.
Furthermore, at a time when the regional public service commitments of ITV are disappearing, and
commercial radio (particularly in England) has all but abandoned public service obligations, the BBC has a
responsibility to strengthen its presence (for example, in providing local and regional news) in the nations
and regions.

4. In our view, “decentralisation” is to be welcomed as long as it does not result in a “fragmentation” of eVorts
and resources. In the digital environment the BBC has a key role in providing a range of high quality public
service oVerings across all platforms. It cannot fulfill that role unless it remains a unified national organisation
of suYcient size and scope to compete in a highly competitive market place. Any weakening of the BBC’s
ability to function as a robustly independent unified national organisation would be a serious retrograde step.

5. As the Catholic Church in England and Wales we are rooted in local communities and acutely conscious
of their needs. Though part of a global community of faith, the local parish is the heart of the church. Given
this context, we are heartened by the BBC’s increasing interest in exploring the possibilities for truly local
services. In a globalised world a huge number of decisions aVecting people’s lives are taken far from their
localities, and communities are under a great variety of economic and social strains, so initiatives which help
build and strengthen the local community are to be welcomed. In so far as “ultra-local” services contribute to
enhancing the quality of communication and involvement at the local level, they will be performing a very
important social function.

6. In this regard, we have been impressed by the commitment to religious broadcasting at local and regional
level and the development of creative partnerships between local radio and BBC websites. We would like to
see further exploration of the recent BBC local television trials using the possibilities of combining new
technologies. It is heartening to note that part of this experiment involves giving local people the opportunity
to make short films about their lives and faith. At this local level the BBC can, and does, provide resources
and skills to support the work of other community based organisations. The further development of local
partnerships should be encouraged.

Religious Broadcasting

— Do diVerent faiths (including no faith beliefs) figure suYciently in BBC programmes and services?

— How should faiths be represented in BBC programmes, services and governance?
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7. Understanding the personal, cultural, social and political dimensions of religious belief and practice is of
the first order of importance and has never been more relevant than today. Unfortunately, over the past
decades the general level of understanding of religion and its role in society has diminished significantly. Even
as our society has become more diverse, more plural in cultures and beliefs, politicians, broadcasters and
churches must all acknowledge their failure to rise to the challenge of ensuring that diVerent communities
understand and appreciate each other’s point of view.Of course, many people and organisations (broadcasters
included) have worked hard to increase inter-cultural understanding and to teach people about diVerent faiths
and ways of life. But these eVorts have not been given the centrality and priority that they have deserved.

8. In broadcasting, religion has long been subject to marginalisation and has suVered from a widespread, and
largely unchallenged, assumption that its relevance was diminishing as society became supposedly more
enlightened and secular. That assumption is now seen as insuYcient and dangerously arrogant. Indeed, just
a few days ago the ParliamentaryAssembly of theCouncil of Europe passed aRecommendation onEducation
and Religion which noted, among other problems, that “More and more young people lack the necessary
bearings fully to apprehend the societies in which they move and others with which they are confronted”. It
went on to say that “The media—printed and audiovisual—can have a highly informative role. Some,
however, especially among those aimed at the wider public, very often display a regrettable ignorance of
religions, as shown for instance by the frequent unwarranted parallels drawn between Islam and certain
fundamentalist and radical movements”.1

9. These points underline the importance of the task that the BBC has to undertake in this field. As the most
trusted source of information and news, and a major force in the provision of educational programming, in
the United Kingdom the BBC has a huge responsibility to ensure that its treatment of religious topics is not
only adequate, but excellent. Over a decade ago, the Council of Europe issued a Ministerial Resolution on
Public Service Broadcasting which looked to public service broadcasting to “reflect the diVerent philosophical
ideas and religious beliefs in society, with the aim of strengthening mutual understanding and tolerance and
promoting community relations in pluriethnic and multicultural societies”.2 That call, more often only paid
lip-service in the intervening years, should now form the basis for the BBC’s approach to religious
broadcasting.

10. In this context, we want to emphasise the importance of religious coverage and religious programming on
the BBC World Service. It is, of course, clear that the World Service should continuously review its output
and devise ways to make it more accessible. As part of that review process, it needs to examine its approach
and treatment of religious subjects. This should be as part of a broader examination of the coverage of religion
across all BBC outlets and services. The World Service, and the BBC as a whole, needs to consider whether
or not it has the expertise and adequate resources to provide the level of coverage that the global impact and
significance of religion would warrant.

11. Throughout the BBC the level of understanding, expertise and knowledge on religious subject matter has
to be addressed further. BBC executives have acknowledged that journalists need to gain a greater degree of
understanding of, and sensitivity to, religious subjects. This does not simply refer to the recruitment and
training of specialist religious reporters but to ensuring that all journalists and producers operate in a context
in which the religious dimension is not something irrelevant, or at worst, exotic, but simply another dimension
of life.

12. This acceptance and understanding of religion as part of everyday reality is hampered if characters with
a religious faith appear mainly in programmes, especially popular drama, as odd or comic figures. This point
was made forcefully to the BBC Governors’ own review.3 At heart, the issue of the representation of faith in
broadcasting is a matter of the degree to which members of faith communities, or the faiths themselves, are
treated in a simplistic and stereotypical manner. Robust, informed questioning and criticism of religious
beliefs, institutions, activities or figures is healthy and necessary in a democratic society but ill-informed and
casual dismissal of religious opinions or attitudes causes great hurt and reinforces suspicion and prejudice.

13. More often than not, when the coverage or portrayal of religion is problematic, it is because of ignorance
rather than hostility; it is the level of ignorance and misunderstanding of religion which poses the greatest
challenge to the BBC and other broadcasters. Religion has to be explained and demystified not only for large
numbers of the audience, but also for broadcasters themselves. The recent dispute about the broadcasting of
Jerry Springer—The Opera showed very clearly that broadcasters at first simply failed to grasp the religious
sensitivity of the subject and were then shocked by the strength of the subsequent reaction.

1 Council of Europe. Parliamentary Assembly. Recommendation 1720 (2005) 3–4.
2 4th European Ministerial Conference on Mass Media Policy (Prague, 7–8 December, 1994) Resolution No 1.
3 Impartiality Review—Religion. BBC Governance Unit, 2004.
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14. The problem with episodes such as the Jerry Springer dispute is that the resultant coverage does no good
either to broadcasting or religion. In fact, such public disputes have a tendency to reinforce prejudices and
assumptions on both sides. What is needed is an ongoing dialogue between the religious communities and the
BBC. How this dialogue is institutionalised and operates is obviously of crucial importance. In the past such
a conversation has taken place at many levels, from informal consultations, to the structured dialogue within
the Central Religious Advisory Committee (CRAC), and the use of focus groups and other forms of market
research. And, of course, the audience can simply express its opinions directly by phone, letter or email. As the
BBCbegins to think about the development of its governance and accountabilitymechanisms and structures it
must take into account the importance ofmaintaining robust and eVective links with all sectors of its audience.
We look to the BBC to initiate a meaningful public debate and discussion about how it envisages its future
consultative relationships with those concerned with religious issues. We would like to explore, for example,
the possibility of senior representatives from all faiths being part of a national broadcasting forum with a
strong remit to advise the BBC on such matters.

15. Given the lack of knowledge and awareness of many broadcasters it is also vitally important the BBC
continue to nourish its own in-house centre of excellence in religious broadcasting. BBC religious broadcasting
has a high reputation, but to maintain and enhance that reputation it needs to be given the resources (both
human and financial) that it needs to sustain the range and ambition of its programmes. In this respect wewant
especially to commend both national (especiallyRadios 2 and 4) and local radio output.We also recognise that
many, not ostensibly religious, programmes, especially on Radio 4, have dealt with religious themes in a
creative and engaging manner.

16. A significant part of the proper representation of faith is the treatment and coverage of worship. Without
worship, the sacred dimension of religious life and experience is not adequately present in religious
broadcasting. At present, radio provides a good deal of regular Christian worship and we commend the BBC
for its eVorts. However, televised worship is less well served. In particular, we are concerned that the BBC
should ensure that the religious significance of the major Christian festivals, and especially Easter and
Christmas is safeguarded and properly marked in its programme output. In addition, as televised worship
becomes increasingly vulnerable on ITV we would expect the BBC to be re-examining its public service
responsibilities in this area.

17. We echo the responses of faith leaders to the BBC Governors’ review when they noted that BBC Religion
and Ethics was a source of expertise that could be “further exploited by programme areas”.4 The importance
of an in-house pool of religious expertise in the coverage of events with a religious dimension was brought
home, for example, by the recent excellent coverage of the death and funeral of Pope John II and the election
and inauguration of the pontificate of Benedict XVI. Such events provide exceptional moments in which to
increase the audience’s knowledge and understanding.

18. More generally, in our view, BBC services and programmes should:

— recognise the importance of the religious dimension to many news stories and report on them with
sensitivity and accuracy in ways that “oVer new insights and deeper understanding”;5

— give a space for and actively encourage the expression of distinctive voices and visions without
encouraging segmentation and ghettoisation of religious and cultural life;

— create possibilities for moments of open and honest conversation between diVerent religious
traditions;

— reflect and express the religious and cultural life of diVerent communities in ways that are accessible
and engaging (including in popular drama and situation comedies) to culturally diverse and,
increasingly fickle, audiences;

— avoid treating the issue of religious diversity as purely a matter of diVerences in cultural and social
lifestyles;

— avoid collapsing ideas and issues of religion into simply matters of culture or conversely ideas and
issues of culture into matters of religion;

— find new and inventive ways to present religious and spiritual matters, including worship, seriously
and in depth, especially on television and in particular on BBC1;

— ensure that journalists are properly equipped to cover religious issues through development of their
knowledge base and continuous updating;

— ensure that programmes on religious topics are properly core funded, resourced and not pushed to
the margins of the schedules; and

4 Impartiality Review—Religion. BBC Governance Unit, 2004.
5 The phrase “oVering new insights etc” is from an article by the Head of BBC TV News in The Business, 27–28 March 2005.
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— develop a systematic pan-BBC strategy at all levels and across all outlets for religious broadcasting
and the coverage of religion in news and current aVairs.

19. Public service broadcasting, by virtue of the fact that it has a public mandate, can and should stand for
the coming together and mutual interaction of diVerent strands in society. In essence this comes back to the
old formula of “inform, educate and entertain”. In increasing understanding and enriching the audience’s view
of what it means to be religious, the BBC has a responsibility that goes to the heart of a culturally diverse
society. Re-presenting, presenting again, our culture in all its diversity, is to challenge the audience to re-think
and re-examine habitual ways of perceiving the world. In a society, which in the words of Jonathan Sacks, has
lost the “sense of being part of a single moral community in which very diVerent people are brought together
under a canopy of shared values”, a vibrant and confident religious broadcasting has a vital role in expressing
and interrogating the values by which individuals and communities live.

The BBC as Commissioner Versus Broadcaster

— In the context of the digital revolution is the future of the BBC principally as a producer and
commissioner of high quality programming or as a broadcaster?

20. If the BBC is to remain the “cornerstone” of British broadcasting and the upholder of public service
values, it needs to remain a broadcaster and not simply a commissioner and producer. At the core of the public
service idea is a commitment to the “common good” and this ethical orientation is expressed in the ethos of
the broadcasting institution that carries this idea. The BBC “ethos” is not simply a matter of staV morale or
organizational credibility; the BBC’s ethos is at the heart of what makes it worthwhile to have a public service
broadcaster at all. Without such an ethos, embedded in an institutional framework, there can be no long term
commitment to serve people as citizens aswell as consumers through the provision of high quality programmes
in all areas.

21. In addition to this argument from principle, there are of course, many arguments derived from the BBC’s
social role. The BBC is not just a provider of programmes; it is also a major employer, it underpins many
aspects of the democratic and cultural life of the country, it is the major patron of music, it provides
information and educational services to every community and it works in partnership with a host of
communities and organisations.

22. The digital revolution means that these roles are now even more important. In regard to the Internet, for
example, the BBC has a crucial role in ensuring that a viable and accessible “public space”; is kept open in a
world which is becoming increasingly commercialised. The public interest in the digital world will not be
served unless there is a real and significant public presence. The BBC is already oVering that public presence.
As a national resource and an international shop window, the BBC needs to be strengthened.6 It is evident
that any attempt to reduce the BBC to a mere commissioner would have significant negative eVects on the
social and cultural life of Britain.

10 October 2005

Memorandum by B Clayton

1. Religion is seeping into more areas of broadcasting. Since the death of Communism people are seeking
other hate or love causes—little of it backed by any logical analysis. Religions should be looked at in a
historical context. Accounts of how the various myths and religious belief systems developed down the ages—
usually they were established by men concerned about their power to dominate society who explained with
fairy stories the inexplicable events of the day. To keep the groundlings with their place and fill them with fear
of the future and hope of some dreamworld heaven, with an ancient male god being benign. Down the ages
male-dominated religious establishments—be they churches, synagogues or mosques etc—have held on to
their power and committed some most abysmal acts in the name of their deity: witch burning,, the inquisition,
public hangings, the holocaust. Each event based on a ludicrous “eternal truth” which is a dangerous delusion.

2. Religious broadcasting should not be left to religious people. There should be atheists, humanists and
agnostics working in executive positions, helping to balance the conflict between science and myth. Richard
Dawkins has a place in themaking of such programmes—though I think the established religions would refuse
to work with him.

6 Recent debates at European level have also recognized the importance of public service broadcasters being actively present on all
platforms. See for example, the Ministerial Resolution at the 7th Ministerial Conference in Kyviv, Ukraine, 10–11 March 2005, which
recognised “the importance of ensuring free and universal access to the services of public service broadcasters across various platforms
and the need to develop further the public service broadcasting remit in the light of digitisation and convergence;”
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3. We are entering a period when people are talking about bringing back laws against blasphemy, against
promulgating religious hatred, etc. We have a play knocked oV the stage in Birmingham. Some kinds of
Christians were “deeply oVended” by Jerry Springer. Bone-brained Bigotry walks abroad. Any religious
broadcasting should always remember that the large proportion of British people are agnostics or even atheists
who hardly ever go to church. Their views should also be reflected in programmes which explore the growth
and decline of belief systems.

4. As far I am concerned, Thought for Today is an instant turn-oV. Cosy chats ending with a mealy-mouthed
religious cliché! They never have anyone who is not a religious practitioner of some kind. Such items have no
place in a current aVairs news programme.

5. am a regular listener to Radio 4’s Sunday. Nothing serves to strengthen my life-long atheist convictions
than listening to people clinging to their particular brand of “revealed eternal truth” against people who have
been conditioned to believe in a totally opposite set of myths.

Nauseating but stimulating.

6. Bring on the rationalist atheists. We need them now more than ever!!

7. Religious Schools should be discontinued. Young people should not be indoctrinated with too many
myths!

1 September 2005

Memorandum by D Clouston

The BBC is institutionally religious. The BBC constantly assumes the existence of god as being as something
other than an idea in the minds of believers. The major distinction is not between diVerent irrational faiths,
but between irrational faiths and common sense, between religion and no religion. Every specifically religious
broadcast should be balanced by a broadcast specifically discussing non-religious atheism, humanism,
rationalism or secularism.

Thought for the Day, put out by the BBC Department of Ethics and Religion, is currently pro-religious
propagandamasquerading as being neutral between religion and non-religion. It should either be ethically and
honestly renamed Religious Thought for the Day, with a balancing Non-Religious Thought for the Day in a
similarly prominent slot, or should include a balance between religious and non-religious speakers.

12 August 2005

Memorandum by Dr P Collier

I feel very strongly that secularists are ignored by the BBC at the moment and there is very little if any
programming which portrays the benefits of living a secular lifestyle. Secularists live their lives without the
need for superstition or religious belief, approaching the world with an a-religious moral framework that can
trace it routes to before many contemporary religions (see for example, On Duties III, by Cicero).

The BBC deals with religion by allowing specific religious groups (principally Christians) an un-balanced
portion of air time to talk about how great their particular god is or how profound their own brand of belief
is. There is no counter discussion of how many people live happy, productive, caring and fulfilled lives without
religious belief. If this was a political discussion and only one side of the debate was presented there would
naturally, and quite rightly, be an outcry. It is logically inconsistent and contrary to the established tradition
of fairness in themodernmedia to allow this one-sided view.Why does the BBC not insist on a fair discussion?
Views for and against religion should be incorporated into religious programming.

I hope that the committee will take this opportunity to re-examine the biased presentation of religion on the
BBC and allow air time for secularist values and issues. We live in a time when very few people attend places
of worship and much needed updating of the BBC’s policy on this matter is required.

13 October 2005

Letter from the Creators’ Rights Alliance

The Creators’ Rights Alliance thanks the House of Lords Select Committee on BBC Charter Review for the
opportunity to respond to the extended inquiry looking at specific areas of the BBC. We would also like to
draw the Committee’s attention to our submission to the original inquiry. In this we outlined our very real
concerns about the treatment of freelance creators and their rights by independent producers supplying
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programmes to the BBC. Our response was not solely about engagement abuses. It was also concerned with
moral and intellectual property rights and abusive and coercive contract practices.

In this extended inquiry we have limited our response to the area of most direct relevance to the aYliated
members of the Creators’ Rights Alliance.

The BBC as Commissioner versus Broadcaster

1. The Creators’ Rights Alliance believes the BBC has an equally important role to play as both
producer/commissioner and broadcaster. (We see “broadcaster” in the widest possible context of the word, ie
not limited to radio, television and the Internet but to new and yet to be developed platforms too.)

2. By being involved in both areas at the same time the BBC is in an excellent position to develop content that
works for new platforms and also to develop new platforms for new types of content. Throughout its history
the BBC has been adept at meeting these challenges to the benefit of licence fee payers and we strongly believe
that it should continue to do so.

3. We fear that if the BBC’s services are limited to either producer/commissioner or broadcaster it will not be
able to provide an impartial public service. Also there would seem to be little point in establishing a separate
public service organisation to take on one of the areas while the BBC maintains the other.

4. Equally we are concerned that it will no longer be a reliable source of training and development of new
talent in the industry should it no longer have key responsibility for both functions and, essentially from our
perspective, act as an example of ethical practices in terms of the treatment of freelance creators and their
rights.

5 October 2005

Memorandum by D Curtis

As I have been invited, as a member of the National Secular Society, to make my views known regarding BBC
Religious Broadcasting, I wish it to be known that I deplore the great infrequency of any mention of
secularism, humanism, agnosticism or atheism on the BBC. The majority of British citizens are not religious,
but the BBC output is based upon an assumption that Britain is a Christian country, and in spite of protests
by non-religious people, the BBC continues to represent a largely non-existent attitude to religion. Half a
century has passed since the BBC broadcast Margaret Knight’s programme entitledMorals Without Religion.
It is high time that those in charge of Religious Broadcasting in the BBC made it more obvious that morality
does not depend upon mythology, and that this is the age of reason.

10 October 2005

Memorandum by D J Cutts

The BBC represents the values of the nation to itself and to the world. In examining the way the BBC regards
religion it is important to reflect both on the assumptions that are made about the value of religion as such (as
opposed to ethics or morals) in 21st century Britain. It is important to make the distinction between religious
observance and ethical thinking. Some justification for the broadcasting of religious programming is based on
a false concatenation of these elements of philosophy. This is a mistake, albeit a common one—indeed it
pervades much of the current education system, where Religion but not Philosophy is taught at GCSE.

A substantial part of our society is influenced by our religious heritage, but only a small proportion of the
population observes the rites of any religion. The number of diVerent traditions prevalent here has increased
but we are a seven day secular society, in a way not imaginable 50 years ago, and Sunday is no longer dedicated
to Church. Religion should properly become a private matter, for the individual to consider and honour, or
not, in his own way. Neither the state nor national institutions should presume to promote or impose any
particular religious view or portfolio of views. This applies to the BBC in particular, since it has a strong
connection with the population.

However, the BBC has some remnants of missionary zeal. This may be more apparent at some times than
others. For, example, for many avid Today listeners the insertion of the Thought for the Day, sourced from
Religious Broadcasting Department, is out of place and an unwelcome intrusion into the programme. It often
introduces nonsense where clear thinking comment might really be useful; it is staVed by preachers from
various faiths and sects to all appearances by “buggins turn” and it leans on assumptions of God which don’t
wash for a substantial proportion of listeners. In the general run of news, editors often include quotes from
Archbishops on ethical issues without any balancing content . . . for example the only quote on a recent news
bulletin regarding your Lordship’s debate about voluntary Euthanasia referred to opposition being based on
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the idea that life was a “gift from God”. This sort of thin thinking doesn’t help resolve a diYcult problem. The
inclusion of faith views in news coverage at the expense of clear ethical thought is a disservice to the nation.

In the new charter Religion should be treated like any other interest or hobby in the BBC’s approach to it,
both in content and in governance. Of course religion, atheism, philosophy and ethics should all be the subject
of programmes, documentaries, drama and stories. If there is a demand for Songs of Praise, then there can be
no objection in principle to its inclusion in the schedule, but it has leeway not accorded to normal music output
in its judgement about quality. Would the music department show this if the content of the songs was secular?

Examine, in contrast, the fate of the recent programme by Jonathan Miller about Unbelief. This was
thoughtfully done, of high quality, and presented by a broadcaster whose other output—for example on
anatomy—makes it to prime time. What happened to this programme? It was shown on BBC4 late at night
and is not scheduled for repeat, even on BBC2. This editorial behaviour shows a disturbing bias not just
against understanding, but against clear thought. Another programme, a cartoon called Popetown, was
cancelled, apparently after strong lobbying from the Catholic Church, but according to the BBC’s complaints
system, because it was of low quality—a criterion that does not always get applied to religious content. We
were not allowed to make any judgement on Popetown because it was censored. Fortunately we were allowed
to see Jerry Springer, despite the aggressive lobby against it.

These illustrations show a bias in the BBC towards religious points of view which, if they were shown in a
political context, would be unacceptable. In the 21st Century they should be unacceptable in this case as well.
So the BBCneeds to be reformed to remove this bias from the system. There should nomore be representatives
of religions or sects in the control of the BBC than committees of gardeners or antique dealers, whose interests
are covered more thoroughly in popular output. The Corporation should perhaps have a Philosophy
correspondent as well as Religious AVairs correspondent, but it should not have an advisory committee on
religion with any special privileges to influence content or regulation, neither should the membership of the
Governors or any other body have any like bias.

9 October 2005

Memorandum by L Czaplewski

The BBC is extremely biased in favour of religious content in their programming and faith is over-represented
in the BBC’s programmes and services.

The BBCCharter should establish fair representation on all programme time devoted to belief. The first choice
is to believe or not to believe in a faith system. It should therefore be 50/50 airtime with those who choose to
believe sharing their 50 per cent of the airtime according to the numbers of people who actively practice their
religion as opposed to the numbers of religion by birth or school.

Thought for the Day, an excellent thought-provoking concept that addresses moral issues of the day has never
had a secular speaker. The programme is missing a wealth of potential speakers from all walks of life and
perspectives.

There should be a huge debate on whether it is right to have an established Church of England that oVers
significant privilege to non-elected individuals.

The BBC fails to treat religion with any independent investigative journalism. It is not wrong to question
religion or people’s religious beliefs. Not all belief systems are benign and those, which are not privately held,
should be open to review and comment.

The extent of the BBC bias was clear over the death and election of the pope. These were events that were of
no interest to the majority of the people in the UK.

The BBC frequently lines up religious leaders to comment on events and then never questions them in the way
that interviewers would question politicians.

The BBC never questions politicians over their religious beliefs, aYliations, influences etc.

The BBC has adopted the language of the religious in their description of religious schools as faith-schools.
Balanced reporting might allow a wider range of adjectives to be used to describe them such as sectarian- or
apartheid-schools.

When muslim leaders condemned the London suicide bombers they frequently described innocent-victims.
This is code to their followers that they recognise legitimate targets that should be killed. The BBC never
challenges them.
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Faiths should not be specifically represented in BBC programmes, services and governance. The BBC should
run programmes and services its feels right at the time in a way that is blind to faith. It should choose high
quality governors that help its business. Anybody who tries to introduce a faith agenda should be disqualified
from the BBC because it introduces bias.

The BBC should realise that Faith is not necessarily good and should use its excellent journalistic instincts to
see its way through this quagmire with independence from religious minority pressure groups.

10 October 2005

Memorandum by N Day

The question, “Do diVerent faiths (including no faith beliefs) figure suYciently in BBC programmes and
services?” is posed.

As a regular listener to the Today programme on Radio 4, I am continually outraged that the Thought for the
Day, slot is reserved for religious submissions. With many polls showing that a very significant number of
people in this country don’t count themselves as religious, why are non-religious thoughts for the day not
included.

The British Humanist Society has applied many times, unsuccessfully, to get a chance to fill one of these slots.
Why has this not been allowed? I suspect that most of the representatives of the various faiths that do
broadcast in this slot have not been directly elected by their faith groups to speak for them, so why would it
need to be any diVerent for those from outside these groups? I’m absolutely certain that the sort of speaker
and topics that the BHA could provide would be well received by any open-minded person that listens to the
slot—and for any other faith, ethics and moral issue programmes.

Please press the BBC to allow non-religious, and especially BHA, representatives onto programmes such as
this. With the decline in organised religion in this country, it’s even more important that inclusive, responsible
non-theistic moral and ethic-based thoughts and views be aired.

2 September 2005

Memorandum by T Donohoe

The fact is that a largely silent body of agnostics comprise a substantial proportion of the better educated
population of this country, leading moral and socially responsible lives. Apart from the British Humanist
Association they appear to be unrepresented in consultative bodies. There are very many distinguished
humanists in all walks of life. Should their views, either through the BHAor independently, not be represented
in religious broadcasts and in schools? Is there a bias here?

9 September 2005

Memorandum by L Donaldson

I understand that you are seeking answers to two specific questions relating to “faith” and the BBC.

Question—Do different faiths (including no faith beliefs) figure sufficiently in BBC programmes and services?

Answer—“Faith” is grotesquely over-represented in every powerhouse of society—their Lordships’ House
being an obvious example. Religion gained power, over thousands of years, by fighting for it. This fight
continues this very day—the Vatican is actively campaigning, lobbying and bullying for greater influence in
the institutions of the EU In our modern world, powerhouses, including the BBC, need to be protected from
religion’s warring factions and would-be leaders.

The BBC is already religion-heavy, to the detriment of important areas such as ethics and spirituality. The
BBC’s Department of Religion and Ethics is a misnomer—it’s all “religion”? and no pure “ethics”—only
“religious ethics”. I have spent the last hour scouring the Religion and Ethics website and can find no article
or discussion of ethics that is free of religion. (There is great mention of “pagans”—maybe the BBC think that
non-believers fall into this category—we’re worshiping the moon and the stars, or the mushrooms and the
rain—yet to be converted.)

The department’s flagship broadcasting slot,Thought for the Day onRadio 4, probably hasmore listeners than
all other religious programming put together—thanks to its timing. Yet there has never been a contributor
with “no faith beliefs”—thewords in your question. Free “thought” has been banned despite repeated requests
for access to Thought for the Day by various non-religious groups.
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Faith-free people are, at best, ignored by the department but there are examples of programming, such as
Beyond Belief on Radio 4, that actively mock and belittle non-believers and secularists. Is there a programme
that actively mocks and belittles Muslims or Jews?

Question—How should faiths be represented in BBC programmes, services and governance?

Answer—I am utterly astounded that, in 2005, you even consider that “faiths” could be represented in the
governance of the BBC. The BBC is, in my view, the most important cultural institution in the UK We do
not expect, let alone “require”, lesser cultural bodies, say the National Theatre or the Tate, to carry religious
messages. Similarly we do not insist that such bodies have a specified number of religious directors.

The BBC is also one of the greatest gatherers and disseminators of news. Looking at those cranky religious
broadcasters in the United States, what level-headed European could respect any “news” pumped-out by such
organisations? BBC News needs robust protection from all outside influences, including preachers.

The BBC has an important role to play in covering topics that are ignored, for commercial reasons, by other
broadcasters. I think and feel that the various strands of religion can continue to be catered for—but with only
the same degree of commitment as, say, jazz or poetry.

10 October 2005

Memorandum by A Edwards

As I am sure you will get vast documents oVering statistical, academic, analytical and anecdotal evidence, I
will keep my submission concerning religious broadcasting on the BBC very short.

There are relatively few practising Christians in the UK who do not live within a short distance of a church;
none these days, I should imagine, who do not ownBibles, and, I hope, prayer books, and any amount of other
“improving” material. So why is a Morning Service broadcast on BBC Radio 4 on weekdays along with the
fully fledged service on Sundays?And that’s on top ofThought for theDaywhich at least deals with other faiths
some of the time.

Church attendances are falling, reports say. Churches closing for lack of congregations. Surely it is not the job
of a public broadcaster to prop up any ailing religion—even for little old, infirm women . . . like myself.
Enough is enough.

12 August 2005

Memorandum by Equity
Introduction

1. Equity welcomes this further opportunity to contribute to the discussion surrounding the review of the
BBC’s Royal Charter. As the trade union representing 37,000 performers and creative personnel we recognise
the importance of the BBC in our society. The BBC is the most significant employer in our sector and it plays
an integral role in both the audio-visual industry and as a community focus for the whole of the UK.

2. We have followed the Charter Review process very closely over the past two years and made submissions
at each stage of the consultation. In particular we have made written submissions to the Department of
Culture, Media and Sport; presented written and oral evidence to the Culture, Media and Sport Select
Committee of the House of Commons; participated in the seminars held by Lord Burns and his Independent
Panel; made representations on each of the individual aspects of the BBC’s own internal review; and provided
written evidence to this Committee of the House of Lords.

3. This evidence is consistent with the policy expressed elsewhere, but seeks to address the specific issues raised
by this extended inquiry, which are relevant to the interest and expertise of Equity and its members.

Broadcasting in the Nations and Regions

4. Equity has argued for much greater decentralisation of BBC operations and particularly for a greater
proportion of production to come from outside of the M25.

5. The regional and national spread of production in the UK has fallen short in recent years and has suVered
from the acquisitions of smaller ITV companies, the closure of regional bases, reduced investment in regional
programming and a narrower range of programmes produced regionally. Furthermore, what passes for
“regional” production is simply being centred in two main areas of the country (ie Manchester and Leeds).
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6. The BBCdoes have the ability to work across theUK to create a positive impact of the production base and
workforce. However, the BBC’s proposedmove of sport and children’s programme production toManchester
raises a number of questions and does not appear to have been subject to the appropriate level of detailed
planning prior to its announcement. While it appears initially to be a bold move designed to stimulate
production and create a centre of excellence in another part of the UK, there is little evidence that regional
programmes making will benefit in terms of the number, diversity or investment in local production.

7. Moreover, in order to maximise its potential, regional programme production must not be limited to
specific genres, or news and current aVairs. It should include the possibility of drama and comedy production
for example, even if the broadcast is restricted to the region in which it is produced. In this latter regard, the
BBC falls short of meeting these commitments in a number of regions, but particularly in Northern Ireland.

8. In Northern Ireland the BBC has the capacity to produce both excellent news and current aVairs (due in
part to the unique history of the province) but also high-quality drama. However, many such programmes are
made elsewhere, including in England and the Republic of Ireland. This problem is compounded by Ulster
TV, which does not seek to make any original drama, comedy or entertainment.

9. In response to this state of aVairs Equity is working withGovernment on an initiative to try and bring about
a renaissance of cultural life in Northern Ireland. Equity has suggested that the Northern Ireland OYce takes
a central role in convening a conference of key representatives in the arts and entertainment sector. This would
include Equity members, major broadcasters like the BBC and Ulster TV, the Arts Council of Northern
Ireland, the Northern Ireland Films and Television Commission, local authorities, key theatres and theatre
companies.

10. The purpose would be to achieve a genuine upsurge in cultural activity across the performing arts in
Northern Ireland, which would not only benefit Equity members but improve the quality of life for its people.
However, any conference would not be an end in itself, but be the beginning of a cultural transformation,
leading to specific plans that would create a lasting legacy through the associated economic, social and political
benefits. We would be grateful if members of the Committee would consider lending their support to this
initiative.

The BBC World Service

11. Equity supports the continuing and important role of the BBC World Service as a key source of
information and entertainment for citizens around the globe. However, it has expressed its regret at the
decision that has beenmade to axe the popular and award-winning soap “Westway”, which has been a flagship
drama of the BBC World Service since 1997.

12. The BBC Director General Mark Thompson has stated that the BBC planned to “foster audience
understanding of diVerences of ethnicity, faith, gender, sexuality, age and ability or disability, by accurately
and sensitively reflecting modern Britain’s diversity across our programmes and opening up the BBC itself to
talent from every community”. Equity applauds and supports this view and would say that Westway
encapsulates the true meaning of this statement and extends it to the world.

13. Westway oVers a contemporary view of Britain. It has a diverse group of writers and an equally diverse
cast where Asian, African, Nigerian, West Indian and Chinese Artists play lead roles. Its excellence achieved
the Commission for Racial Equality Award for best soap, against contenders such as Eastenders and
Coronation Street.

14. The award-winning soap has included issues, not only important here in the UK but across the world. It
provides a discussion forum for people in some countries where these issues are relevant but may not normally
be part of the national conversation. It is not only an example of public service broadcasting at its best but
also forms a fundamental part of the BBC World service by tackling major issues and presenting them in a
drama format. For these reasons Equity has argued for the continuation of the only major drama carried on
the World Service.

The BBC as Commisioner versus Broadcaster

15. Equity believes that the future of public service broadcasters such as the BBC must lie as a producer and
commissioner of high-quality and challenging news programmes, but also as a broadcaster that is able tomake
these programmes available to audiences across a range of new and existing platforms.

16. The specific reference within the Green Paper to the BBC’s responsibility to serve UK audiences by
“providing more original programming (not repeated or bought-in) than any other broadcaster” (para 1.24)
can be met satisfactorily only by continuing to develop its activities across these key competencies.
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17. The changes in technology must not be used as a justification to downgrade the BBC, from its position as
cornerstone of public service broadcasting, into either just another platform provider or purely into a content
commissioner. Its future survival depends on its strength in both these areas—as well as retaining the critical
mass which it has built up in respect of its own production capacity.

18. There will be a symbiotic relationship between the delivery of digital television and the huge range of
material available in future, with the expansion of diVerent platformswhich can be used to access thismaterial.
Therefore the more material that is available on new platforms the more it will encourage the take up of
broadband and its use as a platform for viewing television programmes or as a download mechanism.
Similarly mobile phones with 3G capability will also benefit.

19. Conversely, Equity would hope that the availability of these platforms can create an environment where
the broadcasters will innovate and oVer high-quality original production as well as new products and services,
in order to keep attracting the increasingly fragmented audience.

20. Equity is ready to work with the broadcasters in developing these new and diVerent platforms and has
sought to ensure that content can be made available for use on these platforms when made under Equity
collective agreements. To that end Equity has agreed a trial with the BBC for the use of such work during the
trial of its interactive Media Player (iMP). We are also in discussion with other broadcasters and producers
about long-term arrangements for the engagement of performers on Equity agreements and the subsequent
use of that material.

21. Nevertheless, it is the role of Equity to ensure that the rights of artists are protected and that they are
rewarded appropriately for the future exploitation of work.

22. We are also concerned about the question posed by Government in the Green Paper regarding the
commissioning of programmes by the BBC, which is based on the unquestioning assumption that independent
production must be increased. It is implied directly that the independent sector of TV and radio producers are
somehow being handicapped by a restrictive market and that “fairer competition” and the public interest is
somehow equivalent to greater independent production. This is confirmed by the further consideration of
mandatory quotas for external commissioning, as is being proposed by PACT, the trade body with a vested
interest in increasing these quotas on behalf of its members.

23. The UK now has an extremely strong and vibrant independent television production sector with an
estimated annual turnover of £1.4 billion. Equity supports the opportunity for the independants to have a “fair
chance” and many of our members are employed in excellent programmes made by these very organisations.
However the sector is large and increasingly concentrated with the largest 5 per cent of companies making 80
per cent of the programmes. These “super-indies” are increasingly dominant and this trend appears likely to
continue, with further consolidation and reorganisation. This centralisation of themain independants has also
been accompanied by improved rights and terms of trade in their favour. Therefore we would raise serious
questions about the assumption that independants require further special consideration.

Connecting to the Licence Fee Payer

24. The improved openness and accountability that is being proposed in the Green Paper is also welcome.
Greater transparency has been the theme of a number of reviews and investigations of the BBC and its
governance, including Lord Burns and the Culture, Media and Sport Select Committee.

25. Therefore the concept of webcasting ofmeetings of the Trust, the publication of detailedminutes, research
and voting records are all welcome improvements that will help retain the confidence of licence fee payers, as
well as those employed by the BBC. External and independent appraisal should also be part of this process,
so that stakeholders and licence fee players can submit their views on members of the Trust.

26. These changes can only assist in making the BBC a more open and accessible organisation. However it
must also be aware of the dangers of being vulnerable to organised but unrepresentative groups who may seek
to impose their views at the expense of the majority. Such groups should not be allowed to dictate programme
policy by curbing artistic integrity or freedom of expression.

27. The scrutiny of BBC spending is another matter that should be addressed primarily by the BBC Trust in
a more open and transparent way than in the past. Accountability for how licence fee money is spent also
continues to be available through the National Audit OYce (NAO). We understand the concerns expressed
by the Public Accounts Committee of the House of Commons in its report on BBC funding in February 2005,
which considered a greater role for the NAO. While we do not see a compelling case to review these
arrangements at the present time, the scale of organisational change that is taking place at the BBC may
strengthen the argument for NAO to provide further scrutiny in the coming years. Therefore this matter
should be kept under review.
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28. Membership of the Trust is also of crucial importance, if it is to be truly accountable for the activity of
the BBC and be an eVective custodian of the licence fee. Therefore we believe that it is vital for the Trust to
include members with creative and artistic experience and able to represent the views of those who are
employed or engaged by the BBC, as well as the FTSE 100 corporate specialists that the BBC and the
Government have indicated will be required. We also support the provision of professional and expert staV

to enable members of the Trust conduct the necessary scrutiny of BBC operations.

29. We would also wish to see members of the BBC Trust able to address its public interest responsibilities in
other ways. In particular, we would wish to see the Trust show greater willingness to engage with those who
work for the BBC than was demonstrated by the Board of Governors. The recent transposition into UK
legislation of the Information and Consultation Directive (Information and Consultation of Employees
Regulations 2004) will mean that from April 2005 employees in organisations with 150 or more employees
have a right to be informed and consulted on a regular basis about issues in the organisation they work for.
This should include employees being consulted on strategic decision making with bodies such as the BBC
Trust.

Conclusion

30. We welcome the extended inquiry being conducted by the Lords Committee and are pleased to have the
opportunity to register our further response to aspects of the Government’s Green Paper on the future of the
BBC. While the stability of licence fee funding is welcome for the period of this Charter, there are clearly
serious issues which will need to be addressed in the coming years. The debate over funding methods will
continue to be particularly contentious, especially as we move towards the decisions over the future level of
the licence fee and the consideration of alternative or additional funding mechanisms.

31. We hope that the Committee will take note of our views on these matters, as well as our immediate and
ongoing concern about the ability of the BBC to meet the challenge of high quality original programming in
an environment of 15 per cent across-the-board budget cuts.

7 October 2005

Memorandum by P Fisher

1. I am writing as a private individual who has been seriously oVended by the BBC attitude to those of no
faith. As this is the first time I have written such a submission I hope your Lordships will forgive any errors
in its presentation. I am a humanist and I am currently writing a science-based novel, which explores the
conflicting roles of religion and rationalism in society.

2. I hope to convince your Lordships that there is an entrenched, systematic and parochial bias in the BBC
in favour of those who are religious, and against those of no faith. And, further, to show that this attitude is
so serious, and potentially damaging, that reform of this attitude should be an important part of the proposed
BBC charter.

3. I have previously submitted a complaint to the BBC about the attitude to non-believers in one of their
religious programmes. I found the response to my complaint extremely unsatisfactory. As this submission
does not directly relate to the complaint I do not propose to comment further on this matter. Your Lordships
may, or may not, want to consider the circumstances of the handling of my complaint as you see fit.

4. Before I move on to the details of my argument I should first clarify my view that I am great supporter of
the BBC I feel it is one of the world’s finest institutions. I feel strongly that the existence of the BBC is one of
those factors, which justify the use of the adjective “Great” when it is used in relation to the noun “Britain”.
My aim is to point out a direction in which the BBC should move in order to improve its already fine and
enviable reputation.

5. I first intend to illustrate, what I think is the current position of the BBC in respect of the issues I’ve alluded
to, and to point out the potential pitfalls of a continuation of this attitude. On Thursday 26 February 2004 a
programme called What the World thinks of God was broadcast on BBC2, and, while my concern is not
specifically about this programme, the attitudes expressed in it, are revealing in respect of the BBC’s general
attitude to those of no faith. I think that a discussion of the programme will provide a touchstone for some
of the general points I want tomake.What theWorld thinks of Godwas a panel discussion presented by Jeremy
Vine. The programme discussed the results of a number of opinion surveys conducted around the world. One
of the more specific points addressed was the decline of church attendance in the West.
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6. There are four specific problems, which I would like the committee to consider:

(i) Bias in presentation of religious programming,

(i) The marginalisation and undermining of respect for those of no faith,

(iii) The failure of the BBC in its role as educator to provide a meaningful alternative to religiosity for
those who find it impossible to accept theological truth claims,

(iv) The dangers of unbalancing important and relevant discussions about vital political and social issues
by downplaying secular, rationalist arguments.

(i) Bias in Presentation of Religious Programming

7. In common with many other BBC religious programmes the position taken by the presenter in What the
World thinks of Godwas that the rise of secularism in theWest in general, andBritain in particular, is a problem
for society. The clear implication being that the decline in church attendance is associated with a perceived
decline in moral standards. The general impression given in the programme was that religion is automatically
good. The presenter, Jeremy Vine, continually referred to countries being “lower” in the polls if their level of
religious belief was statistically smaller. The use of the word “lower” here could not be understood in any other
sense than that of “worse”. The public rightfully expects the BBC to be impartial. My concern here is that
atheism is seen as the absence of meaningful ideology without exploring, or even alluding to the idea that
humanist values and thinking have any intrinsic worth. It seemed to me a clear example of the BBC’s general
attitude that one way of thinking (faith based ideology) is more appropriate than any other. Towards the end
of the programme Jeremy Vine asked one of the atheists on the panel, SeanHughes, if he had changed his view
as a result of what he had heard in the programme. I think it would be illuminating here to imagine such an
approach in a programme discussing politics. Suppose a presenter was to see it as self evident that there was
a decline in traditional moral standards in the country on the basis that more people were voting Labour
instead of Conservative. Or, conversely, took it as read that the country was becoming less caring because
more people were voting for the Conservative Party. Imagine, if your Lordships can, a programme where, for
example, Michael Howard were asked if he had become more inclined to join the Labour Party on account
of his listening to a speech by Tony Benn.

(ii) The Marginalisation and Undermining of Respect for Those of No Faith

8. During the programme,What the World thinks of God, there were a number of interviews, some of which
were conducted on the street with ordinary people and some were conducted with leading world figures. To
be fair the interviewees expressed a very wide range of views, and some atheist views were included, but when
the former Israeli leader, Shimon Perez, was interviewed he said he thought that a Godless man was not a
human being. I was grossly oVended by this remark, and this has led to my wish to bring this issue to you
attention. Mr. Perez is, of course entitled to his view, but let’s, once again, draw a parallel to another scenario.
Imagine that he had said that gentiles, or Moslems, or Palestinians were not human beings. Such remarks
would certainly not have been broadcast without extensive critical comment.What I am suggesting here is that
the feelings of every population group should be recognised and respected in any fair and balanced society. It
is of course entirely reasonable that the feelings certain people should not be respected if they do not respect the
rights of others, such as criminals and extremists whompromote or participate in violence. But it is completely
unacceptable for non-violent, law-abiding atheists to find themselves included in this bracket.

9. In many BBC programmes about religion there seems to be an underlying assumption that belief is
something of great value. There can be no doubt that some people feel that their faith is a great asset to their
lives so the assertion may therefore seem an innocuous one. However it carries within it a serious charge
because if this position is accepted then, by implication, those without faith are in someway disabled, defective
or lacking some crucial and essential attribute. I am not suggesting that there isn’t a genuine dilemma here,
but while it is obviously necessary to accept the right of individuals to hold whatever views they like, rational
or not. It cannot be right to allow single groups to be disparaged in the way that non-believers are in religious
programmes—including the one I’ve used as an example here. Nor is it—in my view—ever appropriate to put
forward an unchallenged opinion that someone is less than human on the basis of their views, especially when
such views are in the ascendant,7 and are held by a significant proportion of the population.8

7 36 per cent of people in the 18–34 age group in Britain define themselves as atheist or agnostic. In the population as a whole, 24 per
cent say they have no religion. Amongst the over 65s, the non-religious are falls to 11 per cent. Mori poll (4,270 respondents) for The
Tablet (20 May 2005).

8 35 per cent of British adults do not believe in God and 21 per cent don’t know. (YouGov survey, December 2004).
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(iii) The Failure of the BBC in its Role as Educator to Provide a Meaningful Alternative to

Religiosity for Those who Find it Impossible to Accept Theological Truth Claims

10. In order to set the context of this next argument I hope your Lordships will indulge me by allowing me
to illustrate my point by giving an account of my own experience. I was brought up in a Roman Catholic
working class family and my parents had very strong religious beliefs. But, when I reached adulthood I began
to think seriously about what I really did believe, and I found that I could not accept the explanations that I’d
taken for granted as a child. I developed strong views about what I thought to be right and wrong based on
respect for the feelings and rights of others: in short, I became a humanist. But—and this is the important
point—I did not call myself a humanist because, although I had heard the expression, I did not know what it
meant. I only found out about humanism much later while researching my book. It is clear to me that most
people on the street would not knowwhat humanismwas either. I suspect that theremust bemillions of people
who would benefit from knowing about ideologies in which they might find some basis for moral and ethical
standards outside of a religious context. A great many people in this country have abandoned their faith as
the country has become more secular. To a large extent this must be because the metaphysics of most
theological teaching and Biblical truth claims conflict with modern scientific theory. Many such people are
thoughtful and intelligent, and surely have the right to represented, informed and served by the state media.
In my view there is a danger that non-believers are being left in a moral and ethical vacuum as there is no
alternative presented other than those that demand belief in a deity, or some other transcendental or spiritual
worldview.

(iv) The Dangers of Unbalancing Important and Relevant Discussions about Vital Political and

Social Issues, by Downplaying Secular, Rationalist Arguments

11. The issue currently at the forefront of most minds in our society is the rise of Islamic fundamentalism in
the East and their activities. Discussions about the appropriate response of the West are therefore vital. It has
become evident during recent history that, in many countries, even in the West, political ideologies have been
underpinned and informed by religious dogma. In the United States, recent policy decisions are set with
reference to narrow ideologies founded on religious beliefs and assumedmoral certitude rather than pragmatic
decisions based on pluralism, evidence and sound scientific knowledge. On both sides of the deeply regrettable
division between the two great civilisations, there is the assumption that one’s individual identity whether as
Moslem, Christian or Jew is of fundamental importance. For me, humanism implies that we should recognise
the importance of our common humanity as members of a family of sentient beings, and that this should take
precedence over identities derived from national, cultural or religious groupings. It seems to me that this
ideological position is important, relevant and distinctive, and it is essential that it be brought to the
negotiating table. The question then arises as to who is in a position to present this case. Religious leaders have
a vested interest in protecting the importance of the religious identity of their followers. Politicians will not
make the case because of the danger that they will be thought unpatriotic. The private wing of the media is
biased toward “sexy” confrontational politics. It is only the humanists that have a moral/ethical viewpoint
which is not tainted by ideological self-interest, and it seems to me that it is only the BBC that is in a position
to allow their contribution to be brought to the debate.

12. There seems to be a prevailing notion in our culture that lack of belief in a deity somehow equates to lack
of conviction or ideology, as if it is understood that a belief which does not fit in with society’s prevailing
culture must automatically be dangerous and subversive. This is probably derived from historical notions of
non-belief as being negative and corrosive to the common good, but this view no longer holds. Humanism
has a forward-looking message of respect for human rights and positive human value systems. It is entirely
appropriate, in fact essential, to have robust debate and for all views to be open to scrutiny. This can not
happen if a seriously held and widespread point of view is never discussed.

13. Your Lordships may have diVerent views on the degree you think religious influence has a role in
policymaking. But it is clear that in order for this subject to be debated in an open and honest way that the
public are not allowed to form the opinion that the only meaningful way forward depends on religion, merely
because discussion of subjects like humanism and secular value systems are to some degree taboo subjects in
the media. The view that this country has advanced and enlightened due to the increased secularisation—has
never, as far as I’m aware, been considered in any BBC programme.

Summary

14. I recognise that some of the problems I have highlighted here relate to nuances of attitude and, even if you
agree that the BBC should adopt a more balanced approach to ethics and moral systems, your Lordships may
feel that it would be diYcult to legislate to counter such subtle interaction. But some of the attitudes are not
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covert but overt. The BBC establishment has consistently opposed the production of broadcasts dedicated to
secular ideas and values. They have resisted the inclusion of secular speakers on Thought for the Day on Radio
4, and as I understand it they have refused to allow a programme about humanism to be made for television.
If the new charter demands that the BBC should provide a given level of religious programming, in fairness
it should also demand that some programming should be given over to promote and educate people about
alternative, secular, value systems.

15. I wholly accept, and would defend, the right of anyone to chose their own beliefs, and I very much
welcome the current trend among religious leaders to seek common ground between diVerent faiths in a spirit
of mutual respect for the views and religious sentiments of others. However, if religions are to retain a moral
high ground they must surely encourage their followers to tolerate not only those of other faiths but also those
of a non-faith persuasion. And, if the BBC is to retain its reputation for impartiality and fairness it must reflect
this position.

16. I understand that the BBC, and the media in general, to some extent reflect the views of the nation, and
some of the attitudes I have sought to oppose here are widespread in the community. But the fact is that a very
large number of thoughtful people have decided that, for them, religion does not make sense. It is only fair
that the BBC respect their decision and provide them with representation and support. Currently there is a
political debate raging about how to engage the public in politics and the failure of political parties to reach
out meaningfully to the public. The issue of how the BBC reaches out to the nation parallels this problem.
There has been almost no attempt by the BBC or other broadcast media to discuss humanism, nor even to tell
people what it is. To dismiss secularism, and to deny atheists a voice, is to disenfranchise, and undermine
respect, for what is a large proportion of the British public. I hope your Lordships will consider making it
explicit in the charter that the BBC provide fair representation for all faith and non-faith adherents.

18 September 2005

Letter from RJ Giles

The questions asked of the House of Lords Select Committee on the BBC Charter Review seem to me biased
in themselves. “Do diVerent faiths (including no faith beliefs) figure suYciently in BBC programmes and
services?” Surely a better phrasing would be, “Should diVerent faiths figure in BBC programmes?” If the
answer is “yes”, how much?” “How should faiths be represented in BBC programmes, services and
governance?”

As religion is a minority interest nowadays—check church attendance on normal Sundays, surely the BBC
should take this into account. Thought for the day for instance never has a rationalist on it.

10 October 2005

Letter from D Gordon-Smith

1. I would like to comment on the role of religion within broadcasting as part of the Lords BBC Charter
Review. I am a member of the British Humanist Association but the views expressed in this letter are my own.

2. The proportion of the population that do not consider themselves to be religious has grown rapidly in
recent decades to around 30–40 per cent. In light of this, and given that most congregations in the country
have seen a steady drop over recent decades, I would argue that religious broadcasting is given too great an
emphasis by the BBC.
3. Ofcom’s research shows that the promotion of the needs of diVerent religions was only of a low level of
importance to viewers, a finding that echoed the ITC’s earlier research intoWhat Viewers Want. Viewing of
Religious programming has fallen with Ofcom’s research showing that viewing of religious programmes per
head fell by 28 per cent between 1998 and 2002 (down to just 3.8 hours per year). Audiences for the BBC show
Songs of Praise, which is arguably the BBC’s flagship religious programme, have fallen in recent years
reflecting this trend. (Information taken from http://www.ofcom.org.uk/consult/condocs/psb/psb/volume2/
diversity/religious/).

4. I would suggest that the requirement to provide programmes about religion is contrary to the demands of
viewers and the overall trend in levels of belief in society as a whole. Although I can understand the arguments
for the need to inform people about the World’s religions to foster greater understanding of diVerent cultures
and attitudes, I do not feel that this should be a specific requirement of broadcasters.
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5. I do not feel that there is a need, or demand from viewers, to broadcast religious services on the BBC.
Broadcasting religious services would require the BBC to decide between faiths. If Christian services are to be
televised then why not Jewish, Islamic, Sikh, Buddhist, Satanic, etc services? It would not be easy to feature
all of these faiths within the broadcasting schedule and, therefore, I would argue that in the interest of equal
treatment of all peoples then such services should not be shown.

6. I also strongly feel that other beliefs, such as humanism, should be featured and represented by the BBC
as equally as religious beliefs. I would argue that this should apply to programming as well as in terms of other
services and governance. I note that BBCNottingham’s website contains a special section on “faiths” but does
not appear to contain any reference to non-religious beliefs.

7. In particular, I would like to draw your attention to the Thought for the Day slot in the middle of the Radio
4 Today programme. Personally, I do not think that it is appropriate to feature a reflective slot in the middle
of a current aVairs programme. However, if it is to be continued, I feel it is unacceptable to exclude speakers
just because they are non-religious. Are there views and opinions less valid? I feel that the BBC is creating the
impression that non-religious reflections on current moral issues are not worth a place on BBC radio’s flagship
current aVairs programme. In our modern society, I feel it is inappropriate for the BBC to promote religion
as the one source of ethics.

31 August 2005

Memorandum by J Gordon

The BBC charter was founded in the era of Lord Reith in the twenties.

Religion was then firmly in charge but the current BBC practices still seem to be set in that time warp.

Worse. With the need to seek a Charter renewal there seems now to be a desire to please the Blair faction in
the Establishment with its misguided drive to make faith schools central to education. Yet the majority of
those currently polled are against faith schools and, I venture to suggest, would also be against the deliberate
extension of the marked religiosity of the current BBC programmes. In Nazi times no written orders had to
be given since every oYcial knew what Hitler wanted. The BBC policy makers seem to be acting on similar
pressures from Mr Mark Thompson.

Little is produced for those who do not accept religion. Thanks to an inept Census question the latter are sadly
under-estimated. 40 per cent is the NSS estimate, a figure which has been approved by statisticians.

It is my submission that faith materials should be excluded from BBC programmes with the same zeal that
they are plugged nowadays.

This would serve us all better.

8 October 2005

Memorandum by W Guest

As an atheist, I believe that the BBC should not broadcast religious programmes at all.

Religion is an increasingly dividing force divisive force in the country. The BBC should have no part in
propagating it, however innocently. The corporation has in any case has a pretty uneven record in the kind
of programming it provides—mostly bland middle-of-the-road Anglicanism with a nod to a few others now
and again, particularly in the tediously moralising (and inappropriate in a news programme) Thought For the
Day on the Today programme on Radio 4—upon which incidentally secularism is never given a look-in.

In these days of digital broadcasting I would of course have no objection to churches funding their own radio
and television channels. But it cannot be legitimate for licence-payers—of all religious persuasions and none—
to fund religious broadcasting on the state broadcaster.

9 October 2005

Memorandum by J Harrison

I feel that those of us with no religious belief do not get suYcient air time. Whilst a majority in the Census
enter them selves as “Christian” I believe this is really a cultural comment rather than a religious one. The vast
majority of people in this country are secular rather than religious and this is not given suYcient recognition.
The vociferous religious fringe get too much notice taken of them.

In my view religious faiths should not be represented in BBC programmes etc.

13 October 2005
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Memorandum by M Henderson

Do different faiths (including no faith beliefs) figure sufficiently in BBC programmes and services?

I was surprised to see this question as I cannot remember the last time the “no faith belief” figured AT ALL
in BBC programmes. Religion and morality are mistakenly deemed to be synonymous.

So:

1. When considering questions of morality perhaps as well as Bishops and church representatives, the British
Humanist Association should be consulted.

2. Secular or Humanist representatives should be given as much representation as theists on opinion
programmes such as Question Time and Any Questions and, when the topics justify it, Beyond Belief.

3. Secular voices should be given proportionate representation on Thought for the Day and similar slots.

4. If the theists continue to be given programmes devoted entirely to an expression of their beliefs (such as
Songs of Praise, and The Daily Service,) then time should be set aside for the Humanist/Secular movements
to communicate with their present and potential supporters.

5. Most Britons come from a generation which was force fed a biased view of Christianity from Church and
Church schools. When broadcasting to adults, instead of discussing the basis for religious belief and religious
books with an assumption that close inspection of the premise for these beliefs might oVend certain groups,
a thorough investigation of exactly what belief is (and how it fits in with opposing beliefs) should be
undertaken. The rather shaky evidence for a historical Jesus, and the true origins of the Bible should be
considered if the BBC intend to present a balanced and educational function.

How should faiths be represented in BBC programmes, services and governance?

1. They should be represented from the same perspective as, for instance, politicians. When they make a
statement it should be subjected to rigorous scrutiny. If non-faith moral perspectives are questioned, then so
should faith positions. Because their position is based on historical texts, this should not give them immunity
form close examination. If religion were an optional device, perhaps it would be acceptable to ignore its more
questionable dogma, but it is not. Non elected theologians have special status in the EU, and automatic entry
to theHouse of Lords. Compulsory daily acts of worship exist in our schools, and evangelicals have been given
the running “inperpetuity” of some of our Academies. For these reasons their contributions to BBC
programming should be balanced by non-religious views and given the same scrutiny.

20 August 2005

Memorandum by P Henderson

As a humanist I am constantly sickened by the religious clap trap thatThought for the day presents. There does
not seem to any counterbalance to the religious view point. Why is it that every conceivable religion is
represented yet a straight forward humanist view is denied?

I am not particularly militant in my views but feel that as a British citizen and a regular listener to the BBC
our message should be heard.

31 August 2005

Letter from Gerald Howarth MP, Shadow Defence Minister

I understand that your Committee is intending to conduct a short inquiry into specific areas of the BBC
including religious broadcasting.

I should like to place on record my own view that it is extremely important for the BBC to continue to give
the bulk of its coverage to the Christian faith, given that Britain remains overwhelmingly a Christian country
and the Sovereign SupremeGovernor of the Church of England. Furthermore, I hope that the Committee will
consider whether in the light of the Jerry Springer⁄The Opera episode, the BBC is meeting its obligation not
to oVend against good taste.
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Your Committee might like to consider the inscription in the entrance hall of the BBC’s Headquarters at
Broadcasting House. It is as follows:

“Almighty God, This shrine of the Arts, Music and Literature is dedicated by the first Governors in
the year of Our Lord 1931, John Reith being the Director General. It is their prayer that good seed
sown will produce a good harvest, “that everything oVensive to decency and hostile to peace will be
expelled and that the nation will incline its ear to those things which are lovely, pure and of good
report and thus pursue the path of wisdom and virtue”.

11 August 2005

Memorandum by V Howe

As a keen BBC listener, I object to much of the policy on religious broadcasting. The question should not be
whether diVerent faiths figure suYciently in BBC programmes and services, but why on earth they are given
such prominence in our overwhelmingly secular society. For instance the dogma spouted on the Today
programme’s Thought for the Day slot is invariably irrelevant to my life, and thus irritating in the extreme.
I have long since given up trying to find any meaning in the prattlings of Rabbis and Bishops. Where is the
representation of more positive atheists like Humanists? The BBC singularly fails me in this important area.
As for the question “how should faiths be represented in BBC programmes, services and governance?” My
answer is a resounding not at all. If the BBC really want to connect to the licence fee payer they will do me a
favour and jettison the religious cant. And if the BBC want to know how to better involve the public in its
decision making processes they could stop assuming clerics represent us. In fact these reactionary patriarchs
do not have the influence they claim and it is dangerous to encourage them. Instead the BBC should include
atheists and humanists.

I despair of the journalistic hand wringing that seems to inform much current aVairs broadcasting. Sometimes
it seems as if the BBC is so desperate to avoid oVending some people, in a misguided eVort at showing respect
to all, that all rational thinking has gone out of the window. The BBC should formulate a policy that embraces
our proud traditions of tolerance without getting into such a muddle.

2 September 2005

Memorandum by D Keeling

Not only is there too much religion but undue deference is given to religious leaders who are not questioned
critically enough. There are many atheists in this country whose voice is not heard. At least as much time
should be given over to ethics, which is not the same as religion, for example a humanist view should
counterbalance any religious view.

And please remove thought for the day in its current format from the otherwise excellent today programme.

31 August 2005

Memorandum by the Lawn Tennis Association (“LTA”)

Introduction

As the governing body for tennis in Great Britain, the LTA’s aims are clear. We are determined to ensure that
this country becomes a great tennis nation again. To do that we need a vibrant network of accessible,
aVordable clubs with juniors and performance at their heart, which is why everything that the LTA does now
is focussed on three key areas—performance, kids and clubs.

The LTA currently works with the BBC in relation to its rights holding for two major international events:

— Home and away Davis Cup ties

— The Hastings Direct International Championships held in Eastbourne each June.

As joint arrangers of the Championships, Wimbledon, the LTA also has a relationship with the BBC through
its shared rights ownership of the tournament. Similarly, as joint owners of the Stella Artois Championships
the LTA has a further relationship with the BBC as the tournament’s rights holders.

Finally, the LTA works very closely with many BBC departments including Sport, News, CBBC and
marketing in its work to raise awareness and drive participation of tennis throughout Great Britain.
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Question Areas

1. Should the BBC have a duty to bid for certain sports events?

It is the LTA’s belief that as a public service broadcaster, funded by the licence fee the BBC has a very limited
responsibility to bid for sports events in general. In our opinion any duty should be limited to the summer and
winter Olympics and Paralympics and the Football World Cup. While there are events that clearly capture
the imagination of the British public such as theWimbledon Championships and the GrandNational, it is our
belief that legally insisting the BBC bid for these events essentially removes these events ability to operate in
a free market. The LTA acknowledges that the relationship with the BBC as the host broadcaster of the
Wimbledon Championships is excellent and has been mutually beneficial both to the BBC and the
Championships.

In the case of the Olympics, it is our view that this event is an international celebration of sport. The Olympic
ideal embraces nations and nation’s ideals and as a movement the Olympics transcend sport itself. For the
large majority of Olympic sports they represent the absolute pinnacle of sporting achievement. For this not
to be available via the BBC would be to undermine the very ideals the Olympic movement is founded on.
Finally, the Olympic Games have the ability to inspire children throughout the country to take up sport and
this should be encouraged wherever possible.

In the case of the football World Cup, it is simply our view that as the nation’s favourite sport and indeed
as our national sport, the tournament finals should be available for all to watch. This does not include the
qualifying rounds.

Other than these examples, we find it hard as a national governing body to reconcile the idea of the BBC being
legally bound to bid for sporting events. It is our firm belief that sport and sporting rights should be negotiated
and sold on the open market to ensure a fair price and therefore ensure maximum investment into our sports
is achieved. It is diYcult to see the current listing of events as anything other than “nationalisation without
compensation”. We believe that the rights holders who are also the governing bodies of the sport are in the
best position to determine the distribution of any rights fees. The current argument about the showing of test
cricket on terrestrial TV evidences the maxim that when we are successful, everyone wants to watch but when
we lose it can be consigned to “pay per view”. Governing Bodies of sport cannot work on this basis—they
have long term business plans that require underwriting from their sources of income, of which TV revenues
play the most significant part.

TV might inspire children to take up a sport but it can’t keep them there. First class clubs, facilities, coaching
and competition are the key to continued participation and they require ongoing funding.

The arrival of digital TV for all suggests that policy makers should review the situation as it will be in 2020,
not now. The ubiquity of the mobile phone is testament to the impact of technology on everyday life. At the
moment there are 350 various TV channels available in theUK, there is an ever increasing trend tomore choice
not less.

2. Is the BBC too aggressive in the way it bids for sports rights?

The LTA can only speak from its own experience of dealing with and negotiating with the BBC on sports
rights. At no point has the LTA felt the BBC to be too aggressive in the way it bids. The relationship has been
built over many years and is one of mutual respect.

3. Should there be an independent review of the way the BBC bids for sports rights?

It is the LTA’s view that the BBC currently has a suitable and appropriate level of governance. To add any
additional layers would be unnecessary and bureaucratic, self-defeating and be to the detriment of sport as it
would interrupt the market process.

More appropriate would be a consideration of whether the BBC should, after digital crossover in 2012,
establish a digital sports channel to ensure more sporting coverage, particularly for sports outside of those
currently catered for on the main BBC1 and 2 platforms. There is real competition within the BBC itself at
present between the various forms of entertainment. As a public service broadcaster the BBC has a duty to
make scheduling decisions on a far more varied list of criteria than simply ratings. Can the BBC legitimately
claim that sport, particularly minority ones, should be removed from the schedules in place of old black and
white 1930s Hollywood movies or repeated programming, solely because the latter gets better ratings?
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Under the auspices of public service broadcasting, it might also be argued that the BBC has a duty to its
audience and it’s audience’s health; in helping to get them up from the sofa and adopting a healthy lifestyle.
Sport and coverage of sport clearly could form a huge part of that “call to action”.

The LTA would not support an independent review at this stage—there are many policy decisions required
first.

October 2005

Memorandum by A McCaughtrie

— Do diVerent faiths (including no faith beliefs) figure suYciently in BBC programmes and services?

— How should faiths be represented in BBC programmes, services and governance?

My evidence to the above questions:

No, I believe that non-believers do not get suYcient exposure on the BBC. The glaringly obvious one is
Thought for the Day on Radio 4. How can this be purely a religious segment? It should include non-religious
philosophy in proportion to the number of believers to non-believers. If not, then have two separate segments
where the distinction is clear.

All faiths, including those who have faith that there is NO god should be represented without bias. However,
preaching should not be allowed.

1 September 2005

Letter from J Machling

I write to express mywish to havemuch less religious broadcasting on the BBC. I was confirmed in the Church
of England, and went to church regularly until I was a young adult and realised that religion meant nothing
to me, and never had. My children, now grown up, went to a Church of England school, the only school in
the village where we lived at the time, and they too remained untouched by teachings about the supernatural.
It is not that I have had no involvement with religion, it is simply that I do not believe in it.

I wonder why it still has such a hold in what is at heart a secular society such as the UK. When I listen to what
I consider to be baseless opinions being put out on such slots as Thought for the Day I wonder at the BBC for
continuing to broadcast them. To me “faiths” seem at worst divisive and at best private ideas which should
be kept that way. I don’t see why religions should command air-time, except perhaps as a cultural interest,
and though I try to listen to and understand the ideas of religious people, I often switch oV when the topic is
“faith” and ideas are broadcast as if they were facts.

Could not more air-time be given to those who, without religious faith of any type, still try to work out the
best way to live without doing too much damage to their fellow inhabitants of this planet? I believe that less
harm is done by non-religious morality (which can at least be argued over without screams of “blasphemy!”)
than by the faiths which use their followers to see the world through their particular theological lenses. Why
promulgate divisive religious views, whose appeals to a numinous, indemonstrable deity, or deities, seem to
sit oddly within a rational service such as the BBC?

However, having heard various clerics squabbling, sometimes spitefully, on air, about topics ranging from
homosexuality to the language used in prayer books, perhaps we need more religious broadcasting, so that
people can see how petty many “faith” divisions are! In all seriousness, I object strongly to the role religion
plays in areas of public life which I believe it ought not to be allowed to influence. If people need faith, religion,
or whatever they want to call it, fine, but I don’t want these people to influence the BBC and I don’t want
Thoughts for the Day that involve the supernatural. I’d welcome more non-religious thoughts about morality
and other serious topics, though!

Good luck in your deliberations (though I don’t seriously believe in luck either).

11 October 2005

Memorandum by Dr J Maxwell

This is to register my protest as an individual on the amount of time the BBC allows to religious programming
and religious content of ostensibly non-religious programming. I consider myself a rational person, a scientist,
someone who is not persuaded to live my life according to myths and superstition that have no verification in
fact—only the delusions of what others long, long ago imagined they heard in their heads, and regard the
BBC’s continual broadcasting of such material as an oVence and insult to my intellect.If the BBC wishes to
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operate democratically as a provider of inclusive programming, then it ought to broadcast in equal measure
programmes focused on those who live their lives amidst 21st century realities without the need to defer their
decisions on morality or ethics to ancient texts or the pronouncements of a man in the sky.

12 August 2005

Memorandum by MIDAS

MIDAS is the inward investment agency for Greater Manchester and is part of the Manchester Enterprises
Group, the Economic Development Agency for the sub-region. During 2004–05 MIDAS directly assisted in
the creation of 2,199 new jobs and attracted new investment of £48.8 million. (1)

Broadcasting in the Nations and Regions

Does the BBC’s proposed move to Manchester represent value for money for the licence payer? Should the BBC
continue to decentralise?

The North West is the largest television production centre outside of London with Granada and the BBC
located in Manchester and Mersey Television in Liverpool, producing 1,310 hours of network television
(2002)—three times greater in volume than any other English region andmore than the combined output from
Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland.9 The impact of regional activity within the sector was clearly
demonstrated in the study The Regional Impact of Granada TV10 that showed that whilst Granada TV
employs around 1,100 people directly in the region they also generate an additional 2,900 jobs and that the
overall employment generates over £100 million for the region’s economy. It is likely that the relocation of
1,800 BBC jobs to Manchester will produce a similar multiplier both in terms of employment and GVA across
the North West. (2)

The Northern Way initiative, inspired by the desire of the Deputy Prime Minster, John Prescott, to capitalise
on the assets of the North and speed up the rate of change in the regions is representative of the focus that the
UK Government has given to economic development within the regions. The current £30 billion output gap
between the North and South is evidence of the need to initiate investment within the regions to ensure that
the UK economy is capitalising on its total asset base.11 (3)

Distribution of the employment and wealth created by the BBC, a public sector body, is representative of the
Government’s desire to generate a less London-centric UK economy and stimulate regeneration, innovation
and entrepreneurial activity across the regions. In terms of value for money for the licence payer, such
employment and wealth distribution can only prove to produce benefits within the region that transcend any
initial investment that may be required. (4)

The North West has a population of over 6.7 million people or 11.5 per cent of the population of the UK.
The BBC relocation to Manchester will directly aVect the economy of the North West region not just Greater
Manchester. Increasingly, the North West is becoming recognised as a cultural and creative region as can be
seen by Liverpool’s Capital of Culture 2008 status. Creative industries represent 4.5 per cent of the regions
GVA and employ in excess of 146,000 people across 13,474 businesses.12 The BBC relocation to Manchester
represents a significant opportunity for existing creative companies and will also generate new ventures across
the region. (5)

Since the BBC relocation announcement NorthWest Vision, the regional screen agency, has awarded regional
attraction fund awards to three independent television producers that have established new operations in
Manchester, Hat Trick North, Baby Cow and Channel K. Such private investment from independent
producers is linked to the opportunity that BBC program commissioning in the region would represent. Each
of these companies is employing local people and intends to produce their programmes within theNorth West
region. Channel K have teamed with Karushi Management to focus on signing emerging comedy talent in the
region. They are committed to ensuring the programmes they produce reflect the strengths and culture of the
North West region. This approach will enable the region to be represented across the UK and
internationally. (6)

Investment is being made within the region from the private sector to support the opportunities that the BBC
relocation represents. Manchester’s potential position as the UK’s second largest film and television economy
is already generating investment. A new venture to establish a production studio for retail television shopping

9 A snapshot of the Creative Industries in England’s North West—Culture Northwest 2004.
10 Manchester Business School report 2002.
11 Moving Forward: the Northern Way (2004).
12 Benchmarking Employment in the Cultural Industries—North West Bulletin March 2003.
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channels is being pioneered by a group ofManchester based entrepreneurs that recognise the increasing supply
of talent that the BBC relocation will provide in the region. (7)

The BBC relocation to Manchester also represents the opportunity for the region to develop and retain much
of its creative talent. London is currently viewed as the city of choice for most people within the film and
television industry. BBC commissioned programs within the region will provide the opportunity for local
talent to remain within the region and thus ensure that regional culture is represented within the programmes
oVered to the UK. (8)

Economic development and inward investment practise has, to some extent, been based on the theories
developed by Michael Porter in his analysis of the eVects that clusters have on competitive advantage. Porter
states that “The competitive advantage of a location does not usually arise in isolated companies but in clusters
of companies—in other words, in companies that are in the same industry or otherwise linked together
through customers, suppliers or similar relationships”.13 Greater Manchester has developed a considerable
creative industry cluster in the last 10 years. Indeed, employment in the sector has grown by 30 per cent during
this period.14 Over 90 per cent of regional businesses within the sector employ less than 10 people15 and it is
these micro businesses that stand to gain from the BBC relocation. Evidence exists to suggest that clustering
and networking helps companies develop and that this is particularly acute for SMEs.16 The relocation of the
BBC toManchester is likely to increase the amount of private investment into the region as the cluster expands
to take advantage of the opportunities the BBC will create. (9)

The convergence of content delivery and technology within the media and ICT17 sectors also represents a
significant opportunity for the region. Where content delivery has previously been the territory of the main
broadcasters this is increasingly being seen as the next market for businesses such as telecoms operators,
portals and Internet service providers. Increasing the regional cluster via the BBC relocation will strengthen
the ability of the area to be seen as a potential inward investment location for companies in these technology
markets. The opportunity to create a cross-sector cluster in the North West region would also give the BBC
access to innovation and market leading companies that can contribute to the direction of the BBC. Evidence
of this dual approach to inward investment can be seen in the success of areas such as Kista in Stockholm and
Nydalen in Norway.18 (10)

MIDAS has assisted several large organisations in their consideration and ultimately, choice of, Manchester
as a key business location. In our experience organisations, such as the Bank of New York, have selected
Manchester because it is able to provide all the required business services, skills, labour and infrastructure
found in London at a lower operating cost. For example, the cost of oYce space inManchester is considerably
less than comparable oVerings in London19 and salary levels are typically 25 per cent lower. In terms of value
to the licence payer, relocating the BBC to Manchester represents a lower cost alternative to London. (11)

The relocation of the BBC toManchester represents an opportunity to distribute the considerable benefits that
the organisation brings to the wider UK community. Such an initiative will strengthen the regional economy
and increase the representation of the regions within BBC programming. Value to the licence payers will be
evident in terms of the impact that a wider BBC organisation will have on the regional and thus UK
economy. (12)

7 October 2005

Letter from Dr P R Morris

I believe that all opinions should be taken into account, including those held by a substantial proportion of
the public who do not profess to hold any religious faith. I would argue this on the grounds of equity, including
the fact that everyone pays the broadcasting licence fee irrespective of religious belief and so should receive
equal consideration.

Regretfully, I have formed the impression that the substantial body of opinion which does not subscribe to
any religious belief has so far been disproportionally excluded from public broadcasting. For example, in
being denied an occasional voice within important opinion-forming contributions such as Thought for the
Day.

13 Michael Porter (1995) The Competitive Advantage of the Inner City, Harvard Business Review May–June.
14 Greater Manchester—Business Skills North West Sectoral Research—Creative Industries 2004.
15 Manchester Media Enterprise Zone—Feasibility Report, nmp April 2005.
16 Principles for Promoting Clusters and Networks of SMEs, UNIDO, October 1995.
17 Information Communication Technology.
18 Manchester Media Enterprise Zone—Feasibility Report, nmp April 2005.
19 King Sturge Rental Report Q2 2005. Comparable Grade A oYce space in Manchester costs £27.50 sq ft and in London, cost

£45.00 sq ft.
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It is for these reasons that I request your Committee take my views into account when deciding upon future
broadcasting policy.

7 October 2005

Memorandum by H Murphy

I would like to say that Humanists etc should be allowed on Thought for the Day as long as they are saying
something pleasant to the General Public. I think Thought for the Day is one of those slots which act as a rest
from hard news and is a time signifier and can be a sort of “cup of tea” before one goes out to work or starts
other things in one’s day.

3 September 2005

Letter from the Music Business Forum (MBF)

The Music Business Forum20 welcomes the opportunity to respond to the Committee’s extended inquiry into
the BBC Charter Review.

Given we have already responded to the broader terms of reference for this inquiry, our comments focus
specifically on broadcasting in the Nations and Regions and the BBC’s role as a commissioner and
broadcaster.

1. Broadcasting in the Nations and Regions

1.1 Generally, we support the general objective to substantially increase the BBC’s presence outside of
London in terms of production, commissioning, and staV location. The BBC’s Out of London strategy rightly
aims to spend the licence fee money more equitably across the UK to reflect the diversity of its audiences. The
BBC’s response to the Green Paper recognition that “a balance must be achieved between maintaining the
quality of output for licence fee payers and meeting the BBC’s ambitions for greater regional diversity in
production”, is welcomed. However, the BBC needs to develop its strategy in terms of its eVectiveness in other
regional centres beyond Manchester.

1.2 It is crucial that wherever the BBC is based, it must be fully accessible to the creative community and local
talent. Given that the DCMS has also indicated that there is an emerging body of evidence to suggest that
culture is a key driver in the regeneration process which can help create sustainable communities,21 this places
more importance on the BBC to be able to develop relationships with local and regional providers. The BBC
should fulfil its duty to stimulate local creative economies and engage local partners and businesses to ensure
that such relationships continue to develop in terms of creative clusters.

1.3 In terms of music provision specifically, from our perspective we want to see the BBC promoting local
musical talent—composers, songwriters, performers across all music genres. With this in mind, we would like
to see greater opportunities for people to access what could be classed as diverse orminority areas of creativity.
This would make a major contribution to the need for new talent to gain exposure to be seen and heard,
understood, appreciated, and shared. In the past there has been a tendency for the more popular areas of
creativity to squeeze out the minority ones.

1.4 We therefore point to the BBC local radio schemes under the recently developed initiative “Raw Talent”
banner that are currently running at BBCHumber, BBCLeeds, BBCNorthYorkshire, BBCSouthYorkshire,
and BBC West Yorkshire, as excellent examples of best practice at a local level which can be further
encouraged. We would like to see more examples of local radio stations working together in this way as well
as exchanging and sharing material from station to station and providing more material for the national radio
networks, and for the BBC to explore its relationship with the newly developing community radio stations
across the country. The BBC should work in partnership with non-profit making organisations and play its
role as venture capital for the creative economy throughout the UK.

1.5 This is especially relevant as regards the multi-cultural scene with there being large concentrations of
diVerent communities in specific geographical pockets. Therefore, we would like to see the BBC pursue
opportunities to promote new and interesting (local) music in order for it to be shared with a wider audience.
In these respects, we also would like to see the BBC actively promoting more “joined up thinking” between
radio and TV in order to present further opportunities for local talent. To this end we would particularly
welcome the strategic positioning of small and highlymobile TVfilm crewswithin the local radio environment.

20 The MBF is an informal group of music business organisations that, since its inception in the spring of 2002, has gained a reputation
as an eVective representation of the interests of the music business in its widest sense to Government.

21 DCMS consultation document: Culture at the Heart of Regeneration.
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1.6 In terms of the BBC developing its ultra local services, we acknowledge the potential role the BBC might
have to play here, as a conduit and platform for local talent, but the BBC must ensure that it recognises the
potential impact on existing local service provision.

2. The BBC as Commissioner Versus Broadcaster

2.1 The MBF recognises that the BBC must continue to play important roles as both a producer/
commissioner, as well as a broadcaster.

2.2 The role of the BBC as a “broadcaster” should be in the widest possible context of the word. Hitherto,
the BBC has been at the vanguard of the digital revolution and will continue to adjust to the new paradigm
in which content and the services attached to it connect and interact with audiences in new ways. Creative
services should be continually employed by the BBC to ensure reach and access and thus guarantee the long
term viability of the corporation. Against the background of more and more niche programming or
“narrowcasting”, the BBChas a vital role to play in ensuring that viewers and listeners are skilfully encouraged
to broaden their interests. This will require sophisticated signposting in all areas of the BBC’s output.

2.3 In this new era and the increased use of content produced by third parties, the BBC’s role as a
commissioner and broadcaster will become as important as its role as a creative producer. It is therefore vital
that the BBC acts upon its obligation as a beacon of good practice in terms of promoting the respect for the
rights of creators and contributors. This means clearing the rights of creators, paying market rates and
accounting properly—these principles should apply both to in-house productions and to those commissioned
from independent producers.

2.4 As the MBF noted in its initial response to the Committee in May this year, the BBC’s role as a
commissioner of music is extremely important to the UK’s communal, economic and cultural life given the
key responsibility in the public service broadcasting ecology to foster and promote new talent. As an example,
the role of the BBC as a commissioner of music is vital, particularly with respect to Radio 3/the world’s biggest
commissioner of new classical music.

2.5 Making programmes is a key element of the BBC’s role and a strong in-house production base must be
retained for the sake of creative risk and experimentation, particularly given that the licence fee has been
correctly perceived as “the venture capital for creativity”.

2.6 We agree with the BBC that the success of the organisation in terms of range of programming is verymuch
based on the achievement of “critical mass” in terms of the BBC’s infrastructure. We therefore believe it to be
vital that this “critical mass” should not be overly challenged by allowing any in-house facility to dwindle to
cover only those programmes that no independent company finds itself commercially viable to produce. In
this respect we do not welcome the BBC’s new Window of Creative Competition (WOCC). We believe that
there is a serious risk that the BBC’s in-house percentage share of production may well fall to as little as
60 per cent or even less of overall production which we consider to be exceptionally dangerous in terms of
preserving the “critical mass” referred to above. We share also the concerns expressed in a Work Foundation
report earlier this year that: “once the independent production sector is larger than the BBC in-house
production, with a capacity to produce every genre and out producing it in some, the BBC will reach a tipping
point at which it will find it very diYcult to justify in-house production capacity even on its reduced relative
scale”. With a reduced scale, the capacity of the BBC to sustain high infrastructure costs of maintaining many
diverse genres may well be threatened in the long term.

2.7 The potential long term dangers to the wider broadcasting ecology by reforming a BBC commissioning
structure should also be recognised so far as this “risks a serious hollowing-out as a creative organisation by
a rapidly growing and newly empowered independent sector who will be obliged to poach its talent because
of the paucity of its own training, while driving a hard bargain over both programme provision and re-use of
content in service provision—and the more the independent sector grows, the greater this impact will be.”22

2.8 Again, we recognise the value of the BBC’s commitment to training, diversity and the broad development
of opportunities in comparison to some of the independent producers.

We very much hope that the comments we have raised in our submission will also be useful considerations for
the Committee members.

For further information, please do not hesitate to get in contact with the MBF.

22 The Tipping Point: How much is broadcast creativity at risk? The Work Foundation, July 2005.
Tipping Point: How much is broadcast creativity at risk? The Work Foundation, July 2005.
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Memorandum by the National Secular Society

O. Conclusions and Recommendations

[References to other parts of this Submission are in parentheses.]

A. Do different faiths (including no faith beliefs) figure sufficiently in BBC programmes and services?

We conclude that:

1. on radio there is more than suYcient (indeed, we consider, excessive) programming allocated to
religious groups, given the proportion of active religious adherents in the population, which is quite
low. (Appendix B)

2. on television the existing programmes are too often of “dumbed down” and are lacking in scepticism
in the objective sense of that word; (2.1.08, 2.1.09)

3. on both radio and television religious groups are privileged and receive too much deference even
during “secular” programmes such as Today; (2.2.5, 2.2.6)

4. on both radio and television the non-faith or secular humanist viewpoint is ignored, misunderstood,
neglected or misrepresented in a negative way; (2.1 as a whole) particularly given they form a
significant proportion of the population -at least three times as much as the total adherents of
minority faiths. (Appendix B)

5. Nearly all programmes about religious beliefs or lifestances are allocated to a theist perspective while
practically none are allocated to a non-theist viewpoint, and of the few that are they treat a non-theist
perspective as almost pathological, requiring some better qualified, inevitably religious, person to
speak for them or explain their behaviour. (2.3.2)

B. How should faiths (including no faith beliefs) be represented in BBC programmes, services and governance?

We accept that:

1. programmes that are religious rituals/services have a place in BBC schedules since worshippers are
also licence payers;

2. there is a need for informative and educational programmes about religions; (2.1.13)

but we recommend that:

1. programming that tends towards proselytising should be removed from the schedules, except a bare
minimum of broadcasting time being devoted to worship until digital channels become available to
make it practical for the existing public service broadcasting requirements for religious programmes
to be cancelled; (1.1)

2. given the continuing increase in the number of peoplewith no religious belief, the number of religious
programmes especially on Radio 4 should be reduced; (app. B)

3. programmes dealing with the role of diVerent faiths in the community and the world should be made
without deference or excessive sensitivity, should be objective and not automatically exclude non-
theist views; (1.4)

4. similar programmes23 should be made showing how humanists live their lives without religion, or
how non-theists approach moral problems of our time without invoking the divine;

5. the BBC should commission programmes for the general viewer and broadcast on mainstream
channels at popular times (rather than be relegated to BBC4) that dispassionately examine the
history and claims of religions even though it may cause discomfiture to some faith groups;

C. What more can the BBC do the better to involve the public in its decision-making?

We recommend that:

— The equality of religion and other belief systems has been accepted by the government in several
strands of legislation, and the population as a whole is little influenced by religious leaders or
concepts. Rather than pay lip-service to the foregoing, the BBC should accept this wholeheartedly
and reflect this balance in the way they treat the non-religious and make programmes. (2.2 as
a whole)

23 presented by secularists and humanists, so that they can make their own case, instead of having their philosophy filtered through
someone who either doesn’t understand it or wants to deliberately misrepresent it.
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— The special interest lobby group known as the Central Religious Advisory Committee should be
abolished, or at the very least, reorganised to take account of non-theist viewpoints in a way that
broadly reflects the proportion of the population. (2.2.1)

— The BBC reviews (again) the way in which it deals with complaints. (2.3)

— That we should no longer keep referring clumsily to “belief and non-belief” when discussing these
matters, which simply underlines the diVerences, but use the more egalitarian Weltanschauung.

D. The brief—two concerns relating to the consultation itself

1. We note that the question asks “Do diVerent faiths (including no faith beliefs) figure suYciently . . .”. We
are disturbed that the question itself seems to be biased in that it does not seek to find out whether anyone
considers diVerent faiths (including no faith beliefs) to figure excessively.

2. We note in passing that we find the description “no faith beliefs” to be less than appropriate.Most if not all
of those without religious beliefs—particularly Atheists—would not consider that their positionwas a belief of
any description.

1. The purpose of religious broadcasting

1.0 Recently the BBC has been approached by the churches for more time to be allocated to “religious
broadcasting”. On the face of it, not an unreasonable request, until one asks the question, “What is the
purpose of religious broadcasting?” Is it one or more of the following:

(a) to bring the word of God to a wider audience;

(b) to boost the commitment and understanding of the faithful;

(c) to bring the church to the housebound;

(d) to comment on current events and social attitudes from a religious perspective;

(e) to educate the public in the beliefs, traditions and history of world religions ;

(f) to subject the history and beliefs of the religion to a professionally competent and objective
examination for the education of the public, particularly including the faithful.

1.1 Bearing in mind that the BBC is publicly funded, then from a secular (see 2.01 below and ) viewpoint
purposes (a) and (b) are entirely inappropriate, since it is not legitimate for the state or its institutions to
promote a religion, since this would lend legitimacy to one set of beliefs rather than another, beliefs which are
only a matter of opinion with no basis in fact. The state and its institutions’ obligation under Human Rights
legislation to guarantee freedom of worship does not extend to require the financing of or other support for
the churches. Existing BBC guidelines already warn against open proselytising. In any case, given the number
of sects and denominations, each convinced of its own supremacy and certainties, the entire output of the BBC
would probably not be enough to accommodate all of them to their satisfaction.And, having agreed to include
some religions, it is not clear on what democratic basis other more extreme religions, sects or cults are to be
excluded. If there were no religious broadcasts on the BBC, such questions would not arise.

1.2 Some measure of the deliberate and entirely incorrect overstatement of the importance religion is
contained in the Governors’ report of a seminar the BBC instituted Taking Belief Seriously which took place
on 13 May 2005, but to which no secular or humanist group was invited to send a representative, despite a
request by at least one to do so. The Report, a Summary of The BBC Governors’ Seminar On Religion24

contained the following, we consider to be partial, passages:

“4 IN 5 PEOPLE IN THE UK AND WORLDWIDE CLAIM A RELIGIOUS IDENTITY

“Only 1.1 billion of the world’s 6 billion inhabitants describe themselves as non-believers. And a
surprising 77 per cent of people in the 2001 UK census identified themselves with a faith-group
(23 per cent didn’t answer or said they had no religion).

“So though active involvement in religion is still declining in Britain, a strong sense of religious
identity persists.

(our emphasis) “And levels of participation mustn’t be underestimated . . . ”

24 http://www.bbcgovernors.co.uk/docs/reviews/taking—belief—seriously.html 1B
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This seems to overlook the fact that, according to aHome OYce Survey church attendance has been in decline
in each of the last six decades, and according to a Home OYce survey25 religion is only regarded as ninth in
importance to self identity, although the ranking is higher among those from minority ethnic backgrounds. It
is curious that, having embarked on such an exercise, neither the Governors or their staV were aware of these
facts, because had they been so they would have presumably alluded to them in the interests of balance.

1.3 As for (c)—services for housebound worshippers, we do not object to this kind of programme until
alternative digital or satellite services become widely available at a reasonable cost, but this is probably just a
few years away. Under d)—comment on current aVairs—we should expect any such programmes to include
a salutary and substantial contribution from freethinkers as well as from faith groups.

1.4 Purpose (e)—educating the audience about diVerent faiths—is entirely legitimate as long as the
presentation is objective and cultural rather than confessional. Programmes where this is being done in
excessive detail or at great length and/or being frequently repeated will suggest they should be categorised
under (a) or (b) as proselytising. In the case of (f)—objective examination of a faith—we doubt that any
programme, on TV or radio, that subjected a religion to close scrutiny would go without challenge or even
riots. The very few programmes that have done no more than dip toes in this water caused consternation in
some quarters. Yet this purpose is entirely legitimate, too.

1.5 If the above is accepted, then the type of programme that would be broadcast under secular rules need
not be assigned the special category of “religious” at all, but be part of the mainstream documentary and
current aVairs. A temporary exception, pending technological developments, would be programmes for
housebound worshippers.

2. Justification of our conclusions

2.0 Introduction—misconceptions in the BBC that religious observance is the norm in our society

Whether it is RemembranceDay or commemoration of a great disaster, the public event, attended by the great
and the good on behalf of all of us, almost invariably takes the form of a Christian service, thus automatically
excluding non-Christians and unbelievers. A recent example was the funeral of Robin Cook, which took place
in St Giles’ Cathedral. Despite the fact he was an atheist, the Today programme called it “defiantly secular”.

2.1 Some typical programmes: how the BBC neglects or misrepresents the non-theist viewpoint

First, radio—mostly R4.

2.1.01 Melvin Bragg’s In our time, a discussion programme involving three experts (usually) about ideas
in history which are important today, does not seem to be aware of such freethinkers as Voltaire,
Diderot or Bradlaugh. Discussions of Enlightenment figures are confined to scientists and their
scientific achievements, or in the case of Newton, attention may be drawn to his deep religiosity.
A letter from one of our members to the producer commenting on this fact and suggesting the
inclusion of big names in freethought was ignored. Indeed, when the discussion tends towards
being critical of religion, obviously moving away from Bragg’s script, he can almost be heard
squirming as he steers the discussion towards safer ground.

2.1.02 Programmes such as Beyond Belief, which examines religious belief today, sometimes include a
Humanist or atheist, but the presenter is an ordained minister and the token freethinker is never
allowed a free run at the subject.26 The former head of religious broadcasting Rev. Ernest Rhea
presented an edition of the programme on 29 August 2005 in which the BBC website billed,
somewhat tendentiously, we feel, as follows:

“Beyond Belief this week steps into the secular world when Ernie Rea explores the nature of
non-belief and uncovers the aims and intentions of those who clamour for a society without
religion. Non-believers see their tolerance as the only possible way of managing a community
which is troubled by religious fundamentalism. But can’t those very secular beliefs themselves
be the source of dispute and disagreement? And how do believers exercise their rights if their
faith has been relegated to the private sphere?”

2.1.03 During the programme the word “secularist” was misused by the two believers several times as a
synonym for “atheist” or “irreligious”, despite the fact that the two secularists (one identified as
an atheist, the other undetermined) were at pains to define secularism (as defined above 2.01 and

25 http://www.homeoYce.gov.uk/rds/pdfs04/hors274.pdf
26 In discussion programmes of this type or magazine programmes such as Sunday, it is surprising how little is said in a five-minute

interview, as those of us who have typed transcripts of them are very much aware.
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see glossary) more than once. Furthermore, Rhea as chairman of the discussion showed none of
the impartiality expected of such a position, and was shamelessly partisan. He, and others of
similar outlook, would do well to follow the advice from the BBC seminar Taking Religion
Seriously (May 2005), which recommended (our emphasis):

1K USE OF LANGUAGE

All broadcasters should try to be precise in their use of religious language. Words like
“fundamentalism”, “conservatism”, “secular” and “evangelical” need expert handling.
Particular risks surround phrases (like “Islamic terrorist”) linking religion with violent
action. As impartial broadcasters the BBC should continue to be aware that language is often
used as a weapon in religious conflicts.

2.1.04 The highly contentious Thought for the Day slot in the Today programme is restricted to speakers
who are believers. If it is thought sensible to devote two or three minutes to a spiritual (whatever
that means) contemplation of an event in the news, then this should not be the opportunity for
proselytising or religio-political soap-boxing, as it sometimes is. For example, Rev. X was
blatantly political in July 2004 when he demanded “explicitly Christian” legislation on
prostitution. Furthermore, the contributors sometimes deliver themselves of opinions which we
suspect most of the population would regard as smug or deluded, such as Ms Y on the tsunami
disaster last December, or Rev. Z on the devastation caused by hurricane Katrina (names
provided on request) . While these opinions may be crass or ill-prepared, the BBC is careful to
ensure that the speakers do not come from the full range of religious opinion, some of which may
be too shocking. Why there should be an objection to a freethinker speaker is not at all clear,
when—albeit very occasionally—the speaker makes no mention of God or religion and gives a
view of which no freethinker would disapprove. The TftD of 3 August 2005 by Dr. Jeevan Singh
Deol is an example. When we tell members of the general public that this ban still remains, most
are astonished and the continuance of the ban—despite so much protest—reinforces our
contention that non-believers are the last group, after homosexuals, who it is acceptable for public
bodies to discriminate against, in a way that would be unthinkable for minority religious groups.

2.1.05 BBC Radio4’s Sunday programme is broadcast every Sunday morning between 0710 and 0755,
devoted to religious news of all kinds and other news on which religious opinions are expressed.
Often the topics cry out for a secular viewpoint or a contrasting view to the religious one which is
expressed, and indeed up to around three years ago secular or humanist perspectives were heard
with reasonable regularity, even if only in letters that used to be read out. Now, revealingly, there
are no letters and non-religious dissention is only very occasionally, broadcast, and even then
mostly in a tokenistic way.

2.1.06 The Radio 4 programme The Westminster Hour—The Sunday Supplement on 2 January 2005
featured material which amounted to an attack on secularism; the programme allowed no access
to secularists and misrepresented our viewpoint. Although this was an opinion piece, it was so
biased that Dr Evan Harris MP was moved to make an oYcial complaint.

2.1.07 It is also noteworthy that Radio 3 finds it necessary to follow the church calendar throughout the
year. Most atheist music lovers will freely admit that much great music has been composed for
church use, and do not object to its presence on R3, but there are days in the year when R3 is wall-
to-wall religious music and musical worship.

Next, television

2.1.08 Those of our members who have sampled BBC1’s The Heaven and Earth Show on occasion have
not been impressed. The treatment of the topic is shallow, with too many people asking questions
which there is not enough time to answer in any sensible way. In one programme watched by a
member the token Humanist was allowed to say two sentences, more or less, while other
contributors made longer statements of dubious validity. At the time of writing the programme is
billed to have a studio audience asking a vicar and a sitcom star questions about the paranormal.

2.1.09 Last year the BBC made a TV programme about the state of religious belief in this country, which
from previous experience we expected would be fragmentary, shallow and uninformative. It was
worse than expected, since one of the speakers, Dr Jonathan Miller, stormed out of the studio in
protest at the moronic level of the programme. Later, Dr Miller was seen on BBC4—n.b. not
BBBC 1 or BBC2—presenting a series on the history of atheism, which contained little in the way
of commentary on religious doctrine, let alone close examination. This sop to Cerberus has yet to
be seen on either of the BBC’s main channels, an example of the quarantining atheists, who seem
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to be regarded by the BBC as people apart, to the BBC’s least watched channel, and at a late hour,
is demonstrably blatant discrimination.

2.1.10 News reporting especially is supposed to be impartial, so it was unpleasant for one of ourmembers
to hear a report from News 24 on Christmas Day about Christian missionaries here and in Africa
during which the commentator spoke about the “disease” of secularism, which was a “threat”.

2.1.11 Another of our members noticed this example (his words quoted) aimed at children, and it is not
the only one:

This afternoon (24 October 2001, BBC1, 17:00) there was a disturbing example of religious
proselytising on the BBC children’s programme Blue Peter. The show was a special on the
subject of ancient Rome and included an account of a story where St Peter met Jesus on the
highway who persuaded him to return to the city to be crucified. The presenter told this story
as though it were historically true, whilst we were shown film of an actor portraying a Christ-
like figure appearing in the haze. No attempt was made to separate this from other parts of
the programme which presented real historical facts about the Romans. I find it particularly
disturbing that religious mythology is being presented this way in a programme aimed at
children.

2.1.12 The BBC seminar on Taking religion seriously (May 2005) opined that:

There may be wariness in British television about commissioning and scheduling dramas
which are overtly religious, and contain characters who have religiousmotives. This contrasts
with a much more accepting attitude to strong political beliefs.

and suggested making dramas with more overtly religious themes. The BBC is even more
wary about making dramas with overtly atheist or humanist themes. A small but significant
pointer is the nature of the funeral when a character dies: although humanist funerals are
becoming more and more popular, the scene is automatically a Christian service, usually
including the bizarre phrase “in sure and certain hope of the resurrection”.

2.1.13 The same seminar concluded

Basic knowledge of religion is very poor in Britain.27 With the expertise of its Religion and
Ethics department, the BBC can help to provide much-needed basic education about the
nature and history of religion.

but made no mention of objectivity.

2.2 Other examples of the BBC’s bias towards religion:

2.2.1 The BBC website has a page devoted to the Central Religious Advisory Council, which is an
independent body advising the BBC onmatters pertaining to religion. The list of its members does
not include their religious aYliations, except through such titles as bishop or rabbi. There is in fact
no secular or humanist representative on this body, although the government in several strands of
legislation has established the equality of belief and non-belief.

2.2.2 In May this year (2005) the BBC Governors held a meeting about religious broadcasting, the
purpose of which was apparently “to find new ways to engage the audience with religion”. It is
surely not in the remit of the BBC to help faith groups with their proselytising.28 It does not, it
seems, occur to the BBC that since the BBC’s audience is clearly not interested, they should, as in
any other field, make fewer programmes not more. See also Appendix B on this point.

2.2.3 In the listing of the panel assembled to discuss “Taking belief seriously” there is no mention of the
religious aYliation of the members, except where it may be inferred from titles such as bishop. It
appears that no member of the panel was, for example, a humanist or freethinker. We should not
expect, for example, the following conclusion being admitted to the report on the seminar without
protest from a humanist:

27 Not least among the BBC’s own staV!
28 It seems, according to the DG, that “The seminar was never intended to encourage or assist the BBC in “proselytising for religions””,

but governors turning up to the meeting with that phrase in their heads would find it diYcult to engage with non-belief.
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1e RELIGION: MORE A MORAL AESTHETIC THAN A SYSTEM OF BELIEF?

It may help to think of religion as an art-form which helps us to avoid despair and see the
world in a spirit of wonder and awe. From this perspective the language of “myth” is not the
same as “untruth”.

Nor is religion necessarily about the supernatural. Most religious experience is less about
believing in a creed than behaving in ways that change and transform, and help us see the
sacred in other people.

2.2.4 In an age when “old-time religion” has lost much of its hold, it seems that with ideas such as the
above the BBC is willing to join with the churches in annexing ordinary decent human impulses
and the emotions generated by good art and the natural world.

2.2.5 AReligion and Ethics newsletter this year listed a variety of religious festivals, Christian, and non-
Christian, with URLs for explanatory web pages. It seems that the BBC sees itself more and more
as an agency for promoting religious bodies.

2.2.6 A BBC report looking at impartiality in representing religions (Impartiality Review July 2004)
mentioned atheists once in a statistics section and humanists once in a quote from an evangelical.
While it may be argued that the report was about religion, that misses the point—why isn’t the
BBC considering its partiality/impartiality across the whole range of belief systems? In other
words, Weltanschauung,29 rather than belief, non-belief, faith, atheism etc.

2.3 The BBC’s handling of complaints about religious programmes

2.3.1 Complaints about misrepresentation of the secular viewpoint are ignored or fobbed oV with a
form letter, or if there is a reply, it frequently misrepresents the nature of the complaint. We are
told that since most of the output of Radio 4, for example, is “secular”, we have no reason to
complain (see 2.3.4 below). This interpretation of the word “secular” in this context is, of course,
disingenuous and self-serving.

2.3.2 Sometimes the BBC reminds us of The Moral Maze,30 a discussion programme in which four
panellists interview “witnesses” on the topic of the day. Two of the panellists are usually
freethinkers or atheists. Leaving aside the main problem of this programme, the fact that at least
two panellists usually have entrenched black and white views and never change their opinions as
a result of the discussion, This is just one programme to set against many others where the faith
position goes unchallenged. When one of our members wrote to the Religion and Ethics
department asking them to name one single programme in which humanists, freethinkers and
atheists could put forward their points of view in like manner uninterrupted, he received no
reply—for there is no such programme. Even less likely on present form is the prospect of
programmes made by freethinkers themselves.31

2.3.3 Another case in point is the reception given to complaints about the restriction of Thought for the
Day to believers. The obdurate refusal of the BBC last year to give proper consideration to the
complaints of secularists on this matter should be a cause for shame, particularly since the BBC
misrepresented the steps it had taken in dealing with the complaint.32 Alan Bookbinder, the Head
of Religion and Ethics, and reportedly an agnostic, had earlier—it seems—expressed the attitude
of the BBC management when he wrote in a letter to Daily Telegraph, 23 July 2003 (our
emphasis—and a further example of an attitude which would be unthinkable if directed by
employees of a publicly funded corporation towards any otherminority as our previous objections
have to it have resulted in neither apology nor retraction):

Contributors are not dropped from Thought for the Day for being “too religious”, but for
failing to meet the slot’s exacting standards. And our recent success fighting oV the atheist
lobby demonstrates that it is still very much a religious slot.

29 Approximately “world outlook”; no English equivalent, as in the case of Schadenfreude, another German word in common use
30 Invented by Rev. Ernest Rhea, then Head of Religious Broadcasting.
31 The exception, Dr Jonathan Miller’s series of programmes, noted elsewhere.
32 In a letter date 17 August 2004 to the DG, we wrote “The high profile (100! signatories reading like an extract from Who’s Who)

formal complaint was rejected on air the morning after it was sent, before it could possibly have been considered in an impartial way.
One of our Honorary Associates, Polly Toynbee, was later misled by a senior executive at BH claiming that the Governors had seen
and rejected our complaint. She was so aVronted by the episode, she wrote about it in the Guardian.”
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2.3.4 An example of the way in which the BBC simply does not understand (wilfully?) complaints from
secularists is the answer from a Religion and Ethics producer in reply to a complaint thePause for
Thought (R2) contained only religious viewpoints (our emphasis):

“The answer to your query is that because Pause For Thought and Thought For The Day are
part of the BBC’s religious output, it would not be appropriate to give a platform in these
slots to anti-religious views. There are, of course, plenty of opportunities for the secular
perspective to be expressed across the BBC’s non-religious output.”

This output includes, we contend, a substantial and increasing proportion of religious
proselytisation, (which we consider to be verging on subversive). What is not mentioned in
the above answer is that such uncontested slots are used to voice anti-secular views.

Of course, humanists and atheists allowed access to these slots would not put forward anti-
religious views, and that is not what was being requested. The DG himself is content to replicate
similar excuses (21 September 2004):

The non-religious approach to life has been regularly featured on Belief on Radio 3, The
Heaven and Earth Show on BBC One, and Sunday, Beyond Belief and The Moral Maze on
Radio 4.

—without, of course acknowledging that the freethinkers in these programmes are all carefully
corralled by believers. It is worth repeating that there are no programmes on the BBC (radio and
main TV channels) which humanists and atheists have entirely to themselves: this is not the case
for the religious.

2.3.5 Many of the BBC’s staV also acknowledge that the Corporation favours religion excessively.
Evidence of this is shown in Appendix A.

10 October 2005

Appendix A

THE BBC STAFF’S ATTITUDE TO THE CORPORATION’S STANCE ON RELIGION

BBC’s own staV oppose discrimination against atheists exclusion from TftD in their own house magazine,
Ariel:

Extracts from Ariel

28/1/03, P11—Second Thought

Within the BBC values framework, it states that we, as an organisation, should “make sure our output tests
all points of view, and gives voice to a wide range of opinions”.

How does this sit with Radio 4’s Thought For The Day? The programme continues to disallow atheists from
expressing their beliefs. Will the programme makers be changing their policy in light of the newly published
values?
Gavin Lennon, Hutchison 3G project

4/2/03, P10—Why we must keep faith with format

I do not think the BBC is failing atheists by excluding them from Thought for the Day (January 28). This item
is of a religious nature and atheism is an anti-religious viewpoint. I do not recall seeing members of the Flat
Earth Society on The Sky at Night, pro-hunting positions on wildlife programmes, or those who wish to ban
boxing on the BBC’s sports output, so why should those who are opposed toGod expect space in programmes
expressing spiritual values?

If this argument seems less than compelling to atheists, they can console themselves in the knowledge that the
rest of the BBC’s message is generally anti-Christian, atheists getting the last word, the best questions, and the
most heroic positions. God is usually left with only the halt, the lame, the mentally confused and the
inadequate to speak for him.

As a parting note, I’m left wondering exactly what kind of thought for the day atheism has to oVer. I can’t see
despair or defeatism or self-pity going down too well at that hour in the morning.
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John Davis, senior archives researcher

P10 Thought-Provoking

John Davis’ sour and mean-minded attack on atheists is another great argument for our inclusion in Thought
for the Day (4 February). Not that we needed one.

TftD is not a religious item. In practice it is a daily piece about ethics and morality. Restricting it to the
religious maintains the fiction that one must have religion to have morality.

Where’s the ‘despair’ in knowing you have just one life and living it to the full? Where’s the defeatism in
working to improve your world for those around you and those who follow you? Where’s the self-pity in
realising that, without someone to wipe your slate clean, you alone can take responsibility for your actions?

Recently there was much talk about making TftD less trite’. May I humbly suggest that this could be achieved
by inviting contributors who have to think hard about their morals, rather than those who have them dictated
by a very old book.

Colin Hazelden, BBC North Yorkshire

May I reassure John Davis that I suVer no anguish whatever in finding no need for a supernatural explanation
of the world? Nature is just as astonishing, beautiful and fascinating whether we believe that it’s part of an
unfathomable plan, or that it just blunders along on its own. Tragedy and suVering are neither explained nor
lessened by the proposition that they serve a greater being’s hidden purpose.

Martin Young, studio and location group

Atheism is an empowering philosophy which values reason over ignorance, enquiry over acceptance That’s
why theists have always striven to devalue and censor it. How sad that people like John Davis and the
producers of Thought for the Day are still fighting the battles of the Middle Ages.

Richard Crompton, BBC Four news

John Davis asks why those opposed to God should expect space in programmes expressing spiritual values?
This is the Today programme you’re talking about, right? And since when are atheists opposed to God, I
thought that was Satanists.

As an incredible parting shot he says he can’t see ‘despair, defeatism or self-pity going down too well’ in the
slot. There’s a guy who stands at Oxford Circus every day with a megaphone who says pretty much the same
thing, judging people he knows nothing about.

Andrew Badley, Henry Wood House

John Davis says that he doesn’t understand why those ‘opposed to God’ should expect airtime in a ‘spiritual
programme’. As I understand it, atheism does not exclude spirituality—individual spirituality is truly an
indefinable quantity and not the preserve of organised religions.

Greg Boraman, Digital radio development

Appendix B

SOME STATISTICS ON RELIGION

The BBC’s recent published opinions on religious broadcasting seem to indicate that their audience ought to
be interested in religious programmes and would be if only the programme makers could come up with a
winning formula, perhaps using a charismatic presenter or packaging the material so that it appears less
didactic, or boring. They talk to established representatives of religions, who will naturally put on the best
face, but they don’t seem to draw appropriate conclusions from any research done with ordinary people. But
is the BBC likely to spark interest in religion in an audience that thinks it doesn’t matter? While the churches
would like to enlist the BBC in their eVorts to reverse these trends, that, surely, is not what the BBC is for.

The following extracts from surveys taken in the last few years indicate the increasing rejection of religion in
this country.
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1. DfES Report no. 546 (2004) on social attitudes among young people 12–18:

A third of young people described themselves as belonging to a religion, with the majority, just over
a quarter, belonging to a Christian religion. Two thirds did not regard themselves as belonging to
any religion, an increase of ten percentage points in as many years (from 55 per cent in 1994 to
65 per cent in 2003).

As the next table shows, young people were markedly more likely than adults not to see themselves
as belonging to a religion. It should be noted that the overall figure for adults disguises considerable
age related diVerences; among 18 to 24 year olds, 60 per cent said they did not belong to a religion
(as did 56 per cent of 25 to 34 year olds).

Table 2.2

RELIGION

12–19 year olds 18!
1994 1998 2003 2003

per cent per cent per cent per cent

None 55 64 65 43
Christian 36 30 27 50
Islam/Muslim 3 1 5 3
Hindu 1 1 1 1
Jewish — — 1 1
Sikh 1 — 1 1
Base 580 474 663 4,432

2. The Church of England is fond of quoting the 2001 census figures to the eVect that more than 70 per cent
of people in England and Wales consider themselves to be Christian. It would be unwise to rely on this figure
for two reasons:

(i) As the Scottish version of the census showed, diVerent results are obtained if you ask first about
religion of upbringing, then about religion currently practised. As we noted in our consultation
response to the OYce of National Statistics in August 2005:

In the 2001Census the Scottish questions came the nearest to being comprehensive and accurate
by acknowledging the statistically significant distinction (both qualitatively and quantitatively)
between the subjects’ religion of upbringing and their religion at the time of the Census, and
asking about both. This double question has enabled research to be undertaken which has given
a much better understanding of religious belief and adherence in Scotland, such as that carried
out by Prof Steve Bruce and Tony Glendinning at the University of Aberdeen.

(ii) The framers of the question assumed that the respondents would know what was meant by
Christianity (or Islam, or . . .). AReader’s Digest Survey inMarch 2005 showed that only 48 per cent
of those questioned knew what Christians are remembering at Easter, the most important Christian
festival. It would be interesting to do a survey to find out what those who labelled themselves
Christian really know about Christianity.

Other surveys seem to yield answers at odds with the census:

3. Mori poll, May 2005 (The Tablet 20/5/05) shows low levels of religious belief 24 per cent of electors define
themselves as having no religion.

4. National Centre for Social Research Research33 65 per cent of 12–19 tear olds define themselves as having
no religion

5. Welsh Omnibus Survey—June 200434 for C4C 59 per cent never or very occasionally attend a place of
worship

6. Yougov poll 2005 Is C of E important?

In a large-scale of over 3,500 people, the C of E came 32nd out of 37 in a list of what people think defines
Britishness. Only 17 per cent of respondents thought that the Church of England was “very important” in
contributing to a sense of Britishness, while 23 per cent thought it was “not important at all”.

33 Report No 564 publ 2004 Young People in Britain: The Attitudes and Experiences of 12–19 Year Olds.
34 Beaufort Research Limited, 2004 http://www.beaufortresearch.co.uk
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Memorandum by The Newspaper Society

1. Thank you for inviting the Newspaper Society to make a further submission to the extended inquiry of the
House of Lords Select Committee on the BBC Charter Review.

2. The Newspaper Society represents the regional newspaper industry and has a particular interest in your
request for comment relating to Broadcasting in the Nations and Regions: “Should the BBC move towards
ultra-local services? If so, what form should said services take? Should the BBC provide stand-alone local
services or work in partnership with other non-profit distributing organisations?”

3. The Newspaper Society’s members publish around 1,300 newspaper titles, serving regions, cities, towns,
villages and neighbourhoods throughout the United Kingdom. The regional press is the most read media,
most trusted by its readers, who number around 85 per cent of the adult population. It has a long tradition
of providing essential news and information, leading campaigns, stimulating opinion, debate and action and
enabling businesses to reach their customers in the local community. The regional press has a long heritage of
building substantial public value in the communities in which it is based, independently of state support and
public funding.

4. Regional newspaper companies face fierce competition for those readers and advertisers. They are investing
and innovating to complement their traditional portfolio of print, text and pictures with broadcast, audio,
video and interactivity online. The underlying migration from printed page alone to print alongside TV, PC,
mobile phone or other screen is a fundamental trend for the local press and vital for its long term future. This
is threatened by the freedom that the Government’s Green Paper would continue to permit the BBC to enjoy
and the adverse impact upon its commercial competitors that the Government apparently intends to
encourage the BBC to exploit.

5. The regional newspaper industry’s ability to sustain its crucial role in its communities is at risk from the
BBC’s planned expansion in the local and regional media. The BBC wants to use the freedoms given by its
existing Charter to expand its existing services, claiming justification through its nations and regions remit for
its plans for ultra local television, expansion of its Where I Live and local websites. Far from remedying an
instance of market failure, this expansion is likely to precipitate one, condoned and encouraged by
Government through the Charter Review Green Paper. Commercial competitors could be pushed out by a
licence fee funded BBC, unrestrained by the commercial demands of the market, taking advantage of cross-
promotion, branding, scale economies and privileged distribution. At a stage when local online or TV services
are starting to become commercially viable, a large scale BBC roll out could undermine the business case for
commercial innovation and distort investment. In the long term, local digital media could eVectively be
restricted to eVective monopoly provision by the BBC.

6. There is even uncertainty as to the form of the regulatory regime for the BBC’s West Midland ultra-local
television pilot service through which the BBC intends to “expand links between the BBC’s Where I Live
websites, local radio and television” and hopes will lead to 60 similar services across the UK:

— it is uncertain whether the pilot will be reviewed under the new or existing Charter, given the BBC’s
timing of its launch and its evaluation;

— if it is to be reviewed under the existing Charter, that raises questions about the appropriateness of
the BBC undertaking its own review so close to January 2007 and what the role if any the Secretary
of State will have;

— we have no assurances that the reviewwill examine the interaction between the pilot service and other
local BBC services and publications that the BBC envisages of such significance;

— we do not know whether the public value and market impact tests under the new Charter will be
applied to the proposed 60 separate local services on an individual basis.We consider that this is very
important as public value and market impact considerations will vary from area to area;

— we do not know whether the services’ operation will be subject to review and whether revision or
withdrawal could result.

7. The industry is very concerned about the proposed supremacy of the BBC Trust under the new regime and
in particular its ability to overrideOFCOM’smarket impact assessments. The proposals would allow the BBC
Trust to authorise new BBC services on public value grounds, despite the independent assessment that they
will have adverse market impact. As the BBC Trust is specifically to be given this power, it is clear that
improved transparency and accountability in the way that the BBC functions are not expected to preclude any
such situation arising. Improvements in BBC openness are not suYcient to address the industry’s objection
to the BBC Trust override.
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8. Under the Green Paper proposals, the BBC Charter remains as broad as ever; the BBC’s existing services
remain unchecked and free for development, in any way across any media that the BBC chooses; new
commercial services will be freed from any prior consent requirements; fair trading commitments will be
opaque; and the BBCTrust, not theGovernment, will be able to decidewhether new licence fee funded services
should be authorised, even if OFCOM has independently decided that they have an adverse market impact.

9. The Newspaper Society has produced a full report examining the impact of the BBC’s regional activities
permitted under the Green Paper proposals upon the regional press. As a result, the Newspaper Society
considers that the Government should revise its proposals and:

— reject the BBC’s proposed model of large-scale rollout of “ultra-local” TV/ broadband internet to
50–60 cities at this stage of the market’s development;

— deny additional licence-fee funding for either “ultra-local” TV or for further development of the
BBC’sWhere I Live sites;

— ensure greater transparency in the BBC’s investments in local services through publication of
detailed accounts for these services;

— deploy public funding to research/pilot programmes of local commercial media services on digital
platforms—and publish the findings in the public domain;

— where publicly-funded pilot programmes are conducted by the BBC—such as theMidlands local TV
trials—ensure that the BBCboth involves localmedia groups in the design and execution of the pilot,
and publishes all findings in the public domain;

— ensure that any future decisions on extending local BBC services be contingent not only on a public
value/market impact test, but also on the completion of OFCOM’s review of local TV post-
switchover and on a public consultation of the role for commercial media in light of its findings;

— confirm that public value/market impact tests be undertaken by OFCOM and not the BBC Trust,
and that the process for conducting these assessments be open to public consultation;

— reframe the BBC’s eventual remit in local communities as a cautious and selective intervention in
certain areas—be they specific localities, types of service or audience segments—where there is clear
evidence that commercial models will not be sustainable;

— define a clear “exit plan” for any new BBC services that are approved—namely a set of measurable
and transparent criteria under which the original justification for BBC intervention ceases to be
valid, and at which point the BBC is compelled to withdraw from the provision of these services;

— define specific areas where the BBC should oVer assistance to local commercial media in their
migration from traditional to digital media platforms. This might include facilitating distribution,
providing access to the BBC’s output and archive on favourable commercial terms, or promoting
emerging commercial ventures.

10. Furthermore, contrary to the Green Paper’s suggestions, the industry contends that:

— the BBC Charter should no longer allow the BBC to pursue any public service or commercial
activity, by means of any technology available, by reference to widely defined core public purposes;

— the proposed scope and regulation of the BBC’s publicly funded services and commercial services,
the proposed roles of the BBCTrust, OFCOMandSecretary of State and proposals for transparency
will not provide adequate safeguards for the commercial sector;

— existing services, new services and changes or proposals for extensions to any service should all be
subject to consent and licence, with the decisionmade by an assessor wholly independent of the BBC.
The consent and licence procedures should require strict definition of the scope of the services
licensed, consultation of commercial competitors, an independent assessment of the impact of the
service or the proposed change upon commercial competitors, refusal of consent if there is an adverse
market impact, continuous review of the operation of the services, assisted by financial transparency,
and mechanisms to enable swift changes to service licences, including withdrawal of licences. There
should also be appropriate procedures for independent review of the services in operation; eVective
enforcement procedures to ensure compliance with the terms of any licence; appeal of decisions and
remedies including confirmation, variation or revocation of consent and licences. Third parties,
including commercial competitors, should be able to initiate and be party to review, enforcement and
appeal procedures.

11. The regional press also considers that the Government must consult on the proposed review of the BBC’s
licence fee funding and in the course of any review of public funding for a wider system of public service
broadcasting.
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12. The Newspaper Society would be very happy to provide further detailed comment upon the important
issues at stake for the regional press, if this would be helpful.

7 October 2005

Memorandum by The Non-Subscribing Presbyterian Church of Ireland

RESPONSE TO THE PAPER ON CHARTER REVIEW

The NSPCI welcomes the broadly-based nature of the Government’s consultations on Charter Review and
the meetings and research which have taken place in Northern Ireland as part of this work. It is encouraged
by the Green Paper’s commitment to the BBC’s continuing role as a large-scale broadcaster focussed
exclusively on the public interest and its independence from political, commercial and sectional
considerations. We recognise the important role played by the BBC at local level and its contribution to the
social, cultural and economic life of our region. It will be essential to maintain the breadth and eVectiveness
of this activity over the next Charter period and for the BBC to reflect the diversity of life in Northern Ireland
in both its local and Network programming. We believe that our region should be more fully reflected in the
BBC’s UK-wide television and radio schedules and welcome assurances that the volume of such material will
increase considerably as part of the new Charter settlement. In all of this, it will be important to maintain the
distinctiveness and quality of the BBC’s output and for its activities to be clearly aligned with the public
purposes and characteristics outlined in the Green Paper and also for the Corporation’s performance against
these criteria to be monitored in a consistently rigorous, robust and transparent manner.

Ensuring that the BBC fulfils its public purposes and potential and developing its accountability to licence
payers will be key responsibilities for the BBC Trust. The latter’s credibility and eVectiveness will depend on
the skills and diversity of its members and their understanding of the needs, circumstances and characteristics
of the BBC’s audiences across the UK. In this respect we believe that it will be critically important for the next
Charter to include provision for full and mandatory Northern Ireland representation on the BBC Trust
(consistent with arrangements in place since 1952 for the appointment of a BBC National Governor for
Northern Ireland). We are concerned about the ambiguity of the Green Paper’s commitments in respect of
nations’ representation on the BBC Trust and believe that this is a fundamental issue for the new Charter. It
will also be important to make adequate provision for Accountability structures at more local level and for
the powers and responsibilities of the Broadcasting Council to be enhanced, to include the development of its
advisory role in respect of BBC Network programming and other aspects of the Corporation’s work.

We agree with theGreen Paper’s statement that the BBC should reflect all aspects of theUK’s diversity in both
its mainstream and specialist programmes and welcome Government’s view that the BBC should “provide a
range of programming reflecting diVerent religions” and that such output should include acts of worship
alongside current aVairs, drama and other programmes which explore issues of religion and ethics from
diVerent perspectives and for a range of diVerent audiences. Maintaining the quality, volume and prominence
of such output and developing its appeal for a generalist audience should be key priorities for the BBC over
the coming period. We believe that such output should adequately reflect the traditions, activities and beliefs
of smaller Christian denominations and faith communities and that the BBC should be more pro-active in its
engagement with these communities as part of its work to respond to the diverse and changing nature of local
and wider UK society.

We note the increasing availability and use of digital television and radio and believe that audiences in
Northern Ireland should have full and equitable access to BBC services across the full range of existing/
developing delivery platforms and suggest that Government should give careful consideration to the needs of
disadvantaged and vulnerable groups in the implementation of its plans for digital switchover. We note that
Northern Ireland may be the last UK national region to become “fully digital” and will wish to understand
the criteria that will guide phasing of this process and to seek assurances that local communities will not be
disadvantaged by the schedule for analogue switch-oV.

In summary, we broadly welcome the Green Paper’s proposals for the future of the BBC and its emphasis on
the need for the BBC to remain “a cultural institution of real size and scope” with clearly defined public
purposes/characteristics and a commitment to reflecting the diversity of the UK in its structure, programme-
making activity and output. We believe that it will be important for new BBC Accountability arrangements
to safeguard and build upon the best elements of existing practice and for this to include full Northern Ireland
representation on the BBC Trust (and all/any other UK-wide bodies established to represent licence payers
interests) and an enhanced role for the local Broadcasting Council. Appointments to the latter should be
publicly advertised and independently audited, consistent withOCPAguidelines and practice, and should seek
to ensure that the composition of the Council remains broadly reflective of Northern Ireland society.
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We look forward to receiving the Department’s views on these issues and hope that our concerns and
recommendations will inform its work in developing the White Paper and new Charter document.

27 April 2005

Memorandum by K Partington

There is too much religious broadcasting on the BBC and not enough attention paid to the MAJORITY of
British people who have NO religion at all. The fairest system would be to allow NO religious broadcasting,
and allow the BBC to concentrate its vast resources and income on broadcasting material interesting to the
general population—most of whom are non-religious.

9 October 2005

Memorandum by S Perry

Do different faiths (including no faith beliefs) figure sufficiently in BBC programmes and services?

There is an over-emphasis on the positive aspects of faith, with very little focus on the negative aspects.
Atheism or non-faith is essentially ignored, presumably to avoid oVending those of religion.

Atheism is essentially the belief that religion has got it wrong. The phrase “you’re wrong” might oVend
religious leaders, but this oVence should not be allowed to suppress the alternative view. Anything that
encourages people to debate and think about religion must surely be a good thing.

How should faiths be represented in BBC programmes, services and governance?

Objectively.

Politically, the BBC must take an objective approach. This objective policy must be extended to religion if the
BBC is going to be seen as truly independent.

Currently, BBC programming is surprisingly pro-religion. How many Atheists or believers without an
organised religion have so far spoken on Radio 2’s Thought for the Day?

If the BBC is to continue its religious programming, it needs to be objective.When addressing a religious belief
or idea, perhaps it would be better if the following points were addressed:

— What arguments/evidence exists from the religious leaders to show this is right or truthful?

— What arguments/evidence exists from scientists or ethics experts that this is wrong or unethical? The
BBC should not be afraid to give the impression of “this didn’t happen” in the case of overwhelming
scientific evidence (eg the Adam and Eve story).

— Does the view being given contradict what is written in the written text of the religion itself?

When discussing religious topics in the first place, currently the majority of subjects seem to be defined by the
religious leaders themselves. They almost always focus on aspects of the religion that coincide with the public
majorities’ moral beliefs, so that people see only the positive side of religion. This isn’t an objective approach.
Rarely do we see a program investigating beliefs about homosexuality, non-virgin brides or other religions as
they are taught according to the word of the Bible, Koran or other religious text. You need to show both sides
to be objective.

8 October 2005

Memorandum by Professor Phil Redmond CBE

The Broadcasting of Sport

Q1: Should the BBC have a duty to bid for certain sports events?

The BBC should only have a duty to bid for coverage of sporting occasions that pass a cultural imperative
test. ie: are they of interest to the nation as a whole and/or the occasion is/will not be adequately covered
elsewhere; are they minority sports receiving no commercial exposure; are they developing sports that needs
promoting and encouraging? This should be a wider test than the “protected events” criteria.
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However, if and when the BBC does decide to bid for such events, to reduce high prices paid for access (which
must come from the Licence Fee); there is also no need for the BBC to have exclusive rights to such occasions.
They should be free to explore the partnership possibilities in sharing resources with commercial broadcasters
and, as a consequence, also receive either free access to such events or share in sponsorship revenue for
exposure on the PSB platforms. This is not the same as competing for rights.

Q2: Is the BBC too aggressive in the way it bids for sports rights?

The BBC is probably as aggressive as the market demands.

Q3: Should there be an independent review of the way the BBC bids for sports rights?

There should be an independent enquiry taking on board the comments made in Q1 above.

Broadcasting in the Nations and Regions

Q1: Does the BBC’s proposed move to Manchester represent value for money for the licence payer?

The proposed move to Manchester is probably not value for money as it mainly involves relocating people
from one centre to another with all the concomitant costs and diYculties that will entail. It would be far better
to change policy and allow the staV at the existing regional centres to change their focus so that they can supply
programming from the regions to the centre. This would not require huge upheaval and relocation costs.

Q2: Should the BBC continue to decentralise?

The BBC should continue to decentralise but the definition of the term needs close scrutiny. Decentralisation
is not relocating existing structures to newer buildings.

Q3: Should the BBC move towards “ultra-local” services?

The BBC should not move to ultra-local services as this would require resources far beyond what would be
politically acceptable, for both government and Licence Fee payers. The BBC should retain its role as national
public service broadcaster but should look to using that position as a collator and disseminator of cultural
agendas.

Q4: If so, what form should such services take?

The BBC should not supply ultra-local services as it will never have suYciently strong roots in local
communities to make them eYcient and relevant.

Q5: Should the BBC provide stand-alone local services or work in partnership with other non-profit distributing
organisations?

The BBC should not provide stand alone services but should work in partnership with local community
groups. In areas such as training and media aggregator.

The BBC World Service

[No response submitted]

Religious Broadcasting

[No response submitted]

The BBC as Commissioner Versus Broadcaster

Q1: In the context of the digital revolution is the future of the BBC principally as a producer and commissioner of high
quality programming or as a broadcaster?

In a future digital world the term broadcaster will become redundant as consumers will migrate to whatever
digital medium they feel most with whether that be radio, television, PDA, phone etc. The role for the BBC
will be to act as content aggregator and provide a safe and trusted portal for consumers to use. This tends to
suggest that the future will be as commissioner. It will be forced by technological change with only the rate of
change slowed by political moderation.
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The digital switchover, in terms of consumers using digital platforms has probably already happened in most
homes, with the challenge being to ensure universal social inclusion to online services rather than the form that
broadcast television takes.

Connecting to the Licence Fee Payer

Q1: What more can the BBC do better involve the public in its decision making processes?

The BBC can connect better in three ways:

— by looking to digital technology to develop new methods of interactive monitoring of output, or
future output, in the form of computer analysis of digital responses through websites etc, in much
the same way that major retailers monitor customer preferences through loyalty cards;

— by including an annual questionnaire with each Licence Fee renewal demand/notice; and

— by regionalising its governance by setting up devolved boards/trusts to represent the BBC in each
region as well as monitor output in each nation and region—with the Chairs of those boards coming
together to form the national governors or Trustees. That way the nations and regions would better
support the BBC’s national role.

10 October 2005

Memorandum by D Reynolds

“How should faiths be represented in BBC programmes, services and governance?”

If ignorance breeds fear, fear hatred and hatred violence, then education has the opposite eVect. To this extent,
then, it is desirable for the BBC to help each section of its audience become more aware of the others.
Therefore, the BBC should not target programmes at particular religions. Just as faith-based schools lead
communities to grow apart (Barry Sheerman, chairman of the Commons education select committee),35 so
faith-based programming coalesces audiences around separate religions. Instead, the BBC should ensure that
programmes generally reflect the balance of views amongst the wider population.

That population today is more secular and non-theistic than ever. The 2001 census presents a misleading
picture,36 because by asking the question, “What is your religion?” respondents were encouraged to select a
religion even if they were not religious. Despite this, the second largest group, at 15.5 per cent (9.1 million),
were those stating they had no religion. This group was almost six times larger than the next religious group.
The trend is towards people believing what they can test for themselves in preference to trusting ancient texts.
Internationally the half as many people self-identify as non-religious compared with Christian.37

Discussing education in schools, Ian Gibson, chair of the Commons science and technology committee, said,
“Education has to be based on scientific facts.”38 Surely this requirement must extend to any remit provided
to the BBC. Programmes must not misrepresent fictitious or speculative content as factual. The BBCmust not
proselytise. There must be no place on the BBC for programming dedicated to religious worship.

All governors of the BBC—or their proposed replacements—should be required openly to declare their
religious views, and any group with responsibility for overseeing religious balance should have amake-up that
reflects society as a whole.

28 August 2005

Letter from J Rodell

It would be appreciated if you could draw the attention of the House of Lords BBC Charter Review
Committee to the following comments in response to their inquiry. I oVer these on an individual basis,
although I am aware that they are largely shared by fellow humanists and others who hold views on ethics and
morality independent of religious belief.

35 http://education.guardian.co.uk/faithschools/story/0,,1554593,00.html
36 http://www.statistics.gov.uk/cci/nugget.asp?id%293
37 http://www.adherents.com/Religions—By—Adherents.html
38 http://education.guardian.co.uk/newschools/story/0,14729,1544829,00.html
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1. Status of the BBC

Firstly I would like to make clear my strong support for the continued status of the BBC as an independent
broadcaster largely financed from the license fee. Having travelled to many other parts of the world, I think
it is fair to say that much of the BBC’s output, notably Radio 4, is unrivalled in breadth, depth, quality and
freedom from government and commercial influence. The license fee, along with the appropriate governance
arrangements, seems to be the best guarantee that this will continue.

2. Religious Broadcasting—The Issue

2.1 However, I believe it is time to review the BBC’s remit in respect of religious broadcasting. The current
position is exemplified by the Thought for the Day slot on the Radio 4 Today programme.

2.2 According to the 2001 Census, “people with no religion” form the second largest group in the country
after Christians—at 15pct nearly three times the size of all non-Christian religions added together. Yet the
BBC Religious Broadcasting unit refuses to include humanist or other non-religious speakers among the
Thought for the Day contributors, while continuing to include at least one speaker who uses the slot as a
platform to evangelise Christian beliefs.

2.3 The implication of omitting non-religious speakers is that the Religious Broadcasting unit considers that
only those with a belief in the supernatural can claim legitimate views on moral issues. This is both untrue and
rather insulting. (Indeed, as an atheist I believe that all codes of morality are/have been of human origin, often
produced by gifted thinkers and leaders, but in most cases informed by one of a variety of erroneous
supernatural beliefs.)

2.4 The Thought for the Day issue is, I believe, symptomatic of an underlying lack of clarity on the role of the
BBC in the religious sphere.

3. Religious Broadcasting—Solution for Consideration

3.1 Religious belief is, of course, a sensitive issue, especially following recent events. The future role of the
BBC’s religious output needs to be considered in the wider context of the debate on multiculturalism, and
bearing in mind the BBC’s role in the “British Establishment” and hence in the elusive concept of
“Britishness”. Clearly it needs to maintain wide appeal and adapt to changing times.

3.2 It could be argued that, as 70 per cent of the population is Christian, and the Church of England is
formally established, the BBC should be a bastion of CoE Christianity. But this would alienate the 30 per cent
of the population who are not Christian, along with the significant proportion of non-CoE Christians.

3.3 Amore realistic and “future proof” approach would be for the BBC’s remit to be clearly secular and even-
handed. That would not mean an absence of broadcasting on religious topics, just as political neutrality does
not imply an absence of broadcasting on political topics: Thought for the Daywould continue—albeit with an
even-handed approach—aswouldmany of the excellent programmes exploring religions, religious history and
thinking, morality and so on. Nor would it prevent formal occasions that take place under the auspices of the
established church, such as State weddings and funerals, from being broadcast. But it would mean a
responsibility fairly to reflect the views in the country in everyday output.

3.4 One type of output would not, however, be compatible with a strict interpretation of “secular and even-
handed” and that is the broadcasting of Christian services for their own sake, such as in Songs of Praise. In
these cases the BBC is eVectively using license-payers money to provide a service to Christianity—neither
secular nor even-handed. I can see that this would be a problem given the popularity of these programmes,
their traditional status and the fact that they are often watched and listened to by the elderly or otherwise
housebound. A possible solution could be a transitional arrangement leading to the establishment of a
separate digital channel for such output, perhaps funded commercially or by donation but outside the BBC
umbrella.

4. Summary

My primary purpose in writing is therefore to urge a change in the BBC’s Charter. Bring religion into line with
politics bymaking the BBC responsible formaintaining a secular and even-handed approach to this important
and sensitive topic.

9 October 2005
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Memorandum by A Rogers

The first questions to ask are:

Should any mass-broadcasting time be devoted to religious broadcasting?
If so, for what purpose and with what justification are such broadcasts made?

The adherent of any religion, unless totally house-bound or living in an area without the provision of an
appropriate place of worship, may attend his or her place of worship for the purpose of religious
indoctrination or practice. A case might be made for those two categories of people to be provided with
broadcasts to meet their specific needs. Before these are provided some attempt should be made to measure or
estimate the number of people in this situation in each religion and the incompatible divisions of such religions
(presumably Catholics would not want to receive Baptist broadcasts and vice-versa).

My guess, based upon no information at all, is that the numbers would be very small overall and would
necessarily comprise even smaller numbers in the separate divisions. Some form of delivery other than mass-
broadcasting would therefore be more appropriate. Radio broadcasting by religious organisations on their
own channels (as an example the Roman Catholic Köln Cathedral domradio) seems the most appropriate.
Technical help and encouragement might be provided by the BBC, although this should be at no cost to the
general license payer. The religious body should fully fund and staV such broadcasting from its own resources.

I can see no justification for using broadcast time on the five terrestrial TV channels and the mass audience
radio channels for “pure” religious broadcasting given that the audience is multi-cultural and largely non-
religious. However, debate about moral, philosophical and scientific issues which are in conflict with religion
or intellectual debate between theists and atheists are, in my view, entirely appropriate and in keeping with
the BBC’s responsibility to inform, educate and entertain. I remember with some aVection the BBC Brains
Trust broadcasts. If only the BBC would aspire to those standards once again.

Themass broadcasting of religious indoctrination without intellectual challenge is as unacceptable as political
indoctrination without intellectual challenge, particularly since senior religious figures frequently attempt to
interfere in the process of law making by democratic government.

August 2005

Memorandum by S Ryder

1. The BBC, while it has a responsibility to represent the interests of minority groups, clearly has a bias
towards selecting the interests of religious groups above those of rational-minded non-religious thinkers.

2. The BBC, like many other institutions, seems to have a streak of cowardice in that it happily allows
reactionary bigots from the religions who shout the loudest in society to have regular platforms to air their
drivel, tiptoeing around issues of faith so as not to risk oVending anybody who will cause a fuss. On any given
day, there are rabid evangelists for Christianity and Islam using the licence-payers’ money to spread their
beliefs. It is clear that representatives of less reactionary andmore humble religions are given less of a platform.

3. That said, there is no reason why these special interest groups should be given any special treatment. How
can the BBC justify giving a platform to one religion and not another? If I invented yet another patently false
religion today, would I be given the opportunity to try to corrupt the minds of the young via the BBC?

4. Most importantly, there is absolutley no justification for denying the validity of sensible, rational thought
while essentially promoting the lies of the religious minority, which is exactly what happens on a daily basis.
As an obvious example, Radio 4’s Thought for theDay supposedly speaks to the people of the nation about
matters of morality and how we live in the world; yet, for no valid reason whatsoever, only representatives of
several seemingly randomly picked religions are chosen as the spokespeople for our inner lives. This is not to
do with “thought” in any sense of the word, still less to do with fairly representing how we deal with issues of
morality and the inner life in this country. Whichever religion is being spoken for on any given morning, the
majority of people listening do not believe in that god—whether they believe in another god or, like the majority
of people, have no god, whichever religious group is being given airtime that morning does not speak for the
majority. The majority of people in the UK in 2005 are decent, thoughtful and moral—they do not get this
from the Koram or the Bible but from thought, both rational and instinctive. God and other faity tales have
no place in creating a civil, morally upright society.

5. It is not justThought for the Daywhich shows the BBC pandering to the needs of religious groups to spread
their word. The majority of news programmes contain at least one issue on which it is thought proper to have
comment from leaders of a couple of the (noisier) faiths. What valid reason is there that representatives of
secular groups are not given equal platform? We are the majority after all. If an issue is important enough in
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its social resonance that it seems reasonable to invite someone to comment on its eVect on the fabric of society,
why does the BBC instinctively go for aMuslim cleric and aChurch of EnglandBishop? The prime purpose for
these people is to spread their religions; that is their raison d’etre—and indeed the raison d’etre of all religion is
to propgate itself. It seems only sensible—only fair to my mind—that non-religious people are chosen insetad
from nowon to comment on societal events of import and to hostThought for the Day; to present programmes
onmorality based onmorality, not on religion. There is no shortage of these commentators—the philosophers,
scientists, sociologists, writers and thinkers who make up our intellectual world are the people who have valid
opinions, based on thought and reason, not blind faith in fairytales.

1 September 2005

Memorandum by D Spencer

Religion, belief, is up to individual, should not be promoted by the state. The church should be completely
separate from the state. It should receive no tax payers money in any form. If it cannot survive through its
own merits, it should perish. Surely this is the ethos of the capitalist system we live under. And evolution will
not stop, human society included.

Belief in an all powerful being which “made” the world, is primitive, backward, and ok for those who need
such a crutch to deal with the injustices, cruelty, poverty, etc, rampant all over the planet.Most of this mayhem
is being caused by the likes of Bush and Blair, who’s military adventurism is justified as a moral issue via
religious beliefs. God is on our side! It is just a device to hide behind when trying to grab the oil, or whatever
other imperial objective is being pursued. Of course, the other lot claim Allah is on the their side.

To encourage this superstitious nonsense by any means is to prolong the death throes of something which
should have gone into the dustbin of history long since.

It seems to me that religious content of the BBC’s output has risen considerably over the past few years, with
very little balanced programming of no faith material.

I suspect the influence of Blair and his pious gang have a lot to do with this. Since the Hutton aVair, the BBC
seems to have become supine, no zest for confronting ministers with hard questions. If the governors of the
BBC have been tamed its independence is threatened, the population will turn even further away from the
establishment, and the divisions in society will deepen. We see already a general cynicism and feeling of
disconnection from the Westminster village. No one believes, or treats with suspicion, what ministers and
government oYcials say. Where are the leaders of integrity and vision?

How can faith based schools encourage integration? The opposite, a fractured, divided society will be the
outcome. Dumb the prols down, especially the children, and religion is a great way to achieve this. Feed them
junk food, fill their minds with superstition,(RE), and low expectations. Blair says we must compete in the
global market place. Does this mean lots of low pay jobs like in China and India? Not much for the young to
look forward to, a dollar a day standard of living.

Is this really the England my fathers generation gave their all for in the last ”war to end wars”?

It is essential that your committee understand the damage to society that allowing religious interests to have
influence in broadcasting and government can and does do, and act accordingly.

10 October 2005

Letter and memorandum from Trinity Mirror PLC

I enclose Trinity Mirror Plc’s submission to the extended Lords’ Select Committee inquiry into the BBC with
a specific reference to broadcasting in the Nations and Regions and “ultra-local” services.

In essence, we believe that the launch of the BBC’s pilot projects into ultra-local news provision has not been
properly thought through. The proximity of the conclusion of the pilots and the adoption of a new Charter
with its accompanying new regulatory regime, leave any Market Impact Assessment of these new services in
a regulatory no-man’s land.
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1. Introduction

1.1 The Lords BBC Charter Review Committee has extended its review into the BBC and will now hold a
short inquiry to consider specific aspects of BBC activity including decentralisation and “ultra-local” services.
The Committee has invited interested parties to submit evidence to assist it in its inquiry.

1.2 This submission has been prepared on behalf of Trinity Mirror Plc, the largest regional newspaper
publisher in the United Kingdom with a regional presence of 250 titles including the Newcastle Evening
Chronicle, The Journal, Liverpool Echo, Liverpool Daily Post, Western Mail, South Wales Echo,
Birmingham Post, Birmingham Mail and the Coventry Evening Telegraph. Through its subsidiaries, Trinity
Mirror also publishes the Daily Mirror, Sunday Mirror and The People and the Daily Record and Sunday
Mail in Scotland. This submission is structured in accordance with the suggestions contained within the
Committee’s announcement of 2 August 2005.

2. Distortion of the Market

2.1 The Government’s central communications policy is to ensure a plurality of media voices in any market
place. Trinity Mirror has long held the view that plurality ensures strong competition and a diverse market. If
the BBC uses public funds to create a new ultra-local news content service using new technologies and delivery
mechanisms it will ultimately stifle investment from commercial investors and inevitably lead to a reduction
in pluralism.

2.2 Local newspaper companies invest in providing ultra-local content. Our audiences demand ultra-local
content. As those audiences adapt to new technologies they will want their trusted newspaper content,
segmented or otherwise, to be available to them on platforms of their choice.

2.3 If the BBC has already colonised those new platforms what incentive is there for commercial operators
to compete? Even if they wanted to compete, would they be able to do so?

2.4 The BBC is not subject to the financial or revenue constraints of a commercial business. It could support
a financially unsuccessful project in the name of the public’s interest. Trinity Mirror argues that if a revenue-
blind model is allowed to lay claim to new delivery platforms in an infant market, it will distort that market.

2.5 The commercial development of local news online relies upon investment rewarded by advertising revenue
generated from site users. The BBC, entering early with rich content and no need for commercial returns, will
take a significant share of the audience for local news. In doing so it will reduce the returns available to the
private sector and hence its level of investment in local news services.

2.6 We agree with Philip Graf, who conducted amarket impact assessment of BBConline, when he concluded
that the presence of the BBC in the online market might: “Lessen competition by deterring investment by
commercial operators that could have led to new forms of competition”. (Graf Report Page 58).

2.7 Competition is served best when investment, risk and innovation lead to many new projects being
launched in the market. In a burgeoning low-audience digital market these projects are currently defined by
higher than average levels of investment with higher levels of risk exposure and much lower returns, at least
in the short term.

2.8 When innovative decisions are considered in this environment, the presence of a licence-fee supported
BBC service will act as a deterrent to investment decisions. Even a commitment by the BBC for a service
expansion into a new or extended digital market will bounce commercial innovation away. This isn’t a matter
of the BBC addressing market failure. It is rather that early ownership of a new platform, backed by public
funds, might leave the BBC acting as a monopolistic incumbent.

2.9 As the market fragments, it will be essential for traditional paper-based media to expand onto alternative
platforms to retain readers and advertisers. If those new platforms are eVectively closed oV because they have
already been occupied by subsidised services from the BBC, the long-term future of the core paper product
may well be placed in jeopardy, with a consequential threat to plurality.

2.10. Licence fee-backed experimentation on new delivery platforms constitutes, in our mind, unfair
competition against commercial parties who need shareholder approval to proceed with new investments.

3. Market Impact Assessments and Public Value Tests

3.1 The Government’s Green Paper says: “There should be suYcient flexibility in the system for the BBC to
add and remove services in response to changing technologies and market conditions. Any significant change
should be subject to a public value test that incorporates a market impact assessment (MIA). Only where the
public value of a change outweighs any adverse market impact should it be allowed”. (Page 14 “Review of the
BBC’s Royal Charter”).
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3.2 Trinity Mirror asks the Committee to consider whether the public’s interest is served by the extension of
BBC content into ultra-local markets. If the public’s interest is served at all by such an extension, does that
public value outweigh any adverse market impact? How can such a market impact be measured given that
the eVects on competition of a new or extended BBC servicemust include the likely eVect of the BBChindering
competition in the medium to long term?

3.3 “Market impact assessments of BBC services also play an important role. Significant investment by the
BBC in new services would—if not properly directed—have a chilling eVect on private sector investment.
Uncertainty about the BBC’s plans could deter commercial operators, especially in niche markets” (Para 3.19
Ofcom Response to Green Paper).

3.4 Trinity Mirror supports Ofcom in seeking to carry out impact assessments of BBC services. We also
support the Ofcom view that: “significant changes or repeated changes to existing services are not diVerent in
nature to new services, as to their impact on the market(s), competition, and on predictability/certainty in the
market. Ofcom believes they should not be treated diVerently. In fact, if they are treated diVerently, there is
a risk that the objectives of the market impact assessment regime could be circumvented by simply
reclassifying new service as a change to an existing one” (Para 3.21 Ofcom response to Green Paper).

3.5 We fully support Ofcom when it says: “Our view is that these are new services or are at least significant
changes to existing services, and that there could be reasonable grounds for believing that they may have a
significant impact on the market. They should therefore be subject to an independent assessment by Ofcom”
(Para 3.26 Ofcom response to Green Paper).

3.6 If current proposals for the new Charter are adopted, after Ofcom carries out an impact assessment, the
BBC Trust will have the final decision on the continuation of that service based on the overall public value of
that service and whether it outweighs any potentially adverse market impact.

3.7 Trinity Mirror has concerns about the status of the proposed BBC Trust and the public value test, as
outlined by the BBC’s Building Public Value document. We support the OFT when it says that all activities
of the BBC must be appropriately regulated within a framework of legal accountability.

3.8 In a letter to the BBC Charter Review consultation Becket McGrath from the OFT said that the BBC:
“can also produce outcomes that are uniquely damaging to eVective competition and to commercially funded
innovation on media markets due to the BBC’s unique scale, scope, status and ambition. As a result, the
systems by which the BBC is governed and generally held accountable must be able to provide suYcient
safeguards for those whose legitimate interests may be harmed by the BBC’s activities.” (Page 2, OFT letter
to DCMS June 2 2005).

3.9 The new BBC Trust will have power to agree BBC services based on a public value test. The Trust could
approve a service that, in Ofcom’s assessment, might have a negative market impact. The discretion of the
Trust to override Ofcom’s advice when deciding on a new service must be matched by a structure to allow
those parties who feel damaged by such a decision to have course for redress. “In our view, it is important that
this accountability is clear, to enable aggrieved parties to seek redress, and that it includes, in appropriate
cases, accountability in law” (Page 4, OFT letter to DCMS 2 June 2005).

3.10 Unfortunately for Trinity Mirror, the first ultra-local pilot project is in the Midlands, one of our core
publishing markets, and it is launching in December 2005. The reassuring regulatory tones from both
Government and the BBC for the new Charter seem a bit flat as these new BBC services are to be launched
without any of the checks and balances described and debated above in place. This is deeply un-reassuring to
those with doubts like ours about the potential adverse market impact of BBC expansion onto new platforms.

4. Conclusion

4.1 We agree with Ofcomwhen it says: “In one sense, by its very existence, the BBC impacts on competition in
the market-place” (para 3.14 Ofcom response to the Government Green Paper on Review of the BBC’s Royal
Charter).

4.2 The BBC is a powerful force that will aVect decisions made by media investors. In emerging digital
markets, new and extended BBC services must be rigorously scrutinised to prove there is no short or long term
threat to current, near or future investment and ultimately plurality. The BBC must be forced to adopt what
theGrafReport described as a “deliberately precautionary approach”. Their behaviour this year, in extending
and launching digital services, seems more expansionary than cautionary.

4.3 Ultimately, the responsibility falls to Government to ensure the BBC shows restraint. But structures that
regulate BBC activities—Ofcom, BBC Trust—must oVer transparent, independent and inclusive review
procedures for new and extended service and must oVer genuine routes to redress.
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4.4 Ofcom must be allowed to review the BBC’s new ultra-local news services, including the pilot launched
in the Midlands in our core publishing market. This review must allow for withdrawal of the services, and the
elimination of the widely publicised rollout plan, if they are not deemed to add value to what the commercial
market would provide now, or more importantly, in the future as digital content delivery matures.

4.5 Commercial operators must know what expansionist services are planned by the BBC to enable them to
take educated commercial investment decisions. The extension of existing services onto new digital platforms
must be treated, from a regulatory framework, as the provision of a new service. Changes to those services—
platform delivery or availability—must be monitored closely by Ofcom through it’s own research and via
concerns from commercial operators. The changing reach and remit of an existing service cannot be allowed
to go ahead without an impact assessment on what the possible eVects on the future health of the market into
which those services are expanding will be.

4.6 Procedure and process aside, Trinity Mirror believes that wider issues of competition must be addressed.
The BBChas the potential to distort themarket. In doing so, it will harm plurality by adversely aVecting future
investment. Moves into ultra-local content provision could pose a very real threat to the local press.

10 October 2005

Memorandum by the Vivekananda Centre London and the Hindu Council (UK)

1. Hinduism and the BBC

(a) Response to the first question:

Do diVerent faiths figure suYciently?

Response: Hinduism does not figure suYciently

(b) Response to the second question:

How should faiths be presented in BBC programmes, services and governance?

Detailed analyses of the aspects of Hinduism that are absent and detailed evidence of aspects of
Hinduism portrayed that are seriously flawed are presented. Suggestions for a way forward are
presented in the conclusion.

2. The BBC’s Failure to Portray the Key Features of Hinduism

The key themes of Hinduism that the BBC (to our knowledge) has never explored in depth are:

(a) Religious Pluralism, which accepts and celebrates many pathways for making spiritual progress
incorporating theistic as well as non-theistic approaches. It is religious pluralism that allows many
religions to co-exist on a rational format. It is religious pluralism that allows religions to co-exist with
full dignity and without compromise. It is this feature of Hinduism that holds the answer to how
people of diVerent faiths can co-exist peacefully in a multi-faith society. Despite the serious need to
invoke this theme in its programming to diVuse the issue of strife in the name of religion post 9/11,
the BBC production teams have failed to do so.

(b) The Divinity of mankind is the conclusion of the Hindu religion. This teaching oVers the highest
dignity to mankind. It transfers reverence reserved for an invisible being in an invisible plane to
reverence for all living things here and now. It defines the worship of God as service tomankind. The
most potent aspect of this teaching is that it displaces materialistic humanism with spiritual
humanism. It gives the best reason for being altruistic. It teaches that the reason whywe should value
life is not because we are all made from the same sophisticated lumps of carbon but because we are all
expressions of the spirit. The BBC has not explored the Hindu version of humanism, called Spiritual
humanism.

(c) Reconciling the truth claims of Science and Religion is a theme Hindu teachings are well geared to
explore, but no such programme has ever been commissioned. Hindu teachings are in broad
agreement with the theory of evolution, the big bang, quantum mechanics and the life sciences. Such
exploration can make religious teachings interesting and exciting and may even lead the way for
modern sciences to take conceptual leaps towards unifying science with spirituality.
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3. The BBC’s Poor and Inaccurate Portrayal of Hinduism

Our experience with the BBC Religion and Ethics programme makers clearly suggests that these team
members have very poor knowledge or grasp of Hinduism. They are not familiar with any of the key teachings
of Hinduism outlined above. Most of them think that Hinduism is not a religion in a real sense but is just a
way of life; a social phenomenon incorporating Hereditary Caste, Polytheism, Holy Cow, Sati, Kali etc. This
is why a very idiosyncratic version of Hinduism gets portrayed. We oVer two prime examples of such poor
and inaccurate portrayal of Hinduism, one focused on caste and the other on Kali.

(a) Radio 4 “Sunday programme” on 26 September 2004. One of the issues examined in this
programme was to see if caste discrimination is operating in the UK. The programme makers were
informed that just as the English Class system operating in Christian England cannot be said to be
Christianity; the hereditary caste operating in India is not Hinduism. Hereditary caste does not have
sanction within the scriptures of authority of Hinduism, so the programme should make this clear.
The programme did no such thing. When we were interviewed and asked where in the UK the
hereditary caste system is being practised, the BBC was told: “The royal family is the best example
of the hereditary caste system being practised with full pomp and glory in the UK.” All such
comments were edited out of the programme presumably to continue to propagate the idea that
hereditary caste system is Hinduism. The BBC presenter Martin Stott had a wonderful opportunity
of correcting this serious misconception parading as Hinduism but chose to perpetuate this biased
image of Hinduism. Another speaker on the programme, Dr Eleanor Nesbitt from Warwick
University was also shocked by the final version of the programme that ignored her serious
reservations that “the caste issue should not be presented as a criticism specifically directed at
Hindus.’’ One week before the programme was broadcast we had written at length to Jennifer
Daniel, the BBC researcher, pointing out to her that saying that the hereditary caste is Hinduism,
is equal to suggesting that the crusades are Christianity. The hereditary caste system is an atrocity
perpetuated in the name of Hinduism but is certainly not Hinduism. Yet none of our comments were
taken into consideration. The programme also interviewed a lady complaining about another elderly
lady not prepared to touch her or that some boys were wearing T-shirts with “Jat” written on it. This
is the best the Sunday programme could come up with to show that the hereditary caste system of
the Hindus being practised in the United Kingdom! Yet the programme had done its work of
undermining Hinduism by suggesting that Hinduism promotes a hereditary caste system. Appendix
(a) enclosed contains most of the email exchanges relating to this programme.

(b) Radio 4 documentary broadcast on 15 September 2003 titled Sisters of Kali The BBC Radio 4 team
examined the life of an Irish lady called Margaret Noble who became a disciple of Vivekananda and
followed him to India to dedicate her life for the welfare of the sick and needy in Kolkata. She chose
to work within the framework and integrity of Hinduism. The programme did not focus on the
spiritual force that took her to India but chose instead to present her as an “Irish Terrorist” andwent
so far as to link her with the recent Sri Lankan suicide bombers, even though Margaret Nobel lived
in India about 100 years earlier! To demean Margaret Noble the programme was conveniently titled
“Sisters of Kali”. Contrast this with the BBC’s presentation of Mother Teresa who also went to
Kolkata to work for the needy; she did not operate within the integrity of Hinduism but was there
as a Christian missionary. She is portrayed as a saintly figure compared to this Irish lady who is
presumed to be a terrorist, even though not the slightest bit of evidence was oVered to prove any such
activity. Today the whole Hindu nation calls Margaret Noble “Sister Nivedita” or the “dedicated
one”; one who dedicated her life for the Hindu cause. William James the famous Harvard academic
said of Margaret Noble that she was a person of extraordinarily fine character, a very deliberate and
balanced individual but the BBC presenter Mike Thompson equated her to a suicide bomber!

4. The BBC and Hinduism

The above examples 4(a) and 4(b) are used in our textbook Hinduism for Schools—Appendix (c) as classic
examples students can use to explore media bias against religious teachings at GCSE level.

5. Conclusion

The BBC has not only failed to produce or promote programmes focusing on any of the key teachings of
Hinduism listed earlier, it has produced some very biased programmes denigrating Hinduism. Such
programmes reflect a very limited and poor grasp of Hinduism by many of it producers, presenters and
researchers. Such poor portrayals of Hinduism undermine the validity of this religion and obstruct it from
playing an important role in reviving and refreshing the message of spirituality for a modern multi-faith
society.
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6. The Poor Presentation of Hinduism by the BBC can be Interpreted as Institutional Anti-Hindu

Bias Prevalent at the BBC

The reasons for supporting this assumption are:

(a) For many years now we have been oVering suggestions to the BBC for making programmes that
contain the crucial and dynamic themes of Hinduism like Religious Pluralism or Science and
Spirituality, but we have received no encouragement. Appendix (b) contains a series of emails sent
to various BBC departments.

(b) Whenever we have complained or tried to correct serious errors in the presentation of Hinduism we
have received a very cold and negative response from “all” concerned. The very uniform negative
attitude we detect from all BBC departments makes us suspect institutional anti-Hindu bias at play.

(c) We know of no Hindu who has told us that the BBC does a good job of presenting Hinduism. In
fact every Hindu we have spoken to on this issue has told us that overall the BBC does a very poor
job of presenting Hinduism and most of them think that it is strongly anti-Hindu. Even if this
opinion may be questionable, this is how the Hindus perceive the BBC.

(d) Anything that may show Hinduism in a poor light is immediately picked up by the BBC programme
makers, while anything that may show Hinduism in a glorious light remains ignored by the BBC.
(Eg producing documentaries on controversial figureheads of Hinduism rather than the more
acceptable ones).

7. The Way Forward

On 29 September 2005 we had a very fruitful meeting with Mr Bookbinder, the head of Religion and Ethics
at the BBC, with some of his executives. The openness Mr Bookbinder has shown to our concerns makes us
feel that we have at long last found someone within the BBC who is able to appreciate our frustration. Our
case is simple: we wish to displace the serious misconceptions that are allowed to parade as Hinduism so that
the real, dynamic aspects of Hinduism that have the power to make religious programmes interesting, exciting
and relevant in a modern multi-faith society are given an opportunity to be commissioned and broadcast.

8. Suggestions

(a) Promote commissioning programmes discussed in 3(a) 3(b) and 3(c)

(b) Need to “educate” the BBC staV on the correct version of Hinduism rather than what they perceive
as Hinduism.

(c) As a safety measure, there is a need to involve a Hindu consultant to oversee commissioning,
production and editing process on programmes dealing with Hinduism

10 October 2005

Letter from the Hindu Council (UK)

The Hindu Council UK has asked me to write to you to aYrm that the views presented in the Vivekananda
Centre London written evidence have the full backing and support from the apex Hindu body in the United
Kingdom, the Hindu Council (UK).

Kindly attach this confirmation to the written evidence from the Vivekananda Centre London as it lends
greater weight to the material presented by the Vivekananda Centre London.

25 October 2005

Memorandum by N Vokes

The Broadcasting of Sport

— The BBC is the most widely available and highly respected medium through which sporting events
of national interest should be the highest priority.

Broadcasting in the Nations and Regions

— The present weight of broadcasting seems to have reached a sensible level—any further dissipation
is bound to reduce quality.
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The BBC World Service

— The BBC oVers the world an unequalled, and unbiased (I hope) view of the worlds events and must
be a source of encouragement and strength to oppressed people all around the world—I would only
hope that this can be extended to cover all such people.

— It is also a great ambassador for our country building incalculable good will from free thinking
people.

Religious Broadcasting

— There is far too much religious broadcasting, taking up a disproportionate amount of airtime. The
BBC should not support or promote any religion, and religious broadcasting should definitely not
be paid for by the license payer (the vast majority of which are atheist) It should be left to religions
to develop their own channels of communication.

The BBC as Commissioner versus Broadcaster

— It is good that the BBC has taken the lead in digital broadcasting.

Connecting to the Licence Fee Payer

— Why does the BBC need to involve the public in its decision making processes?—as long as it carries
out research to determine views and trends there is no need. We don’t want vast committees
developing TV programs which would be massive compromises appealing to no-one!

17 August 2005

Memorandum by MWard

1. I write as an individual citizen; though I am a member of the British Humanist Association and an oYcer
of the Secondary Heads Association these views are entirely my own.

2. The Church of England, and religion more generally, has a privileged position in our society. Part of that
privilege is the special place that religious broadcasting has in the BBC charter.

3. To the extent that the public has an interest in religion, a desire to reflect upon it and to understand it better,
this would surely be reflected in BBC programming without such a special place? The protection given to
religious broadcasting raises the suspicion that it is intended not to inform but to persuade, that it is an attempt
to (mis-)use religion as an instrument of social control.

4. As a teacher, as a college principal, and in my current role, I have been and remain a supporter of religious
education. Religion is a significant part of the lives of many of our citizens, and it is important for all its forms
to be widely and well understood. Such an educative role sits well with the founding principles of the BBC.

5. But it is imperative that religious education, in the BBC as well as in schools and colleges, be education
about religion and not education in religion. It must be even-handed as to the truths and merits of the diVerent
great religions, and as to the truth and merits of religion as such when set against non-religious world views.

6. The present rules on religious broadcasting are not helpful as they give a special place to, and create a bias
in favour of, a religious and specifically Christian world view.

7. Time is set aside specifically for worship and for programmes eVectively arguing for this world view. There
is a tendency for it to be seen as the norm, even when alternatives are presented alongside it.

8. Particularly oVensive to many non-believers is the not infrequent confusion of morality with religion.
Religions set out moral principles, many of them admirable, which can be the basis of the moral lives of their
adherents.Non-believers derive theirmoral principles fromother sources, and seem to lead lives about as good
and fulfilling as their religious neighbours. This last point is insuYciently reflected both within and outside
religious broadcasting per se.

9. There is, to be fair, an expectation of some degree of balance. Many BBC religious programmes do try to
reflect a wide variety of world views by, for example, inviting their proponents onto discussion programmes.

10. However, this is often partial and revealing of the bias referred to above. A panel discussing women
bishops in the Church of England might quite reasonably be composed of members of that church. A panel
discussing a more general issue (society’s attitude to abortion or homosexuality for example) should not be
composed only of religious people, and still less of adherents of only one religion.
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11. A particular issue, symptomatic of this general bias, is the Radio Four Thought for the Day. Presenters
are selected according to a blatantly discriminatory criterion; they must be members of a recognised religious
group. Virtually any religion will do, but they must believe in something metaphysical. The result is poor
quality radio: a lot of people must hit the button when it comes on, as I often do. More important is that it is
also highly and indefensibly partisan in a way that should have no place at the BBC.

12. It is clear that eVorts have been made to make religious broadcasting more even-handed as between
diVerent religions and denominations, though with only partial success. The need to be even-handed between
religious and non-religious world views has yet to be properly acknowledged and addressed, at least within
religious broadcasting.

13. The BBC charter should be amended to remove a specific requirement for religious broadcasting, which
can be encompassed in the BBC’s general intention to educate and inform.

14. Failing that, it should be a requirement that programming be even-handed on matters that are
controversial in our society. This should apply not only between diVerent religions and denominations, but
also between religious and non-religious philosophies of life.

4 October 2005

Memorandum by A Whitehouse

The following submission is made on an individual basis by a listener to Radio 4 who does not have a
television; comments are therefore restricted to BBC Radio 4 broadcasts. The writer does not have and has
never had any connection with the BBC, direct or indirect, and is a freelance Medical Editor.

1. “Do different faiths (including no faith beliefs) figure sufficiently in BBC programmes and services?”

(a) DiVerent religious faiths, all of them, figure far too prominently in the BBC’s broadcasting on Radio 4:

(i) Too much time overall is devoted to religion-related programming, whether this be religious news
programmes, broadcasts of religious services, Thought for the Day, or programming about or based
on discussion of faiths and faith beliefs.

(ii) It is my perception and that of friends that the time devoted and prominence given to discussions of
religious faiths has increased in recent years; this is inappropriate when all the evidence is points to
active participation in religion has been decreasing, as shown by recent census data.

(iii) In current aVairs programming, too much weight is given to the opinions of clerics of all religions.
These frequently fact-free opinions should be demoted to a position well below any speakers who
have a handle on factual information relating to the issue under discussion.

(iv) There are too many times in the week when no alternative to religious broadcasting is oVered, in
particular 7.00-8.45 am on Sundays. To the non-religious, this slot is as unlistenable as would be an
hour of discussion of news from the world of racism, followed by a live broadcast of a BNP rally
consisting of sermons based on readings from Mein Kampf and singing of the Horst Weissel song,
along the lines of the criminal rubbish served up by Goebbels on German radio in 1939–45. Because
there is no other quality speech radio station, BBC or otherwise, in the London area at such times
of day, there is no genuine alternative for the listener who is not interested in medieval belief systems
and their devotees.

(b) The question is disingenuous in bracketing faith beliefs with what it chooses to call “no faith beliefs”, ie
in grouping programming related to flat earthers and their like in the same category as programming related
to the products of logical thought and scientific enquiry. The subject of broadcasting related to the evidence-
based discoveries of Darwin, Newton, Copernicus, Galileo, Einstein, etc—and the understanding of our lives
and environment, and the almost uncountable improvements to the human condition that have sprung from
these—cannot be discussed under the same umbrella as broadcasting related to the unfounded belief in, say,
fairies at the bottom of the garden.

2. “How should faiths be represented in BBC programmes, services and governance?”

(a) Short answer to all three: not at all.

(b) Programmes:

(i) It is understandable that the BBC, being a public service, seeks to represent the interests of the public;
however, if it is to broadcast on the multitudinousminority beliefs that comprise “religion” it should
remember that it also has a mission to educate and inform, and therefore it should prefix all
broadcasts relating to religion with a moral, ethical, intellectual and physical health message “This
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belief system has discriminated against women and other groups, subjecting them to [lives of misery/
of illness/of physical degradation/of powerlessness/as outcasts—delete as applicable], for centuries
and continues to do some/all of these [delete as applicable]. But there is an alternative: you don’t have
to believe any of it because no-one has ever been able to find any evidence for it”.

(ii) If the wide divergence in beliefs between diVerent Christian denominations is fully acknowledged, it
has to be concluded that there is no majority religious faith in the UK and that any religion
constitutes a minority smaller than the audience for cricket. Broadcasts of all religious services
should be moved to long wave and an alternative should be provided on FM for the majority who
aren’t signed up to that particular faith, and for the rest of us of course.

(c) Services: see point 2b.

(d) Governance: religious faiths should not have any representation in BBC governance:

(i) The BBC is the broadcaster to the nation but census data for the nation do not accurately count how
many people currently practise each of themany religious faiths and so, until such data are available,
any representation cannot be proportionate and therefore cannot be fair representation of the beliefs
of that part of the population that practises one or other religious faith.

(ii) Religions are collections of unfounded opinions based on lack of fact and, often, denial of fact,
especially on socioeconomic issues; no religious tract and its followers has any more validity than
Mein Kampf and its followers. Just as religious faiths should have no special influence on or
connection with the State, they should have no special voice in BBC governance.

(e) Where is the parallel question relating to “no faith beliefs”? There is insuYcient broadcasting on science
and scientific thought, without the products of which most of us would not be alive.

I thank the Committee for providing an opportunity to comment on these issues.

10 October 2005

Memorandum by S Whitfield

My concern about the BBC’s output relates to religious broadcasting. There is far too much of it, especially
on Radio 4. Conversely, there is little programming for those of us who have worked out a life stance free of
religious belief (ie up to 20 per cent of the population, compared with, say, the 3 per cent who are Muslims).
There is also too much deference given to religion on the BBC—it should be subject to more criticism—not
abuse, but intellectual challenging of its notions.

Also, please, please get rid of TFTD, unless you give the non-religious equal time.

16 August 2005
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